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Technology and Capability Themes

Canada CAS Research will establish, along with its academic partners, a collaborative research initiative which encompasses, and
which integrates, technology themes.

Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
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Next Generation Systems
Smart Interactions
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Social Technologies

Integrated Solutions

Integrated Solutions are specific domains upon which the previously identified technology and capability themes are applied and
integrated in order to drive transformation within the specific domain. In each of these identified integrated solutions, the question to
be answered is "How do these technology and capability themes help make these domains smarter?".
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"Email Classification with Co-Training"

Recepient

Stan Matwin, University of Ottawa and Polish Academy of
Sciences
Svetlana Kiritchenko, National Research Council Canada

"Enhancing Application Robustness in Cloud Data

CASCON 2011 Awards
Most Influential Paper Award
Best Paper Award
Best Student Paper Award
CAS Research Innovation Impact Award
CAS Research Project of the Year Award
CAS Research Faculty Fellow of the Year Award
CAS Research Student of the Year Award
CAS Research Collaborator(s) of the Year Award
CAS Research Innovator of the Year Award
Best Technology Showcase Award
"People's Choice" Technology Showcase Award

Most Influential Paper Award

Description:
This award recognizes the most influential paper published in the CASCON 2001 proceedings. 
It was selected by a committee based on impact and professional merit. This paper is well written; it was among the earlier papers
addressing the problem of email classification with a machine-learning method; it has an impressive number of citations; and many
of the papers citing it have numerous citations themselves, which is compelling evidence for its influence.

Best Paper Award

Breaking News

Click here for breaking news
from CASCON

CASCON facebook page

Follow us on facebook

Friends of CASCON

Contact Us

Have any questions about
CASCON? 
Email us at
casinfo@ca.ibm.com .
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Centers"

Recepient

Andres Rodriguez, University of Toronto
Andrew Trossman, IBM Canada Lab
Cristiana Amza, University of Toronto
Dmitrijs Palcikovs, IBM Canada CAS Research
Gabriel Iszlai, IBM Canada CAS Research
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research
Madalin Mihailescu, University of Toronto

"Parallel Data Cubes On Multi-Core Processors With
Multiple Disks"

Recepient

Hamidreza Zaboli, Carleton University
Frank Dehne, Carleton University

"Universal Smart 'Order' Button"

Recepient

Alex Lau, IBM Canada CAS Research
Arno Jacobsen, University of Toronto
Daisy Tan, IBM Canada Lab
Dillon Dixon, IBM Canada CAS Research
Gloria Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research
Ho-Hsiang Tseng, IBM Canada CAS Research
Jimmy Lo, IBM Canada CAS Research
Jin Li, IBM Canada Lab
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research
Lena Yam, IBM Canada CAS Research
Young Yoon, University of Toronto

"Managing Dynamic Context to Optimize Smart
Interactions and Smart Services"

Recepient

Hausi Müller, University of Victoria
Norha Villegas, Ph.D. Candidate from University of Victoria
Juan C. Munoz, M.Sc. Student from Icesi University
Alex Lau, IBM Canada CAS Research

Description:
This award recognizes the best paper published in the CASCON 2011 proceedings.

Best Student Paper Award

Description:
This award recognizes the best student paper published in the CASCON 2011 proceedings.

CAS Research Innovation Impact Award

Description:
This award was introduced as part of the CAS Technology Incubation Lab - TIL. This award is presented for CAS Fellowship
Projects or Faculty Awards which have produced output ready to go into TIL for harvesting, AND/OR output that has already been
included in the product.

CAS Research Project of the Year Award



Jimmy Lo, IBM Canada CAS Research
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research

Recepient

Yelena Yesha, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Recepient

Emre Dincturk, University of Ottawa

Recepient

Daisy Tan, IBM Canada Lab
Yaoqing Gao, IBM Canada Lab

Description:
This award is chosen for best epitomizing the missions of CAS Research.This project combines control theory, semantic web
technologies and smart context to optimize the value businesses generate for their customers.

CAS Research Faculty Fellow of the Year Award

Description:
The Faculty Fellow of the Year award goes to an individual who best impacts the goals and reputation of IBM and CAS Research
as an ambassador in academia. With the breadth of expertise and the high caliber of the faculty with whom CAS has partnerships,
there were many deserving people. Although it was a difficult decision the CAS team agreed that one person in particular needed
to be recognized for her long-standing relationship with CAS and reputation as a phenomenal ambassador in promoting IBM in
academia.

CAS Research Student of the Year Award

Description:
The Student of the Year award goes to the student who has shown outstanding insight and perspective that has contributed to
IBM in a matter of great importance. Emre works in close collaboration with IBM on Modeling Rich Internet Applications for
Security. During his work term at the IBM lab in the summer of 2011, he was a key resource in updating a prototype of Rational
AppScan Enterprise and Rational Policy Tester to include the research team's latest algorithms.

CAS Research Collaborator(s) of the Year Award



Recepient

Jin Li, IBM Canada Lab

"Modeling and Quantifying Influence in Social Networks"

Recepient: The Complex Adaptive Systems Group

Dr. Tony White
Jen Schellink
Colin Henein
Adam Cohen
Behnam Hjian
Dave McKenney
Francis Jeanson
Jimin Park

"Ocean Networks Canada Leveraging Parallelism in Deep
Sea Video Analysis"

Recepient

Description:
Collaborator of the Year is an IBM developer chosen for enabling innovation impact to IBM products by making an outstanding
contribution to a CAS research project, investing time to nurture the harvesting of research results and promoting CAS research
and commercialization models. 

Daisy Tan is a WebSphere Commerce Architect who was involved heavily to help develop Smarter Commerce scenarios for the
Personal Web project. Daisy's expertise in eCommerce gave us a lot of important input to prepare Personal Web for the
eCommerce world. Yaoqing Gao helped oversee CAS projects from three universities, helped build a relationship between the
China research lab and Universities, as well as helped to supervise CAS Research students.

CAS Research Innovator of the Year Award

Description:
This category was introduced in 2008 as part of the CAS Technology Incubation Lab. CAS Affiliates are those IBM people who
take time, sometimes personal time, to work with us on innovative, ground-breaking projects, while building on their technical
vitality and development. Jin Li was the most involved CAS affiliate last year on the personal web projects. He never pushed back
on any requests, even while maintaining a full-time job in Rational.

Best Technology Showcase Award

Description:
The Best Technology Showcase Award is given to the best exhibit featured in the Technology Showcase, which has the most
research value that is useful to the field.

"People's Choice" Technology Showcase Award



Daniel Conti, Ocean Networks Canada
Josh Erickson, Ocean Networks Canada
Eric Guillemot, Ocean Networks Canada
Claire de Grasse, Ocean Networks Canada
Maia Hoeberechts, Ocean Networks Canada
Marjolaine Matabos, Ocean Networks Canada
Alexandra Branzan Albu, University of Victoria
Aleya Gebali, University of Victoria
Celina Gibbs, University of Victoria
Michaël Aron, IFREMER
Frédéric Jean, Laval University

CASCON Resources

Registration & Sign-in
CASCON Archives
CASCON 2010 Proceedings
CASCON 2009 Proceedings
Breaking news from CASCON 2010
CASCON Hotel

Related Links

CAS Canada Research
CAS Worldwide Homepage
High School Programming
Competition
ACM Digital Library

Follow CAS

CAS Tweets
IBM CAS Canada Research Group

Description:
The People's Choice Award was given to the exhibit with the most votes from CASCON attendees.
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CASCON 2011 Speaker Sessions
Monday, November 7
Tuesday, November 8
Wednesday, November 9
Thursday, November 10

Monday, November 7

Keynote Speaker - Salvatore Vella VP, IBM Software Group

Technologies to Build Solutions for a Smarter Planet

Tuesday, November 8

Keynote Speaker - Dr. Eliot Siegel, M.D., Professor, University of Maryland School of Medicine Department of Diagnostic
Radiology, and Chief Imaging VA Maryland Healthcare System

Educating Watson to Usher in a New Era of Intelligent, Vigilant, and Personalized Medicine

FoSP - Bob Blainey, IBM Fellow, IBM Canada Ltd.

Workload Optimization and Systems Technology
Cousens Conference Center 2
17:00 - 18:00
For almost ten years, the IT industry has been grappling with the implications of the shift
from microprocessor clock frequency scaling to multi-core. One of the most important
lessons learned in this era has been the value of deep optimization of system software and
middleware to exploit parallelism and manage increasingly complex memory and storage
hierarchies. Indeed, in many cases, the bundling of optimized software and hardware into
appliances has been necessary to deliver value to our customers. In this talk, I will provide
an update on the state of the art in server-side microprocessor and system design and
explain the workload-optimized systems strategy at IBM, which aims to maximize our
opportunity by leveraging our diverse software and systems talent.
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Bob is an IBM Fellow and the technical architect for workload-optimized systems in IBM
Software Group. Bob has been with IBM for over 20 years, with a consistent focus on deep
optimization of software for IBM systems. He spent many years working on program
transformations for parallelism and for high performance on systems such as IBM Power and
System z. More recently, Bob has had a focus on re-imagining the relationship between
software and hardware in the post-scaling world, which includes optimization of IBM systems
and software in the short term and the creation of new system structures in the longer term
using disruptive technologies. Bob holds Computer Science and MBA degrees and is
currently located in the IBM Canada Laboratory in Markham, Ontario.

Wednesday, November 9

Keynote Speaker - Brenda Dietrich, IBM Fellow and Vice President in the IBM Research Division

Analytics for a Smarter Planet

FoSP - Joanna Ng, Head of Research IBM Canada CAS

The Personal Web
Cousens Conference Center 2
17:00 - 18:00
The World Wide Web was originally designed for the access of distributed content, served as
web pages from different web servers. The centerpiece of the first generation web is
hypermedia links, used to traverse across different web pages from the server side. In the
first generation web, web users are second class citizens, who have no choice but play the
role as “web workers” and the manual operator of the web, bearing the onus of threading
through, by hand, particular but complicated sequence of links; using point-and-click within a
browser session, in order to accomplish users’ tasks over the web. The ramifications of the
lack of cognitive optimality and its resulting mental burden upon the web users are too
significant to be ignored. 

The vision of the Personal Web is to make web users the center piece of the web and turn
all web artifacts into second class citizens that work for web users behind the scene. We
propose an extension of the web such that web users are promoted from its current state of
“web workers” into “web supervisors” by significantly reduce the cognitive effort required,
such as freeing web users of the burden of prospective memory tasks (Hicks et al., 2005),
that we must “remember to remember”, as users use the web to accomplish their tasks and
goals. 

This session provides a conceptual and technology overview with a highlight of potential
application in Smarter Commerce.

Joanna Ng is currently the Head of Research at IBM Canada Software Laboratories, Center
for Advanced Studies. She is also a Senior Technical Staff Member of IBM Software Group.
She has held various senior management and architect positions within IBM in product
development teams and in software strategy division. Joanna is an IBM Master Inventor with
a long track record of profitable innovations. She has conceived and led incubation projects
within IBM Software Group and had a track record of nurturing them into commercialized
products. Joanna has been granted over twenty five patents from various countries in
research areas such as mobile commerce, voice-enabled portal, commerce portal, retail
industry solutions; service-oriented architecture (SOA); asset repository; semantic and web
technologies.

Thursday, November 10

Keynote Speaker - Mariano P. Consens, Information Engineering, MIE and CS, University of Toronto

Exploring and Exploiting the Web of Linked Data
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Hackathon

Cousens Conference Center 1
Monday and Tuesday, 8:30 - 17:00
New this year: as part of CASCON 2011, and in partnership with the IBM Canada Lab
Technical Vitality Team, we will be holding a community Hackathon. Join us for two days of
intense collaborative hacking. The goal is to come up with innovative solutions to solve real-
world problems from World Vision Canada, SickKids Hospital, SickKids Foundation and The
Scott Mission. 

This is an excellent skill building-opportunity to work directly on a customer challenge. Here’s
a look at some of the challenges teams will address:
- Sharing content across applications.
- Working with social media channels like Facebook and Twitter.
- Helping worthy organizations to better engage with their volunteers and communities.

CASCON 2011 Technology Showcase Reception

Cousens Conference Center 3,4,5
Monday, 17:00 - 19:00
Join us for the official launch of CASCON 2011 Technology Showcase on Monday November
7 at 5:00pm and get the first look at this year’s innovations and research results. The
Technology Showcase Reception is open to all registered CASCON attendees.

High School Programming Competition

Holly and Butternut
Tuesday, 8:30 - 17:00
The CASCON High School Programming Competition is a Java based challenge in which
high school students, in teams of two, program a player to compete in a game against the
players of other teams.  The goal of this competition is to help students discover the fun in
computers science and information technology.   In its seventh year, the CASCON High

Breaking News

Click here for breaking news
from CASCON

CASCON facebook page

Follow us on facebook

Friends of CASCON

Contact Us

Have any questions about
CASCON? 
Email us at
casinfo@ca.ibm.com .
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School Programming Competition will host students from many schools across the Greater
Toronto Area.  While the students compete, educators will have the opportunity to attend a
hands-on workshop in the morning and a presentation in the afternoon.  Both of these
seminars will be tailored to provide tools that can be directly used in the classroom. The
competition will conclude with a keynote speech to both the competitors and their teachers
from a special guest.

CAS Research Innovation Impact Session

Primrose, Jasmine and Evergreen
Tuesday, 9:00 - 11:30
These sessions are presented on behalf of CAS Fellowship Projects or Faculty Awards which
have produced output ready to go into the Technology Incubation Lab for harvesting, and/or
output that has already been included in the product. All projects presented have made
advancements in science which has led to significant impacts on IBM business matters.

Women in Technology Panel:Setting Yourself up for Success

Cousens Conference Center 1
Wednesday, 12:00 - 13:00
Are you interested in gaining wisdom on how to set yourself up for success as a woman in
technology? 

This luncheon is designed for networking, discussion and learning. This year, CASCON is
proud to host Brenda Dietrich, an IBM Fellow and Vice President in IBM research, as our
WIT luncheon keynote speaker. 

A question and answer session will follow the panel. Some topics we hope to cover include
Personal Development, Social Skills and Career Development.
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CASCON 2011 Paper Presentations
Monday, November 7
Tuesday, November 8
Best Student Paper: Parallel Data Cubes On Multi-Core Processors With Multiple Disks
Best Paper: Enhancing Application Robustness in Infrastructure-as-a-Service Clouds

Monday, November 7, 2011 Technical Paper Presentations

Session 1 - Adaptive Systems, Chair: Hausi Müller

Spy vs. Spy: Counter-intelligence methods for backtracking malicious intrusions
Jason S. Alexander, Thomas R. Dean and Scott Knigh
15:00
Markham Ballroom A

Towards a Requirements-Driven Framework for Detecting Malicious Behavior against
Software Systems
Hamzeh Zawawy, Kostas Kontogiannis, John Mylopoulos and Serge Mankovksi
15:30
Markham Ballroom A

An Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm for Dynamic Heterogeneous Hadoop Systems
Aysan Rasooli and Douglas Down
16:00
Markham Ballroom A

Session 2 - Databases, Chair: Pat Martin

Privacy Leakage in Multi-relational Learning via  Unwanted Classification Models
Hongyu Guo, Herna Viktor and Eric Paquet
15:00
Markham Ballroom B

A Materialized-View Based Technique to Optimize Progressive Queries via Dependency
Analysis
Chao Zhu, Qiang Zhu, Calisto Zuzarte and Wenbin Ma
15:30
Markham Ballroom B
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ChuQL: Processing XML with XQuery using Hadoop
Shahan Khatchadourian, Mariano Consens and Jerome Simeon
16:00
Markham Ballroom B

Session 3 - Parallel Computing, Chair: Kit Barton

Programmer-Assisted Automatic Parallelization
Diego Huang and J. Gregory Steffan
15:00
Markham Ballroom C

Parallel Data Cubes On Multi-Core Processors With Multiple Disks
Frank Dehne and Hamidreza Zaboli
15:30
Markham Ballroom C

Task Scheduling for GPU Accelerated OLAP Systems
Lubomir Riha, Colin Shea, Maria Malik and Tarek El-Ghazawi
16:00
Markham Ballroom C

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 Technical Paper Presentations

Session 4 - Cloud, Chair: Vio Onut

Enabling Automated Integration Testing of Cloud Application Services in Virtualized
Environments
Tariq King, Annaji Ganti and Dave Froslie
08:30
Markham Ballroom A

Enhancing Application Robustness in Infrastructure-as-a-Service Clouds
Madalin Mihailescu, Andres Rodriguez, Cristiana Amza, Dmitrijs Palcikovs, Gabriel Iszlai,
Andrew Trossman and Joanna Ng
09:00
Markham Ballroom A

YaKit: A Locality based Messenging System using the iCon Overlay
Ronald Desmarais, Hausi Muller and Przemek Lach
09:30
Markham Ballroom A

Session 5 - Software Maintenance, Chair: Kostos Kontogiannis

Assisting Failure Diagnosis through Filesystem Instrumentation
Liang Huang and Kenny Wong
08:30
Markham Ballroom B

Detecting Model Refactoring Opportunities  Using Heuristic Search
Adnane Ghannem, Marouane Kessentini and Ghizlane Elboussaidi
09:00
Markham Ballroom B

Deriving High-Level Constructs in Legacy Software using Example-Driven Clustering
Martin Faunes, Marouane Kessentini and Houari Sahraoui
09:30
Markham Ballroom B

Session 6 - Web Applications, Chair: Yacine Belala

A Dynamic Context Management Infrastructure for Supporting User-driven Web Integration in
the Personal Web
Norha M. Villegas, Hausi A. Muller, Juan C. Muñoz, Alex Lau, Joanna Ng and Chris Brealey
08:30
Markham Ballroom C

Object-Relational Event Middleware for Web Applications
Peng Li and Eric Wohlstadter
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09:00
Markham Ballroom C

Toward a Framework for Migrating Web Applications to Web Services
Asil A. Almonaies, Manar H. Alalfi, James R. Cordy, and Thomas R.Dean
09:30
Markham Ballroom C

Session 7 - Software Quality, Chair: Ken Wong

Complexity Analysis: A Quantitative Approach to Usability Engineering
Rick Sobiesiak and Tim O'Keefe
10:30
Markham Ballroom A

Towards the Profiling of Scientific Software for Accuracy
Nicholas J. Meng, Diane Kelly and Thomas R. Dean
11:00
Markham Ballroom A

Session 8 - Web Services, Mike Smit

A QoS-Aware Decision Model for Web Service Development: Server-side Data Services or
Client-side Task Services
Mehran Najafi, Kamran Sartipi and Norman Archer
10:30
Markham Ballroom B

Bringing Semantics to Feature Models with SAFMDL
Ebrahim Bagheri, Mohsen Asadi, Faezeh Ensan, Dragan Gasevic and Bardia Mohabbati
11:00
Markham Ballroom B
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CASCON 2011 Workshops

CASCON 2011 Workshops provide a forum to present, discuss, and debate issues, problems, ideas, emerging technologies,
work-in-progress, or directions on technology themes listed on the CAS Canada Research page. Interdisciplinary workshops are
particularly encouraged. The workshop format may include position papers, expert panels, hands-on exercises, and discussions.

Monday, November 7, 2011 Workshops

NSERC Business Intelligence Network: Selected Topics
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Evergreen
Leslie Dolman, Univerisity of Toronto; Frank Tompa, University of Waterloo; Sheila McIlraith,
University of Toronto; Eric Yu, U of Toronto

There is a critical need for a business knowledge management architecture where corporate objectives, processes, and data are
linked through organizational and operational objectives. This workshop will focus on selected research challenges associated with
the development of such an architecture: 1) the creation of a unified model for data and constraint repair, 2) the transition from
policies to data base constraints, 3) the development of strategic models for business intelligence, 4) BI-enabled adaptive
enterprise architecture, and 5) flexible business processes: context-driven customization of data and processes. Invited speakers,
including leading researchers and industry practitioners, will present advances on these topics.

Next-generation, scalable network visualization and analysis
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Smarter Healthcare
Primrose
Amira Djebbari, OCI; Amira Djebbari, OCI

Many real-world systems in diverse fields ranging from physics, biology, and economics to telecommunication, transportation,
intelligence and healthcare can effectively be represented as networks. Network science is a highly inter-disciplinary field of
research concerned with understanding complex systems. In recent years, the availability of massive datasets has led to a rising
need for integrated network analysis and visualization to reveal patterns in the data. The workshop aims to bring together
researchers and practitioners with interests and experience in complex data analysis and visualization to specifically discuss
different approaches and trends in the research of scalable network visualization.

Using Kerberos to provide secure authentication for DB2
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies

Breaking News
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casinfo@ca.ibm.com .
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Smarter Commerce
Violet
Greg Stager, IBM Canada

This half-day hands on workshop will provide an introduction to the Kerberos network authentication protocol. Kerberos provides
highly-secure, mutually-authenticated, single sign-on authentication service. Participants will learn to configure Linux and Microsoft
Windows implementations of Kerberos, as well as cross-realm and cross-platform configurations. As a "kerberized" application,
the workshop will also cover use of DB2 with Kerberos to provide secure authentication and single sign-on.

The 3rd Workshop on Automatic Service Composition
Morning Session - 8:30am
Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA
Smarter Commerce
Markham B
Bipin Upadhyaya, Queens University; Ying Zou, Queen's University; Alex Lau, IBM Canada;
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada

Web services are considered as self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked
across the Web. Web services range from comprehensive services such as storage management and customer relationship
management to more specific services such as travel reservation, book purchasing, weather forecasts, and financial data
summaries. With the increasing integration of SOA solutions to applications, the ability to compose services efficiently and
effectively becomes more and more important. In this workshop we identify key challenges in service composition techniques and
help researchers to identify the open problems as well as develop new approaches to address the problems.

ONTORULE: From Business Knowledge to Ontology- and Rules-based Applications
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Emilio Rubiera, Fundación CTIC; Christian de Sainte Marie, IBM France

The workshop will present results from the ONTORULE project that show the benefits of integrating semantic technologies along
the whole production chain, from knowledge acquisition to knowledge management to business application. The goal of this
workshop is not only to present the project vision and to show case its results: the intent is to give the community of business
users and IT practitioners a first hand understanding and experience of the technology used by the ONTORULE Project, by means
of applied and hands-on exercises.

2nd Workshop on Leveraging REST in Enterprise Service Systems
Morning Session - 8:30am
Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA
Smarter Commerce
Markham C
Michael Athanasopoulos, National Technical University of Athens; Kostas Kontogiannis, Univ.
of Waterloo; Chris Brealey, IBM Canada Ltd.

REST is attracting significant attention as an alternative paradigm for building and integrating enterprise service systems. In this
workshop, we will examine a set of issues related to utilizing REST as an architectural style for building such systems and we will
discuss opportunities and challenges that arise in this domain. More specifically, we will consider state-of-the-art approaches with
regards to modeling, implementing, and composing resource-oriented service systems, RESTful Web service design principles
and maturity models, frameworks and techniques for migrating or adapting existing systems to provide resource-oriented and
RESTful interfaces and compliance evaluation methods for REST-based interfaces.

Business Analytics Trends and Opportunities
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Smarter Commerce
Markham A
Craig Statchuk, IBM Business Analytics

Business Analytics (BA) remains an important research topic for the coming year. This half day workshop will highlight areas of
innovation in Business Intelligence, Predictive Analytics, Cloud, Visualization and Mobile. 1. Introduction to Business Analytics 2.
SPSS Fundamentals 3. Big Data and the Cloud 4. Location Intelligence 5. Visualization 6. Mobile smartphones and tablets
Emphasis will be placed on related technologies like Hadoop, Cassandra and iOS. Subtopics include geospatial integration, big
data, text analytics and statistics.

DB2 performance measurement and tuning hands on exercises
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Software Delivery Platform
Holly and Butternut
Angela Yang, IBM; Calisto Zuzarte, IBM Canada Lab

This half-day hands on workshop will present common categories of performance problems and techniques for identifying and
fixing those problems. Workshop participants will be given a hands on opportunity to practice those techniques. Through case
analysis, they will learn where to start to look at those problems, how to use some new monitor features in DB2 V97 to identify the
bottleneck of the performance problem, and apply solutions accordingly.
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Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered by the Combined Impact of
Innovative Technologies - Part 1
Morning Session - 8:30am
Smart Interactions
Smarter Commerce
Conf Center 2
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria; Leho Nigul, IBM

IBM’s “Smarter Commerce” initiative is a unique approach aimed to increase the value that companies generate for their
customers, partners and shareholders. Innovative technologies empowered shoppers to become Smarter Consumers and set the
pace for companies to become Smarter Businesses in commerce operations of buy; market; sell and service. With key academic
researchers, IBM customers and industrial partners, as well as IBM leaders from Websphere Commerce, and recent IBM
acquisitions such as Sterling Commerce, Unica, Coremetrics, Filenets, ILog; through presentations, demonstrations, discussions
and brain storming sessions, this workshop aimed to identify innovative commerce customer scenarios and advancements in
innovative technologies.

Back to top

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 Workshops

3rd Annual Workshop on Interoperability and Smart Interactions in Healthcare (ISIH)
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Smart Interactions
Smarter Healthcare
Conf Center 2
Craig Kuziemsky, University of Ottawa; Liam Peyton, uOttawa; Jens Weber, University of
Victoria; Karim Keshavjee, InfoClin Inc

The workshop features presentations, a panel discussion, and interactive brainstorming, bringing together a well rounded group of
health informatics researchers from academia and industry, and health care practitioners. The goals of ISIH 2011 is to discuss: •
the evaluation and adoption of standards, technology and processes related to electronic health records and consumer health
informatics services, • the role of legal and policy frameworks for interoperability and smart interactions, • the application of Web
2.0 technologies to facilitate dynamic collaborative process delivery of health care services, • and the provisioning of timely and
insightful performance management based healthcare delivery.

Security Tools - TSIEM and AppScan Source for Security
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Yu-Ping Ding, IBM Toronto Lab; Greg Stager, IBM Canada

This workshop will introduce two security tools: Tivoli Security Information and Event Manager (TSIEM) and AppScan Source
Edition for Security. TSIEM centralizes log collection and event correlation, and leverages a near real-time analytics engine,
compliance management dashboard and reporting engine to link security events and user behavior to corporate policies. AppScan
Source Edition for Security scans the source code of an application for security vulnerabilities early in the software development
life cycle. The audiences of this workshop will gain hands-on experiences on how to use TSIEM with DB2 Audit and how to scan
C/C++ and Java code to find vulnerabilities.

Software Modeling for Embedded and Mobile Sensor System
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Primrose
Ramiro Liscano, Un. of Ontario Institute of Technology; Juergen Dingel, Queen's University;
Dorina Petriu, Carleton University; Faisal Qureshi, UOIT

Software development for embedded and mobile sensor devices has typically been performed with minimal software design.
Sensor devices exhibit many of the same properties as embedded real-time systems, that is timely response to communication
and sensory events. Thus UML standards like MARTE and SysML that are designed for the modeling of real-time systems are a
good starting point for software modeling for embedded sensor systems, but are missing some modeling capabilities related to
sensory information system. This workshop aims at discussing and outlining the challenges for software modeling for embedded
and mobile sensor systems

Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered by the Combined Impact of
Innovative Technologies Part 2
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Smart Interactions
Smarter Commerce
Markham A
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria; Leho Nigul, IBM

IBM’s “Smarter Commerce” initiative is a unique approach aimed to increase the value that companies generate for their
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customers, partners and shareholders. Innovative technologies empowered shoppers to become Smarter Consumers and set the
pace for companies to become Smarter Businesses in commerce operations of buy; market; sell and service. With key academic
researchers, IBM customers and industrial partners, as well as IBM leaders from Websphere Commerce, and recent IBM
acquisitions such as Sterling Commerce, Unica, Coremetrics, Filenets, ILog; through presentations, demonstrations, discussions
and brain storming sessions, this workshop aimed to identify innovative commerce customer scenarios and advancements in
innovative technologies.

Back to top

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 Workshops

Challenges for Parallel Computing
Morning Session - 8:30am
Next Generation Systems
Not Applicable
Conf Center 2
Kit Barton, IBM Toronto Lab

Parallel computing has expanded significantly over the past several years and is becoming an increasingly important aspect of
application development. This workshop will explore some of the current challenges facing parallel computing. Members of the
parallel computing community will discuss challenges that have been encountered and present the work they are pursuing to
address these challenges.

Hands-On OSGi tools in a Day
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Orchid
Peter Moogk, Toronto Lab; Andrew Mak, IBM; Zina Mostafia, IBM Toronto Lab

Many developers are looking for a technology that provides a service-oriented, component-based environment that offers
standardized ways to manage the software lifecycle. The OSGi programming model gives them this capability. In order to aid
these developers to fully utilize this OSGi programming model the Rational Application Developer product is available with a rich
set of OSGi development tools. This workshop demonstrated the OSGi tools that are available in RAD that help developers create
and deploy their applications.

2nd Software Certification Consortium Workshop: Theoretical Basis for System and Software
Engineering Practices and Certification
All Day Session - 8:30am
Other - Safety of software intensive systems
Not Applicable
Primrose
Tom Maibaum, McMaster University; Paul Joannou, McMaster University

This will be the second Software Certification Consortium (SCC) workshop at CASCON, after the very successful workshop last
year attended by over 50 people. SCC is an international group with membership from academia, industry, government and
regulators promoting research and awareness about the certification of critical software intensive systems. The objective will be to
address a specific work item in SCC's agenda: the Theoretical Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and
Certification. The workshop will have presentations of submitted papers, with extensive discussion, and the use of breakout
sessions to address issues identified as requiring focusing and refinement.

Crunching Big Data in the Cloud with Hadoop and BigInsights
All Day Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Smarter Commerce
Holly and Butternut
Leons Petrazickis, IBM IM Cloud Computing Center; Bradley Steinfeld, IBM Canada; Marius
Butuc, IBM

There is a proliferation of data in every industry from Finance to IT to Energy, and strategic insights could be gained by properly
analyzing this data. Hadoop is an implementation of Google’s Map-Reduce search algorithm that allows it to be applied to any
data set. This hands-on workshop will guide attendees through analyzing big numeric and text data sets using Hadoop.

An Introduction to Java Development Kit 7
Morning Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Software Delivery Platform
Markham C
Daryl Maier, IBM Canada; Nikola Grcevski, IBM Toronto Lab; Vijay Sundaresan, IBM
Canada Ltd

This workshop will introduce the powerful new features available in Java Development Kit 7 and demonstrate their value to
application developers. A brief overview of all the new features will be followed by an in-depth exploration of concurrency in Java
and the new Fork/Join framework for recursive decomposition of tasks from one of the package's principle architects. There will be
deep dives into the new file I/O API, JVM support for dynamically typed languages, and tooling to identify performance problems.
The workshop will conclude with a look ahead at some of the exciting features proposed for JDK 8.
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DB2 Security Features: Label Based Access Control and Trusted Contexts
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Violet
Mihai Iacob, IBM Canada; Wali Rjaibi, IBM; Igal Ziskind, IBM

Data security is a major concern for both the private and public sectors. DB2 provides various authentication and access control
methods to manage access to sensitive data. The focus of this workshop is to explain how features such as Database Roles,
LBAC and Trusted Context can be employed together to address the above concerns.

3rd International Workshop Software Testing in the Cloud (STITC 2011)
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Software Delivery Platform
Conf Center 2
Scott Tilley, Florida Institute of Technology

Software testing in the cloud (STITC) relies on underlying technologies such as distributed execution environments, cloud
computing infrastructure, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and hardware virtualization to facilitate the concurrent execution of
test cases. This workshop will highlight recent developments in the field from various perspectives. Work on system migration
strategies when moving testing to the cloud will be highlighted. Case studies will be used to illustrate possible speedup
improvements for large regression test suites. The workshop will also discuss hard problems in software testing and examine
when cloud computing is a suitable solution.

Introduction to Bitcoins: A pseudo-anonymous electronic currency system
Morning Session - 8:30am
Next Generation Systems
Smarter Commerce
Evergreen
Yang Yang, IBM Canada; Sergio Martins, 8200

Bitcoin is a digital currency introduced in 2009, based on a self published paper by Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin enables payments
that are based on proof, rather than trust, in a manner that is similar to cash. Bitcoin is decentralized meaning that there is no
centralized institution which a user must place their trust. An important difference between this virtual currency and typical fiat
currency is that Bitcoins’ validity can be asserted with complete confidence since the verification process is mathematical.

Doctoral Forum
Morning Session - 8:30am
Other - Education
Not Applicable
Markham A
Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria

CASCON 2011 features a Doctoral Forum in which PhD students can meet and discuss their challenges and work with each other
and with experienced researchers and supervisors in an informal and interactive setting. The CASCON 2011 Doctoral Forum
welcomes current and prospective PhD students within the full range of disciplines and approaches of the CASCON community.
No formal paper submission is required to attend this forum.

The 5th International Workshop on Cloud Computing
All Day Session - 8:30am
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Not Applicable
Markham B
Marin LITOIU, York University; Bradley Simmons, York University

Cloud computing is emerging as a new computational model in which software is hosted, run and administered in large web data
centers, and provided as a service over the web. This workshop brings together experts from industry and academia to report
about the state of the art, trends and current projects in cloud computing. The talks and roundtables will focus on several
complementary areas of research that enable cloud computing: (a) Quality of Services (Performance, Security, Privacy); (b)
Platform as a Service; (c) Business models for the cloud.

Workshop on Information Management for Situational Analytics
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Markham C
Angela Tyler, CBAP/Telfer School of Management; Bijan Raahemi, University of Ottawa

The workshop addresses the important concept of Situational Analytics through 3 separate but related presentations. First, a
framework for Situational Analytics is discussed along with a case study example of work in progress. Second, expanding
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Situational Analytics to the extended enterprise is discussed through “Service Oriented Virtual Organization” architecture. Third,
the important role played by social media analytics is discussed. The presentations will be followed by a panel discussion on the
concept, architecture and challenges related to Situational Analytics. The workshop brings together a diverse group of researchers
who recognize that Situational Analytics is an important issue for decision makers.

WIT Luncheon: Setting Yourself Up for Success
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Other - Women in Technology
Not Applicable
TBD
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Brenda Dietrich, IBM Research

Are you interested in gaining wisdom on how to set yourself up for success as a woman in technology? Come and register for the
Women in Technology luncheon at CASCON 2011 to hear successful women share their words of wisdom on how they became
leaders in the field of technology.

An Introduction to Data Mining and Predictive Analytics
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Violet
Tim Daciuk, IBM Canada

Data mining and predictive analytics are two "hot topics" in the world of IT. This hands on workshop will provide experience in
using data mining software to create predictive models. The workshop will show participants how to work with both structured and
unstructured data. This is a repeated workshop from CASCON 2010.
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Thursday, November 10, 2011 Workshops

Portlet Development with Spring Portlet MVC and WebSphere Portal V7
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Software Delivery Platform
Holly and Butternut
Siamack Jabbarzadeh Farshi, IBM

IBM WebSphere Portal has been the industry leading Portal solution over the past few years and there is no doubt that Spring has
become the de-facto light weight java/JEE framework that is based on enterprise application development best practices. This
workshop was intended to introduce the marriage between mainly Spring MVC Portlet along with AOP, Spring Dependency
injection and Spring data access layer with IBM WebSphere Portal V7.

10th Workshop on Compiler-Driven Performance
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Conf Center 2
Clark Verbrugge, McGill University; J. Nelson Amaral, University of Alberta; Mark Stoodley,
IBM Canada; Kit Barton, IBM Toronto Lab

The compiler-driven performance workshop will consist of the presentation of reports on research progress at various academic
and industrial sites across Canada and in the United States. Topics to be discussed in the workshop will include, but are not
limited to: * innovative analysis, transformation, and optimization techniques * languages, compilers, and optimization techniques
for multicore processors and other parallel architectures * compiling for streaming or heterogeneous hardware * dynamic
compilation for high-performance and real-time environments * compilation and optimization for scripting languages * compilation
techniques for reducing power * tools and infrastructure for compiler research

2nd Workshop on Smart Surveillance System Applications
All Day Session - 8:30am
Other - Security and Data Mining
Not Applicable
Conf Center 1
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Iosif Onut, CAS

This workshop is going to provide a scientific forum to present and discuss development aspects of multimodal (video, voice and
sound, RFID, perimeter intrusion, infrared, chemical, etc) intelligent sensor technologies for context-aware security risk
assessment and decision support for real-time intervention and post-incident investigation. Submissions covering theoretical
developments and practical applications of these subjects are invited. The presenters will be asked to prepare a poster along with
a live presentation. The workshop was organized with the technical support of TC-30 Security and Contraband Detection of the
IEEE I&M Society.

Understanding DB2 LUW Optimizer
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Anthony Reina, IBM Toronto Lab; Zoran Kulina, IBM Canada Ltd.

This half-day workshop provides hands-on introduction to the DB2 LUW optimizer. The optimizer is the component of the SQL
compiler responsible for selecting an optimal access plan for an SQL statement. The optimizer works by calculating the execution
cost of many alternative access plans, and then choosing the one with the minimal estimated cost. Understanding how the
optimizer works and knowing how to influence its behaviour can lead to improved query performance and better resource usage.

Using IBM Rational Application Developer to develop enterprise applications with Java EE,
Dojo Server Faces and interconnet them using SOA.
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Violet
Adrian Padilla, IBM; Victor Sosa, IBM; Roberto Sanchez Herrera, IBM; Gloria Yadira
Torrealba Melendez, IBM

Using Rational Application Developer to develop enterprise applications with Java EE, Dojo Server Faces and interconnect them
using SOA. IBM Rational Application Developer (RAD) is an IDE that provides great tools for developing Java enterprise
applications in an agile manner. This workshop is focused on developing a solution for a real world scenario that make use of
technologies such as: OSGi, Java EE, WebSphere Compute Grid, JPA, JSF with Dojo Server Faces library and SCA;
implemented with RAD Tools to promote best practices, innovation and agility.

Introduction to the IBM Netezza Warehouse Appliance
Morning Session - 8:30am
Other - Data Warehouse Appliance
Not Applicable
Orchid
Malcolm Singh, IBM Canada Ltd.; Benjamin Leonhardi, Information Management

IBM Netezza is a powerful and highly parallelized Data Warehousing system that is simple to use. Attendees of this workshop will
get a short overview of the system architecture. They will work with a virtualized Netezza system to get a feel for using this
system. The session will cover the basics from connecting to the Netezza host to the execution of basic SQL commands to create
a database and tables. When creating the tables the most important concept of data distribution will be explored. In addition to
this attendees will get an overview of the most important database utilities.

Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure
Morning Session - 8:30am
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Not Applicable
Markham B
Mike Smit, York University; Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Marin LITOIU, York University; Gabriel
Iszlai, IBM Canada; Al Leon-Garcia, University of Toronto

The Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure (SAVI) workshop will feature speakers and discussions on the design of future
application platforms built on flexible, versatile and evolvable infrastructure. This infrastructure must support – in a cost-effective,
highly available, and flexible manner – the rapid introduction of distributed applications, the delivery of applications with targeted
levels of Quality of Experience, and the rapid retirement of applications and redeployment of their supporting resources. It will
require agility in resource allocation, as well as scalability, reliability, accountability and security. The state-of-the-art for building
this infrastructure includes cloud-based architectures, virtualization, and adaptive systems.
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Business Intelligence and Business Analytics

Integration of Heterogeneous Databases
Smarter Healthcare
Aniket Bochare,

The project aims to achieve integration of heterogeneous repositories comprised of imaging and the genomic data by performing
the enhancement of the tool called as CaIntegrator. The tool after enhancement would also allow dynamic querying on imaging
databases based on various parameters concerning to the interest of researchers and institutions.

Reasoning with Key Peformance Indicators
Not Applicable
Daniele Barone,

The Business Intelligence Model is an end-user-oriented business-level modeling framework that supports non-technical business
users in defining schemas suitable for decision making. We present results on how reasoning activities on such schemas support
managers in better decision making and understanding of their business by adopting a goal-strategy point of view.
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Cloud Computing and Infrastructure

Smart Cloud Services : Automated Lifecycle of Services on the Cloud
Smarter Commerce
Karuna Joshi, Dr. Yelena Yesha, yeyesha@umbc.edu

We will demonstrate the Smart Cloud Services prototype system that we have developed as part of our research on Services on
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the cloud. This system allows automation of configuration, negotiation and procurement of Storage services in a cloud computing
environment using semantic web technologies.

CLOUDQUAL: A Quality Model for Cloud Services
Smarter Commerce
Xianrong Zheng,

As Cloud services are delivered over the Internet, their non-functional properties like availability, reliability and security matter.
However, Cloud services lack a quality model, which may inhibit their wide adoption. Therefore, we initiate one for Cloud services.
It enables service consumers and service providers to negotiate a service level agreement.

A Proxy-based Mobile Grid
Not Applicable
Azade Khalaj, Hanan Lutfiyya, hanan@csd.uwo.ca, Mark Perry, markp@csd.uwo.ca

Our proxy-based infrastructure is designed for supporting client applications on the mobile devices to access remote services,
such as cloud services. The infrastructure allows for a dynamic association of a proxy with a mobile device that takes into account
the proximity and the mobility of the client mobile device.

Executing data-intensive workload in a cloud with minimal dollar-cost
Smarter Commerce
Rizwan Mian,

Data-intensive workloads are often composed of mixed request types that vary in data access patterns and complexity, cf. OLAP
and OLTP workloads. In this poster, we outline an approach that executes a workload in a cloud with minimal dollar-cost by
carefully selecting VMs and placing data while minimizing SLA violations.

A Policy Based Privacy Preserving Cloud Framework
Not Applicable
Karthick Ramachandran, hanan@csd.uwo.ca, markp@csd.uwo.ca

We present a policy based privacy preserving cloud platform as a service, that separates the privacy decisions from the software
developers. A novel approach is introduced to automate the deployment of various privacy preserving schemes along with the
bare software based on the privacy policies specified. We also focus on different architectures including single and multiple
clouds.

An Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm for Dynamic Heterogeneous Hadoop Systems
Software Delivery Platform
Aysan Rasooli, Douglas G. Down, downd@mcmaster.ca

We propose a Hadoop cluster scheduling algorithm, which uses system information such as estimated job arrival rates and mean
job execution times. Using simulation, we demonstrate that our algorithm improves mean completion time of submitted jobs, and
provides competitive performance under fairness and locality metrics with well-known Hadoop scheduling algorithms.

Data centre management: VM relocation problem
Not Applicable
Gaston Keller,

A (virtualized) datacenter can be thought of as a collection of physical servers hosting VMs. To satisfy the VMs’ resource needs,
the datacenter has to continuously relocate (i.e. migrate or replicate) VMs between hosts. We are developing an algorithm to find
suitable sequences of relocations that optimize resource utilization.

IDSaaS -- Providing intrusion detection systems in public clouds
Not Applicable
TURKI ALHARKAN,

In a Cloud Computing environment, cloud consumers need to monitor and protect their virtual existence by implementing their own
intrusion detection capabilities along with other security technologies within the cloud fabric. Intrusion Detection as a Service
(IDSaaS) is an approach to provide intrusion detection technology within public clouds (in Amazon Web Services Cloud).

Distributed Crawling of Rich Internet Applications
Not Applicable
Iosif-Viorel Onut, Seyed M. Mir Taheri, smirt016@uottawa.ca, Gregor v. Bochmann,
bochmann@site.uottawa.ca, Guy-Vincent Jourdan, gvj@site.uottawa.ca

We explore the possibility and challenges of distributed crawling of AJAX enabled rich internet applications in a cloud
environment. We propose a possible architecture which takes advantage of cloud elasticity in order to boost the efficiency of the
crawling and the load balancing among nodes.

Processing XML on the Cloud with ChuQL
Not Applicable
Shahan Khatchadourian,

We showcase ChuQL, a Hadoop-based extension to XQuery for native processing of XML on the Cloud. It leverages imperative
language features and side-effects using XQuery Scripting and the XQuery Update Facility. We demonstrate several analytics
queries over XML datasets that use ChuQL’s advanced features, including iterators and output partitioning.
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Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA

REST Resource Extraction
Smarter Commerce
Michael Athanasopoulos, Kostas Kontogiannis, kostas@swen.uwaterloo.ca

In this exhibit, we present a framework and a methodology for the extraction of REST-like resources from procedure-oriented
service-offering components. Specifically, we present a set of NLP and structure based analysis techniques that are used to
analyze WSDL descriptions and XML Schemas in order to extract significant meaningful domain entities. These entities can then
be considered as the core elements for generating through a collection of rules a REST-like resource model.

A Scenario-Based Evaluation for a Services Management Framework
Not Applicable
IMAD ABDALLAH ODAT, Patrick Martin, martin@cs.queensu.ca, Wendy Powley,
wendy@cs.queensu.ca, Serge Mankovskii, Gabby Silberman

A services management framework has been developed to automate the adaptation of a system to meet business needs using an
event driven, goal-oriented approach. In this poster, we present the services management framework and provide an evaluation of
the framework using several use-case scenarios.

A QoS-Aware Decision Model for Web Service Development
Not Applicable
mehran najafi, Dr.Kamran Sartipi sartipi@mcmaster.ca, Dr.Norman Archer
archer@mcmaster.ca

We have proposed to categorize web services into data and task services. While a data service processes client data at the
server-site, a task service employs a service representative to process client-data locally at the client-site.This work proposes a
decision model to help service developers decide on the best service type of business service for a specific functionality.

Virtual Remote Nursing System
Smarter Healthcare
mehran najafi, Dr.Kamran Sartipi, sartipi@mcmaster.ca, Dr.Norman Archer,
archer@mcmaster.ca

We propose a new framework, Virtual Remote Nursing (VRN) that provides a virtual nurse agent installed on the client's personal
computer or smart phone to help mange the client's health condition continuously. The VRN is provided by a web service for
medical practitioners who decide on the patient's treatment. Patient's health information are obtained from online personal health
record systems.

BPM and Analytics for Real-time Patient Flow Management
Smarter Healthcare
Alain Mouttham, Randy Giffen [Randy_Giffen@ca.ibm.com], Aladdin Baarah
[aladdin_baarah@yahoo.com], Liam Peyton [lpeyton@site.uottawa.ca]

One of the challenges facing Ontario hospitals is long wait times in the Emergency Department (ED). This is usually due to a
problem further downstream in the patient flow. The University of Ottawa and IBM have started a research project with a large
community hospital in the Toronto area on real-time patient flow management based on BPM and Analytics. The exhibit describes
the project and system architecture

Quick Consistency Management in BPM
Not Applicable
Moises Castelo Branco, Moises Castelo Branco, mcbranco@gsd.uwaterloo.ca, Yingfei Xiong,
y6xiong@gsd.uwaterloo.ca

A key need in Business Process Modeling is managing consistency among models that target different stakeholders' perspectives.
We present an ongoing research for finding inconsistencies among multiple BPMN workflows. Our approach reveals syntactic and
semantic mismatches that can be used by the stakeholders to fix potential inconsistencies in the models.

WSDL Workbench
Not Applicable
Doug Martin,

The sparse syntax of Web Service Description Language (WSDL) makes it difficult to understand repositories of service
descriptions. In this work, we exploit techniques derived from software design recovery to automatically analyze WSDL
descriptions and construct a database for querying and exploring relationships found from this analysis.

Dynamic Context Management for Smarter Commerce
Smarter Commerce
Norha M Villegas, Juan C. Muñoz jcmunoz@icesi.edu.co , Hausi A. Müller hausi@cs.uvic.ca

With the proliferation of mobile, geo-location and social computing technologies customers expect and demand Smarter
Commerce. Consequently, the dynamic between buyers and sellers has changed dramatically. Providing a pleasant experience to
both parties requires significant end-to-end instrumentation, monitoring, adaptation, and optimization. This exhibit showcases
dynamic context management for smarter commerce.

A Distributed Infrastructure for Business Processes Management in Virtual Organizations
Smarter Healthcare
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Mohammad Hossein Ahmadi Danesh Ashtiani, Bijan Raahemi, Raahemi@telfer.uottawa.ca,
Mohammad Amin Kamali, skama043@uottawa.ca

In this research we have provided a distributed infrastructure that facilitates the creation of collaborative business processes. The
infrastructure is based on multiple Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs) collaborating with each other, while creating zone gateways to
guarantee specific organizational rules and policies. The infrastructure is implemented using IBM Websphere ESB and the
federation management capabilities.

Requirements-driven software customization
Not Applicable
Sotirios Liaskos, Xin (Jack) Zhang - xzhang77@yorku.ca

We demonstrate a preference-based software customization approach and tool. Software is developed to support large number of
user behaviors, encoded in goal models. Preference statements describe preferred subsets of behaviors matching particular
situations. Preferred subsets are plugged into the application which configures itself accordingly. Approach demonstrated in simple
ATM simulator.

Back to top

Information Management Technologies

Verifying File System Integrity at Runtime
Not Applicable
Daniel Fryer, Asvhin Goel <ashvin@eecg.toronto.edu>, Angela Demke Brown
<demke@cs.toronto.edu>

We seek to ensure the integrity of on-disk data in the face of software or memory errors which could corrupt file systems, even
those that use reliable (i.e. redundant and checksummed) storage. We present an on-line system which can prevent metadata
corruption from propagating to permanent storage.

Discovering DBMS Overload Indicators
Smarter Commerce
Mingyi Zhang, Patrick Martin, martin@cs.queensu.ca, Wendy Powley,
wendy@cs.queensu.ca, Paul Bird, pbird@ca.ibm.com, Keith McDonald,
kmcdonal@ca.ibm.com

System overload is a problem that can seriously impact the performance of a database server and lead to system failure. This
exhibit demonstrates an approach to discovering the metrics that can serve as overload indicators in DBMSs and illustrates the
effectiveness of the approach with a set of experiments conducted on a DB2 DBMS.

Social Network Analysis with Meerkat
Not Applicable
Eric Verbeek, Osmar Zaïane zaiane@cs.ualberta.ca

Meerkat is a tool for social network analysis. It focuses on bringing technical interactivity to users. Important features include
community mining, dynamic network community event analysis, a host of layouts and network metrics.

A Training Oriented Adaptive Decision Support System for Mainframe Database
Administrators
Not Applicable
Farhana Zulkernine,

We present a decision support framework to dynamically extract expert knowledge from experienced mainframe DB2 database
administrators (DBAs) and distributed data sources containing various system related data that is used to train and assist the new
generation of DBAs. The research combines text and data-mining techniques with rule and case-based systems.

How are Concepts Maintained?
Not Applicable
Scott Grant,

We explore the relationship between topic models and co-maintenance history by introducing a visualization that compares the
semantic cohesion within changelists, and we identify a number of patterns that characterize particular kinds of maintenance
tasks.

Simulation and Visualization of Patient Flows in a Hospital Emergency Department
Smarter Healthcare
Xavier Mawet, David Jacquet david.jacquet@student.fundp.ac.be

Our technology scenario is to perform simulations of the arrival of patients as realistic as possible and compare results with data
we already have. All in order to calculate the impact on the waiting time by what-if analysis and mapping data to reporting view in
a web portal view.

Back to top

Next Generation Systems

n/a
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Smart Interactions

Smartphone Globalization
Not Applicable
Eric Costanzo,

Using PhoneGap's hybrid framework, we are able to enhance the globalization capabilities of client-side programming to better
honor a user's cultural and language settings. PhoneGap is an open source solution for building cross-platform mobile applications
with modern, standards-based Web technologies.

Mobile patient health monitoring
Smarter Healthcare
Muhammad Aboelfotoh,

Mobile devices can help in remote health monitoring of chronically ill patients residing outside long-term care facilities, reducing
healthcare costs. Mobile devices operate in an unreliable, resource-limited environment. This poster illustrates a system which
employs a cost model with parameters such as compression and transmission rate, to achieve better reliability.

Ocean Networks Canada leveraging parallelism in Deep Sea Video Analysis
Not Applicable
Celina Gibbs, Celina Gibbs, celinag@gmail.com, Maia Hoeberechts, maiah@uvic.ca, Claire
de Grasse, degrasse@uvic.ca, Josh Erickson, erickson@uvic.ca, Daniel Conti, hoshi@uvic.ca

The Ocean Netwoks Canada (ONC) cabled observatory collects vast amounts of realtime, sea-floor data, making manual analysis
less than optimal. ONC has used IBM Streams to parallelize video processing algorithms to automate efficient analysis and has
begun to consider possible integration of the multiple data types to create 'smart oceans'.

Back to top

Software Development Platform and Tools

Visualizing software development tasks using multiple coordinated views
Software Delivery Platform
Christoph Treude, Patrick Gorman, pgorman@uvic.ca, Lars Grammel,
lars.grammel@gmail.com, Margaret-Anne Storey, mstorey@uvic.ca

We present an interactive environment to visually explore data from software development tasks. Using data from IBM's Rational
Team Concert, our tool enables developers and managers to investigate trends and correlations in their task management
system. It goes beyond dashboards by making data exploration interactive, flexible, and coordinated across views.

Building General-Purpose Language Analyzer Using a Generative Language Definition
Framework
Not Applicable
Nicolas Chausse,

Given a language's formal specification of its abstract syntax and semantic operations, we are interested in the efficient generation
of a general-purpose analyzer for any such language, that will check programs for different properties related to the reachability of
desirable and undesirable states (e.g., deadlock or livelock).

Indicating Code Sensitivity for Smarter Development
Software Delivery Platform
Igor Todorovski, Preston Koo (pkoo@ca.ibm.com)

We propose a real-time method for indicating code sensitivity. This will assist developers in identifying code that has a high risk of
affecting the consumers of their application. In turn, developers can better focus their efforts when testing their changes to source
code.

Estimating UML size/cost
Software Delivery Platform
Ali Bou Nassif, Ekananta Ekananta; exx@uwo.ca

This work proposes a model to estimate software size and effort from UML models, mainly, the use case diagrams. This model
also takes into consideration some factors that affect the estimation such as the quality of the Software Requirements
Specification (SRS), non-functional requirements and risk assessment.

Applying Flow-Graph Mining to the Performance Analysis of Flat-Profile Applications
Not Applicable
Carolina Simoes Gomes,

It is challenging to tune flat profile applications for higher performance because they have no discernible hot-spots. FlowGSpan is
a sub-graph mining algorithm that utilizes static and dynamic information (Execution Flow Graphs) to obtain frequent source-code
and execution patterns that, dispersed throughout code, collectively affect application performance.

IBM Parallel Debugger
Not Applicable
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John Tzanakakis, Steve Cooper, coopers@ca.ibm.com

As applications are being written to leverage the increased parallelism available, traditional tools, including serial debuggers, are
proving inadequate. By employing an innovative grouping algorithm, the IBM Parallel Debugger effectively addresses the
challenge of debugging massively parallel applications.

lingenoc: a language definition framework
Not Applicable
Ernesto Posse,

We present lingenoc, a language definition framework (for Python) which transforms specifications of abstract syntax and
language processing operations into implementations following the composite and visitor design patterns. A key feature of our
framework is the ability to merge and combine languages (both syntax and operations) to define new languages.

Making it Easy to Performance-Tune Your Application
Software Delivery Platform
Mark Yamsahita, Arie Tal , arietal@ca.ibm.com,, David Tam, dktam@ca.ibm.com,, John
Macmillan, johnmac@ca.ibm.com,, Justin Kong, justinko@ca.ibm.com,, Li Ding,
lding@ca.ibm.com,, Mark Yamashita, marky@ca.ibm.com,, Mike Kucera,
mkucera@ca.ibm.com

Performance tuning is traditionally done by performance experts. Our exhibit presents a new, easy to use, pre-GA tool that
enables general application programmers to analyze and performance tune their applications in a familiar Eclipse-based
framework that is fully integrated with IBM Rational Developer for POWER.

Improving communication in PGAS environments
Not Applicable
Michail Alvanos,

The Partitioned Global Address Space programming model boosts programmer productivity by providing a shared data space for
inter-process communication. We present an optimization that is able to coalesce, at runtime, small data transfers into larger and
more efficient "bulk" transfers. The compiler properly inserts communication calls and the runtime is responsible for the analysis
and the proper scheduling of the communications.

Incremental Test Case Generation for UML-RT Models
Not Applicable
Eric James Rapos, Dr Juergen Dingel - dingel@cs.queensu.ca

With MDD on the rise, the importance of testing is growing. Our goal is to develop a method of incrementally generating test cases
for UML-RT Models to increase efficiency and reduce redundancy. Using Symbolic Execution as a medium for exploration, we aim
to determine how model evolution affects test cases.

Meerkat: Rapid Game Development Using An Entity Based Programming Model
Not Applicable
Md Ameer Hamza, Zi Ye <zi@acm.org>

We present a toolkit to support rapid development of persistent multiplayer games, with a focus on emergent gameplay. It features
an entity-based programming model, in which there is no central logic. Complex behaviors simply emerge from the interaction
between entities.

R2Fix: Automatically Generating Bug Fixes from Bug Reports
Not Applicable
Chen Liu, Jinqiu Yang, crindy646@gmail.com, Yaoqiang Li, lyaoqian@uwaterloo.ca, Lin Tan,
lintan@uwaterloo.ca

R2Fix is a novel technique to automatically generate patches for software bug reports written in a natural language. It combines
machine learning techniques, program analysis techniques, and fix-pattern histories to achieve the challenging goal. R2Fix can
save developers’ time in fixing bugs, which improves software reliability and security.

The faults' cube
Software Delivery Platform
Shaimaa Ali, Jamie Andrews andrews@csd.uwo.ca

Different software fault classifications can be combined in one comprehensive multi-dimensional classification in which each fault
can be described from different angles. Defect tracking systems such as Bugzella provide information about identified faults,
organizing this information in an OLAP cube representing the multi-dimensional classification will provide researchers with a tool
for better understanding.

Feature-Oriented Modelling and Analysis
Software Delivery Platform
Joanne Atlee, Pourya Shaker, p2shaker@uwaterloo.ca

A software system is often thought of in terms of its constituent features. In this demo, we show recent developments in modelling
the requirements of a software system in terms of its features. We also show some preliminary results in detecting interactions
among features automatically.

Using Transformation Evolution to Compare Model Transformation Languages
Not Applicable
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Eyrak Paen,

Transformations play a central role in Model Driven Engineering, and their specifications can evolve. We consider the
development of an incrementally defined model transformation, implementing it in different transformation languages and
comparing the artifacts. By measuring usage metrics, we aim to learn about the comparison and design of transformation
languages.

Dynamic Change Selective Build System
Software Delivery Platform
Graham Yiu, Jean Saad - jsaad@ca.ibm.com, Yan Zhang - zhangyan@ca.ibm.com, David
Nichols - nicholsd@ca.ibm.com

An autonomous Build Engine that can filter out regressing code changes while allowing working code to flow through to a central
repository that is visible to development, build, and test teams.

Test Validation Framework
Software Delivery Platform
Florent Bouchy, Alex Petrenko

Test Validation is a crucial yet neglected aspect of software development. Tests indeed need to be themselves validated since
they are error-prone, due to manual design, mixed sources, complexity and evolving nature of systems. We introduce a formal
and implemented framework for checking well-formedness, consistency, and redundancy of test cases.

Common Variability Language
Not Applicable
Michal Antkiewicz, Kacper Bak <kbak@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>, Krzysztof Czarnecki
<kczarnec@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>, Michal Antkiewicz <mantkiew@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>

Software Product-Line Engineering decreases the cost of maintaining existing products and enables rapid and cost-efficient
creation of new ones. Common Variability Language is an upcoming OMG standard for introducing variability into existing models
(e.g., business process, embedded software) without modifying them and automatically deriving specific products.

Language Independent Refinement using Partial Modeling
Not Applicable
Rick Salay, Michalis Famelis, mfamelis@gmail.com

Models can express information about their intended domain and also about the way the model is incomplete, or ``partial''.
Partiality permits expressing what is known without premature decisions about what is still unknown, until  refinements fill in this
information. We present a general approach and tooling for handling model partiality.

Global Matching for Conceptual Model Refinement
Software Delivery Platform
Ahmed Mashiyat,

The problem: Given a partial interconnection diagram over several models, how can we identify the unstated model
correspondences and refine the diagrams account for them? Our Approach: A Global Matching (many-way) technique as opposed
to a classical Match operator that only works over model pairs.

Model Transformations
Not Applicable
Levi Lucio, Hans Vangheluwe, hv@cs.mcgill.ca, Eugene Syriani, esyria@cs.mcgill.ca

Model transformations are considered the "Heart and Soul of Model-Driven Software Development" (MDD). Transformation
languages promisse automation for many MDD-related tasks. But, how are we sure a model transformation is correct? In NECSIS
we are developing model transformation verification techniques and applying them to General Motors' software development
process.

Text Analytics with Eclipse for Software Engineers
Software Delivery Platform
René Witte, Bahar Sateli b_satel@encs.concordia.ca

Many software artifacts contain natural language, which holds important knowledge. We present a novel open source plug-in that
integrates Text Mining Web services with Eclipse, based on the Semantic Assistants architecture. Software engineers can now
use both generic and software development-specific text analysis services directly in their IDE.

Scenario and Design Pattern Contracts: A Precision Tool for Design Decision Making and
Evaluation of Candidate Implementations
Software Delivery Platform
Vojislav Radonjic, Vojislav D Radonjic radonjic@acm.org

Presenting a modeling and evaluation tool based on two rarely combined techniques: use cases and design patterns. Our tool
supports an executable form of scenarios and a contract-based model of design patterns that is used to build and evaluate
software systems. The tool will be demoed with running examples.

Supporting and Reusing of Variability Contracts in a Model-Driven Generative (MDG)
Approach
Software Delivery Platform
Soheila Bashardoust Tajali, Voja Radonjic, Jean-Pierre Corriveau
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Model-Driven (MD) technologies have become widely used, yet key challenges remain in dealing with variability. In particular,
variability in domain modeling which strongly affects other phases of development and testing still is the main concern in model-
based generative approaches. In this demo, we present our solution to support variability modeling based on a particular form of
contracts.

Analyzing the collaborative software process on Jazz
Not Applicable
Fabio Rocha, Nikolaos Tsantalis (tsantalis@ualberta.ca), Eleni Stroulia (stroulia@ualberta.ca)

In this exhibition, we have integrated into RTC a sophisticated analysis of the collaborative development process offered by Jazz
in order to provide a better and deeper understanding of the artifacts, people and their relations. More specifically, we offer three
main services: software evolution analysis at design level, individual contribution and social network analysis and analysis of
natural-language artifacts.

SPARQL Gateway for Rational Reporting
Not Applicable
Mordy Adler, Arthur Ryman

Rational plans to use Linked Data to represent software development lifecycle information. Linked Data is a new web technology
that uses Resource Description Framework (RDF) to represent information as simple triples. SPARQL is the standard query
language for RDF. Hundreds of web sites such as DBpedia, contain billions of RDF triples that you can query using SPARQL.
This demo shows a SPARQL Gateway that lets you report on SPARQL data sources using Rational Insight and Rational
Publishing Engine.

Back to top

Social Technologies

Measuring Propagation in Online Social Networks
Smarter Commerce
Amir Afrasiabi Rad, Dr. Morad Benyoucef (Benyoucef@telfer.uottawa.ca)

Influence analysis has attracted interest of business analytics communities. Among different factors, propagation is one of the
main artifacts in measuring influence as influence is effective only if it is propagated. This topic closely relates to the social
analytics theme, where the results are useful for developing accurate BI tools.

Modeling and Quantifying Influence in Social Networks
Smarter Commerce
Behnam Hajian,

Viral marketing is one of the interesting topic for BI tools. This exhibition proposes a method of finding the most influential users in
social networks. This method helps marketers to maximize the performance of their marketing strategies by utilizing influential
individuals for viral marketing. The focus of this exhibition is the analysis of a network based on the interactions between users
called behavioral analysis.

IBM Smarter Commerce Cross-Channel Demo
Smarter Commerce
Leho Nigul,

The exhibit will showcase the cross channel shopping experience scenario which cross-spans such areas as Social Commerce,
Order Management, e-Commerce and consistent In-Store experience

Yakit: A Temporal-Locality based Messaging System
Not Applicable
Ronald Desmarais, Dr. Hausi Muller hausi@cs.uvic.ca, Przemek Lach
przemyslawlach@gmail.com

Yakit takes advantage of spacial and temporal information offered by mobile devices and allows users to seamlessly share
contextual information and stay connected. The premise is that users that are near each other at a give time have a common
interest, a common context, and want to communicate with others nearby to accomplish their goals.

Human Sensor Networks: Extracting Geophysical Observations from Social Media for
Situational Awareness in Natural Disasters
Software Delivery Platform
Oleg Aulov, Dr. Yelena Yesha, yeyesha@umbc.edu

Geolocated social media data from flickr is used as a human sensor network that helps us model more accurately the spread of
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.  Our approach is also useful in gaining situational awareness from social media for Smarter
Commerce in extreme events.

Back to top
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National Research Council Canada
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University of Toronto
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CASCON 2011 Breaking News
Press Release

IBM Software Aids Research Aimed at Extending Seniors’ Independent Living 

EDMONTON, Alberta and MARKHAM, Ontario, Nov. 8, 2011 -- [CASCON] -- IBM today announced its software is being used to
correlate data from sensors capturing patient activity and replicate that in a virtual world with avatars that represent the elderly
subjects in a unique pilot aimed at providing health researchers and students with insights on how to care for Canada's aging
population. 

Since June, 2011, University of Alberta researchers in collaboration with Edmonton's Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital have been
using IBM software to study elderly clients who volunteer to stay in a model, self-contained "independent living suite" at the facility.
The suite is instrumented with sensors and equipped with smart devices collecting information about their daily activities. 

The data will be used to understand how to make better use of healthcare resources, enable remote collaboration among providers,
and contribute to early intervention and long-term management of chronic diseases. Researchers will also learn how to prepare
older people for independent living, and extend the length of time seniors are able to live in their homes. 

The number of Canadian seniors will increase from 4.2 million from 2005 to 9.8 million by 2036, and seniors' share of the population
is expected to almost double, increasing from 13.2 percent to 24.5 percent, according to most recent information available from
Statistics Canada. The number of Americans over the age of 65 is expected to rise to 88.5 million in 2050 making up 20 percent of
the population, according to the US Census Bureau. The healthcare needs of this growing demographic are significant and
expensive. 

IBM WebSphere® Sensor Events software collects and processes a stream of data from sensors capturing a range of medical and
physical inputs, from heart-rate and body weight to electricity consumption and the use of doors, furniture, light switches and
appliances. The data stream is analyzed to assess the occupant's ability to take medication as prescribed and other aspects of
independent living. The analysis results are also used to animate an avatar of the occupant that mirrors their activities in a virtual
version of the apartment. 

"We are using an avatar and the visualization to represent the people in the suite as this is far less intrusive than having a video or
live monitoring system on them all the time," says Dr. Lili Liu, a professor of occupational therapy at the University of Alberta, and
research affiliate at Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital. 

This virtual-world view can be monitored in real time, and replayed recordings can be used for simulation training for health-
sciences students. Ultimately, researchers hope to understand how the integration of sensor networks with virtual worlds can impact
the future of at-home health monitoring and care delivery. 

While the pilot is still ongoing, researchers have identified a need to track two new activities - use of wheel chairs or walkers, and
food intake. Additionally, by monitoring subjects' use of a medication reminder device, they have determined how to improve its
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usability. 

"We know data is being generated all the time, but harnessing, aggregating, analyzing and gaining insights from it have been
challenges. When you view data as diverse as heart rate monitor and electrical consumption independently, out of context, it means
very little. The IBM software has enabled us to put it together in a visualization and actually see a patient's ability to function
independently, so clinicians can intervene when necessary and students can learn how best to care for them. It has provided
visibility to the physical world in a way we've never been able to see it before," says Eleni Stroulia, NSERC/AITF Industrial Research
Chair on Service Systems Management at University of Alberta. 

The research was released today at CASCON, an annual conference showcasing Canadian research IBM's Centres for Advanced
Studies undertake in partnership with academic and government research organizations. 

The pilot comprises the first 'real-world' trial, where the concept moved out of a university simulation environment to the Glenrose
Rehabilitation Hospital, and is part of the "Smart Condo(TM)" initiative, a multi-year, research collaboration with the IBM Alberta
Centre for Advanced Studies, professors and students from six faculties at the University of Alberta, as well as NSERC, OLSONET,
AITF and the Government of Alberta. 

"Innovation isn't just about new technologies and inventions, it is about taking what we have and getting the very most out of it," said
the Honourable Greg Weadick, Minister of Advanced Education and Technology. "The Smart Condo is an outstanding example of
how we can use innovative technology to help Albertans be safer, healthier and more connected, best of all, right in their own
homes." 

A permanent "Smart Condo" installation is currently being completed at the Health Sciences Education and Research Commons,
part of the University of Alberta's new Edmonton Clinic Health Academy. 

For more about IBM please visit www.ibm.com/ca/en
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The registration process has two steps:

Step 1. Email address validation. 
Step 2. Creating your account.
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Sign in below to access the workshop and
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CASCON 2011 Submissions

Workshops
CASCON 2011 Workshops provide a forum to present, discuss, and debate issues, problems,
ideas, emerging technologies, work-in-progress, or directions on the technology themes listed on
the CAS Toronto page. Interdisciplinary workshops are particularly encouraged. The workshop
format may include position papers, expert panels, hands-on exercises, and discussions. The
Workshop Committee will review each workshop proposal. Acceptance will be based on an
evaluation of the workshop's potential for generating useful results, the timeliness and expected
interest in the topic, and the organizers' ability to lead a successful workshop. Workshop
proceedings will be published on the CASCON website.

Exhibits
We invite researchers and developers from IBM, universities, government agencies, and our
industry partners to present their latest technological undertakings in CASCON's Technology
Showcase, an interactive forum which allows researchers and developers to meet and interact in a
friendly atmosphere. CASCON will provide to exhibitors, at no cost, demo booth, signage, and
power.

Registration help

If you encounter problems during the registration process, please email casinfo@ca.ibm.com with a
description that includes any error message you received.

Registration and Login
Sign in & Submissions

CASCON 2011

People
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Related links
IBM University Relations
Programming Contest Central
IBM alphaWorks
IBM developerWorks
DB2 for Academics
WebSphere for Academics
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CASCON 2011 Hotel Information
CASCON 2011 Venue

Hilton Suites Toronto/Markham Conference Centre & Spa 
8500 Warden Avenue (at southwest corner of Highway 7 & Warden Avenue) 
Markham, Ontario L6G 1A5 Canada 
Phone: 905-470-8500 
Fax: 905-415-7624

Directions 

Click here to book your hotel reservation for CASCON at the special conference rate. Be sure to book by November 5th, 2011 to
receive the special CASCON rates for a standard room. 
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from November 7-10.
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Location of CASCON 2011

CASCON 2011 will be hosted
at the Hilton Suites Toronto/
Markham Conference Center &
Spa located at 8500 Warden.
Click here for more information.
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Email us at
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Message from the Conference Chairs 
 

Welcome to CASCON 2011! 

 

For over 20 years, CASCON has been a technology showcase and an event of research collaboration for in-
dustrial and academic leaders and researchers from around the world. This annual conference on computer 
science technologies is hosted by the Centre for Advanced Studies (CAS) Research of the IBM Canada Soft-
ware Laboratory and in partnership with the National Research Council of Canada. With over 1300 attendees 
annually, alongside with the latest development in various strategic technology areas, this “Meeting of 
Minds” has evolved into a dynamic, comprehensive research and academic forum for brain storming, formu-
lating problem statements and shaping of research agendas. The conference also provides a venue for the dis-
cussion of the latest emerging technologies that have great academic significance to the research community 
and are of strategic business value to the industry at large.  

 

Our theme this year is “Instrumented, Interconnected, Intelligent.” This year’s conference brings an exciting 
mix of Keynote and Frontiers of Software Practice (FoSP) plenary sessions, papers presentations, workshops, 
demos, and posters, and promises to be a catalyst for new ideas and collaboration. Each aspect of the confer-
ence is a result of efforts from the many CASCON organizers as well as all of the participants at CASCON 
2011. We thank them for their time, enthusiasm, and shared commitment towards innovation and collabora-
tion. We also thank Stephen MacKay for his much appreciated efforts in helping to work towards a greener 
planet by publishing our proceedings onto USB.  

 

The 22 full papers presented in this year’s proceedings were selected from an impressive set of submissions 
from around the world. Led by Program Co-chairs, Marin Litoiu of York University and Eleni Stroulia of the 
University of Alberta, the International Program Committee have devoted many hours to the reviewing and 
discussing of the high-quality submissions. This ensured expert reviews of each paper, and included the diffi-
cult selection process of which papers would be presented at the conference and published in the proceedings. 
We thank them all for their diligence and integrity. As with previous years, the CASCON proceedings, which 
include the full papers and detailed workshop abstracts, are also available online in the ACM Digital Library: 
http://www.acm.org/. 

 

Thank you for participating in CASCON 2011 with us. We trust that you will find this forum for exchange of 
thoughts and ideas a very valuable and rewarding experience. 
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Message des présidents de la conférence 
 

Bienvenue à CASCON 2011! 

 

Depuis plus de 20 ans, CASCON est une vitrine technologique et une activité de recherche concertée à 
l’intention des dirigeants et des chercheurs de l’industrie et du milieu universitaire du monde entier. Cette 
conférence annuelle sur les technologies informatiques est organisée par le Groupe de la recherche du Centre 
d’études avancées (CEA) du Laboratoire de logiciels d’IBM Canada, en partenariat avec le Conseil national 
de recherches du Canada. Cette rencontre d’experts, qui attire plus de 1 300 participants chaque année et qui 
présente les travaux de pointe dans divers domaines technologiques stratégiques, est devenue un forum uni-
versitaire et de recherche dynamique et complet permettant de faire du remue-méninges, d’établir des énoncés 
de problème et de façonner les programmes de recherche. De plus, la conférence permet aux participants de 
discuter des nouvelles technologies qui ont une grande importance pour la communauté de recherche et qui 
ont une valeur commerciale stratégique pour l’industrie dans son ensemble.  

 

Le thème de cette année porte sur les instruments, l’interconnectivité et l’intelligence. La conférence offre une 
gamme intéressante de séances plénières principales et de séances portant sur les frontières du savoir en 
matière de pratiques logicielles, d’exposés, d’ateliers, de démonstrations et d’affiches, et elle promet de servir 
de catalyseur pour la collaboration et la présentation de nouvelles idées. Chaque aspect de la conférence dé-
coule des efforts déployés par les nombreux organisateurs ainsi que tous les participants à la conférence de 
2011. Nous les remercions d’y avoir accordé du temps et d’avoir fait preuve d’enthousiasme et d’engagement 
à l’égard de l’innovation et de la collaboration. Nous remercions également Stephen MacKay d’avoir publié 
nos actes sur la clé USB, ce qui est très écologique.  

 

Les 22 communications intégrales comprises dans les actes de cette année ont été choisies à partir d’un en-
semble impressionnant de présentations provenant du monde entier. Dirigé par les coprésidents du pro-
gramme, Marin Litoiu de l’Université York et Eleni Stroulia de l’Université de l’Alberta, le Comité du pro-
gramme international a consacré un grand nombre d’heures à examiner les présentations de haute qualité et à 
en discuter. Ainsi, chaque communication a été examinée par des experts, qui ont exécuté le difficile proces-
sus de sélection des communications à présenter pendant la conférence et à publier dans les actes. Nous les 
remercions tous de la diligence et de l’intégrité dont ils ont fait preuve. 

 

Comme par le passé, les actes de la conférence CASCON, qui comprennent les communications intégrales et 
les résumés détaillés des ateliers, sont aussi disponibles en ligne à la bibliothèque numérique de l’ACM à 
l’adresse http://www.acm.org/. 

 

Merci d’avoir participé à la conférence CASCON 2011. Nous sommes convaincus que ce forum d’échange de 
réflexions et d’idées sera pour vous une expérience des plus utiles et enrichissantes. 
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Message from the Program Chairs 
 

Welcome to CASCON 2011! 

For the past century, IBM has been at the forefront of innovation in hardware and software, with contributions 
that include the design of energy-efficient and fast microprocessors, the development of software system 
foundations, such as relational databases, operating systems and middleware, and application software for 
business, retail, government, education and health. The above, as any list attempting to review IBM’s contri-
butions to computer science, is, of course, incomplete but it is a small reminder of a long history of advance-
ments in our field. Each fall for the past 21 years now, CASCON has been focusing on some of the most in-
teresting contemporary research challenges in computer science, bringing together practitioners and research-
ers from academia, government, IBM and the industry at large to showcase their work and to exchange results 
and ideas.  

This year brings another four-day conference, with an interesting program focusing on today’s grand chal-
lenge for computing and for software engineering, namely the scaling up of three pivotal technology areas: 
Instrumentation, Interconnectivity and Intelligence. As the degree of integration across systems and users 
increases, we foresee challenges around the amount of data we will be managing and analyzing, the computa-
tional platforms on which software will be developed and run, the tools that will be supporting software de-
velopment and the business models that will evolve around this new breed of software systems and data. We 
also foresee challenges in making software systems smarter over time by learning from both the users' and the 
systems' historical data, in order to predict and adapt. This year’s conference brings an exciting mix of Key-
note and Frontiers of Software Practice (FoSP) plenary sessions, papers presentations, workshops, demos, and 
posters.  

The 22 technical papers in this year’s proceedings were chosen through a thorough review and discussion 
process by the program-committee members whom we thank for their diligence and integrity. Stephen 
MacKay and Jessica Naish, National Research Council, worked closely with the authors to prepare the pro-
ceedings volume, which is also available online in the ACM Digital Library (http://www.acm.org/). Jimmy 
Lo, CASCON 2011 Program Manager and the entire team of CAS took care of the local arrangements. The 
quality of this year’s event is very much due to their efforts and attention to detail.  

Thank you for coming to CASCON 2011. We trust that you will find this forum for exchange of thoughts and 
ideas a very valuable experience. 
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Program Co-Chair 

 

 
Eleni Stroulia 

University of Alberta 
Program Co-Chair 
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Message des présidents du programme 
 

Bienvenue à CASCON 2011! 

 

Au cours du dernier siècle, IBM a été à l’avant-garde de l’innovation en matière de matériel et de logiciel. 
L’entreprise a contribué à la conception de microprocesseurs écoénergétiques et rapides, à la mise au point de 
systèmes logiciels de base, comme les bases de données relationnelles, les systèmes d’exploitation et les in-
tergiciels, et à l’élaboration de logiciels d’application pour les affaires, la vente au détail, le gouvernement, 
l’éducation et la santé. Cette liste, comme toute liste établie dans le but d’énumérer les contributions d’IBM 
au domaine de l’informatique, n’est pas exhaustive, mais elle nous rappelle le long cheminement des progrès 
réalisés dans notre domaine. Chaque automne, depuis 21 ans, la conférence CASCON porte sur certains des 
défis les plus intéressants en matière de recherche contemporaine en informatique, et elle rassemble profes-
sionnels et chercheurs du milieu universitaire, du gouvernement, d’IBM et de l’industrie, qui présentent leurs 
travaux et les résultats obtenus et communiquent leurs idées.  

 

Il y aura encore une fois cette année une conférence de quatre jours. Celle-ci portera sur les grandes diffi-
cultés actuelles liées à l’informatique et au génie logiciel, à savoir l’amélioration de trois domaines centraux 
de la technologie : les instruments, l’interconnectivité et l’intelligence. Comme le niveau d’intégration entre 
les systèmes et les utilisateurs augmente, nous anticipons des difficultés à l’égard de la quantité de données 
que nous devrons gérer et analyser, des systèmes informatiques à utiliser pour réaliser et exécuter des logi-
ciels, des outils qui appuieront l’élaboration de logiciels et des modèles opérationnels qui découleront de ces 
nouveaux systèmes logiciels et de ces nouvelles données. Nous prévoyons également qu’il sera difficile de 
créer des systèmes logiciels ayant la capacité de prédire et de s’adapter, au fil du temps, à l’aide des données 
historiques des utilisateurs et des systèmes. La conférence de cette année offre une gamme intéressante de 
séances plénières principales et de séances portant sur les frontières du savoir en matière de pratiques logiciel-
les, d’exposés, d’ateliers, de démonstrations et d’affiches.  

 

Les 22 communications techniques comprises dans les actes de cette année ont été choisies à la suite d’un 
examen et d’une discussion approfondis effectués par les membres du Comité du programme, que nous re-
mercions de la diligence et de l’intégrité dont ils ont fait preuve. Stephen MacKay et Jessica Naish, du 
Conseil national de recherches du Canada, ont collaboré avec les auteurs pour préparer les actes, qui sont dis-
ponibles en ligne à la bibliothèque numérique de l’ACM (http://www.acm.org). Le directeur du programme 
de la conférence CASCON 2011, Jimmy Lo, et l’équipe du CEA se sont chargés de la logistique à l’échelle 
locale. La haute qualité de l’activité de cette année est attribuable aux efforts qu’ils ont déployés et à leur sou-
ci du détail.  

 

Merci d’avoir participé à la conférence CASCON 2011. Nous sommes convaincus que ce forum d’échange de 
réflexions et d’idées sera pour vous une expérience des plus utiles. 
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Message from the “Most Influential Paper of 2001” (MIP-of-
2001) Paper Selection Committee Chair 

 

CASCON 2011 is the 21st Annual International Conference hosted by the Centre for Advanced Studies (CAS) 
Research, IBM Canada Lab, in partnership with the National Research Council of Canada. Following a new 
tradition, established by last year’s organizing committee, we reviewed the papers published in the CASCON 
2001 proceedings, in order to recognize the most influential paper from that year. 

 

The MIP-of-2001 committee included the following members: Ashraf Aboulnaga, University of Waterloo; 
James R. Cordy, Queen’s University; Anatol W. Kark, Witan Consulting Services; Hanan Lutfiya, University 
of Western Ontario; Hausi A. Müller, University of Victoria; Ric Holt, University of Waterloo; Eleni Stroulia, 
University of Alberta (chair); and Calisto Zuzarte, IBM.  

 

The MIP-of-2001 paper selection criteria were adapted from the ACM SIGSoft Impact Project and the Jour-
nal of the American Society for Information Science (JASIST) published by John Wiley & Sons. The follow-
ing criteria were designed to fairly recognize the contributions of academic and industrial papers alike. 

1. Impact (50%) 
a. Results that are directly useful to IBM products, processes, methods or developers 
b. Usefulness to practicing information professionals (e.g., applicability, timeliness, scope, 

problem-solving value, product value)  
c. Societal or scientific/technical significance of the topic or problem investigated or ex-

pounded 
d. Technology transition approaches that have worked well  
e. Contributions that have had substantial impact in industry or academia 

2. Professional Merit (50%) 
a. Creativity and originality, as reflected in new insights, interpretations, facts, innovations, 

methods, applications (e.g., stimulating, informative, or enlightening)  
b. Scientific and professional quality of the research, review, development work, methods of 

inquiry (e.g., competent, valid, or replicable)  
c. Scholarship embodied in the presentation, explanations, interpretations, and discussions 

(e.g., researched, documented, balanced, or critical).  

 

The Program Committee co-chairs produced a web page with relevant information about the 2001 papers. 
This included a pointer to the paper in the ACM Digital Library, download and citation counts, as reported by 
the ACM Digital Library, as well as Google Scholar citation counts. The members of the MIP-of-2001 com-
mittee were instructed to review the five industrial-track and thirteen academic-track papers and their associ-
ated bibliographic data and, based on the above criteria, vote for (up to) three papers that they would propose 
as the most influential of the 2001 CASCON. The choice was extremely clear when four out of the seven 
committee members placed “Classification with Co-Training” by Svetlana Kiritchenko and Stan Matwin, at 
the top of their choices. This paper is well written; it was among the earlier papers addressing the problem of 
email classification with a machine-learning method; it has an impressive number of citations; and many of 
the papers citing it have numerous citations themselves, which is compelling evidence for its influence. We 
congratulate the paper authors for their outstanding contribution, and we thank the MIP-of-2001 committee 
members for their thorough and thoughtful reviews. 
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Message de la présidente du Comité de sélection de la communi-
cation la plus influente de 2001 
 

CASCON 2011 est la 21e conférence internationale annuelle organisée par le Groupe de la recherche du Cen-
tre d’études avancées (CEA) du Laboratoire de logiciels d’IBM Canada, en partenariat avec le Conseil na-
tional de recherches du Canada. Selon une nouvelle tradition, qui a été établie par le comité organisateur de 
l’année dernière, nous avons examiné les communications publiées dans les actes de la conférence 
CASCON 2001 afin de déterminer laquelle était la plus influente. 

Le Comité de sélection regroupait les membres suivants : Ashraf Aboulnaga, de l’Université de Waterloo; 
James R. Cordy, de l’Université Queen’s; Anatol W. Kark, du Conseil national de recherches du Canada; 
Hanan Lutfiya, de l’Université Western Ontario; Hausi A. Müller, de l’Université de Victoria; Ric Holt, de 
l’Université de Waterloo; Eleni Stroulia, de l’Université de l’Alberta (présidente); et Calisto Zuzarte, d’IBM.  

Les critères de sélection des communications ont été tirés du projet SIGSoft Impact d’ACM et du Journal of 
the American Society for Information Science (JASIST), qui est publié par John Wiley & Sons. Les critères 
suivants ont été établis pour souligner de façon équitable les contributions des communications du milieu 
universitaire et de l’industrie : 
1. Incidence (50 %) 

a. Résultats qui servent directement aux produits, aux processus, aux méthodes ou aux dévelop-
peurs d’IBM. 

b. Utilité pour les professionnels de l’information (p. ex., applicabilité, rapidité d’exécution, por-
tée, pertinence en matière de résolution de problème et valeur du produit).  

c. Importance sociétale ou scientifique/technique du sujet ou du problème examiné ou expliqué. 
d. Approches de transition de la technologie qui ont fait leur preuve.  
e. Contributions ayant exercé une incidence considérable dans l’industrie et le milieu universitaire. 

2. Mérite professionnel (50 %) 
a. Créativité et originalité, en fonction des nouvelles perspectives, des interprétations, des faits, des 

innovations, des méthodes et des applications (p. ex. stimulant, informatif ou enrichissant).  
b. Rigueur scientifique et professionnelle de la recherche, de l’examen, des travaux de développe-

ment et des méthodes d’examen (p. ex., compétent, valide ou pouvant être reproduit).  
c. Bourses de recherche comprises dans l’exposé, les explications, les interprétations et les discus-

sions (p. ex., fait l’objet de recherche, documenté, équilibré ou essentiel).  

Les coprésidents du Comité du programme ont produit une page Web contenant des renseignements perti-
nents sur les communications présentées en 2001. On y trouve un lien vers la communication dans la biblio-
thèque numérique de l’ACM, le nombre de téléchargements et de citations signalé par la bibliothèque numé-
rique de l’ACM ainsi que le nombre de citations fourni par Google Scholar. Les membres du Comité de sélec-
tion devaient examiner les cinq communications de l’industrie et les treize communications du milieu univer-
sitaire ainsi que les données bibliographiques connexes. Ensuite, en fonction des critères susmentionnés, ils 
devaient voter pour un maximum de trois communications qui, selon eux, étaient les plus influentes de la con-
férence CASCON 2001. Le choix était très clair lorsque quatre des sept membres du Comité ont placé la 
communication intitulée Classification with Co-Training, rédigée par Svetlana Kiritchenko et Stan Matwin, 
en tête de liste. La communication était bien écrite; elle figurait parmi les premières communications à abor-
der le problème de classement des courriels à l’aide d’une méthode d’apprentissage automatique; elle avait 
été citée un très grand nombre de fois; et un grand nombre des communications qui y ont tiré des citations 
sont beaucoup citées elles aussi, ce qui démontre clairement son influence. Nous félicitons les auteurs des 
communications de leur contribution exceptionnelle, et nous remercions les membres du Comité de sélection 
d’avoir exécuté des examens exhaustifs et approfondis. 
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Spy vs. Spy: Counter-intelligence methods

for backtracking malicious intrusions

Jason S. Alexander and Thomas Dean Scott Knight

Queen’s University Royal Military College
{jason,dean}@cs.queensu.ca knight-s@rmc.ca

Abstract

Advanced malicious software threats have be-
come commonplace in cyberspace, with large
scale cyber threats exploiting consumer, cor-
porate and government systems on a constant
basis. Regardless of the target, upon success-
ful infiltration into a target system an attacker
will commonly deploy a backdoor to maintain
persistent access as well as a rootkit to evade
detection on the infected machine. If the at-
tacked system has access to classified or sensi-
tive material, virus eradication may not be the
best response. Instead, a counter-intelligence
operation may be initiated to track the infil-
tration back to its source. It is important that
the counter-intelligence operations are not vis-
ible to the infiltrator.

Rootkits can not only hide the malware, they
can also be used to hide the detection and anal-
ysis operations by the defenders from the mal-
ware. This paper surveys the rootkit literature
for their applicability to counter-intelligence
operations.

1 Introduction

Computer system and network attacks have be-
come commonplace, with recent attacks outlin-

Copyright c© 2011 Jason Sean Alexander, Thomas
Dean and Scott Knight. Permission to copy is hereby
granted provided the original copyright notice is repro-
duced in copies made.

ing the potential scale and sophistication possi-
ble against government, military and corporate
networks. Attackers, whether they operate un-
der the sanction of a nation-state or act as a
freelance mercenary, are after secret intellec-
tual property, operational strategies and citi-
zen or customer data. Upon gaining access to
a target machine the attacker will often want to
maintain persistent access for extended periods
of time. This could be used for cyber espionage
and large quantities of data exfiltrated [27], or
to simply maintain the infected machine as a
zombie in a distributed botnet.

Attackers requiring long-term covert persis-
tence require a high level of stealth capability,
necessitating the malicious software (malware)
to employ a rootkit subsystem. A rootkit cir-
cumvents traditional Operating System (OS)
functionality to hide malicious code from de-
tection by system administrators (sysadmin) or
by Anti-Virus (AV) software [5, 19]. Rootk-
its hide by manipulating system applications,
hooking or manipulating kernel tables and ob-
jects, or using architecture specific extensions
and modes in order to alter the system state as
perceived by the sysadmin or AV, masking the
attacker’s activities. They are frequently also
able to locate AV software and disable it.

When malware is detected in most systems,
often the most appropriate response is to eradi-
cate it, which is the approach taken by most AV
programs. This is most notable in cases deal-
ing with zombie infections, where the infected
systems are part of a large-scale distributed
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attack. However, when the systems contain,
or have access to, classified or sensitive mate-
rial this is not always the most appropriate re-
sponse. Often it is important to analyze the
behaviour of the intrusion to determine if it is
a common malware attack or if it is an attempt
by a foreign entity to obtain sensitive informa-
tion. If it falls under the latter category, as a
foreign intelligence operation, it is important
to find a number of key points [26]:

• Who the attacker is.

• The objective of the attack.

• The capability of the attacker.

• The depth of penetration into the network.

Thus intrusions are often left in place, while
limiting the information to which they have
access. The system and network activity is
monitored in an attempt to track the intru-
sion. Such an operation supports counter-
intelligence.

Understanding the wide range of rootkit
techniques allows security professionals to in-
filtrate large criminal organizations and foreign
operations utilizing malware. Through revers-
ing the stealth capabilities of these threats the
networks can be dismantled [49] and the scale
of these operations can be better understood
and mitigated [38].

A critical component of any successful
counter-intelligence operation is to ensure that
the attacking malware does not detect the
monitoring and analysis code. Such detec-
tion would allow the malware to take counter
measures. These counter measures may range
from ceasing communication with the attacker,
communicating with an alternate source to im-
plicate another nation-state, or even to dis-
able the counter-intelligence software if possi-
ble. One of the contributions of this paper is
the notion that rootkits are just as able to hide
the counter-intelligence software from the mal-
ware as they are to hide the malware from the
system administrators. Our project is based
on the concept that installing malware detec-
tion and analysis software inside a rootkit [29]
when the system is installed will allow counter-
intelligence operations to detect, analyze and
trace malware without being detected by the
malware.

This paper surveys the literature on rootkit
techniques with an emphasis on the suitability
of the techniques for counter-intelligence oper-
ations. We also discuss a new rootkit technique
that may be applicable to these operations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 sets up the criteria used
to compare different categories of rootkits, fol-
lowed with Section 3 discussing the five differ-
ent classifications of rootkits and providing a
measure of each category based on the outlined
criteria. Section 4 provides a comparison of the
different rootkit classifications based on the cri-
teria outlined in Section 2. Section 5 outlines
a new stealth persistence technique. Section 6
covers related work that has performed similar
surveys and contrasts the difference between
them and the work presented herein. Finally
Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2 Comparative Criteria

To properly contrast between different cate-
gories of rootkits it is important to outline a
core set of criteria for the purpose of ranking.
This section outlines the set of criteria we find
best describes the requirements of a potential
counter-intelligence rootkit.

When considering the different classifications
of rootkits various factors must be considered.
Firstly, the stealth capabilities of the rootkit
are of the utmost importance in order to evade
detection, a factor we will refer to as stealth ca-
pability. Secondly, the level of interaction with
the target OS is very important if the threat
we are investigating is engaged in intelligence
gathering and data theft; a factor we will mea-
sure with semantic gap, a problem caused by
the inability to overcome the loss of abstraction
faced when operating beneath the OS-level [11].
Finally, as we are considering a covert counter-
intelligence rootkit for the purpose of discover-
ing and analyzing the attacker, we must con-
sider an additional factor referred to as data
exfiltration; the operational capability of ex-
porting counter-intelligence information gath-
ered from the target system unobserved from
the malware.
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3 The Evolution of Rootkit
Techniques: A Compara-
tive Study

Rootkits have significantly evolved from their
initial designs. This section discusses each
stage of evolution in rootkit operation, be-
ginning with a discussion of the earliest ver-
sions based on user-mode. The discussion pro-
gresses through the various privilege levels, as
described in Figure 1, ultimately reaching the
highest level at BIOS/Firmware implementa-
tions. An overview of the computer architec-
ture discussed throughout this section is also
shown in Figure 1 in order to contrast the dif-
ferent components that the discussed rootkits
exploit with their associated privilege level.

3.1 User-Mode Rootkits

The original technique used by attackers for
persistent covert operations on a target system
is with user-mode, or application layer, rootk-
its. These operate at the lowest privilege level
on a target system, referred to as Ring 3 as
displayed in Figure 1.

User-mode rootkits accomplish their goals
using techniques such as replacing a system ap-
plication’s binary or overwriting a Dynamically
Linked Library (DLL). Overwriting a DLL al-
lows them to overwrite a segment of a target
application’s memory region or alternatively
hook into the Application Programming Inter-
face (API), and modify the Import Address Ta-
ble (IAT) of the address space. This redirects
API calls through the rootkit’s code in order
to return modified results [50], which is accom-
plished via remote thread creation or registry
manipulation. These cases modify user-mode
system applications used by sysadmins, pro-
viding him with an altered, bogus view of the
system state, hiding the attacker’s activities.

3.1.1 DLL Hooking and Injection

Various user-mode rootkits exploit API hook-
ing through the use of DLL hooks. One such
example includes the Vanquish rootkit that is
capable of redirecting Windows API calls in or-
der to hide files, folders and registry entries.
This is accomplished by injecting a malicious

DLL into a target process to act as an inter-
mediary for API calls to intercept requests for
files, folders or registry entries in order to fil-
ter them [53]. This technique is easily detected
with modern AV solutions.

An alternative to DLL hooking is DLL in-
jection using registry manipulation. By alter-
ing the contents of a specific registry key, con-
taining the libraries loaded when a user-mode
application initializes, specific DLLs can be
loaded into every user-mode application run-
ning as the current user [24]. This occurs as
every user-mode application calls the Load-
Library function upon initialization in order
to load the USER32 DLL, which consequently
refers to our modified registry key allowing the
malicious DLL to be loaded by USER32.

3.1.2 IAT Manipulation

Another method of manipulating Windows
API calls is via the IAT. The IAT provides
a lookup table for executables when they re-
quire a function that is located outside of the
process’ address space. In order to modify the
IAT a technique such as registry manipulation
(as was previously mentioned) or remote thread
creation must be employed. The remote thread
creation method uses the CreateRemoteThread
API function to initialize a new thread in a tar-
get process as well as the LoadLibrary function
to inject a specified DLL into the target process
via the newly created thread [39].

An example of IAT hooking exists in the
Hacker Defender rootkit, capable of hiding files,
folders and registry keys by rewriting specific
memory segments in every accessible process
on the OS in order to hook the Windows API
functions and redirect the calls through the
rootkit’s code [20]. This technique is also very
susceptible to modern AV detection.

3.1.3 User-Mode Rootkit Overview

User-mode rootkits provide the first traditional
means of hiding, but their stealth capabilities
are exceedingly limited. They rely on a priv-
ilege level well below any traditional AV solu-
tion, as is noticeable in Figure 1, and are thus
much more liable to be detected as their meth-
ods have been known for well over a decade.
They do not provide an effective means of data
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Figure 1: Modern x86 architecture with associated privilege levels.

exfiltration with the outside world, all of their
communications rely on traversing the kernel
and are easily detected. Finally, they only pro-
vide a minimal overview of the target OS, as
they are only privileged to manipulate data ac-
cessible to the user they run as. This makes
their view of the OS limited, but still provides
some insight into the system allowing them to
rank well in terms of the semantic gap problem.

3.2 Kernel-Mode Rootkits

As user-mode AV software began migrating to
higher privilege levels rootkits were forced to
make this same move. This lead to kernel-
mode, or Ring 0, rootkits that operate with the
same privilege as the OS kernel and new AV so-
lutions. Kernel-mode rootkits use a variety of
techniques to subvert the OS kernel and AV so-

lutions. Techniques range from hooking major
system tables or APIs, patching system bina-
ries to performing Direct Kernel Object Ma-
nipulation (DKOM).

3.2.1 Hooking Tables

Modern OSs contain numerous tables used
to perform lookups for different purposes,
whether it be upon receiving an interrupt or
knowing where a given system call (syscall)
is located. Altering memory descriptor tables
provides an effective means of altering memory
mappings in a target OS. As an example, Win-
dows NT-based OS contains a wide array of ta-
bles for varying purposes including: the Global
Descriptor Table (GDT), Local Descriptor Ta-
ble (LDT), Page Directory and Interrupt De-
scriptor Table (IDT) [5]. The GDT, LDT and
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Page Directory tables are all used to handle
virtual-to-physical memory mappings whereas
the IDT is employed to lookup interrupt han-
dler locations in memory. Similar to these ta-
bles, I/O Request Packet (IRP) function tables
can be hooked to intercept and redirect the flow
of I/O requests, thereby altering the contents
of the requests [40].

Another important table that can be used
for rootkit purposes in Windows NT-based OS
is the System Service Dispatch Table (SSDT)
which is used throughout Windows to handle
kernel-mode routine location lookups supplied
by syscall events. The SSDT is similar to the
IDT, except that it provides a pointer to a sys-
tem service as opposed to an interrupt handling
routine [41].

One of the earliest rootkits to use SSDT
hooking is the AFX rootkit, possessing the ca-
pability to hide processes, handles, modules,
files, folders, registry values, services and sock-
ets [4]. Techniques utilizing SSDT hooking ex-
ist across other OS variants as well, such as
the Adore BSD 0.34 rootkit that infects both
Linux and BSD systems by overwriting various
syscalls in the dispatch table in order to hide
files, processes and network connections [6].

3.2.2 Routine Detours and Binary
Patching

Attacking system tables to perform redirec-
tions of calls is a powerful approach, but an-
other technique that touches on a lower level
also exists. If we wish to alter the results of
a given call, assuming we have the specific ad-
dress of where the routine resides, then direct
modification of the machine code can be per-
formed. This allows alteration of routines with-
out having to redirect procedural calls through
a series of intermediaries.

Two similar techniques employing this idea
include routine detouring and binary patching.
They are similar in their methods of altering
the procedural representation of machine code,
but differ in their final representations. Rou-
tine detouring overwrites a code segment with
jump sequences either at the beginning (pro-
log detouring) or end (epilog detouring) of the
target routine [5], thereby maintaining the orig-
inal size, but not checksum, of the altered rou-

tine. The overwritten sequence is replicated at
the appropriate location in the malicious code
segment to ensure the routine operates as ex-
pected. An early rootkit that used this method
is Greg Hoglund’s rootkit that patches a de-
tour into the Windows NT kernel to modify the
SeAccessCheck routine [35] thereby removing
all restrictions [18]. Hoglund’s binary detour is
only 4 bytes in size, but is able to defeat the se-
curity protections implemented in the NT ker-
nel. This technique builds from earlier work by
+ORC in cracking software protection mecha-
nisms, such as bypassing cd-key requirements
[36].

Binary patching directly replaces the binary
representation of the target routine, often re-
placing system drivers or files altogether. This
is often exploited by manipulating the boot
process, i.e. Master Boot Record (MBR) and
Basic Input/Output System (BIOS), prior to
the OS initializing. One such example is the
Vbootkit that uses this technique to create cus-
tom boot sector code in order to subvert the
Windows Vista security mechanisms [28].

This is an effective technique, but it requires
exact knowledge of the target system including
everything from kernel versions, service packs
and hot patches. It can also be trivial to detect
using common AV techniques, namely check-
summing.

3.2.3 Kernel Object Manipulation

A different approach to manipulating the ex-
ecution of the Windows NT kernel is with
DKOM. DKOM works by manipulating ker-
nel data structures to modify the objects for
malicious purposes. A prime example of this
is the FU rootkit that hides by manipulating
the executive process (EPROCESS) structure’s
double-linked list pointers to redirect around
the malicious processes and drivers so it can-
not be located with traditional means [17]. It
is also able to manipulate the properties of
processes in order to change components such
as their privileges. DKOM originated from
a similar rootkit developed for Linux called
the SucKIT rootkit [14] that performs binary
patching of kernel objects in an analogous fash-
ion.

Later work revisited the FU rootkit’s de-
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sign to improve the stealth capability with the
FUTo rootkit that features the manipulation
of the PspCidTable [45]. The PspCidTable
contains handles to all of the processes and
threads residing on the system, and was used
by AV software to investigate hidden processes
or threads by comparing similar tables in an at-
tempt to spot differing results [32]; a technique
called cross-view detection or enumeration [5].
As the FU rootkit originally only modified the
EPROCESS object, it is only able to hide pro-
cesses and not the associated threads, whereas
the FUTo rootkit can hide both. Later work by
the FUTo developers revisited detection meth-
ods against PspCidTable manipulations in the
form of a rootkit detector called Rootkit Anal-
ysis Identification Elimination (RAIDE) to de-
tect and reverse the modifications applied by
both the FU and FUTo rootkits [7].

3.2.4 Virtual Memory Subversion

One additional form of rootkit demonstrates
virtual memory subversion. The rootkit is
called Shadow Walker and is capable of hooking
and subverting virtual memory protections. At
its core is a reversal of the Linux PaX project,
a kernel patch to better protect against se-
curity exploits allowing code execution using
memory [51]. Rather than protect by provid-
ing read/write memory access with no execu-
tion, Shadow Walker provides execution with
redirection of read/write in order to hide ex-
ecutable code [48]. When a read/write at-
tempt is made on the hidden code region the
returned frame is diverted to an untainted one,
while allowing normal code execution of the
hidden code to continue. This is accomplished
by exploiting the split Translation Lookaside
Buffer (TLB) of the x86 architecture, the In-
struction TLB (ITLB) and Data TLB (DTLB),
and descynchronizing the two components to
effectively filter executable code regions from
read/write accesses [47].

This technique employs a modified version of
the FU rootkit to perform the manipulations.
Possible detection techniques are also discussed
in [7] where the IDT can be checked for a hook
of the page fault (0x0e) interrupt.

3.2.5 Kernel-Mode Rootkit Overview

Kernel-mode rootkits provide an ideal level of
access to the target OS as they reside within
the OS’s kernel, thus completely avoiding the
semantic gap problem. The trade-off is that
stealth techniques such as hooking, patching or
DKOM require in depth knowledge of the tar-
geted OS and are currently detectable by mod-
ern AV software as their methods are well doc-
umented. By effectively moving lower into the
OS kernel, and developing new techniques, this
trade-off can be mitigated until the technique is
detected and countermeasures are crafted. In
terms of data exfiltration, kernel-mode rootkits
are very effective at hiding covert communica-
tion channels, whether it be through the use of
USB, PCI or network sockets.

3.3 Virtual Machine Based
Rootkits

The requirement to further mitigate against the
control of AV solutions forced a rethinking of
the old OS-level rootkit design. This is made
possible by advancements in x86 processor ex-
tensions, including AMD virtualization (AMD-
v) and Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel
VT-x), created to allow direct hardware accel-
erated virtualization [22, 3]. Following the pre-
vious Ring-based explanation, Virtual Machine
Based Rootkits (VMBR) operate in what is re-
ferred to as the Ring -1 layer, as its primary
purpose relies on allowing the guest OS to run
with Ring 0 privileges without affecting other
guest OS at that privilege level. The VMM-
layer is shown in Figure 1 encapsulating the
OS while running with Ring -1 privileges.

3.3.1 VMM Subversion

Joanna Rutkowska was the first to use this
technology to subvert the OS one step further,
by inserting itself beneath the target OS by uti-
lizing these processor extensions, and virtualiz-
ing the target OS to control all access to hard-
ware peripherals, context switching, memory
management operations, as well as other com-
ponents [42]. These are widely referred to as
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or Hardware
Virtualization Machine (HVM) based rootk-
its [13]. By utilizing the virtualization exten-
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sions of the x86 architecture the performance
overhead associated with virtualization can be
reduced significantly, making the attack vec-
tor viable for long-term persistence. Other
toolsets have exploited this technique, includ-
ing the SubVirt rootkit [25] as well as the Vit-
riol rootkit [13].

3.3.2 VMM as an Observation Platform

This research has since been furthered by aca-
demic research groups. Recent work at the
Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) has
also focused on developing VMBR technology
[30], although it’s primary purpose is to act
as a counter-intelligence framework to be able
to quickly react to espionage events once they
have been detected. The novel component in
this VMBR approach is in it’s attempt to in-
terface with the target OS via syscall intercep-
tion using a method dubbed the System Call
Observation Technique (SYCOT). This is in
an attempt to deal with the issue faced by all
software operating beneath the OS-level that
still requires target OS data, a problem referred
to as semantic gap [11]. The semantic gap is
caused due to the VMBR operating beneath
the target’s OS, and as such all abstractions
provided from within the OS-level are lost and
must be reconstructed. This makes data inter-
ception from the target OS very difficult unless
we know the exact signature to look for in the
target OS’s memory or hard disk.

Work in this field has also focused on utiliz-
ing this technique to investigate malware solu-
tions that operate at the OS-level. The tool
called Patagonix is designed to detect covertly
executing binaries in a target system’s OS [29].
They have also attempted to deal with the se-
mantic gap problem, but all solutions still re-
main OS-specific and custom interfaces must
be developed to interface with new versions of
a particular OS or a completely separate OS.
This issue hasn’t stopped research in the field
however, and various AV solutions have also
migrated to the VMM layer in attempts to uti-
lize this research in looking for anomalies in the
OS. Virt-ICE is a step in this direction, operat-
ing in the VMM-layer while hooking the INT3
(0xcc) interrupt used for generating software
interrupts with debuggers in order to bypass

the anti-debugging features of modern malware
[37].

3.3.3 VMBR Overview

This technique provides a unique stealth capa-
bility and has a large following in the academic
and research communities, but has failed to
gain traction outside of this community due to
the complexity of developing stable solutions.
To properly employ a VMBR intimate knowl-
edge of the target’s hardware and OS must
be known, which requires heavy reconnaissance
and may not be possible at all depending on
the actual architecture deployed. As previously
mentioned, they suffer from the problem of se-
mantic gap, and cannot effectively bypass the
OS-layer abstractions in a generic sense, thus
requiring each target to have a custom abstrac-
tion interface. They do however provide a re-
liable and effective communication channel for
data exfiltration as they control all hardware
interaction between the target OS and hard-
ware devices.

3.4 System Management Mode
Based Rootkits

Following the development of VMBR another
low-level strategy came to be developed. This
move again utilized architecture-specific func-
tionality on the x86 branch of architectures, the
System Management Mode (SMM). Prior to
delving into an explanation of the SMM it is
first important to take a look at the different
operating modes available on the x86 architec-
ture. Up until now our discussion has focused
solely on Protected Mode, but as of the SL fam-
ily of Intel processors three operating modes
currently exist. As described in [21] these in-
clude:

• Protected Mode: All instructions and ar-
chitecture features are available such as
virtual memory and paging. Memory pro-
tection is provided giving rise to the privi-
lege levels at the OS-level; i.e. kernel-mode
(Ring 0) and user-mode (Ring 3).

• Virtual 8086 Mode: This is not a sepa-
rate mode in itself, rather an extension of
Protected Mode enabling direct execution
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of Real-address Mode to provide virtual
legacy executable support.
• Real-address Mode: Original 8086 envi-

ronment that is entered immediately upon
power-up. Does not provide any memory
protection or specification of privilege lev-
els as is available in Protected Mode.
• System Management Mode: A mode for

managing low-level hardware interactions.
Provides a completely separate memory
region and execution environment.

As we can see, discussions of the kernel-mode
and user-mode rootkits are specific to Pro-
tected Mode. VMM-based rootkits also op-
erate in Protected Mode in order to provide
paging. SMM provides a different avenue for
rootkit infection and as such we will provide a
more in depth discussion of this mode.

The SMM is an operating mode of the pro-
cessor used to control low-level hardware inter-
actions, executing in a private memory space
called the System Management Memory Space
(SMRAM) invisible to anyone outside of the
SMM [23]. This class of rootkit is referred to
as System Management mode Based Rootkits
(SMBR), utilizing the control of low-level hard-
ware and the associated privately addressable
memory space and execution environment that
cannot be accessed by the target OS [15]. The
SMM resides one level of privilege higher than
the virtualization layer, thereby placing it in
the Ring -2 layer.

3.4.1 Attacking the SMM

The first proof-of-concept rootkit using the
SMM functionality of the Intel family of archi-
tectures overcame the hurdles of having to find
a method of injecting code into the SMM mem-
ory region from a lower privilege level as well as
being able to intercept data from the target OS.
The first hurdle is overcome by manipulating
the D OPEN bit of the memory control in or-
der to make the SMRAM visible and writeable,
copying the rootkit code into the SMRAM and
finally clearing the D OPEN bit and setting the
D LCK bit in order to make the SMRAM invis-
ible again [16]. The second hurdle is defeated
by rerouting Interrupt Requests (IRQ) to the
SMM rootkit code prior to forwarding the in-
terrupt to the CPU via the Intel Advanced Pro-

grammable Interrupt Controller (APIC) Inter
Processor Interrupt (IPI) handler to complete
the OS-level interrupt handling [16]. This en-
ables the interception of keystrokes, network
sockets, and anything that can be intercepted
in kernel-mode via an IDT hook. This entire
technique is only effective if the SMRAM Con-
trol register (SMRAMC) is not locked [16].

3.4.2 SMBR Overview

SMBR possess a similar stealth capability to
VMBR, but they have significantly reduced
code footprints as they don’t require the same
overhead as the virtualization layer’s hypervi-
sor. Unfortunately, they too suffer from the
semantic gap issue and must provide custom
interfaces for any given target OS, thus mak-
ing them difficult to adapt for general purposes.
They also rely heavily on the underlying archi-
tecture, making their entire code base depen-
dent on the target machine. Finally, in order
to provide an effective means of data exfiltra-
tion a proper networking stack must either be
created or manipulated in the Protected Mode
operating environment.

3.5 BIOS and Firmware Rootkits

As the race for the highest privilege level con-
tinued each layer came under investigation, mi-
grating even further into the innards of com-
puter systems. This lead to the development of
rootkits that infected the Basic Input/Output
System (BIOS) and PCI device firmware in the
lowest layer of computer systems, what is com-
monly referred to now as Ring -3.

3.5.1 BIOS and Bootstrap Modification

Initial research by eEye Digital Security pre-
sented a unique technique to inject kernel-mode
code into Windows NT-based OS via modified
bootstrapping. This allowed them to both re-
serve a segment of memory for the malware as
well as hook the appropriate interrupts in or-
der to alter the binaries that are loaded by the
OS and falsify the reported available memory
to hide the malicious code [46]. Although this
technique operates in Real-address Mode, with
the privilege of Ring 0, it is a step towards sub-
verting the OS before it has even initialized.
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Table 1: Ranking of Rootkit Techniques for each Classification

Rootkit Measurement
Classification Stealth Capability Semantic Gap Data Exfiltration

User-Mode Rootkit poor good poor
Kernel-Mode Rootkit good very good very good

VMBR very good very poor very good
SMBR very good very poor poor

BIOS/Firmware Rootkit very good very poor good

3.5.2 Firmware Manipulation

Even more recent work has lead to attacks
on Intel’s Active Management Technology
(AMT); a technology for remotely managing a
system’s BIOS and firmware. The attacks al-
low for remote injection and execution of ma-
licious code in the AMT memory region, al-
lowing Direct Memory Access (DMA) into the
target OS [52]. Performing DMA using this
method allows for the exploration or alteration
of the target OS. This technique is significantly
limited by the employment of Intel’s Virtualiza-
tion Technology for Direct I/O (VT-d), a later
extension of the VT-x processor extension.

3.5.3 Hardware Interface

Recent work has used hardware devices to
interact with a system via unintended hard-
ware vectors. One such example is a project
at RMC with the primary focus of exploiting
unintended USB channels in order to create
two-way communications with a target system.
This work uses two different unintended chan-
nels to exfiltrate data: the keyboard LED chan-
nel which uses a combination of the Scroll Lock,
Caps Lock and Num Lock as well as the audio
channel which uses waveform files to communi-
cate data with the target OS [12].

3.5.4 BIOS and Firmware Rootkits
Overview

As we see with the wide range of attacks at the
BIOS and firmware levels, these tend to be ar-
chitecture or even processor specific and can-
not be reused for general cases. This makes
them costly solutions to develop, and even
more costly to test, deploy and maintain. Al-
though they provide some of the best stealth

capabilities amongst all of the classifications,
they also complicate the ability to gather intel-
ligence from the target OS due to the semantic
gap. They can prove effective, depending on
the infection point, for data exfiltration oper-
ations. This is dependant on the vector they
infect; if the rootkit resides in the firmware of
a PCI network interface than data exfiltration
is trivial, but a direct BIOS modification can
prove difficult to communicate with the outside
world.

4 Ranking of Rootkit Tech-
niques

Considering all of the possible rootkit classi-
fications presented in Section 3 we can now
envisage a matrix comparing the three factors
outlined before. These include the stealth capa-
bility of rootkits residing in each classification,
the semantic gap problem regarding how ac-
cessible data on the target OS is to the rootkit,
as well as the data exfiltration capability of the
rootkit in being able to communicate with the
outside world. This is the same set of crite-
ria outlined in Section 2. Table 1 shows the
results compiled based on the observations for
each classification.

As is clear, when we subvert deeper into the
hardware the stealth capability garnered im-
proves; an intuitive point with rootkits. A
rootkit’s stealth capability is generally consid-
ered the most important component, as is true
when applied in a purely malicious context. In
a counter-intelligence context this isn’t the case
as we are also interested in the other criteria:
the ease of access to high-level OS types and
formats as well as the capability of covertly ex-
filtrating acquired intelligence. Thus, the ulti-
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mate gain from observing Table 1, when con-
sidering a counter-intelligence context, is in re-
gards to the capabilities of dealing with the se-
mantic gap problem and performing data exfil-
tration.

Given the appropriate level of stealth capa-
bility, it is clear that kernel-mode rootkits of-
fer an ideal solution across the board, provid-
ing an effective data exfiltration means while
operating from within the kernel thereby cir-
cumventing the semantic gap problem alto-
gether. These are two important points that
signify the kernel-mode classification as the en-
try point of choice for counter-intelligence pur-
poses. Moving further down in the hardware
requires mechanisms for dealing with the se-
mantic gap and data exfiltration problems, so-
lutions that are often costly in terms of devel-
opment lifecycle timelines and the footprint of
the developed solution in binary size.

Furthering these observations, as we will see
in Section 5, using a novel stealth technique
to subvert existing rootkit and AV solutions,
a kernel-mode rootkit provides incomparable
access to malicious code for the purpose of
counter-intelligence operations.

5 Our Counter-intelligence
Approach

Based on the criteria outlined in Section 2
we propose a new rootkit technique using
Asynchronous Procedure Calls (APC) in or-
der to perform counter-intelligence on malware.
APCs are a largely undocumented feature of
Windows NT-based kernels [34]. They are used
to allow kernel-mode drivers or user-mode ap-
plications to execute code within the context of
a specific program’s thread, thus giving them
direct access to the program’s address space
[31].

This is a useful feature for performing
asynchronous callbacks when dealing with in-
put/output (I/O) completion. An example of
this is when a user-mode application makes
an I/O request at which stage the I/O man-
ager executive subsystem places an APC in
the thread’s queue in response to the request.
At this point the task is handled by kernel-
mode drivers until the I/O operation com-

pletes. Once the user-mode thread executes
with a low IRQ Level (IRQL) of 0 (passive)
or 1 (APC) the APC is delivered and the oper-
ation completes by providing the thread with
the associated results of the I/O operation and
associated status information [2].

This can also be potentially used maliciously
to satisfy our criteria. In regards to the
stealth capability of this technique, APCs pro-
vide an effective means of accessing the CPU
to perform operations in the context of another
thread. This could allow for system-wide mon-
itoring of processes and threads by executing
APCs that perform dynamic program analysis
on the target process or thread. This method
could be enhanced with data collected from
static analysis investigations on the target pro-
cess or thread. They are also a flexible means of
hooking or unhooking the kernel, making them
ideal for minimizing operational overhead for
the purpose of the counter-intelligence opera-
tion. Further, no rootkits to date have em-
ployed this technique, thus no detection meth-
ods are known to exist at this point, poten-
tially making this an effective technique to de-
tect existing malware techniques while evading
the threat itself.

In terms of the semantic gap problem, not
only does this technique have complete access
to the entire OS, it also offers a unique method
to inject kernel-mode code into a process that
doesn’t affect the resident image of the process
or thread. This allows a view inside the mal-
ware without effecting the binary contents to
any degree (such effects that can be detected
by AV software or malware [43]) as we are po-
tentially able to execute code in the context of
the malware.

The final criteria involves the capability of
the technique to perform data exfiltration. In
the case of APCs, as they perform the execu-
tion of code in the context of another thread,
this could allow for the counter-intelligence
rootkit to perform network operations while
masking the true origin of the communica-
tion. This is useful if AV software or malware
is observing network communications for any
anomalies in that a benign application using
network sockets could be hijacked to exfiltrate
the gathered data using a seemingly innocuous
channel.
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The degree to which each criteria is success-
fully met makes APCs a potentially novel ap-
proach for a counter-intelligence rootkit while
conforming to the requirements outlined in [26].
This reasoning has lead to the investigation of
this technique by the authors, in conjunction
with various other kernel-mode techniques in
order to detect and locate the malicious threat.

6 Related Work

A number of related surveys have considered
various components of rootkit techniques, how-
ever these studies tend to be specific to only
one specific factor. Much of the research only
focuses on the stealth capability of rootkit tech-
niques [8, 10] and may include an analysis of the
detection mechanisms that can be employed
against these techniques [33, 9]. We present
a study including the idea of stealth capabil-
ity, but also consider areas affecting counter-
intelligence work in order to understand the
best technique to not only hide but also moni-
tor and communicate.

Other research has also looked at the impact
rootkits have when digital forensics is used on
an infected machine, and the difficulties they
can induce [44, 1]. These studies often only
consider data manipulation performed by the
rootkits, and are based on offline investigations
as they are rarely concerned with the same
set of objectives outlined by [26] that counter-
intelligence work must recognize.

This paper focused on combining the pre-
vious research associated with the stealth ca-
pabilities of rootkit techniques in addition to
the consideration of counter-intelligence com-
ponents: i.e. the level of semantic intelligence
that can be acquired from the target system as
well as the ability to exfiltrate data undetected
from the machine.

7 Conclusion

We study rootkit design and methodologies
to better understand their stealth capabilities,
but it also provides the defenders with a pow-
erful idea of how to spy on the attackers. As
the sophistication of modern attacks has grown
so to has the requirement to better understand

the people behind the attack. This often re-
quires that we allow them to maintain access
to an infected system in order to monitor their
behavior to understand who they are, the ob-
jective of the attack, the capability of the at-
tacker and the depth of penetration into the
network.

A look at each classification of rootkit and
the associated stealth capability, level of se-
mantic gap and data exfiltration capability
shows that although low level rootkits, beneath
the OS-level, allow the best stealth techniques,
they don’t offer the best view into the target OS
under investigation and offer no direct benefit
in terms of the exfiltration means. This lays the
foundation for a proposal of a new kernel-mode
technique to subvert a persistent infection to
aid in counter-intelligence operations. This al-
lows a new level of stealth in the kernel-mode,
while also offering new means to investigate the
attacker’s malware and diagnose all the associ-
ated factors.
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Abstract

Root cause determination for software failures
that occurred due to intentional or uninten-
tional third party activities is a difficult and
challenging task. In this paper, we propose a
new technique for identifying the root causes
of system failures stemming from external in-
terventions that is based first, on modeling the
conditions by which a system delivers its func-
tionality utilizing goal models, second on mod-
eling the conditions by which system function-
ality can be compromised utilizing anti-goal
models, third representing logged data as well
as, goal and anti-goal models as rules and facts
in a knowledge base and fourth, utilizing a
probabilistic reasoning technique that is based
on the use of Markov Logic Networks. The
technique is evaluated in a medium size COTS
based system and the DARPA 2000 Intrusion
Detection data set.

Copyright c© 2011 Hamzeh Zawawy, Kostas Konto-
giannis, John Mylopoulos and Serge Mankovskii. Per-
mission to copy is hereby granted provided the original
copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

1 Introduction

Root cause analysis refers to the identification
of errors that lead to failures in a software sys-
tem. By the term failure we mean the deviation
of the system’s observed behaviour from the ex-
pected one, while by the term error we refer to
a system bug or internal misconfiguration.

Overall, the root cause analysis problem is
a difficult and challenging task to solve, due
to the complexity of interdependencies between
the systems components, the often incomplete
logged data that could fall short explaining the
cause of a failure and, the lack of models that
could be used to denote conditions and require-
ments under which a failure could be mani-
fested. The problem becomes even more com-
plex when the failures are not due to internal
system errors, but due to external actions by
third parties that intentionally or unintention-
ally cause the failure of a software system. The
software engineering community has responded
by proposing different types of techniques for
addressing the root cause determination prob-
lem. One type of techniques is based on the
association of event patterns with known sys-
tem errors when a failure is observed. Another
type of techniques is based on collections of
rules that apply diagnostic expert knowledge.
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A third type of techniques is based on model
driven root cause diagnosis where the a model
of the system is built and an analysis process
attempts to identify the components or the con-
ditions which may explain an observed failure.

In this paper, we take a complementary ap-
proach where we attempt to combine the best
features of the aforementioned types of tech-
niques. More specifically, we first utilize model
driven approaches to denote not only the condi-
tions, constraints, actions and tasks, a system
is expected to enact in order to deliver its func-
tionality but also, the conditions, constraints,
actions and tasks that can be taken by an ex-
ternal user to invalidate or threaten a given sys-
tem action or task. We refer to the first types
of models as goal models and, the second types
of models as anti-goal models. Second, we uti-
lize pattern based approaches to limit the size
of the logs that can be considered to satisfying
or denying a specific system goal, model ac-
tion, or task. Third, we utilize rule based ap-
proaches to denote goal and anti-goal models as
diagnostic rules that can be enacted in a prob-
abilistic reasoning framework provided in the
form of a Markov Logic Network. More specifi-
cally, once a failure is observed, the correspond-
ing goal model is analyzed to identify the tasks
and actions that may explain the observed fail-
ure and the anti-goal model is investigated to
increase the confidence of the goal model analy-
sis. The confidence increase is manifested when
a goal model task or action fails while its corre-
sponding anti-goal succeeds. Confidence levels
are computed using Markov Logic Network in-
ference as a function of the reasoning process
combined with past observations that provide
a level of training for the reasoning process.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 covers the research baseline and related
work. Section 3 presents the log data repre-
sentation and filtering approaches. In section
4, we present the overall architecture and pro-
cesses of the proposed framework. Section 5 de-
scribes the diagnostics process using a running
example. Section 6 presents a COTS-based
case study and a scalability evaluation for the
framework. Section 7 concludes the paper and
presents directions for further research.

2 Related Research

This section presents related work in the
areas of requirements modeling, root cause
diagnostic reasoning, and malicious behavior
detection.

Goal Modeling

Goal Models are tree based formalisms that
can be used to represent and denote not only
the conditions and the constraints under which
functional and non-functional requirements of
a system can be delivered but also, to repre-
sent and denote positive and negative contribu-
tions, a requirement or a design decision may
have on other requirements. In this respect,
functional requirements are represented as hard
goals, while non-functional requirements are
represented as soft goals [3]. A goal model is
a tree structure including AND/OR decompo-
sitions of goals into subgoals and tasks (leaf
subgoals). When a goal G is AND (OR) de-
composed into subgoals G1, . . . , Gn, then all
(at-least-one) of G′s subgoals must be satisfied
for G to be satisfied. Goals and tasks can im-
pact each other’s satisfaction using contribu-

tion links:
++S−−−→,

--S−−→,
++D−−−→ and

--D−−→.

More specifically, given two goals G1 and

G2, the link G1
++S−−−→ G2 (respectively G1

--S−−→
G2) denotes that if G1 is satisfied, then G2 is
strongly (++) satisfied (respectively denied).

The meaning of links
++D−−−→ and

--D−−→ are

dual w.r.t. to
++S−−−→ and

--S−−→ respectively, by

inverting satisfiability and deniability. The
class of goal models used in our work has
been formalized by Giorgini et al. [5], where
appropriate algorithms have been proposed for
inferring whether a set of root-level goals are
satisfied or not.

Anti-Goal Modeling

Anti-goals represent the tasks and actions
of an intruder with the intention to threaten
or compromise specific security goals. Simi-
larly to goal models, anti-goal models are also
denoted as AND/OR trees built through sys-
tematic refinement until leaf nodes are derived.
Leaf nodes represent tasks (actions) an intruder
can perform to fulfill an anti-goal, and conse-
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Figure 1: Logical Architecture of the Malicious Behavior Detection Framework.

quently deny a stakeholder’s goal for the sys-
tem. Anti-goal models were initially proposed
by Lamsweerde [12] to model security concerns
during requirements elicitation. Formally, anti-
goals are defined as follows: let G be a goal and
Dom a set of domain properties. An assertion
O is said to be an obstacle (anti-goal) to G in
Dom if and only if the following hold:

1. {O, Dom} |= ¬ G (O)

2. {O, Dom} | falseDom

Condition (1) states that the negation of a goal
is a logical consequence of the obstacle specifi-
cation and the set of domain properties avail-
able; condition (2) states that the obstacle may
be logically consistent with the domain of the
logs and the goal models.

The technique proposed by Lamsweerde
et al. (2000) to build and refine anti-goals,
involves building two models interactively
and concurrently that is, a) a goal model
representing the functional and non-functional
requirements of the system-to-be, and; b) an
anti-goal model derived from the requirement
goal model that specifies how assets of the
application-to-be can be compromised. The
process of elaborating anti-goal models can be
either done informally by asking HOW/WHY
questions or formally by regression through
the goal model and the domain theory or by
use of refinement and obstruction patterns as
discussed in [13, 14].

Monitoring & Diagnosis
An interesting recent work in log analysis

and reduction is the paper by Al-Mamory et al.
[1] where the focus is to reduce false positives
in root cause analysis results. That approach

uses data mining to group similar alarms into
generalized alarms and then analyze these gen-
eralized alarms and classify them into true and
false alarms. Consequently, the generalized
alarms can be used as rules to filter out false
positives.

Wang et al. [15] proposed a framework to
monitor the satisfaction of software require-
ments and provide a diagnosis in case of failure.
Wang’s framework is limited to monitoring re-
quirement satisfaction and in particular failures
due to system function or task failures.

Souza et al. extended Wang’s framework [15]
to detect failures caused by malicious attacks
[10]. In addition to monitoring the satisfac-
tion of goal models, Souza et al. added sup-
port for a richer goal model that can represent
not only stakeholder needs (goals), but also at-
tacker intentions (anti-goals). Security require-
ments and anti-goal models can be derived by
analyzing past cases, utilizing libraries of at-
tack or threat trees, or derived systematically
as presented by Lamsweerde in [13].

Thus, if a goal or task a is one of the targets
of anti-goal ag and we know that the attack
ag has occurred between timesteps ts and
te and that the goal/task a has been denied
during that same time interval, we can infer
that ag has been satisfied. We can also infer
that there is a chance that a is not faulty,
but the attack ag successfully prevented it
from working properly. In other words, if it
weren’t for the successful execution of the
attack, the goal/task a would have succeeded.
Since we cannot be sure the target goal/task
hasn’t failed by itself, both fd(a, s) (action is
denied) and fs(ag, s) (anti-goal has succeeded)
diagnoses are proposed.
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Markov Logic Networks for Probabilis-
tic Reasoning

Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) have been
recently proposed in the research literature as
a way of providing a framework that combines
first order logic and probabilistic reasoning [4].
In this context, a knowledge base denoted by
first-order logic formulae represents a set of
hard constraints on the set of possible worlds
that is, if a world violates one formula, it
has zero probability of existing. Markov logic
softens these constraints by making a world
that violates a formula to be less probable
but still, possible. The more formulas it
violates, the less probable it becomes. More
information and detailed discussion on Markov
Logic Networks can be found in the paper by
Domingos [4].

Malicious Behavior Categorization
In this study, we adopt the taxonomy of

attacks based on the work by Lippmann et al.
[9]. This taxonomy includes the following 4
classes of attacks:

Probe (scan attacks): active port ex-
ploitation for a known vulnerability of the cor-
responding service.
Denial of service (DoS): disruption of a

host or network service by making a computer
resource unavailable to its intended users.
Remote to Local (R2L): attempt to gain

access in order to extract files and modify data
in transit on the attacked machine.
User to root (U2R): elevation of privileges

of a local user to ones normally reserved for the
super user or the administrator.

In Figure 2, we show anti-goal models for at-
tacks classified according to their category as
per the categorization described above. We
also show a goal model for a sample service
(files services) being targeted by these attacks.

3 Log Data Representation

3.1 Storing Log Data

In a large system which is composed of many
subsystems and where each subsystem is mon-
itored by a different logging mechanism, it is

possible that the logged data are represented
in different formats and schemas. To address
the problem of different log data formats and
schemas, we consider mappings from the na-
tive schema of each logger into a common log
schema. In general, most industry log data con-
tain only a subset of this schema. Even though
the identification of the mappings between the
native log schema of each monitor component
and the unified schema is outside of the scope
of this paper, such mappings can be compiled
using semi-automated techniques discussed in
detail in the paper by Alexe et al. [2] or com-
piled manually by domain experts. For the pur-
poses of this study, we have implemented the
mappings manually, as tables. Figure 3 shows
the mappings between the unified schema and
the schema of two systems from the test envi-
ronment. The unified schema we utilize for this
work contains 10 fields (please see Table 1) clas-
sified into four categories: general, event spe-
cific, session information and environment re-
lated. This proposed schema represents a com-
prehensive list of data fields that we consider
to be useful for diagnosis purposes.

4 Hypothesis Modeling

The framework proposed in this paper (Figure
1) aims at detecting malicious behavior against
software systems. It consists of the following
processes: goal and anti-goal models represen-
tation/compilation, log data storing, log filter-
ing, ground atom generation and diagnostics.

4.1 Goal and Anti-Goal Model
Annotations

The proposed framework is built on the premise
that the monitored system′s requirements goal
and anti-goal models are available by system
analysts or can be reverse engineered from
source code using techniques discussed by Yu
et al. [16] and Lamsweerde [13]. In this paper,
we consider that leafs in a goal model relate to
operations of simple system components, that
can be delivered as black boxes for the purposes
of monitoring and diagnosis. Furthermore, for
this work we adopt the formalizations for goal
modeling as proposed by Giorgini et al. [5].
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Figure 2: Anti-Goal Attacks against (g1) the Goal Model for Files Services (center).

In this context, goal and anti-goal models
used in this framework are extended by annota-
tions in the form of SQL-like string pattern ex-
pressions such as the ones illustrated in Figure
6. These expressions describe the conditions
under which goals/anti-goals instances can be
fulfilled. In particular, tasks (leaf nodes) are
associated with preconditions, occurrence and
postconditions, while goals (non-leaf nodes) are
associated with preconditions and postcondi-
tions only.

The annotations are expressed using string
regular pattern expressions as described in the
UNIX specifications [6]. An example of such
an expression is Windows.*starting.up which is
used to match strings that contain the word
Windows followed by an unspecified number
of characters, followed by the word starting,
followed by a single unspecified character, fol-
lowed by up. An annotation example for goal
g1 in Figure 2 is shown below:

Description like ’Windows.*starting.up’ AND

Source Component like ’hume.eyrie.af.mil’

The matching process that aims to yield a
subset of the logged data according to the an-
notation i.e. query is based either on string
matching or on Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
type of retrieval and is presented by Zawawy
et al. [17]. The result of the matching (fil-
tering) process is a list of Matched subsets[] of
logged events that relate to the specific anno-
tation specification.

Figure 3: Mappings from Windows Event
Viewer and IBM’s MQ Log into Unified
Schema.

4.2 Goal and Anti-Goal Models
Predicates

We use first order logic to represent semantic
information on goal/anti-goal models. A pred-
icate is intensional if its truth value can only
be inferred (i.e. cannot be directly observed).
A predicate is extensional if its truth value can
be directly observed. A predicate is strictly
extensional if it can only be observed and not
inferred for all its groundings [11].

We use the extensional predicates ChildAND
(parent node, child node), ChildOR (par-
ent node, child node) to denote the AND/OR
goal decomposition. Goals g1 and g2 shown
in Figure 2 are examples of AND and OR
decompositions. Similarly for anti-goals, ag1
in Figure 2 represents an example of AND
decomposed anti-goal.

We use the extensional predicates Pre(node,
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Figure 4: Transforming Filtered Log Data Subsets into Ground Atoms.

Table 1: Unified Schema for Log Data
Field Name Category
Report Time General
Description General
Event ID Event Specific
Event Type ID Event Specific
Event Severity Event Specific
Session ID Session Information
Correlation ID Session Information
Source Component Environment Related
Logon ID Environment Related
Physical Address Environment Related

timestep), Occ (node, timestep), and Post
(node, timestep) to represent preconditions,
tasks’ occurrences and postconditions (respec-
tively) at a certain timestep. We use the ex-
tensional predicate Targets(anti-goal, node) to
denote the relationship between an anti-goal
model and the targeted task or goal.

Finally, we use the intensional predi-
cates Occ(goal, timestep, timestep) and Satis-
fied(node, timestep) to represent the goals oc-
currences and the goals/anti-goal/tasks satis-
faction. The predicate Satisfied is predomi-
nantly intensional except for the top goal which
satisfaction is observable (i.e. the observed sys-

tem failure that triggers the root cause analysis
process). If the overall service/transaction is
successfully executed, then the top goal is con-
sidered to be satisfied, otherwise it is denied.

4.2.1 Ground Atoms Generation

In this section, we discuss the process to in-
terpret and transform the (filtered) log subsets
into a set of ordered ground atom literals. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the basic steps of the transfor-
mation process with an example.

There are two inputs to this process: first,
the log data stored in a common database
as described in Section 3.1 and; second, the
goal model for the monitored system with pre-
condition, postcondition and occurrence pat-
terns annotating each node of the model.
The output is a totally timestep-ordered set
of literals (ground atoms) of the form lit-
eral(node,timestep).

Step 1: by applying the filtering and match-
ing techniques outlined in section 4.1, we
extract from the log database, a collection
(Matched subsets[]) of partially ordered log en-
tries sets (the order is based on the timestamp
in the Report time field (please see Table 1)).
Each subset corresponds to one annotation in
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the goal model. An example of this process
is shown in Figure 4 where each goal or task
node annotation is associated with a set (can be
empty) of log data produced by the matching
process. In this respect, each annotation (pre-
condition, postcondition, occurrence), is consid-
ered as a query applied to the log data base
that returns a subset of the logged data that
may relate to the specific annotation and goal
model node. Once all the annotations for a goal
model node return a non empty result, we con-
sider that the corresponding goal model node
has succeeded. An empty log data set means
that no evidence can be found in the log data
to indicate that this event has occurred during
the observation period.

Step 2: for each log entry in each
log subset in the set Matched subsets[], we
create a literal in the form annotation(node,
log entry.timestamp), where annotation repre-
sents precondition, occurrence or postcondition.
An example based on the goal model in Figure
2 is to transform a log entry (1999-08-07 1999-
08-07 10:33:26.0 DARPA Security Windows
is starting up ... Process ID: 2155070784 )
that matches the pattern of the precondition
of goal g1 into an atom (pre(g1, 1999-08-07
10:33:26.0)). As a result of this step, the sub-
sets of log data are converted into subsets of
literals (see step 2 in Figure 4).

Step 3: the subsets of ground atoms gener-
ated earlier are merged in one set representing
all the matched log data from all the goal model
nodes. A total ordering is accomplished by
sorting all ground atoms based on their times-
tamps (see step 3 in Figure 4). To guarantee
the uniqueness of each timestamp, each times-
tamp is appended with the corresponding pro-
cess/session id.

Step 4: the timestamp in each atom is
replaced by a timestep. The timestep is an
integer initialized at 1, and incremented for
each subsequent atom. Thus precondition(g1,
1999-08-07 10:33:26.0) is transformed into
precondition(g1,4).

The outcome of this process is a set of or-
dered ground atoms that are used in the subse-
quent inference phase as one source of system
observation.

4.3 Goal Model Rules

Relationships in the goal model are also rep-
resented using first order logic expressions.
Goals/tasks’ satisfaction is expressed using the
truth assignment of the Satisfied(node) predi-
cate which, in turn, is inferred as follows: A
task a with a precondition {Pre} and a post-
condition {Post} is satisfied at time t+1 if and
only if {Pre} is true at time t − 1 just before
the task a occur at time t, and {Post} is true
at time t+ 1 (see Equation 1).

Pre(a, t− 1) ∧Occ(a, t) ∧ Post(a, t+ 1)

⇒ Satisfied(a, t+ 1) (1)

A goal g with precondition {Pre} and postcon-
dition {Post} is satisfied at time t2 if and only
if the goal occurrence finishes at time t2, and
{Pre} is true when goal occurrence starts at t1
where (t1 < t2) and {Post} is true when goal
occurrence is completed at t2 (please see Equa-
tion 2).

Pre(g, t1) ∧G Occ(g, t1, t2) ∧ Post(g, t2))

⇒ Satisfied(g, t2) (2)

The truth values of the predicate Occ(goal)
(used in Equation 2) can only be inferred based
on the satisfaction of all its children in the case
of AND-decomposed goals (Equation 3) or at
least one of its children in the case of OR-
decomposed goals (Equation 4).

∀a, Satisfied(a, t1) ∧ ChildAND(g, a) ∧
(t2 < t1 < t3)⇒ Occ(g, t2, t3) (3)

∃a, Satisfied(a, t1) ∧ ChildOR(g, a) ∧
(t2 < t1 < t3)⇒ Occ(g, t2, t3) (4)

Contribution links of the form node1
++S−−−→

node2 are represented in Equation 5. (Simi-
larly for ++D,--S,--D ).

Satisfied(node1, t1)⇒ Satisfied(node2, t2)
(5)

As shown in Equations 3 and ORgoaloccur-
rence, the contribution of a child to its parent’s
satisfaction is a function of time. For instance,
the occurrence (and consequently the satisfac-
tion) of gaol g1 at (timestep = 11) in Figure
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2 is impacted by the satisfaction of task a1 at
(timestep = 3), goal g2 at (timestep = 5) and
task a2 at (timestep = 7). If for example task
a1 is denied or satisfied at (timestep = 2) then
this has no impact on the satisfaction of parent
goal g1 at (timestep = 7).

4.4 Anti-Goal Model Rules

Similarly to goal models, anti-goal models also
consist of AND-OR decompositions, therefore
anti-goal model relationships with their chil-
dren nodes are represented using the same
first order logic expressions as for goal models
(Equations 3 and 4). The satisfaction of tasks
(leaf nodes) in anti-goal models follows the
same rule as in Equation 1. The satisfaction of
anti-goals is expressed using the truth assign-
ment of the Satisfied(node) predicates which,
in turn, is inferred as follows:

Pre(ag1, t1) ∧Occ(ag1, t1, t2) ∧ Post(ag1, t2)

⇒ Satisfied(ag1, t2) (6)

The satisfaction of an anti-goal ag1 at time-
step t1 presents a negative impact on the sat-
isfaction of a target task ai if ag1 occurred just
before the denial of the target task ai

Satisfied(ag1, t1) ∧ Targets(ag1, ai)
∧(t1 < t2)⇒!Satisfied(ai, t2) (7)

4.5 Uncertainty Representation

The proposed framework relies on log data
as evidence for proving the occurrence of the
events of interest. However, the selection
of events of interest (e.g. using LSI) is not
perfect and is plagued by False Positive and
False Negative entries. For this reason, we
allow for user-defined weights representing the
confidence a domain expert has on an observa-
tion for a given case. We address uncertainty
in observations using a combination of logical
and probabilistic models as follows:

A) The domain knowledge representing the
interdependencies between systems/services is
modeled using weighted first order logic state-
ments. The strength of each relationship is rep-
resented with a real-valued weight set based on
domain knowledge and learning from a training

log data set and reflects. The weight of each
rule represents our confidence in this rule rel-
ative to the other rules in the knowledge base.
Consequently, the probability inferred for each
atom depends on the weight of the competing
rules where this atom occurs. For instance, the
probability of the satisfaction of task a2 in Fig-
ure 2 (Satisfied(a4,t)) is inferred based on the
Equation 8 with weight w1,

w1 : Pre(a4, t) ∧Occ(a4, t+ 1) ∧
Post(a4, t+ 2)⇒ Satisfied(a4, t+ 2) (8)

On the other hand, the contribution link based
on Equation 9 with weight w2 contributes to
the denial of task a4,

w2 : !Satisfied(g2, t1)⇒!Satisfied(a4, t2)
(9)

Consequently, the probability assignment
given to Satisfied(a4, t) is determined by the
rules containing it as well as the weight of
these rules in MLN inferencing.

B) Applying an open world assumption to
the observation where a lack of evidence does
not absolutely negate an event’s occurrence but
rather weakens its possibility.

4.6 Weight Learning and Markov
Logic Network Construction

Weight learning for rules and observations is
done semi-automatically by first using discrim-
inative learning based on a training set of past
cases as discussed in the paper by Domingos
[4] and then manually refined by a system ex-
pert. During automated weight learning, each
formula is converted to CNF, and a weight is
learned for each of its clauses from past cases.
The weight of a clause is used as the mean of
a Gaussian prior for the learned weight. The
learned weight can be modified to reflect our
confidence in the rules. For example, in Fig-
ure 2, a rule indicating that the denial of the
top goal g1 implies that at least one of its AND-
decomposed children (a1, g2, and a2) have been
denied, should be given higher weight than a
rule indicating that g1 is satisfied based on log
data showing that pre(g1), occ(g1) and post(g1)
are true. This example relates to the case
where he administrator has without any doubt
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witnessed the failure of the system, even if the
observed log data do not agree (due to missing
or inaccurate data). Consequently, the Markov
Logic Network is constructed using an exhaus-
tive scheme of rules and predicates as discussed
earlier as well as, grounding predicates with all
possible values, and connecting them if they
coexist in a grounded formula.

5 Diagnostics

The flowchart in Figure 5 represents the pro-
cess of detection of malicious behavior using
the proposed framework. This process starts
when an alarm is raised indicating a system
failure, and completes when a list of root causes
of the observed failure is identified. In or-
der for the diagnostic reasoning process to pro-
ceed, we consider that the annotated goal/anti-
goal models for the monitored systems and
their corresponding Markov networks and logi-
cal predicates have been generated as described
in section 4. The diagnostic reasoning process
is composed of seven steps as discussed in detail
below:
Step 1: The investigation starts when an

alarm is raised or when the system administra-
tor observes the failure of the monitored ser-
vice, which is the denial of a goal g.
Step 2: Based on the knowledge base KB

that consists of all goal models and all observa-
tions (filtered log data and visual observation of
the failure of the monitored service), the frame-
work constructs a Markov Network that in turn
is applied to generate a probability distribution
for all the Satisfied(node, timestep) predicates
for all nodes in the goal tree rooted at the de-
nied goal g and the nodes of all other connected
to it trees. This probability distribution is used
to indicate the satisfaction or denial of tasks
and goals at every timestep of the observation
period. More specifically, if the probability of
satisfaction of a task ai at a timestep t is higher
than α then we conclude that ai is satisfied at
t (i.e. Satisfied(ai, t) > α ⇒ ai is satisfied at
t). Typically the timestep t starts at 0, and α
is chosen to be 0.5. An example of the outcome
of this step is the following based on Figure 2:{

Satisfied(a1, 3) : 0.36
Satisfied(a3, 7) : 0.45

⇒
{

1 : a1
2 : a3

.

Step 3: The outcome of the previous step
is a ranked list of denied tasks/goals where the
first task represents the node that is most likely
to be the cause of the failure. In step 3, the
framework iterates through the denied list of
tasks identified in step 2, and loads the anti-
goal models targeting each of the denied tasks.
Step 4: for each anti-goal model selected

in Step 3, we generate the observation literals
from the log data by applying the ground atoms
generation process described in Section 4.2.1.
Note that a task may have zero, one or multiple
anti-goal models targeting it. The goal model
in Figure 2 contains task a2 which has no anti-
goal models targeting it, task a1 which has one
anti-goal (ag1) targeting it, and task a3 which
has two anti-goals (ag3 and ag5) targeting it.

Step 5: this step is similar to step 2 but
instead of evaluating a goal model, the frame-
work evaluates the anti-goal model identified
in step 4 using the log data-based observation
and determines if the top anti-goal is satisfied,
i.e., has been successfully executed. This is
done by constructing a Markov Network based
on the anti-goal model relationships (see sec-
tion 4.4) and inferring the probability distribu-
tion for the Satisfied(anti-goal, timestep) pred-
icate for the nodes in the anti-goal model. In
particular, we are interested in the probabil-
ity assigned to Satisfied(agj , t) where t repre-
sents the timestep at which agj is expected to
complete. Using the example in Figure 2, ag1
takes 11 steps to complete execution, while ag3
takes 7 steps. In this case, we are interested in
Satisfied(ag1, 11) and Satisfied(ag2, 7).
Step 6: Based on the value of

Satisfied(agj , t) identified in step 5, we
distinguish the following two cases:

1. If Satisfied(agj , t) >= α (typically α =
0.5): this indicates that agj is likely to
have occurred and caused ai to be denied.
In this case, we add this information (anti-
goal and its relationship with the denied
task) to the knowledge base KBg. This
knowledge base enrichment is done at two
levels: first, a new observation is added to
indicate that anti-goal agj has occurred;
second, equation 7 is added to the set of
rules.

2. If Satisfied(agj , t) < α: this indicates
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Figure 5: Malicious Behavior Detection Pro-
cess

that agj did not occur, thus we exclude
it as a potential cause of failure for ai.

Before getting to next step, the framework
checks whether the denied task ai is targeted
by any other anti-goal models. If so, it iterates
through the list of other anti-goals agj that are
targeting ai by going back to Step 4. Once all
anti-goals targeting a denied task ai are evalu-
ated, the framework checks whether there are
more denied tasks and if so, it repeats step 2.

Step 7: Based on the new knowledge ac-
quired from evaluating the anti-goal models,
we re-evaluate the satisfaction of tasks based
on the enriched knowledge based KB, and pro-
duce a new ranking of the denied tasks. The
fact that an attack is likely to have occurred
targeting a specific task that has failed in-
creases the chances that this task is actually
denied due to the intrusion leading to the over-
all system failure. This overall process helps
improve the diagnosis but also provides inter-
pretation for the denial of tasks.

6 Experimental Evalua-
tions

To evaluate the proposed framework, we con-
ducted the following set of experiments. The
first case study aims examine the diagnostic
effectiveness of the framework using a sample
application utilizing COTS components. The
objective of the second set of experiments is to
evaluate the scalability and measure the perfor-
mance of the framework using large data sets.

The framework’s filtering and interpretation
components were implemented using the Java
Programming language (version 1.5). The
diagnosis/inference was conducted using the
Alchemy system developed at the University of
Washington [7]. We also used Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 to host the log database.

6.1 Credit Service Scenario

In the first case study for the proposed frame-
work, we use the monitoring and detection of
attacks on the execution of a credit evaluation
business process implemented by a number of
different services and COTS components.
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Figure 6: Goal and Anti-Goal Models for the Credit History Service

Figure 7: Layout of the Test Distributed Envi-
ronment

6.1.1 Experiment Setup

The test environment (Figure 7) includes 4 sys-
tems/services: the front end application (soa-
pUI), a message broker (IBM WebSphere Mes-
sage Broker v7.0), the credit check Web Ser-
vice and an SQL server (Microsoft SQL Server
2008).

The credit evaluation process starts upon re-
ceiving a Web Service request. If already avail-
able, the credit rating of the applicant is re-
trieved from the credit history table. For new
applicants, the score is calculated and used to
update the credit table. A Web Service reply
containing the credit score is sent back to the
front end application. In case one (or more) of
the systems supporting the credit service fails,
requests sent from the front end application
will get no reply and will time out.

The experiment is conducted from the per-
spective of the system administrator where a
system failure is reported and an investigation
is triggered. The case study scenario consists

of running an attack while executing the credit
history service (see the goal model of the credit
service in Figure 6) that is deployed on the
distributed system shown in Figure 7 and de-
scribed in section 6.1.

The anti-goal ag1 is executed by first probing
the active ports on the targeted machine, and
then the attacker attempts to login but uses
a very long username (16000 characters) dis-
rupting the service authentication process, and
denying legitimate users from accessing the ser-
vice. Traces of this attack can be obtained in
the Windows Event Viewer.

The anti-goal ag2 models an SQL injection
attack that aims at dropping the table contain-
ing the credit scores. One way to implement
such an attack is to send two subsequent legit-
imate credit history web service requests that
contain embedded malicious SQL code within
a data value. In particular, we embed an SQL
command to scan and list all the tables in the
data value of the field ID as follows:

<ID>12345; select from SYSOBJECTS where

TYPE = ’U’ order by NAME</ID>

The system extracts the credential data
value (e.g. ID) and uses it to query the
database thus inadvertently executing the ma-
licious code. The scan is followed by a second
WS request that contains a command to drop
the Credit History table:

<ID>12345; Drop Table Credit History </ID>

Traces of the credit service sessions are found
in the SQL Server audit log data and the mes-
sage broker (hosting the credit service). The
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first anti-goal ag1 represents the attacker’s plan
to deny access to the credit service to keeping
busy the port used by that service. The second
anti-goal ag2 aims at injecting an SQL state-
ment that destroys the credit history data.

6.1.2 Experiment Enactment

We run a sequence of credit service requests
and in parallel we perform an SQL injection
attack. The log database table contained 1690
log entries generated from all systems in our
test environment.

The first step in the diagnosis is to use the
filtered log data to generate the observation
(ground atoms) in the form of Boolean literals
representing the truth values of the node anno-
tations in the goal (or anti-goal) model during
the time interval where the log data is collected.
The Planfile1 model segment below represents
the observation corresponding for one credit
service execution session:

Planfile1 : Pre(g1 , 1); Pre(a1, 1); Occ(a1,
2); Post(a1, 3); Pre(a2, 3); Occ(a2, 4);
Post(a2, 5); Post(g2, 5); ?Pre(a5, 5); ?Occ(a5,
6); ?Post(a5, 7); Pre(a6, 5); ?Occ(a6, 6);
?Post(a6, 7); ?Post(g2, 7); ?Pre(a3, 7);
?Occ(a3, 8); ?Post(a3, 9); ?Pre(a4, 9);
?Occ(a4, 10); ?Post(a4, 11); ?Post(g1, 11),
!Satisfied(g1, 11)

In the case where we don’t find evidence for
the occurrence of the events corresponding to
goals/anti-goals/tasks execution (precondition,
postcondition, etc.), we don’t treat this as a
proof that these events did not occur but we
consider them as rather uncertain. We rep-
resent this uncertainty by preceding the cor-
responding ground atoms with interrogation
mark (?). In cases where there is evidence
that an event did not occur, the corresponding
ground atom is preceded with an exclamation
mark (!).

By applying inference based on the observa-
tion in Planfile1 (Step 2 in flowchart in Figure
5), we obtain the following probabilities for
the ground atoms using the Alchemy tool:

Satisfied(a1, 3) :0.99, Satisfied(a2, 5) :0.99,
Satisfied(a5, 7) :0.30, Satisfied(a6, 7) :0.32,
Satisfied(a3, 9) :0.34, Satisfied(a4, 11) :0.03

Using step 2 in the diagnostics flowchart
(Figure 5), we deduce that a4, a5, a6 and a3
are the root causes for the failure of the top
goal g1.

Using step 3 and 4 in the diagnostics
flowchart, we first generate the observation for
anti-goal ag1 (Planfile2 ) and apply inference
based on the anti-goal model ag1 relationship
and the generated observation.

Planfile2 : Pre(ag1, 1), ?Pre(t1, 1), ?Occ(t1,
2), ?Post(t1, 3), ?Pre(t2, 3), ?Occ(t2, 4),
?Post(t2, 5), ?Pre(t3, 5), ?Occ( t3, 6),
?Post(t3, 7), ?Post(ag1, 7)

In Step 5, the outcome of the inference
indicates that ag1 is denied (satisfaction
probability is 0.0001). We iterate through step
3, and the next denied task a5 is targeted by
anti-goal ag2. The observation generated for
the anti-goal ag2 is in Planfile3 below:

Planfile3 : Pre(ag2, 1), Pre(t4, 1), Occ(t4, 2),
Post(t4, 3), Pre(t5, 3), Occ(t5, 4), Post(t5, 5),
Pre(t6, 5), Occ( t6, 6), Post(t6, 7), Post(ag2,
7)

The outcome of the inference indicates
that ag2 is satisfied (satisfaction probability
is 0.59). Using step 6, we add the result to
the goal model knowledge base. In step 7, we
re-evaluate the goal model based knowledge
base and generate a new diagnosis as follows:

Satisfied(a1, 3) : 0.95, Satisfied(a2, 5) : 0.98,
Satisfied(a5, 7) : 0.23, Satisfied(a6, 7) : 0.29,
Satisfied(a3, 9) : 0.11, Satisfied(a4, 11) : 0.26

The new diagnosis ranks a3 as the most likely
root cause for the failure of the top goal g1.
Next, a5, a4 and a6 are also possible root causes
but less likely. This new diagnosis is an im-
provement over the first one generated in step
2 since it accurately indicates a3 as the most
probable root cause. We know that this is cor-
rect since the SQL injection attack ag2 targeted
and dropped the credit table.

6.1.3 Inference Case Study

A case study of the inference was performed
using Ubuntu Linux running on Intel Pentium
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Figure 8: Impact of goal model size on infer-
ence time.

2 Duo 2.2 GHz machine. We used 3 sets of
extended goal models representing the credit
service goal model. The 3 extended goal mod-
els contained 50, 80 and 100 nodes respectively.
In addition, we used a set of 5 anti-goal models
with a total of 40 anti-goals nodes. In particu-
lar, we are interested in measuring the impact
of the size of goal and anti-goal models on the
inference component. Figure 8 illustrates that
the number of ground atoms/clauses, which di-
rectly impacts the size of the resulting Markov
model, is linearly proportional to the goal/anti-
goal models total number of nodes. Figure 8
shows that the inference time ranged from 42
seconds for a goal model of 50 nodes (10 goal
nodes and 40 anti-goal nodes), up to 124 sec-
onds for a model of 140 nodes (100 goal nodes
and 40 anti-goal nodes). These results show
that our approach can be applied to industrial
software applications with small to medium-
sized requirement models.

6.1.4 Threshold Alpha Impact

In the experiment above, we set the threshold
value α as 0.5. In this experiment, we vary
the value of the threshold α and analyze the
impact on the diagnostic process, in particular,
on steps 2 and 5 (Figure 5).

In the first case, we set α to 0.75. This has
no impact on step 2, but it impacts step 5.
Since both the anti-goals ag1 and ag2 have a
probability of satisfaction below 0.75 and then
they are considered to have not occurred and
have no impact on the goal model evaluation.
the result is that step 7 does not cause any

Figure 9: Impact of goal model size on ground
atoms/clauses for inference.

modification to the original diagnosis.
In the second case, we set α to 0.25. The

α value change impacts the decision on what
tasks are denied (step 2). In this case, the di-
agnosis in step 2 indicates that only a4 is de-
nied. Similarly, a4 is targeted by ag1 which has
no trace in the observation and thus has no im-
pact on the overall diagnosis process. The fi-
nal result is that the diagnosis in step was not
modified in step 7.

As shown in the two experiments above, the
threshold parameter α affects the overall diag-
nosis process and has to be tuned accordingly
either by the user or by considering past cases.

6.2 Performance and Scalability

The second experiment evaluates the perfor-
mance and scalability of the framework. We
use the publicly available DARPA (Advanced
Research Projects Agency) intrusion data sets,
which is collected and provided by the IST
Group at MIT [9]. In particular, we use the
Windows NT Data Set for DARPA 2000 [8].
When stored in our common log database, the
data set amounted to 153829 entries and took
up to 600 MB of disk space. We use annotated
anti-goal models to model the set of the attacks
(see Figure 2) that are known to have traces in
the DARPA 2000 Windows NT data set (see
Table 2).

6.2.1 Filtering Performance

This experiment measures the performance of
log filtering. To do so, we apply the detection
framework on the NT event viewer log data in
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Table 2: Performance Measures for Normalization and Filtering (Milliseconds)
Normalization LSI Filtering Grep Filtering

Processing Time
(145855 entries)

178422 708876 181299

Average Time per
Log Entry

1.22 4.86 1.24

the DARPA dataset, and measure the time re-
quired (in milliseconds) to perform the compu-
tationally demanding steps mainly the normal-
ization and filtering.

First, the normalization process parses the
log data files which is in the comma sepa-
rated value format (CSV) which was exported
from the Windows NT event viewer (evtx) for-
mat. Next, the log data is transformed into
the unified schema format and stored in the log
database. Last step consists of indexing the log
table based on the timestamp field.

Second, the filtering was done using two tech-
niques: Grep and LSI. As expected, the perfor-
mance of the filtering process varied depending
on the technique used. The first step in the
filtering is common for the two approaches and
it consists of parsing the goal/anti-goal mod-
els stored as local XML files, and collecting the
nodes and their associated queries. For Grep
based filtering, the second step is to transform
the collected queries into regular expressions
and find matching log entries. Based on the
processing rates shown in Table 2, the frame-
work can handle few hundred log entries per
second thus it scales up to an industrial envi-
ronment.

7 Conclusions

This paper discussed a root cause analysis tech-
nique that can be used to identify the causes of
failures induced by third party actions. The
technique is based first, on modeling with goal
models the conditions, constraints, tasks, and
actions that are required for the system to de-
liver its functionality, second on modeling with
anti-goal models the different ways an intru-
sive third party action can be manifested, third
on a knowledge base that represents as rules
and facts the aforementioned models and the
logged events and, fourth a probabilistic rea-

soning technique that is based on Markov Logic
Networks, that allows for the evaluation of pos-
sible and alternative ways to explain the failed
behavior of the system. More specifically, the
proposed approach upon the observation of a
failure not only computes the alternative ways
this failure is supported but also, computes
whether these alternative ways can be man-
ifested as results of known intrusive actions.
Consequently, the proposed approach best fits
to detect the class of known (as opposed to
mutating or new) intrusive behavior that can
be documented using anti-goal AND-OR tree
model. The probabilistic reasoning framework
increases the probability of an identified root
cause when the corresponding root cause can
be supported by an intrusive behavior. The
framework has been evaluated in a medium size
system that is composed of COTS components,
and in the identification of known intrusions in
the DARPA intrusion dataset. The results in-
dicate that the approach can be used for root
cause analysis in medium size systems and for
systems that generate a few hundred events per
second. Future work involves the extension of
the log filtering process so that the framework
will have to examine fewer events without los-
ing accuracy, and performance enhancements
required to deal with systems that generate a
few thousand events per second. The work is
supported by an NSERC CRD grant and the
CA Labs of CA Technologies.
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Abstract

The MapReduce and Hadoop frameworks were
designed to support efficient large scale com-
putations. There has been growing interest
in employing Hadoop clusters for various di-
verse applications. A large number of (hetero-
geneous) clients, using the same Hadoop clus-
ter, can result in tensions between the vari-
ous performance metrics by which such sys-
tems are measured. On the one hand, from
the service provider side, the utilization of the
Hadoop cluster will increase. On the other
hand, from the client perspective the paral-
lelism in the system may decrease (with a corre-
sponding degradation in metrics such as mean
completion time). An efficient scheduling al-
gorithm should strike a balance between uti-
lization and parallelism in the cluster to ad-
dress performance metrics such as fairness and
mean completion time. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new Hadoop cluster scheduling algo-
rithm, which uses system information such as
estimated job arrival rates and mean job exe-
cution times to make scheduling decisions. The
objective of our algorithm is to improve mean
completion time of submitted jobs. In addition
to addressing this concern, our algorithm pro-

Copyright c© 2011 Aysan Rasooli and Dr. Dou-
glas G. Down. Permission to copy is hereby granted
provided the original copyright notice is reproduced in
copies made.

vides competitive performance under fairness
and locality metrics (with respect to other well-
known Hadoop scheduling algorithms - Fair
Sharing and FIFO). This approach can be ef-
ficiently applied in heterogeneous clusters, in
contrast to most Hadoop cluster scheduling
algorithm work, which assumes homogeneous
clusters. Using simulation, we demonstrate
that our algorithm is a very promising candi-
date for deployment in real systems.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing provides massive clusters for
efficient large scale computation and data anal-
ysis. MapReduce [5] is a well-known program-
ming model which was first designed for im-
proving the performance of large batch jobs
on cloud computing systems. However, there
is growing interest in employing MapReduce
and its open-source implementation, called
Hadoop, for various types of jobs. This leads to
sharing a single Hadoop cluster between mul-
tiple users, which run a mix of long batch jobs
and short interactive queries on a shared data
set.

Sharing a Hadoop cluster between multiple
users has several advantages, such as statisti-
cal multiplexing (lowering costs), data locality
(running computation where the data is), and
increasing the utilization of the resources. Dur-
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ing the past years companies have used Hadoop
clusters for executing specific applications; for
instance Facebook is using a Hadoop cluster
for analyzing usage patterns to improve site de-
sign, spam detection, data mining and ad opti-
mization [10].

Assigning a new type of job to the cur-
rent workload mix on a Hadoop cluster, may
severely degrade the performance of the sys-
tem, which may not be tolerable for certain
applications. Moreover, heterogeneity is a ne-
glected issue in most current Hadoop systems,
which can also lead to poor performance. Here,
heterogeneity can be with respect to both jobs
and resources.

The Hadoop scheduler is the centrepiece of
a Hadoop system. Desired performance lev-
els can be achieved by proper submission of
jobs to resources. Primary Hadoop scheduling
algorithms, like the FIFO algorithm and the
Fair-sharing algorithm, are simple algorithms
which use small amounts of system informa-
tion to make quick scheduling decisions. The
main concern in these algorithms is to quickly
multiplex the incoming jobs on the available re-
sources. Therefore, they use less system infor-
mation. However, a scheduling decision based
on a small amount of system information may
cause some disadvantages such as less locality,
and neglecting the heterogeneity of the system.
As a result, the primary Hadoop scheduling al-
gorithms may not be good choices for hetero-
geneous systems. In a heterogeneous Hadoop
system, increasing parallelism without consid-
ering the difference between various resources
and jobs in the system can result in poor per-
formance. As a result of such considerations,
it is useful to explore the possible performance
gains by considering more sophisticated algo-
rithms.

Gathering more system information can have
significant impact on making better scheduling
decisions. It is possible to gather some Hadoop
system information [7], which can be used in
scheduling decisions. Research at UC-Berkeley
[2] provides a means to estimate the mean job
execution time based on the structure of the
job, and the number of map and reduce tasks
in each job. Moreover, in most Hadoop sys-
tems, multiple types of jobs are repeating ac-
cording to various patterns. For example, the

Spam detector applications run on the Face-
book Hadoop cluster every night. Therefore, it
is also may be possible to estimate the arrival
rates of job types in some Hadoop systems.

In this paper, we introduce a Hadoop
scheduling algorithm which uses this system in-
formation to make appropriate scheduling de-
cisions. The proposed algorithm takes into ac-
count the heterogeneity of both resources and
jobs in assigning jobs to resources. Using the
system information, it classifies the jobs into
classes and finds a matching of the job classes
to the resources based on the requirements of
the job classes and features of the resources.
At the time of a scheduling decision, the algo-
rithm uses the matchings of the resources and
the classes, and considers the priority, required
minimum share, and fair share of users to make
a scheduling decision. Our proposed algorithm
is dynamic, and it updates its decisions based
on changes in the parameters of the system.

We extend a Hadoop simulator, MRSIM [6],
to evaluate our proposed algorithm. We im-
plement the four most common performance
metrics for Hadoop systems: locality, fairness,
satisfying the minimum share of the users, and
mean completion time of jobs. We compare the
performance of our algorithm with two com-
monly used Hadoop scheduling algorithms, the
FIFO algorithm and the Fair-sharing algorithm
[9]. The results show that our proposed algo-
rithm has significantly better performance in
reducing the mean completion time, and satis-
fying the required minimum shares. Moreover,
its performance in the Locality and the Fair-
ness performance metrics is very competitive
with the other two algorithms. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no Hadoop scheduling
algorithm which simultaneously considers job
and resource heterogeneity. The two main ad-
vantages of our proposed algorithm are increas-
ing the utilization of the Hadoop cluster, and
reducing the mean completion times by consid-
ering the heterogeneity in the Hadoop system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of
a Hadoop system. Current Hadoop scheduling
algorithms are given in Section 3. Our Hadoop
system model is described and formally intro-
duced in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we for-
mally present the performance metrics of in-
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terest. Our proposed Hadoop scheduling al-
gorithm is introduced in Section 6. In Sec-
tion 7, details of the environment in which
we study our algorithm are provided, and we
study the performance of our algorithm in var-
ious Hadoop systems. Finally, we provide some
concluding remarks and discuss possible future
work in the last section.

2 Hadoop Systems

Computing todays’ large scale data processing
applications requires thousands of resources.
Cloud computing is a paradigm to provide such
levels of computing resources. However, to har-
ness the available resources for improving the
performance of large applications, it is required
to break down the applications into smaller
pieces of computation, and execute them in
parallel. MapReduce [5] is a programming
model which provides an efficient framework for
automatic parallelization and distribution, I/O
scheduling, and monitoring the status of large
scale computations and data analysis.

Hadoop is an open-source implementation
of MapReduce for reliable, scalable, and dis-
tributed computing. A distributed file system
that underlies the Hadoop system provides ef-
ficient and reliable distributed data storage for
applications involving large data sets. Users in
Hadoop submit their jobs to the system, where
each job consists of map functions and reduce
functions. The Hadoop system breaks the sub-
mitted jobs into multiple map and reduce tasks.
First, Hadoop runs the map tasks on each block
of the input, and computes the key/value pairs
from each part of the input. Then, it groups in-
termediate values by their key. Finally, it runs
the reduce tasks on each group, which provides
the jobs’ final result.

The scheduler is a fundamental component of
the Hadoop system. Scheduling in the Hadoop
system is pool based, which means that when
a resource is free, it sends a heartbeat to the
scheduler. Upon receiving a heartbeat, the
scheduler searches through all the queued jobs
in the system, chooses a job based on some per-
formance metric(s), and sends one task of the
selected job to each free slot on the resource.
The heartbeat message contains some informa-

tion such as the number of currently free slots
on the resource. Various Hadoop scheduling
algorithms consider different performance met-
rics in making scheduling decision.

3 Related Work

MapReduce was initially designed for small
teams in which a simple scheduling algorithm
like FIFO can achieve an acceptable perfor-
mance level. However, experience from deploy-
ing Hadoop in large systems shows that basic
scheduling algorithms like FIFO can cause se-
vere performance degradation; particularly in
systems that share data among multiple users.
As a result, the next generation scheduler in
Hadoop, Hadoop on Demand (HOD) [3], ad-
dresses this issue by setting up private Hadoop
clusters on demand. HOD allows the users to
share a common file system while owning pri-
vate Hadoop clusters on their allocated nodes.
This approach failed in practice because it vi-
olated the data locality design of the origi-
nal MapReduce scheduler, and it resulted in
poor system utilization. To address some of
these shortcomings, Hadoop recently added a
scheduling plug-in framework with two addi-
tional schedulers that extend rather than re-
place the original the FIFO scheduler.

The additional schedulers are introduced in
[9], where they are collectively known as Fair-
sharing. In this work, a pool is defined for each
user, each pool consisting of a number of map
slots and reduce slots on a resource. Each user
can use its pool to execute her jobs. If a pool of
a user becomes idle, the slots of the pool are di-
vided among other users to speed up the other
jobs in the system. The Fair-sharing algorithm
does not achieve good performance regarding
locality. Therefore, in order to improve the
data locality, a complementary algorithm for
Fair-sharing is introduced in [10], called delay
scheduling. Using the delay scheduling algo-
rithm, when Fair-sharing chooses a job for the
current free resource, and the resource does not
contain the required data of the job, schedul-
ing of the chosen job is postponed, and the al-
gorithm finds another job. However, to limit
the waiting time of the jobs, a threshold is de-
fined; therefore, if scheduling of a job is post-
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poned until the threshold is met, the job will
be submitted to the next free resource. The
proposed algorithms can perform much bet-
ter than Hadoop’s default scheduling algorithm
(FIFO); however, these algorithms do not con-
sider heterogeneous systems in which resources
have different capacities and users submit var-
ious types of jobs.

In [1], the authors introduce a scheduling al-
gorithm for MapReduce systems to minimize
the total completion time, while improving
the CPU and I/O utilization of the cluster.
The algorithm defines Virtual Machines (VM),
and decides how to allocate the VMs to each
Hadoop job, and to the physical Hadoop re-
sources. The algorithm formulates and solves
a constrained optimization problem. To formu-
late the optimization problem a mathematical
performance model is required for the different
jobs in the system. The algorithm first runs
all job types in the Hadoop system to build
corresponding performance models. Then, as-
suming these jobs will be submitted multiple
times to the Hadoop system, scheduling deci-
sions for each job are made based on the solu-
tion of the defined optimization problem. The
algorithm assumes that the job characteristics
will not vary between runs, and also when a job
is going to be executed on a resource, all its re-
quired data is placed on that node. The prob-
lem with this algorithm is that the algorithm
can not make decisions when a new job with
new characteristics joins the system. Moreover,
the assumption that all of the data required by
a job is available on the running resource, with-
out considering the overhead of transmitting
the data is unrealistic. Furthermore, Hadoop
is very I/O intensive both for file system access
and Map/Reduce scheduling, so virtualization
incurs a high overhead.

In [8], a Dynamic Priority (DP) parallel task
scheduler is designed for Hadoop, which al-
lows users to control their allocated capac-
ity by dynamically adjusting their budgets.
This algorithm prioritizes the users based on
their spending, and allows capacity distribution
across concurrent users to change dynamically
based on user preferences. The core of this al-
gorithm is a proportional share resource alloca-
tion mechanism that allows users to purchase
or be granted a queue priority budget. This

budget may be used to set spending rates de-
noting the willingness to pay a certain amount
per Hadoop map or reduce task slot per time
unit.

4 Hadoop System Model

The Hadoop system consists of a cluster, which
is a group of linked resources. The data in
the Hadoop system is organized into files. The
users submit jobs to the system, where each
job consists of some tasks. Each task is either
a map task or a reduce task. The Hadoop com-
ponents related to our research are described
as follows:

1. The Hadoop system has a cluster. The
cluster consists of a set of resources, where
each resource has a computation unit, and
a data storage unit. The computation unit
consists of a set of slots (in most Hadoop
systems, each CPU core is considered as
one slot), and the data storage unit has
a specific capacity. We assume a cluster
with M resources as follows:

Cluster = {R1, . . . , RM}

Rj =< Slotsj ,Memj >

• Slotsj is a set of slots in resource Rj ,
where each slot (slotkj ) has a specific
execution rate (exec ratekj ). Gener-
ally, slots belonging to one resource
have the same execution rate.

Slotsj = {slot1j , . . . , slotmj }

• Memj is the storage unit of resource
Rj , which has a specific capacity
(capacityj) and data retrieval rate
(retrieval ratej). The data retrieval
rate of resource Rj depends on the
bandwidth within the storage unit of
this resource.

2. Data in the Hadoop system is organized
into files, which are usually large. Each file
is split into small pieces, which are called
slices (usually, all slices in a system have
the same size). We assume that there are
L files in the system, which are defined as
follows:
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Files = {F1, . . . , FL}

Fi = {slice1i , . . . , sliceki }

3. We assume that there are N users in the
Hadoop system, where each user (Ui) sub-
mits a set of jobs to the system (Jobsi).

Users = {U1, . . . , UN}

Ui =< Jobsi >

Jobsi = {J1
i , . . . , J

n
i }

The Hadoop system assigns a priority and
a minimum share to each user based on
a particular policy (e.g. the pricing pol-
icy of [8]). The number of slots as-
signed to user Ui depends on her priority
(priorityi). The minimum share of a user
Ui (min sharei) is the minimum number
of slots that the system must provide for
user Ui at each point in time.

In a Hadoop system, the set of jobs of a
user is dynamic, meaning that the set of
jobs for user Ui at time t1 may be com-
pletely different from the set of jobs of this
user at time t2. Each job in the system
consists of a number of map tasks, and re-
duce tasks. The sets of map tasks, and re-
duce tasks for the job Ji is represented with
Mapsi, and Redsi, respectively.

Ji = Mapsi ∪Redsi

Each map task k of job i (MT ki ) performs
some processes on the slice (slicelj ∈ Fj)
where the required data for this task is lo-
cated.

Mapsi = {MT 1
i , . . . ,MT ki }

Each reduce task k of job i (RT ki ) receives
and processes the results of some of the
map tasks of job i.

Redsi = {RT 1
i , . . . , RT

k
i }

The mean execT ime(Ji, Rj) defines the
mean execution time of job Ji on resource
Rj , and the corresponding execution rate
is defined as follows:

mean execRate(Ji, Rj) =

1/mean execT ime(Ji, Rj)

5 Performance Metrics

In this section, first we define the follow-
ing functions which return the status of the
Hadoop system and will be used to define the
performance metrics. Then, we introduce the
performance metrics related to our scheduling
problem.

• Tasks(U, t) and Jobs(U, t) return the sets
of tasks and jobs, respectively, of the user
U at time t.

• ArriveT ime(J), StartT ime(J), and
EndTime(J) return the arrival time,
start of execution time, and completion
time of job J , respectively.

• TotalJobs(t) returns the set of all the jobs
which have arrived to the system up to
time t.

• RunningTask(slot, t) returns the running
task (if there is one) on the slot slot at
time t. If there is no running task on the
slot, the function returns NULL.

• Location(slice, t) returns the set of re-
sources (R), which store the slice slice at
time t.

• AssignedSlots(U, t) returns the set of slots
which are executing the tasks of user U at
time t.

• CompletedJobs(t) returns the set of all
jobs that have been completed up to time
t. The function CompletedTasks(t) is de-
fined analogously for completed tasks.

• Demand(U, t) returns the set of tasks of
the user U at time t which have not yet
been assigned to a slot.

Using the above functions, we define four per-
formance metrics that are useful for a Hadoop
system:

1. MinShareDissatisfaction(t) measures
how successful the scheduling algorithm is
in satisfying the minimum share require-
ments of the users in the system. If there
is a user in the system, whose current
demand is not zero, and her current share
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is lower than her minimum share, then we
compute her Dissatisfaction as follows:

IF

(|Demand(U, t)| > 0 ∧
U.min share > 0 ∧

|AssignedSlots(U, t)| < U.min share)

THEN

Dissatisfaction(U, t) =

U.min share−|AssignedSlots(U,t)|
U.min share

×U.priority

ELSE

Dissatisfaction(U, t) = 0

U.priority and U.min share denote the
priority and the minimum share of the user
U . MinShareDissatisfaction(t) takes
into account the distance of all the users
from their min share. When comparing
two algorithms, the algorithm which has
smaller MinShareDissatisfaction(t) has
better performance.

MinShareDissatisfaction(t) =X
∀U∈Users

Dissatisfaction(U, t).

2. Fairness(t) measures how fair a schedul-
ing algorithm is in dividing the resources
among the users in the system. A fair algo-
rithm gives the same share of resources to
users with equal priority. However, when
the priorities are not equal, then the user’s
share should be proportional to their pri-
ority. In order to compute the fairness of
an algorithm, we should take into account
the slots which are assigned to each user
beyond her minimum share, which is rep-
resented with ∆(U, t).

∆(U, t) = AssignedSlots(U, t)−U.min share

Then, the average additional share of all
the users with the same priority (Usersp)
is defined as:

avg(p, t) =P
U∈Usersp

∆(U, t)

|Usersp|
,

Usersp = {U |U ∈ Users ∧ U.priority = p},

and Fairness(t) is computed by the sum
of distances of all the users in one prior-
ity level from the average amount of that
priority level.

Fairness(t) =X
p∈priorities

X
U∈Usersp

|∆(U, t)− avg(p, t)|.

Comparing two algorithms, the algorithm
which has lower Fairness(t) achieves bet-
ter performance.

3. Locality(t) is defined as the number of
tasks which are running on the same re-
source as where their stored data are lo-
cated. Since in the Hadoop system the in-
put data size is large, and the map tasks
of one job are required to send their re-
sults to the reduce tasks of that job, the
communication cost can be quite signifi-
cant. A map task is defined to be local on
a resource R, if it is running on resource
R, and its required slice is also stored on
resource R. Comparing two scheduling al-
gorithms, the algorithm which has larger
Locality(t) has better performance.

4. MeanCompletionT ime(t) is the average
completion time of all the completed jobs
in the system.

6 Proposed Scheduler
Model

In this section we first discuss the characteris-
tics of our proposed algorithm, comparing them
with current Hadoop scheduling algorithms.
Then, we present our proposed scheduling al-
gorithm for the Hadoop system.

6.1 Motivating Our Algorithm

In this part we discuss the important charac-
teristics of our proposed algorithm, based on
the challenges of the Hadoop system.

1. Scheduling based on fairness, min-
imum share requirements, and the
heterogeneity of jobs and resources.
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In a Hadoop system satisfying the mini-
mum shares of the users is the first critical
issue. The next important issue is fairness.
We design a scheduling algorithm which
has two stages. In the first stage, the algo-
rithm considers the satisfaction of the min-
imum share requirements of all the users.
Then, in the second stage, the algorithm
considers fairness among all the users in
the system. Most current Hadoop schedul-
ing algorithms consider fairness and min-
imum share objectives without consider-
ing the heterogeneity of the jobs and the
resources. One of the advantages of our
proposed algorithm is that while our pro-
posed algorithm satisfies the fairness and
the minimum share requirements, it fur-
ther matches jobs with resources based
on job features (e.g. estimated execution
time) and resource features (e.g. execu-
tion rate). Consequently, the algorithm
reduces the completion time of jobs in the
system.

2. Reducing communication costs. In a
Hadoop cluster, the network links among
the resources have varying bandwidth ca-
pabilities. Moreover, in a large cluster, the
resources are often located far from each
other. The Hadoop system distributes
tasks among the resources to reduce a
job’s completion time. However, Hadoop
does not consider the communication costs
among the resources. In a large cluster
with heterogenous resources, maximizing
a task’s distribution may result in signifi-
cant communication costs. Therefore, the
corresponding job’s completion time will
be increased. In our proposed algorithm,
we consider the heterogeneity and distri-
bution of resources in the task assignment.

3. Reducing the search overhead for
matching jobs and resources. To find
the best matching of jobs and resources, an
exhaustive search is required. In our algo-
rithm, we use clustering techniques to re-
strict the search space. Jobs are classified
based on their requirements. Every time
a resource is available, it searches through
the classes of jobs (rather than the individ-
ual jobs) to find the best matching (using

optimization techniques). The solution of
the optimization problem results in the set
of suggested classes for each resource. The
suggested set for each resource is used for
making the routing decision. We limit the
number of times that this optimization is
performed, in order to avoid adding signif-
icant overhead.

4. Increasing locality. In order to in-
crease locality in a Hadoop system, we
should increase the probability that tasks
are assigned to resources which also store
their input data. Our algorithm makes a
scheduling decision based on the suggested
set of job classes for each resource. There-
fore, we can replicate the required data of
the suggested classes of a resource, on that
resource. Consequently, locality will be in-
creased in the system.

6.2 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we first present a high level view
of our proposed algorithm (in Figure 1), and
then we discuss different parts of our algorithm
in more detail.

A typical Hadoop scheduler receives two
main messages: a new job arrival message from
a user, and a heartbeat message from a free re-
source. Therefore, our proposed scheduler con-
sists of two main processes, where each pro-
cess is triggered by receiving one of these mes-
sages. Upon receiving a new job from a user,
the scheduler performs a queueing process to
store the incoming job in an appropriate queue.

When receiving a heartbeat message from a
resource, the scheduler triggers the routing pro-
cess to assign a job to the free resource. Our
algorithm uses the job’s classification, so when
a new job arrives to the system, the queueing
process specifies the class of this job, and stores
the job in the queue of its class. The queueing
process sends the updated information of all of
the classes to the routing process, where the
routing process uses this information to choose
a job for the current free resource. In what fol-
lows, we provide greater detail for our proposed
algorithm.
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Figure 1: High level view of our proposed algorithm

1. Job Execution Time Estimation:
When a new job arrives to the system,
it is required to estimate its mean exe-
cution time on the resources. The Task
Scheduler component uses the Program
Analyzer to estimate the mean execution
time of the new incoming job on all re-
sources (mean execT ime(Ji, Rj)). The
Task Scheduler component has been intro-
duced in the AMP lab in UC Berkeley [2].

2. Two Classifications: The Hadoop sys-
tem requires that upon a user’s request
at any time, it will provide her minimum

share immediately. Therefore, it is criti-
cal for the system to first consider satisfy-
ing the minimum shares of all users. Af-
ter satisfying the minimum shares, the sys-
tem should consider dividing the resources
among the users in a fair way (to prevent
starvation of any user). Based on these
two facts, our algorithm has two classifica-
tions: minimum share classification, and
fairness classification. In the minimum
share classification, only the jobs whose
users have min share > 0 are considered,
while in the fairness classification all the
jobs in the system are considered.
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When a user asks for more than her mini-
mum share, the scheduler assigns her min-
imum share immediately but the extra
share will be assigned fairly after consid-
ering all users. As a result, users with
min share > 0 first should be considered
in the minimum share classification, and
once they receive their minimum shares,
they should be considered in the fairness
classification. However, the current share
of a user, and consequently her minimum
share satisfaction can be highly varying
over time, and it is not feasible to gener-
ate a new classification each time the min-
imum share satisfaction changes. There-
fore, we consider a job whose user has
min share > 0 in both classifications, and
make the scheduling decision for the job
based on its user’s status at the time of
scheduling.

In our algorithm, both the minimum
share, and the fairness classifications clas-
sify the jobs such that the jobs in
the same class have the same features
(i.e, priority, execution rate on the re-
sources (mean execRate(Ji, Rj)), and ar-
rival rate). We define the set of classes
generated in the minimum share classifi-
cation as JobClasses1, where each class is
denoted by Ci. Each class Ci has a spe-
cific priority, which is equal to the priority
of the jobs in this class. The estimated
arrival rate of the jobs in class Ci is de-
noted by αi, and the estimated execution
rate of jobs in class Ci on resource Rj is
denoted by µi,j . Hence, the heterogeneity
of resources is completely addressed with
µi,j . We assume that the total number of
classes generated with this classification is
F .

JobClasses1 = {C1, . . . , CF }

The fairness classification is the same as
the minimum share classification; however,
the difference is that this classification is
done on all the jobs regardless of their
users’ min share amount. We define the
set of classes generated by this classifica-
tion as JobClasses2. Each class, denoted
by C ′i, has a specific priority, which is equal
to the priority of the jobs in this class. The

arrival rate of the jobs in class C ′i is equal
to α′i, and the execution rate of the jobs in
class C ′i on resource Rj is represented with
µ′i,j . We assume that the total number of
classes generated with this classification is
F ′.

JobClasses2 = {C′1, . . . , C′F ′}

For example, Yahoo uses the Hadoop sys-
tem in production for a variety of products
(job types) [4]: Data Analytics, Content
Optimization, Yahoo! Mail Anti-Spam,
Ad Products, and several other applica-
tions. Typically, the Hadoop system de-

User Job Type min share priority
User1 Advertisement Products 50 3
User2 Data Analytics 20 2
User3 Advertisement Targeting 40 3
User4 Search Ranking 30 2
User5 Yahoo! Mail Anti-Spam 0 1
User6 User Interest Prediction 0 2

Table 1: The Hadoop System Example (Exp1)

fines a user for each job type, and the sys-
tem assigns a minimum share and a prior-
ity to each user. For example, assume a
Hadoop system (called Exp1) with the pa-
rameters in Table 1. The jobs in the Exp1
system, at a given time t, are presented
in Table 2, where the submitted jobs of a
user are based on the user’s job type (e.g.,
J4 which is submitted by user1 is an ad-
vertisement product, while the job J5 is
a search ranking job). The minimum

User Job Queue
User1 {J4, J10, J13, J17}
User2 {J1, J5, J9, J12, J18}
User3 {J2, J8, J20}
User4 {J6, J14, J16, J21}
User5 {J7, J15}
User6 {J3, J11, J19}

Table 2: The job queues in Exp1 at time t

share classification of the jobs in the Exp1
system, at time t, is presented in Figure
2. Note that here we assume that there
is just one resource in the system. In a
system which has more than one resource,
the mean execution time for each class is
represented with an array, to show the ex-
ecution time of the class on each resource.
The fairness classification of system Exp1,
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Figure 2: The minimum share classification of
the jobs in Exp1 system at time t

at time t, is presented in Figure 3. Similar
to the minimum share classification, we as-
sume that there is just one resource in the
system.

Figure 3: The fairness classification of the jobs
in Exp1 system at time t

3. Optimization approach: In order to
find an appropriate matching of jobs and
resources, we define an optimization prob-
lem based on the properties of the job
classes and the features of the resources.
The scheduler solves the following linear
program (LP) for the classes in the set
JobClasses1. Here δi,j is defined as the
proportion of resource Rj which is allo-
cated to class Ci, and λ is the amount that
we simultaneously increase arrival rates of
all classes. We aim to maximize λ, while
keeping the system stable.

maxλ

s.t.
MX

j=1

Ci.µi,j×δi,j ≥ λ×Ci.αi, for all i = 1, . . . , F,

(1)
FX

i=1

δi,j ≤ 1, for all j = 1, . . . ,M, (2)

δi,j ≥ 0, for all i = 1, . . . , F, and j = 1, . . . ,M.
(3)

In the above LP, M is the total number
of resources in the system, and F is the
total number of minimum share classes
(|JobClasses1|). This optimization prob-
lem tries to minimize the maximum load
over all resources. After solving this LP,
we have the allocation matrix δi,j for each
class Ci and each resource Rj . Based on
the results of this LP, we define the set
SCj for each resource Rj as follows:

SCj = {Ci : δi,j 6= 0}

Note that this is the only place we use δi,j ,
where its value is just used to find the non
zero amounts for defining the set SCj . For
example consider a system with two classes
of jobs, and two resources (M = 2, F = 2),
in which the arrival and execution rates are
as follows:

α =
ˆ

2.45 2.45
˜
and µ =

»
9 5
2 1

–
Solving the above LP gives λ = 1.0204 and

δ =

»
0 0.5
1 0.5

–
.

Therefore, the sets for resources R1 and R2

will be SC1 = {C2} and SC2 = {C1, C2},
respectively. These two sets define the sug-
gested classes for each resource, i.e. they
suggest that upon receiving a heartbeat
from resource R1, select a job from class
C2. However, upon receiving a heartbeat
from the resource R2, either choose a job
from class C1 or C2. Even though resource
R1 has the fastest rate for class C1, the al-
gorithm does not assign any jobs of class
C1 to it. This occurs because, the system
is highly loaded, and since µ1,1

µ2,1
>

µ1,2
µ2,2

and
α1 = α2, the mean completion time of the
jobs is decreased if resource R1 only exe-
cutes class C2 jobs.
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A similar optimization problem is used for
the classes defined in the fairness classi-
fication. The scheduler solves the follow-
ing LP for classes in the set JobClasses2.
Here δ′i,j is defined as the proportion of re-
source Rj which is allocated to class C ′i,
and λ′ is the amount that we simultane-
ously increase arrival rates of all classes.
We aim to maximize λ′, while keeping the
system stable.

maxλ′

s.t.
MX

j=1

C
′
i.µ

′
i,j × δ

′
i,j ≥ λ

′×C′
i.α

′
i, for all i = 1, . . . , F

′
,

(4)

F ′X
i=1

δ
′
i,j ≤ 1, for all j = 1, . . . ,M, (5)

δ
′
i,j ≥ 0, for all i = 1, . . . , F

′
, and j = 1, . . . ,M.

(6)

As with the LP for the minimum share
classification, this linear programming
problem aims to find the best classes for
resource allocation based on the require-
ments of the jobs, the arrival rates and
features of the resources. We define the
set SC ′j for each resource Rj as the set of
classes which are allocated to this resource
based on the result of this LP. Note that
this is the only place we use δ′i,j , and we
are not using the actual values.

SC′j = {C′i : δ′i,j 6= 0}

4. Job selection: When the scheduler re-
ceives a heartbeat from a resource, say Rj ,
it triggers the routing process. The first
stage in the routing process is the Job Se-
lector component. This component selects
a job for each free slot in the resource Rj ,
and sends the selected job for each slot to
the Task Scheduler component. The Task
Scheduler, introduced in [2], chooses a task
of the selected job to assign to the free slot.

7 Evaluation

In this section we first describe our imple-
mented evaluation environment, and later we
provide our experimental results.

7.1 Experimental Environment

To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we use
a Hadoop simulator, MRSIM [6]. MRSIM
is a MapReduce simulator based on discrete
event simulation, which accurately models the
Hadoop environment. The simulator on the
one hand allows us to measure scalability of
the MapReduce based applications easily and
quickly, while capturing the effects of differ-
ent configurations of Hadoop setup on perfor-
mance.

We extend this simulator to measure the
four Hadoop performance metrics introduced
in Section 5. We also add a job submission
component to the simulator. Using this com-
ponent we can define various users with dif-
ferent minimum shares, and priorities. Each
user can submit various types of jobs to the
system with different arrival rates. Moreover,
we add a scheduler component to the simula-
tor, which receives the incoming jobs and stores
them in corresponding queues chosen by the
system scheduling algorithm. Also, upon re-
ceiving a heartbeat message, it sends a task to
the free slot of the resource.

Our experimental environment consists of a
cluster of 6 heterogeneous resources. The re-
sources’ features are presented in Table 3. The
bandwidth between the resources is 100Mbps.
We define our workload using a Loadgen exam-

Resources Slot Mem
slot# execRate Capacity RetriveRate

R1 1 500MHz 4GB 40Mbps
R2 1 500MHz 4TB 100Gbps
R3 1 500MHz 4TB 100Gbps
R4 8 500MHz 4GB 40Mbps
R5 8 500MHz 4GB 40Mbps
R6 8 4.2GHz 4TB 100Gbps

Table 3: Experiment resources

ple job in Hadoop that is used in Hadoop’s in-
cluded Gridmix benchmark. Loadgen is a con-
figurable job, in which choosing various per-
centages for keepMap and keepReduce, we can
make the job equivalent to various workloads
used in Gridmix, such as sort and filter.

We generate four types of jobs in the sys-
tem: small jobs, with small I/O and CPU
requirements (they have 1 Map and 1 Re-
duce task), I/O-heavy jobs, with large I/O and
small CPU requirements (they have 10 Map
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and 1 Reduce tasks), CPU-heavy jobs, with
small I/O and large CPU requirements (they
have 1 Map and 10 Reduce tasks), and large
jobs, which have large I/O and large CPU re-
quirements (they have 10 Map and 10 Reduce
tasks). Using these jobs, we define three work-
loads: an I/O-Intensive workload, in which all
jobs are I/O-bound; a CPU-Intensive work-
load; and a mixed workload, which includes all
job types. The workloads are given in Table 4.
Considering various arrival rates for the jobs in

Workloads Workload Type Jobs Included
W1 I/O-Intensivei small, I/O-heavy
W2 CPU -Intensivei small, CPU -heavy
W3 Mixedi All jobs

Table 4: Experimental workloads

each workload, we define three benchmarks for
each workload in Table 5. Here BMi,j shows
the benchmark j of workload i; for instance,
BM1,1 is a benchmark which includes I/O-
Intensive jobs, where the arrival rate of smaller
jobs is higher than the arrival rate of larger
ones. In total, we define nine benchmarks to
run in our simulated Hadoop environment. We

Benchmarks Arrival rate Ordering
BMi,1 Smaller jobs have higher arrival rates
BMi,2 Arrival rates are equal for all jobs
BMi,3 Larger jobs have higher arrival rates

Table 5: Experiment benchmarks

submit 100 jobs to the system, which is suffi-
cient to contain a variety of the behaviours in
a Hadoop system, and is the same number of
jobs used in evaluating most Hadoop schedul-
ing systems [9]. The Hadoop block size is set
to 64MB, which is the default size in Hadoop
0.21. We generate job input data size similar to
the workload used in [9] (which is driven from
a real Hadoop workload), where the input data
of a job is defined by the number of map tasks
of the job and creating a data set with correct
sizes (there is one map task per 64MB input
block).

7.2 Results

This section provides the results of our exper-
iments. In each experiment we compare our

Figure 4: Dissatisfaction performance metric of
the algorithms in I/O-Intensive workload

Figure 5: Dissatisfaction performance metric of
the algorithms in CPU-Intensive workload

proposed algorithm with the FIFO algorithm
and the version of the Fair-sharing algorithm
which is presented in [9]. The comparison is
based on the four performance metrics intro-
duced in Section 5. For each experiment, we
run 30 replications in order to construct 95 per-
cent confidence intervals.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 present the Dissat-
isfaction metric of the algorithms running
the benchmarks of the I/O-Intensive, CPU-
Intensive, and Mixed workloads, respectively.
The lower and upper bounds of the confidence
intervals are represented with lines on each bar.

Based on these results, our proposed algo-
rithm can lead to considerable improvement in
the Dissatisfaction performance metric. There
are a couple of reasons for this improvement.
First, our proposed algorithm considers the
minimum share satisfaction of the users as its
initial goal. When receiving a heartbeat from
a resource, it first satisfies the minimum shares
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Figure 6: Dissatisfaction performance metric of
the algorithms in Mixed workload

of the users. Second, our algorithm considers
the priority of the users in satisfying their min-
imum shares. Therefore, the highest priority
user who has not yet received her minimum
share will be considered first. However, since
the algorithm considers the product of the re-
maining minimum share and the priority of the
user, it does not let a high priority user with
high minimum share starve lower priority users
with smaller minimum shares. This is an im-
portant issue, which is not considered in the
Fair-sharing algorithm. As for our algorithm,
the Fair-sharing algorithm has the initial goal
of satisfying the minimum shares of the users.
However, since the Fair-sharing algorithm does
not change the ordering of the users who have
not received their minimum share, it causes
higher Dissatisfaction in the system. The Fair-
sharing algorithm defines pools of jobs, where
each pool is dedicated to a user. Since the order
of the pools (which present users) is fixed, the
algorithm always checks the users’ minimum
share satisfaction in that order. Therefore, if
there is a user at the head of this ordering who
has large minimum share requirement and low
priority, she may create a long delay for the
other users with higher priority. Moreover, the
Fair-sharing algorithm does not consider the
users’ priorities in the order of satisfying their
minimum shares.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 present the Mean Com-
pletion Time metric of the algorithms running
the benchmarks of the I/O-Intensive, CPU-
Intensive, and Mixed workloads, respectively.
The results show that compared to the other al-

Figure 7: Mean Comp. Time performance met-
ric of the algorithms in I/O-Intensive workload

Figure 8: Mean Comp. Time performance met-
ric of the algorithms in CPU-Intensive work-
load

gorithms, our proposed algorithm achieves the
best mean completion time in all the bench-
marks. Compared to the FIFO algorithm, our
algorithm leads to significant improvement in
reducing the mean completion time of the jobs.
This significant improvement can be explained
by the fact that unlike the other two algo-
rithms, our proposed algorithm considers the
heterogeneity in making a proper scheduling
decision based on the job requirements and the
resource features.

Table 6 presents the Fairness metric of the
algorithms in the various defined benchmarks.
In each benchmark, the table shows the 95%-
confidence interval for Fairness when the corre-
sponding scheduling algorithm is used. Com-
paring the algorithms, the Fair-sharing algo-
rithm has the best Fairness. This is as ex-
pected, because the main goal of this algorithm
is improving the Fairness metric. Our proposed
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Figure 9: Mean Comp. Time performance met-
ric of the algorithms in Mixed workload

Benchmarks FIFO FAIR MyALG

BM1,1 (14.88, 15.05) (11.59, 11.65) (14.68, 16.08)
BM1,2 (14.93, 15.00) (11.57, 11.72) (12.68, 14.60)
BM1,3 (14.63, 15.26) (11.59, 11.76) (17.23, 17.65)

BM2,1 (14.77, 15.22) (11.63, 11.98) (11.99, 12.34)
BM2,2 (14.83, 15.09) (11.81, 12.12) (13.99, 14.36)
BM2,3 (14.42, 15.73) (11.81, 11.94) (17.37, 17.72)

BM3,1 (14.94, 15.37) (11.47, 12.71) (14.11, 15.05)
BM3,2 (14.73, 15.62) (11.72, 12.46) (14.41, 14.98)
BM3,3 (15.00, 15.44) (11.89, 12.07) (12.11, 13.31)

Table 6: Fairness performance metric of the
algorithms for all workloads

algorithm considers the heterogeneity and as-
signs the jobs based on the features of the re-
sources. Therefore, it does not blindly assign
each job to each free resource. Moreover, our
algorithm first satisfies the minimum share of
the users. Then, after receiving the minimum
share, the corresponding user will be consid-
ered along with all other users (second level
of classification of our algorithm) to achieve
fairness in dividing the shares of the resources
among the users in the system. In some bench-
marks, our algorithm leads to an increase in
the Fairness metric. However, because of the
importance of the users with non zero mini-
mum shares, this side effect may be considered
acceptable. Generally, the minimum share of
the users are assigned based on business rules,
which has higher priority for most companies.
As a result, a small increase in Fairness may
be considered acceptable for most Hadoop sys-
tems, if it results in better satisfaction of the
users’ minimum shares, and significant reduc-
tion in the mean completion time of the jobs.

Benchmarks FIFO FAIR MyALG

BM1,1 (96.60, 98.03) (98.12, 99.08) (98.62, 99.98)
BM1,2 (47.39, 57.81) (89.84, 91.76) (93.82, 95.38)
BM1,3 (62.93, 65.07) (71.43, 74.57) (66.44, 71.55)

BM2,1 (90.38, 94.42) (97.12, 98.08) (98.56, 99.87)
BM2,2 (68.65, 82.15) (93.93, 96.87) (91.78, 95.42)
BM2,3 (78.73, 84.07) (94.14, 97.86) (93.78, 97.42)

BM3,1 (73.48, 86.92) (78.77, 83.63) (99.12, 100.00)
BM3,2 (92.36, 95.24) (81.27, 87.13) (95.11, 99.69)
BM3,3 (79.23, 88.37) (78.02, 86.37) (66.86, 76.73)

Table 7: Locality performance metric of the
algorithms for all workloads

Table 7 presents the Locality metric of the
algorithms in the various defined benchmarks.
For each benchmark, the table shows the 95%-
confidence interval for Locality when the cor-
responding scheduling algorithm is used. The
locality of our proposed algorithm is close to,
and in some cases is better than the Fair-
sharing algorithm. This can be explained by
the fact that our algorithm chooses the replica-
tion places based on the suggested classes for
each resource.

Another significant feature of our proposed
algorithm is that although it uses sophisticated
approaches to solve the scheduling problem, it
does not add considerable overhead. The rea-
son is that first, we limit the number of times
required to do classification, by considering the
aggregate of job features (i.e. mean execution
time and arrival rate). This results in consider-
ing the group of job types in each class, rather
than just one job type. Also, since some jobs
in the Hadoop system are submitted multiple
times by users, these jobs do not require chang-
ing the classification each time that they are
submitted to the system.

8 Conclusion and Future
Work

The primary Hadoop scheduling algorithms do
not consider the heterogeneity of the Hadoop
system in making scheduling decisions. In or-
der to keep the algorithm simple they used min-
imal system information in making scheduling
decisions, which in some cases could result in
poor performance. Growing interest in apply-
ing the MapReduce programming model in var-
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ious applications gives rise to grather hetero-
geneity, and thus must be considered in its im-
pact on performance. It has been shown that
it is possible to estimate system parameters in
a Hadoop system. Using the system informa-
tion, we designed a scheduling algorithm which
classifies the jobs based on their requirements
and finds an appropriate matching of resources
and jobs in the system. Our algorithm is com-
pletely adaptable to any variation in the sys-
tem parameters. The classification part detects
changes and adapts the classes based on the
new system parameters. Also, the mean job
execution times are estimated when a new job
is submitted to the system, which makes the
scheduler adaptable to changes in job execu-
tion times. We have received permission to use
the workload from a high profile company, and
we are currently working on defining bench-
marks based on this workload, and use them
to evaluate our algorithm. Finally, we aim to
implement and evaluate our algorithm in a real
Hadoop cluster.
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Abstract

Multirelational classification algorithms aim to
discover patterns across multiple interlinked ta-
bles in a relational database. However, when
considering a complex database schema, it be-
comes difficult to identify all possible relation-
ships between attributes. This is because a
database often contains a very large number
of attributes which come from different inter-
connected tables with non-determinate (such
as one-to-many) relationships. A set of seem-
ingly harmless attributes across multiple ta-
bles, therefore, may be used to learn unwanted
classification models to accurately determine
confidential information, leading to data leaks.
Furthermore, eliminating or distorting confi-
dential attributes may be insufficient to pre-
vent such data disclosure, since values may
be inferred based on prior insider knowledge.
This paper proposes an approach to identify
such “dangerous” attribute sets. For data pub-
lishing, our method generates a ranked list of
subschemas which maintain the predictive per-
formance on the class attribute, while limit-
ing the disclosure risk, and predictive accu-
racy, of confidential attributes. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method against
several databases.

Copyright c© 2011 National Research Council of
Canada. Permission to copy is hereby granted provided
the original copyright notice is reproduced in copies
made.

1 Introduction

The number of commercial relational
databases, with vast amounts of data, in-
cluding financial transactions, marketing
surveys, medical records, and health infor-
matics observations, is growing exponentially.
This fact has invoked a recent surge of inter-
ests on multi-relational classification, which
aims to discover patterns across multiple
interlinked tables in a database [10, 16].
State-of-the-art multi-relational methods such
as CrossMine [35], TILDE [4], and MRC [15],
however, require full access to the schema and
unmasked values of the provided databases,
thus preventing the application of popular
data perturbation techniques for privacy
protection [1, 7, 14].

Another challenge for privacy protection in
multi-relational classification is that, for rela-
tional databases, it is difficult to identify all
attribute interrelationships. Often, a database
contains a large number of attributes which
come from multiple interconnected tables with
non-determinate (such as one-to-many) rela-
tionships. A set of seemingly harmless at-
tributes across multiple tables, therefore, may
be used to construct unwanted classification
models which can accurately predict the val-
ues of confidential, or so-called sensitive, at-
tributes, leading to data leaks.

As an example, let’s consider the database
provided for the ECML 1998 challenge. This
database was extracted from a data warehouse
of a Swiss insurance company and the schema is
depicted in Figure 1 [23]. Originally, two learn-
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Figure 1: ECML98 database schema with eight
background tables; the classification target at-
tribute (partner category) and the confidential at-
tribute (household category) are highlighted in red

ing tasks were presented from this database:
task A is to classify the partner category into
1 or 2, and task B categorizes the household
category of class positive or negative. Eight
so-called background relations, namely Eadr,
Hhold, Padr, Parrol, Part, Tfkomp, Tfrol and
Vvert, are provided for the two learning tasks.
This background information describes part-
ners (customers) of the insurance companies,
their households, addresses, and their insur-
ance contacts. Suppose that the multirela-
tional classification task here aims to classify
the partner category in Task A. We consider
the household category in Task B as being con-
fidential and it follows that it should be pro-
tected. That is, we are interested in protecting
the confidential information whether, or not, a
household category is positive.

In this example, if the entire database
schema is used, one may use a multi-relational
classification method such as the MRC ap-
proach [15] to predict the partner category in
the Task A relation with an accuracy of 95.14%.
Suppose, we shift our target variable from the
partner category in the Task A table to the
household category in the Task B table. In this
case, we are able to build a MRC model to pre-
dict if a household is positive, or not, with an
accuracy of 93.66%.

These existing unwanted models against the
confidential attribute pose a potential threat

for privacy leakage. Firstly, to apply state-of-
the-art multi-relational classification methods,
one may have to publish the database with un-
masked values. In this scenario, an attacker can
learn unwanted models to accurately determine
the values of confidential attributes. Secondly,
even if the sensitive attributes are eliminated
or distorted from the database, an attacker
may still be able to use a small percentage of
known values of the sensitive attributes (i.e.,
a small number of labeled instances) to accu-
rately predict the confidential information well.
For example, as shown by Nigam and Ghani
in [24], for the benchmarking WebKB-Course
data set [5], which consists of 1051 web pages
collected from computer science departments
at four universities, a Naive Bayes classifier ob-
tains an error of 3.3% if 788 training instances
are labeled and the rest 25% of instances are
held aside as a test set. An EM-based and a
co-training algorithms, however, achieve errors
of 4.3% and 5.4%, respectively, by using only 12
of the 788 labeled instances. In another classi-
fication task based on UseNet newsgroups [24],
a co-training algorithm can achieve an error
of 3.7% by using only 6 labeled documents
and 1000 unlabeled documents. This error is
lower than the 3.9% obtained by a Naive Bayes
method with all the 1006 instances labeled.
From a privacy perspective, a small number of
labeled sensitive values in a database could be
inferred, for example, by utilizing prior insider
knowledge [33]. Consequently, unwanted accu-
rate learning models may be able to leverage
the small number of labeled instances to pre-
dict the removed/distorted sensitive attributes
well, leading to privacy leakage.

A possible solution would be to prevent the
prediction of the household category with high
confidence, but still maintain the predictive
performance against the partner category. For
example, say we publish the subschema that
only consists of tables Task A, Padr, and Par-
rol. We are still able to predict a partner’s
category with an accuracy of 84.12%, but the
predictive accuracy against the sensitive at-
tribute household category drops from 93.66%
to 58.54%.

Motivated by the above observations, we pro-
pose a method to identify attribute sets which
can be used to build accurate classification
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models against the confidential attributes. In
particular, our method generates a ranked list
of database subschemas which maintain the
predictive performance on the target class la-
bel, but limit the prediction accuracy on con-
fidential attributes. We show the effectiveness
of our strategy against several databases.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the background and problem formu-
lation. Next, in Section 3, we introduce our
method for privacy protection. This is fol-
lowed, in Section 4, by the discussion of our
experimental studies. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Background

Privacy leakage protection in data mining
strives to prevent revealing sensitive data with-
out invalidating the data mining results [1, 7].
Often data anonymization operations are ap-
plied [11].

Current approaches for privacy preserving
data mining aim at distorting individual data
values, but enabling reconstruction of the orig-
inal distributions of the values of the confi-
dential attributes [1, 9]. For example, the
k-anonymity model [27] and the perturbing
method [2] are two techniques for achieving this
goal.

Recent research deals with correlation and
association between attributes to prevent the
inference of sensitive data [28, 29, 30, 33].
For example, Association Rule Hiding (ARH)
methods sanitize datasets in order to prevent
disclosing sensitive association rules from the
modified data [30]. Tao et al. propose a
method to distort data in order to hide cor-
relations between non-sensitive attributes [28].
Xiong et al. present a semi-supervised learn-
ing approach to prevent privacy attacks which
make use of the observation that similar data
objects tend to have similar class labels [33].
In addition, data leakage prevention in releas-
ing multiple views from databases has also been
intensively studied [34]. Also, privacy leakage
in multi-party environment has been investi-
gated [21].

Our method does not distort the original
data in order to protect sensitive informa-

tion. Rather, we select a subset of data from
the original database. This stands in con-
trast to the above-mentioned anonymization
techniques, such as generalization, suppression,
anatomization, permutation, and perturbation.
Furthermore, our approach is not tied to a spe-
cific data mining technique and there is no need
to learn from masked data, which will enable
the application of current multi-relational clas-
sification algorithms. In our earlier work [18],
we used a specific multi-relational learning
method, namely the CrossMine algorithm, to
find a set of rules to identify potentially dan-
gerous attribute sets of a database. In contrast,
the research presented in this paper entails the
creation of an entropy-based general computa-
tional schema that does not rely on particular
multi-relational learning strategies, aiming at
collecting all potential dangerous subschemas
of a database.

In this paper, a relational database < is de-
scribed by a set of tables {R1,· · ·,Rn}. Each
table Ri consists of a set of tuples TRi , a pri-
mary key, and a set of foreign keys. Foreign
key attributes link to primary keys of other ta-
bles. This type of linkage defines a join between
the two tables involved. A set of joins with m
tables R1 ./ · · · ./ Rm describes a join path,
where the length of it is defined as the number
of joins it contains.

A multirelational classification task involves
a relational database < which consists of a tar-
get relation Rt, a set of background relations
{Rb}, and a set of joins {J} [10, 17]. Each
tuple in this target relation, i.e. x ∈ TRt

, is as-
sociated with a class label which belongs to Y
(target classes). Typically, the task here is to
find a function F (x) which maps each tuple
x from the target table Rt to the category Y .
That is,

Y = F (x,Rt, {Rb}, {J}), x ∈ TRt

We formalize the problem of privacy leak-
age in multirelational classification as follows.
Given is a relational database < = (Rt, {Rb})
with target attribute Y in Rt. Together with
this information, we have an attribute C that is
to be protected. C ∈ {Rb}, and C has either to
be removed from the database or be distorted.
However, C may potentially be predicted using
< with high accuracy. Our objective is to find
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a subschema that accurately predict the target
variable, but yields a poor prediction for the
confidential attribute.

3 Privacy Preserving Mul-
tirelational Classification

Recall that our Privacy Preserving Multi-
relational Classification (PPMC) method aims
to prevent the prediction of confidential at-
tributes, while maintaining the predictive per-
formance of the target variable. To this end,
we construct a number of different subschemas
of <. For each subschema <′

, we determine
how well it predicts the target variable Y and
we calculate its degree of sensitivity in terms of
predicting the confidential attribute C. Finally,
we rank the subschemas based on this informa-
tion. In detail, the PPMC method consists of
the following two stages.

Firstly, the PPMC method collects two
ranked subschema lists from the original
database: one for the target attribute (tar-
get subschemas) and another for the confiden-
tial variable (privacy subschemas). The target
subschema list contains subschemas that may
be used to build accurate classification mod-
els for the target variable. The confidential
subschema list has subschemas that may po-
tentially be used to build accurate prediction
models against the confidential variable.

In the second phase of the method, the
PPMC approach compares each of the target
subschemas with the subschemas on the pri-
vacy list, aiming to determine how well each
target subschema predicts the confidential vari-
able. As a result, each subschema on the target
list will also have a value indicating its predic-
tive performance against the confidential vari-
able. After having such a list, the owner of
the database may decide to publish one of the
generated subschemas which has an acceptable
trade-off between sensitive attribute protection
and target variable prediction.

3.1 Target Subschema Construc-
tion

To collect target subschemas, the PPMC ap-
proach initially decomposes the relational do-

Algorithm 1 Target Subschema Construction

Input: database < = (Rt, {Rb}); target variable
Y ∈ Rt

1: convert schema < into undirected graph
G(V, E), there Rt and Rb as nodes V and joins
J as edges E

2: using Y as the classification target, construct
a set of subgraphs from G ⇒ subgraphs set
{G1, · · · ,Gn}

3: for each potential subgraph subset Gsi ⊂
{G1, · · · ,Gn} do

4: compute the I of the subgraph subset (i.e.,

subschema <
′t ∈ <)

5: end for
6: rank the {<

′t} based on their I values

7: return the ranked {<
′t}

main into subgraphs, each corresponding to a
unique join path of the database. From this set,
it searches and evaluate the predictive perfor-
mance, in terms of predicting the target vari-
able, of different subschemas that each consists
of a set of subgraphs. The PPMC method
collects subgraph subsets where subgraphs are
strongly uncorrelated with each other (i.e., con-
taining less redundant information), but corre-
lated with the target class (i.e., benefiting tar-
get prediction). Note that, following Tao et.
al, [28] we use the term correlation to denote
the associations, interrelationships or links be-
tween attributes in our database. In the final
step, the PPMC method ranks the collected
subschemas according to their prediction ca-
pability to the target variable. In detail, the
target subschema construction process consists
of four (4) stages, as follows.

3.1.1 Subgraph Construction

The subgraph construction process aims to
build a set of subgraphs given a relational
schema. In our environment, for each sub-
schema, we create several subgraphs. Each
such subgraph starts at the target relation
and corresponds to a unique join path. The
construction process initially converts the re-
lational database schema into an undirected
graph, using the relations as the nodes and the
joins as edges. The subgraph construction pro-
cess proceeds by finding unique join paths with
two relations, i.e. join paths with a length of
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one. These join paths are progressively length-
ened, one relation at a time. Next, correlations
between constructed subgraph are computed in
the following two steps.

3.1.2 Subgraph SubInfo Creation

Each subgraph created above may be used to
build a relational classifier using traditional
single-table learning algorithms (such as de-
cision trees [26] or support vector machines
(SVMs) [6]). These methods require “flat” data
presentations. In order to employ these “flat”
data methods, aggregation operators are usu-
ally used to squeeze a bag of tuples into one
attribute-based entity in order to “link” the re-
lations together [23]. For example, in the sam-
ple database, the count function may be used
to determine the number of insurance contracts
associated with a particular partner, and thus
“link” the Task A and Parrol tables. Through
applying aggregate functions such as min, max,
and count, each subgraph may separately be
“flattened” into a set of attribute-based train-
ing instances. Next, the trained subgraph clas-
sifiers are used to generate Subgraph Informa-
tion (SubInfo) variables, which denote the in-
formation captured by a subgraph.

The choice of SubInfo is motivated by the
success of meta-learning algorithms [13, 32]. In
a meta-learning setting such as Stacked Gen-
eralization [32], knowledge of the base learn-
ers is conveyed through their predictions in
the meta level. These predictions serve as the
confidence measure made by a given individ-
ual learner [32]. Following the same line of
thought, we use class probabilistic predictions
generated by a given subgraph classifier as its
corresponding subgraph’s SubInfo.

3.1.3 Subschema Informativeness

To calculate the correlation among different
subgraph subsets, a heuristic measurement is
used to evaluate the informativeness of a set
of subgraphs, for building an accurate classifi-
cation model. The informativeness of a set of
subgraphs I is calculated as follows.

I =
kUcf√

k + k(k − 1)Uff
(1)

Here, k is the number of SubInfo variables in
the subset (i.e., subschema), Ucf is the aver-
age SubInfo variable-to-target variable correla-
tion, and Uff represents the average SubInfo
variable-to-SubInfo variable dependence. This
formula has previously been applied in test the-
ory to estimate an external variable of inter-
est [12, 20, 36]. Hall has adapted it into the
CFS feature selection strategy [19], where this
measurement aims to discover a subset of fea-
tures which are highly correlated to the class.
Also, Guo and Viktor [15] utilized this formula
to select a subset of useful views for multirela-
tional classification.

The Symmetrical Uncertainty (U) [25] is
used to measure the degree of correlation be-
tween SubInfo variables and the target class
(Ucf ) as well as the correlations between the
SubInfo variables themselves (Uff ). This score
is a variation of the Information Gain (Info-
Gain) measure [26]. It compensates for Info-
Gain’s bias toward attributes with more values,
and has been used by Ghiselli [12] and Hall [19].
Symmetrical Uncertainty is defined as follows:
Given variables V and W ,

U = 2.0×
[

InfoGain

H(V ) + H(W )

]
where H(V ) and H(W ) are the entropies of the
random variables V and W, respectively. The
entropy of a random variable V is defined as

H(V ) = −
∑
v∈V

p(v) log2(p(v))

And the InfoGain is given by

InfoGain = −
∑
v∈V

p(v) log2(p(v)))

+
∑
w∈W

p(w)
∑
v∈V

p(v|w) log2(p(v|w))

3.1.4 Subschema Searching and Rank-
ing

In order to identify a set of subgraphs that
has a large I value, the evaluation procedure
uses a best-first search strategy [22] to search
potential SubInfo variable subsets, compute
their I values, and then construct a ranking
of them. A SubInfo variable subset estimated
to be closer to the best I value is extended first
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by a backtrack enabled best-first search strat-
egy. Often, a stopping criteria is imposed to a
best first search. The search will be terminated
if a number of consecutive nonimprovement ex-
pansions occur. Based on our experimental ob-
servations, we heuristically set the number to
five.

The best-first method starts with an empty
set of SubInfo variables, and keeps expanding,
one variable at a time. At each expansion it-
eration, the best variable subset, namely the
subset with the highest I value, is chosen. As
a result, the method generates a ranked list of
subgraph sets with different I values. In this
way, a ranked list of subgraph sets with dif-
ferent predictive capability against the target
variable is constructed. The above processes
are described in Algorithm 1.

After forming a list of target subschemas
(where each consists of a set of subgraphs),
dangerous subschemas that can accurately de-
termine the values of confidential attributes are
identified. This identification process is based
on the construction of a list of privacy sub-
schemas, which is discussed next.

3.2 Privacy Subschemas Con-
struction

The construction of privacy subschemas is sim-
ilar to that of the target subschemas. However,
two issues have to be addressed while search-
ing for the ranking list of privacy subschemas,
namely incompleteness and bias.

3.2.1 Incompleteness Issue

Although the target subschema construction
process is able to find a set of subschemas
that accurately predict the classification vari-
able, the selected subschemas may not include
all good subschemas (incompleteness). Recall
from Section 3.1.4 that, a best-first heuristic
search strategy is employed when construct-
ing a set of good target subschemas. That is,
the target subschema search component aims
to find a good set of subschemas only, but do
not intend to exhaustively find all such sub-
schemas. This means that a subschema with
good prediction for the sensitive attributes may
still exist, if the search process is directly

Algorithm 2 The PPMC Approach
Input: < = (Rt, {Rb}); Y ∈ Rt is the target vari-
able, C ∈ {Rb} is a confidential attribute; correlation
threshold ϑ

1: convert schema < into undirected graph G(V, E)
2: using C as the classification target, construct a set

of subgraphs from G ⇒ subgraphs set {G1, · · · ,Gn}
3: for each potential subgraph subset Gsi ⊂
{G1, · · · ,Gn} do

4: compute its I (with respect to variable C)
5: end for
6: repeat
7: for each selected subgraph subset Gsi do

8: for each subgraph Ĝm /∈ Gsi do

9: if Ĝm correlates to subgraph Gn∈ Gsi (> ϑ)
then

10: derive a new subgraph set from Gsi by

replacing Gn with Ĝm; add the new
formed subset Ĝsj to the list

11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: until the subgraph subset Gsi is stabilized

15: n subschemas {<′} ← rank the subgraph sets using
I values

16: for i = 1 to n do
17: for j = 0 to i do

18: if tables of <′
j ⊂ tables of <′

i then

19: <′
i’s I value ← <′

j ’s I value
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: target subschema set {<′t} ← call Algorithm 1

24: for each target subschema in <′t do
25: for i = 0 to n do
26: if <′

i ⊂ <
′t
k then

27: the sensitive degree of <′t
k ← I value of <′

i
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
31: return the ranked {<′t}, each with two I values

adopted to construct the list of dangerous pri-
vacy subschemas.

Consider the following case. Suppose a re-
lation is duplicated in the database, and the
search component for the target variable uses
the first version of this relation. In this case,
the searching method will exclude the second
version of the relation when selecting good sub-
schemas, because this table is strongly corre-
lated with its duplicated one. Thus, if the sec-
ond version contains essentially the same in-
formation and potentially leaking privacy, then
identifying and excluding only the first relation
will not lead to privacy protection.

To address this incompleteness problem, the
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PPMC method includes the following so-called
sibling subgraph search step, after a ranked list
of privacy subschemas (where each consists of a
set of subgraphs) has been formed using Equa-
tion 1. As described in Algorithm 2, this sibling
search proceeds as follows.

First, for each subgraph set Gsi in the list
{Gsi}n1 , the PPMC method searches for sub-
graphs that do not belong to the list but are
strongly correlated (above a pre-set threshold
value ϑ) with any of subgraph belonging to it.
When identifying such a correlated subgraph,
the PPMC method derives a new set of sub-
graphs Ĝsj from Gsi . Finally, the newly de-
rived subgraph set is added to the candidate
list {Gsi}n1 . This search process repeats until
the list is stabilized. That is, no new subgraph
subset is added to the list. In this way, sub-
graph sets that are strongly correlated to the
existing privacy subgraph sets in the list are
identified and collected.

3.2.2 Bias Issue

The second issue required to be addressed,
while searching for a ranking list of privacy sub-
schemas, is the bias.

From Equation 1, research has shown
that when adding an additional variable into
the constructed variable subset, the SubInfo
variable-to-SubInfo variable correlation may
well predominate over the SubInfo variable-to-
target variable [20]. Also, Ghiselli has noted
that it is unlikely to encounter a variable set in
which all variables are highly correlated with
the class variable but at the same time have low
correlations with one another [12]. These ob-
servations imply that the subgraph set search
component for the target variable discourages
subgraph subsets with a large number of sub-
graphs. This makes sense when identifying a
good subset of subgraphs for better predictive
performance on the target variable. However,
such bias may exclude subgraph sets which may
contain a good predictor for the confidential at-
tribute.

Consider, for example, a subgraph subset,
where two subgraphs {A,B} has been formed,
and the correlation between A and B is 0.1.
Suppose that there is another subgraph C that
is strongly correlated with B with a correlation

of 0.98, and its correlation with A is 0.1. As-
suming the correlations between A, B, C, and
the class variable are all 0.5. In this case, the
subset of {A,B,C} has a I value of 0.647, but
the subset of {A,B} has a I value of 0.674.
That is, the subset {A,B,C} has lower I value
than that of subset {A,B}, according to Equa-
tion 1. From a privacy protection perspective,
subgraph set {A,B,C} is as dangerous as sub-
graph set {A,B}, because one can still use a
subset of it, e.g., the set of {A, B}, to build
an accurate model to predict the sensitive at-
tribute well.

To address this bias problem, the PPMC
method executes a so-called powerset search
procedure, after a ranked list of privacy sub-
graph sets has been formed using Equation 1.
The search aims to compensate for the bias of
the I metric, as described in Equation 1, to-
ward privacy subgraph sets with a small num-
ber of subgraphs. It proceeds as follows.

After the ranked list of privacy subgraph
sets, sorted in a descending order based on their
I values, has been constructed, for each sub-
graph set Gsi in the list, the PPMC method
verifies, by tracing down the list from the top,
if there is any subgraph set that is included
in Gsi . If such a subgraph set is found, the I
value associated with the first found subgraph
set is assigned as the I value for Gsi . By do-
ing so, adding more subgraphs into an existing
subgraph subset will not decrease its I value,
thus compensating for Equation 1’s bias toward
privacy subgraph sets with less subgraphs.

3.3 Algorithm Overview

The detail of the PPMC approach is described
in Algorithm 2. It consists of the following four
(4) steps.

Firstly, the algorithm collects different sub-
schemas (privacy subschemas) of the database
and compute their degrees of sensitivity. Sec-
ondly, the PPMC method shifts the classifica-
tion target from the confidential variable to the
target attribute. In this stage, another ranked
list of subschemas of the provided database,
regarding the target attribute, is constructed
(as discussed in Section 3.1). Next, each of
the constructed target subschemas is compared
with the privacy subschema base, aiming to de-
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termine how well each target subschema pre-
dicts the confidential variable. Finally, a rank-
ing list of target subschemas is provided. For
each subschema, its performance measurement
when predicting the target variable, along with
its privacy sensitivity level, is associated.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented the PPMC algorithm using
Weka [31]. Three benchmarking databases for
multi-relational classification were used. The
data reside in a MySQL database system in
a 64-bit workstation running Windows Vista.
We reported the average accuracy obtained by
the MRC method using 10-fold cross valida-
tion. It follows that there are other relational
learning methods that may be used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the subschemas selected by
the PPMC method. However, we employed the
MRC strategy due to its ability to efficiently,
directly and transparently search patterns from
a relational database, without any data conver-
sion [15]. In these experiments, the pre-set cor-
relation threshold of the PPMC algorithm was
set to 0.01, which will allow the PPMC method
to search a very large number of attribute sets
before the collected subschema list is stabilized.

For each database, the PPMC approach will
generate two ranking lists, namely one for the
target subschemas and another for the privacy
subschemas. The subschemas in each list are in
descending order, based on their I values. In
the experiment results, we use a subschema’s
ranking index value (position) in the list to
identify the subschema. Accordingly, the sub-
schema with a lower index value indicates that
the subschema has a better I. For example,
the first (top) subschema in a ranked list has
an index value of zero.

4.1 Databases Used

Our first experiment used the example
ECML98 database as described in Section 2.
Recall that this database was extracted from a
Swiss insurance company. In the experiment,
we used the star schema prepared in [23]. We
aim to prevent the prediction of the class of
Task B (household category), and consider the

related Task A (partner category) as the tar-
get variable. We assume that the household
category information will either be eliminated
from the database, or distorted, prior to being
published1.

The second database used was published for
the PKDD 1999 discovery challenge [3]. The
multirelational classification task aims to pre-
dict a new customer’s risk level for a personal
loan, i.e. good or bad. Our experiment used
the data prepared by Yin et al. in [35]. The
database consists of eight tables. Tables Ac-
count, Demographic, Disposition, Credit Card,
Transaction, Client, and Order are the back-
ground relations and Loan is the target rela-
tion. The target attribute is the loan status in
the Loan table. In this experiment, we consider
the payment type in the Order table as being
confidential and it follows that it should be pro-
tected. The payment type attribute indicates
3502 home loan payment and 2969 other pay-
ment orders. We are interested in protecting
the confidential information whether, or not, a
client is paying a home loan.

Our last experiment used the Thrombosis
database from the PKDD 2001 Discovery Chal-
lenge [8]. Thrombosis is one of the most im-
portant and severe complications arisen from
different collagen diseases. It has been found
that this complication is closely related to
anti-cardiolipin antibodies [8]. This database
is organized using five background relations,
namely Antibody exam, Patient info, Diagno-
sis, Ana pattern, and Thrombosis. In our ex-
periment, we set the Patient gender as the tar-
get attribute and the IgG concentration level as
the confidential variable. The IgG level records
a patient’s anti-cardiolipin antibody IgG con-
centration. We are interested in protecting
whether, or not, a patient’s anti-cardiolipin an-
tibody IgG level is zero.

4.2 Experimental Results

The experimental results against the ECML98
database was presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.
There are three (3) subfigures in Figure 2. The

1It follows that confidential attributes are removed
or distorted after the application of the PPMC method,
since the algorithm first needs to build the set of sub-
schema as a base for the privacy variable.
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Figure 2: Experimental results against the ECML98 database. The three subfigures show the target
subschemas, the privacy subschemas, and the subschema candidates for publishing, respectively.
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Figure 3: Experimental results against the PKDD99 database. The three subfigures show the target
subschemas, the privacy subschemas, and the subschema candidates for publishing, respectively.
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Figure 4: Experimental results against the PKDD01 database. The three subfigures show the target
subschemas, the privacy subschemas, and the subschema candidates for publishing, respectively.

Table 1: Predictive performance obtained against both the target and confidential variables for selected
subschema candidates of the ECML98 Database

ranking index target attribute privacy attribute
subschema tables

target privacy accuracy precision recall accuracy precision recall
full schema 95.14 0.951 0.989 93.66 0.907 0.974 eadr,padr,hhold,parrol,part,

taska,taskb,tfkomp,tfrol,vvert
0 (top) 0 95.26 0.952 0.989 94.03 0.908 0.980 eadr,padr,parrol,taska,tfkomp,tfrol,vvert
87 92 84.12 0.834 0.998 58.54 0.562 0.812 padr,parrol,taska
113 88 79.56 0.795 1.0 61.12 0.65 0.500 eadr,part,taska
116(bottom) 91 79.56 0.795 1.0 60.69 0.647 0.489 hhold,part,taska
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Table 2: Predictive performance obtained against both the target and confidential variables for selected
subschema candidates of the PKDD99 Database

ranking index target attribute privacy attribute
subschema tables

target privacy accuracy precision recall accuracy precision recall
full schema 92.25 1.0 0.592 68.95 0.698 0.749 acc.,card,client,disp.,demo., loan,order,tran.

0 (top) 5 92.25 1.0 0.592 68.5 0.683 0.778 account,client,disp.,loan, order,tran.
17 20 86.0 0.954 0.276 61.92 0.604 0.855 account,card,client,disp.,demo.,loan,order
18 34 81.5 0.533 0.210 60.22 0.582 0.931 account,client,demo.,loan,order
27 (bottom) 20 81.0 0.0 0.0 61.92 0.604 0.855 account,card,disp.,district,loan

Table 3: Predictive performance obtained against both the target and confidential variables for selected
subschema candidates of the PKDD01 Database

ranking index target attribute privacy attribute
subschema tables

target privacy accuracy precision recall accuracy precision recall
full schema 91.97 0.889 1.0 71.44 0.747 0.554 ana pattern,antibody exam,antibody level,

diag.,patient,gend.,thrombosis
0 (top) 10 91.97 0.889 1.0 70.79 0.760 0.514 ana pat.,antibody exam,diag.,patient,gend.
5 40 91.97 0.889 1.0 65.18 0.610 0.632 antibody level,diagnosis,gend.
26 42 91.97 0.889 1.0 63.1 0.606 0.520 antibody level,patient info,gend.
47(bottom) 42 64.34 0.643 1.0 63.1 0.606 0.520 patient,gend.

left subfigure shows the ranking index values of
the subschemas, along with their I values, gen-
erated by the PPMC algorithm for the target
attribute. This subfigure also provides the ac-
curacy obtained by the MRC method when the
best (with largest I value) and the worse (with
smallest I value) subschemas were provided for
learning.

The middle subfigure describes the sub-
schemas generated by the PPMC algorithm for
the confidential variable, along with their I val-
ues. Also in this subfigure, we present the pre-
cision obtained by the MRC method when the
best and the worse privacy subschemas were
provided for the learning.

In the right subfigure, we provide the sub-
schema candidates for publishing. Each candi-
date (denoted by a circle point in the subfig-
ure) is associated with a target subschema in-
dex value and a privacy subschema index value.
This subfigure was created as follows. For each
target subschema in the left subfigure, the al-
gorithm searches the privacy subschemas, as
depicted in the middle subfigure, and then re-
turns the best I value privacy subschema that
is part of the target subschema. Also, in the
right subfigure, the best and worse I value tar-
get subschemas (depicted in the most left and
right dot points of the subfigure), as well as
the two other subschemas with good trade-off
between the target variable prediction and pri-

vacy attribute protection were highlighted in
red.

Table 1 reports the predictive performance
for the above-mentioned four subschema can-
didates, including the accuracy, precision, and
recall obtained by the MRC method against
both the target and privacy attributes. Also,
the last column of the table provides the re-
lations within the subschema. In addition, we
also provide, in Table 1, the predictive perfor-
mance obtained by the MRC method against
the full schema of the tested database.

Similarly, the experiment results for the
PKDD99 and PKDD01 databases were pro-
vided in Figure 3 and Table 2, and Figure 4
and Table 3, respectively.

4.2.1 Target and Privacy Subschemas

Results in the left and middle subfigures in
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show that the PPMC
method was able to generate subschemas with
different predictive performance. For exam-
ple, as shown in Figure 1, the predictive accu-
racy of different subschemas derived from the
ECML98 database ranged between 79.56% and
95.26% against the target variable, and the pre-
cision against the privacy variable ranged be-
tween 0.562 and 0.908. Similarly, against the
PKDD89 database, these two ranges were be-
tween 81.02% and 92.25%, and between 0.582
and 0.683, respectively. Against the PKDD01
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database, these values were between 64.34%
and 91.97%, and between 0.606 and 0.760, re-
spectively.

These experimental results indicate that a
wide range of good subschemas, in terms of
predictive capability for both the target and
confidential variables, has been collected by the
PPMC method. Next, we are ready to choose a
subschema candidate that can prevent the pre-
diction of the confidential variables with high
confidence, but still maintain the predictive
performance against the target variables.

4.2.2 Subschema Candidate for Pub-
lishing

The graphs depicted in the right subfigures
of Figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate that the
PPMC method has created a list of subschemas
with different predictive capability against the
target variable and the confidential attribute
for the ECML98, PKDD99, and PKDD01
databases, respectively. The experimental re-
sults show that one can select a subschema
with a good trade-off between the two predic-
tive capabilities. In particular, through con-
sulting with the privacy subschema list, one is
able to identify the dangerous subschemas, that
pose a high data leakage risk.

In the right subfigures, one may prefer to
choose a subschema with small target ranking
index value, but large privacy ranking index
value. These subschemas locate in the top-
right corner of the subfigure. A subschema
with small I value is weakly correlated with
the classification variable, thus tend to provide
less information for building an accurate clas-
sification model.

As an example, let’s consider the results ob-
tained against the ECML98 database, as shown
in Table 1. Consider the subschema with tar-
get index value of zero. In this case, the accu-
racy obtained against the target variable was
slightly higher than that of against the full
database schema. However, for the confiden-
tial attribute, the precision is also high (with
a value of 0.908). It follows that it is up to
the owner of the database, to decide if this po-
tentially high level of leakage is acceptable, or
not. In order to have more confidence on pro-
tecting the sensitive attribute, one may prefer

to increase the privacy index value of the sub-
schema candidates. For instance, one can pub-
lish the subschema with target index value of
87 and privacy index value of 92. Using this
subschema, one is able to predict the confiden-
tial attribute, as shown in Table 1, with a pre-
cision of 0.562 (a drop from 0.908 for privacy
subschema with index value of zero). It follows
that this precision value is only slightly better
than random guessing. Nevertheless, as shown
in the table, the accuracy against the target
variable will be compromised. It drops from
95.26% to 84.12%.

Similar results are deducted from Tables 2
for the PKDD99 database. For example, when
choosing the target subschema with ranking in-
dex value of zero, the target accuracy and pri-
vacy precision were 92.25% and 0.683, respec-
tively. These numbers are very close to the
performance against the full database schema.
If one chooses the target index value of 17, the
subschema, as expected, will decrease the tar-
get prediction from 92.25% to 86.0%, but the
privacy precision will degrade from 0.698 to
0.604. If one wants to reduce the prediction on
the sensitive variable further, one may choose
subschema candidates with larger privacy in-
dex value. For example, one may prefer the
subschema candidate with target index value
of 18 and privacy index value of 34. In this
case, the target prediction accuracy was 81.5%,
but the sensitive precision will drop further to
0.582.

Finally, consider the results against the
PKDD01 database. The results shown in Fig-
ure 3 suggest that, one may select the sub-
schema with target index value of 5 or 26.
These two subschemas will give a low preci-
sion against the sensitive variable, with a preci-
sion of 0.610 and 0.606, respectively (as shown
in Table 3). Promisingly, in this case these
two subschemas did not reduce the accuracy
against the target variable. In other words,
for this database, one may release only a sub-
set of the database, and the prediction against
the target variable will not degrade. However,
the predictive capability, in terms of precision
against the sensitive variable, will drop from
0.747 to 0.610 and 0.606, respectively.

In summary, these experimental results show
that the PPMC method was able to generate a
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Figure 5: The number of subgraphs collected and
execution time required by the PPMC against the
six synthetic databases

ranked list of subschemas with different trade-
off between the multirelational classification ac-
curacy and the predictive capability against the
confidential attributes.

4.3 Scalability Analysis

The computational cost of the PPMC algo-
rithm heavily depends on the subschema eval-
uation procedure, as depicted in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. To evaluate the scalability of the
PPMC method against complex databases, we
generated six synthetic databases with different
characteristics. The aim of these experiments
was to further explore the applicability of the
PPMC algorithm when considering relational
repositories with a varying number of relations
and tuples.

4.3.1 Synthetic Databases

The database generator was obtained from
Yin et al. [35]. In their paper, Yin et al.
used this database generator to create synthetic
databases to mimic real-world databases in or-
der to evaluate the scalability of the CrossMine
multirelational classification algorithm. To cre-
ate a database, the generator first generates a
relational schema with a specified number of
relations. Next, synthetic tuples with categor-
ical attributes (integer values) are created and
added to the database schema. Using this gen-
erator, users can specify the expected number
of tuples, attributes, relations, and joins, etc.,
in a database in order to obtain various kinds
of databases. Interested readers are referred
to the paper presented by Yin et al. [35] for a
detailed discussion of the database generator.

For each of the generated databases, the ex-
pected number of tuples and attributes were
set to 1000 and 15, respectively. Default val-
ues, as found in Yin et al. [35], were used
for the other parameters of the data genera-
tor. The six databases were generated with 10,
20, 50, 80, 100, and 150 relations (denoted as
SynR10, SynR20, SynR50, SynR80, SynR100,
and SynR150), respectively. We ran these ex-
periments on a PC with a 2.66Ghz Intel Quad
CPU and 4 GByte of RAM.

4.3.2 Scalability Performance

In our experiment, we varied the length of join
path, as defined in Section 2, from zero (0)
to six (6), against each of the six synthetic
databases. That is, we allowed a subgraph,
i.e., a join path, to contain up to seven (7) ta-
bles. As a result, the number of subgraphs to
be evaluated by the PPMC algorithm for each
database increases substantially. For exam-
ple, the number of subgraphs for the SynR50,
SynR80 and SynR100 databases are 570, 287
and 435, respectively, when the length of the
join path is six. More details can be found
in Figure 5(a). The running time required to
complete the calculation (in seconds) for each
of the databases and the number of subgraphs
collected by the PPMC approach are shown in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively.

The experimental results, as presented in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), indicate that, even
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though the number of subgraphs that has to
be explored by the PPMC approach increases
quasi exponentially, with respect to the length
of join path in databases with a large number of
relations and tuples, the execution time as re-
quired for the PPMC algorithm increases much
less rapidly. For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 5(a), for the SynR50 database, the number
of subgraphs that was explored by the PPMC
strategy jumped from 44 to 119, and then to
570 when the length of join paths allowed were
set to 3, 4, and 6, respectively. However, the
running time associated with these processes
was 10, 19, and 50 seconds, respectively. Simi-
lar results are observed with the remaining five
databases. Importantly, for all six databases,
although the number of subgraphs explored by
the PPMC method is very large, the execution
time required by the PPMC approach is rela-
tively small. These experimental results sug-
gest that the PPMC strategy scale relatively
well in term of running time when applied to
complex databases.

5 Discussions

So far we have discussed the application of the
PPMC method against only one target vari-
able. However, our algorithm is applicable to
databases with multiple confidential variables.
Let us suppose, in order to illustrate, that we
want to add one more sensitive attribute; the
generalization to multiple sensitive attributes
is immediate. There are two cases to be con-
sidered. That is, the two attributes are either
1) highly correlated or 2) weakly correlated or
uncorrelated. In the first case, one may re-use
the subschemas selected for the first attribute,
since both attributes are highly correlated. In
the second setting, the subschema selection el-
ement can be simply repeated for the second
attribute, since both attributes are statistically
independent.

In terms of computational cost, although
Section 4.3.2 tested the scalability of our
method against only one variable, our algo-
rithm generalizes to multiple variables with, at
most, linear complexity. In the first case men-
tioned above, namely two sensitive attributes
are highly correlated, one re-uses the results

obtained from the calculation associated with
the first attribute. In the second scenario, i.e.,
two attributes are weakly or uncorrelated, as
mentioned earlier, the subschema search calcu-
lations are repeated for the second attribute. It
follows that the outcomes of both calculations
are independent, since both attributes are sta-
tistically independent. The complexity of such
an operation is linear because of the indepen-
dence of the two attributes.

When considering databases where the tar-
get and confidential attributes are highly cor-
related, the direct application of the PPMC
method may not easily find a subschema that
predicts the class attribute well, while limiting
the disclosure risk of confidential attributes. In
such databases, one may first break the correla-
tion between the target attribute and the confi-
dential attributes before employing the PPMC
algorithm. For example, one may use the cor-
relation hiding approach proposed by Tao et
al. [28] to make the target and confidential at-
tributes appear mutually independent, through
distorting some values in the database. As a re-
sult, the PPMC algorithm may then be applied
to the transformed data.

In data privacy practices where data dis-
tortion techniques are preferred, one can use
the PPMC method as a pre-processing and/or
post-processing element. In the former, the
method may significantly reduce the size of the
database, in terms of the number of tuples and
attributes, for data distortion, resulting in re-
ducing the efforts for data masking. For the
latter, the PPMC strategy can be used to ex-
amine if the masked data is immune to attacks
that use unwanted classification models.

6 Conclusions and Future
Work

Unwanted classification models that are able to
accurately predict the values of confidential at-
tributes, pose potential for privacy disclosure
when publishing a database. We propose a
method to identify such relevant attribute sets.
These attributes may reside in multiple inter-
connected tables with non-determinate rela-
tionships. Our algorithm generates subschemas
that maintain the predictive performance on
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the target variable, but limit the prediction ac-
curacy against the confidential attribute. We
conducted experiments on three databases to
show the effectiveness of our strategy.

Our future work will include applying the
PPMC method to real-world databases with
very large number of tuples and complex
schema. Also, it would be interesting to em-
pirically study the application of the PPMC
algorithm to databases where the target and
confidential variables are strongly correlated,
and to databases where multiple confidential
attributes exist.
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Abstract

Progressive queries (PQ) are a new type of
query emerging from numerous contemporary
database applications, including e-commerce,
social network, business intelligence, and deci-
sion support. Such a PQ is formulated in sev-
eral steps via a set of inter-related step-queries
(SQ). How to optimize such PQs represents a
new challenge in the development of a database
management system. In our previous work, we
introduced a materialized-view based technique
to process a special type of PQ, called mono-
tonic linear PQs. In this paper, we present a
new materialized-view based technique to ef-
ficiently process generic PQs. This technique
allows an SQ in a given PQ to utilize the re-
sults of previous SQs not only from the same
PQ but also from other in-process and com-
pleted PQs. Due to the storage constraint,
it is impossible to retain the results of all the
SQs of a completed PQ. Hence, a crucial issue
is how to select popular SQs from completed
PQs to keep their results as materialized views
for optimizing future PQs. To tackle this is-
sue, we introduce a multiple query dependency
graph (MQDG) to capture the data source de-
pendency relationships among SQs from mul-
tiple PQs. We then present a model to es-
timate the benefit of an SQ in the MQDG

c©Copyright Chao Zhu, Qiang Zhu, Calisto
Zuzarte, Wenbin Ma and IBM Canada Ltd., 2010. Per-
mission to copy is hereby granted provided the original
copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

and discuss a procedure to choose critical SQs
in the MQDG for materializing their results.
The strategies for constructing the MQDG and
maintaining the set of materialized views are
also suggested. Experimental results demon-
strate that our technique is quite promising in
efficiently processing PQs.

Keywords: Database, progressive query, ma-
terialized view, query processing, query opti-
mization

1 Introduction

As the rapid growth of numerous interactive
web applications (e.g., Amazon, Google) and
data-intensive applications (e.g., astronomy,
biology), there is an increasing demand to ef-
ficiently process a new type of query, called
progressive queries. A progressive query (PQ),
which was introduced in [15], consists of a set
of inter-related and incrementally formulated
step-queries (SQs). An SQ is issued by a user
based on the results obtained from the previous
SQs of the same PQ.

A product searching at the Amazon web site
is a simple example of the PQ. Assume that
a user wants to buy a suitable laptop. First,
he/she issues a search (step-query) to list all
the laptop sales at the web site (database). Af-
ter the result is returned, the user may real-
ize that the result set is too large, and he/she
does not want to scan all the returned sales by
following several screens. Thus, the user adds
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a further condition on the brand name to re-
strict the laptop sales, say from Dell. However,
the result set may still be too large. There-
fore, the user further narrows down the result
set by adding another condition for the price
limit. But, if the user finds that there is no
sale found with the given price limit condition,
he/she may go back a step to change the de-
sired brand name of a laptop to HP or Lenovo
and then continue his/her search. This exam-
ple represents a very restricted PQ since a new
SQ was selected from a set of pre-defined quali-
fication conditions (hyperlinks) and could only
use the result of its immediate previous SQ. For
a general PQ, a new SQ can use as input the
result(s) of any previously executed SQ(s) (not
necessarily the immediate previous one) and
adopt any qualification condition that the user
likes (not being restricted to a pre-determined
set of conditions).

The above example demonstrates a key char-
acteristic of PQs; namely, a PQ cannot be for-
mulated in advance because the user cannot
predict what the next SQ is before the execu-
tions of its previous SQs are completed. A user
typically needs to analyze the results returned
by the previous SQs and makes a decision for
the next SQ accordingly.

Such an unpredictability raises new chal-
lenges to efficiently process PQs. Some pop-
ular optimization techniques, such as index
methods and materialized view techniques,
which are frequently applied to the conven-
tional queries may not be easily used in pro-
cessing PQs. For example, there exists no in-
dexes on the result table of a PQ, and selecting
useful materialized views for optimizing future
PQs is difficult. To tackle the challenges, [15]
introduces an effective index technique, called
the collective index method. The main idea is
to construct a special index structure so that
a collection of member indexes on an input ta-
ble of an SQ can be efficiently transformed into
indexes on the result table. This result index
can be used to speed up the subsequent SQs. In
[14], we introduced a materialized-view based
approach to efficiently process a special type
of PQ, called the monotonic linear PQs. The
main idea is to construct a so-called superior-
relationship graph based on the special contain-
ment properties of monotonic linear PQs and

use it to dynamically select materialized views
to speed up future PQs. But neither technique
in [15] or [14] could deal with generic PQs, for
instance, the ones with an SQ that is executed
on more than one result table from other SQs.
Hence, a new technique is required to efficiently
process generic PQs.

In this paper, we present such a new
materialized-view based technique to efficiently
process generic PQs. In this technique, we al-
low users to specify their new SQs using not
only the results of SQs from the same PQ
but also the results of SQs from the other in-
process PQs since they are all available in the
system without additional cost. Furthermore,
this technique also selects some popular (crit-
ical) SQs from completed PQs to retain their
result tables as materialized views for process-
ing future PQs. The data source dependency
relationships among external tables, SQs of in-
process PQs and critical SQs of completed PQs
are captured in a directed graph, called the
multiple query dependency graph (MQDG). A
model to estimate the potential benefit of an
SQ of a completed PQ based on the MQDG
is developed for the technique. SQs with sig-
nificant benefits are selected as critical ones.
Since a user has more options in specifying
his/her SQs, with the assistance (e.g., cost es-
timation) from the system, it is expected that
an improved performance of his/her PQ can be
achieved. Our experiments demonstrate that
this approach is quite promising.

Many materialized view (MV) techniques
have been reported in the literature [2, 5, 6,
7, 12, 13, 8, 1, 9, 11]. They are widely used in
many different database areas, including dis-
tributed databases, data warehouses, and Web
databases. A key issue addressed by many such
techniques is how to select proper views to op-
timize future queries. [3] and [10] suggested to
use genetic algorithms to generate views based
on database tuning and restrict the solution
space by taking the similarity of MV configura-
tions into consideration. [4] proposed to cluster
possible candidate views first and then adjust
the view set according to specific requirements.
However, most existing work focuses on how to
process conventional queries, which are formu-
lated in one time. Our previous work in [14]
was the only one studying how to apply ma-
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terialized views to optimize PQs. However, as
mentioned earlier, that work was restricted to
handle a special type of PQs. Applying mate-
rialized views to efficiently process generic PQs
is the new issue addressed in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. Background knowledge is introduced
and the multiple query dependency graph is
defined in Section 2. The main processing pro-
cedure of our approach is illustrated and the
related algorithms and their functions are pre-
sented in Section 3. Experimental results are
reported and analyzed in Section 4. Section 5
summarizes the conclusions and future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, some background knowledge of
this work is provided. An overview of three
types of PQs is given and the dependency graph
is defined in Section 2.1. A view storage (VS)
for the materialized views is introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.

2.1 Progressive Query Types and

Multiple Query Dependency

Graph

PQs are classified into three types in [15]. The
first type is called the single-linear PQ. In such
a PQ, each SQ (except the initial one) could
only use the result returned by its immediate
previous SQ as its input. The initial SQ uses
an external relation from the database as its
input. The second type is called the multiple-
input linear PQ. In a PQ of this type, each
SQ could not only make use of the result re-
turned by its immediate previous SQ but also
take advantage of some other external tables.
For instance, a user may issue an SQ to join
the result table of its immediate previous SQ
with an external table. The third type is called
the non-linear PQ, which is the most general
one. In such a PQ, an SQ is allowed to make
use the result tables of more than one previous
SQ. For example, a user may issue an SQ sq3
to join the result tables of two SQs sq1 and sq2.
The domain Domain(SQ) of an SQ is defined
as the set of its input tables. An input table
can be an external table or the result table of

a previous SQ.

In our previous work [14], we considered a
special type of the multiple-input linear PQ,
called the monotonic linear PQ, where multiple
inputs are allowed only for the initial SQ. In
this paper, we consider general PQs, namely,
all types of PQs mentioned above are allowed.

As mentioned earlier, the main characteristic
of a PQ is that the user cannot predict what
the next SQ is before the previous SQs are ex-
ecuted. Therefore, the result tables of previous
SQs for a given PQ have to be made available
(not discarded) since they may be used in a fu-
ture SQ. Usually, multiple PQs are simultane-
ously processed in a DBMS. The result tables
of the executed SQs for these in-process PQs
are all kept in the system. We may consider
these result tables as temporary materialized
views. Conceptually, an SQ uses the result ta-
bles of previous SQs from the same PQ. In this
paper, we also allow users to use the result ta-
bles of SQs from other in-process PQs rather
than from the same PQ if a better performance
can be achieved. Usually, the result tables for
the SQs of completed (historical) PQs are no
longer kept in the system. However, for pop-
ular result tables of some SQs, we choose to
retain them as materialized views even after
their corresponding PQs are completed. Such
SQs are named critical SQs. The goal is to give
users more flexibility (options) in specifying an
efficient SQ.

In this work, we employ a so-called multi-
ple query dependency graph (MQDG) to cap-
ture the data source dependency relationships
among the SQs of the in-process PQs as well
as the critical SQs in the system. Let SPQ
be the set of the in-process PQs and the PQs
that have at least one critical SQ. The multiple
query dependency graph for SPQ is defined as
a directed graphMQDG(SPQ) = (V,E, P, F ),
where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges, P
is a set of labels representing the id’s for PQs
in SPQ, and F is a function that maps a node
in V to a label in P .

Let SSQ be the set of SQs of in-process PQs
and critical SQs of completed PQs. Each node
in V represents either an external table used by
an SQ in SSQ or directly an SQ in SSQ. The
former is called a table node, while the latter is
called a temporary node (the result table of an
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SQ from an in-process PQ) or a critical node
(the result table of a critical SQ). If a node v2
representing an SQ uses as input the external
table or the result table associated with node
v1, we say v2 depends on v1, which is repre-
sented by a directed edge e =< v1, v2 > from v1
to v2 in E. In this case, we also say that there
exists a dependency relationship from v1 to
v2. Set P in MQDG(SPQ) consists of unique
identifiers for all the PQs in SPQ. Function F
in MQDG(SPQ) maps (labels) each tempo-
rary node representing an SQ in SPQ to the id
in P for the corresponding PQ to which the SQ
belongs. A table node has no label. An MQDG
dynamically grows as more SQs of current PQs
or new PQs are issued. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample of the MQDG.

Figure 1: An example of the multiple query depen-
dency graph (MQDG).

Several properties of an MQDG can be ob-
served. First of all, there exist no directed cir-
cle in the graph. A directed edge from node v1
to node v2 in the graph implies that the SQ for
v2 makes use of the result table of v1 if v1 is a
temporary node or v2 is executed on the exter-
nal table for v1 if v1 is a table node. In other
words, v2 is generated later than v1. On the
other hand, all the outgoing paths from v2 are
to connect the nodes which are generated later
than v2. Therefore, it is impossible to form a
recursive cycle in the graph. Secondly, there
may exist isolated subgraphs even among the
SQs from the same PQ in an MQDG. As men-
tioned earlier, when a user issues an SQ, he/she
can not only make use of the result tables for

the previous SQs of the same PQ but also take
advantage of the result tables of the SQs from
other PQs. Hence, the result of an SQ in a PQ q
may never be used by any subsequent SQs of q.
Similarly, the SQs from different PQs may be
connected together in the graph. Other proper-
ties of an MQDG include that each table node
has no incoming edge and that there is a single
sink (final) node for each PQ that returns the
final result for the PQ.

Note that a dependency graph (DG) for a
given PQ was defined in [15]. There are sev-
eral differences between a DG and an MQDG.
First of all, a DG is for a single PQ, while an
MQDG is for multiple PQs. Secondly, a DG is
used to illustrate the definition of a (complete)
PG, while an MQDG is used to optimize mul-
tiple in-process PQs that are incomplete and
growing. Finally, a DG does not include nodes
for external tables, while an MQDG does.

2.2 View Storage

As mentioned earlier, the result table associ-
ated with a temporary node or a critical node
is considered as a materialized view. The sys-
tem needs to have a place to store them. We
call such a place the view storage (VS). The
VS is divided into two subspaces: temporary
node view space (TNS) and critical node view
space (CNS). TNS is to store the result table
(view) of a temporary node, while CNS is to
store the result table (view) of a critical node.
For each stored view, the corresponding PQ id
and query expression are also save. Figure 2
shows the structure of the view storage.

Figure 2: The structure of the view storage

If a space limit is given, it is observed that
the size of the TNS determines how many in-
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process PQs are allowed, while the size of the
CNS determines how many beneficial critical
SQ results can be retained. In this work, we
make an assumption that the size of TNS is
large enough to hold the result tables of all the
issued SQs of in-process PQs. We only take the
size of the CNS into consideration for our tech-
nique. This may be a reasonable assumption
given that temporary results for the reasonably
small set of currently executing queries might
generally be needed to complete the queries al-
though intermediate results could be pipelined
without hitting the disk and as such need not
be materialized

3 A Materialized-View

Based Technique for Effi-

ciently Processing PQs

In this section, we discuss how to construct the
MQDG and how to use the MQDG to iden-
tify the critical nodes to help users efficiently
process concurrently executing PQs. The main
processing procedure is introduced in Section
3.1. The critical nodes finding algorithm is pre-
sented in Section 3.2. The removal of a node
from the MQDG is described in Section 3.3 and
the maintenance issue is discussed in Section
3.4.

3.1 Main processing procedure

As mentioned earlier, the result tables of the
SQs of in-process PQs as well as the result ta-
bles of critical SQs are considered (temporary)
materialized views to help users specify future
SQs. Users may use the cost estimates provided
by the system to decide whether to utilize the
materialized views or not for their next SQs.
Since the result tables of all the SQs of in-

process PQs are automatically stored in TNS
and available to users, no further issue needs to
be considered. However, it is clear that it is im-
possible to keep the result tables of the SQs for
all the completed PQs. Hence a key issue that
needs to be studied is how to properly choose
the critical SQs from completed PQs and retain
their results for future use. A technique to ad-
dress this and other relevant issues is presented
in this section. The main processing procedure

is introduced in this subsection, and the details
of its invoked functions are to be discussed in
the following subsections.

Specifically, our technique will address the
following four issues: (1) how to construct an
MQDG; (2) how to use the MQDG to find the
critical nodes from completed PQs; (3) how to
remove the non-critical nodes of a completed
PQ from the MQDG; and (4) how to remove
some critical nodes and reconstruct the MQDG
when the CNV overflows. The main procedure
to carry out the tasks to address these issues is
given below.

Algorithm 3.1 : Selection of Materialized Views
via Dependency Analysis
Input: (1) newly arrived step-query (nsq); (2) multiple
query dependency graph mqdg = (V, E, P, F ); (3) view
storage (vs) including temporary node view space (tns)
and critical node view space (cns).
Output: (1) revised mqdg; (2) revised vs.
Method:
1. execute nsq and save its result table in tr;
2. add tr and relevant information into vs.tns;

/* revise mqdg to include nsq */
3. if nsq is an initial SQ for a new PQ then
4. add the id of PQ into mqdg.P ;
5. end if
6. create a temporary node tn labeled with the

corresponding PQ id for csq in mqdg.V ;
7. for each table r in Domain(nsq) do
8. if r is an external table then
9. if r does not have a node in mqdg.V then
10. create a table node m for r in mqdg.V ;
11. else
12. find the table node m representing r in mqdg.V ;
13. end if
14. else
15. find the corresponding temporary node m for r

in mqdg.V ;
16. end if
17. generate an edge < m, tn > from m to tn

in mqdg.E;
18. end for

/* find critical nodes in a completed PQ */
19. if a PQ pq1 in mqdg is completed then
20. cnset = FindCriticalNode(mqdg, pq1);

/* remove non-critical nodes for a completed PQ */
21. for each non-critical node ncn in pq1 do
22. RemoveAndTransfer(mqdg, ncn);
23. end for
24. for each node cn in cnset do
25. if cns has enough space to accommodate the

result table (view) of cn then
26. transfer result table of (cn) from tns to cns;

/* the maintainance issue for the CNS */
27. else /* cns overflows */
28. CriticalNodeRemove(mqdg, cns, cn);
29. end if
30. end for
31. end if.

There are two phases in Algorithm 3.1. The
first phase (lines 1 - 18) executes the newly
arrived SQ and revises MQDG and VS to in-
clude this SQ. The second phase (lines 19 - 31)
finds the critical nodes of a completed PQ, re-
moves non-critical nodes of the PQ, updates
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the MQDG, and maintains the VS. The second
phase is done by invoking several functions.

In the first phase, the algorithm first exe-
cutes the given SQ and saves its result table
and relevant information in the VS (lines 1 -
2). If the given SQ is an initial (first) SQ of
a new PG, the algorithm adds the PQ id into
the MQDG (lines 3 - 5). It then adds relevant
nodes and edges into the MQDG to include the
given SQ (lines 6 - 18).

In the second phase, the algorithm first in-
vokes function FindCriticalNode() to evaluate
the benefit of each SQ of a completed PQ to
identify and return a set of critical nodes (lines
19 - 20). After all the critical nodes of a PQ are
identified, other non-critical nodes are removed
from the MQDG by invoking function Remove-
AndTransfer() (lines 21 - 23). For each critical
node, its result table is transferred from TNS to
CNS in the VS (lines 24 - 26) if there is enough
space. If the CNS overflows, another function
CriticalNodeRemove() is called to perform nec-
essary maintenance (lines 27 - 29) before the
new materialized view is added.

The invoked functions in this algorithm are
to be discussed in the following subsections.

3.2 SQ benefit estimation and
critical nodes selection

The main use of an MQDG constructed in Sec-
tion 3.1 is to estimate the potential benefits of
SQs of a completed PQ during the process of
identifying critical nodes. As mentioned ear-
lier, how to find the critical nodes from a com-
pleted PQ is a crucial issue in this work. In
this subsection, we focus on discussing this is-
sue and introducing an approach to estimating
the potential benefits of SQs using the MQDG.

Let us first introduce some basic concepts for
the MQDG, which will be used in the following
discussion.

Direct parent node: if there exists an edge
from node m to node n in an MQDG, then m is
called a direct parent node of n in the MQDG.

Direct child node: if there exists an edge from
nodem to node n in an MQDG, then n is called
a direct child node of m in the MQDG.

Indirect child node: if there exists a (di-
rected) path p from node m to node n and p
consists of more than one edge in an MQDG,

then n is called an indirect child node of m in
the MQDG.

Note that node n in an MQDG could be both
a direct child node and an indirect child node of
node m. See the example in Figure 3, there ex-
ists an edge from sq1 to sq6, and there also ex-
ists a directed path from sq1 to sq6 which con-
sists two edges {< sq1, sq2 >, < sq2, sq6 >}.
Consequently, sq6 is both a direct child node
and an indirect child node of sq1.

Internal node: if there exists a (directed)
path from node m to node n and the PQ id’s
of both n and m are the same, then n is called
an internal node of m.

External node: if there exists a (directed)
path from node m to node n, and the PQ id of
m is different from that of n, then n is called
an external node of m.

Now let us discuss the details about how to
estimate the potential benefit of an SQ and how
to find the critical nodes by using the MQDG.
The main idea to estimate the potential benefit
of an SQ sq1 for future queries is to consider
the benefit that sq1 has already brought to its
direct and indirect child nodes in the MQDG.

We have developed a model to quantitatively
capture the benefit that an SQ (i.e., a tempo-
rary node) in an MQDG has brought to its di-
rect and indirect child nodes. Assume that we
want to calculate the benefit that node (SQ)
sq1 has brought to its direct/indirect child node
(SQ) sq2 using the MQDG. The following af-
fecting factors are considered.

(1) The distance: it is the number of edges in
a path from node sq1 to node sq2. The larger
the distance is, the smaller the benefit sq1 could
bring to sq2. As an illustration, we consider
the following two scenarios: 1) sq2 is a direct
child node of sq1. In this case, sq2 could di-
rectly make use of the result of sq1. 2) sq2
is an indirect child node of sq1 and the path
from sq1 to sq2 that is under consideration is
{< sq1, sq3 >,< sq3, sq2 >}. In this case, sq2
could not directly take advantage of the result
of sq1. It is clear that sq1 could make more con-
tribution to executing sq2 in the first scenario
than in the second scenario. In other words,
sq1 could bring more benefit to sq2 if the dis-
tance from sq1 to sq2 along the path that is un-
der consideration is shorter. Note that, if there
are multiple paths from sq1 to sq2, the benefits
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gained by sq2 through them are accumulated.

(2) The node type (internal or external): it
also makes a significant difference whether sq2
is an internal node or an external node of sq1.
Obviously, the SQs of a PQ have a much higher
chance to use the results of previous SQs from
the same PQ. However, after the PQ is com-
pleted, most internal SQ nodes may never be
used by other queries. Thus, an PQ may have
many internal nodes, but they may not bring
any benefits for future queries. On the other
hand, future SQs can be considered as exter-
nal nodes of sq1 if they make use of the result
of sq1. Therefore, external nodes are more rel-
evant than internal nodes to represent future
SQs. In other words, an external node of sq1
could have a higher benefit than an internal
node of sq1.

(3) The number of inputs: it represents the
number of incoming edges of sq2, assuming sq2
is a direct child node of sq1. The reason why
this factor matters is that an SQ may only
make a partial contribution to the evaluation
of its direct child nodes. The larger the number
of inputs that sq2 has, the less the benefit that
sq1 could bring to sq2. Consider the following
two different scenarios. The first scenario is
that sq2 has only one incoming edge, which is
from sq1. In this case, sq2 is evaluated totally
based on the result table of sq1. The second
scenario is that sq2 has n (n > 1) incoming
edges, one of which is from sq1. In this case,
sq2 is evaluated based on several SQ result ta-
bles and maybe some external tables as well.
It is obvious that sq1 makes more contribution
(bring more benefit) to sq2 in the first scenario.
If sq2 is an indirect child node of sq1, the situa-
tion becomes more complicated because many
intermediate SQs on the path from sq1 to sq2
may also have more than one incoming edge.
In this case, sq1 makes even less contribution
to sq2 and the incoming edges of all the inter-
mediate nodes need also to be considered.

To estimate the potential benefit of a tem-
porary node (SQ) sq in an MQDG for fugure
queries, we can use the accumulated benefit
that sq has brought to all its direct and indi-
rect child nodes along all the possible paths.
Let ChdS(sq) be the set of direct and indi-
rect child nodes of sq, PthS(sq, c) be the set
of paths from sq to its child node c, NdeS(p)

be the set of child nodes (including c) of sq on
the path p from sq to c, |p| denote the length
of path p, NE(x) is the number of incoming
edges that node x has, Ex(sq, c) is a function
having value 1 if c is an external node of sq
and having value 0 if c is an internal node of
sq, and In(sq, c) = 1−Ex(sq, c). Assume that,
if sq′ is a direct child node of sq, sq′ has only
one incoming edge (from sq), and sq′ and sq
belong to the same PQ, then sq brings 1 unit1

of benefit to sq′. The following model/formula
is derived to estimate the potential benefit of
sq:

Benefit(sq) =
∑

c ∈ ChdS(sq)

∑

p ∈ PthS(sq,c)

(Wd)
|p|−1 ∗ [WE ∗ Ex(sq, c) +WI ∗ In(sq, c)]∏

x ∈ NdeS(p) NE(x)
,

where Wd ∈ (0, 1), WE > 0 and WI > 0 are
real number constant coefficients.

The formula essentially calculates the total
benefit that sq has brought to all its direct and
indirect child nodes along all possible paths.
Wd represents the benefit reducing rate as the
distance increases. For example, for a typical
value Wd = 0.5 (it will be used in our remain-
ing discussion), the relevant benefit contribu-
tion (Wd)

|p|−1 becomes 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 ...
for distance 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., respectively. We
could see that the larger the distance is, the
smaller the benefit is. WE and EI are the
constant coefficients to differentiate the ben-
efit impact from an external node or an inter-
nal node. For example, we can set WE = 2
and WI = 1 (they will be used in our remain-
ing discussion), which implies that an exter-
nal node is twice as important as an internal
node. The factor 1/

∏
x ∈ NdeS(p) NE(x) rep-

resents how the benefit for node c from sq is
affected by the number of incoming edges for
all the child nodes of sq along path p from sq
to c.

Let us consider the example in Figure 3. As-
sume that we want to calculate the benefit that
sq1 could bring to sq6. First, all possible paths
from sq1 to sq6 are listed:

1We could take the effect of the result table size |sq|
of sq into consideration by assigning a benefit value pro-
portional to |sq|. However, we choose to use a constant
unit to simplify our discussion.
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(1) p1 = {< sq1, sq6 >};
(2) p2 = {< sq1, sq2 >, < sq2, sq6 >};
(3) p3 = {< sq1, sq2 >, < sq2, sq3 >, <
sq3, sq5 >, < sq5, sq6 >}.
Clearly, Ex(sq1, sq6) = 0, In(sq1, sq6) = 1.
For path p1, |p1| = 1, NE(sq6) = 3. Thus,

the benefit that sq1 could bring to sq6 through
p1 is:

Benefit p1 =
(0.5)0 ∗ 1

3
=

1

3
.

For path p2, |p2| = 2, NE(sq2) = 1,
NE(sq6) = 3. Thus, the benefit that sq1 could
bring to sq6 through p2 is:

Benefit p2 =
(0.5)1 ∗ 1

1 ∗ 3
=

1

6
.

For path p3, |p3| = 4, NE(sq2) = 1,
NE(sq3) = 1, NE(sq5) = 2 and NE(sq6) = 3.
Thus, the benefit that sq1 could bring to sq6
via p3 is:

Benefit p3 =
(0.5)3 ∗ 1

1 ∗ 1 ∗ 2 ∗ 3
=

1

48
.

Therefore, the total benefit that sq1 could
bring to sq6 is to add the above three benefit
values together, i,e., Benefit sq6 ≈ 0.52. If we
want to estimate the total benefit of sq1, we
just need to add all the benefit values that sq1
could bring to all its direct and indirect child
nodes via all the possible paths together.
Let us give an algorithm to estimate the ben-

efit of a temporary node in an MQDG using the
above model. The main idea of the algorithm
is to traverse all the paths from the given node
in a deep-first fashion to accumulate the bene-
fit values that the node has brought to each of
its direct and indirect child nodes.

Algorithm 3.2 : CalculateBenefit(mqdg, t)
Input: (1) multiple query dependency graph mqdg; (2)
temporary node t.
Output: benefit value bt of t.
Method:
1. bt = 0;
2. for each direct child node n of t do
3. N = number of incoming edges of n;
4. if n.pqid = t.pqid then

/* n is an internal node */
5. bn = WI/N;
6. else if n.pqid != t.pqid then

/* n is an external node */
7. bn = WE/N;
8. end if
9. bt = bt+bn;
10. bt = RecursiveAcc(mqdg, t, n, bt, bn);

11. end for
12. return bt.

In Algorithm 3.2, bt denotes the total benefit
that t could bring to all its direct and indirect
child nodes, and bn denotes the benefit that t
could bring to its current individual (direct or
indirect) child node n along one path. They
are calculated for each direct child node n of t
(lines 2 - 11), and they are calculated in differ-
ent ways based on if n is an internal or external
node of t (lines 4 - 8). A recursive function Re-
cursiveAcc() is called to calculate the benefit
that t could bring to the children of n along
the current path.

Algorithm 3.3 : RecursiveAcc(mqdg, t, n, bt, bn)
Input: (1) multiple query dependency graph mqdg; (2)
temporary node t; (3) child node n of t; (4) current ac-
cumulative benefit value bt of t; (5) current individual
benefit value that t has brought to n.
Output: benefit value bt of t.
Method:
1. for each direct child node m of n do
2. N = number of incoming links of m;
/* n and m are both internal nodes or both external

nodes*/
3. if (n.pqid = t.pqid and n.pqid = m.pqid) or

(n.pqid! = t.pqid and m.pqid != t.pqid) then
4. bm = Wd * bn * (1/N);
/* n is an internal node and m is an external node*/

5. else if n.pqid = t.pqid and n.pqid != m.pqid then
6. bm = Wd * bn * (1/N)* WE/WI ;
/* n is an external node and m is an internal node*/

7. else if n.pqid != t.pqid and m.pqid =t.pqid then
8. bm = Wd * bn * (1/N) * WI/WE ;
9. end if
10. bt = bt + bm;
11. bt = RecursiveAcc (dg, t,m, bt, bm);
12. end for
13. return bt;

Algorithm 3.3 is a recursive function to tra-
verse all the (direct and indirect) child nodes of
an input node n in the depth-first fashion. The
benefit bn that t has brought to n along a tra-
versed path is known as an input. The benefit
bm that t has brought to each direct child node
m of n is computed based on bn (lines 4, 6, 8)
and the total benefit bt of t is accumulated (line
10). If the node type (internal or external) of
m is the same as that of n (line 3), the rele-
vant coefficient (WI or WE) used in the benefit
calculation for bm does not change (line 4). If
the node type changes from internal to exter-
nal (line 5), the relevant coefficient used in the
benefit calculation for bm needs to change from
WI to WE (line 6). If the node type changes
from external to internal (line 7), the relevant
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coefficient used in the benefit calculation for bm
needs to change from WE to WI (line 8).
Using function CalculateBenefit(), we iden-

tify all the critical nodes from a completed PQ
as follows.

Algorithm 3.4 : FindCriticalNode(mqdg, fpq)
Input: (1) multiple query dependency graph mqdg; (2)
a completed PQ fpq.
Output: a set of critical nodes for fpg.
Method:
1. Initialize cnset to empty;
2. for each SQ fsq in fpq do
3. benefit = CalculateBenefits(mqdg, fsq);
4. if benefit > THRESHOLD then
5. add fsq into cnset;
6. end if
7. end for
8. return cnset.

Algorithm 3.4 selects each SQ fsq from the
completed PQ fpq whose potential benefit is
sufficiently large as a critical SQ (node).

3.3 Non-critical node removal

After the critical SQs (nodes) of a completed
PQ are identified, all the non-critical nodes of
the PQ need to be removed from the MQDG.
However, when a node n is removed from the
MQDG, how to deal with the edges associated
with n need to be properly addressed. Edges in
an MQDG represent the dependency relation-
ships on which our benefit calculation relies.
We need to maintain the dependency relation-
ships among the remaining nodes in the MQDG
after the removal, including those went through
the removed node n. Hence non-critical nodes
should be removed carefully and the relevant
dependency relationships should be transferred
to the remaining nodes.
The following algorithm removes the non-

critical nodes and transfers the dependency re-
lationships properly.

Algorithm 3.5 : RemoveAndTransfer(mqdg, n)
Input: (1) multiple query dependency graph mqdg; (2)
a node n that needs to be removed.
Output: a revised mqdg with n removed.
Method:
1. let r be the result table of n;
2. let q be the query expression of n;
3. for each direct child node m of n do
4. replace r in the query expression of m by q;
5. for each direct parent node t of n do
6. create a directed edge from t to m in mqdg;
7. end for
8. end for
9. remove all the incoming and outgoing edges for n

from mqdg;
10. remove n from mqdg;
11. return mqdg.

In Algorithm 3.5, the given node n is safely
removed and all dependency relationships are
transferred in four steps. In the first step, the
query expressions for all the direct child nodes
of n are changed (lines 3 - 4). We know that the
result table r of n is used in each of its direct
child nodes. Since node n is to be removed,
r will no longer exist. Hence, we replace r in
the query expression of each direct child node
of n by the query expression of n. As a re-
sult, r is removed from the domain of each di-
rect child SQ (node). For example, consider
sq1: σc1=v1 (R1); sq2: σc2=v2 (Result(sq1));
where σ is the selection operation in the re-
lational algebra. When node sq1 is removed,
the query expression of sq2 has to be changed
to: σc2=v2 (σc1=v1 (R1)). In the second step,
new directed edges are generated from each di-
rect parent node t of n to each of its direct
child node (lines 5 - 7). Essentially, the tables
represented by the direct parent nodes of n are
added to the domain of each of its direct child
nodes. In the third step, all the edges associ-
ated with n are safely removed (line 9). In the
last step, n is finally removed (line 10).

Let us use an example to illustrate how to
remove a node and transfer all its dependency
relationships in an MQDG using Algorithm 3.5.
Assume that we are given an MQDG as shown
in Figure 3. The set of SQs in the figure in-
cludes:
1. sq1: πc1,c2,c3(σc1=v1(R1 ⊲⊳ R2 ⊲⊳ R3)),
2. sq2: σc2=v2(R(sq1)),
3. sq3: σc3=v3(R(sq2)),
4. sq5: σc5=v5(R(sq3) ⊲⊳ R(sq4)),
5. sq6: σc6=v6(R(sq1) ⊲⊳ R(sq2) ⊲⊳ R(sq5)),
6. sq7: σc2=v7(R(sq1)),
7. sq8: σc7=v8(R(sq6) ⊲⊳ R(sq7)),
where R(sqi) denotes the result table of sqi.

Let us try to remove sq6 from the graph.
In the first step, the query expressions of the
nodes that use the result table of sq6 are rewrit-
ten. In this example, sq8 is changed and rewrit-
ten to: sq8: σc7=v8((σc6=v6(R(sq1) ⊲⊳ R(sq2) ⊲⊳
R(sq5))) ⊲⊳ R(sq7)).

Next, directed edges are generated from each
direct parent node of sq6 to each direct child
node of sq6. In this example, the edges are
generated from sq1 to sq8, sq2 to sq8 and sq5
to sq8. After that all edges associated with sq6
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Figure 3: The MQDG for the example

are removed and finally, sq6 is removed. The
resulting MQDG is shown in Figure 4.

3.4 Critical node view space
maintenance

The last issue we want to discuss in this sec-
tion is the maintenance of the critical node view
space (CNS). As we mentioned in Section 2.2,
the CNS stores all the materialized views for
the critical nodes in the VS. The size of CNS
is constrained. Therefore, when the CNS over-
flows, we have to make a decision to remove
some views and free some space for accommo-
dating new critical nodes (views). A natural
way to do this is to sort the critical nodes in
the CNS according to their potential benefits.
The node (view) with the smallest benefit is
removed first. However, the potential benefit
of a critical node is dynamically changing since
the nodes and edges in the MQDG are updated
very frequently. Therefore, when the CNS over-
flows under a given space constraint, we adopt
an approach to re-estimating the potential ben-
efit for each critical node (view) in the CNS by
using the current MQDG. All the critical nodes
are then sorted according to their new bene-
fit values. The critical nodes (views) with the
small benefit values are removed from the CNS

Figure 4: The MQDG of the example after sq6 is
removed

until sufficient space is freed to accommodate
a new critical node (view). This approach is
described in the following algorithm, which is
invoked in Algorithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.6 :
CriticalNodeRemove(mqdg, cns, cn)
Input: (1) multiple query dependency graph mqdg; (2)
the critical node view space cns; (3) the new critical
node cn.
Output: (1) revised cns; (2) revised mqdg.
Method:
1. initialize benefitlist to empty;
2. for each critical node n in cns do
3. bft = CaculateBenefit(mqdg, n);
4. add (n, bft) into benefitlist;
5. end for
6. sort all nodes in benefitlist in the ascending

order by their benefit values;
7. while cns does not have enough space to

accommodate the result table (view) of cn do
8. get the next node m from benefitlist;
9. RemoveAndTransfer(mqdg,m);
10. end while
11. add the result table (view) of cn into cns.

Algorithm 3.6 first initializes a benefit list
benefitlist (line 1). For each critical node in
the CNS, the algorithm re-estimates its bene-
fit by invoking function CalculateBenefit() and
saves the node along with its benefit value in
benefitlist (lines 2 - 4). It then sorts the
nodes in benefitlist according to their bene-
fit values (line 6). The replacement procedure
repeatedly picks the critical node (view) with
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the smallest benefit from benefitlist and re-
moves it by calling function RemoveandTrans-
fer() until enough free space is obtained for the
new critical nodes (line 7 - 10). The new node
(view) is finally added to CNS (line 11). We as-
sume that the CNS has enough space to store
at least one critical node view.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our technique,
we conducted simulation experiments. Exper-
iment programs were implemented in Matlab
2007 on a PC with Intel R© dual core (1.5 GHz)
CPU and 4 GB memory running the Windows
R© 7 operating system.
Specifically, 100 random generic progressive

queries (PQ) and 10 external tables were used
in our experiments. The sizes for all external
tables ranged from 1 to 1000 disk blocks and
each disk block contained 4096 bytes. Each PQ
was composed of one or more step-queries (SQ),
where the number of steps was randomly cho-
sen between 2 and 10. Each SQ could have one
or more input tables (external tables or previ-
ous SQ result tables) and the number of inputs
was also randomly generated between 1 and 5.
The result table size of an SQ was calculated
by multiplying the product of all the input ta-
ble sizes with a selectivity. The I/O cost was
approximated by the product of the input table
sizes of the SQ. Such I/O cost was used as the
performance measure for our experiments.
In addition, each input table of an SQ could

be either an external table or a (previous) SQ
result table (including a critical node table).
The probabilities to choose an external table
or an SQ result table were not kept the same
in our experiments. It was assumed that users
had a preference to choose SQ result tables
(including the result tables of SQs of other
in-process PQs and critical SQs of completed
PQs) over external tables for their new SQs.
This was because a user tended to utilize their
previous results in their new SQs. Hence, the
SQ result tables were assigned a larger proba-
bility to be chosen.
To build the relevant multiple query depen-

dency graph (MQDG), we recorded the starting
and ending times for each PQ and the execu-
tion time for each SQ. The maximum number

of PQs allowed to be executed simultaneously
in the system was set to 10. The MQDG and
the critical node view space (CNS) were ini-
tially set to empty. When the processing of a
new PQ started, its executed SQs were added
into the MQDG gradually. Each SQ not only
had a chance to use the results of previous SQs
from the same or other in-process PQs in the
MQDG but also had a chance to use the re-
sults of critical SQs in the CNS. When a PQ pqi
was completed, we applied the model/formula
introduced in Section 3.2 to estimate the po-
tential benefit of each SQ in pqi. In the ex-
periments, Wd was set to 0.5, WE was set to
2 and WI was set to 1. After the benefits of
all the SQs in pqi were estimated, we choose
those SQs which could bring sufficient poten-
tial benefits to its direct and indirect children
as critical SQs (nodes).

The first experiment was to compare the
performance between the separately executed
PQ (SEPQ) processing approach and the crit-
ical nodes based PQ (CNPQ) processing ap-
proach. The separately executed PQ process-
ing approach executes PQs separately, i.e., an
SQ of a PQ pq1 could only use as input the re-
sults of the previous SQs within pq1 or external
tables. The critical nodes based PQ processing
approach allows an SQ to use any node tables
(external tables and result tables of any SQs) as
its input. In other words, the CNPQ approach
has more temporary SQs results available to
reuse. Note that, although an SQ (sq1) in
CNPQ may be formulated differently from the
corresponding SQ (sq2) in SEPQ, the results
of sq1 and sq2 are the same. The performance
comparison is shown in Figure 5. The X-axis
represents the total number of SQs in the test,
and the Y-axis represents the I/O cost (i.e., the
number of disk block accesses). From the fig-
ure, we can see that CNPQ always outperforms
SEPQ. Initially, the performance difference is
not very significant. As more and more PQs
were executed, more and more critical nodes
were selected to optimize the future SQs. As a
result, at the right end of the figure, a very sig-
nificant performance improvement can be ob-
served.

The second experiment was to discover the
relationship between the performance of CNPQ
and the probability of using a critical node. In
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Figure 5: Performance comparison between SEPQ
and CNPQ

the first experiment, the probability of using
a critical node was set to 0.01, namely, each
critical node had 1% chance to be used by an
SQ. In this experiment, we varied this prob-
ability to see how it would affect the perfor-
mance. The discovered relationship is shown
in Figure 6. The X-axis represents the proba-
bility of using a critical node in the test, and
the Y-axis represents the I/O cost. From the
figure, we can observe that, as the probabil-
ity increases, the I/O cost of CNPQ becomes
increasingly smaller. In other words, the per-
formance of CNPQ becomes better and better.
This is because, when the probability increases,
a critical node has a higher chance to be used
to optimize the SQs.
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Figure 6: Performance behavior for different proba-
bilities of critical node use

In the third experiment, we varied the upper
limit for the number of the critical nodes al-
lowed in the CNS and wanted to see how it

would affect the performance of CNPQ. For
a given upper limit for the number of criti-
cal nodes, say 50, when the CNS overflowed,
the handling strategy discussed in Section 3.4
was used to maintain the CNS. The motivation
for doing this experiment was as follows. We
wanted to know how many critical nodes could
work well for our technique and how many crit-
ical nodes were sufficient. This study would
help us find an appropriate solution to balance
the time complexity and the space complex-
ity. In this experiment, the upper limit for
the number of the critical nodes was varied be-
tween 0 and 100. The performance behavior
was shown in Figure 7. From the figure, we
can see that, except some individual cases, the
general trend of the performance curve is that,
as the upper limit for the number of the critical
nodes increases, the performance becomes in-
creasingly better. Furthermore, we noted that,
at the beginning, the cost decreases sharply. It
means that increasing a small number of criti-
cal nodes could bring a dynamically improved
performance. However, as the upper limit con-
tinues to increase, the performance improve-
ment becomes more and more flat. It is ob-
served that a trade-off solution for our experi-
ment case is about 30.
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Figure 7: Performance behavior for different maxi-
mum numbers of critical nodes allowed

5 Conclusions

Efficiently processing PQs is demanded by nu-
merous contemporary applications but is chal-
lenging. In this paper, we have presented a new
materialized-view based technique to efficiently
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process generic PQs. The main contributions
of the paper are summarized as follows.
We have introduced a multiple query depen-

dence graph to capture the data source depen-
dency relationships among the external tables,
SQs of in-process PQs and critical SQs of com-
pleted PQs. This graph is used to discover the
critical (popular) SQs of a completed PQ to
keep their result tables as materialized views.
We have identified the important factors that

affect the benefit that an SQ can bring to
its subsequent SQs (children) and developed a
model/formula incorporating these factors to
estimate the potential benefit of an SQ in a
completed PQ using the multiple query depen-
dency graph. A critical SQ is selected if its
estimated benefit is sufficiently large.
We have presented the relevant algorithms to

process the SQs of a given PQ, to dynamically
construct a multiple query dependency graph,
to evaluate the potential benefit of an SQ of
a completed PQ, to identify critical SQs and
store their results in a view storage.
We suggested a strategy to safely remove

nodes from the multiple query dependency
graph while all the dependency relationships
are transferred and retained. We have also pre-
sented a solution to the maintenance issue so
that the critical (node) view space can be effi-
ciently used under a space constraint.
Our experimental results demonstrate that

the proposed technique is quite promising in
processing the generic PQs.
Our future work includes further improving

the benefit evaluation model by incorporating
more factors such as the input table size, de-
veloping multi-layered materialized view tech-
nique to efficiently process PQs, and evaluate
the proposed techniques in a real DBMS envi-
ronment.
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Abstract

Hadoop provides an economical tool for pro-
cessing large amounts of data; its success has
been fueled in part by features such as fault-
tolerance and a simple processing model. The
amount of XML used in scientific, government,
and enterprise data has grown substantially.
and there are several high-level languages de-
veloped for Hadoop that can process semi-
structured data like XML. ChuQL is a recently
proposed extension to XQuery for processing
XML natively using Hadoop.

The current implementation of ChuQL lever-
ages an existing main-memory XQuery pro-
cessor and faces two challenges; intermediate
XML values growing larger than memory and
huge quantities of output files. We describe
two ChuQL constructs to overcome these limi-
tations: using an iterator to process XML value
sequences, and partitioning the job output. We
give experimental evidence to help evaluate the
tradeoffs when using these advanced ChuQL
features.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has arisen from many exist-
ing technologies as a way to quickly harness
commodity machines for a computing task. A
wide range of applications have been reported
to have benefited, including geographic anal-

Copyright c© 2011 of the authors. Permission to
copy is hereby granted by the authors provided the orig-
inal copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

ysis, user preferences [4], as well as financial
services and e-commerce [1], to name a few.

One of the reasons why the Cloud has ap-
pealed to organizations is due to the ease
and economy with which Cloud resources can
be scaled to handle larger computing tasks.
This growth has also been fueled by effec-
tive Cloud processing frameworks, such as the
simple MapReduce [5] processing paradigm
and its popular open source implementa-
tion, Hadoop [6]. Hadoop processes massive
amounts of data in a distributed, parallel way
on commodity machines while taking care of
the lower-level details, such as storage, commu-
nication, and fault-tolerance. As such, organi-
zations can process increasingly larger datasets
simply by using more machines only when they
need to.

Organizations store much of their data in
semi-structured formats, for example, Wiki-
media has released all of Wikipedia’s articles
and their revisions as a multi-terabyte XML
dataset1. Until recently, Hadoop has had lim-
ited native support for XML. XML data was
either processed in low-level programming lan-
guage, such as Java, or transformed to another
semi-structured format, such as JSON, which
was then queried using a high-level language,
such as Jaql [8]. Transformation techniques
tend to be lossy and do not capture all the fea-
tures of the mature standards that have been
developed for XML.

ChuQL [9] is a recently proposed system that
has both imperative and functional features for

1http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
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processing XML on the Cloud. ChuQL pro-
vides native XML processing on the Cloud by
extending XQuery with support for processing
Hadoop jobs. ChuQL supports both impera-
tive and functional features for processing XML
on the Cloud with support for XQuery exten-
sions including the XQuery Update Facility [12]
and XQuery Scripting [13].

ChuQL, as presented in [9] faces two chal-
lenges. First, it produces a file for each XML
output, but Hadoop’s distributed file system,
HDFS, is not well-suited for storing a huge
quantity of output files - a job that produces
many output files will cause the job to fail. Sec-
ond, to fit the XQuery group by semantics, the
intermediate XML outputs are grouped into
an XML sequence. The sequence needs to be
stored in main-memory and if many values as-
sociate to a key, the sequence could grow larger
than available memory.

Both of the above challenges can be ad-
dressed easily in Hadoop simply by writing cus-
tom code to use Hadoop’s reduce iterator over
the grouped values, and to write multiple out-
puts into each file so as to reduce the number
of files produced. However, ChuQL develop-
ers did not have access to similar functional-
ity. In this paper, we describe ChuQL, and we
address these two challenges by showing two
advanced ChuQL features. Specifically, inter-
mediate XML values larger than main memory
can be traversed using an iterator (similar to
Hadoop’s reduce function) and being able to
partition the output. We also compare the per-
formance of these features to help evaluate the
tradeoffs.

Organization and Contributions. Our
contributions are:

1. The first advanced ChuQL feature we de-
scribe enables developers to use an iterator
to process a group intermediate XML val-
ues.

2. The second advanced ChuQL feature we
describe gives the developer a way to con-
trol how their ChuQL job’s XML output
is parititioned. Multiple XML outputs can
be stored per file to reduce the number of
output files.

3. We show experimental results of the per-
formance of using the iterator and ouput
partitioning.

This paper is presented as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we give some background to Hadoop and
ChuQL. In Section 3, we describe, and give ex-
amples of, the two advanced ChuQL features.
In Section 4, we describe the datasets, queries,
experiments, and results. Sections 5 discusses
related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

In this section, we give a brief background to
Hadoop and ChuQL.

2.1 Hadoop

Hadoop implements the MapReduce processing
model, and can process large datasets stored on
its distributed file system, HDFS. A Hadoop
job processes data as a sequence of phases, in-
cluding the map phase and the reduce phase,
that are decomposed into parallel tasks. Each
phase is described as a function over key/value
pairs that may contain any kind of data. Key/-
value pairs which are output by all map tasks
are grouped by their key by an implicit shuffle
task before they are passed to the reduce tasks.
The ability to process groups of values in paral-
lel gives the user the benefit of efficiently evalu-
ating aggregate operations over large datasets.

Hadoop jobs need to specify the location of
the input and output. To support any file
type, Hadoop has two tasks that specify how
to translate the bytes on HDFS into key/value
pairs and vice versa. In the map phase, each
map task has an associated record reader (RR,
for short) task that is used to read the input
from disk and create the map’s input key/value
pairs. In the reduce phase, each reduce task has
an associated record writer (RW, for short) task
to serialize the key/value pairs produced by
the reduce task. Hadoop’s default RW writes
key/value pairs to a single tab-delimited file on
HDFS, which creates a file per reduce.

An example Hadoop job to compute the
number of revisions made by each contributor
in Wikipedia could work as follows. The RR
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reads files from HDFS and produces a key/-
value pair for each revision, each having a null
key and the revision content as the value. The
map then transforms each revision’s key/value
pair into a key/value pair that has the revi-
sion’s contributor as the key and the revision
as the value. This is so that the shuffle task im-
plicitly groups revisions by contributor. This is
then followed by a reduce task that counts the
number of revisions and outputs a key/value
pair whose key is the contributor and whose
value is the revision count. In Java, the re-
duce task is executed as an incremental count
while traversing an iterator over the grouped
values. As the last step, each reduce’s RW se-
rializes its output key/value pair to HDFS as
a tab-separated file containing the contributor
and their associated count on each line.

2.2 ChuQL

ChuQL is an extension to the XQuery lan-
guage that allows developers to process XML
using Hadoop. It extends the XQuery data
model [14] with records (to support Hadoop’s
key/value pairs), and also extends the XQuery
language with the ability to specify XQuery
expressions for Hadoop’s parallelized tasks, in-
cluding the RR, map, reduce, and RW. ChuQL
uses an XQuery processor in each task to pro-
cesses XML data that is not streamed, i.e., the
XML data has to fit in the machine’s main
memory. Further details about ChuQL, includ-
ing examples and its implementation, are avail-
able in [9].

1 mapreduce {
2 input {fn:collection("hdfs://wikipedia")}
3 output { fn:put("hdfs://output") }
4

5 rr { for $x in $hxml:in//revision
6 return

{"key":fn:data($x//username|$x//ip),

"val":$x//title } }

7 map { $hxml:in }
8 reduce { $hxml:hsequence }
9 rw { <author name="{$hxml:in=>"key"}">{

fn:count($hxml:in=>"val") }</author>

}

10 }

Figure 1: ChuQL expression using reduce

A ChuQL expression that counts each con-
tributor’s revisions from Wikipedia’s XML
dataset is shown in Figure 1. The mapreduce
construct on line 1 is used to describe a Hadoop
job, and is specified using the following clauses:
(i) input and output clauses to read from and
write to HDFS (lines 2 and 3), respectively, (ii)
rr and rw clauses describing the RR and RW
phases (lines 5 and 9), respectively, (iii) map
and reduce clauses describing the map and re-
duce phases (lines 7 and 8), respectively. Each
clause is an XQuery expression that either pro-
cesses key/value pairs of XML values or XML
values. In each of those expressions, the spe-
cial variable $in is bound to the input cur-
rently being processed. An expression can re-
turn key/value pairs using the record construc-
tor { key: Expr, val: Expr }. The key or
value can then be accessed using the record ac-
cessor expression Expr=>key or Expr=>val.

In the Hadoop implementation, groups of
values that have the same key are given to
the reduce task via an iterator. In contrast,
ChuQL creates an XML sequence of each group
of values; construction is implemented with
concatenation. The reduce construct executes
the reduce clause exactly once. It is given a
special, implementation-defined variable $hse-
quence that is bound to a record with a key
field set to a distinct key, and a value that is an
XML sequence containing the values grouped
by key. Records output from the execution
of the clause are processed by the RW. The
concatenation mechanism was chosen to be the
default since it fits with XQuery’s group by se-
mantics.

The example in Figure 1 is processed as fol-
lows. First, since the ChuQL XQuery proces-
sor can only handle XML files that are not
streamed, the Wikipedia XML dataset, which
comes in multi-gigabyte files containing over
450 million edits, needs to be pre-partitioned.
We pre-partition the dataset into many smaller
files containing 1,000 revision each and place
the partitioned files on HDFS. The RR expres-
sion processes an input XML file to extract
each revision’s contributor, which is either their
username or IP address, and the revision’s title.
Since the RR already produces records where
the key is the contributor, the map is the iden-
tity expression and does not modify the record.
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The implicit shuffle step groups revisions by
their contributor by creating a record whose
key is a distinct contributor, and whose value
is an XML sequence of those values having that
key. Notice that this is different from the un-
derlying Java mechanism of traversing an iter-
ator. The reduce expression is simply the iden-
tity expression as the RW expression is used
to write an XML file that contains the XML
element ’author’, whose ’name’ attribute has
the contributor, and whose text content is the
count of titles that the contributor has revised.

The fn:collection and fn:put functions are
used in the input and output clauses to spec-
ify the job’s input and output. To that effect,
we extend the XQuery URL scheme with sup-
port for hdfs. The function fn:put is part of
the XQuery Update Facility [12]. It “stores”
the values at the provided URL through a side-
effect and returns the empty sequence. A con-
sequence of using the fn:put function is that
the value of the overall expression is also the
empty sequence; however, another expression
could then use the fn:collection function again
to access that job’s output. By default, each
XML value produced by a ChuQL RW is writ-
ten as a distinct XML file on HDFS so that
XML output remains well-formed, and so that
the semantics of the output is not modified, e.g.
by placing the output as a child of a predeter-
mined root element.

3 Advanced ChuQL

In this section we describe two advanced
ChuQL features: using Hadoop’s reduce iter-
ator to traverse intermediate value sequences,
and enabling partitioning of the job output.

3.1 Iteration

Although iteration in functional languages is
typically achieved with recursion, in this ap-
proach we expose Hadoop’s iterator to devel-
opers in a manner closer to Java: the XQuery
Update Facility [12] and XQuery Scripting [13]
(we refer to both together as XQUS) can be
used to apply side-effects to XML.

To enable the iterator model, the reduceit
construct is used instead of the reduce con-
struct. The reduceit construct causes the re-

duceit clause to execute once for each value
of a key’s group. On each iteration, a record
with the key and value is bound to the $hse-
quence variable. Records output in the last ex-
ecution of the reduceit clause are processed by
the RW. Since intermediate output is not pro-
cessed, XQUS can be used to apply side-effects
to XML similar to incrementing a value in Java
that is then output after iterating over all the
values. ChuQL’s reduceit expression is imple-
mented in part by reusing the dynamic context
that is used by the XQuery processor; the dy-
namic context is reset at the end of iterating
over all values in a group.

1 reduceit {

2 declare $count :=
<titlecount>0</titlecount>;

3 iter {

4 replace value of node $count/text()
with fn:data($count/text())+1;

5 };

6 { "key":$hxml:hsequence=>"key",

"val":fn:data($count) }

7 }

Figure 2: reduceit expression

Figure 2 shows a reduceit clause that uses
XQUS to count the number of revisions from
each contributor; the RR, map, and RW clauses
of Figure 1 apply. It has three main steps.
First, the prolog of the reduceit sub-expression
(line 2) contains the declaration of the $count
variable, which is initialized to a titlecount el-
ement with a zero data value. Next, the iter-
ation sub-expression (lines 3 to 5) is executed
once for each key/value pair revision which is
bound to the special implementation-defined
variable $hsequence. The revisions are counted
by applying a side-effect to the $count variable;
specifically, incrementing the $count ’s value on
each iteration. Notice that the value of the in-
put record is not examined. Third, the body
expression (line 6) outputs a record containing
the key and the count of revisions. Records
output by the body sub-expressions are pro-
cessed by the RW.

For every ChuQL expression using reduce,
there is an equivalent ChuQL expression using
reduceit. This is because it is always possi-
ble to write an iteration sub-expression that
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constructs the same input sequence as the re-
duce construct’s input sequence. When using
the reduce construct, the implementation per-
forms the concatenation using Java. An iter-
ation sub-expression that constructs an input
that is the same as to the reduce could be as
follows.

1 reduceit {

2 declare $conc := <titles/>;
3 iter {

4 insert node $hxml:hsequence=>"val" as
last into $conc;

5 };

6 { "key":$hxml:hsequence=>"key",

"val":fn:count($conc/*) }

7 }

The expression simply uses XQUS to insert
the current value being iterated over into the
sequence that will be processed in the body ex-
pression. Another way of writing it would be
to use construct a sequence using the comma
operator. In such instances, the choice of nota-
tion could depend on whichever is better opti-
mized by the engine. Likewise, all expressions
that can be expressed with reduceit can also be
expressed with reduce. This is because an ex-
ternal function implemented in an imperative
language like Java can be used in the reduce
expression.

The grammar of the reduceit sub-expression
is as follows.

ReduceItClause ::= "reduceit" ReduceIt
ReduceIt ::= "{" ReduceItDecls ReduceItIter

ReduceItBody "}"
ReduceItDecls ::= (BlockVarDecl ";")*
ReduceItIter ::= "iter" "{" Expr "}" ";"
ReduceItBody ::= Expr

We now describe the semantics of ChuQL,
focusing on the mapreduce expression that uses
the reduceit construct (the semantics of the
reduce expression was shown in earlier work).
The semantics can be fully expressed in terms
of XQuery 3.0 constructs.

1 declare function chuql:mapreduce(
2 $input as function() as chuql:xml,
3 $rr as function($in as chuql:xml)

as chuql:keyval*,
4 $map as function($in as

chuql:keyval) as
chuql:keyval*,

5 $reduceit as function($hsequence
as chuql:keyval) as
chuql:keyval*,

6 $iter as function($hsequence as
chuql:keyval) as (),

7 $rw as function($in as
chuql:keyval) as chuql:xml,

8 $output as function($in as
chuql:xml) as chuql:xml

9 ) as chuql:xml
10 {

11 let $input-result := $input()
12 let $rr-result := for $in in

$input-result return $rr($in)
13 let $map-result := for $in in

$rr-result return $map($in)
14 let $reduce-result :=
15 for $hsequence in $map-result
16 let $key := $hsequence=>key
17 group by $key
18 return $reduceit({ key: $key, val:

for $x in $hsequence return
$iter({ key: $key, val: $x=>val

}) })

19 let $rw-result := for $in in
$reduce-result return $rw($in)

20 let $output-result := for $in in
$rw-result return $output($in)

21 return $output-result
22 };

The semantics of the mapreduce expres-
sion is encoded as a built-in function that
uses higher-order functions to capture the sub-
expressions. The function merely evaluates
each task in order, passing the result of each
task to the next.

We pay special attention to the semantics
of the reduceit task. As with the reduce sub-
expression, it must group its input based on
each key and the XQuery 3.0 group by is
used to capture the grouping semantic of the
map/reduce processing model. Note that, in
accordance to the XQuery 3.0 semantics, after
the group by is applied, the $hsequence vari-
able does not contain each key/value pair, but
all the key/value pairs with the same key. The
notable change from the previous reduce con-
struct’s semantics is that a higher-order func-
tion is used to capture the ReduceItIter sub-
expression, and this function is applied to each
value of the grouped key/value pairs. We
note that the ReduceItIter is an updating func-
tion, that is, it applies side-effects to variables
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declared in the prolog of the sub-expression.
Since overriding the iteration sub-expression
changes the XQuery group by semantics, it is
up to the user to write reasonable reduceit sub-
expressions.

There is a tradeoff between processor and
memory usage associated with reduce in com-
parison with reduceit. The reduce expres-
sion needs memory when concatenating large
sequences. If a reduceit expression is used,
the concatenation is avoided, but additional
time is spent processing the ReduceItIter sub-
expression. A performance comparison of re-
duce and reduceit is given in Section 4.

3.2 Output Partitioning

By default, a ChuQL job outputs a file per
key. However, since HDFS has to keep some
metadata in memory about each file it stores,
its performance suffers when outputting mil-
lions of files. It would be better to provide a
balanced solution between Hadoop’s default of
producing a file per RW (where the approxi-
mate number of keys per RW would have to
be known beforehand in order to provide bal-
anced file sizes), and ChuQL’s method of pro-
ducing a file per key. We propose using a state-
ful approach to the RW, so that state can be
passed across keys. It is interesting to note
that adding statefulness does not modify the
semantics of the mapreduce expression.

In iterator mode, the RW expression is exe-
cuted once for each Reduce output. Both func-
tional and imperative features can be used to
buffer multiple XML outputs before they are
written to a file on HDFS as valid XML. State-
fulness is achieved in part by reusing the dy-
namic context when executing the XQuery pro-
cessor on all outputs from a reduce. Develop-
ers also have the flexibility of using the reduceit
construct in conjunction with output partition-
ing.

To know when to generate final XML out-
put, the special variable, $lastiteration, is set
to true when the RW expression is being ex-
ecuted for the last time. An empty record is
processed by the RW when the special variable
$lastiteration is set to true because Hadoop’s
implementation cannot indicate when the last
key is being examined. The same approach as

the reduceit clause, where only the last itera-
tion can produce output, cannot be taken with
the RW since it needs to be able to generate
intermediate output.

1 rw {
2 if ($hxml:in=>"key") then
3 $author := <author

key="{$hxml:in=>"key"}">{

fn:count($hxml:in=>"val") }</author>

4 else $author := ();
5 $hxml:inputcontext :=

($hxml:inputcontext, $author);

6 $rwlastval := count($hxml:inputcontext);

7 if ($rwlastval = 10000) then
8 ($tempout :=

<subset>{$hxml:inputcontext}</subset>,

9 $hxml:inputcontext := (),

10 $tempout)

11 else if ($hxml:lastiteration and
$rwlastval > 0) then <subset>{
$hxml:inputcontext }</subset>

12 else ();
13 }

Figure 3: Output partitioning

Figure 3 shows a RW clause that, when used
for the example in Figure 1 (the RR, map,
and reduce expressions are the same), a con-
figurable number of keys are written to each
file to control the size of the output parti-
tions. On each iteration, the RW expression
receives a record from its associated reduce’s
output and the record is bound to the special,
implementation-defined variable $in. The vari-
able $inputcontext is used to store intermediate
outputs (line 5) that will eventually be written
to disk; the sequence is constructed using con-
catenation.

The RW of Figure 3 produces an output
XML file on either of two conditions. The first
condition is when the intermediate sequence
of the $inputcontext variable contains 10,000
contributors (line 7). A temporary variable,
$tempout, is used to output the content and
the $inputcontext is reset. The other condition
on which a file is written is the $lastiteration
flag is true (line 11) so that the last file can be
written even when the inputcontext sequence is
does not have 10,000 contributors; the empty
record produced in the last execution of the
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RW is filtered on line 2.

4 Experimental Results

Our experiments are designed to examine and
compare the performance of the reduce and re-
duceit constructs. We also wish to examine
the impact of output partitioning on perfor-
mance. In brief, we show that the cost of redu-
ceit is compareable to reduce. We also report
that output partitioning aids application per-
formance.

Our experiments were conducted using 50 in-
stances from a research cloud. Each instance
had 2 CPUs, 2GB RAM, and 36 GB of sec-
ondary storage. The IBM 1.6 JDK was used as
the JVM, and ChuQL used unmodified Hadoop
0.20.2. Hadoop’s MapReduce framework was
configured to run 2 concurrent map/RR tasks
and, after all map tasks have completed, 2 con-
current reduce/RW tasks. 750 MB of JVM
heap space was adequate to process input XML
files of up to 300 MB in size.

4.1 Dataset

The Wikipedia XML dataset used for the ex-
periments is 478 GB in size. The dataset
contains 13,328,000 revisions, and 2,787,629
distinct contributors. We pre-partitioned the
dataset into files containing 1,000 articles each,
and their size ranged from 1.7 MB to 300 MB,
with an average file size of 36.7 MB. The 10%-
th and 90%-th percentiles of the file sizes occur
at 12 MB and 72 MB, respectively. We chose
to use a large dataset as input to our job at the
cost of longer processing time since we wanted
to examine what issues might arise when han-
dling large XML datasets.

4.2 Queries

The main query used for our experiments com-
putes the number of revisions per contributor
in Wikipedia. To compare the performance of
reduce and reduceit, we compare the ChuQL
expression that uses the reduce construct and
an equivalent ChuQL expression that uses the
reduceit construct.

Also, to examine whether the number of out-
put files has any impact on performance, we

vary the reduce and reduceit ChuQL expres-
sions by logarithmically scaling the size of the
RW output partitions from 10 to 100,000 con-
tributors per output file. The variation out-
putting 1 contributor per file could not be re-
ported since it did not complete. Since essen-
tially the same query was used in the experi-
ments with changes only in the use of the re-
duce/reduceit constructs and the RW output
partition size, the size of the input and inter-
mediate partitions was the same in all queries.
Altogether, this generated 10 query variations
that we tested as a job for each expression.

4.3 Results

We now report the performance results of the
jobs2.

The average job duration of expressions that
used the reduce construct is 13,348 s (with a
standard deviation of 12%), and the average
job duration of expressions that used the re-
duceit construct is 15,854 s (with a standard
deviation of 7%), and increase of almost 20%.
We now drill down and report the performance
of phases and tasks.

Since the RR and map tasks occur concur-
rently due to the way the Java implementation
of Hadoop pipes records from the RR to the
map (the reduce and RW tasks operate with a
similar mechanism), we report phase durations.
The duration of the map phase is from the start
of the first map task to the end of the last map
task. Each map phase processed 13,328 map
tasks (one for each input XML file) and their
associated RR tasks. The average duration of
the map phase across all jobs is 4,330 s with a
standard deviation of only 4% from the aver-
age. This is not surprising considering the RR
and map tasks are not affected by iteration or
output partitioning. The fact that the average
job duration of expressions using the reduceit
construct is almost 20% higher than the aver-
age job duration of expressions using the reduce
construct motivates us to examine the reduce
phase and how it has been impacted by the use
of iteration and RW output partitioning.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of the
queries used in our experiments. The first col-
umn shows the job name - all the jobs use RW

2Due to time limitations, each job was run once.
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reduce Construct reduceit Construct
Expression Red-X Red-C RW-X Phase Red-X Red-C RW-X Phase

rw-10 56,988 295,416 56,797 9,279 272,787 0 54,850 11,397
rw-100 57,562 287,248 58,024 7,716 282,883 0 59,438 13,529

rw-1000 57,437 280,323 58,327 8,518 272,532 0 58,091 11,876
rw-10000 53,709 270,348 52,284 7,535 252,907 0 55,228 10,630

rw-100000 59,056 310,213 56,279 11,695 238,961 0 53,633 10,239

Table 1: Iterator and RW output partitioning performance (in s)

output partitioning and the integer suffix in-
dicates the output partition size. The next
2 columns show the total time spent in the
XQuery processor (labeled ’Red-X’) and con-
catenating (labeled ’Red-C’) summed across all
reduce tasks. The next column shows the total
time spent in the XQuery processor of the RW
task (labeled ’RW-X’). This column is followed
by the reduce phase duration (labeled ’Phase’)
showing the duration from the start of the first
reduce task to the end of the last reduce.

For example, the first data row of Table 1,
rw-10 has an output partition size of 10.
The reduce expression for rw-10 was invoked
2,787,629 times (once for each unique contrib-
utor) and the XQuery processor was active for
56,988 s across all reduce tasks. Concatena-
tion took up 295,416 s across all reduce tasks.
The job also spent 56,797 s in the XQuery pro-
cessor summed across all RW tasks. The du-
ration of the reduce phase was 9,279 s. To
aid visual comparison of the performance of
reduce and reduceit queries, we repeat the
same columns for the equivalent reduceit ex-
pression. Continuing our example, the reduceit
expression for rw-10 executed 13,328,000 times
(once for each revision) and spent 272,787 s
in the reduce XQuery processor. Since con-
catenation is not done when using reduceit
expressions, their concatenation value is zero.
The RW task’s XQuery processor executed for
54,850, and the reduce phase (using the re-
duceit construct) lasted 11,397 s. The rw-10
stores around 278,763 XML files on HDFS (this
value is not exact since keys may not be dis-
tributed evenly across reduce tasks).

The results can be interpreted as follows.
The time spent in the XQuery processor for the
reduceit construct is over 4 times the time for
the equivalent expression using the reduce con-

struct. This is due to the execution of the re-
duceit’s iteration sub-expression once for each
each value instead of executing the reduce sub-
expression once for each key.

Continuing our discussion, across the RW
tasks of both reduceit and reduce expressions,
the average time spent in the XQuery proces-
sor is 56,295 s with a standard deviation of less
than 4%. This means that the RW output par-
titioning is not affected by the size of the out-
put partition nor by its use alongside either the
reduce or reduceit constructs. Since there is no
result for the expressions that produce a single
file per output, it is not possible to compare
whether the RW is affected by output parti-
tioning in large jobs.

Finally, except for rw-100000, the reduceit
construct increased the reduce phase’s duration
by over 40% on average and could be due to
variation of the underlying, shared hardware.

Our two proposed solutions, of iterating over
the reduce value sequence and partitioning the
output, demonstrate the importance of having
control over how the input, intermediate, and
output data is partitioned and processed. The
experimental results show that using the im-
perative features in the RW task does not come
at the cost of performance during iterations,
unlike the impact of using an iterator in the
reduce task.

5 Related Work

There are several ways in which semi-
structured formats can be processed on the
Cloud. The Java implementation of Hadoop
can process input XML using the contributed
StreamXmlRecordReader class. This RR pro-
duces key/value pairs in which the key is the
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filename and whose value is the string represen-
tation of an XML tree. Since the XML stream
is examined as a string rather than using the
XML data model, it provides limited function-
ality. For example, it cannot handle nested el-
ements. A key difference from ChuQL’s ap-
proach is that ChuQL’s RR can produce key/-
value pairs of any XML type, including at-
tributes and documents. We do not consider
streamed XML sources since we are interested
in how Hadoop can be used with existing main-
memory XQuery processors. Extending the
RR task expression with support for streamed
XML processing would obviate the need to pre-
partition large datasets and is being considered
as future work.

Two high-level languages for semi-structured
data that are based on Hadoop are IBM’s
Jaql [8] and Yahoo!’s Pig Latin [11]. Jaql can
process XML in two ways. One way involves
processing XML as JSON: the Jaql XmlToJ-
son function transforms input XML strings to
a JSON representation; like ChuQL, the data
needs to be accessible in main-memory. As a
way to process XML (instead of transforming
it into another format), user-defined functions
would invoke an XQuery processor. PigLatin
is a query language with a nested data model
that also uses Hadoop. XML can only be repre-
sented as a string value of a field. Unlike Jaql, it
does not include a function that converts XML
content to a format that can be handled by
its query processor and so requires third-party
plug-ins to support XML.

There are also several Cloud processing mod-
els for semi-structured data that are not based
on Hadoop. DryadLINQ [15] is a high-level
declarative languages that processes tables on
a Dryad [7] cluster. DryadLINQ [15] supports
XML through ’model agnostic’ iterators at the
programming language level, which allows var-
ious models to be integrated, including XML.
Asterix [3] aims to be a Cloud processing model
for non-structured and (semi-)structured data.
Dremel [10] is a high-performance Cloud pro-
cessing framework for read-only, nested data
which uses a columnar storage format.

The use of the RW to produce partitioned
output can be compared to Nephele’s output
contracts. Nephele [2] is a parallel process-
ing framework based on second order func-

tions whose inputs and outputs can be anno-
tated as contracts. Single-input contracts de-
fine the map and reduce functions, and multi-
input contract definitions are effective for joins
such as co-grouping. Due to its data oriented
approach, the output contracts given in their
paper are data-dependent, and do not address
physical requirements, such as file size limits.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed ChuQL, an exten-
sion of XQuery to process XML on Hadoop. To
address challenges faced by ChuQL, processing
large intermediate XML sequences and produc-
ing many output files, we emphasized two ad-
vanced features: using an iterator to process
grouped XML values, and partitioning the job
output. Our experimental results show that
using an iterator enables the developer to pro-
cess large intermediate XML sequences in the
reduce task, and that output partitioning is a
reasonable workaround to HDFS’ limitation to
the number of files it can store.
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Abstract

Parallel software is now required to exploit
the abundance of threads and processors in
modern multicore computers. Unfortunately,
manual parallelization of software is too time-
consuming and error-prone for all but the
most advanced programmers. While auto-
matic parallelization promises threaded soft-
ware with little programmer effort, current
auto-parallelizers can be easily thwarted by
pointers, complex control flow, and other forms
of ambiguity in the code. In this paper we ex-
plore in detail the loops in SPEC CPU2006
applications, categorize the loops in terms of
available parallelism, and focus on promising
loops that are not parallelized by IBM’s XL
C/C++ V10 auto-parallelization facility. For
those loops we propose methods of improved
interaction between the programmer and com-
piler that can facilitate their parallelization. In
particular, we (i) suggest methods for the com-
piler to better identify to the programmer the
parallelization-blockers that it finds; (ii) sug-
gest methods for the programmer to provide
guarantees to the compiler that overcome these
parallelization-blockers; and (iii) evaluate the
resulting impact on performance.

1 Introduction

The advent of multithreaded-multicore proces-
sors, like IBM’s Power line of processors, has
made it clear that software must be parallel to

Copyright c© 2011 Diego Huang, J. Gregory Stef-
fan, and the University of Toronto. Permission to copy
is hereby granted provided the original copyright notice
is reproduced in copies made.

fully benefit from the potential performance of
these machines. Parallelizing software manu-
ally is a difficult, time-consuming, and error-
prone process: the programmer must worry
about correctness, synchronization of shared
data, and deadlocks, while navigating trade-
offs such as communication versus computation
and load-balancing.

Instead we would prefer the compiler to par-
allelize software automatically, to handle these
complex decisions and trade-offs for the pro-
grammer. This has motivated efforts like IBM’s
XL C/C++ auto-parallelization facility that is
increasingly capable of parallelizing many com-
plex code patterns. However, there remain
many sources of ambiguity in most programs
that can block the efforts of parallelizing com-
pilers; the most prominent example is the use
of pointers and complex and heap-based data
structures, but ambiguity also results from the
use of complex array indexing, function point-
ers, and forms of complex control flow.

There are three main ways for a compiler
to parallelize in the presence of such ambigu-
ity: (i) Guards and run-time checks: if
the ambiguity is localized and can be quickly
disambiguated at run-time (e.g., by comparing
two pointers), then the compiler can generate
code to resolve this condition and predicate
the parallel version of the code on the result
of this check [8, 10]. (ii) Optimistic paral-
lelization: when there are numerous ambigu-
ous memory references, systems for optimistic
parallelization such as Thread Level Specula-
tion (TLS) [5, 11] and Transactional Memory
(TM) [3, 4] can be used to detect and recover
from any that conflict at run-time; however
such systems are not yet commonly supported
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in hardware, and have nearly prohibitive over-
head when supported solely in software. (iii)
Programmer guarantees: the programmer
resolves the ambiguity by providing an appro-
priate guarantee to the compiler (e.g., by guar-
anteeing the independence of two pointers via
the restrict keyword).

1.1 Improving Guarantees

In this paper we focus on the third op-
tion above: programmer guarantees to better-
enable auto-parallelizing compilers. In partic-
ular, we focus on the case where a programmer
hopes to parallelize a legacy application with
minimal effort—as opposed to the possibility of
rewriting the application using a parallel lan-
guage or library. In this case the goal is to allow
the programmer to best leverage the abilities of
the parallelizing compiler, by performing only
the tasks that the compiler is unable to.

The advantages of pursuing programmer
guarantees are: (i) there is no resulting run-
time overhead, since ambiguities are resolved
statically at compile-time; (ii) code remains
readable, unlike explicit parallelization where
code must often be significantly restructured
and expanded for communication and synchro-
nization; (iii) code remains portable, since we
avoid any machine-specific code modifications
and defer that responsibility to the compiler;
(iv) most guarantees can easily be exploited
by existing compiler transformations with little
modification, as the guarantees are only a mod-
ification of previously-collected dependence in-
formation; and (v) an effective guarantee sug-
gests future work to replace it with an auto-
mated guarding process, or the potential for
applying optimistic parallelization (should effi-
cient support for that become available).

While there are many advantages, to be fair
there are also disadvantages to programmer
guarantees: they are not automatic and require
some effort from the programmer, and they are
limited to the current guarantee/pragma inter-
face and parallelization abilities of the com-
piler. Beyond these, the bigger problem (and
hence opportunity for improvement) for pro-
grammer guarantees is that they are not clearly
encouraged by the feedback from current paral-
lelizing compilers such as XL C/C++, because

they do not give complete/detailed information
on why parallelization failed for a given loop
(e.g., variable names), nor guide the program-
mer to promising loops that are “close” to be-
ing successfully parallelized.

In this paper we propose improved support
for programmer guarantees by suggesting that
parallelizing compilers provide more details of
the blockers that are preventing parallelization,
and suggest possible guarantees to the pro-
grammer for only those loops which are a sig-
nificant fraction of execution time and ideally
which have already been measured to be run-
time parallel. In particular, we examine SPEC
CPU2006 loops that are not successfully paral-
lelized by the XL C/C++ V10.1 compiler, and
propose methods to improve support for pro-
grammer guarantees for the most promising of
such loops.

Contributions This paper makes the follow-
ing contributions: (i) we provide the results of
an in-depth analysis of the parallelism available
in loops in SPEC CPU2006 applications, based
on the DProf [17] dependence analysis tool and
the IBM XL C/C++ V10.1 parallelizing com-
piler; (ii) through case studies of several loops
not successfully parallelized automatically, we
suggest improvements to support for program-
mer guarantees that lead to successful paral-
lelization.

2 Related Work

Relevant prior work includes work on profiling
for parallelism as well as work on programmer
guarantees to improve compilation. Related
work on profiling includes dependence-profiling
of SPEC CPU2000 and CPU2006 to find loop
candidates for TLS execution [9, 18]. While the
authors profile all loops, we profile only loops
that XL C/C++ V10.1 cannot parallelize auto-
matically, and therefore we report parallelism
for loops that are more difficult to parallelize.

A well-known programmer guarantee is
C99’s restrict keyword1, but it has been
demonstrated that using the restrict keyword
alone does not result in performance improve-
ments in SPEC CPU2000 [7]. We use the

1The C99 Language Standard: http://www.open-
std.org/jtc1/sc22/wg14/www/docs/n1548.pdf
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more flexible #pragma disjoint which spec-
ifies that only the pointers in the pragma are
independent, regardless of the other pointers
in the program. Koes et. al. propose a sim-
ilar #pragma independent [6] and they eval-
uate its usefulness with traditional optimiza-
tions (gcc -O2), whereas we focus on paral-
lelization. OpenMP2 essentially provides a col-
lection of programmer guarantees to the com-
piler that certain loops are parallel—however
the onus is on the programmer to identify and
manage any dependences. In contrast, in this
work we pursue the idea that the program-
mer should only provide guarantees related to
specific ambiguities that are limiting the auto-
parallelization efforts of the compiler, such as
pointer aliases or function side-effects. Past
work has also explored programmer-assisted
pipeline parallelization[13, 14, 15], while we fo-
cus instead on DOALL loops. The compiler
features that we leverage, such as the auto-
matic parallelizer, parallelization reports, and
programmer guarantees, are not unique to the
XL C/C++ compiler: the Intel [1] and Sun/O-
racle [12] compilers also provide these facilities
and therefore this work could also be applied
to them.

3 System Overview

The XL C/C++ compiler currently pro-
vides feedback to the programmer regarding
parallelization-blockers via the -qreport op-
tion. We argue that this feedback can be
improved by (i) including more details about
the reason that parallelization was unsuccess-
ful, and (ii) suggesting to the programmer the
guarantee that could be specified to enable
parallelization—i.e., it would be the program-
mer’s job to investigate and confirm the validity
of the suggested guarantee, and communicate
this to the compiler by including the guarantee
in the code.

Many compilers, including XL C/C++,
provide facilities for profile-directed feedback
(PDF) that use run-time profiling information
to guide optimizations, based on metrics such
as function call counters, basic block counters,
and cache misses. We propose that this same

2OpenMP: http://www.openmp.org

framework be extended, for when automatic
parallelization is attempted, to also perform
loop profiling and dependence profiling. Loop
profiling can be used to identify hot loops, or
loops that are at least a significant fraction of
execution time. This information can in turn
be used to reduce the set of loops for which
dependence profiling is performed. The results
of dependence profiling can be used to further
restrict the set of loops, for which guarantees
are proposed to the programmer, to those loops
that are at least run-time parallel according to
the profile information.

In the remainder of the paper we describe
our vision for the novel aspects of this compila-
tion flow. In particular, in Section 4 we present
the results of run-time and dependence profil-
ing of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, and in
Section 5 we show how compiler feedback can
be improved for the identified most-promising
run-time parallel loops.

4 Loops in SPEC CPU2006

IBM’s XL C/C++ compiler automatic par-
allelization facility allows the programmer to
parallelize an application with minimal effort.
While many loops can be automatically paral-
lelized, there are also many that contain am-
biguous pointers and function calls that hinder
parallelization.

In this section we provide an analysis of
the characteristics of the loops in the SPEC
CPU2006 benchmark suite that were not par-
allelized by XL C/C++ V10.1. This industry-
standard benchmark suite has many loops and
many types of loops which XL C/C++ cannot
parallelize, and hence is a good subject for the
exploration of increasing parallelization oppor-
tunities via programmer guarantees.

We use DProf [2, 17], a research tool devel-
oped by IBM to perform dependence profiling,
to study the characteristics of the hot loops (at
least 10% of run-time coverage) not parallelized
by XL C/C++. DProf finds loop-carried de-
pendences by instrumenting the memory ac-
cesses inside the loops, the loop back-edge,
and recursively instrumenting functions called
from within the loops. The instrumentation
causes the program to run slower: the fastest
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Figure 1: Cumulative run-time of hot loops
broken down into loops that are instru-
mented by DProf (analyzable), loops that could
not be instrumented with DProf (unknown),
and loops that are already parallelized by
XL C/C++ (parallelized).

benchmark, namd, took 17.5 minutes (1.07x
slowdown) to profile one loop with 72% run-
time coverage, while the slowest benchmark,
sphinx3, took 19 days (1105x slowdown) to pro-
file a loop with 99% coverage. The approximate
average run-time is 2 days (131x average slow-
down). It is an approximate average because
some benchmarks required loops to be individ-
ually profiled, while other benchmarks could
have all the hot loops profiled at once).

We first show how much loop coverage in the
benchmarks is instrumented and analyzable by
DProf. From that set of loops we then ana-
lyze the ones with an iteration count of two or
higher, and break down the loops depending
on the percentage of instances without depen-
dences, and the number of dependences.

4.1 Analyzable loops

Figure 1 shows the cumulative percent run-
time of the hot loops that were (i) not auto-
parallelized and instrumented by DProf (an-
alyzable), (ii) not auto-parallelized and not
instrumented by DProf (unknown), and (iii)
auto-parallelized loops (parallelized). Cumu-
lative percent run-time is the sum of the run-
times of the loops in that category, regardless
of loop nesting. In other words, nested loops
can be multiply-counted, and the cumulative
percent run-time can be over 100%.

DProf, being a research tool, is able to ana-

Figure 2: Cumulative run-time of hot loops
broken down into loops that are always parallel
(100%), loops that have most instances parallel
(76-99% and 51-75%), and loops that have few
instances parallel (26-50% and 0-25%).

Figure 3: Cumulative run-time of hot loops
broken down into loops with no true depen-
dences (0), loops with few dependences (1-2,
3-5) and loops with many dependences (>5).

lyze a significant fraction of the loops in SPEC
CPU2006, which makes it an invaluable tool
in the parallelization process. The bench-
marks astar, dealII, h264ref, hmmer,
lbm, libquantum, milc, namd, povray and
sphinx3 are mostly analyzable by DProf.

Due to limitations in the instrumentation
pass, not all loops could be instrumented for
run-time profiling, and not all profiled loops
could be instrumented for dependence profil-
ing. These loops appear as Unknown in the
figure. The benchmarks that DProf has trou-
ble analyzing are the integer benchmarks of
SPEC CPU2006. These benchmarks tend to
have irregular, non-normalizable loops. bzip2,
gcc, mcf, omnetpp, perlbench, sjeng and
xalancbmk have irregular loops with goto
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statements, multiple loop exits, function re-
turns, or C++ exceptions. perlbench and
xalancbmk have loops with function pointers
or virtual functions, and gcc has loops that
access bit-fields; both of these types of loops
cannot be instrumented by DProf for accurate
dependence profiling. gobmk fails to finish ex-
ecuting because it is a recursive program and
the recursion causes the hot loops to use up
more than the 64GB limit of memory.

4.2 Loops with Parallel Instances

Loops that the compiler could not automat-
ically parallelize but turn out to be parallel
at run-time are hence potentially missed paral-
lelization opportunities. Figure 2 breaks down
the cumulative percent run-time of the ana-
lyzable hot loops depending on the amount of
parallel loop instances (invocations) that was
found.

The loops with ‘100%’ parallel instances are
the loops that never encountered run-time de-
pendences in any loop instance, and so could
potentially be parallel loops. These run-time
parallel loops can be parallelized by the pro-
grammer explicitly parallelizing the loop, by
the programmer specifying a guarantee to re-
solve the ambiguity that’s causing the compiler
not to parallelize, or by the compiler generating
a run-time guard to resolve the ambiguity at
run-time. The benchmarks dealII, lbm, milc

and xalancbmk have a significant fraction of
loops of this type: 166%, 99%, 54%, and 25%
in cumulative percent run-time respectively. In
section 5 we investigate how the run-time par-
allel loops in these benchmarks can be paral-
lelized with programmer guarantees.

The loops with ‘76-99%’ and ‘51-75%’ of
run-time instances are not always parallel, and
so they cannot be parallelized with program-
mer guarantees; however, these loops may be
worth parallelizing with run-time guards be-
cause a large fraction of the instances are par-
allel. The benchmarks astar, dealII, gobmk

and sjeng have loops of this type.

The rest of the loops, ‘26-50%’, and ‘0-25%’
are likely not worth parallelizing because they
do not have enough parallel instances.

4.3 Loops with few dependences

The number of loop dependences in a loop gives
an indication of how difficult it will be to par-
allelize the loop. If a loop does not have de-
pendences, it is potentially parallelizable using
programmer guarantees. If a loop does have
dependences, loops with fewer dependences are
generally easier to parallelize by synchronizing
the few shared data. DProf profiles for run-
time true loop-carried dependences, maps them
back to source code variables, and reports the
pairs of variables that are causing the depen-
dences. DProf reports pairs of variables only
once, even if they cause dependences with mul-
tiple run-time memory accesses (e.g. array ref-
erences). Figure 3 breaks down the cumulative
percent run-time of analyzable loops according
to the number of true dependences detected at
run-time.

The bars with ‘0’ dependences are the run-
time parallel loops that this paper focuses on.
These loops with no dependences are also the
same loops found with 100% parallel instances
(section 4.2) and would later be parallelized
with programmer guarantees as described in
section 5.

The bars with ‘1-2’ and ‘3-5’ dependences are
the loops that have few dependences that the
programmer could possibly eliminate by per-
forming some loop transformations such as loop
splitting or data synchronization. The bench-
marks astar, dealII, hmmer, libquantum,
namd, soplex and sphinx3 have loops of this
type with few dependences. The loops with
‘>5’ dependences are likely not worth paral-
lelizing because they require more effort from
the programmer to parallelize correctly.

Summary Even though parallelism in SPEC
CPU2006 is limited, there are still some inter-
esting opportunities in parallelizing the loops
that were detected to be parallel at run-time.
In particular, the benchmarks dealII, lbm,
milc and xalancbmk have interesting run-
time parallel loops and we describe in the next
section how these loops can be parallelized with
programmer guarantees and how the compiler
can ease the job of the programmer.
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5 Programmer Guarantees

IBM’s XL C/C++ compiler is ideal for evaluat-
ing programmer-assisted automatic paralleliza-
tion because it has (i) a mature automatic par-
allelizer, (ii) parallelization reports that inform
the programmer which loops have been success-
fully parallelized and the reason for the loops
that it failed to parallelize, and (iii) some ex-
isting programmer guarantees that assist the
analysis passes of the compiler.

Listing 1 shows an example of a paralleliza-
tion report generated by XL C/C++ V10.1 on
a program that has a loop at line 14 which is
parallelized, and a loop at line 20 which could
not be parallelized due to ambiguous pointers.
The first column in the report is the ID of the
file containing the loop, the second column is
the line number of the loop, the third column is
the per-function ID of the loop, and the fourth
column gives the reason why the loop was not
automatically parallelized.

Table 1 lists the run-time parallel loops
found in section 4.2 that XL C/C++ was not
able to automatically parallelize, and that have
an average of at least 2 iterations and cover
more than 10% of the program run-time. Ta-
ble 2 lists other interesting loops for apply-
ing programmer guarantees that were found
through manual investigation of the hot func-
tions in SPEC CPU2006 [16]. For each of the
loops in these two tables, we show how the com-
piler feedback can be improved and how pro-
grammer guarantees can be used to parallelize
them. Some of these loops have a low num-
ber of iterations that is known at compile-time,
and hence the compiler chooses to unroll the
loop instead of parallelizing them. The other
run-time parallel loops are not automatically
parallelized because of: (i) ambiguous pointers
or array overlap, (ii) array indirection, or (iii)
function calls.

5.1 Pointer Ambiguity

Pointer aliasing and array overlap can cause
ambiguous dependences that the compiler can-
not resolve, and XL C/C++ outputs the fol-
lowing message in the parallelization report:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

aliasing or function call.

The programmer uses #pragma disjoint to
guarantee to the compiler that a set of pointer
variables will not alias.

LBM The lbm benchmark has a run-
time parallel loop in lbm.c:186, function
LBM performStreamCollide, shown in List-
ing 2, which copies array elements from
srcGrid to dstGrid. These two arrays are
passed into the function as pointers, and so
without an expensive inter-procedural analysis
(IPA), the compiler would not know whether
the arrays overlap or not. XL C/C++ outputs:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

aliasing or function call.

Even though the compiler message does
not specify which pointers are causing the
dependency, srcGrid and dstGrid are the
only two pointers used in the loop, so
they must be causing the dependence. The
programmer checks the only context where
LBM performStreamCollide is called from
to see how srcGrid and dstGrid are de-
fined, and determines that they are two sep-
arate, globally-declared arrays. Therefore
the programmer can provide the guarantee
to the compiler that they do not alias or
overlap using: #pragma disjoint(*srcGrid,

*dstGrid) which leads to successful paral-
lelization by the compiler.

The compiler report message can
be made more user-friendly for the
programmer to specify guarantees:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

An unproven dependency is carried by

accesses to *srcGrid and *dstGrid. If

these pointers do not alias or overlap,

please specify "#pragma disjoint(*srcGrid,

*dstGrid)"

The improved message specifies whether the
dependence is proven or unproven, includes
the pointer variable names involved in the
aliasing-induced dependency, and provides a
suggestion to the programmer to resolve the
aliasing-induced dependency. The improved
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Source Source Loop Id Action / Information

File Line

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------

0 14 1 Loop has been automatically parallelized.

0 20 2 Loop cannot be automatically parallelized. A

dependency is carried by variable aliasing or

function call.

Listing 1: Sample parallelization report from the XL compiler

Reason Not
Loop Benchmark Runtime Invocations Iterations Parallelized

m mat nn.c:73 milc 15.1% 461744000 3 unrolled

m mat na.c:31 milc 17.4% 460800000 3 unrolled

path product.c:85 milc 10.7% 1028 160000 function call

path product.c:128 milc 10.5% 1116 160000 function call

fe.cc:489 dealII 30.2% 175728 3 unrolled

include/base/tensor.h:502 dealII 31.4% 1687241000 3 unrolled

mapping q1.cc:511 dealII 30.5% 5340012 12 function call

mapping q1.cc:513 dealII 26.4% 1342991000 3 nested in loop above

mapping q1.cc:514 dealII 11.5% 4028972000 3 nested in loop above

mapping q.cc:1159 dealII 36.4% 99091940 17 function call

lbm.c:186 lbm 99.0% 3000 1300000 pointer ambiguity

ValueStore.cpp:370 xalancbmk 25.1% 11 11678 function call

Table 1: Runtime parallel loops not parallelized by XL C/C++

message should not be difficult to implement:
the compiler’s alias analysis pass already has
the points-to sets which can be used to spec-
ify the pointer variable names in the message.
If it is a may-alias relationship, then it is an
unproven dependency and not a proven depen-
dency. The compiler also suggests to the pro-
grammer that to resolve an aliasing-induced
dependency, the #pragma disjoint should be
specified if appropriate.

This example is simple enough that the com-
piler could also generate a guard for the par-
allelized code, instead of asking the program-
mer for a guarantee. The guard simply consists
of a math calculation to make sure that the
minimum and maximum memory addresses ac-
cessed with srcGrid and dstGrid do not over-
lap. This is indeed what the latest version of
XL C/C++, V11.1, does to automatically par-
allelize this loop.

HMMER The hmmer benchmark has a
more interesting and complex pointer example.
The loop in fast algorithms.c:133, function
P7Viterbi, shown in Listing 3 is mostly par-

for(i = 0;i<N_CELL_ENTRIES *1300000;

i+= N_CELL_ENTRIES){

if(( srcGrid[FLAGS+i]) & OBSTACLE) {

dstGrid[C+i] = srcGrid[C+i];

dstGrid[S+N_CELL_ENTRIES *-100+i] =

srcGrid[N+i];

dstGrid[N+N_CELL_ENTRIES *100+i] =

srcGrid[S+i];

dstGrid[W-N_CELL_ENTRIES+i] =

srcGrid[E+i];

dstGrid[E+N_CELL_ENTRIES+i] =

srcGrid[W+i];

}

/* ... and more assignments */

}

Listing 2: lbm loop (lbm.c:186)

allel, except for lines 141-143 which have loop-
carried dependences on dc.

Currently, the XL C/C++
compiler outputs the message:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

aliasing or function call.

Without the specific details about which
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Loop Benchmark Runtime Invocations Iterations Reason Not Parallelized

fast algorithms.c:133 hmmer 72.1% 161115043.5 127.92 pointer ambiguity

cselib.c:231 gcc 0.01% 94028.11 9.73 array indirection

Table 2: Other interesting loops not parallelized by XL C/C++

pointer aliasing is causing the dependency, it
is difficult for the programmer to investigate
how to resolve it. In this case, all of the arrays
are involved in the aliasing.

The reason that XL C/C++ thinks that
there are aliasing-induced dependences is be-
cause the arrays mc, mpp, tpmm, ip, tpim, dpp,
tpdm, bp, ms, dc, ic, tpmi, tpii, and is point
to different regions of big memory buffers that
hmmer uses internally.

For example, hmmer allocates a big ar-
ray of more than L*M integers and as-
signs it to mx->mmx mem. Next, the el-
ements of mx->mmx are assigned the ad-
dresses of consecutive blocks of M+padding in-
tegers of mx->mmx mem, so that mx->mmx[i] =

mx->mmx mem+i*(M+padding);. The arrays mc
and mpp are then assigned consecutive elements
of mx->mmx, which means that mc and mpp now
point to consecutive blocks of M+padding inte-
gers. Since the inner P7Viterbi loop does not
access more than M elements of mc and mpp, the
array accesses will not overlap and do not cause
loop-carried dependences.

Therefore, after moving the lines 141-143,
which do contain loop-carried dependences, to
a different loop, the rest of the original loop can
be parallelized by XL C/C++ with the guar-
antee that none of the arrays overlap. Listing 4
shows the modified loop with the programmer
guarantee that XL C/C++ can automatically
parallelize.

The same compiler message improvements
for lbm can be applied to this loop as well.
By specifying which dependences are proven
and unproven, the compiler tells the pro-
grammer which one to spend more time in-
vestigating. Specifying the pointer variable
names as well as a suggestion on how to pro-
ceed would also save the programmer time:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A proven dependence is carried by accesses

to *dc.

133 for (k = 1; k <= M; k++) {

134 mc[k] = mpp[k-1] + tpmm[k-1];

135 if ((sc = ip[k-1] + tpim[k-1]) >

mc[k]) mc[k] = sc;

136 if ((sc = dpp[k-1] + tpdm[k-1])

> mc[k]) mc[k] = sc;

137 if ((sc = xmb + bp[k]) > mc[k])

mc[k] = sc;

138 mc[k] += ms[k];

139 if (mc[k] < -987654321) mc[k] =

-987654321;

140
141 dc[k] = dc[k-1] + tpdd[k-1];

142 if ((sc = mc[k-1] + tpmd[k-1]) >

dc[k]) dc[k] = sc;

143 if (dc[k] < -987654321) dc[k] =

-987654321;

144
145 if (k < M) {

146 ic[k] = mpp[k] + tpmi[k];

147 if ((sc = ip[k] + tpii[k]) >

ic[k]) ic[k] = sc;

148 ic[k] += is[k];

149 if (ic[k] < -987654321) ic[k]

= -987654321;

150 }

151 }

Listing 3: hmmer loop (fast algorithms.c:133)

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

An unproven dependence is carried by

accesses to *dc, *mc, *ic, *ms, *is, *mpp,

*ip, *bp, *dpp, *tpmm, *tpmi,

*tpim, *tpii, *tpdm. If these pointers

do not alias or overlap, please specify

"#pragma disjoint(*dc, *mc, *ic, *ms, *is,

*mpp, *ip, *bp, *dpp, *tpmm, *tpmi, *tpim,

*tpii, *tpdm)"

5.2 Array Indirection

When the elements of one array are used
to index another array, such as A[B[i]],
the enclosing loop can be parallelized
if the inner array, B[], has unique val-
ues, because no two iterations will use
the same element of A[]. XL C/C++
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#pragma disjoint (*mc , *ic , *ms , *is ,

*mpp , *ip , *bp , *dpp , *tpmm ,

*tpmi , *tpim , *tpii , *tpdm)

for (k = 1; k <= M; k++) {

mc[k] = mpp[k-1] + tpmm[k-1];

if ((sc = ip[k-1] + tpim[k-1]) >

mc[k]) mc[k] = sc;

if ((sc = dpp[k-1] + tpdm[k-1]) >

mc[k]) mc[k] = sc;

if ((sc = xmb + bp[k]) > mc[k])

mc[k] = sc;

mc[k] += ms[k];

if (mc[k] < -987654321) mc[k] =

-987654321;

if (k < M) {

ic[k] = mpp[k] + tpmi[k];

if ((sc = ip[k] + tpii[k]) >

ic[k]) ic[k] = sc;

ic[k] += is[k];

if (ic[k] < -987654321) ic[k] =

-987654321;

}

}

for (k = 1; k <= M; k++) { /* new loop

with dependences */

dc[k] = dc[k-1] + tpdd[k-1];

if ((sc = mc[k-1] + tpmd[k-1]) >

dc[k]) dc[k] = sc;

if (dc[k] < -987654321) dc[k] =

-987654321;

}

Listing 4: Parallelizable hmmer loop

outputs the message for these cases:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable "A[]".

Since it is difficult for the compiler to know
the values of the inner array, these types of de-
pendences are likely unproven and this should
be communicated to the programmer so that
the programmer knows to double-check this de-
pendency.

Programmers use #pragma ibm

permutation to guarantee that the inner
array only contains unique values.

GCC The gcc benchmark has a run-
time parallel loop in cselib.c:231, shown
in Listing 5 that uses array indirection.
XL C/C++ outputs the following message:

for(i=0;i<used_regs ->elements_used ;i++)

reg_values ->data.te[

used_regs ->data.u[i] ] = 0;

Listing 5: gcc loop (cselib.c:231)

Loop cannot be automatically

parallelized. A dependency is carried

by variable "(*)varray head tag.

varray data tag.[]0.rns21.".

The variable used regs is a user-
implemented variable-length array that is
declared as a static global in the file cselib.c,
which means it is accessible only in its file.
Values are pushed onto used regs in two
locations in the file, and in both places there
is a check that REG VALUES(i) is not used
before pushing i onto used regs. Hence,
used regs is being used to keep track of the
pseudo-registers used and its values are unique.
Therefore, the loop can be parallelized.

To parallelize this loop, the pro-
grammer guarantees to the com-
piler that used regs->data.u has
unique integers by using #pragma ibm

permutation(used regs->data.u). However,
the XL C/C++ front-end is not designed
to handle such a complex data structure as
a union member of a struct member. So
the pragma is rejected, and the programmer
needs to use #pragma ibm independent loop

to parallelize the loop, which guarantees
to the compiler that each loop iteration is
independent of the other ones.

The compiler message can be made more
user-friendly by specifying that it is an
unproven dependency, and suggesting the
appropriate programmer guarantee when it
sees that the index to the outer ar-
ray comes from another array look up:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

An unproven dependency is carried

by variable "(*)varray head tag.

varray data tag.[]0.rns21.". If

the inner array contains unique

values, please specify "#pragma ibm

permutation(used regs->data.u)"
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5.3 Function Call

Functions called from within a loop may
cause dependences and require expensive IPA
to prove otherwise. Even though inlin-
ing such functions may help with auto-
matic parallelization, the compiler may deem
the function not worth inlining due to its
size or other criteria. XL C/C++ outputs
the following message when it cannot prove
that a function will not cause dependences:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

Loop contains a call to "function name"

that may have side effects.

Programmers can use #pragma

isolated call to guarantee that the func-
tion does not have side effects, or #pragma

ibm independent calls to guarantee that
the function does not have loop-carried
dependences.

MILC The benchmark milc has a run-time
parallel loop in path product.c:128, shown
in Listing 6, which can’t be parallelized
due to the function call to mult su3 na.
This function performs matrix multiplica-
tion of the first two arguments, and stores
the resulting matrix in the third argument;
hence, it has side effects. XL C/C++ with-
out link-time IPA generates the message:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

Loop contains a call to "mult su3 na" that

may have side effects.

and with link-time IPA it
will generate the message:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

"(*)aggr#2.rns38.".

which likely refers to the first argument, where
the resulting matrix is stored.

This loop can be parallelized if the matri-
ces gen pt[0][i] do not overlap with each
other, and if those matrices do not over-
lap with the lattice[i].link[7-dir[j]] and
lattice[i].tempmat1 matrices. The ma-
trix gen pt[0][i] points to the matrix of
node i’s neighbour in a certain direction,
which in this case points to matrices stored
in either tempmat2t[] or tempmat3t[] ar-

for( i=0; i<loopend; i++){

mult_su3_na(

(su3_matrix *)(gen_pt [0][i]),

&( lattice[i].link[7-dir[j]]),

&( lattice[i]. tempmat1)

);

}

Listing 6: milc loop (path product.c:128)

rays, and these matrices do not overlap.
Moreover, lattice[i].link[7-dir[j]] and
lattice[i].tempmat1 are matrix objects, and
so they do not overlap with the matrices in
tempmat3t or tempmat2t. Hence, the loop is
parallel.

To parallelize the loop, the program-
mer guarantees that the function calls to
mult su3 na, though they may have side ef-
fects, the side effects are independent: #pragma
ibm independent calls(mult su3 na) Af-
ter specifying the guarantee and using
-qipa=level=2 (link-time IPA), the compiler
is able to automatically parallelize the loop.

Since the compiler already determined
that the function mult su3 na has side
effects and loop-carried dependences are
possible due to the gen pt[0][i] point-
ers, the compiler message can be im-
proved by suggesting to the programmer to
check if the side effects are independent:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

An unproven dependency is carried

by variable "(*)aggr#2.rns38.".

If the function side effects are

independent, please specify "#pragma ibm

independent calls(mult su3 na)

milc has another similar run-time paral-
lel loop in path product:85, shown in List-
ing 7. The only difference between this loop
and the one in Listing 6 is that gen pt[0][i]

points to matrices in either tempmat3t[]

or lattice[neighbor].tempmat1, and the
third argument is now a local array of ma-
trices, tempmat2t. These differences do
not cause loop-carried dependences; how-
ever, specifying the guarantee #pragma ibm

independent calls(mult su3 na) the com-
piler still cannot automatically parallelize the
loop and instead generates the following report:
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Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

aliasing or function call.

The message does not mention which point-
ers are causing aliasing, which makes it diffi-
cult for the programmer to investigate what
is blocking parallelization. After attempting
to use #pragma disjoint and restrict on all
the pointers in the function containing the loop
and in mult su3 na, the XL C/C++ compiler
still cannot parallelize the loop for some reason.
Hence, to parallelize the loop the programmer
needs to provide the generic guarantee that the
loop iterations are independent: #pragma ibm

independent loop.

To improve the user-friendliness of the com-
piler message, the compiler should include the
names of the pointer variables involved in the
aliasing-induced dependence.

for( i=0; i<loopend; i++ ){

mult_su3_na(

(su3_matrix *)(gen_pt [0][i]),

&( lattice[i].link[7-dir[j]]),

&( tempmat2t[i])

);

}

Listing 7: milc loop (path product.c:85)

DEALII The benchmark dealII has a
quadruple-nested loop at mapping q1.cc:511,
shown in Listing 8, which contains a func-
tion call to InternalData::derivative.
Without link-time IPA, the com-
piler generates the report message:

Loop cannot be automatically

parallelized. Loop contains a call

to "QProjector<3>::DataSetDescriptor::

" opUi() const" that may have side

effects.

With link-time IPA, the compiler generates:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

"(double).rns135.".

The function
QProjector<3>::DataSetDescriptor::

operator unsigned int() const returns
an integer so there are no side effects. The

for(int

point =0;point <n_q_points ;++ point)

for(int k=0;k<n_shape_functions ;++k)

for(int i=0;i<dim;++i)

for(int j=0;j<dim ;++j)

data.contravariant [point ][i][j]

+=data.derivative(point+data_set ,k)[j]

*

data.mapping_support_points [k][i];

Listing 8: dealII loop (mapping q1.cc:511)

variable (double).rns135 does not show up
in the compiler’s listing files, and so it is
difficult for the programmer to know what is
causing a dependency.

To determine if the loop is paral-
lel, the programmer determines that
data.contravariant is a vector of dis-
joint 2-D Tensors, so there is no overlapping
of memory accesses; data.derivative()

returns an element from the array
shape derivatives, which is a vector of
1-D Tensors, so the function does not have
side effects and the memory accesses do
not overlap with data.contravariant; and
data.mapping support points is a vector of
3-D Points which does not overlap with any
other vectors. Hence, the loop can be run in
parallel.

Since the #pragma ibm guarantees are only
supported by the XL C compiler and this is a
C++ benchmark, the programmer has to use
OpenMP to parallelize the loop: #pragma omp

parallel for.

Another run-time parallel loop in dealII

can be found in mapping q.cc:1159,
shown in Listing 9. Without link-time
IPA, the compiler generates the report:

Loop cannot be automatically

parallelized. Loop contains a call to

"void "contract<int(3)>(Tensor<1,3>&,const

Tensor<1,3>&,const Tensor<2,3>&)" that may

have side effects.

With link-time IPA, the com-
piler generates the report:

Loop cannot be automatically parallelized.

A dependency is carried by variable

"(Tensor<1,3>).values[]@0.rns580.@6350".
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while (begin !=end)

contract (*( begin ++),

*(src ++) ,*(tensor ++));

Listing 9: dealII loop (mapping q.cc:1159)

The variable (Tensor<1,3>).values[]@0.

rns580.@6350 does not appear in the compiler
listing file, so it is difficult for the programmer
to find out what is blocking parallelization.

The variables begin, src are pointers/arrays
of 1-D tensors, end is one element past the end
of the begin array, and tensor is a C++ iter-
ator of a vector of 2-D tensors. The contract

function essentially multiplies elements of src

and tensor and stores the results in begin.
For the loop to be parallel, the arrays and
vectors cannot overlap, and contract cannot
have side effects that cause loop-carried depen-
dences. Since begin, end and src are param-
eters of the function, the programmer needs to
investigate the call sites to find out where these
pointers point to.

There are 22 instances in which the enclos-
ing virtual function could be potentially called,
and each time it is called, begin points to the
beginning of the array used in a C++ vector
implementation, end points to the end of that
array, and src points to the first element of a
different vector. tensor is a local pointer and
it points to a different C++ vector. Since vec-
tors cannot overlap, their arrays do not over-
lap, and the loop is parallel. The loop needs
to be normalized first, as shown in Listing 10,
and, because the more specific programmer
guarantees #pragma ibm’s are not supported
by XL C++, the loop needs to be parallelized
using OpenMP: #pragma omp parallel for.

Moreover, because the more specific pro-
grammer guarantees are not supported by the
XL C++ compiler, the compiler message can-
not be improved to help the programmer by
suggesting a guarantee.

XALANCBMK The benchmark
xalancbmk has a run-time parallel
loop in ValueStore.cpp:370, shown in
Listing 11, which XL C/C++ cannot
parallelize due to the function call to
fScanner->getValidator()->emitError:

int len = end - begin;

for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) {

contract (begin[i], src[i],

tensor[i]);

}

Listing 10: Normalized dealII loop
(mapping q.cc:1159)

Loop cannot be automatically

parallelized. Loop contains a call to

"xercesc 2 5::XMLValidator::"emitError(

xercesc 2 5::XMLValid::Codes,const unsigned

short*,const unsigned short*, const

unsigned short*,const unsigned short*)"

that may have side effects.

Not shown in the compiler report is that the
function call to fKeyValueStore->contains

is also blocking parallelization. The function
fValueTuples->elementAt does not cause
problems because it is inlined.

The function contains is where most of the
work of the loop is done. It essentially com-
pares every element of one array against all
the elements of a second array. The compari-
son function does not have loop-carried depen-
dences.

The function call to emitError, however,
does have side effects that cause loop-carried
dependences, such as incrementing the er-
ror count and generating the error messages.
These side effects, though, can happen in
any order, as long as only one invocation of
emitError runs at a time. For example, the fi-
nal error count will still be the same regardless
of the order of the emitError calls, and the
error messages will still all appear, although
they may be in different order, which is accept-
able. XL C/C++ currently does not have such
a guarantee to specify that a function can be
executed in any order as long as only one exe-
cutes at a time, but this can be emulated with
an OpenMP critical region, which ensures that
only one thread is executing the function re-
gardless of which thread goes first. Therefore,
this loop can be parallelized as shown in List-
ing 12.
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for (unsigned int i = 0; i < count;

i++) {

FieldValueMap * valueMap =

fValueTuples ->elementAt(i);

if(! fKeyValueStore ->contains(valueMap)

&& fDoReportError) {

fScanner ->getValidator ()->emitError(

XMLValid :: IC_KeyNotFound ,

fIdentityConstraint ->getElementName ()

);

}

}

Listing 11: xalancbmk loop
(ValueStore.cpp:370)

#pragma omp parallel for

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < count;

i++) {

FieldValueMap * valueMap =

fValueTuples ->elementAt(i);

if(! fKeyValueStore ->contains(valueMap)

&& fDoReportError) {

#pragma omp critical

fScanner ->getValidator ()->emitError(

XMLValid :: IC_KeyNotFound ,

fIdentityConstraint ->getElementName ()

);

}

}

Listing 12: Parallelized xalancbmk loop
(ValueStore.cpp:370)

5.4 Best-Effort Verification

Once programmer guarantees are used in a pro-
gram, they may become incorrect as the pro-
gram source code is changed. Incorrect guar-
antees lead to incorrect parallelization and in-
correct run-time results. To prevent this, pe-
riodic test runs with an instrumented version
of the program could be scheduled by the pro-
grammer, with instrumentation to verify that
the guarantees still hold. For the disjoint
pointer guarantee, the instrumentation would
consist of pointer comparisons. For the unique
array values guarantee, the instrumentation
would consist of loops that check the values’
uniqueness. For the function guarantees, in-
strumented memory accesses would check that
no global changes are made, or that if global
changes are made, they do not cause loop-
carried dependences. Note however that this is
only “best-effort” verification, in that unexer-

cised inconsistencies could remain undetected.

6 Performance

In this section we evaluate the performance
benefit of parallelizing the loop examples dis-
cussed in section 5. In particular, we compare
the speedup of the benchmark with the pro-
grammer guarantee versus the original bench-
mark, both compiled with XL C/C++ V10.1
using the most aggressive optimization level
(-O5, which includes loop optimizations, inter-
procedural optimizations, and whole-program
link-time optimizations), and automatic par-
allelization (-qsmp). This means that the
original benchmark, even though it does not
have programmer guarantees, will still have
other loops automatically parallelized by XL
C/C++ and is not just the sequential ver-
sion of the benchmark. By doing this, we are
evaluating the programmer guarantees against
the most aggressively-optimized automatically-
parallelized version of the benchmark.

Measurements were made using a quad-core
dual-SMT POWER5 1.9GHz processor with
31GB of RAM running AIX 6.1. The environ-
ment variable XLSMPOPTS=yields=0:spins=0

is set so that threads only busy-wait rather
than yielding or sleeping when waiting for
work, to improve overall performance. We run
each benchmark with 1, 2, 4, and 8 threads.

Max
Speedup

Loop Benchmark (threads)

lbm.c:186 lbm 2.51x (4)

fast algorithms.c:133 hmmer 0.85x (8)

cselib.c:231 gcc 1x (1-8)

path product.c:128 milc 1.08x (4)

path product.c:85 milc 1.10x (4)

mapping q1.cc:511 dealII 1x (1-8)

mapping q.cc:1159 dealII 0.97x (1)

ValueStore.cpp:370 xalancbmk 1.09x (4)

Table 3: Benchmark speedups after specifying
programmer guarantees compared to the origi-
nal benchmark, both using the most aggressive
optimization level and automatic paralleliza-
tion.

Table 3 shows the maximum speedup of each
benchmark and the corresponding number of
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threads. Most benchmarks peak at 4 threads
as expected because the machine has only 4
physical cores—the second 4 additional threads
are supported via simultaneous multithread-
ing which cannot provide as much performance
as physical cores. The following examines the
findings for each benchmark.

lbm This is the only benchmark with signif-
icant speedup because the key loop takes up
99% of the program run-time, and each loop
instance has plenty of work with 1,300,000 iter-
ations and a large loop body. The benchmark
achieves 2.5x speedup with 4 threads. Note
that the newer version XL C/C++ V11.1 is in-
deed now able to automatically parallelize this
loop using a run-time check, and achieves the
same speedup.

hmmer This benchmark experiences a 20%
slow-down, even though the loop covers 72% of
the program run-time. The slow-down is likely
due to the thread overhead not offset by the
low iteration-count (100 or 300 depending on
the input file used), and small iterations.

gcc The examined loop in gcc does not ex-
perience any speedup because it does not have
many iterations (ranges from 0 to 2,767 itera-
tions, but a low average of 5.9), and performs
only a small amount of work per iteration (only
one assignment). It does not slow down the
benchmark because the loop only covers 0.01%
of the run-time.

milc The two loops in milc, path product:85

and path product:128, have a slight speedup
of 1.10x and 1.08x respectively with 4 threads
because each loop covers 10% of the run-time,
and they have plenty of work in more than
1,000 instances and 160,000 iterations each.

dealII The loop at mapping q1.cc:511 does
not experience any speedup because it does not
have enough work in its 12 iterations, but it
does not slow-down either because it has just
enough work in its four levels of loop nestings
(12 x 19 x 3 x 3 iterations from outermost to
innermost loop) to balance out the thread over-
head. The dealII loop at mapping q.cc:1159

experiences a slow-down, to a maximum of 39%
with 8 threads, because its 17 iterations have
very little work—the contract function has a

double-nested loop of only 3 x 3 iterations.

xalancbmk This benchmark has a speedup of
1.09x because there is enough work in its 11 in-
vocations and 11678 iterations per invocation
to offset the thread overhead. Also, there are
no errors encountered in the benchmark’s in-
put files, so the OpenMP critical region is never
executed and there is no synchronization over-
head.

Summary While the XL C/C++ auto-
parallelizer does not leave behind much par-
allelism in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark
suite, this study still identified a number of
interesting loops (namely in lbm, milc and
xalancbmk), that can be parallelized with
programmer guarantees and obtain a speedup.

7 Conclusions

Automatic parallelizing compilers have im-
proved considerably and can parallelize many
types of loops. However, there are still
many loops that they cannot handle, such as
ones with pointers, complex and heap-based
data structures, array indirection, and function
calls. We use the DProf dependence profiler to
analyze the parallelism available in the SPEC
CPU2006 benchmark suite that is missed by
XL C/C++ V10.1, and found that there are
opportunities for using programmer guarantees
to parallelize the benchmarks.

Programmer guarantees have many advan-
tages, but they are difficult to use and are
currently limited to use by advanced program-
mers. We suggest that programmer guarantees
be made easier to use by utilizing tools such
as loop profilers and dependence profilers to
help narrow the selection of loops that the pro-
grammer should focus on, and by the compiler
providing more specific information about the
ambiguity that is blocking parallelization, and
even by suggesting a corresponding guarantee
that the programmer could make to alleviate
the blockage and permit parallelization. We
show that we can use programmer guarantees
on SPEC CPU2006 loops and obtain a 1.08x,
1.09x, 1.10x and 2.5x speedup in four cases.
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Abstract

On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) has be-
come one of the most powerful and prominent
technologies for knowledge discovery in VLDB
(Very Large Database) environments. Central
to the OLAP paradigm is the data cube, a
multi-dimensional hierarchy of aggregate val-
ues that provides a rich analytical model for de-
cision support. Various sequential algorithms
for the efficient generation of the data cube
have appeared in the literature. However,
given the size of contemporary data warehous-
ing repositories, multi-processor solutions are
crucial for the massive computational demands
of current and future OLAP systems.

In this paper we discuss the development of
MCMD-CUBE , a new parallel data cube con-
struction method for multi-core processors with
multiple disks. We present experimental re-
sults for a Sandy Bridge multi-core processor
with four parallel disks. Our experiments indi-
cate that MCMD-CUBE achieves very close to
linear speedup. A critical part of our MCMD-
CUBE method is parallel sorting. We devel-
oped a new parallel sorting method termed
MCMD-SORT for multi-core processors with
multiple disks which significantly outperforms
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the best previous method (PMSTXXL).

1 Introduction

While database and data management systems
have always played a vital role in the growth
and success of corporate organizations, changes
to the economy over the past decade have even
further increased their significance. To keep
pace, IT departments began to exploit rich new
tools and paradigms for processing the wealth
of data and information generated on their be-
half. Along with relational databases, the ven-
erable cornerstone of corporate data manage-
ment, knowledge workers and business strate-
gists now look to advanced analytical tools in
the hope of obtaining a competitive edge. This
class of applications comprises what are known
as Decision Support Systems (DSS). They are
designed to empower the user with the ability
to make effective decisions regarding both the
current and future state of an organization. To
do so, the DSS must not only encapsulate static
information, but it must also allow for the ex-
traction of patterns and trends that would not
be immediately obvious. Users must be able to
visualize the relationships between such things
as customers, vendors, products, inventory, ge-
ography, and sales. Moreover, they must un-
derstand these relationships in a chronological
context, since it is the time element that ulti-
mately gives meaning to the observations that
are formed.
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One of the most powerful and prominent
technologies for knowledge discovery in DSS
environments is On-line Analytical Process-
ing (OLAP). OLAP is the foundation for a
wide range of essential business applications,
including sales and marketing analysis, plan-
ning, budgeting, and performance measure-
ment [10, 14]. The processing logic associated
with this form of analysis is encapsulated in
what is known as the OLAP server. By ex-
ploiting multi-dimensional views of the under-
lying data warehouse, the OLAP server allows
users to “drill down” or “roll up” on hierar-
chies, “slice and dice” particular attributes, or
perform various statistical operations such as
ranking and forecasting. Figure 1 illustrates
the basic model where the OLAP server repre-
sents the interface between the data warehouse
proper and the reporting and display applica-
tions available to end users.

Data MiningAnalysisQuery Reports

Olap ServerOlap Server

Meta Data Repository

Monitoring
Administration

Operational Databases

Data Warehouse

Data Marts

External Sources

Extract
Clean

Transform
Load

Refresh

Output

Front−End Tools

Olap Engines

Data Storage

Data Cleaning
and

Integration

Figure 1: The three-tiered OLAP model.

To support this functionality, OLAP relies
heavily upon a data model known as the data
cube [9, 11]. Conceptually, the data cube al-
lows users to view organizational data from dif-
ferent perspectives and at a variety of sum-
marization levels. It consists of the base
cuboid, the finest granularity view containing
the full complement of d dimensions (or at-
tributes), surrounded by a collection of 2d − 1
sub-cubes/cuboids that represent the aggrega-
tion of the base cuboid along one or more di-

mensions. Figure 2 illustrates a small four-
dimensional data cube that might be associ-
ated with the automotive industry. In addition
to the base cuboid, one can see a number of
various planes and points that represent aggre-
gation at coarser granularity. Note that each
cell in the cube structure corresponds to one or
more measure attributes (e.g. Total Sales).

Red

White

Blue

By Make & Colour

By Colour

By Make

1993

1990
1991

1992

Chevy
Ford

By Year

By Colour 
& Year

By Make &
Year

Figure 2: A three dimensional data cube for
automobile sales data.

Typically, the collection of cuboids is repre-
sented as a lattice [11] of height d + 1. Start-
ing with the base cuboid — containing the
full complement of dimensions — the lattice
branches out by connecting every parent node
with the set of child nodes/views that can be
derived from its dimension list. In general,
a parent containing k dimensions can be con-
nected to k views at the next level in the lattice
(see Figure 3).

In principle, no special operators or SQL ex-
tensions are required to take a raw data set,
composed of detailed transaction-level records,
and turn it into a data structure, or group
of structures, capable of supporting subject-
oriented analysis. Rather, the SQL group-
by and union operators can be used in con-
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Figure 3: The lattice corresponding to a four
dimensional data cube with dimensions A, B,
C and D.

junction with 2d sorts of the raw data set to
produce all cuboids. However, such an ap-
proach would be both tedious to program and
immensely inefficient, given the obvious inter-
relationships between the various views. Con-
sequently, in 1995, the data cube operator (an
SQL syntactical extension) was proposed by
Gray et al. [9] as a means of simplifying
the process of data cube construction. Sub-
sequent to the publication of the seminal data
cube paper, a number of independent research
projects began to focus on designing efficient al-
gorithms for the computation of the data cube
[4, 6, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23].
The algorithms can be divided into top-down
and bottom-up approaches. In the former case,
we first compute the parent cuboids and then
utilize these aggregated views to efficiently
compute the children. Various techniques have
been employed for this purpose, including those
based on sorting, hashing, and the manipula-
tion of in-memory arrays [4, 17, 23]. In all
cases, the goal is to generate coarse granu-

larity tables from views that have previously
been aggregated at a finer level of granularity.
In contrast, bottom-up computation seeks to
first partition the data set on single attributes
[6, 15]. Within each partition, we recursively
aggregate at finer levels of granularity until
we reach the point where no more aggregation
is possible/necessary. Bottom-up algorithms
tend to favor views with a larger number of
dimensions.

In practice, materialized data cubes can be
massive. It is therefore unlikely that single pro-
cessor platforms can handle the massive size of
future decision support systems. To support
very large data cubes, parallel processing can
provide two key ingredients: increased compu-
tational power through multiple processors and
increased I/O bandwidth through multiple par-
allel disks.

Recently, multi-core processors have gained
wide acceptance and are now present in nearly
all computer systems. This raises an interest-
ing new problem of developing parallel data
cube construction methods for such architec-
tures. In this paper we discuss the develop-
ment of MCMD-CUBE , a new parallel data
cube construction method for multi-core pro-
cessors with multiple disks. We present experi-
mental results for a ”Sandy Bridge” multi-core
processor with four parallel disks. Our exper-
iments indicate that MCMD-CUBE achieves
very close to linear speedup. Our parallel data
cube construction method is based on the clas-
sical Pipesort [17] which decomposes the lat-
tice into a sequence of chains called pipes, and
computes the views in each chain through one
external memory sort. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of our MCMD-CUBE methods depends
critically on parallel external memory sorting.
At the core of our MCMD-CUBE method a
new parallel sorting method termed MCMD-
SORT for multi-core processors with multiple
disks which significantly outperforms previous
methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In the following Section 2, we outline
our new parallel sorting method MCMD-SORT
for multi-core processors with multiple disks.
In Section 3, we present our new parallel data
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cube construction method MCMD-CUBE for
multi-core processors with multiple disks. Sec-
tion 4 concludes our paper.

2 Parallel sorting on multi-

core processors with mul-

tiple disks

As discussed above, the performance of our
MCMD-CUBE data cube computation method
depends crucially on parallel external memory
sorting. In this section we present an out-
line of our MCMD-SORT algorithm for multi-
core processors with multiple disks. Consider
a multi-core processors with p cores, M local
memory and p disks. We assume a fact table
of N data items distributed over those p disks.

2.1 MCMD-MERGE algorithm

Our MCMD-SORT algorithm is based on a
method MCMD-MERGE for merging multiple
sorted sequences stored on the p disks which is
illustrated in Figure 4. For p disk/processor
pairs, each disk contains n sorted sequences
S1, ..., Sn. The goal is to merge all these sorted
sequences into one sorted list L stored on the
p disks such that each disk stores 1/p-th of L.
Our MCMD-MERGE method is based on an
adaptation of deterministic sample sort [19].
As illustrated in Figure 4, each processor/disk
pair first independently and in parallel merges
its sorted sequences S1, ..., Sn, resulting in p
sorted sequences P1, ..., Pp, one on each disk.
From each sequence Pi we select p equidistant
local samplers, collect all p2 local samplers in
main memory, sort the p2 local samplers, and
then select p global samplers from the sorted
sequence. As shown in [19], these p global sam-
plers define p well balanced buckets. Each of
the p processors now selects the items in its
bucket from the p disks and merges them into
one sorted file on its disk. The entire MCMD-
MERGE procedure can be implemented with
two reads and two writes of the entire data set
from/to the p disks.

2.2 MCMD-SORT algorithm

We now proceed with an outline of ourMCMD-
SORT algorithm. The algorithm proceeds in
several stages and is illustrated in Figure 5. We
first split the input into N/M blocks of size M ,
load each block into main memory, sort it us-
ing in memory multi-core QuickSort, and write
it back to the respective disk. We then select
N1/2 samples from each block. Here we assume
that the total number of samples, N1/2 N

M
, is

at most M which implies that N < M3/2. If
N > M3/2, then we will apply an outer level
recursion as discussed below. The at most M
samples are loaded into main memory, sorted
using in memory multi-core QuickSort, and
then M1/2 equidistant global samples are se-
lected. These M1/2 global samples define M1/2

buckets of data consisting of N/M pieces of
blocks (sub-buckets). For each bucket, we take
the N/M sub-buckets and apply our MCMD-
MERGE method outlined in Section 2.1.
If N > M3/2, then we apply an outer level

recursion as illustrated in Figure 6. The entire
dataset is partitioned into N1/3 sublists of size
N2/3 and we recurse on each sublist. It is easy
to see that the algorithm will not need to re-
curse for most conceivable cases. For example,
for a memory size M = 2GB holding 256 mil-
lion data item, no recursion is required for up
to N = 32 TB of data.

2.3 MCMD-SORT performance

analysis

We compared the performance of our MCMD-
SORT method with the performance of the
best currently available multi-core/multi-disk
external memory sort (PMSTXXL-SORT)
which is part of the PMSTXXL library [1, 3,
2, 5, 7, 8]. More precisely, we implemented our
MCMD-SORT method in C++ and OpenMP,
downloaded PMSTXXL-SORT, and compared
their performance on a machine with a Sandy
Bridge multi-core processor, 16GB of main
memory and four parallel disks. In the fol-
lowing, we will first show some more detailed
performance data for our MCMD-SORT im-
plementation and then show the results of our
comparison with PMSTXXL-SORT.
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Figure 7 shows MCMD-SORT runtime as a
function of the number of processors and par-
allel disks. Note that this is a log-log curve.
The straight line indicates that MCMD-SORT
shows a very close to linear speedup. Figure 8
shows MCMD-SORT runtime as a function
of data size (again log-log curve). Here, the
straight line indicates a very close to linear per-
formance as data size increases. The main con-
tributing factor is that, since we do not need to
recurse, the number of reads and writes of the
entire data to/from the parallel disks is fixed,
and independent of data size. Figure 9 shows
MCMD-SORT runtime as a function of main
memory size. We observe the performance im-
provements as main memory size increases.
Figure 10 shows a runtime comparison be-

tween MCMD-SORT and PMSTXXL-SORT.
The upper red curve shows the runtime of
PMSTXXL-SORT and the lower blue curve
shows the runtime of MCMD-SORT , as a func-
tion of data size. Figure 10 illustrates that the
difference in performance between PMSTXXL-
SORT and MCMD-SORT is dramatically in-
creasing with growing data size. For a data
size of 128 GB, MCMD-SORT is more than
30% faster than PMSTXXL-SORT. For a data
size of 128 GB, the difference is so large that we
can run MCMD-SORT in 28K seconds but are
unable to run PMSTXXL-SORT in any reason-
able amount of time.

Figure 4: Illustration of our MCMD-MERGE
algorithm.

Figure 5: Illustration of our MCMD-SORT al-
gorithm.

Figure 6: Illustration of MCMD-SORT recur-
sion.

Figure 7: MCMD-SORT runtime as a function
of number of processors and parallel disks (log-
log curve).

Figure 8: MCMD-SORT runtime as a function
of data size (log-log curve).
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Figure 9: MCMD-SORT runtime as a function
of main memory size.

Figure 10: Runtime comparison between
MCMD-SORT and PMSTXXL-SORT (up-
per red curve: PMSTXXL-SORT; lower blue
curve: MCMD-SORT )

3 Parallel data cube con-

struction on multi-core

processors with multiple

disks

We now turn our attention towards using
our MCMD-MERGE algorithm for parallel
data cube construction on multi-core proces-
sors with multiple disks. Our method is based
on the classical sequential Pipesort [17] algo-
rithm which decomposes the lattice into a se-
quence of chains called pipes. Figure 11 illus-
trates the Pipesort algorithm. Given e.g. a
five-dimensional fact table with dimensions A,
B, C, D, E, the Pipesort algorithm partitions

the lattice into sequences of views, called pipes,
that share the same prefix. For example, Fig-
ure 11, one such pipe is ABCDE-ABCD-ABC-
AB-A. The full set of pipes in Figure 11 is as
follows:

1. ABCDE-ABCD-ABC-AB-A

2. BCEA-BCE-BC-B

3. CDEA-CDE-CD-C

4. DEAB-DEA-DE-D

5. EBDC-EBD-EB-E

6. ADB-AD

7. BDC-BD

8. AEB-AE

9. CEA-CE

10. ACD-AC

For each pipe, the respective views are cre-
ated by a single sort that creates the first
(largest) view of the pipe. The remaining views
are then a result of a simple linear scan through
the same data because these views are a pre-
fix of the first (largest) view. In fact, the linear
scan can be integrated into the sort. Therefore,
on a multi-core processor with multiple disks,
all views in one pipe can be computed with one
single run of our MCMD-SORT algorithm. For
the example shown in Figure 11, our MCMD-
CUBE algorithm for building the entire data
cube consists of 10 runs of our MCMD-SORT
algorithm.

Figure 12 shows the MCMD-CUBE runtime
as a function of the number of processors and
parallel disks. Note that this is a log-log curve.
The nearly straight line indicates that MCMD-
SORT shows a very close to linear speedup.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented MCMD-CUBE , a
new parallel data cube construction method for
multi-core processors with multiple disks and
showed experimental results for a Sandy Bridge
multi-core processor with four parallel disks.
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Figure 11: Illustration of the Pipesort algo-
rithm.

Figure 12: MCMD-CUBE runtime as a func-
tion of number of processors and parallel disks
(log-log curve).

Our experiments indicate that MCMD-CUBE
achieves very close to linear speedup. A critical
part of our MCMD-CUBE method is parallel
sorting. We developed MCMD-SORT , a new
parallel sorting method for multi-core proces-
sors with multiple disks. Our experiments show
that MCMD-SORT significantly outperforms
PMSTXXL-SORT, the best previous parallel
sorting method for multi-core processors with
multiple disks.
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Abstract 
Processing data related to business intelligence is 
an ever important and complex task set. One 
approach to answering multi-faceted analytical 
queries quickly is online analytical processing, or 
OLAP. OLAP allows for quick query response 
times thanks to its use of n-dimensional models 
referred to as OLAP cubes. As with all data laden 
systems, OLAP systems are dealing with ever-
increasing dimensionality of the data cube while 
expecting system responsiveness to be maintained. 
As queries become more complex and the 
dimensionality of the cube grows ever larger, run-
time required to aggregate queries increases. To 
coalesce these requirements, without impacting 
the apparent dimensionality of the cube, an agile 
method for reporting must be found.  
In this paper we propose a task-scheduling 
algorithm for GPU accelerated OLAP systems. 
This scheduling algorithm looks to balance the 
GPU and CPU load to meet a minimally 
acceptable completion time for OLAP queries. A 
partial in memory cube is formed using highest-
level general queries. To ensure fast response time 
of aggregations, the cube is restricted in 
dimensionality. If a query requires data outside of 
the dimensional cube, or the time to search the 
cube is greater than the time to execute a raw 
aggregation, the task is scheduled on the GPU for 
processing. Our evaluation of the heterogeneous 
task scheduler shows a performance increase of 
8.5x over a CPU only OLAP system. 

                                                           
Copyright  2011 The George Washington University. 
Permission to copy is hereby granted provided the 
original copyright notice is reproduced in copies made. 

1 Introduction 
Effective data analysis has become an ever-
increasing requirement of corporate success. With 
data now being generated for every aspect of 
business the amount of data to collect, manage, 
and analyze has become overwhelming. On-line 
Analytical Processing (OLAP), online in 
reference to near real-time return of requested 
information, is utilized to address the limitations 
of representing and analyzing data in a database. 
It provides techniques in identifying, extracting, 
and analyzing data while at the same time it is 
capable of manipulating and analyzing data from 
multiple perspectives. OLAP tasking is highly 
interactive and response time is critical. 

The fundamental structure of OLAP is a data 
cube. The data cube allows views of organized 
data from different perspectives and at a variety of 
levels. The individual cells of a cube contain data 
related to elements along each of its dimensions. 
This data is based on aggregations from fact 
tables. Each cell may be of a different granularity 
and/or based on different dimensions.  The 
number of aggregations required is determined by 
every possible combination of the dimension 
granularity. An aggregation operation can include, 
but is not limited to, count, sum, average, 
maximum, or minimum, and may be augmented 
with assigned weighting.  

The ability to effectively analyze and quickly 
view this amount of data exceeds the processing 
power of today’s fastest homogenous computers. 
Even with advanced multi-node architectures, the 
response time and cost surpass reasonability. The 
homogenous computational parallelization of the 
data cube has been widely explored. While the 
application of node heterogeneous tasking and its 
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application to OLAP is still a rich area for 
research. 

Graphics processing units (GPUs), as 
acceleration units for parallel processing, are a hot 
topic for research. While previous work [6] relied 
on exploitation of native hardware structures and 
special instructions, the field has evolved. Current 
GPU architecture from NVIDIA provides for 
native single instruction multiple data (SIMD) 
instructions and simple programming in C/C++ 
using their compute unified device architecture 
(CUDA). NVIDIA’s latest software enables a 
unified system and GPU memory pointer access 
and arithmetic. Their latest hardware, FERMI, 
allows for concurrent thread execution.  

This paper explores the use of task 
scheduling OLAP queries utilizing CPUs and 
NVIDIA’s Fermi GPU architecture. The main 
contribution is to the task scheduling and data 
cube location and formation. The work builds on 
previously establish work in aggregation [19, 13], 
GPU processing [9], and scheduling [2]. Section 2 
presents related work. Section 3 describes our 
approach to accelerating OLAP on the GPU. 
Section 4 provides the performance evaluation. 
Finally, Section 5 provides our conclusions. 

2 Related Work 
In this section, we highlight related research in 
OLAP algorithms, parallel aggregation, 
heterogeneous processing, and task scheduling. 

2.1 OLAP Cube Algorithms 
There is a large body of established work on the 
sequential computation of the OLAP data cube. 
The algorithms can be classified into three 
categories: top down, bottom up, and array-based. 

The PipeSort algorithm [1] is an example of a 
top down approach. This works from fine 
granularity views to coarse granularity. It was first 
developed for standard relational tables. Its end 
goal is to establish the minimum cost spanning 
tree from the lattice. The PipeSort can be 
described as seeing the sort orders for group-bys 
at successive levels, starting from the bottom of 
the tree and working up. 

The bottom up computation algorithm was 
developed to address the cost of additional cube 
dimensions. When the data cube doubles in size, 
the data often-becoming sparse, thus yielding 
longer sort times. The bottom up algorithm 

aggregates and sorts based on a single dimension. 
It recursively partitions the current results to 
aggregate at successively finer degrees of 
granularity. 

Array-based algorithms [19] arrange data into 
consecutive vectors of a given size. The algorithm 
uses the structure of the cube to support 
aggregation operations, eliminating sorting. This 
leads to cuboid aggregation in sections without 
complete transversal of the data set. The end 
product of the algorithm is a minimum memory-
spanning tree. 

2.2 Parallel Cube Aggregation 
Zhao, Deshpande and Naughton [19] describe the 
array-based algorithm for computing the Cube for 
Multidimensional OLAP systems. They utilize the 
work first proposed by Sarawagi and Stonebraker 
[13]. An n-dimensional array is chunked into 
smaller n-dimensional chunks and each is stored 
on disk. The array chunk should correspond to the 
blocking size of the disk and all blocks should be 
the same size. Zhao and Deshpande take the 
blocks one step further and compress arrays that 
have less then 40% of the array cells having 
values. They use a chunk-offset compression. For 
each valid array entry a pair is stored (offset in 
chunk, data). This offset in chunk is integer 
computed as the position relative to the start of 
the chunk. Metadata is used to hold the length of 
the chunk and stored at the beginning of the 
chunk data file. The algorithm takes the chunks 
and creates a tuple to make the aggregations. The 
tuple is the chunk number, offset, and data 
element. Tuples are grouped into buckets in 
memory according to the chunk number. Once all 
are assigned to buckets, the algorithm constructs 
array chunks from the buckets and compresses if 
needed and writes to disk. They design an 
algorithm that first constructs the minimum size-
spanning tree for the group-bys of a cube. Then it 
can compute any group-by of a cube from its 
parent assuming it has a minimum size. Each 
chunk is read along the dimension and aggregates 
each chunk into smaller chunks. The advanced 
algorithm overlaps computations of different 
group-bys avoiding the multiple scans required by 
a naïve algorithm. For example, an n-dimensional 
array contains multiple group-bys of 2n one for 
each subset of the dimensions.  

Liang and Orlowska [10] propose four 
different algorithms for parallelizing aggregations 
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of multidimensional cube creation. The first is a 
naïve parallel algorithm that consists of two 
phases. In the first phase each processor computes 
a fragment of the relation table having  attributes 
and tuples. The second phase merges the data 
cube fragments to form the original data cube 
through rounds of parallel merging. The second 
algorithm is a parallelization and expansion of 
“the smallest parent method” [5] through 
scheduling for the cube computation by 
establishing an estimated cost tree. The algorithm 
computes the cube through building a search 
lattice. Each directed edge in the lattice is 
assigned a weight representing the computational 
cost of a node from a parent. The product is a 
directed minimum weighted spanning tree in the 
lattice. The weighted sum of the edges in the tree 
represents the minimum total operation for the 
cube computation. The third algorithm, a 
matching-based algorithm, yields accurate size 
estimation at each node [14]. Proceeding layer by 
layer it looks for the best method of computing 
the nodes at the next lower level from the current 
layer. This results in an expansion of the original 
algorithm that accounts for processor/node 
allocation costs for multiple trees or subset of 
trees used to in the computation. The final 
algorithm is a hybrid parallel algorithm that 
combines the smallest parent method and the 
matching-base algorithm. This algorithm 
partitions the data into several sub graphs 
horizontally. The algorithm assumes that the 
computation for all nodes and their sizes at the 
current level is known. Every node at a 
subsequent level uses this information and its size 
to estimate the size of the nodes reachable from 
the known node. The algorithm finds a directed 
minimum spanning forest of a weighted graph, 
and allocates tasking according to their weights. 
Finally, it utilizes algorithm to compute the nodes 
in each sub tree independently by using the 
processors allocated to it. 

Our work looks to exploit the chuck array 
modifications to the Sarawagi and Stonbraker 
original data partitioning method. It is then 
extended to use through GPU acceleration and 
storage. 

2.3 Heterogeneous Computing 
General-purpose computing on graphics 
processing units has gained in popularity. This is 

driven by the extreme parallel computational 
access at an extremely low cost. 

Using a GPU as co-processing unit for 
database operations was first examined by 
Govindaraju, Lloyd, Wang, Lin, and Manocha [6]. 
Govindaraju, et al, present a series of instruction 
optimizations that at the time exploited the native 
texture based units in GPUs. As a general SIMD 
instruction programming model had yet to be 
developed. Their results have been surpassed by 
the release of subsequent hardware advances and 
CUDA SDK advances. Govindaraju, Lloyd, 
Wang, Lin and Manocha do present a series of 
still relevant methods for dealing with SQL 
queries, predicates, and Boolean combinations. 
They assume that simple predicates can be 
evaluated via a depth test and a stencil test. More 
complex predicates are evaluated by 
transformation into semi-linear queries. Boolean 
combinations become combinations of simple 
predicates and logical operators. They exploit the 
stencil buffer and texture used repeatedly for 
evaluating operations. 

Kaczamrski [8] presents two different 
parallel algorithms for CPU and GPU Cube 
creation. The most prevalent point to this work is 
the clear understanding of the removal of memory 
bank conflicts when accessing cube intersections. 
In the worst case it is seen that a naïve GPU 
solutions is 20x slower than a CPU solution. 
Simplifying data access points per thread to a 
single location will alleviate conflicts. Allowing 
all threads to complete independently. Pre-sorting 
the data enables all inputs needed for a single 
cube intersections calculation lay together. The 
end result is a an algorithm that a single thread 
reads two data records, n and n-1, and calculates 
the cube intersections for them. The algorithm 
exploits the localization of data by having the 
beginning and end points of all the sequences for 
a data set. One down side to this algorithm is the 
waste of global memory bandwidth due to 
redundant reads of neighboring data input records. 
The author suggests using a thread block’s shared 
memory as a short-term cache for global memory 
reads. 

Lauer, Datta, Khadikov, and Anselm [9] 
present the latest OLAP and GPU research to date. 
Here, the authors approach aggregation with 
multiple weighted aggregations. They combine a 
parallel “brute-force” scan of the fact table and 
parallel techniques of aggregations. This is broken 
into a series of 4 steps: preprocessing on the CPU, 
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Parallel Table Scan on GPU, parallel reduction on 
the GPU, and Final Aggregation and Post 
processing on CPU. The preprocessing on the 
CPU begins by breaking down the coordinates of 
the requested aggregated cell. This break down 
produces a tuple of tuples containing, a tuple of 
ranges, a tuple of weights, a tuple of integers. 
Where the r1j is the jth range in dimension  and 

 is the number of ranges in dimension i. A 
range 	 	 ,  is an interval of base elements 
in one dimension, all of which enter the 
aggregation with the same weight. In the second 
step, the parallel table scan, on GPU occurs after 
the query parameters, produced by the CPU 
preprocessor, have been copied to the GPU 
memory. The data is arranged in a 1-D grid 
consisting of b blocks and t threads. The grid of 
threads moves the table in steps of the grid size. 
The thread decodes the coordinate and checks to 
see if the tuple contains a value in the given range. 
If it is, the weight assigned to that range is 
multiplied to the variable weighting (starting at 
1.0) and the next dimension is checked. If not, the 
thread is finished for the position of the grid, as it 
is not part of the aggregation. When successful for 
all dimensions, the thread reads the value from 
global memory, multiplies it with combined 
weight and adds the product to a variable storing 
the thread’s intermediate value. Step 3 is parallel 
reduction on the GPU. Here each thread block 
conducts a parallel reduction of its own threads’ 
intermediate value. The final result is one 
aggregated value written to a pre-allocated array 
in global memory. The final step is a final 
aggregation and post processing on the CPU. Due 
to the small number of intermediate values the 
reduction will not efficiently utilize the GPU so it 
is preformed on the CPU.  

2.4 Task Scheduling 
Task scheduling as it pertains to this body of work 
can be encompassed as a reconfigurable 
computing task. Here the scheduler must account 
with resource utilization, throughput, computation 
time, memory access time, IO bottlenecks and 
processor speed. The technique used to schedule 
may be static or dynamic.  

The linear programming technique presented 
by Praskash [12] and the iterative search 
algorithm by Yen [17] yield quality solutions at 
the cost of increased solutions search time. Yen’s 
algorithm utilizes a sensitivity-based search and 

reduces the number of steps over Prakash’s. 
Moving current processing sub tasking to new 
processing elements as needed accomplishes the 
reduced number of steps. Yen’s algorithm 
generates a displacement vector from the target 
solution using weighting functions. These 
functions measure the amount of changes caused 
by the move. The process is executed iteratively 
across all processing elements, PE. The PE with 
the highest sensitivity is chosen for execution.  

Critical path reduction based schedulers, 
algorithms utilizing genetic algorithms [4] and 
clustering techniques [7], provide speedups over 
exhaustive searches without sacrificing quality of 
solution. Hou’s [7] clustering technique looks to 
quickly discover an optimal schedule. Given a 
period, edge, task vertex, data volume, task 
execution time, data transmission speed, and more, 
the computation cost and the communication cost 
are calculated. This is accomplished through 
clustering of tasks to the same PE to reduce 
communications overhead. Scheduling is based on 
delay sensitivity after borders of cluster tasking 
has been adjusted to minimize delay.  

Oh’s bias-based scheduling algorithm [11] 
looks to execute iterative searches to minimize the 
penalty in scheduling tasks. The best possible 
execution time of a task is calculated on a given 
PE when optimally scheduled or the best 
imaginary level (BIL). The BIL is adjusted to 
account for PE availability for execution or the 
best imaginary makespan (BIM). Task priorities 
are assigned based on BIM. Oh’s algorithm uses 
the BIM and BIL to restrict the number of PEs the 
schedule must iterative over, reducing time-to-
schedule. 

Fast heuristic co-scheduling algorithms, from 
the heterogeneous computing arena, such as 
minimal execution time and minimal completion 
time are utilized for the fast scheduling. Minimal 
execution time (MET) [15] algorithms use 
iterative search methods to discover and assign 
tasks that result in minimal execution time. It 
ignores the load, communication overhead and 
other constraints and schedules tasking. This 
works well on systems with small workloads or 
with larger intervals between task submissions. 
The Minimal completion time (MCT) [2] utilizes 
an interactive search to sort data independent 
tasks according to their minimal completion time. 
Like the MET, the MCT ignores constraints and 
assigns the shortest task to the next available 
execution unit. 
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3 GPU Acceleration of 
OLAP Algorithms 

3.1 System Description 
Our proposed system uses two resources to 
minimize the query response time. The first 
resource is CPU and the main system memory. 
The main memory stores a partial OLAP cube. 
The CPU performs the aggregations on the main 
memory cube. The second resource is GPU 
accelerator and it’s smaller but faster global 
memory (when compared to main memory).  

Our test system is configured as follows. The 
main memory is configured with dual channel 94 
GB of DDR3; the GPU used is a NVIDIA Tesla® 
C2070 [16] with 6GB. The main processor is an 
Intel® Xeon® X5667. The theoretical memory 
bandwidth of Intel® Xeon® X5667 is 32 GB/s 
while the Tesla® C2070 is 144 GB/s. 

In this approach the GPU accelerator 
performs two main tasks:  

 build the cube from raw data in form of 
table stored in GPU memory, 

 execute queries that: 
o cannot be answered by CPU 

based aggregation on partial 
cube, 

o CPU based aggregation is 
slower than GPU processing. 

 
In the rest of the paper the performance of 

aggregation function that calculates the sum of all 
requested elements is studied.  

The aggregation process in CPU is limited by 
two factors: memory size and memory bandwidth. 
The main memory size is limited in reference to 
its ability to store the entire cube at the highest 
resolution in the memory. Only a data cube with 
limited resolution can be pre-calculated and stored. 
This resolution level is shown in Figure 1 as level 
M. 

 

 Figure 1: Cube resolution and cube size.  

The second limitation is caused by main 
memory bandwidth, which limits the speed of the 
CPU aggregation. As the size of the cube grows, 
the time required to search the cube grows as well. 
At a given dimension, time required searching the 
partial cube from CPU and a time to process raw 
data in GPU memory reach equilibrium. This 
level is shown in Figure 1 as level G. 

3.2 Performance Estimation for 
CPU Based Aggregation  

From a performance point of view, all cubes with 
resolution lower than level G should be pre-
calculated and stored in the main memory. Any 
CPU aggregation that uses these cubes is faster 
than GPU aggregations. The CPU aggregation on 
cubes between level G and level M is faster if a 
part of the cube, or sub-cube, is processed and the 
size of the sub-cuboid is smaller than cube at level 
G (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 2: Area of limited search in the case of a 
three-dimensional cube 

The size of the sub-cube and the level K of 
the cube can be extracted directly from the query. 
Suppose the system works with N dimensional 
cube, then the query Q that exploits all the 
dimensions is formulated as: 
 

, , , … , , , , … , , , , 
 
where  , ,  is the filtration condition in L-

th dimension, 
 for each condition: f is from; t is to and l 

is level. 
 
The level K of the cube that needs to be processed 
to answer the query is defined as the minimum 
level that is required by all conditions in query Q: 
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min , , … , , … , . 
 

If level K is lower than level M (see Figure 1) 
then the required cube is not pre-calculated. The 
query must be processed by GPU. The total 
number of elements E in the cube that needs to be 
accessed by an aggregation function to process 
the query Q is based on parameters f and t is all 
dimensions: 
 

. 

 
The value E is used by the scheduling 

algorithm to estimate the processing time  of 
the query if processed on CPU: 
 

∙  
 
where   is performance function for 

CPU aggregation. 
 

In this work the CPU aggregation is 
implemented as single threaded and therefore is 
limited to a single CPU core. This limitation 
reduces the performance and it is object of our 
future research. 

3.3 Performance Estimation for 
GPU Query Processing 

The fact table is stored in the GPU global memory. 
This memory has a very high bandwidth when 
using column based access pattern. For this 
application the memory structure that allows 
maximum performance is 1D array in which all 
columns of the table are stored one after another.  
 

 

Figure 3: Raw data organization in the GPU 
memory 

The column-wise organization allows 
consecutive threads to access data in one column 
in parallel and maximizing the GPU performance 
(see Figure 3). The same thread accesses the data 

in the same row in sequential manner minimizing 
bank access conflicts. 

The processing performance of the GPU is 
limited by amount of data fetched from global 
memory. The fastest response from the GPU 
would be queries that require no filtration 
operation and only need to sum all elements in 
data column. Each GPU thread needs to read only 
one element from global memory from each data 
column.  

In the case of a query containing a filtration 
request, each thread needs to read additional 
elements from global memory. The worst 
performance scenario is if all columns need to be 
accessed to process the query.  

The number of elements that needs to be read 
from memory depends on the query. Any query Q 
can be decomposed into query QD: 
 

, , , … , , , , … , , ,
, , , … , , , , … , , ,

…
, , , … , , , , … , , ,

…
, , , … , , , , … , , ,

 

 
where  , ,  is a condition for dimension 

L and level K. 
 

The combination of L and K in the condition 
, ,  points to a particular column in the 

table (see in Figure 3). Not every query contains 
all conditions. The number of conditions in the 
query refers to how many columns must be read 
from global memory. The lower the condition 
number is, the faster the query processing. The 
scheduling algorithm estimates the processing 
time  of the query Q as: 
 

#	 	 	 ,	 
 

∙ , , 
 
where   is GPU performance function for 

GPU, 
 is number of multiprocessor per 

kernel used to process the query, 
 is number of elements per column in 

the fact table. 
 

The latest GPU accelerators from NVIDIA 
are based on the Fermi architecture [18] 
supporting concurrent kernel execution. 
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Concurrent kernel execution in this aspect refers 
to multiple kernels running in parallel. In this 
application one kernel processes one query. By 
utilizing the concurrent kernel aspect several 
queries can be executed in parallel. When 
executing multiple kernels there is a tradeoff 
between number running in parallel and execution 
time of the kernels. 

The GPU accelerator used for our 
experiments is NVIDIA Tesla® C2070. This GPU 
contains 448 processing cores. Cores in groups of 
32 are organized into streaming multiprocessor 
(SM). The Fermi architecture supports up N 
concurrent kernel execution, where N is equal to 
the number of SM. The C2070 therefore can run 
up to 14 kernels in parallel. A single kernel is not 
limited to a single SM but can run on all 14 SM 
available in GPU if required.  

 

 

Figure 4: Block Diagram of Fermi Architecture 
with 16 Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) 

The speedup achieved by running the same 
kernel on more than one SM is shown in Figure 5. 
The performance is measured on fact table of size 
~4GB (whole table was processed by the kernel). 
The maximum speed up is equal to 12.1 when 
utilizing the complete GPU for one task.  

The second important characteristic of the 
kernel is throughput. This describes how much 
data is the GPU able to process per period of time. 
The throughput measurements are shown in 
Figure 6.  

The real throughput is dotted line, which was 
measured when 100% of table was accessed in 
GPU memory. In this case the maximum 
throughput is 141 GB/s for a kernel running on all 
14 SMs. The kernel running on single SM 
achieved throughput 12.2 GB/s. The solid line 
shows throughput if only 10% of columns of 

whole table are accessed (90% of table is not read 
from global memory) while the throughput is 
calculated for whole table.  

 

 

Figure 5: Query processing speedup as a function 
of number of multiprocessors used for 

aggregation (table size ~4 GB) 

 

Figure 6: Throughput of the GPU kernel when 
executed on different number of SMs and for 

different portion of table searches 

 

Figure 7: Normalized query processing time as a 
function of size of the part of the table processed 

in [%] 

The dependency of kernel execution time on 
number of columns processed is shown in Figure 
7. The table used has 10 columns and 
performance is measured for 1 to 10 columns. The 
values are normalized based on processing time of 
one column. The graph shows that to process all 
10 columns GPU needs approximately 6x more 
time than to process a single column.  
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The last characteristic is throughput of single 
kernel vs. parallel execution of several kernels, 
Figure 8. The throughput was measured for 14 
kernels executing in parallel, each on a single SM. 
The important observation from this graph is that 
the performance does not vary more than 2%. 

 

 

Figure 8: Throughput of GPU kernel that runs on 
single SM for different number of kernels running 
in parallel (the variation in throughput per kernel 

is less than 2%) 

3.4 Scheduling Algorithm for 
Online Response 

The scheduling algorithm is designed to schedule 
the task between the CPU and the GPU so that 
every task meets the time constraints. The time 
constraint is a relative time, as the perceived 
response time is an essential property of OLAP 
systems. 

The scheduling algorithm must estimate the 
CPU and GPU processing time,  and for 
each query submitted to the system. This 
estimation is based on methods presented in 
Section 3.2 and 3.3. The system variables 

,  or  are measured by 
benchmarks and stored inside the scheduler. 

 

Figure 9: The block diagram of the scheduler, 
GPU partitions and queues 

The scheduler divides the GPU into 6 
partitions: 2 partitions have 1 SM each, 2 

partitions have 2 SMs each, and last two partitions 
have 4 SMs each. This functional partitioning has 
been optimized for the Tesla C2070 GPU with its 
14 SM units. Each partition has its own queue into 
which the scheduler submits queries for 
processing. The CPU has its own queue QCPU. 

Each queue is aware of how many jobs are 
outstanding and when all jobs will be finished. 
This is parameter is TQC for CPU queue and TQG1, 
TQG2, …, TQG6 for GPU queues. 

When the scheduling algorithm receives a 
query Q at time TQC it examines the query and 
estimates the CPU processing time TCPU. 
Concurrently the deadline for Q is calculated as 
TD = TQ + TC. Where TC is time given to system to 
process the query. In case of GPU three different 
processing times need to be estimated:  TGPU1 is 
an estimate for partitions with single SM. TGPU2 is 
an estimate for partitions with 2 SMs and TGPU3 is 
an estimate for partitions with 4 SMs. TGPU1 is 
approximately 4 times longer than TGPU3. 

In step 4, Figure 10, times TCPU and TGPU1-3 

are compared. If TCPU < TGPU1-3 (CPU is faster) the 
scheduler checks if queue QCPU is able to deliver 
the result before deadline ((TQC + TCPU) < TD). If 
so the Q is submitted to QCPU, time TQC is updated 
to TQC + TCPU and scheduler is ready to process 
another query.  

In the case that GPU is able to process Q 
faster than CPU the algorithm saves the estimated 
completion time (TQC + TCPU) to vector DV and 
goes to step 5. Here the scheduler examines the 
GPU queues QG1 - QG5. The scheduler assumes, 
based on existing benchmark data, processing 
units with the least amount of SMs are slowest. 
The scheduler algorithm starts from the slowest 
queues QG1 and QG2 and examines whether at 
least one is able to process the query in time. If 
both are able to meet the time constraints, the 
faster queue is selected. If the queue is selected, 
i.e. QG1, the query is submitted and time TQG1 is 
updated to TQG1 + TGPU1. If neither is selected the 
algorithm adds estimated completion times (TQG1 
+ TGPU1 and TQG2 + TGPU1) to vector DV and 
continues to evaluate the faster queues QG3 and 
QG4 in the same manner as queues QG1 and QG2. 

If the algorithm finds any GPU queue that is 
able to process the Q in time, it submits the query 
to the queue and ends waiting for another query to 
process. If none of the queues in the system are 
able to process the query in time, the scheduler 
will select the queue with fastest response.  
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Maximum processing time - TC 

1.) New query Q submitted at time TQ 

 Reset vector DV 
 Deadline to finish processing query Q: TD = TQ + TC 
 

2.) Estimate CPU processing time TCPU  of Q  
 

3.) Estimate GPU processing times TGPU1, TGPU2, TGPU3 of Q 
 

4.)  IF TCPU < (TGPU1 AND TGPU2 AND TGPU3) - CPU is 
faster  

  IF (TQC + TCPU) < TD 
   Submit Q to QCPU 

   Update TQC = TQC +TCPU 

  END 
  Add TQC + TCPU to vector DV 
 

5.)  ELSE – GPU is faster 
 a) Try to submit to slow queues QG1 and QG2 
  IF (TQG1 + TGPU1) < TD OR (TQG2+ TGPU1) < TD  
   IF (TQG1 + TGPU1) < (TQG1 + TGPU1) 
      Submit Q to QG1 
      Update TQG1 = TQG1 + TGPU1 

   ELSE 
      Submit Q to QG2 

      Update TQG2 = TQG2 + TGPU1 
   END 
  Add TQG1 + TGPU1 and TQG2 + TGPU1 to vector DV 
 

 b) Try to submit to faster queues QG3 and QG4 
  IF (TQG3 + TGPU2) < TD OR (TQG4+ TGPU2) < TD  
   IF (TQG3 + TGPU2) < (TQG4 + TGPU2) 
      Submit Q to QG3 
      Update TQG3 = TQG3 + TGPU2 

   ELSE 
      Submit Q to QG4 

      Update TQG4 = TQG4 + TGPU2 
   END 
  Add TQG3 + TGPU2 and TQG4 + TGPU2 to vector DV 
 

 c) Try to submit to fastest queues QG5 and QG6 
  IF (TQG5 + TGPU3) < TD OR (TQG6+ TGPU3) < TD  
   IF (TQG5 + TGPU3) < (TQG6 + TGPU3) 
      Submit Q to QG5 
      Update TQG5 = TQG5 + TGPU3 

   ELSE 
      Submit Q to QG6 

      Update TQG6 = TQG6 + TGPU3 
   END 
  Add TQG5 + TGPU3 and TQG6 + TGPU3 to vector DV 
 

6.) IF no queue can meet time constrain 
 Find minimum time in vector DV: 
  Submit Q to corresponding queue  
  Update corresponding queue time TQ(CPU, G1, G2, … G6) 

 
DV – delay vector -stores all possible processing times of Q, 
TCPU – CPU processing time of Q, 
TGPU1, TGPU2, TGPU3 – GPU processing time of Q for 
different number of SM (1 for queues QG1, QG2; 2 for QG3, 
QG4; and 4 for QG5, QG6),       
QCPU – queue for CPU processing, 
QG1 – QG6 – queues for GPU processing, 
TQC – time when CPU finishes processing of all submitted 
jobs in queue QCPU, 
TQG1-6 – time when GPU partition 1-6 finishes processing of 
jobs submitted to queue.  

Figure 10: Scheduling algorithm for CPU and 
GPU co-scheduling for OLAP queries 

This decision is done based on estimated 
competition times for Q stored in vector DV. DV is 
searched for the minimal value, which points to 
the queue that delivers minimal delay. The job is 
submitted to the selected queue. The estimated 
competition time of the queue is updated.  

The scheduler always tries to submit the job 
to the CPU first. CPU tasking can be processed 
from the partial OLAP cube very quickly. For the 
GPU scheduling the main strategy is to task the 
slower queues first so that GPU has resources 
available for the computationally expensive 
queries that might be submitted later. 

4 Performance Evaluation 
The estimation of CPU performance for 
aggregation is measured by our benchmark. We 
are using a fact table with three dimensions and 
an OLAP cube that is represented as a 3D matrix 
stored in main memory of our system. The 
maximum size of the cube stored in main memory 
is ~40 GB. The aggregation bandwidth for this 
cube if executed by single core is about 1 GB/s as 
it is show in Figure 11. We are currently working 
on an OpenMP implementation which will use all 
cores of the CPU and significantly improves the 
aggregation bandwidth. 
 

 

Figure 11: 3D OLAP cube aggregation bandwidth 
for different sub-cube sizes (Intel Xeon X5667) 

The CPU aggregation will be used for sub-
cubes sizes that can be processed in time smaller 
than the allowed system response. Figure 12 
shows aggregation times for sub-cubes with sizes 
less than 1 GB and processing times less than 1 
second. The task scheduler uses these 
characteristics for estimation of CPU processing 
time. 

Estimated query-processing time on GPU is 
affected by two main factors: what queue is used, 
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how many SMs available for processing; and how 
many columns the kernel needs to read from GPU 
memory.  

 

 

Figure 12: 3D OLAP cube aggregation time for 
different sub-cube sizes (Intel Xeon X5667) 

The example of performance metrics of our 
system Intel® Xeon® X5667 CPU with the 
NVIDIA Tesla® C2070 GPU is shown in Figure 
13. The characteristic for 1 SM, 2 SMs and 4 SMs 
is used for estimation of TGPU1, TGPU2, and TGPU3, 
respectively. The vertical axis describes how large 
an area of fact table is searched (in %). 

 

 

Figure 13: Tesla C2070 performance for query 
processing for 1, 2 and 4 SMs and for different 

number of searched columns  

To test the efficiency of the proposed hybrid 
OLAP solution with CPU and GPU co-scheduling 
we have developed a system model. The setup of 
the model is done based on characteristics 
extracted from performance measurements. These 
are the sample characteristics that describe the 
performance of our system: 
 

	 0.9719 ∙ E	 	0.0202, 
0.003 ∙ C	 	0.0258, 
0.0015 ∙ C	 	0.013, 
0.0008 ∙ C	 	0.0065, 

where  E is size of a sub-cube to be aggregated 
in [GB] to process query Q, 
C represents how many columns out of 
total number of columns in the fact table 
are processed by query Q. 

 
The model used for evaluation of the system has 
the following properties: Fact table in GPU 
memory. Table size is ~4GB and contains 3 
dimensions, 4 levels in each dimension (total 12 
columns). The CPU has three pre-calculated 3D 
OLAP cubes of sizes ~32 GB, ~500MB, ~500KB 
and ~4KB that are used for CPU aggregation.  

The model generates queries using a random 
generator. Each query contains three conditions, 
one for each dimension. The queries each contain 
lower and upper boundaries for current dimension 
and level of the cube ( , , . From these 
three conditions the size E of the sub-cube (for 
CPU aggregation) and number of columns C (for 
GPU processing) is calculated. To find the total 
number of columns that are needed to be 
processed we assume the following: if condition 
C needs to process level N of a dimension it also 
needs to process levels 0 to N-1 of the same 
dimension. For example, if the query requires data 
between the 21st and 25th day of a month, it also 
needs to know the month and the year.  

The performance of the system is evaluated 
in terms of queries processed per second. The 
query generator is set to different frequencies. The 
total number of processed queries that meet the 
time constraints is recorded as well as number of 
queries that did not.  
 

 

Figure 14: The performance GPU accelerated 
OLAP system. System can process up to ~100 

queries per second. 

To see the advantage of heterogeneous 
system and advanced scheduling we have 
measured the performance utilizing different 
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configurations. 1.) GPU is disabled (CPU 
aggregation only) 2.) CPU is disabled (all 
processing is done in GPU). The performance of 
the CPU + GPU system is shown in Figure 14. 
The maximum processing rate is about ~102 
queries per second and system is able to meet the 
time constraints for 98% queries. The results of 
the system with disabled CPU are shown in 
Figure 15. Here the processing rate is reduced 
from 102 queries per second to 69 Q/s. 
 

 

 Figure 15: The performance of GPU processing 
only. GPU alone can process up to ~70 queries 

per second. 

The performance of the CPU itself is very 
limited because single core can read data from 
memory at rate ~1 GB/s (to achieve higher rate 
the multithreaded implementation is necessary). 
This means that whenever the CPU needs to 
process a significant part of the largest 32GB cube 
it is not able to meet the time constrains. If the 
CPU access is limited to 500 MB cube it can 
process requests at rate ~12 queries per second. 

 The established body of work focuses on the 
maximization and isolation of OLAP processing, 
cube search and generation, on the GPU. The 
research presented here looks to maximize the 
inherent advantages of co-scheduling of tasking 
according to loading and response times required. 
Of the reviewed work targeting GPUs Lauer, 
Datta, Khadikov, and Anselm’s approach utilizes 
a brute-force approach to processing raw data. 
While effectively using the GPU it leaves the host 
processor idle for periods of time. The CPU is 
only used to partition data before transfer and 
establish the final aggregation. This creates a 
dependence on actively transferring selected 
tables between the CPU and GPU as established 
in the partitioning step. This paper’s approach 
utilizes data locality and heuristic scheduling for 
task division and time completion estimation. The 

preliminary distribution of raw table data to GPU 
memory and early creation of limited aggregated 
cube data in main memory minimizes the amount 
of data transferred to and from the GPU. Through 
the use of heuristic based scheduling there is a 
maximization of the processing units and 
increased exploitation of data locality.  

5 Conclusions 
This paper proposes a task-scheduling algorithm 
for GPU acceleration of OLAP queries and 
aggregation. A breakdown of the task scheduling 
algorithm tested through modeling is presented. 
The model verifies that processing the raw data by 
the GPU is very fast and efficient for queries. 
CPU based aggregation on existing OLAP cube in 
main memory is extremely dependent on cube 
size. The worst performance scenario for the CPU 
occurs with no conditions and queries needing to 
aggregate along all dimensions (all elements of 
OLAP cube needs to be processed). GPU 
processing excels at this task due to kernels 
reading only single columns of the table 
containing the requested data.  

The usage of our propose system also reduces 
the memory requirements for the CPU memory. 
Since large cubes, which are costly to store and 
aggregate, do not have to be pre-computed. The 
proposed task scheduler will automatically 
forward these jobs to GPU.  

The significant issue of a GPU accelerated 
system is data transfer between CPU and GPU 
memory. Our proposed system eliminates this 
drawback by keeping the fact table store in the 
GPU memory. This means that no data transfer 
from CPU to GPU is necessary before submitting 
the query to GPU. And only a very small message 
(the result of the reduction operation) is 
transferred from GPU back to CPU after query is 
processed. 

The proposed system, with CPU and GPU 
co-scheduling, is able to process 102 queries per 
second. The system with a disabled CPU can 
process 69 queries per second and a system 
without GPU achieved 12 queries per second. The 
processing speed utilizing the task-scheduler was 
able to increase OLAP processing by 8.5x if the 
CPU do not have to search the largest (32GB) 
OLAP cube. 

In our future work we look to extend the 
scheduling algorithm to take advantage of multi-
core CPUs using OpenMP. By using the shared 
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memory model and all CPU cores much higher 
memory bandwidth (which is the main limitation 
of CPU based OLAP cube processing) can be 
achieved. Our task scheduler will also be 
expanded to include locality awareness for 
memory accesses. 
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Abstract

Software development under the cloud comput-
ing model brings the advantage that new ap-
plications can be rapidly constructed by tai-
loring existing services. However, the use
of Internet-based services as software compo-
nents, leads to the development of applications
in which some building blocks are hosted re-
motely, rather than locally in a controlled en-
vironment. This aspect of cloud-based develop-
ment, when coupled with factors such as service
autonomy, complexity, and high dependability
criteria, make software testing of the cloud es-
pecially challenging.

In this paper we present a novel approach to
support integration testing of applications that
depend on remotely-hosted cloud services. Our
approach seeks to reuse elements of the test au-
tomation, typically built to validate a cloud ser-
vice prior to its deployment, for the realization
of Test Support-as-a-Service (TSaaS). TSaaS
provides developers with a set of functions that
enable integration testing of cloud services us-
ing controlled virtual environments. To facili-
tate continued evaluation of our approach, we
have implemented a prototype of TSaaS that is
compatible with the Windows Azure platform.

Copyright c© 2011 Tariq M. King, Annaji S. Ganti,
and David Froslie. Permission to copy is hereby granted
provided the original copyright notice is reproduced in
copies made.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing provides ubiquitous, on-
demand access to shared computing resources
“as services” over the Internet [13]. This
emerging paradigm describes web-based tech-
nologies for realizing efficient, scalable, inter-
operable computing systems. Many cloud com-
puting solutions are defined through Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) [20], and hence
facilitate reuse of loosely-coupled, composable
software services. As with any paradigm shift,
cloud computing promises many benefits to the
IT industry, and brings new challenges to re-
searchers and practitioners alike.

Software development under the cloud com-
puting model brings the advantage that new
applications can be rapidly constructed by tai-
loring existing services. However, the use
of Internet-based services as software compo-
nents, leads to the development of applications
in which some building blocks are hosted re-
motely, rather than locally in a controlled en-
vironment [8, 23]. This aspect of cloud-based
development, when coupled with factors such
as service autonomy, complexity, and high de-
pendability criteria, make software testing of
the cloud especially challenging [4, 10, 26].

On the positive side, characteristics of the
cloud infrastructure, such as high computa-
tional power, storage, and virtualization, lend
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themselves to testing activities [21, 22]. This
has led to a movement towards delivering test-
ing as an on-line service, and much research on
software testing in the cloud (STITC) has been
directed towards this area [22].

To the best of our knowledge, the current
state-of-the-art in STITC does not consider the
need for test collaboration when an applica-
tion incorporates services that are controlled
by other stakeholders. However, such a collab-
orative test model is necessary to adequately
validate these types of applications during de-
velopment, and prevent cascading failures as
services are updated or replaced [8, 20].

In this paper we seek to address some of the
challenges associated with testing cloud-based
applications. More specifically, we present a
novel approach to support integration testing
of applications that depend on remotely-hosted
cloud services. Our approach provides devel-
opers with a set of functions that enable auto-
mated integration testing of cloud services us-
ing controlled virtual environments. The major
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Presents a novel approach to integration
testing of applications that depend on
remotely-hosted cloud services. This in-
cludes a high-level architectural model and
control flow description.

2. Elaborates on the design and implementa-
tion of a prototype, which was developed
to facilitate the investigation of practical
issues surrounding the research problem.

3. Discusses the lessons learned from building
the prototype and conducting the research
activity, and describes a plan for evaluat-
ing the proposed approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 provides background material.
Section 3 motivates the research. Section 4 de-
fines the problem under investigation. Section
5 describes our approach. Section 6 presents
the prototype. Section 7 discusses our practi-
cal experience and outlines the evaluation plan.
Section 8 is the related work and in Section 9
we conclude the paper.

2 Background

This section provides background material nec-
essary for understanding the problem under in-
vestigation, and our proposed solution. It de-
scribes fundamental aspects of cloud comput-
ing, virtualization, and software testing.

2.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing provides ubiquitous, on-
demand access to shared computing resources
as services over the Internet [13]. Ser-
vice models are categorized into Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS),
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) [11, 13].

SaaS describes applications that are de-
ployed in a cloud computing environment. Like
conventional applications, SaaS is designed to
help consumers perform a specific task, e.g.,
word processing. However, under the cloud
computing model, applications are accessed
through a thin client interface such as a web-
browser, and are primarily managed and con-
trolled by a host provider, e.g., Google Docs
[7]. The terms cloud applications and SaaS are
used interchangeably in this paper.

PaaS delivers programming languages and
other software development tools to support
the construction of SaaS. The provider allows
the consumer to deploy, control, and manage
cloud applications, and configure the environ-
ment in which they are hosted, e.g., Microsoft
Windows Azure [18]. IaaS is the provision of
processing, storage, and networking capabili-
ties to the consumer for the purpose of hosting
operating environments and applications in the
cloud, e.g., Amazon EC2 [1].

In terms of deployment, cloud infrastruc-
tures may be categorized as [13]: Private –
operated solely for a single organization; Com-
munity – shared by multiple organizations that
have common interests or goals; Public – avail-
able to the general public or a large industrial
group; and Hybrid – composed of two or more
cloud deployment model types.

2.2 Virtualization

Virtualization is the creation of abstract com-
puting resources from physical resources [2]. A
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common example is server virtualization tech-
nology, in which one powerful physical machine
is used to support multiple virtual machines
(VMs) that can operate in parallel [2, 21]. In
addition to hardware resources, it is also pos-
sible to manage virtual software resources such
as operating systems and applications.

The component responsible for managing
virtual resources in a virtualization system is
called a hypervisor [2]. Hypervisor-based virtu-
alization tends to have better performance and
security than hosted virtualization, where the
VM executes as a program inside the host oper-
ating system [21]. Due to the trend towards vir-
tualization, modern operating systems, APIs,
cloud platforms and infrastructures, are pro-
viding built-in support for managing virtual
computing resources [1, 18, 19].

2.3 Software Testing

Software testing involves running software un-
der specific conditions, recording the results,
and making an evaluation of the system [9].

The approach to software testing can be
based on the program specification, its im-
plementation, or both [3, 27]. During
specification-based testing, the requirements
guide the process of test case selection, and
provide a means of evaluating the adequacy of
testing. Alternatively, implementation-based
testing focuses on exercising the program un-
der test, and hence adequacy is typically stated
in terms of coverage of elements of the program
structure [27], e.g., all statements, all branches.

Testing can be performed at three levels of
granularity [3]: Unit Testing – validates the
functionality of a component in isolation; In-
tegration Testing – validates the interactions
among multiple components; and System Test-
ing – validates the entire piece of software to
ensure functional and non-functional require-
ments are being met.

During the unit and integration testing,
stubs and drivers are created to be used as scaf-
folding for executing tests. A test stub is a
mock version of a component, which simulates
the actual component for the purpose of test-
ing [3, 5]. On the other hand, a test driver is
a utility program that executes test cases on
the system under test. The test drivers and all

other tools to support test execution are collec-
tively referred to as the test harness [5].

The operations of an automated test fixture
can be divided into the following categories
[14]: (1) Setup/Initialize – establishes the pre-
conditions for the test; (2) Input – stimulates
the system under test with specific values; (3)
Assertion – checks that whether actual results
are in agreement with the expected results; and
(4) Teardown/Cleanup – resets the state of the
system under test and its environment after the
test has been executed.

3 Motivation

Software development under cloud computing
and service-oriented architectures has the ad-
vantage that new applications can be rapidly
developed by tailoring existing services, while
hiding the complexity of the underlying imple-
mentation. However, these and other char-
acteristics of the cloud computing paradigm
present significant challenges with respect to
software testing [6, 8, 10, 23].

Internet-based access of software services as
reusable components, means that some of the
building blocks of cloud applications may be
hosted remotely rather than locally in a con-
trolled environment [8, 23]. Controllability and
observability of remotely hosted services are
limited to what has been exposed via their pub-
lic interfaces, which may be highly restricted
due to security and privacy concerns. Own-
ership of services by various providers implies
that successful integration testing will require
coordination of these stakeholders [8].

Cloud applications are hosted on intrinsically
complex computing infrastructures, with mul-
tiple layers extending from the underlying net-
work to the top-level client interface. Testing
must check the behavior of each layer, the in-
teractions among multiple layers, and various
aspects of the fully integrated system in differ-
ent deployment configurations [23].

Application service development must ad-
dress high dependability criteria, which in-
cludes security, availability, robustness, fault
tolerance, among others [20, 26]. Since infor-
mation is communicated over the Internet, se-
curity testing is critical to ensure data confi-
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dentiality and integrity are maintained.

High availability requirements means that
there is little downtime for testing modifica-
tions to services, which can lead to rippling
effects throughout applications as services are
updated or replaced by new ones [8]. In ad-
dition, dynamic software adaptation and inte-
gration in the cloud may require testing to be
performed at runtime, possibly within the con-
text of the production environment [8, 10].

In summary, cloud computing presents sev-
eral new challenges with respect to software
testing, and these challenges are the primary
motivation for this work. On the positive side,
characteristics of the cloud infrastructure, such
as high computational power, storage, and vir-
tualization, lend themselves to software testing
activities. The potential benefit of using the
cloud infrastructure itself to tackle the chal-
lenges of testing cloud applications, represents
additional motivation for this research.

4 Research Problem

The research problem under investigation fo-
cuses on enabling automated integration test-
ing in cloud computing environments.

As shown in Figure 1, we narrow the scope
of the research area by analyzing a scenario in
which one host (Provider B) is developing an
application that will extend the functionalities
of an existing service being offered on a remote
host (Provider A). In addition, we assume that
Service A has no inter-provider dependencies,
and hence Provider A has full control over the
components used to implement Service A.

As described in the problem motivation, this
type of development model greatly reduces the
testability of cloud applications like Service
B, due to limited control over remotely-hosted
services such as Service A. However, software
testing theory and practice indicates that, al-
though Service A may have been tested in iso-
lation, it must still be tested in the context of
Service B since faults can arise due to their in-
teraction [25].

A possible solution to integration testing un-
der the given scenario is for Provider B to
develop a test stub of Service A. However,
this also poses a significant challenge because

Provider A Provider B

Service A

<<uses>>

Service B

Cloud Application Development

Figure 1: An Inter-Cloud Service Dependency

Provider B lacks knowledge of Service A’s im-
plementation. Even with the required imple-
mentation knowledge, creating accurate test
stubs of Service A may still prove to be difficult
for Provider B if the service is characterized by
a highly complex underlying infrastructure.

To guide the investigation, we have formu-
lated the following research questions: (1) how
can any pre-existing test artifacts and tooling,
which may have been used to validate Service
A prior to its deployment, be harnessed to pro-
vide the developers of Service B with auto-
mated integration test support; and (2) how
can hardware and software virtualization tech-
niques be employed by Provider A at runtime,
to enhance the process of delivering automated
integration test support to Provider B.

5 Approach

To address the research problem, we describe
a novel approach that enables integration test-
ing in cloud computing environments. Our ap-
proach is based on the notion of Test Support-
as-a-Service (TSaaS), which was introduced by
King et al. [10] in a high-level position on test-
ing autonomic cloud applications.

In this section we provide the first formalized
description of TSaaS, including a definition of
its architectural components and a control flow
diagram to support its implementation.

5.1 Overview

The idea behind TSaaS is that, prior to the de-
ployment of Service A in its production envi-
ronment, Provider A would have validated the
service to check for accurate functionality, in-
teroperability, performance and other quality
attributes. Due to the inherent drawbacks of
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Figure 2: A Hypervisor-Based Architecture to Support Integration Testing of the Cloud

manual testing, Provider A is likely to have em-
ployed automated software testing techniques
during validation. If so, a pre-configured local
test environment, test scripts, and scaffolding
to facilitate automatic test execution would be
available on the infrastructure of Provider A.

Our approach seeks to reuse elements of Ser-
vice A’s existing test automation to rapidly re-
alize a set of test support services for Provider
B, and other collaborating cloud providers. To
avoid unnecessary security risks when applying
the approach, we propose that TSaaS be de-
ployed under a community cloud model [13].
In other words, TSaaS should be delivered via
a protected interface that is only accessible to
trusted collaborating providers, referred to as
cloud partners in this paper.

TSaaS would enable integration testing by
allowing partners to observe and control the
private members of a copy of Service A. Privacy
of the data accessible via TSaaS would not be a
concern because only non-confidential test data
would be made available. Furthermore, using a
separate copy of the service for testing does not
interrupt the regular operations of the actual
service hosted in production. This ensures that
the approach is applicable to services that have
high availability requirements.

Ideally, the TSaaS implementation would
need to be powerful enough to facilitate the

concurrent execution of test support requests
from multiple partners, each having a separate
handle to a copy of the service under test and
its test environment. This would lead to in-
creased production overhead due to the need
to setup and manage these additional comput-
ing resources. Therefore, to reduce the over-
head of the proposed approach, we incorporate
virtualization techniques into TSaaS.

5.2 Architecture

Figure 2 defines an architectural model for
TSaaS, showing its major components and
their dependency relationships. As shown at
the top of Figure 2, a test support API is ex-
posed to cloud partners via a protected inter-
face. The architectural components that real-
ize the operations defined in the TSaaS API
are described as follows:

• Test Support Manager – A controller com-
ponent that coordinates underlying com-
ponents to deliver the test support services
defined in the TSaaS API. This component
is also responsible for authenticating part-
ners, and enforcing authorization policies.

• Hypervisor – A virtual machine monitor
for creating, managing and destroying the
virtual test servers where TSaaS requests
will be realized.
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Figure 3: Activity Diagram showing the Control Flow of TSaaS Components

• Test Bed Proxy – A component which in-
terfaces between the Test Support Man-
ager and the virtual test servers when
servicing user requests. This component
allows the virtual test servers to remain
anonymous for security purposes, and fa-
cilitates logging usage statistics.

• Partner Test Environment – A hardware
and software platform for hosting the vir-
tual test servers. Each virtual server in-
stantiated on this platform will consist of:
(1) a hosted copy of the service under test,
and any required dependencies; and (2)
the Test Support Core component.

• Test Support Core – A service implemen-
tation of automated test fixture operations
for the service under test. This requires
that all test-related dependencies be pre-
installed on the virtual test servers.

• Test Support Repository – A data store
containing artifacts that are used and gen-
erated by TSaaS, including virtual hard
disk images, snapshots, test datasets, test
results, server logs, configuration files, etc.

5.3 Control Flow

Under TSaaS, partner requests for test support
can range from simple actions such as invoking

the service under test using specified inputs,
to more complex actions like simulating clients
and user loads via virtualization.

Figure 3 presents an activity diagram that
describes how the architectural components of
TSaaS collaborate to realize test support re-
quests. Horizontal swimlanes have been used
to denote which components perform each ac-
tion shown in the diagram. The control flow
description starts when a partner connects to
TSaaS via its protected interface. The steps in
the control flow of TSaaS are as follows:

1. A partner provider connects to TSaaS, and
logs in using predefined credentials.

2. The Test Support Manager (TSM) au-
thenticates the partner by checking the
credentials entered against the known set
of valid users.

3. If the user is valid, the TSM retrieves
an image of the partner’s virtual test bed
from the Test Support Repository (TSR).

4. The TSM passes the virtual test bed im-
age to the hypervisor, which instantiates a
virtual test server for the partner.

5. A handle to the address of the virtual test
server is returned to the Test Bed Proxy
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(TBP), which updates its list of server-
user connections.

6. The TBP notifies the TSM that the new
virtual test server is ready for use, and
the TSM starts accepting test support re-
quests from the user.

7. If a test support request requires virtual-
ization (e.g., loading a snapshot, resetting
the server, simulating loads), the TSM del-
egates the request to the hypervisor.

8. Otherwise, the TSM forwards the request
to the Test Support Core, which performs
the desired actions on the service copy
and/or its operating environment.

6 Prototype

To investigate the feasibility of the proposed
approach, we developed a prototype of TSaaS.
In this section we describe the application ser-
vice used in the prototype, and provide details
on our setup environment and implementation.

6.1 Application Description

The application service used in the prototype is
based on consumer credit reporting functional-
ities. Our service, referred to as the Credit Re-
porting Service (CRS), is summarized by the
following features:

• Payment History – determines if there are
any negative items associated with a con-
sumer’s payment history.

• Debt – computes the total amount and
type of debt owed by a consumer.

• Age – calculates the age of a consumer’s
oldest credit account, and the average age
of all accounts in his/her credit report.

• Diversity – establishes whether or not the
consumer has multiple account types.

• Inquiries – checks for recent inquiries on a
consumer’s credit report.

The central role of services such as CRS when
making financial decisions can result in lending

agencies building their own applications around
them. For example, a bank may use CRS in an
initial step of the business process for an on-
line loan service. Therefore, in relation to the
research problem, CRS represents our baseline
service (Service A) that is being extended to
create another derivative application such as
the banking loan service (Service B).

6.2 Setup Environment

A survey performed as part of our preliminary
investigation led us to select Microsoft Win-
dows Server 2008 R2 as the operating environ-
ment for the prototype [10, 19].

The primary reason for choosing this plat-
form is that it uses the same tools and tech-
nologies upon which the Windows Azure cloud
computing platform is built [18]. These include
hypervisor-based server virtualization technol-
ogy through the Hyper-V server role, and sup-
port for runtime virtualization via calls to the
Hyper-V Windows Management Instrumenta-
tion (WMI) APIs [17].

Using these tools and technologies allowed
TSaaS development to begin immediately
within a local environment, with the goal of
building an implementation that could be eas-
ily migrated to the Windows Azure cloud com-
puting platform.

6.3 Implementation

Our description of the prototype implementa-
tion elaborates on the service under test, au-
tomated test fixture, test support core, virtual
test servers, and test support manager.

6.3.1 Service Under Test

Using Visual Studio 2010, we developed CRS
as a Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF) service so that it could be deployed in
the Windows Azure web role [15]. The follow-
ing operations, corresponding to a subset of the
features listed in Subsection 6.1, were imple-
mented for CRS: CalcHistory, CalcDebt, Cal-
cAvgCreditAge, and CalcInquiries.

Access to a representative set of consumer
credit report information was achieved through
the use of a SQL Server 2008 R2 database.
CRS interacts with the database using the
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.NET 4.0 entity frameworks. In addition, WCF
diagnostic tracing capabilities were enabled on
the service to facilitate logging runtime calls,
warnings, exceptions, and other events.

6.3.2 Automated Test Fixture

Automated tests for CRS were developed us-
ing the unit testing framework which is inte-
grated into Visual Studio. To allow the auto-
mated tests to be customizable and extensible
for delivering TSaaS, we applied an XML-based
test case specification technique to parameter-
ize data values which appeared in the fixture.

Figure 4 provides a snippet of the test
case specification XML (.tsx) of CRS. The
specification is divided into the three tagged
sections ClassInitialize, TestCase, and
ClassCleanup, representing the test setup,
procedure, and teardown aspects of the auto-
mated test fixture respectively. For example,
each TestCase element consists of tagged sub-
sections defining the parameterized inputs and
expected output values of the test.

Using the Linq-to-XML framework, the spec-
ified test structure is loaded into a TestCase
object as part of the test initialization process.
A helper method then retrieves the specific test
input and expected output values, and creates
the instance of the test case. This process is re-
peated until a complete set of tests for CRS has
been built, and then packaged into a dynamic-
link library called CRSTests.dll.

The automated tests stored in the
CRSTests.dll assembly can be run pro-
grammatically using the command line tool
MSTest. Test execution produces a test results
XML (.trx) log file indicating whether each
test passed or failed, along with any error
messages associated with test case failures.

The CRS service was instrumented for code
coverage through the use of a configuration file
named Local.testsettings. This configura-
tion file and CRSTests.dll can be passed as
arguments to the MSTest tool at runtime to
execute the tests with code coverage enabled.
Such a call would produce a similar log of test
results to the previously mentioned call, but
would also facilitate extraction of the code cov-
erage results of test runs.

<?xml version=”1.0" ?>

<Tests> 

<ClassInitialize>
<DB>TestDBConnection</DB>

</ClassInitialize>

<TestCase Name=“CalculateDebtTest”>
<Inputs>

<SSN>123-45-678</SSN>
</Inputs>
<ExpectedOutputs>

<Value>1024.50</Value>
</ExpectedOutputs>

</TestCase>

<ClassCleanup />

</Tests>

Figure 4: Snippet of Test Specification XML

6.3.3 Test Support Core

The parameterized test fixture implementa-
tion, consisting of the CRSTests.dll, test spec-
ification XML, and MSTest tool, was reused to
develop a set of fundamental test support oper-
ations for CRS. These test support operations
were themselves encapsulated and deployed as
a WCF service. Table 1 lists the operations
that were implemented within this core test
support service, and describes their purpose.
The operations are divided into the categories:
(1) Test Specification and Execution, (2) Test
Configuration, and (3) Test Reporting.

6.3.4 Virtual Test Servers

Hypervisor-based server virtualization was
achieved via the Hyper-V role of Windows
Server 2008 R2. We prepared a virtual hard
disk (VHD) image of the CRS test environ-
ment, which allowed virtual test beds for part-
ner providers to be instantiated on-demand.
The VHD specified a uniform hardware con-
figuration for each virtual test server, and was
loaded with all of the software components nec-
essary for replicating a controlled test environ-
ment for CRS.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the soft-
ware configuration of the VHD image used for
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Test Specification and Execution 

Operation Description 

UpdateTestSpec 
Facilitates editing and overwriting the set of test cases contained in the 
test specification XML. 

RunTests(in TestName) 
Executes a specific test case, whose name is denoted by the input 
parameter TestName, in the test specification.  

RunAllTests Executes all test cases defined in the test specification.  

RunAllTestsWithCoverage 
Executes all test cases defined in the test specification with code 
coverage enabled.  

Test Configuration 

Operation Description 

UpdateTestConfig 
Facilitates editing and overwriting a server-side settings file that is used 
to configure the test harness (Local.testsettings). 

UpdateServiceConfig 
Facilitates editing and overwriting a server-side settings file that is used 
to configure the service under test (Web.config). 

ResetWebServer Performs a reset action on the Web server to use updated configuration 
settings, or to reinitialize the server after failures.  

Test Reporting 

Operation Description 

GetLatestTestResults 
Facilitates retrieving the test results XML produced from the most 
recent test run performed on the service under test. 

 
Table 1: Summary of Operations in the Test Support Core of the TSaaS Prototype

<?xml version=”1.0" ?>

<Tests> 

<ClassInitialize>
<DB>TestDBConnection</DB>

</ClassInitialize>

<TestCase Name=“CalculateDebtTest”>
<Inputs>

<SSN>123-45-678</SSN>
</Inputs>
<ExpectedOutputs>

<Value>1024.50</Value>
</ExpectedOutputs>

</TestCase>

<ClassCleanup />

</Tests>

Windows Server 2008 R2 (.NET 4.0, Hyper-V Role)

CRS Service CRS TS Core

Web Server (IIS 7.0) SQL Server 2008 R2
(CRS Database Schema)

VS 2010 Test Agent

Figure 5: Software Configuration of Virtual
Hard Disk Image used for Virtual Test Servers

the virtual test servers. As shown in Figure
5, the image consisted of the following software
components: (1) Windows Server 2008 R2 with
the .NET 4.0 runtime installed; (2) SQL Server
2008 R2 with the CRS data schema applied; (3)
Internet Information Services 7.0 Web Server
with CRS and the Test Support Core services
hosted; and (4) Visual Studio 2010 Test Agent,
which includes the MSTest tool.

6.3.5 Test Support Manager

Our implementation of the test support man-
ager (TSM) invoked the Hyper-V Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) APIs to
create, configure, and destroy the virtual test
servers at runtime. The broker design pattern
was used to structure the TSaaS components,
and allow the TSM to call the methods exposed
by the test support core on the respective vir-
tual test servers. Components to support user-
load simulation have been left for future work.

7 Discussion

The primary reason for developing the proto-
type was to investigate the feasibility of the
proposed approach, and discover practical is-
sues surrounding its implementation and us-
age. In this section we elaborate on our practi-
cal experiences when developing and applying
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TSaaS, including the major successes and chal-
lenges identified during the project. An eval-
uation plan for further investigation into the
research problem is also discussed.

7.1 Successes

The CRS TSaaS prototype provided us with
a framework within which we could build and
adequately test extensions and derivatives of
the remotely hosted service.

As proof-of-concept we developed and per-
formed integration testing on a banking loan
service that incorporates CRS in its business
process, and a customized version of CRS that
overrides part of its functionality. The proto-
type facilitated quick and easy access to a cross
section of automated testing operations (Table
1), preexisting test data, and a controlled test
environment for CRS during integration. In
addition, having access to server-side logging
and trace information through TSaaS was ex-
tremely useful for testing and debugging.

Successful implementation of the prototype
suggests that the approach and research ideas
presented in this paper are feasible. In partic-
ular, our prototype implementation addresses
the specific research problem described in Sec-
tion 4, and validates the TSaaS architectural
model. A major factor that contributed to the
success of the project was the use of the XML-
based test case specification language, which
allowed us to decouple the test case definitions
from the test fixture implementation for direct
reuse in the TSaaS prototype.

Another contributing factor was having
built-in virtualization support via the Hyper-
V role of Windows Server 2008 R2, and the
Hyper-V WMI APIs. This made it possible
for us to expose remote procedures for instan-
tiating and destroying virtual test servers, and
configuring their virtual hardware resources.
Furthermore, these technologies lay the foun-
dation for experimentation on the Windows
Azure cloud computing platform as is described
in our evaluation plan.

7.2 Challenges

Some technical challenges were experienced
during prototype development, most of which

surrounded the need to integrate multiple tools
and technologies. Implementing TSaaS re-
quired a good combination of programming ex-
perience, test automation skills, virtualization
expertise, and access to proper frameworks and
tools to support the approach and development
process. However, at this time of writing cloud
computing is an emerging technological model,
with limited tool support.

Configuring the baseline VHD required at-
tention to technical details in order to ensure
the test environment was secure and stable.
This included writing auto-login scripts that
provide the user credentials to the VMs at
startup, and applying all security patches and
other updates to the virtual machine. We also
ran into the issue where it was possible for a
VM to restart if automatic updates were en-
abled, and therefore had to adjust this setting
to prevent test support sessions from being in-
terrupted unexpectedly.

Our investigation also revealed the need for
practical ways to keep the VHDs up-to-date
with the latest versions of the service, its en-
vironmental configuration, and test support
tools. To avoid inconsistencies due to human
error, such maintenance should be automated
through VM tools and update scripts. The rel-
atively large size of VHDs also means that ma-
nipulating these images, and re-deploying them
to the cloud environment, may also present a
significant challenge during maintenance.

A grand challenge to be addressed is the pro-
vision of standardized testing interfaces and
guidelines for building testing and test sup-
port implementations for cloud infrastructures.
This type of research direction is necessary for
the successful adoption of the approach, and
can provide benefits to the general movement
towards software testing as an online service.
Standardization could help to overcome many
of the inherent challenges of the approach such
as scalability, security, among others.

7.3 Evaluation Plan

The current prototype and investigation has
been purposely limited in scope to manage the
high complexity of the research problem. As
such, much work still need to be done to evalu-
ate the proposed approach to integration test-
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ing of cloud-based applications. In particular,
conducting experiments on a cloud computing
platform is necessary to reveal the essential dif-
ficulties associated with the research problem.
With this objective in mind we have carefully
designed the prototype in a way that stream-
lines the process of moving it to the cloud.

The Windows Server 2008 R2 image devel-
oped for the prototype is directly supported by
Windows Azure through its VM role [15, 16].
The VM role provides a high degree of control
over the server instances, and facilitates many
of the goals required for our approach to be
successful in practice (i.e., scalability, in-place
upgrades, integration with other service com-
ponents, and load-balanced traffic [16]).

We have identified that the following steps
are necessary for migration to the Windows
Azure cloud platform: (1) install the Windows
Azure SDK and its prerequisites on the de-
velopment environment; (2) use the Windows
Azure SDK to configure the baseline VHD and
then upload it to a Windows Azure storage
drive in the cloud, and (3) move the SQL Server
2008 R2 database to SQL Azure.

With the prototype hosted and deployed in
Windows Azure, we plan to conduct a series
of controlled experiments to determine the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach. The ex-
periments will seek to: (1) provide evidence
that TSaaS can be used to overcome challenges
associated with cloud application testability,
and (2) demonstrate the benefits of harness-
ing virtualization technologies in the cloud for
testing cloud application services. Lastly, we
plan to investigate the industrial applicability
of TSaaS, and compare it to approaches such
as test-isolation and testing in production.

8 Related Work

The rapid adoption of cloud computing tech-
nologies and popularity of SOA has generated
much research interest. As such, researchers
have begun to address some of the challenges
of testing these types of applications. In this
section we provide a literature review of works
that are related to our research.

Chan et al. [4] use graph theory to repre-
sent the computations of cloud applications,

and define model-based criteria to support test-
ing them. Part of their model describes in-
teractions among cloud computations, and de-
fines the notion of inconsistency detection be-
tween nodes. In addition, they demonstrate
how their cloud graph model can be used for
dynamic composition of adaptive clouds. Their
definitions and testing criteria help to formal-
ize problems associated with cloud integration,
and is highly complementary to our work.

Zech et al. [26] propose a model-driven ap-
proach to address security testing of cloud ap-
plications. Their approach derives a set of mis-
use cases through risk analysis, and then uses
them to generate tests that attack the appli-
cation environment. Although our work on
TSaaS does not address security testing, this
is a critical aspect of testing cloud applications
and should be considered at an early stage in
the development process.

Greiler et al. [8] describe industry challenges
for runtime integration and testing for SOA.
The challenges identified have motivated our
work, and include factors such as stakeholder
separation, service integration, dynamic service
updating, binding and reconfiguration. The
work also discusses some directions for address-
ing the challenges from both methodical and
technical perspectives. Our approach specif-
ically addresses cloud computing, which pro-
vides enabling technologies for solutions that
may be defined through SOA. Furthermore, we
use those same technologies to tackle some of
the challenges of testing cloud applications.

Several works on testing and testability of
SOA applications can also be found in the lit-
erature [12, 20, 24]. Tsai et al. [24] propose sev-
eral evaluation criteria for SOA software, and
apply those criteria to a case study where the
application domain is stock-trading. O’Brien
et al. [20] describe quality attributes for SOA,
and discuss its testability concerns. Mei et al.
[12] describe an approach to data flow testing of
SOA applications, specifically applied to WS-
BPEL software products.

9 Conclusion

This paper presented a collaborative approach
to integration testing of cloud-based applica-
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tions using virtualized environments, referred
to as Test Support as-a-Service (TSaaS). To
demonstrate the feasibility of our research
ideas, we implemented a prototype of TSaaS
using technologies compatible with the Win-
dows Azure cloud computing platform.

Although our work was limited in scope, it
provided much insight into the research prob-
lem and laid the foundation for the establish-
ment of an evaluation plan. A major milestone
defined for the success of this research is the ap-
plication of TSaaS to an industrial case study.
Future work also calls for the incorporation of
performance-based testing techniques, and user
load simulation features into TSaaS.
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Abstract

We propose OX, a runtime system that uses
application-level availability constraints and
application topologies discovered on the fly to
enhance resilience to infrastructure anomalies
for cloud applications. OX allows application
owners to specify groups of highly available vir-
tual machines, following component roles and
replication semantics. To discover application
topologies, OX monitors network traffic among
virtual machines, transparently. Based on this
information, OX builds on-line topology graphs
for applications and incrementally partitions
these graphs across the infrastructure to en-
force availability constraints and optimize com-
munication between virtual machines. We eval-
uate OX in a realistic cloud setting using a mix
of Hadoop and YCSB/Cassandra workloads.
We show how OX increases application robust-
ness, by protecting applications from network
interference effects and rack-level failures.

1 Introduction

Large-scale virtualized data centers host-
ing many concurrent applications form the
foundation for cloud computing. Current
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds, such
as Amazon EC2 [1], rely on data centers
holding tens to hundreds of thousands of
servers [19]. Servers are virtualized using
Xen [2] or VMware [3], and are shared by mul-
tiple virtual machines (VMs); VMs host com-

Copyright c© 2011 UofT & IBM. Permission to copy
is hereby granted provided the original copyright notice
is reproduced in copies made.

ponents of distributed applications deployed by
cloud tenants.

As data centers grow in size and complexity,
hosted applications become increasingly vul-
nerable to dynamically occurring cloud infras-
tructure anomalies. Anomalies within large
data centers can be diverse, ranging from hard-
ware component failures to hardware bottle-
necks; these anomalies are hard to predict and
diagnose and can impact application uptime,
functionality and/or performance severely.

In particular, the network communication
fabric in large-scale data centers is notoriously
hard to scale and manage [19]. Current data
center networks are built hierarchically, in a
multi-tier architecture, with servers organized
into racks, and each server connected to a rack-
level switch. The servers in the same rack can
typically communicate at the full rate of their
interfaces, e.g., 1 Gbps; intra-rack CPU, mem-
ory and disk resources are also normally plenti-
ful. On the other hand, inter-rack links are usu-
ally oversubscribed, creating potential perfor-
mance bottlenecks. Oversubscription factors of
10 on inter-rack links are common, i.e., 4 Gbps
of uplink for 40 servers in a rack. This is espe-
cially problematic with network intensive Map-
Reduce [16] workloads; such workloads require
high network performance from the cloud in-
frastructure. They also possibly compete with
co-hosted applications with stricter QoS guar-
antees, such as, Web applications, creating net-
work interference for these applications. Fi-
nally, inter-rack network paths involve one or
more switches, hence are higher latency, and
more vulnerable to failures than within-rack
network links.

Higher density interconnect architec-
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tures [19][12], while claiming high bandwidth
connectivity between any two servers, increase
infrastructure and management costs signifi-
cantly. As a result, in current data centers,
applications are especially vulnerable to
inter-rack network interference, and inter-rack
network link failures, and can benefit from VM
placement within a rack. This type of place-
ment not only makes the application robust to
any type of inter-rack network anomalies; it
also reduces application latency due to shorter
network paths between components. This
placement is not always possible, however,
mainly due to high availability constraints
of applications. Specifically, while robust
to inter-rack anomalies, an application may
now become too vulnerable to intra-rack
failures. Statistics from Google [15] report
approximately 20 rack unit failures (e.g.,
40-80 servers disconnecting, with 1-6 hours
to recover) during a one year period, for a
data center size in the 1000s of servers. In
general, racks are considered a significant
failure domain to avoid [18] when deploying
highly available distributed applications. The
degree of application disruption depends on
the application’s fault tolerance, reconfigu-
ration capabilities, and redundancy of VM
components affected by, or inaccessible due to,
the respective failures.

For instance, application-level VM replica-
tion techniques would be ineffective in case of
any rack-type failure e.g., server, rack switch,
or rack power unit failures, unless VM replica
placement is on different racks. Moreover,
the desirable placement configuration for VM
replicas may be different for different replica-
tion semantics. For instance, simply placing
the two VMs of a replicated primary-backup
database tier on two different racks shields the
application from server and rack-level failures.
On the other hand, other replication schemes,
such as, chained declustering, quorum based,
or other combinations between data partition-
ing and replication would potentially have dif-
ferent goals, and resulting VM placement re-
quirements. Therefore, i) VM placement con-
straints are usually dependent on application
semantics, and ii) these constraints need to be
known and respected by the VM placement al-

gorithm.

In this context, we introduce OX1, a novel
semantic-aware VM management framework
that optimizes VM mapping to racks, in-
crementally and dynamically. OX lever-
ages application-level semantic knowledge, i.e.,
availability constraints for redundant VMs,
and VM communication patterns, to optimize
placement and enhance resilience to cloud in-
frastructure anomalies for hosted applications.
OX allows tenants to specify high-level groups
of highly available VMs without the need to
expose the underlying physical infrastructure
architecture to applications. To discover each
application’s topology, OX monitors network
traffic among its hosted VMs, transparently.
Based on each application’s availability re-
quirements and its traffic matrix, OX builds
per-application topology graphs. OX then ap-
plies an incremental graph partitioning algo-
rithm to optimize placement decisions for each
individual application, and migrates VMs ac-
cordingly across server racks. OX’s partition-
ing algorithm proceeds from current applica-
tion placement configurations and gradually
moves towards the final placement. This in-
cremental adaptation uses a minimum num-
ber of VM migration operations to optimize
application placement. Assuming sufficient re-
sources exist, OX evolves towards a stable per-
application VM to rack placement that re-
duces application traffic on inter-rack links,
while respecting application high availability
constraints.

Our placement optimization algorithm is
simple, intuitive, and lightweight. OX fo-
cuses on optimization opportunities in a per-
application, incremental fashion. This local-
ized per-application, per-link, fine-tuning focus
avoids the pitfalls of global-reshuffle optimiza-
tions. As long as per-application semantics and
patterns are relatively stable, OX optimizes the
number of VM migrations in-flight while con-
verging over time to stable application config-
urations. Per-application robustness to both
inter-rack network bottlenecks and intra-rack
failures is the natural result.

We implemented a prototype of OX as a set
of extensions to an in-house Infrastructure-as-

1As in ”strong as an ox”
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a-Service (IaaS) cloud management framework.
To evaluate the benefits, we construct realistic
scenarios with cloud tenants instantiating and
configuring VMs as part of various modern dis-
tributed applications, e.g., Hadoop, Cassandra.
We show how OX optimizes VM placement and
shields applications from inter-rack network in-
terference effects and rack-level failures.

2 OX Overview

OX enhances robustness for distributed ap-
plications hosted on Infrastructure-as-a-Service
cloud offerings, e.g., Amazon EC2, through
availability and network communication opti-
mizations. OX implements an algorithm for
semantic-aware mapping of application com-
ponents (VMs) onto the virtualized infrastruc-
ture.

Tenants of the cloud infrastructure cre-
ate VM instances and configure them into
application-level clusters, e.g., Apache, Cas-
sandra, MySQL, with various availability re-
quirements. After performing an initial VM
mapping, OX incrementally optimizes the map-
ping to conform to tenant-provided availability
constraints and discovered application topolo-
gies. OX adapts the VM mappings to dynamic
changes in availability constraints, failed VMs,
VMs dynamically provisioned to absorb appli-
cation load bursts, and changes in VM network
traffic patterns, over time. Finally, OX pro-
actively reduces network utilization on inter-
rack links, whenever the opportunity arises. In
this way, OX provides application flexibility in
case of pattern changes, as well as protection
against unpredictable infrastructure anomalies.

The overall goals are to (1) increase appli-
cation availability and (2) improve application
resilience to anomalies in the network commu-
nication fabric, e.g, network interference. To
address the former, redundant VMs are placed
on separate server racks, according to tenant-
defined availability constraints. For the latter,
any two VMs that communicate frequently are
hosted on the same rack, as long as there is no
availability constraint between them.

Towards this, OX models placement opti-
mization as an incremental graph partitioning
problem. Each distributed application is rep-

resented as a graph. Graph vertices are VM
instances composing each application, while
edges are defined based on availability con-
straints or communication patterns between
VMs. The OX optimization component runs
periodically and selects VMs for partition re-
assignment as follows. Each VM, which by
its current placement either violates an avail-
ability constraint, or is involved in more inter-
partition traffic than intra-partition traffic, is
selected. The OX algorithm then re-assigns
the selected VMs to new partitions, in a greedy
fashion, based on the latest traffic and avail-
ability constraint graphs. For relatively sta-
ble application traffic patterns and constraints
only a small subset of application VMs require
re-assignment.

Once a new logical application partition con-
figuration is determined, OX uses a partition-
to-rack assignment algorithm to decide parti-
tion placement onto racks. This assignment al-
gorithm aims to minimize VM migration costs
while also considering available rack resources.
Finally, OX completes the assignment by live
migrating VMs across racks. Migrations are
performed in parallel as long as they are dis-
joint, e.g., they do not incur network traffic
across the same rack switch. The end result
is segregation on different server racks of VMs
part of a high availability group, while VMs
that might be impacted by anomalies in the
network communication fabric, such as, net-
work interference, are colocated on the same
rack.

In the following, we describe the components
of OX and the interface it offers for accessing
cloud resources.

3 Accessing Cloud Re-
sources

3.1 Basic Interface

IaaS cloud providers facilitate tenant access to
cloud resources through a basic command in-
terface. In Table 1, we show a restricted sub-
set of commands, similar to Amazon EC2’s
API [1]. From a tenant’s viewpoint, there are
three main building blocks: root filesystem im-
ages (images), VM instances, and block devices
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(volumes).

The cloud typically provides a repository of
pre-installed images for various applications,
such as Hadoop [4], Apache, MySQL, etc. Ten-
ants can also upload images for any operat-
ing system and with any pre-installed software
packages. Using images in the cloud image
repository, tenants instantiate VMs as compo-
nents of tenant applications hosted on the cloud
infrastructure. VMs can be created with vari-
ous resource quotas, e.g., CPU/RAM; tenants
are usually billed based on the VM resources
requested. Configuration of VM instances as
part of distributed applications is done after
boot, based on dynamic IP addresses and in-
formation about other related VMs. Volumes
are used to store data on behalf of applications.
For example, an instance running a DBMS can
use a volume to store the actual database. In
our cloud system we offer two types of volumes:
local and remote. Local volumes are created on
the local server disk drives where the VM is
hosted; these volumes are tied to the respec-
tive server location for the lifetime of the VM.
Remote volumes reside on a network storage
system and are typically more reliable than lo-
cal volumes.

3.2 OX Semantic Interface

We enrich the basic interface with a collection
of commands to allow tenants to make appli-
cation semantics explicit, as well as to inquire
about and use the logical VM locations as-
signed by OX. A description of the proposed
semantic extensions is given in Table 1.

Tenants can employ high availability groups
to define availability constraints among appli-
cation VMs. Availability constraints should be
used to separate redundant VMs – that is, VMs
that implement a common function. To create
high availability groups, we introduce a create-
hagroup command. Application VMs can be
placed into a high availability group in two
ways: (1) by specifying the hagroup-id when
calling run-instances, or (2) by using the addto-
hagroup command. Tenants can remove VMs
from a high availability group through rmfrom-
hagroup.

We also introduce the notion of a tenant-
defined segregation degree per high availability

group. The default semantic-aware placement
policy is to host each VM from a high availabil-
ity group on a distinct rack, therefore, achiev-
ing full segregation. This default policy corre-
sponds to a segregation degree of 1. Tenants,
however, can specify lower values for the seg-
regation degree in order to create opportuni-
ties for OX to strengthen application resilience
to other infrastructure anomalies, e.g., network
interference effects. For instance, by defining a
segregation degree of 0.5, tenants instruct OX
to split the VMs across two racks, only.

Some applications replicate functionality
across components by taking VM location into
account – see Section 3.3. Through the com-
mand get-location, tenants can query OX for
logical VM locations. Tenants can thus discover
how VMs are separated on the cloud infrastruc-
ture and incorporate this information into the
application. VM location information matches
the application’s logical partitioning across the
infrastructure, with no reference to the physical
infrastructure architecture.

3.3 Application Semantics

Cloud tenants provision VMs with various
functions, ranging from components in web ap-
plications – e.g., LAMP stacks, to elements in
platforms for data analytics, such as Hadoop.

Web applications and data analytics plat-
forms normally consist of several tiers, each tier
composed of multiple VMs. For instance, a web
application can include a load balancer tier –
HAProxy, a web server tier – Apache, a caching
tier – Memcached and a data tier – a relational
database system such as MySQL, or a noSQL
system, e.g., Cassandra [20]. Similarly, data
analytics applications, such as Hadoop, rely on
a Map-Reduce [16] computational framework
to administer job execution and a distributed
filesystem, e.g., HDFS [5], for storing data.

By and large, availability constraints for
stateful tiers – e.g., application server tier,
data tier, follow the underlying data repli-
cation semantics. Common approaches for
replicating data fall into one of the follow-
ing categories: mirroring, i.e., primary/backup,
chained declustering as employed by dis-
tributed hash table (DHT)-based systems, e.g.,
Cassandra, or random replica placement, like
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Basic Interface
describe-images returns list of images available in the repository
run-instance -i image-id -s size instantiate VM from image image-id; size defines re-

sources, i.e., CPU/RAM
create-volume -s size -t type [ -i instance-id -d device ] create volume of size and type; type is local or remote;

device is local VM device, e.g., /dev/sdb; returns new
volume-id

Semantic Interface
create-hagroup [ -s seg-degree ] create a high availability group; seg-degree defines group

segregation – default is 1 (full segregation)
run-instance -i image-id -s size [ -g hagroup-id ] instantiate VM from image-id; hagroup-id enables ten-

ants to specify availability constraints at VM creation
time

addto-hagroup -i instance-id -g hagroup-id add VM instance-id to high availability group hagroup-id
rmfrom-hagroup -i instance-id -g hagroup-id remove VM instance-id from high availability group

hagroup-id
get-location -i instance-id get logical location for VM instance-id

Table 1: Cloud Tenant Interface. We augment the basic cloud interface with commands for making application
availability constraints explicit.

in HDFS.

Cloud tenants can leverage the semantic in-
terface to make replication semantics explicit;
conversely, cloud tenants can instruct OX to
segregate VMs and then configure the high-
level replication mechanism according to the
segregation information provided by OX.

For example, mirroring can be used to im-
plement large-scale data tiers by partitioning
data and deploying a primary/backup pair of
VMs for each partition, for availability pur-
poses. In this case, the application can de-
fine a high availability group for each pri-
mary/backup partition. Chained declustering
can be viewed as a generic case of mirroring,
with primaries and backups chained together.
Finally, with randomized schemes, data repli-
cas are usually spread randomly across VMs,
at a finer data granularity, based on available
capacity. Due to the higher vulnerability to
failures for data tiers relying on random place-
ment, tenants can conservatively place all tier
VMs into a single high availability group with a
segregation degree of 1, to achieve full segrega-
tion. Alternatively, these schemes may inquire
about and incorporate VM location informa-
tion when storing data replicas.

In stateless tiers – e.g., load balancer, web
server, caching tiers, the functions imple-
mented by individual VM components are typ-
ically interchangeable. Therefore, the failure of
one VM in the tier has a reduced overall effect

on application performance and availability, as
load is easily rebalanced across the remaining
components. Furthermore, stateless VMs are
easier to recover and reintegrate into the ap-
plication. Tenants can either create high avail-
ability groups for a subset of VMs in a state-
less tier, or create whole-tier availability groups
with lower segregation degrees. Tenants can
thus ensure overall tier availability when facing
unpredictable hardware failures.

Cloud tenants can define/update availability
constraints for owned VMs at any time. All
availability constraints specified by tenants are
considered by OX when optimizing placement
for hosted applications.

4 Optimizing Placement

4.1 Initial VM Placement

At the infrastructure level, the placement of
new VMs complies with availability constraints
specified by tenants at VM instantiation time.
In addition, VMs are initially placed in the
proximity of other VMs of the same applica-
tion.

OX, then, periodically reorganizes applica-
tion VMs across server racks according to ap-
plication dynamic changes, to satisfy applica-
tion availability requirements and reduce appli-
cation exposure to anomalies in the inter-rack
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communication fabric, such as network inter-
ference effects.

4.2 Applications as Graphs

Availability Constraint Graphs: OX
uses tenant-defined availability constraints to
construct application constraint undirected
graphs. Graph vertices are application VM in-
stances and edges are defined based on high
availability group specifications. Namely, for a
high availability group with a segregation de-
gree of 1, an edge exists between any two VM
instances in the availability group. For lower
segregation degrees, OX splits clusters of VMs
across racks, according to the degree; an edge
in the constraint graph exists between any two
VMs in different clusters.

In the following, we use CG = (V, CE) to
represent the constraint graph, where VMi

is vertex Vi and an availability constraint
between VMi and VMj is defined by edge CEij

= (Vi,Vj).

Communication Graphs: OX discovers
application topologies at the infrastructure
level by monitoring virtual machine network
traffic. We employ a number of open source
tools to gather and analyze network traffic
statistics in real-time, using the NetFlow
interface (described in Section 5).

Based on the latest statistics, a traffic ana-
lyzer daemon generates application topologies
as undirected traffic graphs. For each graph,
vertices are VM instances composing the ap-
plication. An edge exists between two vertices
if the two corresponding VMs exchanged traffic
during the last period. Edges are labeled with
the current network traffic bandwidth.

In the following, TG = (V, TE) denotes the
traffic graph, where VMi is vertex Vi and edge
TEij = (Vi,Vj) is shared by two communicat-
ing VMs.

4.3 OX Partitioning Algorithm

OX models application placement optimization
as an incremental graph partitioning problem
based on the current partition (placement)
configuration, P, constraint graph, CG, and
the traffic graph, TG. To solve the problem,

OX employs an approximation algorithm
structured into two phases. In phase 1, OX
uses P, CG, and TG, to verify, for every VM,
whether there are any violated availability
constraints or better placement opportuni-
ties in terms of network traffic. VMs that
require placement optimizations are logically
de-partitioned from P. Phase 2 improves
partition composition by re-integrating the
de-partitioned VMs, in a greedy breadth first
search fashion, according to TG and CG. The
output is the new partition configuration.

De-partitioning VMs: Phase 1 pro-
ceeds as follows. For each application VM, Vi,
let Pa ∈ P, such that Vi ∈ Pa – that is, Vi is
currently assigned to partition Pa. Availability
constraints are violated when VMs in the same
partition are part of the same high availability
group. Therefore, if there exists an edge in CG
from Vi to another VM, Vj , with Vj ∈ Pa, Vi

and Vj are marked for removal from Pa.

Changes in communication patterns among
application VMs can also give rise to opportu-
nities for improved placement. To discern these
opportunities, OX computes a per-VM non-
constrained inter/intra-partition traffic ratio,
for every VM not yet marked for removal. For
Vi ∈ Pa, intra-partition traffic is traffic within
a rack between Vi and the other VMs in Pa.
Intra-partition traffic is derived by summing up
labels (network bandwidth values) of edges (Vi,
Vj) in TG, where Vj ∈ Pa. Inter-partition traf-
fic represents non-constrained traffic between
Vi and VMs from partitions other than Pa, i.e.,
other racks. This traffic aggregate is derived for
every partition Pb ∈ P, Pb != Pa, by summing
labels of edges (Vi, Vj) in TG, where Vj ∈ Pb

and no edge (Vi, Vj) exists in CG.

OX uses inter/intra-partition traffic ratios
when deciding to de-partition VMs from P.
Specifically, for Vi ∈ Pa, if there exists a Pb ∈
P, Pb != Pa, such that the corresponding Vi

inter-Pb/intra-Pa traffic ratio is greater than
one, Vi is marked for removal. A ratio greater
than one indicates that Vi exchanges more ex-
pensive inter-rack traffic with VMs in Pb than
intra-rack traffic with VMs in Pa.

All VMs marked for removal due to either
violated availability constraints, or changes
in network traffic patterns, are temporarily
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de-partitioned from P. In the following, we use
D to denote this set of de-partitioned VMs.

Re-partitioning VMs: New logical partition
composition is constructed by re-integrating
the VMs from D, in a greedy breadth
first search fashion, based on TG and CG.
Re-integration is performed iteratively, by
growing partitions with de-partitioned VMs in
decreasing order of network traffic magnitude.
Moreover, a partition grows with VMs that
have no availability constraints with current
partition nodes.

The re-partitioning phase progresses itera-
tively, as follows. First, for the VMs that are
still in P, OX aggregates edges to VMs in D.
That is, given Pa in P and Vi in D, OX re-
places all traffic edges from Vi to VMs in Pa

with a single edge; this edge is labeled with the
sum of all respective edge labels. Edges with at
least one end (VM) in D are then sorted in de-
creasing order of labels (bandwidth) and added
to a queue, Q. At each iteration, the algorithm
considers the highest edge in Q, TEmax = (Vi,
Vj), for expansion. If Vi and Vj are both in D,
they are assigned to a new partition Pb. Oth-
erwise, if Vi (or Vj) represents a partition Pa,
Vj (or Vi) is assigned to Pa, if the respective
VM has no availability constraints with VMs
in Pa. Lastly, if both Vi and Vj represent in-
termediate partitions Pa and Pb, respectively,
the two partitions are merged only if there are
no availability constraints between them. Upon
re-integration into a partition, a VM is removed
from D. Analyzed edges are removed from Q,
while labels for remaining edges in Q are up-
dated accordingly.

The iterative loop finishes when Q is empty
or when the algorithm was not able to grow a
partition in the current iteration, due to avail-
ability constraints. The set of VMs not as-
signed to a partition along with the correspond-
ing traffic/constraint subgraphs are used as in-
puts to a new instance of the re-partitioning
algorithm.

4.4 Partition Placement

Based on new logical partition configurations,
OX reshuffles application VMs across racks
such that partitions are segregated and all

VMs in a partition are hosted on the same
rack. Partitions are first assigned to racks
based on minimal VM migration costs and
available rack resources, e.g., memory. OX
then finalizes the reshuffling process by mi-
grating VMs according to the partition-to-rack
assignment.

Assigning Partitions to Racks: In or-
der to respect availability constraints or
alleviate inter-rack network traffic, each VM
partition has to be allocated to a different rack.
OX assigns partitions to server racks such
that VM migration costs are minimized. The
partition assignment algorithm also considers
available rack memory, as it is by far the
scarcest resource in most environments.

Migrating Virtual Machines: The as-
signment algorithm outputs a mapping of
partitions to racks and a set of VM instance
migrations per application. OX optimizes the
migration process for all applications, by ex-
ecuting migrations in parallel, while reducing
network congestion caused by reshuffles. To
parallelize VM migrations, while not generat-
ing network interference, OX employs a simple
heuristic policy: no two concurrent migrations
are allowed to/from the same rack.

5 Prototype

We implemented a prototype of OX as a set of
extensions to an in-house Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) cloud management framework.
While we rely on our own IaaS cloud imple-
mentation, the concepts presented in this pa-
per can be easily integrated into existing IaaS
cloud solutions, e.g., Eucalyptus [6].

5.1 Cloud Management Software

Our cloud management software allows cloud
tenants to get access to infrastructure re-
sources, by instantiating VMs, creating stor-
age volumes, and defining VM availability con-
straints. Our management software consists of:
(1) agents running on each virtualized server,
handling requests, (2) a storage server main-
taining cloud metadata and exporting root
filesystem images and remote storage volumes,
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and (3) a DHCP server assigning IP addresses
dynamically to VMs.

We select one of the server agents to act
as global cloud manager. Cloud tenant re-
quests are first submitted to the cloud man-
ager, who forwards them to server agents or the
storage server, accordingly. The storage server
maintains the cloud metadata, e.g., informa-
tion about VM instances, images, volumes,
high availability groups, in a local database.
The storage server also runs an NFS server, to
export images to NFS clients running on vir-
tualized servers. To multiplex a single root
filesystem image to multiple VM instances, we
use the QCOW2 format [7] to create Copy-on-
Write VM images from a base image. Finally,
to provide remote storage volumes to VMs, the
storage server uses the NBD implementation of
the Network Block Device protocol [8].

To exemplify the management software
workflow, suppose a tenant first creates a high
availability group, ha-xyz, by issuing the create-
hagroup command – Table 1. The request is
sent to the cloud manager who forwards it to
the storage server. The storage server then
creates an entry in the local database for ha-
xyz. Next, the tenant starts two VMs from im-
age img-abc as part of ha-xyz, by calling run-
instance. The cloud manager uses the avail-
ability constraints, location of other VMs, and
available resources, to decide the initial loca-
tion for the two VMs. Based on the placement
decision, the cloud manager forwards requests
to the server agents. Server agents create COW
images based on img-abc, instantiate the VMs
and reply back with the unique VM instance
ids. The cloud manager then sends instance
metadata, (instance-id, location, ha-groups), to
the storage server, to be added to the local
database, and replies to the tenant.

5.2 Discovering Communication
Patterns

OX discovers application topologies at the in-
frastructure level by monitoring virtual ma-
chine network traffic. We use a number of
open source tools to gather and analyze net-
work traffic statistics in real-time. Each vir-
tualized server in the data center runs Open
vSwitch [9]. Open vSwitch is a virtual switch

implementation that supports standard man-
agement interfaces (e.g. NetFlow), and is open
to programmatic extension and control. We
configure each virtual switch to export flows to
a central collector, periodically, using the Net-
Flow interface.

The collector component is deployed in a vir-
tual machine on the cloud infrastructure and
is based on the flow-tools package [10]. Flow-
tools provides a set of programs used to collect,
send, process, and generate reports from Net-
Flow data. In OX, a flow-capture daemon col-
lects flows from the virtual switches and writes
them to disk, periodically, at a one minute in-
terval. A second traffic analyzer process runs
every minute in the background and consists of
three phases. First, the analyzer daemon uses
flow-nfilter to filter VM traffic. Second, it calls
flow-report and flow-print to generate statistics
based on the latest collected data. For each
flow, OX extracts source ip address, destination
ip address, flow start time, flow end time and
bytes transferred. Based on the latest statis-
tics, the traffic analyzer daemon generates ap-
plication topologies as undirected traffic graphs
and forwards this information to the optimiza-
tion component.

5.3 OX Optimization Component

The optimization component process is also
deployed in a virtual machine on the cloud
infrastructure. It receives up-to-date per-
application traffic graphs from the traffic an-
alyzer daemon and it fetches availability con-
straints, along with VM location information,
from the storage server. The optimization pro-
cess then executes the graph re-partitioning al-
gorithm and, following the new partition con-
figuration, the partition-to-rack assignment al-
gorithm. Lastly, to complete the new place-
ment, it issues migrate-instance commands to
the cloud manager, according to the migration
schedule. The migrate-instance admin com-
mand takes as arguments the identifier of the
VM to be migrated and the new rack hosting
the VM.
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6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the benefits OX
provides to applications running on the cloud
infrastructure. In the evaluation, we con-
struct realistic small-scale scenarios with cloud
tenants instantiating and configuring VMs as
part of various popular distributed applica-
tions, e.g., Hadoop, Cassandra. Tenants spec-
ify availability constraints both at VM instan-
tiation time and VM runtime. We show how
OX shields applications from inter-rack net-
work interference effects and rack-level failures,
through smart VM placement/migration oper-
ations.

In the following, we first describe the cloud
infrastructure and benchmarks. Then, we
present the experimental results with a mix of
tenant applications running on the cloud infras-
tructure.

6.1 Testbed

Cloud Infrastructure: Our evaluation
infrastructure consists of three racks, each
composed of ten servers and a rack switch.
Servers are connected to the rack switches
through 1Gbps network links. Thus, rack
switches deliver 1Gbps network bandwidth for
intra-rack server communication. We use a
third switch, the cluster switch, to interconnect
the rack switches. The rack-to-cluster switch
links are 1Gbps. Therefore, the rack-to-cluster
links are oversubscribed by a factor of 10. The
physical servers are Dell PowerEdge SC1450
and we deployed Xen 3.4.3 as virtualization
technology. The switches are Extreme Net-
works Summit 400-48t.

Benchmarks: HADOOP – We use Apache’s
Hadoop 0.21.0 distribution based on the HDFS
distributed filesystem and MapReduce frame-
work [4]. HDFS is composed of a NameNode,
maintaining metadata, and DataNodes, stor-
ing the data. The MapReduce framework en-
ables distributed processing of large data sets
on compute clusters. It consists of a Job-
Tracker and multiple TaskTrackers. Processing
jobs are submitted to the JobTracker who cre-
ates map/reduce tasks for each job and assigns
them to TaskTrackers. Map tasks process data

stored in HDFS. A data shuffling phase feeds
outputs from map tasks as inputs to reduce
tasks. Reduce tasks generate the final output
and store it in HDFS. As Hadoop workload,
we use the sort benchmark [11]. In our experi-
ments, this benchmark takes as input a 10GB
random data set stored in HDFS and produces
the sorted data using the MapReduce frame-
work.

We create a root filesystem image, img-
hadoop, based on the Hadoop software for
tenants to instantiate VMs running the
Hadoop system. In the following, each Hadoop
VM is configured 3GB of RAM and 3 vCPUs.
HDFS data is stored on local storage volumes
of size 20GB. The local volumes are created
by the cloud management software on the
servers hosting the Hadoop VMs. In general,
all Hadoop VMs act as HDFS DataNodes
/ Map-Reduce TaskTrackers, with one VM
also acting as HDFS NameNode and one as
Map-Reduce JobTracker.

YCSB-Cassandra – YCSB [14] is a frame-
work for evaluating different cloud database
systems. A cloud database is typically a
scalable key-value store, such as Amazon’s
Dynamo [17] or Cassandra [20]. YCSB tar-
gets serving systems, which provide online
read/write access to data. That is, a web
user is waiting for a web page to load, and
reads and writes to the cloud database are
carried out as part of the page construction
and delivery. YCSB consists of a workload
generating client and a package of standard
workloads with various characteristics, e.g.,
read-intensive, write-intensive, to be executed
by the client. The framework also comes
with database connectors for different cloud
database systems. To evaluate OX, we use
Cassandra as cloud database and we configure
YCSB clients to run read-intensive workloads
against the Cassandra system.

We create two root filesystem images, img-
ycsb and img-cassandra, based on the YCSB
0.1.2 and Cassandra 0.6.4 releases, respectively.
Tenants instantiate YCSB VMs from img-ycsb
and Cassandra VMs from img-cassandra. In
the following scenarios, each YCSB VM is con-
figured with 512MB of RAM and 2 virtual
CPUs, while each Cassandra VM has 1GB of
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RAM and 2 vCPUs. Application data is stored
on remote storage volumes of 1GB in size, one
per Cassandra VM.

6.2 Network Interference Sce-
nario

We first construct a realistic scenario to
illustrate how OX protects applications from
network congestion on oversubscribed inter-
rack links. In this scenario, we use two racks
to host three tenant applications.

Tenant Applications: Tenant1 deploys
a YCSB-Cassandra distributed application,
app1, composed of two YCSB VMs, a1:y1
and a1:y2, and two Cassandra VMs, a1:c1
and a1:c2. The Cassandra tier employs 2-way
replication, and the tenant requires the tier
to be highly available. He creates a high
availability group with segregation degree 1,
ha-c1, and starts a1:c1 and a1:c2, as members
of ha-c1. a1:y1 and a1:y2 are instantiated with
no availability constraints. Later on, while
app1 is running, tenant1 decides to create a
high availability group for the YCSB tier,
ha-y1, to increase tier availability. He then
adds a1:y1 and a1:y2 to ha-y1. This is an
example of a dynamic change in availability
constraints.

Tenant2 also deploys a YCSB-Cassandra
application, app2, composed of two YCSB
VMs and two Cassandra VMs. He creates
two high availability groups with the default
segregation degree of 1, ha-y2 for YCSB
and ha-c2 for Cassandra. The tenant then
instantiates the YCSB VMs, a2:y1 and a2:y2,
as part of ha-y2, and the Cassandra VMs,
a2:c1 and a2:c2, as members of ha-c2.

Tenant3 starts a Hadoop application, app3,
composed of ten Hadoop VMs, a3:h1 ... a3:h10.
Tenant3 wants to configure HDFS with a repli-
cation degree of 3 – that is, each data block is
replicated on 3 Hadoop VMs. Moreover, the
tenant requires at least 2 replicas to be sepa-
rate. With OX, he creates a high availability
group, ha-h1, with segregation degree 0.5.
Then, he instantiates the ten Hadoop VMs as
part of ha-h1. At the infrastructure level, the

above availability requirements ensure that
the Hadoop VMs are balanced across the two
racks. A common replica placement policy
employed by HDFS, rack-aware, makes use of
VM location information. Hence, the tenant
queries OX for logical VM locations and uses
this information when configuring HDFS.

For the network interference scenario, we
are interested in evaluating application per-
formance, when the three applications run
concurrently on the cloud infrastructure. For
app1 and app2, YCSB clients constantly issue
requests to the Cassandra system. For app3, a
sort job on the 10GB data set is infrequently
submitted to the MapReduce system. We
evaluate OX against a random semantic-aware
VM placement approach.

Random Semantic-Aware VM Place-
ment: The cloud management software places
the VMs such that availability constraints are
satisfied and resource usage is reasonably bal-
anced.

For app1, a1:y1 and a1:y2 end up on rack1,
since the tenant did not specify any initial
availability requirements and the VMs are rel-
atively small in size. a1:c1 and a1:c2, however,
are part of ha-c1. Hence, these two VMs are
placed on different racks, with a1:c1 on rack1
and a1:c2 on rack2. app2 initial VM placement
follows the availability constraints. Based on
ha-y2, a2:y1 is hosted on rack1, while a2:y2 is
on rack2. Likewise, a2:c1 is placed on rack2
and a2:c2 on rack1, due to ha-c2. For app3, five
VMs are hosted on rack1, with the other five
on rack2.

In the following, we use random semantic-
aware VM placement to term this initial place-
ment. Figure 1(a) shows app1 and app2

throughput numbers – requests per second, for
an interval of 25 minutes, with the random
semantic-aware placement technique. At the
17-minute time mark, tenant3 starts an app3

Hadoop sort job on the 10GB data set stored in
HDFS. From this point onwards, all three ap-
plications compete for the oversubscribed inter-
rack network bandwidth. app3 sort job has sub-
stantial network bandwidth requirements. The
network traffic generated impacts the through-
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(a) app1 – YCSB-Cassandra, app2 – YCSB-
Cassandra, and app3. We show throughput num-
bers for both applications with and without network
interference.
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(b) app3 – Hadoop Inter-Rack Traffic. Hadoop
sort job stresses the inter-rack network interconnect,
particularly during the reduce phase.

Figure 1: Random Semantic-Aware VM place-
ment. We show three applications running concurrently
on the cloud infrastructure. Application VMs are placed
according to availability constraints, with rack resource us-
age reasonably balanced. app3 causes network congestion
and impacts app1 and app2 severely.

put of app1 and app2. The drop in throughput
is more pronounced during the reduce phase of
sort. This is expected, as the data shuffling pro-
cess exchanges the entire 10GB data set among
app3 Hadoop nodes, stressing the network in-
terconnect.

To better understand the network inter-
ference caused by the Hadoop sort job, in
Figure 1(b) we plot the inter-rack network
bandwidth consumed by app3. The horizontal
axis in Figure 1(b) can be matched against
Figure 1(a). During the map phase of sort,
the bandwidth has sporadic jumps towards
800Mbps. However, during the reduce phase,
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Figure 2: app1 – Partition Composition and
OX-generated Availability Constraint / Com-
munication Graphs. In (a), availability constraint be-
tween a1:y1 and a1:y2 is violated (dashed edge), as both
VMs are initially on rack1 – same partition. A portion
of app1 VM traffic is inter-rack – solid thin edges. OX
produces new, optimal partition composition, as shown in
(b)
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Figure 3: app2 – Partition Composition and
OX-generated Availability Constraint / Com-
munication Graphs. In (a), all availability constraints
are met – dashed edges. However, all app2 VM traffic is
inter-rack. In (b) we show OX-generated partition com-
position.

the bandwidth is constantly in the 800Mbps
range, causing a sharp interference effect for
the two concurrent applications, app1 and
app2.

OX Placement: OX optimizes applica-
tion placement following communication pat-
terns and availability constraints. Figure 2
and Figure 3 illustrate the availability con-
straint/communication graphs produced by
OX for app1 and app2, along with previous
and new partition configurations. The previ-
ous partition composition reflects the initial
semantic-aware VM placement. Graph ver-
tices are the VM identifiers, while edges are
based on availability constraints/network traf-
fic bandwidth between the pairs of VMs.
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Availability constraints are shown as dashed
edges. For app1 – Figure 2(a), the availabil-
ity constraint between a1:c1 and a1:c2 is met,
as the two VMs are hosted on separate racks
– distinct partitions. On a different note, the
constraint between a1:y1 and a1:y2 is violated,
as both VMs are on rack1. Tenant1 defined
the availability constraint while the VMs were
running, hence the violation.

For communication graphs, solid thin edges
denote inter-rack traffic, while solid thick
edges, intra-rack traffic. For example, as a1:y1
is initially placed on rack1 and a1:c2 on rack2,
the two VMs communicate over the oversub-
scribed inter-rack link at 85Mbps.

For app2 – Figure 3(a), availability con-
straints are complied with, while all network
traffic is inter-rack.

OX then proceeds with optimizing placement
for app1 and app2. Note that, due to the strict
availability requirements, and, as app3 VMs
use local storage volumes, OX considers the
entire application immovable and cannot op-
timize placement for app3 – e.g, by hosting all
app3 VMs on a single rack.

For app1, Figure 2(b) illustrates the new par-
tition configuration generated by OX: a1:P1 =
(a1:y2, a1:c1), and a1:P2 = (a1:y1, a1:c2). The
partition-to-rack assignment algorithm assigns
a1:P1 to rack1 and a1:P2 to rack2. To realize
the partition assignment, OX migrates a1:y1
from rack1 to rack2. The new app2 partition
composition is: a2:P1 = (a2:y1, a2:c1), and
a2:P2 = (a2:y2, a2:c2). a2:P1 is assigned to
rack2 and a2:P2 to rack1. Two VM migrations
are required to complete the assignment: a2:y1
from rack1 to rack2, and a2:y2 from rack2 to
rack1.

Figure 4 shows app1 and app2 throughput
numbers for an interval of 45 minutes, with OX
optimized placement. Around the 5-minute
time mark, OX executes the three VM live mi-
grations sequentially, to optimize VM place-
ment. Each VM migration has a slight impact
on application performance. At the 25-minute
time mark, tenant3 starts a Hadoop sort job
on the 10GB data set stored in HDFS. As in
Figure 1(a), all three applications now com-
pete for the oversubscribed inter-rack network
bandwidth. However, with OX, network inter-
ference is substantially reduced. app1 and app2
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Figure 4: OX VM placement. app1 – YCSB-
Cassandra, app2 – YCSB-Cassandra, and app3

– Hadoop, running concurrently on the cloud
infrastructure. OX optimizes placement for app1 and
app2 by live migrating VMs according to availability con-
straints and communication patterns. As a result, network
interference effects caused by app3 are minimized.

experience only a small drop in throughput due
to the inter-rack network traffic between the
Cassandra VMs.

Therefore, OX enhanced robustness for
hosted applications, by shielding them from un-
predictable network interference effects, while
adhering to tenant-defined high availability
constraints.

6.3 Rack-level Failure Scenario

In the second scenario, we show how OX
protects applications from rack-level failures,
such as a power outage taking offline an
entire rack. We use three racks to host two
YCSB-Cassandra tenant applications. We
evaluate OX against a traffic-aware only VM
placement approach.

Tenant Applications: A tenant deploys
two identical YCSB-Cassandra applications,
each composed of three YCSB VMs, y1, y2,
y3, and three Cassandra VMs, c1, c2, c3.
The Cassandra tier employs 2-way replication
based on chained declustering. In addition,
the tier supports various levels of consistency
models – strong consistency or eventual consis-
tency, to ensure availability when dealing with
component failures. Thus, the tenant creates
three high availability groups per-application,
one for each pair of Cassandra VMs, to achieve
VM segregation.
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Figure 5: YCSB-Cassandra Application – Parti-
tion Composition and OX-generated Availabil-
ity Constraint / Communication Graphs. Follow-
ing communication patterns and availability constraints,
OX produces three partitions to be segregated on three
separate racks. The traffic-aware approach ignores avail-
ability requirements, placing all VMs on a single rack.

OX vs. Traffic-Aware: The two iden-
tical YCSB-Cassandra tenant applications are
hosted on the cloud infrastructure according to
different placement policies as follows. For the
first application, appox, VMs are placed using
OX, according to communication patterns and
availability constraints. For the second appli-
cation, appta, we employ a traffic-aware only
VM placement policy that ignores availability
requirements.

Figure 5 shows the availability constraint
/ communication graphs for these YCSB-
Cassandra applications. The optimal partition
configuration generated by OX for appox con-
sists of three partitions: (y1, c1), (y2, c2), (y3,
c3). Consequently, with OX, application VMs
are segregated across the three racks. On a dif-
ferent note, the traffic-aware policy colocates all
VMs of appta on a single rack, rack1, as all VMs
communicate frequently and this policy ignores
availability constraints.

In Figure 4 we illustrate throughput num-
bers for the two YCSB-Cassandra applications,
during an interval of 20 minutes. For the first
12 minutes, the applications report a similar
performance. At the 12-minute time mark, we
cause a power outage that fails the entire rack1.
As expected, the application hosted using the
traffic-aware only policy, appta, becomes com-
pletely unavailable. With OX, however, appox

loses only a third of its VMs and the application
incurs just a small drop in performance, with
no impact on overall application availability.
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Figure 6: Rack Failure Scenario. We show through-
put numbers for two identical YCSB-Cassandra appli-
cations placed using different policies – OX (traffic &
semantic-aware) and traffic-aware only, respectively. At
the 12-minute time mark, a rack-level failure (power out-
age) takes down the entire ”traffic-aware only” applica-
tion.

Therefore, by placing VMs according to
communication patterns and availability con-
straints, OX protected the application from un-
predictable rack-level failures.

7 OX in Large Scale Envi-
ronments

In this section, we discuss implementation de-
tails for scalability in generic large scale deploy-
ments of OX.

We have assumed that, typically, the data
center contains more than enough resources
within racks to accommodate a stable graph
partitioning solution for meeting each applica-
tion’s constraints. As previously mentioned,
in this common case, OX monitors and opti-
mizes network traffic per application, and fo-
cuses its adaptations unto problem areas of the
graph. Under these assumptions, our approach
is guaranteed to work by selectively moving ap-
plication VMs away from oversubscribed links,
while respecting their availability constraints.

Therefore, as long as enough resources exist
within racks, we expect larger scale scenarios
to show similar effects for OX adaptations as
our evaluation. This is intuitive because each
per-application incremental adaptation, in and
of itself, is similar to our scenario; the adapta-
tion fine-tunes the VM placement only for the
VMs involved in communication over congested
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inter-rack links; incremental adaptations for
applications are performed independently.

In contrast, we argue that alternative algo-
rithms based on global reshuffle optimizations
for VM placement would incur long periods of
network instability during VM migrations. In
addition, some applications, like Hadoop, can-
not be optimized effectively, because of mas-
sive traffic exchanges among all nodes in the
Hadoop cluster. Therefore, alternative algo-
rithms, which may target global utility in terms
of network usage are likely to be costly and in-
effective.

Furthermore, we also showed in our eval-
uation a typical case of incremental evolu-
tion of, and dynamic adaptation to availabil-
ity constraints. As the tenant perceives appli-
cation vulnerabilities, our interface allows him
to create additional availability constraints.
OX addresses these additional availability con-
straints incrementally, through performing se-
lective VM migrations, as needed, to reinforce
the additional constraints. In this case as well,
we expect that OX will provide robustness for
large scale scenarios in a similar fashion as for
our small scale scenario.

8 Related Work

A number of recent efforts proposed higher
density interconnect architectures using com-
modity components to decongest data center
networks [19][12]. These architectures claim
high bandwidth connectivity between any two
servers in a data center. However, they re-
quire significant architectural changes and in-
cur high management/deployment costs. Our
approach, OX, is a low-cost scalable solution
that increases application resilience to infras-
tructure anomalies, such as network interfer-
ence on oversubscribed network links.

VM placement based on network traffic pat-
terns has been suggested as a method to ad-
dress network bottlenecks in data centers [21].
However, proposed solutions usually minimize
a data center wide objective function in isola-
tion of the current VM placement. In large-
scale data centers these global solutions are
not scalable. In contrast, OX incrementally re-
partitions applications, and progresses toward

an optimal placement, by minimizing the net-
work disruption due to VM migrations. More-
over, as proposed solutions are oblivious to
application semantics, naive implementations
increase application vulnerability to internal
data center hardware failures. For instance,
simplistic solutions could place an entire ap-
plication on a single rack to maximize net-
work performance. As rack failures are com-
monplace [15], due to faulty rack switches or
rack power units, application uptime could be
severely impacted. We describe a holistic solu-
tion for dynamic intelligent mapping of appli-
cation components (VMs) onto the virtualized
infrastructure. OX bridges high-level applica-
tion semantics, e.g., availability constraints, to
infrastructure-level metrics, e.g., network traf-
fic statistics, to optimize placement and en-
hance resilience to cloud infrastructure anoma-
lies for hosted applications.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service providers, e.g.,
Amazon [1], allow cloud tenants to use mul-
tiple availability zones when accessing cloud
resources. An availability zone is defined by
a geographical subregion, e.g., US East-1, and
it typically encompasses an entire data center.
Our system, OX, introduces high availability
groups, an abstraction that enables tenants to
define high availability constraints among dis-
tributed application components (VMs). OX
enforces availability requirements within a vir-
tualized data center, through intelligent VM
placement, without exposing data center phys-
ical infrastructure details. Moreover, OX ex-
tends current cloud tenant interfaces and can
be easily integrated into existing IaaS cloud so-
lutions.

Live virtual machine migration [13] has been
proposed to alleviate overload [22], or colocate
VMs for memory affinity [23]. We leverage it
to provide high availability guarantees and to
minimize exposure to anomalies in the network
communication fabric, such as network inter-
ference effects, for tenant applications hosted
on large-scale cloud infrastructures.

9 Conclusions

We introduce OX, a runtime system that tar-
gets on-the-fly virtual machine placement opti-
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mizations for enhanced application robustness
in virtualized data center architectures. These
data centers are built by Infrastructure-as-a-
Service (IaaS) cloud computing providers, such
as Amazon, to host large numbers of tenant dis-
tributed applications, concurrently.

The common structure of cloud infrastruc-
tures consists of multiple racks of servers in-
terconnected by a hierarchical networking fab-
ric. Servers are virtualized and are shared by
multiple virtual machines (VMs) started by
cloud tenants as part of tenant applications.
Due to the large scale of cloud infrastructures,
anomalies, such as failures or bottlenecks, are
commonplace, and impact application uptime
and overall functionality. With OX, we ad-
dress application vulnerability to within-rack
failures caused by faulty servers, rack switches,
or rack power units, and inter-rack communi-
cation anomalies, e.g., network interference on
oversubscribed inter-rack network links.

OX provides an interface for tenants to spec-
ify application-level availability requirements,
following application VM roles and replica-
tion semantics. In addition, OX discovers per-
application inter-VM communication patterns
on the fly. OX uses this information to dynam-
ically implement VM placement optimizations
in order to enforce application availability con-
straints and reduce and/or alleviate application
exposure to network communication anomalies,
such as traffic bottlenecks. Specifically, OX
builds on-line topology graphs, one per applica-
tion and automatically partitions these graphs
in an incremental fashion, according to appli-
cation availability constraints and communi-
cation patterns. OX then performs live VM
migrations based on the partitioned graph for
each application.

We evaluate OX using a mix of Hadoop and
YCSB/Cassandra workloads to create dynamic
scenarios of network interference and availabil-
ity constraints. Our results show that OX en-
hances application resilience to infrastructure
anomalies, by reducing the impact of inter-rack
network interference, and by shielding applica-
tions from rack-level failures.
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Abstract

We propose a new approach to building local-
ized, context-driven social networking applica-
tions to allow people to communicate, interact,
collaborate, and socialize in a truly innovative
manner. In particular, the goal is to provide
mechanisms to form communities of people who
do not necessarily know each other, but are in
close proximity to each other. In other words,
it allows a user to communicate with unfamil-
iar people with whom the user does not know
how to get in touch with.

To achieve these goals we designed and im-
plemented an infrastructure and an application
using proximity based structures hashed over
a set of clouds to distribute the user load ef-
fectively. Our infrastructure, called iCon, pro-
vides layers of APIs to separate concerns and
support the key features of our approach. To
evaluate this layered architecture we developed
YaKit, an innovative social networking applica-
tion. This locality based end-user application,
which runs on workstations as well as mobile
phones, allows to identify persons in close prox-
imity and interact with them. The premise is
that people are tied to the places and time peri-
ods of their life’s experiences. Communicating
in such a way is not only novel but also presents
a wide range of capabilities and opportunities
for smart web applications.

Copyright c© 2011 Ronald J. Desmarais, Przemek
Lach and Hausi A. Müller. Permission to copy is hereby
granted provided the original copyright notice is repro-
duced in copies made.

1 Introduction

Social networking tools are some of the most
popular and successful applications being de-
veloped today. In recent years Facebook, Twit-
ter, Buzz, Youtube and many others have re-
ally dominated the application landscape and
today consume a significant amount of Inter-
net resources. The social drive for such appli-
cations combined with the capabilities of cloud
computing technologies to provide on-demand
resource allocation are paving the way to the
smart web. These next generation social net-
working applications have much more resources
at their disposal and thus enable application
developers to conceive ever more sophisticated
and smarter applications. Moreover, the prolif-
eration of mobile smart devices provides appli-
cations with a wealth of contextual information
from a plethora of sources and in particular lo-
cal sources. This local contextual information
along with the vast web information store will
not only provide people with an improved user
experience, but also guide them in their desire
to help others and optimize altruistically.

In this paper, we propose a new approach
to building localized, context-driven social net-
working applications to allow people to commu-
nicate, interact, collaborate, and socialize in a
truly innovative manner. In particular, the un-
derlying infrastructure provides mechanisms to
form communities of people who do not neces-
sarily know each other, but are in close prox-
imity to each other. In other words, it allows
a user to communicate with unfamiliar people
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with whom the user does not know how to get
in touch with.

To achieve these goals we designed and im-
plemented an infrastructure and an application
using proximity based structures hashed over
a set of clouds to distribute the user load ef-
fectively. Our infrastructure, called iCon, pro-
vides layers of APIs to separate concerns and
support the key features of our approach. To
evaluate this layered architecture we developed
YaKit, an innovative social networking applica-
tion. This locality based end-user application,
which runs on workstations as well as mobile
phones, allows to identify persons who are in
close proximity and interact with them. The
premise is that people are tied to the places and
time periods of their life’s experiences. Com-
municating in such a way is not only novel but
also presents a wide range of capabilities and
opportunities for smart web applications.

In particular, we propose a layered architec-
ture to provide seamless integration and inter-
operability among heterogeneous web applica-
tions. The key question to be addressed is how
to provide a way so that the various distributed
services can be orchestrated together effectively
and intelligently. The problem is exacerbated
when many different vendors or cloud sites,
which support some subset of the services, are
being orchestrated. Moreover, user devices
have access to much contextual and environ-
mental information. This along with the web’s
vast data store of user profiles and user habits
provides a rich environment for research into
integrating all these capabilities and informa-
tion sources so as to provide an altruistic user
experience for all users while still using re-
sources efficiently and meeting real user needs
effectively.

The focus of this paper is how to support and
manage localized services across various cloud
sites using a distributed hash table. The key
service explored is the locality service which
provides applications with the ability to track
how users are positioned relative to each other.
This service is supported through a distributed
hash data structure. The YaKit application
was intended as a proof of concept for the un-
derlying infrastructure and services but turned
out to be much more and is now a truly impres-
sive and innovative social networking applica-

tion.

The remainder of this paper describes the
design and implementation of YaKit, an inno-
vative social networking application, and the
infrastructure that supports such applications
including iCon (iCon (inter Cloud overlay net-
work), AII (Application Indirection Interface)
and MII (Management Indirection Interface).
The paper concludes with related work on lo-
cality based social networking applications and
a discussion on the obvious privacy and secu-
rity issues encountered in such an open social
network.

2 YaKit: A Location Based
Social Networking Appli-
cation

YaKit is a locality based messenger service
which allows users to communicate via text and
audio to other users based on their global posi-
tion. To use YaKit, a user simply navigates via
a web browser to www.yakit.ca. The web ap-
plication will automatically log the user in as a
guest rather than requiring the user to create
an account, which is an option. The main in-
terface to using YaKit is the yak.js API. This
API allows users to register and have access to
YaKit specific services. The locality service,
that YaKit uses, adds YaKit users to a dis-
tributed hash data structure. This structure
is accessed through the APIs of the iCon lay-
ered infrastructure. The data structure is pre-
sented to users via the Google maps API. This
API presents the positions of YaKit users over-
layed on top of the Google map as depicted in
Fig. 1. Along with their position, users spec-
ify their broadcast range. This range deter-
mines how far away another user can be and
still receive a message. Users who are close to
each other can exchange messages with each
other. Communication becomes location based
and the user simply specifies a position and ra-
dius. The backend locality service along with
YaKit determines how the messages are for-
warded to selected users. Since you only need
a location and a radius the service is easy to
use. To make the application more sophisti-
cated, the concept of a beacon was introduced.
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Beacons allow users to mark a position of in-
terest, even if they are not actually physically
there. Beacons can also have a temperal ele-
ment and thus allow users to travel forward or
backward through time. For example, if a user
went to high school in the 1990’s, then he or
she may want to put a beacon over his or her
old high school and set its temperal period to
span his or her high school years. Any other
users who also put a beacon there and set to
an overlapping time period can communicate.
This is truly exciting and allows for amazing
and mind-boggeling applications for the smart
web.

Figure 1: YaKit user interface

3 Locality and User Man-
agement Services

YaKit is a prototype application to take ad-
vantage of third generation web capability as
described above. YaKit is designed to be a
temporal based voice twittering system. Users
register with YaKit and setup several transmit-
ter receivers devices anywhere in the world and
at any given time period (e.g., 1776–83). Then

any other users who register their devices in the
same geographical area and time period can
communicate. Thus, users with overlapping
temporal and location-based interests, but are
not necessarily aware of each other, can com-
municate. If a user has a vague idea with whom
he or she wishes to interact, he or she can locate
those people. The YaKit social tool helps group
people with similar vague ideas. The remainder
of this section describes how iCon was designed
to meet the needs of such locality based social
tools. In particular, object storage is addressed
along with the application and management in-
terfaces. The section concludes with a descrip-
tion of the YaKit application using the iCon
overlay.

3.1 iCon Locality Service Design
and Implementation

3.1.1 Locality Data Structure

The iCon overlay itself is a registry and de-
ployment infrastructure in which services can
be made available through the overlay. In this
case iCon provides the locality service. The lo-
cality service design itself is a quad tree data
structure as presented in Fig. 2 [6]. The idea
is to store objects in buckets until the bucket
is too full and then sub-divide. The locality
based service designed for deployment in iCon
follows a similar approach except that buckets
are forced to divide even with a single object
until a desired depth is reached. The two di-
mensions of the quad tree correspond to the lat-
itude and longitude axes in carthography. The
deeper one goes in the tree, the more granular
the location becomes (e.g., zooming in when
exploring with Google Earth).

Durin the design of iCon and YaKit we inves-
tigated and assessed several related data struc-
tures including cell and kd-trees [2], locality
based hashing [5], and cover trees [9]. Kd-trees
and cover trees often require a selection of a
pivot point in order to guide the growth of the
tree. Moreover, locality based hashing is re-
ally designed for problems where there is a high
order of dimensions involved. These are seri-
ous issues for modern social tools in which the
churn of users is high and the users are continu-
ously in motion. These trees would have to be
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rebuilt continually with good pivot points or
user positions selected as the root. In the end
we selected the quad tree data structure for its
simplicity, strong support for dynamic change,
and the key feature of simply using bins to store
users. To increase granularity, we simply allow
the quad tree to be divided further by increas-
ing the maximum depth. Having selected the
quad tree for ease of implementation and for
its static nature, there are some drawbacks as
well.

Figure 2: Simple quad tree structure to allocate
users

The quad tree has a maximum depth de-
pending on the map coverage area and how
fine grained the system needs to group users
into bins. For example, if the map area covers
100m2 and the system requires a granularity of
6.25 meters, then the tree depth (d) needs to
be 3 (cf. Eqn. 1). Therefore, when a user is
added to the locality service, at least d checks
must be performed to find the appropriate bin
for this user. If a bin does not exist, it needs to
be created. Bin creation and deletion is used
to limit the amount of memory needed to store
all the tree nodes in use. If a tree node has no

user keys, it is simply deleted along with all of
its children.

d = log2

[
map lat

des width

]
+ 1; (1)

The depth of the quad tree is the reason for
additional service operations such as adduser,
find coverage, moveusser and removeuser. The
adduser operation is expensive if there are no
child nodes since they need to be created. In
the worst case time complexity for this oper-
ation is d ∗ a ∗ 16, where d is the maximum
tree depth, a is the time to allocate memory
for a new node, and 16 is the number of com-
parisons required to determine in which quad-
rant a new user is to be inserted (i.e., insert
child node). The best case scenario is that all
nodes are already created and then the user
key is simply added to each node as it pro-
gresses down the quad tree until it finds its
proper bin (i.e., d ∗ 16). The coverage oper-
ation, which determines if the desired coverage
radius completely covers a quadrant at each
level, performs one key operation per quadrant.
If it does completely cover a quadrant, then all
user keys registered in a quadrant node are in-
cluded in the final coverage set. If not, then
another coverage operation must be performed
at the next lower level. At each lower level, it is
more likely that all quadrants are covered. The
coverage search can become a bottleneck un-
der certain conditions. Fortunately, the depth
level d is bounded by the desire for granularity,
and in reality is not a large number (i.e., 24
to cover the entire planet). Unfortunately, the
worst case for the number of coverage searches
is O(2d). Although this worst case is unlikely
to occur in practice, but possible in very high
density situations. Coverage operations in ar-
eas of high density using a quad tree are ex-
pensive. The moveuser function is efficient,
since one simply moves up the tree and then
back down again. Thus, the trade-off here is
between moving users around the tree struc-
ture and determining coverage. Fortunately,
the time complexity of the coverage operation
is bounded by the tree depth, while the com-
putation for moving users is dependent on the
number of users registered in the system. This
time complexity analysis is useful for designing
an effective controller and scheduling system.
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3.1.2 Distribution

The quad tree is implemented as a distributed
hash table (DHT) as depicted in Fig. 3 be-
low. The hash ring supports distributed lo-
cality searching by having each node at a spe-
cific level maintain all those keys between it
and its peer nodes at the same level with the
same type. For example, the quad tree is di-
vided into four quadrants A,B,C, and D at
level four. However, due to the load, quad-
rant B at level 4 is duplicated so that any
children—which would be at level 5—of B are
divided between the two B nodes. The address
based routing tables have to be updated for
the case of a search in which both nodes need
to be checked. The benefit of course is that the
coverage operation is spread among computers
and thus sub coverage searches should be effi-
cient. This leads to a key scheduling question:
at which level and how many extra peer nodes
should there be to optimize the coverage op-
eration? This type of question could easily be
formulated as outlined in Fig. ??. The more
challenging part is to determine a good heuris-
tic to find a possible solution. The hash ring
DHT for locality provides the necessary func-
tionality for the YaKit application.

Figure 3: iCon routable hash ring

The idea is to spread the user objects uni-

formly over several systems as shown in Fig. 4)
and provide a routing structure to find and lo-
cate objects using keys. The three main oper-
ations needed and provided by the DHT struc-
ture are coverage, adduser and addnode. Cov-
erage is managed with a set of routing tables
for each node in the quad tree. These routing
tables point to peer nodes on different machines
which may have user keys included in the cov-
erage operation. The adduser and addnode op-
erations use another set of routing tables which
deal with where keys are located on the hash
ring. In many ways this setup is similar to the
CHORD [12], CAN [10] or RON [1] lookup ser-
vices.

Figure 4: iCon network deployment example
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4 iCon: Inter-Cloud Over-
lay Network

The objective of iCon is to allow applications
to register or instantiate services provided by
iCon (i.e., new services can be registered for
deployment and management by iCon). Fig. 5
provides some insight into the current design
of iCon. The primary interface to iCon is via
the iCon servlet class. This class registers ser-
vices and provides a way to create third party
services. The storage and search of services is
provided by means of a distributed hash table
(DHT).

For the YaKit application two services are
registered in iCon: locality service and user
management service. However, other services
such as messaging and orchestration services
are also available through the iCon infrastruc-
ture. The locality and user management ser-
vices provide the following functionality via
iCon to the AII (Application Indirection Inter-
face) (i.e., a Java script file called aii.js used
by the YaKit web application):

• addUser allows a user active object or
database object to be stored somewhere
in the DHT (i.e., user objects should be
evenly distributed over all machines ser-
vices supporting the iCon overlay);

• moveUser allows a user to set its position
geographically;

• getCover allows a user to find other
users/registrants in close proximity to the
user’s position;

• deleteUser removes a user from the over-
lay; and

• sendMsg sends text/audio/video/data to
users within a coverage area.

To allow for management capabilities, such
as scheduling and control, iCon supports the
following functions to the MII (Management
Indirection Interface). The MII consists of two
parts. First part is scheduling which deals with
efficiency and optimization (i.e., what is the
minimum amount of servers/services required
to support the current user load). Second is
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Figure 5: iCon Class Diagram

control which deals with performance and feed-
back from the system under management (i.e.,
resources or services that are not performing
as expected). The scheduling interface includes
the following operations:

• addServerNode adds another node to the
iCon overlay;

• addService adds another instance of a ser-
vice onto one of the overlay nodes;

• moveService may find a closer location to
users where this service is being invoked
from;

• moveServerNode may have found cheaper
hardware to deploy server node;

• removeServerNode removes server node if
system load does not require it;

• removeService removes service if it is ob-
solete or being replaced; and

• getInfo collects statistics or sensor data
from the system to make informed schedul-
ing decisions.

The control interface includes the following
operations:
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• changeRoutingTable to bypass a server
node that does not respond or has stalled;

• shutdownServerNode to shut down a server
node if a node causes problems or does not
perform as expected;

• rebootServerNode to reboot a server node,
if a node misbehaves;

• moveService to move a service to another
node if it does not perform well;

• shutdownService to shut down a service if
it does not run well anywhere; and

• restartService to re-initialize a service if it
does not perform as expected.

5 iCon Architecture

The iCon infrastructure is designed as a three
layer architecture, as depicted in Fig. 6, to sep-
arate concerns and to facilitate the construc-
tion of smart social networking applications
such as YaKit.

• Layer 0: The iCon (inter Cloud overlay
network) API supports access and man-
agement of distributed services such as
orchestration, storage, persistence, distri-
bution, sharing, locality and messaging.
iCon is an overlay within which web ap-
plications and services communicate with
each other. This overlay allows for ser-
vices to be deployed as a multi-tiered
routable DHT (distributed hash table) in
which users, web applications, or service
instances of the system have their active
objects stored.

• Layer 1: This layer consistes of two APIs:
the Application Indirection Interface (AII)
and the Management Indirection Interface
(MII). AII provides mechanisms to join or
use the underlying iCon overlay. AII’s pur-
pose is to simplify client application design
by providing a rich API (i.e., similar to the
Google maps API). This may be a client or
server side Java script, or a Java Servlet,
or a set of Java or C/C++ packages which
provide access to the configurable options
of the iCon overlay. For example, AII may

Figure 6: Three Layer Architecture to Com-
pose Next Generation Social Application

provide a way to create a new locality ser-
vice or to access a web application that
already uses the iCon Overlay. MII pro-
vides mechanisms to schedule and control
resources and services which are currently
supported by the iCon DHT overlay. For
example, MII may support an interface
which can add another service instance to
be deployed and managed by iCon.

• Layer 2: Finally, sophisticated social net-
working applications, such as YaKit, can
be implemented effectively and elegantly
by using the iCon, MII and AII APIs.

The remainder of this section describes the
design and implementation of the three infras-
tructure layers, iCon, AII, and MII as well as
YaKit.

5.1 AII: Application Indirection
Interface

This API has knowledge of some key servers
providing a boot strapping process into the
iCon overlay. It also manages the informa-
tion exchange between the overlay http inter-
face, and the API. JSON is key to the data
exchange format between the client side API
and the iCon overlay. Key functions of this
API include:

• a set of functions for the client application
to use. These functions provide access and
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registration into the iCon overlay and are
configurable on how to use iCon;

• the ability to configure several types of
network architectures, that is, the client
application may wish to set up a peer to
peer server assisted architecture; maybe
just a peer to peer architecture using iCon
as a registry only; set up as a direct proxy
to the iCon overlay; or not use iCon at all;
and

• the ability to create service instances to be
managed by iCon.

5.2 MII: Management Indirec-
tion Interface

There are two primary goals for MII. The first
goal is to be efficient and optimal to limit
the use of expensive services when cheaper
ones are available. This cost-concious approach
is achieved through scheduling (assigning) re-
sources and services to iCon and benefits users
by iCon being more responsive to user requests
and changes in the environment. The second
goal is to be resilient to performance and envi-
ronment changes so that the system can adapt
when some parts or aspects of the system are
not performing as expected due to a variety
of reasons (e.g., a server turned off or suffer-
ing from some hardware failure and its slowing
down the processing; a machine has bad RAM
and keeps repeating some processing due to er-
rors; or a router is dropping packets thereby
limiting throughput). Performance issues are
addressed through controllers which are de-
signed to have a sense of what should be ex-
pected from the system and compared to what
is actually happening to the system. In effect,
the system has selected self-healing capabilities
and thus can deal with removal of bad hard-
ware/software from the overlay and then pre-
vent the scheduling system from using the bad
hardware or software.

It is important to note that both schedul-
ing and control can be applied at several lev-
els. The first level is directly in the controls
of the application. At this level, the control
and scheduling systems perform tasks which di-
rectly benefit or hinder the application under

management. The second level has an altruis-
tic agenda which attempts to benefit iCon it-
self in order to execute as efficiently as possible
and still maintain all of the different web ap-
plications requirements. The following section
discusses both of these perspectives.

5.2.1 Application scheduling and con-
trol

This type of scheduler and controller deals
specifically with the iCon services required to
keep the web application performing well. For
example, if there are too many users, maybe
another peer node is needed in the locality tree
to help distribute user load; or if the bandwidth
requirement is increasing due to a shift in traffic
from text to voice messages, then more band-
width is be allocated to the object location ser-
vice. These types of scheduling questions can
be formulated as Knapsack or Cutting Stock
optimization problems to compute optimal an-
swers to these questions. To iterate, at the ap-
plication level control and scheduling are dedi-
cated to an application or possibly a set of ap-
plications. For the YaKit application, there are
issues if too many users are clustered. In this
case the performance can be adjusted by lim-
iting the depth of the quad tree which is the
responsibility of the scheduler. However, the
scheduling system could also realize that more
physical resources are needed to subdivide the
coverage search and thus the scheduling system
may request more resources. The controller on
the other hand would have a concept of the
scheduling decisions and the capability of the
services and resources that the scheduler uses.
If the scheduling system does not alleviate the
computational load, then it is up to the con-
troller to shut down the newly booted resource
and mark as inoperable and request that the
scheduler boot another or try another schedul-
ing based solution.

5.2.2 Scheduling and Control for iCon
Overlay

Scheduler and Controllers deal with how well
the overlay is achieving its goals. At this
level, the scheduling system may determine
that overall, the load of the servers is too high.
Therefore boot more resources and inform the
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local application schedulers that more physical
resources are now available to distribute their
individual loads onto. The controller in this ex-
ample would then expect that the newly booted
resource would absorb some of the work load,
and if not, then something has gone wrong that
must be fixed.

6 Related Work

From an application perspective, there are
many locality based messenging applications
available [11]. These include Aka-Aki which
exchanged information with others near you;
Askaround which lets you join conversations
taking place near you; Askalo which lets
you ask questions about the city you are in;
Badoo which lets you communicate with people
nearby; and Block Chalk which lets neighbors
stay connected with part of a neigborhood. All
these have a common theme of using locality to
determine groups dynamically. YaKit is simi-
lar in this way, but adds the temperal feature of
communicating either back or forward in time,
and it adds the feature that you can be in sev-
eral places at once. These two extra features
are make YaKit truly innovative and stand out.

From a framework perspective, there are
several solid supportive frameworks including
OpenSocial developed by Google and MyS-
pace [7], SNS (Social Network Services), and
SMSF (Social Media Service Framework) [8].
The OpenSocial framework would be ideal for
YaKit to use. It provides all of the necessary
capabilities to integrate other social data, such
as locality, with YaKits application data. How-
ever, one of the key ideas behind YaKit was
to apply structure to data across clouds. It is
unclear if the OpenSocial framework would be
able to support such a requirement. OpenSo-
cial sites are completely seperate from other
OpenSocial sites. To distribute data over the
sites would either require support at the site,
or a data abstraction over the sites. The SMSF
framework, which extends the SNS framework,
provides insight into how to use distributed
hash tables to support social networked ser-
vices in an intelligient way. It is clear that a
merge between the SMSF and the OpenSocial
framework provides the necessary capabilities

to support the next generation smart web ap-
plications. This is the space within which iCon
is currently being developed and to support
these requirements.

There are many other interesting tools
emerging to take advantage of context. A
fairly new and exciting one is the Google+
project with its Circles feature. Circles is at
the heart of Google+. Circles allow users to
group friends based on topic. The circles users
create allow them to filter contents posted or
viewed. The contents on a homepage appears
in a similar fashion to what one sees on Face-
book. Users can post text, pictures and video
and direct the information to selected Circles.
Similarly users see what others are posting and
can filter that contents by selecting a particu-
lar Circle. This section compares how Google+
and YaKit both drive towards smart social net-
working.

6.1 Overview of YaKit and
Google Circles

Since the number of mobile devices worldwide
is in the billions the underlying platform that
supports future social applications, such as
YaKit, needs a new platform that can handle
the load. iCon is one such platform. It uses a
series of sophisticated distributed redundant
data structures which aid in the creation of
relationships among users, devices, events and
places.

In Google+, Circles are only visible to
the user who created the Circles but not to
others. The profiles of Google+ are public and
as a result it is easy to find people and see
who their friends are but not their Circles. If
someone adds you to a Circle you are notified
of this regardless whether that person is a
stranger or someone you are friends with
already. If the person you are viewing has a
friend in one of their circles and vice versa
then you will be able to see that as well (e.g.,
if person A added you, you will be able to see
their friends; if person A has a friend B and
B has added A to their Circle you will be told
this as well).

These relationships lead to some interest-
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ing implications. If A and B have each other
in their Circles they are probably friends
(i.e., Facebook type of friends). If A has
B in his/her Circle but not the other way
around then you can imply that A is following
B (i.e., Twitter following). To compliment
Circles Google+ has three features: Hangouts,
Huddles and Spark. Hangouts, as the name
implies, lets you start a group video chat and
wait for others to join. As before, the friends
you decide to hang with are controlled by
your Circles. When you add Circles to your
hangout those people in those Circles will get
a text message saying that you are “hanging
out” at which point they can decide to join
you. Similarly Huddles let you send invites for
groups chats to your Circles. The difference is
that a Huddle is just an ordinary text chat.
Finally there is Spark. Spark lets you search
for contents that you are interested in and is
similar to Google Reader. Since Spark is built
into Google+ it is easy to post any contents
you find to your Circles.

In contrast, YaKit allows for the exchange
of contents using text, audio and video. Each
piece of contents has four properties: emer-
gence, duration, location, and proximity. The
emergence of contents refers to the start time
when the contents was created. The duration
of contents refers to how long the contents is
valid for. The location of contents refers to the
location of the piece of contents and proximity
refers to the geographic area that the contents
covers. Yakit users have three properties: in-
stance, location and proximity. Instance refers
to the point in time in which the user wishes to
exist. Location refers to the geographical loca-
tion that the user is in and proximity refers to
the geographic range from which the user wants
to receive contents. In order for a user to re-
ceive a piece of contents they have to “exist”
in the same time and have a proximity large
enough to encompass the contents.

Most social networking tools distribute con-
tents based on people’s personal relationships
with each other and not based on location,
proximity and instance. This is the key differ-
ence between Yakit and most other social net-
working tools. Most people would agree that
Google Maps is a truly useful tool for planning
trips. Moreover, you can Geotag pictures and

videos to a location on a map or read Wikipedia
articles that are related to a location. What is
lacking is the ability to add points of time de-
pendent information that is sensitive to your
context. An application of YaKit would be
to add another layer to Google Maps to al-
low Yakit users to pin information to the map
and have that information broadcast itself to
other Yakit users depending on context. For
example, a user is travelling from Point A to
Point B. Google Maps plots the path and Yakit
automatically subscribes to all the broadcasts
along this path. As the user travels down the
path Yakit informs them of relevant informa-
tion. Broadcasts can be gas stations, historic
sites and/or warnings issued by other YaKit
users such as police speed traps. YaKit will
figure out what information is relevant to the
user based on their location and time. For ex-
ample, if another YaKit user sets up a broad-
cast for a speed trap along the path but it was
three hours ago then Yakit should figure out
that the information is no longer relevant since
it is out of date; however, if another speed trap
broadcast is set up just an hour ago then YaKit
will inform the user.

7 Discussion

Currently there is a prototype implementation
of YaKit and iCon readily available on the web.
The YaKit web application can be found at
http://YaKit.ca and the iCon overlay infras-
tructure is deployed on rigi-lab-03.cs.uvic.ca.
The iCon overlay is presently implemented us-
ing apache tomcat as a J2EE web application.
We will re-implement it using either node.js [4]
or Play [3]. We are in the process of developing
several cool applications that take advantage of
the locality and management services provided
by iCon.

The prototype implementation of YaKit and
iCon identified several shortcomings in the ini-
tial design including significant security and
privacy concerns since the system is wide open.
As a result there is potential for user abuse of
the YaKit application and difficulty in deploy-
ing the iCon infrastructure on multiple clouds.

The data collected during system testing
provides enough knowledge about the iCon in-
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frastructure and the YaKit application to con-
struct controllers and schedulers which can
then use cloud computing resources and pos-
sibly take advantage of peer to peer processing
to scale efficiently as required by users.

From a scheduling and control perspective,
there is room to manipulate the locality and
user management services through the routing
tables and by adding and removing quad tree
nodes. The scheduling is easy to implement
as illustrated in Fig. ??. However, the control
and feedback formulation is difficult as the con-
troller requires knowledge of how the system
responds to changes.

8 Conclusions

This paper presented a new and innovative
approach to building location-based, context-
driven social networking applications. We
designed and implemented an infrastructure,
called iCon, and an application, called YaKit,
using proximity based structures hashed over a
set of clouds to distribute user load effectively.
YaKit runs on all kinds of platforms and allows
to identify persons who are in close proximity
and interact with them. YaKit overlays the
users’ positions on top of Google maps within a
broadcast range. YaKit also supports beacons
to allow users to mark positions and times of
interest. This allows for truly innovative smart
web applications.
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Abstract

With increasing software size and complexity,
corrective software maintenance has become a
challenging process. When a failure is reported,
it takes time and expertise for human opera-
tors to collect the right information and pin-
point the root cause. Typically, the opera-
tors are overloaded with information generated
from many system components, and need as-
sistance.

In practice, however, failures are often re-
current. If they can be identified accurately,
the appropriate fix may already be known from
prior collected experience about the system.
Our approach to diagnose failures is to look
at differences in the state of the filesystem and
how files are accessed under normal and abnor-
mal situations. In this research, we monitor the
behavior of the system through its file-related
calls on an instrumented filesystem. When a
failure occurs, these calls are abstracted and
classified to identify the likely cause.

A diagnostic tool is implemented based on
this approach. Through an experiment involv-
ing one J2EE Web application, we present the
effectiveness of our approach in terms of preci-
sion and recall.

Copyright c© 2011 Liang Huang and Kenny Wong.
Permission to copy is hereby granted provided the orig-
inal copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

1 Introduction

Corrective maintenance is a form of system
maintenance that aims to bring a failed system
to operational status. It is performed upon re-
ceiving a failure report or after noticing a prob-
lem in the system. Such problems may include
loss of critical data, unscheduled service inter-
ruption, or system security issues [8].

The process of corrective maintenance usu-
ally starts with collecting information relevant
to the noticed problem or reported failure in
order to pinpoint the root-cause(s) before tak-
ing appropriate actions. This first step of cor-
rective maintenance, known as failure diagno-
sis, remains one of the most time-consuming
and expertise-dependent tasks [14], because it
involves the exploration of failure symptoms
including message patterns and error codes,
which differ from one system/application to an-
other. With increasing software size and com-
plexity, human operators are overloaded with
the information generated from the many com-
ponents in such systems, and need assistance.

To assist failure diagnosis, we propose an un-
obtrusive and adaptive approach. It does not
need access to source code or recompilation of
the software or operating system. Also, it is
generic, as it neither assumes the system is
based on any particular types of components
nor relies on any supporting documents like
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problem tickets, system models, or log files.
Our approach determines the failure causes by
looking at differences in what and how files
are accessed under normal and abnormal sit-
uations. For Unix/Linux systems, which re-
gard everything as a file, filesystems are of-
ten involved in some way when the software
misbehaves. To deal with software failures in
a multi-filesystem and multi-process system,
we monitor how the software behaves through
its file-related calls on an instrumented filesys-
tem. When a failure occurs, these calls are
abstracted and classified to identify the likely
cause.

Software failures may stem from defects
in code and configurations. Ideally, correc-
tive maintenance activities such as developing
and deploying solutions to address the failures
should resolve the problems permanently. In
practice, however, failures often recur. As re-
ported in [12], most reported software failures
are caused by previously reported defects. Peo-
ple often cannot stop a defect from repeatedly
causing the same type of failures due to several
reasons [13]:

1. Corrective maintenance activities, includ-
ing failure diagnosis and solution develop-
ment, can take a large amount of time.

2. Solution deployment may be postponed if
it requires a scheduled service outage.

3. The deployed solution is ineffective.

4. System administrators do not deploy the
available solution in time due to concerns
about introducing new problems.

Moreover, failures are recurrent in some very
old software systems where “the resistance of
the program to change is at its maximum” (re-
ferred to as “software fatigue”) [9], because it
would be rather expensive to address the prob-
lems permanently.

Most of the time, the maintenance person-
nel have to resort to simple incident resolution
to quickly respond to the problems [17] before
the deployment of permanent solutions. Those
quick and simple incident fixes are usually non-
code changes that make the system temporar-
ily operational rather than permanently resolve
the problem. For example, a quick incident

resolution to a “database table locked” prob-
lem is unlocking the table with administrator
privilege, which would not prevent the same
problem from happening in another scenario.
Therefore, if a recurrent failure can be identi-
fied accurately, the appropriate fix may already
be known from collected experience about past
failures with similar causes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides the background of profiling
techniques, followed by Section 3 that describes
the our approach in detail. Section 4 presents
the experimental results that evaluate our ap-
proach. Section 5 relates this work to that of
others. At the end, Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2 Background

Our approach, as introduced in Section 1, relies
on a system which is able to capture run-time
behaviors of multiple software applications rep-
resented by file-related calls. This sections re-
views generic profiling techniques to trace soft-
ware application behavior, and explains why
we use FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) in this
research.

The inotify facility is a Linux kernel subsys-
tem. For a user-specified watch point added to
a directory, inotify monitors the inode changes
in this directory and its subdirectories, and
thus is able to notice all filesystem activities
within the effective scope. It is easy to use;
however, the PID (process ID) cannot be gath-
ered in the data collection, so the data cannot
be decomposed by processes.

For Linux, the ptrace facility can be used
for recording filesystem changes. With ptrace,
programmers can observe every system call
made by an application. A problem with this
approach is that all system calls would be
trapped, no matter if they are not filesystem
related. This results in high monitoring over-
head.

DTrace and SystemTap are kernel profil-
ing systems that allow programmers to write
scripts containing relatively complex logic to
decide which events to profile. However the
support for DTrace in Linux systems is quite
limited. For SystemTap, it takes time to place
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Figure 1: Approach Flow Graph

probes in newly created directories, causing
some loss of events to be captured.

FUSE, which provides an alternative way of
monitoring filesystems, is what we use in this
research. By implementing a provided inter-
face, we can distinguish VFS (Virtual Filesys-
tem) calls made by different processes. FUSE
only traps the VFS calls we specify, so it does
not result in as much overhead as ptrace does.
Also, FUSE is unobtrusive as no source code
access or recompilation of software is required.
Unlike SystemTap which traces the filesystem
operations by trapping all the concerned sys-
tem calls, FUSE uses a much smaller set of
functions to represent activities on the filesys-
tem. For example, in the behavior of reading
a file, the variety of available system calls for
reading could make data normalization compli-
cated, because reading data from the same file
can be implemented by calling different combi-
nations of read, readv, pread, or even mmap and
sendfile. FUSE uses only one function fuse read
to perform precisely the same operation.

3 Approach

When a failure is reported, our approach de-
termines the failure type by analyzing the file-
related calls that are logged by our instru-
mented filesystem. These calls are considered
to be a representation of the behavior of soft-
ware. In this section, we describe the archi-
tectural design and implementation of our ap-
proach for capturing the file-related calls, using
which for modeling software behaviors and fail-

ure diagnosis.
Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of

our approach, which mainly contains two parts:
off-line training (i.e., steps enclosed by dashed
lines) and on-line failure diagnosis (i.e., steps
outside the area enclosed by dashed lines). And
the instrumented filesystem, which serves as
the data collector, is used to capture the file-
related calls at run-time to provide file-call
traces for both off-line training and on-line fail-
ure diagnosis.

The training process involves the following
activities:

1. Data collection and labeling: we keep
track of the file-related calls in different
abnormal situations from fault injections.
These file-call traces are labeled with fail-
ure types once collected, and serve as
traces that record how the monitored soft-
ware behaves with respect to the filesys-
tem when failures occur (see step 1 in Fig-
ure 1).

2. Pattern mining: after preprocessing the
raw data, the pattern discovery method
is applied to the file-call traces to dis-
cover frequent call sequences, which are
considered as “featured behaviors” and are
used to transform file-call traces (includ-
ing those collected for off-line and on-line
uses) into feature vectors (with failure type
labels) (see step 2 in Figure 1).

3. Building a classifier: Research in machine
learning show that Naive Bayes has good
performance in text classification [16, 2].
Thus, with labeled feature vectors, we
build a Naive Bayes classifier to classify
transformed file-call traces in the on-line
failure diagnosis process (see step 3 in Fig-
ure 1).

As shown in Figure 1, the failure diagnosis
process, which is started after a failure is re-
ported, relies on 3 things:

• The file-related call traces that are logged
by our instrumented filesystem at run-time
and reflect the behaviors of the monitored
software running in some faulty state,

• The patterns that are mined offline from
a collection of labeled file-call traces and
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Figure 2: Capturing File-related Calls with
TraceFS

used to transform the run-time trace data
into feature vectors, and

• The classifiers that are built in the off-line
process upon the labeled traces.

On receiving a failure report of the moni-
tored software, our approach looks into the file-
related call trace which starts from a certain
time prior to the point that the problem is no-
ticed (the selection of starting point of the call
trace is experimented in Section 4). The call
trace is transformed into a feature vector by
the trace transformer, analyzed and ultimately
assigned possible root-cause(s) by our classifier
built in the off-line training process.

In the following subsections, the technical de-
tails of our approach are described: Section 3.1
describes the implementation of our instru-
mented filesystem and the setup of data col-
lection environment; Section 3.2 presents the
strategy applied for raw data preprocessing;
Section 3.3 depicts the algorithm we used for
call sequence pattern discovery; Section 3.4 ex-
plains how to transform call traces into feature
vectors; and Section 3.5 describes the failure
diagnosis with classifiers we build.

3.1 Capturing File-related Calls

We use file-related calls to model behaviors of
the monitored software. We developed TraceFS
with FUSE to instrument a running Linux sys-
tem to collect information on which files are
accessed and how. This process is unobtrusive,
because neither the OS nor the software appli-
cation need to be recompiled with the loadable
FUSE module.

Figure 2 shows how TraceFS works: the
FUSE module, which resides in kernel space,
redirects normal VFS calls made by the moni-
tored software to TraceFS, where the details of
those VFS calls are logged, and precisely the
same operations on the target files are made
in userspace. For example, suppose the mon-
itored software reads the file /lib/libdl-2.5.so.
The following occurs:

1. The monitored software calls VFS read via
a function in glibc (See step 1 in Figure 2),

2. VFS read calls a corresponding function in
the FUSE module (step 2), which passes
the open call to TraceFS via the libfuse2
library (step 3),

3. Our implementation in TraceFS collects
parameters passed with VFS read, sim-
ulates VFS read by reading the file
/lib/libdl-2.5.so (step 4) via glibc (i.e.,
TraceFS reads data from /lib/libdl-2.5.so
into the specified buffer.), and keeps the
collected parameters in the TraceFS log
file (step 5).

4. The return value of the read call is sent
back via TraceFS, libfuse2, the FUSE
module, VFS, and finally to the monitored
software (Step 6, 7, and 8).

With the FUSE module, TraceFS is a fully
functional filesystem that resides in userspace.
The file-related calls that TraceFS monitors are
listed in Table 1. This covers all filesystem op-
erations of interest.

To get the complete picture of run-time
filesystem operations, all filesystems of interest
should be mounted to a mount point bound to
TraceFS. What we do is to start the initial pro-
cess of the OS (e.g., /sbin/init in Centos 5.5)
by using the chroot call, which changes the root
directory of init and also all its child processes
to that mount point, so as to have the entire
OS run within our data collection framework.

Nevertheless, operations in some directories
are not of interest but should still be accessi-
ble to the monitored software application run-
ning within our environment. These directo-
ries, namely, /dev, /sys, /proc, and /tmp, are
special in Linux. Files in /dev are interfaces
for communication with devices, while files in
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Table 1: Monitored File-related Calls
Call Function
symlink create a symbolic link
readlink read the target of a symbolic link into a

buffer
unlink delete a name from the filesystem, and the

referred file if no process has the file open
link create a hard link to a file
mknod create a file node
rename rename a file
chmod change the permission of a file
truncate change the size of a file
chown change the owner of a file
utime change the access or modification time of

a file
create create and open a file
open open a file
read read data from an opened file into a buffer
write write data to an opened file
fsync synchronize the content of a file
release release an opened file
access check access permission of a file
mkdir create a directory
rmdir remove a directory
opendir open a directory
readdir read a directory structure into a buffer
releasedir release an opened directory

/sys and /proc are either used to record driver
classes or information regarding running pro-
cesses. Directory /tmp is used for temporary
files storage. And keeping track of file-related
calls in /tmp will introduce much noise in the
data because the names of some files in this di-
rectory may constantly change. Therefore, we
remount these special directories to the same
relative paths within TraceFS as they were in
the original VFS before starting the initial pro-
cess init.

A startup script is used to configure the
OS and start the initial process init within
our data collection environment by using a
“init=$SCRIPT PATH” option. In this way,
information regarding filesystem operations
that take place in the system is collected as
much as possible.

3.2 Data Preprocessing

The raw logs produced by TraceFS are actu-
ally operation-by-operation traces. As shown
in Figure 3 which contains a clip of a TraceFS
log, each file-related call contains 5 fields: PID,
return value of the call, name of the call, tar-
geted file, and time stamp. Once the calls are
captured, some preprocessing needs to be done
to the collected traces in order to reduce noise
and data redundancy:

Figure 3: Preprocess a Clip of Call Traces

• Split the traces by PID: To collect data
from an environment where multiple con-
current processes are running, we use the
PID to decompose the file-related calls. In
other words, we use PID to discard the
file-related calls that are made by pro-
cesses we do not monitor (see rule 1 in
Figure 3 for example). This reduces ir-
relevant data from being involved in the
analysis, however it also rules out the
possibilities that failures are caused by
inter-process communications (e.g., sig-
nals, message queues).

• Shorten the sequences containing consecu-
tive successful access calls generated dur-
ing path resolution. For example, check-
ing the permission of /bin/ls will generate
three access calls, i.e., /, /bin, and /bin/ls.
In this case, we use the call for /bin/ls to
represent all three (see rule 2 in Figure 3).

• Shorten the sequences containing consecu-
tive access calls with identical return val-
ues. To reduce data redundancy, we com-
bine repeated consecutive access calls re-
turning the same value with one call (see
rule 3 in Figure 3), as containing consecu-
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tive access calls with identical return val-
ues can always be combined into one call.

• Shorten the sequences containing readdir
calls that aim to read the structure of a di-
rectory into the buffer. In the trace data, a
directory associated with readdir includes
the one that readdir aims to read into the
buffer, and its subdirectories. We discard
the readdir calls for the subdirectories to
reduce the level of data redundancy (see
rule 4 in Figure 3).

• Move successful open calls downward to
the position just before the closest read or
write call targeted on the same files, and
successful release calls upwards to the po-
sition just after the closest read or write
call targeted on the same files. A file must
be opened prior to any read and write op-
erations. In other words, reading and writ-
ing can be applied to a file as long as it
is open, and the time that it was opened
is not important. Similarly, when reading
and writing (and synchronization) are fin-
ished, calling release sooner or later does
not make any difference to the data stored
in the file. So moving successful open and
release calls reduces noises and creates a
more canonical sequence of calls with the
same effect (See rule 5 in Figure 3).

• For the same reason of moving open and
release calls, move successful opendir calls
downward to the position just before the
closest readir call targeted on the same di-
rectory, and successful releasedir calls up-
ward to the position just after the closest
readir call targeted on the same directory.

Once the call traces are preprocessed follow-
ing the above strategy, they are used for pat-
tern discovery, or transformed into feature vec-
tors.

3.3 Pattern Discovery from File-
call Traces

This subsection presents the pattern discovery
process in this work.

3.3.1 Definitions

A call sequence S is an ordered list of file-
related calls, denoted by c1c2...cn, where ci

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is one call having 5 data fields (i.e.,
PID, return value of the call, name of the call,
targeted file, and time stamp). Two file-related
calls cm and cn are considered equal (denoted
as cm = cn) if they have identical PID, return
value, name, and targeted file. From the def-
inition we know that each call trace is a call
sequence, and a call can appear multiple times
in one call sequence.

The number of calls in a call sequence is
called the length of the call sequence. If call
sequence S contains l calls, S is an l-sequence,
i.e., |S| = l.

Given two call sequences Sa = a1a2...am,
Sb = b1b2...bn. Sa is contained by Sb if m < n
and there exist an integer i (1 ≤ i ≤ n−m+1)
such that a1 = bi, a2 = bi+1, ..., an = bi+n−1.
Sa is called the call subsequence of Sb, and
Sb the call super-sequence of Sa (denoted as
Sa < Sb), if Sa is contained in Sb.

We use T to denote the training set which is
used as the input of the pattern discovery task.
T contains the labeled call traces.

The support of a call sequence Sa in T , de-
noted by sup(T, Sa), is the number of times
that Sa appears in T . And Sa is considered as
a frequent call sequence in T if sup(T, Sa) ≥
min sup, where min sup is a support thresh-
old.

If Sa is a frequent call sequence and there ex-
ist no call super-sequence of Sa with the same
support, i.e., ¬∃Sb such that Sa < Sb and
sup(T, Sa) = sup(T, Sb), we call Sa the fre-
quent maximal call sequence.

The problem of pattern discovery is to find
the complete set of frequent maximal call
sequences, denoted by FCS with a given
min sup from a set of call traces. In this work,
the length of each preprocessed call trace in-
creases at least one hundred per minute. To
reduce the run time of our pattern mining
task, we set a threshold lmax for the maxi-
mum length of call sequence patterns. Thus
the problem of pattern discovery in this work
becomes finding the complete set of frequent
maximal l-sequences, 3 ≤ l ≤ lmax, from the
call traces with a given min sup.
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PatternDiscovery(T , min sup, lmax) : FCS
Input: the set of all call traces T , the support threshold
min sup, the pattern length thresholdlmax
Output: the set of frequent maximal call sequences
FCS

l = lmax
FCS = ∅, tmpList = ∅
while l ≥ 3 do

for each call trace S in T do
pos = 0
while pos ≤ |S| − l do

S tmp = l consecutive calls starting from the
position pos in S
if ¬∃S tmp in tmpList then

add S tmp to tmpList, sup(T, S tmp) = 1
else

sup(T, S tmp) = sup(T, S tmp) + 1
end if
pos = pos + 1

end while
end for
for each Sa in tmpList do

if sup(T, Sa) ≥ min sup
and isContain(Sa,FCS,T )=false then

add Sa into FCS
end if

end for
l = l− 1
tmpList = ∅

end while
return FCS

isContain(Sa, FCS, T ) : contain
Input: call sequence Sa, the set of frequent maximal call
sequences FCS, the set of all call traces
Output: a boolean value contain indicating whether or
not there exist a call super-sequence of Sa with the same
support in FCS

contain = false;
for each call sequence Sb in FCS do

if Sa < Sb and sup(T, Sa) = sup(T, Sb) then
contain = true
break

end if
end for
return contain

Figure 4: Pattern Discovery Pseudo Code

3.3.2 Algorithm

The aim of our pattern discovery method is
to find out all frequent maximal subsequences
from the call traces. As the pseudo code given
in Figure 4 shows, each call trace is scanned for
(lmax − 3) times. Each time every call trace
is scanned by a sliding window of length l, and
the support of all l-sequence are counted. Once
a scan finishes, the set of frequent l-sequences is
merged into the set of frequent maximal call se-
quences |FCS|: a frequent l-sequence is added
to |FCS| if it does not have any super-sequence
in |FCS| with the same support, otherwise dis-
carded. Ultimately the complete set of frequent
maximal call sequences is obtained.

3.4 Trace Data Transformation

With the complete set of frequent maximal call
sequences, we can transform each file-call trace
into a vector of integers.

Let p denote an element of the set of frequent
maximal call sequences (i.e., p ∈ FCS), let S
denote the set of call traces to be transformed,
and an individual call trace S ∈ S can be
transformed into a feature vector

V (S, FCS) = 〈f1, f2, ..., fn〉, (1)

where n = |FCS|, and fi denotes the number
of times that pi appears in S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example: We have 3 call traces in Table 2.
Given min sup = 4 and lmax = 6, the com-
plete set of frequent maximal call sequences
comprises 4 elements, i.e., FCS ={ABCAAA
(sup = 4), ABCDA (sup = 4), AAA (sup = 6),
ABC (sup = 8)}. Accordingly, with FCS,
3 call traces in Table 2 are transformed into
4-bit feature vectors V (1, FCS) = 〈1, 1, 1, 2〉,
V (2, FCS) = 〈1, 1, 2, 2〉, and V (3, FCS) =
〈2, 2, 3, 4〉, respectively. ¥

Table 2: An Example Set of File-call Traces
ID Trace Data
1 A B C D A B C A A A
2 A B C A A A B C D A A A
3 A B C D A B C A A A A B C D A B C A A A

3.5 Learning Faulty Software Be-
haviors

As discussed at the beginning of Section 3, file-
call traces are collected to build a classifier,
which is used for diagnosis (i.e., classification)
when a failure occurs. In practice, the file-
call traces collected under the faulty states also
contains normal behaviors of monitored soft-
ware. Thus knowing how the software behaves
in its normal state is necessary, as it helps dis-
tinguish the events that only happen when fail-
ure occurs and in this way improve the perfor-
mance of classifier we build.

Since patterns in FCS are considered as
featured behaviors of monitored software, we
transform file-call traces with the pattern set
(FCSfaulty − FCSnormal), where FCSfaulty

denotes the set of frequent maximal call se-
quences from file-call traces collected under ab-
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normal situations, and FCSnormal denotes the
set of frequent maximal call sequences from the
normal state. In other words, patterns that ap-
pear in the normal state are not used to build
the classifier.

In this work, each file-call trace is assigned
only one class label, i.e., a failure type that has
been already observed. We use Naive Bayes
to build a classifier with the labeled file-call
traces. The classifier estimates the probabili-
ties of failure types that an file-call trace could
belong to, and the file-call trace is assigned a
failure type with the highest probability. For a
feature vector V (S, FCS) = 〈f1, f2, ..., f|FCS|〉,
the decision rule is

class(V (S, FCS)) = P (R)
|FCS|∏

i=1

P (fi|R), (2)

where R denotes the failure type, i.e., the class
label, and P (fi|R) is estimated assuming a
Gaussian density function with mean µR and
standard deviation σR computed from the i-th
attribute values in class R.

4 Evaluation

This section describes an experiment to evalu-
ate our approach. The test bed, the fault in-
jection and training data collection strategies,
the experimental results, and the limitations
are presented in Section 4.1, Section 4.2, Sec-
tion 4.3, and Section 4.4 respectively.

4.1 Test Bed

We observe the performance of our approach in
a system that provides Web services. Our test
bed, as shown in Figure 5, is composed of four
major components.

1. Web application server: We use Glassfish
v3, where Duke’s Bank, an open source
J2EE application that emulates a web-
based personal online banking system, is
deployed.

2. Database server: Postgresql 8.3 is used
to store the transaction records, bank ac-
count and customer-related information.

Figure 5: The Test Bed

Figure 6: Incoming Traffic Rate at hulk02

3. LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol) server: OpenLDAP is installed for
the user authentication of our database
server.

4. Load generator: We use Sahi [1], an open
source automation tool that can store and
play back execution profiles of web appli-
cations in the form of scripts, for user re-
quest generation.

4.2 Fault Injection and Data Col-
lection

As discussed in Section 3.5, for off-line training,
not only do we collect trace data containing
faulty behaviors but also keep track of the file-
related calls when the system is running nor-
mally. Since the web application involved in
this experiment is small and simple, we collect
trace data from the system running for 48 hours
normally to obtain a set of featured behaviors
that can well represent the normal state. Dur-
ing this 48 hours, we generate the rate of in-
coming user requests by mimicking the curve
of incoming traffic rate at hulk02, a web server
in Princeton University Data Center [19] (see
Figure 6).

Pertet et al. [20] performed a study on fail-
ures occurred in enterprise Web Service sys-
tems and conclude that 80% of the failures are
due to software failures and human errors. In
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Table 3: Injected Faults
Faulty Component Index Root Cause

Web application server
1 Port used by Glassfish for the database server connection is changed
2 The number of connections exceeds the upper limit of connection pool

Web application 3 Insufficient memory

Database server

4 One table in the database is locked
5 The number of connections exceeds the upper limit of database server
6 One table in the database is deleted
7 Port used for connecting LDAP server is misconfigured

LDAP server

8 All configurations are set to default values due to unsuccessful software
upgrade

9 Authentication fails due to the LDAP server outage

Figure 7: The Strategy of Failure Injection and
Data Collection

order to get trace data from our test bed when
failures occur, we pick up 9 from the 10 most
common hardware and OS independent failure
types summarized in [20] and manually inject
them to the test bed (see Table 3).

Figure 7 illustrates our fault injection and
data collection strategy:

• Faults are injected to our test bed where
the web server receives a random rate of
web requests.

• We allow only one fault, which is randomly
chosen, to be injected to the test bed each
time. Once a failure is noticed, we collect
the call trace starting from the time that
fault injection finishes.

• Recovery procedures are applied in or-
der to make the test bed normal again.

Data collected during the fault injection
and system recovery are discarded, be-
cause those are not part of the “problems”.
The time between the completion of sys-
tem recovery and the next fault injection
and is at least 3 minutes.

In this experiment, we only analyze file-
related calls made by processes started by the
web application server, the database server,
and the LDAP server. We collect 20 traces for
each type of faults. That makes 180 traces in
total for the system running abnormally.

4.3 Experimental Results

This section presents the effectiveness of our
approach from 3 aspects: the performance of
our classifier in distinguishing different types of
faults, the capability of our approach in dealing
with finer-grained faults, and the overhead of
the instrumented filesystem.

4.3.1 Performance of the Classifier

The performance of our classifier is evalu-
ated using 5-fold cross validation in precision,
recall, and F-Measure

precision =
tp

tp + fp
, recall =

tp

tp + fn
(3)

F −Measure =
2× precision× recall

precision + recall
(4)

where tp denotes true positive, fp denotes false
positive, and fn denotes false negative.

Figure 8 shows the precision and recall that
our classifier obtains with a given maximum
length of call sequence (i.e., lmax = 25). The
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Figure 8: Performance of Filesystem Activity Based Approach (lmax = 25)

Figure 9: Performance of Log Based Approach

curves reveal that the performance of the clas-
sifier increases with the support threshold (i.e.,
min sup) changing from 4 to 12 and precision
peaks when min sup = 12, whereas it starts to
decline after min sup exceeds 12. This implies
that, at least in our system, the frequently ap-
pearing call sequences are not necessarily best
for distinguishing call traces with different fail-
ure causes. On the contrary, the most useful
call sequences appear one dozen times. There-
fore, in our system, a relatively small support
threshold should be used, and in a custom en-
vironment, it needs to be adjusted to help the
classifier to achieve good performance.

One possible reason that the precision and
recall are not inversely related is some of the
highly frequently appearing call sequences are
common across all faulty states and they lower
the precision of our classifier when the support
threshold increases.

We compare the performance of this filesys-
tem activity based approach against a log-
based failure diagnosis approach proposed
in [11], where message patterns derived from
the log messages are used to aid classifying
log files. The log files it analyzes are gen-

erated and collected from our test bed along
with the collection of file-related call traces. In
other words, each faulty state of our test bed
in this experiment is represented by one file-
related call trace and one log file. The curves
in Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that these two
approaches perform equally well when highest
performances are compared, although they use
different data sources. For the log-based ap-
proaches, existing log files from all components
where the diagnosis is performed are required.
Those logs are generated by logging modules of
the application/server software under monitor-
ing, and vary in quality on which the effective-
ness of log-based approaches is dependent. And
log-based approaches cannot diagnose software
having no logs. Our approach, however, ana-
lyzes only low-level filesystem events, and does
not rely on logging from the software compo-
nents.

The maximum length of frequent call subse-
quence (i.e., lmax), as described in Section 3.3,
is another manually selected parameter. Fig-
ure 10 shows 3 sets of F-Measure values the
classifier obtained with 3 given support thresh-
olds and an lmax increasing from 3 to 60. The
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Figure 10: Maximum Length of Call Subse-
quences (lmax ) and F-Measure

curves again reveal that the frequently appear-
ing call subsequences (i.e., subsequences that
have high support) are not as good as those
that appear a dozen times. In general, the per-
formance of our classifier fluctuates as lmax
increases from 3 to 30 (min sup = 12) and 17
(min sup = 50), and remains stable as lmax
keeps increasing. When min sup = 100, the
performance drops as lmax increases from 3 to
13 and remains stable as lmax keeps increasing.
This implies that long call subsequences (e.g.,
30 calls or more) are not useful in classifying
call traces no matter how frequently they ap-
pear. In summary, shorter sequences at lower
support do better in classification.

We can use the classifier built upon previ-
ous faulty call traces to analyze any incoming
traces. But once a failure is noticed, how many
file-related operations to look backward for di-
agnosis remains an issue. An appropriate num-
ber of operations helps to obtain good classifi-
cation accuracy. Intuitively, the number should
be neither too small (maybe we would miss im-
portant call sequences) nor too big (the trace
would contain too much irrelevant data). To
investigate the appropriate number of opera-
tions to look backward, we examine the perfor-
mance of our classifier by changing the number
of operations of call traces involved in testing
(the traces involved in classifier training are un-
changed). Figure 11 illustrates the effectiveness
of our classifier in classifying traces of varying
number of operations to look backward (given
that lmax = 10 and min sup = 12). The re-
sults suggest that 1000 to 1300 are good choices
for the number of operations to look backward.

Figure 11: Performance and Trace Lengths

Figure 12: A Frequent Subsequence from a
Faulty Call Trace

4.3.2 Providing Finer-grained Failure
Causes

Our approach uses the file-related calls logged
by the instrumented filesystem to determine
the type of fault, for example, database table
locked. For the maintenance personnel, they
may find a clue from the call traces for per-
forming corrective actions. For example, the
frequent call subsequence in Figure 12 indi-
cates the monitored software touches a table
or tables in the database whose OID (Object
Identifier) is 16393. And the table name(s)
can be found out if the OID creation mecha-
nism and data storage mapping mechanism of
Postgresql is known. So, if this frequent call
subsequence happens to appear in an file-call
trace collected from a faulty state, the table
and database touched by the monitored soft-
ware could be one of the places to start inves-
tigating.

For maintenance purposes, finer-grained di-
agnostic results are more helpful (e.g., the spe-
cific locked table if “database table lock” fault
has been determined). So we look into call
traces for two injected faults “database table
locked” and “database table missing” to inves-
tigate how effective our approach is when it is
used to provide finer-grained causes. We la-
bel the collected call traces with failure causes
plus the names of locked/dropped tables, use
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the strategies described in Section 3 and 5-fold
cross validation to build and evaluate the clas-
sifier. The results show that the recorded calls
cannot effectively localize the failures (the ob-
tained F-Measure is no more than 0.35). We
find some files strongly correlated with a failure
are opened and cached long before the failure is
noticed (e.g., can be longer than 10 minutes),
and thus calls targeted to those files do not ap-
pear in the call sequence close to the failure
report.

4.3.3 Overhead of the Instrumented
Filesystem

The overhead of our instrumented filesystem is
tested on a computer with a 2.4 GHz CPU, 1
GB memory, and one 20 GB hard disk running
Centos 5.5 and Linux kernel version 2.6.18.

In the test bed, our instrumented filesys-
tem produces an average of 5,047 KB logs
(before preprocessing) per 100 page requests.
We firstly estimate the time overhead by run-
ning two extremes: a CPU intensive program
which involves almost no file I/O, and 4 I/O
intensive shell scripts which contain 100 tar,
200 cp, 400 rm, and 400 “mkdir+rmdir” com-
mands respectively. They are run for 10 times
and we use the average run time of each pro-
gram/script to calculate the slow-down. The
results, as shown in Table 4, reveal that the
filesystem instrumentation hardly slows down
the running of the CPU intensive program (less
than 0.01%), whereas the I/O intensive shell
scripts are slowed down significantly (between
50% and 80%).

To determine the time overhead for a web-
based application, we conducted an experiment
by playing back 500 Sahi scripts on our test
bed with and without the FUSE module being
loaded, and used the lengths of running time to
calculate how much time overhead the instru-
mented filesystem caused. The result shows
that the slow-down of our system (i.e., 40.1%)
is between the I/O intensive and CPU intensive
extremes. Since part of the time overhead is
due to collecting traces, the performance of web
services will be less deteriorated if the traces
are written to a separate hard drive.

Table 4: Time and Space Overhead
Time Overhead

I/O Intensive Shell
Scripts

tar 79.1%
cp 59.4%
rm 50.1%
mkdir+rmdir 53.2%

CPU Intensive Program 0.01%
Duke’s Bank Application 40.1%

Space Overhead
An average of 5,047 KB logs per 100 web page
requests

4.4 Limitation

Some of the limitations of this work are:
1) Our approach can only diagnose recurrent
problems, because it relies on a classifier built
upon previous faulty file-related call traces.
Also, this approach is not effective in provid-
ing finer-grained failure causes.
2) The overhead due to filesystem instrumen-
tation slows down file operations.
3) This approach is unable to recognize prob-
lems that have very similar manifestations in
file-related calls. Performance-related failures
could also be hard to detect, as a software sys-
tem would still be functional with performance-
related faults.
4) Failure interactions and the strategy of deal-
ing with multiple failures happening in one call
trace is not studied.
5) The suggested support threshold and num-
ber of look-backward operations are based on
our test bed. A further study is needed to find
the optimum values systematically in a differ-
ent environment.

Threats to the validity of our experiment are
as follows:
1) An enterprise system is usually large-scale,
while our experiment is performed on only one
machine, although theoretically this approach
can be extended to an environment that com-
prises multiple machines. Similarly, the size
and complexity of the software system involved
in the experiment is also one of the threats.
2) Failures are artificial and manually injected,
and thus may not represent real, spontaneous
failures. For example, a locked table in the
database may be due to problems with the
source code rather than an operator using the
command line to lock the table by mistake.
3) Duke’s Bank is not a real banking applica-
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tion. Also, the rate of user requests we gen-
erated in the experiment mimics the incoming
traffic of a web server in Princeton rather than
business banking systems.

5 Related Work

To frame our work in its proper context, the
related work is reviewed in this section.

The most closely related work to our ap-
proach is Ding et al. [7]. They collect the envi-
ronmental variables, user information, signals,
and system calls from the system normal exe-
cutions at run-time, and in this way build an
“application signature bank” which represents
normal behaviors of the software. The “signa-
ture bank” assists the diagnosis in a dictionary-
like way. When a failure occurs, the human
operators start the diagnosis process: a clas-
sifier tool would search the signature bank to
find the most similar model to the current state
and therefore determine the type of the failure.
While Ding et al. use a relatively more intru-
sive technique to reverse engineer the software
behaviors with all system call traces and ar-
guments, our approach more focuses on how
to model the software behaviors using the in-
formation contained in and returned by file-
related calls.

The study conducted by Dickinson et al. [6]
proposed the idea of clustering event traces/ex-
ecution profiles to assist software diagnosis by
clustering traces/profiles. One of their conclu-
sions is that a significant number of execution
profiles with failures are distributed in small
clusters. The diagnosis that Dickinson et al.
perform is a process of similarity estimation
between traces and no classifiers are involved.
While Dickinson et al. do not need to label the
traces, they cannot determine failure causes as
our work does.

Event traces are also the key information for
the root cause analysis in the approach pro-
posed by Yuan et al. [23], while the difference
is that they record all system call traces for
the Windows operating system, and Support
Vector Machines is employed to classify call se-
quences.

Rather than determining the failure causes,
Chen et al. [5] use real-time requests to pin-

point the misbehaved software components.
They keep track of software components in-
volved in all requests and the corresponding re-
turn states, using them to find correlations be-
tween software components and failures. Com-
pared with our approach working at the file
level, the diagnosis approach proposed by Chen
et al. works at the software component level.

Besides the work reviewed above, there also
exist failure diagnosis approaches that use
other sources of information. Log files contain
implications of system behaviors and represen-
tations of failure symptoms, and thus are one of
the major sources used for problem diagnosis.
Both Reidemeister et al. [21] and Mariani et
al. [15] are similar to this work in the approach
architectural design: with patterns mined from
logs, they transform log files into feature vec-
tors, from which classifiers are built to dis-
tinguish failures with different causes. While
their approaches rely on log files and use the
Finite State Machine and Associative classifi-
cation methods, our approach logs file-related
calls with the tool we developed and uses a
Naive Bayes classifier.

In this area, post-error reports (e.g., [3]),
problem tickets (e.g., [10]), incident reports
(e.g., [18]), call-stacks (e.g., [4]), and system
configuration files (e.g., [22]) are also used
for failure diagnosis. Our approach is comple-
mentary and considers filesystem events, which
are not sensitive to the ambiguity that may be
found in information sources such as problem
tickets or bug reports.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an automatic ap-
proach to diagnose recurrent software failures
based on the assumption that filesystems are
involved in some way when software misbe-
haves. Unlike some autonomic systems, this
approach is unobtrusive, because it does not
re-architect the system. Our approach does
not require source code access, recompilation of
software or the operating system, or any sup-
porting information regarding the monitored
software. Also, it is more generic, and does not
assume the system is based on any particular
types of components.
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By capturing and analyzing file-related calls
through an instrumented filesystem, our ap-
proach suggests the types of failure causes,
which can assist maintenance personnel in per-
forming quick and simple incident fixes be-
fore the deployment of the permanent solution.
We implement this approach in a web service
system, where faults are injected for evaluat-
ing its effectiveness. The results show that
our approach performs well in determining fail-
ure types while the I/O intensive processes are
slowed down (80% at worst) due to the filesys-
tem instrumentation. Nevertheless, it is not ef-
fective in providing finer-grained failure causes
due to caching. Moreover, finding clues for
corrective maintenance from the call traces re-
quires background knowledge of the system and
monitored software applications.

At this stage, this approach only collects and
analyzes the file-related call names, targeted
files, PIDs, and return values. With the in-
strumented filesystem, we can collect more in-
formation such as call parameters other than
file names, and data transmitted between files
and buffers in virtual memory. Also, this ap-
proach only deals with faults that lead to an ob-
servable functional failure rather than a perfor-
mance degradation. Thus the analysis of time
stamps that file-related calls make and return
will be part of the future work.

This approach currently works on one ma-
chine, and it will be extended in an environ-
ment that comprises more machines, where the
approach will be evaluated with a greater vari-
ety of injected faults. Also, a more systematic
way of choosing parameters (e.g., the support
threshold) of our approach in a custom envi-
ronment will be studied.
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Abstract

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is an approach
to software development where the primary focus
is on models. To improve their quality, models
continually evolve due, for example, to the detec-
tion of “bad design practices”, called design de-
fects. Presence of these defects in a model
suggests refactoring opportunities. Most of the
research work that tackle the problem of detecting
and correcting defects, concentrate on source code.
However, detecting defects at the model level and
during the design process can be of great value to
designers in particular within an MDE process. In
this paper, we propose an automated approach to
detect model refactoring opportunities related to
various types of design defects. Using Genetic
Programming, our approach allows automatic
generation of rules to detect defects, thus relieving
the designer from a fastidious manual rule defini-
tion task. We evaluate our approach by finding
three potential design defect types in two large
class diagrams. For all these models, we succeed
in detecting the majority of expected defects.

1 Introduction

Copyright  2011 Adnane Ghanem, Dr. Marouane
Kessentini and Dr. Ghizlane El Boussaidi. Permission
to copy is hereby granted provided the original copy-
right notice is reproduced in copies made.

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach
to software development by which software is
specified, designed, implemented and deployed
through a series of models [1]. Hence building
appropriate models, evolving them and maintain-
ing their quality are key activities when imple-
menting an MDE approach.
Model maintenance is defined as different modifi-
cations made on a model in order to improve his
quality, adding new functionalities, etc [2]. This
effort needs a lot of time and money from the total
project cost. Thus, it is really important to propose
automated solutions to improve model quality.
Different automated maintenance solutions were
proposed in the literature [3-7]. The majority of
these works are concerned with the detection and
correction of bad design fragments, called design
defects or refactoring opportunities [8]. Such de-
fects include for example large classes in UML,
long parameter list, etc. Detecting and fixing de-
sign defects is, to some extent, a difficult, time-
consuming, and manual process [8].
To insure detection of design defects, several ap-
proaches have been already proposed [3, 5, 6].
The large portions of these studies are based on
declarative rule definition. These rules are ma-
nually defined to identify the symptoms that cha-
racterize a defect. These symptoms are described
using metrics, structural, and/or lexical informa-
tion. For example, large classes have different
symptoms like the high number of attributes, rela-
tions and methods that can be expressed using
quantitative metrics. However, in an exhaustive
scenario, the number of possible defects to be
manually characterized with rules can be very
large. For each defect, rules that are expressed in
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terms of metric combinations need substantial
calibration efforts to find the right threshold value
for each metric, threshold above which a defect is
said to be detected.
Besides, one can notice the availability of defect
repositories in many companies, where defects in
projects under development are manually identi-
fied, corrected and documented. Despite its avail-
ability, this valuable knowledge is not used to
mine regularities about defect manifestations.
These regularities could be exploited both to
detect defects, and to correct them.
Starting from this observation, we propose, in this
paper, an approach to overcome some of the
above mentioned limitations. Our approach is
based on the use of defect examples generally
available in defect repositories of software devel-
oping companies. In fact, we translate regularities
that can be found in such defect examples into
detection rule solutions. Instead of specifying
rules manually for detecting each defect type, or
semi-automatically using defect definitions, we
extract these rules from instances of design de-
fects. This is achieved using Genetic Program-
ming (GP). Such proposal is very beneficial
because: it does not require to define the different
defect types, but only to have some defect exam-
ples; it does not require an expert to write rules
manually; it does not require to specify the me-
trics to use or their related threshold values.
The remainder of this paper develops our propos-
als and details how they are achieved. Therefore,
the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is
dedicated to the basic concepts related to our ap-
proach. In Section 3, we give the motivations of
our proposal. Then, Section 4 details our adapta-
tions of Genetic Programming to the model-defect
detection problem. Section 5 presents and dis-
cusses the validation results. The related work in
defect detection and correction is outlined in Sec-
tion 6. We conclude and suggest future research
directions in Section 7.

2 Basic Concepts
To better understand our contribution, it is impor-
tant to clearly define some relevant concepts to
our proposal, including design defects and soft-
ware metrics.

2.1 Design Defects

We focus in this paper on the detection of a spe-
cific type of refactoring opportunities to improve
model quality: design defects. Design defects,
also called design anomalies, refer to design situa-
tions that adversely affect the development of
models [2]. Different types of defects, presenting
a variety of symptoms, have been studied in the
intent of facilitating their detection and suggesting
improvement solutions.
In [25], Beck defines 22 sets of symptoms of
common defects. These include large classes,
feature envy, long parameter lists, and lazy
classes. Each defect type is accompanied by refac-
toring suggestions to remove it. Brown et al. [2]
define another category of design defects that are
documented in the literature, and named anti-
patterns.
In our approach, we focus on the detection of
some defects that can appear in the model level
and especially in class diagram. We choose from
[25] three important defects that can be detected
in the model level: 1) Blob which is found in de-
signs where one large class monopolizes the be-
havior of a system (or part of it), and other classes
primarily encapsulate data. 2) Functional decom-
position: It occurs when a class is designed with
the intent of performing a single function. This is
found in model (class diagram) produced by non-
experienced object-oriented developers. 3) Poor
usage of abstract class: It is happen when abstract
classes are not used widely in the application de-
sign.

2.2 Quality Metrics

Quality metrics provide useful information that
help assessing the level of conformance of a soft-
ware system to a desired quality such as evolva-
bility and reusability. Metrics can also help
detecting some design defects in software systems.
The most widely used metrics are the ones de-
fined by Genero et al. [10]. For our defect detec-
tion process, we select from this list of metrics
only those that can be calculated on models (class
diagram). These metrics include:

 Number of associations (Naccoc): the to-
tal number of associations.
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 Number of aggregations (Nagg): the total
number of aggregation relationships.

 Number of dependencies (Ndep): the to-
tal number of dependency relationships.

 Number of generalizations (Ngen): the
total number of generalisation relation-
ships (each parent-child pair in a genera-
lization relationship).

 Number of aggregations hierarchies
(NAggH): the total number of aggrega-
tion hierarchies.

 Number of generalization hierarchies
(NGenH): the total number of generalisa-
tion hierarchies.

 Maximum DIT (MaxDIT): the maximum
of the DIT (Depth of Inheritance Tree)
values for each class in a class diagram.
The DIT value for a class within a gene-
ralisation hierarchy is the longest path
from the class to the root of the hierarchy.

 Number of attributes (NA): the total
number of attributes.

 Number of methods (LOCMETHOD):
the total number of methods.

 Number of private attributes
(NPRIVFIELD) : number of private
attributes in a specific class

 Etc.

Our detection solution selects, from this exhaus-
tive list, the best metrics combination that detects
different defect types. In the next section, we em-
phasize the specific problems that are addressed
by our detection approach.

3 Problem Statement

A tool supporting the detection and correction of
design defects at the model level may be of great
value for novice designers as well as experi-
mented ones when refactoring existing models.
However there are many open and challenging
issues that we must address when building such a
tool. Some of these open issues were introduced
in [11]. We summarize these issues in the follow-
ing.
In the current state of art, there is no consensus on
what makes a particular design fragment a bad
design. Even if we detect some design form that
we defined as “suspicious”, we cannot say for
sure that it is a defect [12]. Asserting that a suspi-

cious design fragment is actually a design defect
depends on the context. For example, a “Log”
class responsible for maintaining a log of events,
used by a large number of classes, is a common
and acceptable practice. However, from a strict
defect definition, it can be considered as a class
with abnormally large coupling.
Furthermore even for the design defects that are
commonly recognized in the literature such as the
Blob, deciding which classes are Blob candidates
depends on the designer’s interpretation. This also
depends on the detection thresholds set by the
designer when dealing with quantitative informa-
tion. For example, the Blob detection involves
information such as class size. Although we can
measure the size of a class, an appropriate thre-
shold value is not trivial to define. A class consi-
dered large in a given context could be considered
average in another.
The last issue is related to the usefulness of de-
tecting and returning long lists of defect candi-
dates. In these cases, a designer needs to assess
the defect candidates, select true positives that
must be fixed and reject false positives. This can
be a fastidious task and not always profitable.
In addition to these issues, manually defining the
rules that detect all targeted design defects can be
a time- consuming and an error-prone process.

4 Heuristic Search for
Model Refactoring

4.1 Overview

To address the above mentioned issues, we pro-
pose an approach that exploits examples of model
defects and a heuristic search technique to auto-
matically build rules that detect defects in models.
The general structure of our approach is intro-
duced in Figure 1.

Fig 1. Overview of the approach
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In our approach, knowledge from defect examples
is used to generate detection rules. The detection
algorithm takes as inputs a base (i.e. a set) of de-
fect examples, and takes as controlling parameters
a set of quality metrics (the expressions and the
usefulness of these metrics were defined and dis-
cussed in the literature [9]). This algorithm gene-
rates as output a set of rules. The rule generation
process combines quality metrics (and their thre-
shold values) within rule expressions. Conse-
quently, a solution to the defect detection problem
is a set of rules that best detect the defects of the
base of examples. For example, the following rule
states that a class c having more than 10 attributes
and 20 methods is considered as a blob defect:

R1: IF NA(c)≥10 AND NMD(c)≥20 Then Blob(c)

In this example of a rule, the number of attributes
(NA) and the number of methods (NMD) of a
class correspond to two quality metrics that are
used to detect a blob defect. A class will be de-
tected as a blob whenever both thresholds of 10
attributes and 20 methods are exceeded.

Defect examples are in general available in repo-
sitories of new model projects under development,
or previous projects under maintenance. Defects
are generally documented as part of the mainten-
ance activity, and can be found in version control
logs, incident reports, and inspection reports. The
use of such examples has many benefits. First, it
allows deriving defect detection rules that are
closer to, and more respectful of, the designing
“traditions” of model development teams in par-
ticular companies. These rules will be more pre-
cise and more context faithful, yet almost without
loss of genericity, than more general rules, gener-
ated independently of any context. Second, it
solves the problem of defining the values of the
detection thresholds since these values will be
found during the rule generation process. These
thresholds will then correspond more closely to
the company best practices. Finally, learning from
examples allows reducing the list of detected de-
fect candidates.

The rule generation process is executed periodi-
cally over large periods of time using the base of
examples. The generated rules are used to detect
the defects of any system that is required to be
evaluated (in the sense of defect detection and

correction). The rules generation step needs to be
re-executed only if the base of examples is up-
dated with new defect instances.
In the detection step, our approach assigns a thre-
shold value randomly to each metric, and com-
bines these threshold values using logical
expressions (union OR; intersection AND) to
create rules. The number m of possible threshold
values is usually very large. The rules generation
process consists of finding the best combination
between n metrics. In this context, the number NR
of possible combinations that have to be explored
is given by:

NR = (n!)m (1)

This value quickly becomes huge. For example, a
list of 5 metrics with 6 possible thresholds neces-
sitates the evaluation of up to 1206 combinations.

Consequently, the rule generation process is a
combinatorial optimization problem. Due to the
huge number of possible combinations, a deter-
ministic search is not practical, and the use of a
heuristic search is warranted. To explore the
search space, we use a global heuristic search by
means of Genetic Programming [13]. This algo-
rithm will be detailed in next section.

4.2 Heuristic Search Using Ge-
netic Programming

In this section we give an overview of Genetic
programming (GP) and we describe how GP can
be used to generate rules to detect design defects.

GP is a powerful heuristic search optimization
method inspired by the Darwinian theory of evo-
lution [13]. The basic idea behind GP is to explore
the search space by making a population of candi-
date solutions, also called individuals, evolve to-
ward a “good” solution of a specific problem. In
GP, a solution is a (computer) program which is
usually represented as a tree, where the internal
nodes are functions and the leaf nodes are termin-
al symbols. Both the function set and the terminal
set must contain symbols that are appropriate for
the target problem. For instance, the function set
can contain arithmetic operators, logic operators,
mathematical functions, etc; whereas the terminal
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set can contain the variables (attributes) of the
target problem.
Each individual (i.e. a solution) of the population
is evaluated by a fitness function that determines a
quantitative measure of its ability to solve the
target problem.
Exploration of the search space is achieved by
selecting individuals (in the current population)
that have the highest fitness values and evolving
them using genetic operators, such as crossover
and mutation. The crossover operator insures gen-
eration of new children, or offspring, based on
parent individuals. The crossover operator allows
transmission of the features of the best fitted par-
ent individuals to new individuals. This is usually
achieved by replacing a randomly selected sub
tree of one parent individual with a randomly cho-
sen sub tree from another parent individual to
obtain one child. A second child is obtained by
inverting parents. Finally, mutation operator is
applied, with a probability which is usually in-
versely proportional to its fitness value, to modify
some randomly selected nodes in a single individ-
ual. The mutation operator introduces diversity
into the population and allows escaping local op-
tima found during the search.
Once selection, mutation and crossover have been
applied according to given probabilities, individu-
als of the newly created generation are evaluated
using the fitness function. This process is repeated
iteratively, until a stopping criterion is met. This
criterion usually corresponds to a fixed number of
generations. The result of GP (the best solution
found) is the fittest individual produced along all
generations.

Hence to apply GP to a specific problem, the fol-
lowing elements have to be defined:

1. Representation of the individuals,
2. Creation of a population of individuals,
3. Evaluation of individuals using a fitness

function,
4. Selection of the (best) individuals to

transmit from one generation to another,
5. Creation of new individuals using genet-

ic operators (crossover and mutation) to
explore the search space,

6. Generation of a new population.

A high level view of our adaptation of GP to the
defect detection problem is introduced by Figure
2. As this figure shows, the algorithm takes as

input a set of quality metrics and a set of defect
examples that were manually detected in some
systems, and finds a solution, which corresponds
to the set of detection rules that best detect the
defects in the base of examples.

Input: Set of quality metrics
Input: Set of defect examples
Output: Detection rules
1: I:= rules(R, Defect_Type)
2: P:= set_of(I)
3: initial_population(P, Max_size)
4: repeat
5: for all I P do
6: detected_defects := execute_rules(R)
7: fitness(I) := compare(detected_defects,

defect_examples)
8: end for
9: best_solution := best_fitness(I);
10: P := generate_new_population(P)
11: it:=it+1;
12: until it=max_it
13: return best_solution

Fig 2. High-level pseudo-code for GP adaptation

to our problem

Lines 1–3 construct an initial GP population,
which is a set of individuals that stand for possi-
ble solutions representing detection rules. Lines
4–13 encode the main GP loop, which explores
the search space and constructs new individuals
by combining metrics within rules. During each
iteration, we evaluate the quality of each individ-
ual in the population, and save the individual hav-
ing the best fitness (line 9). We generate a new
population (p+1) of individuals (line 10) by itera-
tively selecting pairs of parent individuals from
population p and applying the crossover operator
to them; each pair of parent individuals produces
two children (new solutions). We include both the
parent and child variants in the new population.
Then we apply the mutation operator, with a
probability score, for both parent and child to en-
sure the solution diversity; this produces the
population for the next generation. The algorithm
terminates when the termination criterion (maxi-
mum iteration number) is met, and returns the
best set of detection rules (best solution found
during all iterations).
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4.3 Heuristic Search Adaptation
The following three subsections describe more
precisely our adaption of GP to the defect detec-
tion problem. To illustrate this adaption, we use a
class diagram as a model to evaluate. Thus, the
base of examples is a set of defect examples in a
class diagram.

4.3.1 Individual Representation

An individual is a set of IF – THEN rules. For
example, Figure 3 shows an individual (i.e. a so-
lution) composed of three rules.

R1: IF (LOCCLASS(c) ≥ 1500 AND
LOCMETHOD(m,c) ≥ 129) OR (NMD(c) ≥ 100)
THEN blob(c)
R2: IF (LOCMETHOD(m,c) ≥ 151) THEN poor
usage of abstract class (c)
R3: IF (NPRIVFIELD(c) ≥ 7 AND NMD(c) = 16)
THEN functional decomposition (c)

Fig 3. Rule interpretation of an individual

A detection rule has the following structure:

IF “Combination of metrics with their threshold
values” THEN “Defect type”

The IF clause describes the conditions or situa-
tions under which a defect type is detected. These
conditions correspond to logical expressions that
combine some metrics and their threshold values
using logic operators (AND, OR). If some of
these conditions are satisfied by a class, then this
class is detected as the defect figuring in the
THEN clause of the rule. Consequently, THEN
clauses highlight the defect types to be detected.
We will have as many rules as types of defects to
be detected. In our case, mainly for illustrative
reasons, and without loss of generality, we focus
on the detection of three defect types, namely
blob, poor usage of abstract class and functional
decomposition. Consequently, as it is shown in
figure 3, we have three rules, R1 to detect blobs,
R2 to detect poor usage of abstract class, and R3
to detect functional decomposition.

One of the most suitable computer representations
of rules is based on the use of trees [14]. In our
case, an individual is represented as a tree which

is composed of two types of nodes: terminals and
functions. The terminals (leaf nodes of a tree)
correspond to different quality metrics with their
threshold values. The functions that glue these
metrics correspond to logical operators, which are
Union (OR) and Intersection (AND).
Consequently, the three representation of the in-
dividual of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4. This
tree representation corresponds to an OR compo-
sition of three sub-trees, each sub tree
representing a rule: R1 OR R2 OR R3.

Fig 4. A tree representation of an individual

For instance, the first rule R1 is represented as a
sub-tree of nodes starting at the branch (N1 – N5)
of the individual tree representation of Figure 5.
Since this rule is dedicated to detect blob defects,
we know that the branch (N1 – N5) of the tree
will figure out the THEN clause of the rule. Con-
sequently, there is no need to add the defect type
as a node in the sub-tree dedicated to a rule.

4.3.2 Generation of an Initial population

To generate an initial population, we start by de-
fining the maximum tree length including the
number of nodes and levels. These parameters can
be specified either by the user or randomly. Thus,
the individuals have different tree length (struc-
ture). Then, for each individual we randomly as-
sign:

1. one metric, with its threshold value, to
each leaf node

2. a logic operator (AND, OR) to each
function node

The root (head) of the tree is unchanged. Since
any metric combination is possible and correct
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semantically, we do not need to define some con-
ditions to verify when generating an individual.
However, we need to ensure that the threshold
values for each metric are correct (domain).

4.3.3 Genetic Operators

Selection
To select the individuals that will undergo the
crossover and mutation operators, we used the
stochastic universal sampling (SUS) [13], in
which the probability of selection of an individual
is directly proportional to its relative fitness in the
population. For each iteration, we use SUS to
select 50% of individuals from population p for
the new population p+1. These (population_size/2)
selected individuals will “give birth” to another
(population_size/2) new individuals using cros-
sover operator.

Crossover
Two parent individuals are selected and a node is
picked on each one. Then crossover swaps the
nodes and their relative sub trees from one parent
to the other. The crossover operator can be ap-
plied only on parents having the same type of
defect to detect. Each child thus combines infor-
mation from both parents.
Figure 5 shows an example of the crossover
process. In fact, the rule R1 and a rule RI1 from
another individual (solution) are combined to
generate two new rules. The right sub tree of R1
is swapped with the left sub tree of RI1.

Fig 5. Crossover operator

As result, after applying the cross operator the
new rule R1 to detect blob will be:

R1: IF (LOCCLASS(c) ≥ 1500 AND
LOCMETHOD(m,c) ≥ 129)) OR
(NPRIVFIELD(c) ≥ 7) THEN blob(c)

Mutation
The mutation operator can be applied either to
function or terminal nodes. This operator can
modify one or many nodes. Given a selected indi-
vidual, the mutation operator first randomly se-
lects a node in the tree representation of the
individual. Then, if the selected node is a terminal
(threshold value of a quality metric), it is replaced
by another terminal. The new terminal either cor-
responds to a threshold value of the same metric
or the metric is changed and a threshold value is
randomly fixed. If the selected node is a function
(AND operator for example), it is replaced by a
new function (i.e. AND becomes OR). If a tree
mutation is to be carried out, the node and its sub
trees are replaced by a new randomly generated
sub tree.
To illustrate the mutation process, consider again
the example that corresponds to a candidate rule
to detect blob defects. Figure 6 illustrates the ef-
fect of a mutation that deletes node NMD, leading
to the automatic deletion of node OR (no left sub
tree), and that replaces node LOCMETHOD by
node NPRIVFIELD with a new threshold value.
Thus, after applying the mutation operator the
new rule R1 to detect blob will be:
R1 : IF (LOCCLASS(c) ≥ 1500 AND
NPRIVFIELD(c) ≥ 14)) THEN blob(c)

Fig 6. Mutation operator
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4.3.4 Decoding of an Individual

The quality of an individual is proportional to the
quality of the different detection rules composing
it. In fact, the execution of these rules, on the dif-
ferent projects extracted from the base of exam-
ples, detect various classes as defects. Then, the
quality of a solution (set of rules) is determined
with respect to the number of detected defects in
comparison to the expected ones in the base of
examples. In other words, the best set of rules is
the one that detects the maximum number of de-
fects.

Fig 7. Base of examples

Consider, for example, a base of defect examples
having three classes X, W, T that are considered
respectively as blob, functional decomposition
and another blob. Consider an individual (a solu-
tion) that contains different rules that detect only
X as blob. In this case, the quality of this solution
will have a value of 1/3 = 0.33 (only one detected
defect over three expected ones).

The encoding of an individual should be forma-
lized as a mathematical function called “fitness
function”. The fitness function quantifies the
quality of the generated rules. The goal is to de-
fine an efficient and simple (in the sense not com-
putationally expensive) fitness function in order to
reduce the computational complexity.
As discussed in Section 4.2, the fitness function
aims to maximize the number of detected defects
in comparison to the expected ones in the base of
examples. In this context, we define the fitness
function of a solution, normalized in the range [0,
1], as:
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where t is the number of defects in the base of
examples, p is the number of detected classes with
defects, and ai has value 1 if the ith detected class
exists in the base of examples (with the same de-
fect type), and value 0 otherwise.
To illustrate the fitness function, we consider a
base of examples containing one system evaluated
manually. In this system, six (6) classes are sub-
ject to three (3) types of defects as shown in Table
1.

TABLE I. DEFECTS EXAMPLE.

Class Blob Functional
decomposition

Poor
usage
of ab-
stract
class

Student X
Person X

University X
Course X

Classroom X
Admini-
stration

X

Table 2 lists the classes that were detected after
executing the solution generating the rules R1, R2
and R3 of Figure 3.

TABLE II. DETECTED CLASSES

Class Blob Functional
decomposition

Poor
usage of
abstract

class
Person X

Classroom X
Professor X

Thus, only one class corresponds to a true defect
(Person). Classroom is a defect but the type is
wrong and Professor is not a defect. The fitness
function has the value:
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With t=6 (only one defect is detected over 6 ex-
pected defects), and p=3 (3 defects were detected
but only one corresponds to a defect in the base of
examples).

5 Validation
In this section, we describe our experimental se-
tup and present the results of an exploratory study.

5.1 Experimental settings
The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the effi-
ciency of our approach for the detection of design
defects in UML class diagrams. In particular the
experiment aimed at answering the following re-
search questions:

RQ1: To what extent can the proposed approach
detect design defects?
RQ2: What types of defects does it locate correct-
ly?

To answer RQ1, we used an existing corpus of
known design defects [4] to evaluate the precision
and recall of our approach. To answer RQ2, we
investigated the type of defects that were found.
We used two open-source Java projects to per-
form our experiments: GanttProject (Gantt for
short) v1.10.2, and LOG4J v1.2.1. We chose the
LOG4J and Gantt libraries because they are me-
dium-sized open-source projects and were ana-
lyzed in related work. The version of Gantt
studied was known to be of poor quality, which
has led to a new major revised version. LOG4J,
on the other hand, has been actively developed
over the past 10 years. We used Visual Paradigm
tool [15] to generate class diagrams from these
two open-source projects. Table 1 provides some
relevant information about these projects.

TABLE III. PROGRAM STATISTICS.

Systems Number of classes

GanttProject v1.10.2 245

LOG4J v1.2.1 227

We asked a group of graduate students to analyze
the libraries to tag instances of specific defects
(blob, functional decomposition and Poor usage
of abstract class) to validate our detection tech-
nique. Furthermore, we combined our manual
inspection with the one proposed by Tiberghien et
al. [16].
Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the tool we im-
plemented to evaluate our approach. This tool
takes as input a list of metrics, a base of defect
examples and the project to be evaluated. It gene-
rates as output the optimal solution, i.e. the detec-
tion rules. The defects found by applying the
optimal solution are then compared to those
tagged by students. We used a 2-fold cross valida-
tion procedure. For each fold, one open source
project is evaluated by using the other project as
base of examples. For example, Gantt is analyzed
using detection rules generated from some defects
examples from LOG4J and vice-versa.
In the following subsection we report the number
of defects detected, the number of true positives,
the recall (number of true positives over the num-
ber of design defects) and the precision (ratio of
true positives over the number detected) for every
defect in LOG4J and Gantt.

Fig 8. Rules generation tool

5.2 Results
Figure 9 and Table 4 summarize our findings.
Figure 9 shows some detected defects, in Gantt
class diagram, including only few false-positive
ones (classes highlighted with a different color).
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For Gantt, the average defect detection precision
was 94%. The average precision for LOG4J was
86%. In the context of this experiment, we can
conclude that our technique was able to identify
design anomalies with good precision and recall
scores (answer to research question RQ1 above).

Fig 9. Results obtained for the Gantt project

TABLE IV. DETECTION RESULTS.

System Precision Recall
GanttProject Blob : 100%

PC : 83%
FD : 91%

100%
91%
94%

LOG4J Blob : 87%
PC: 84%
FD: 66%

90%
82%
74%

We noticed that our technique does not have a
bias towards the detection of specific anomaly
types. In both projects, we had an almost equal
distribution of each defect (answer to research
question RQ2 above). On Gantt, the distribution
was not as balanced, but this is principally due to
the number of actual defects in the system.
One of the limitations of our proposal is the base
of examples definition. In fact, the manual inspec-
tion of bad design practices can be a fastidious
task. However, it can be argued that constituting
such a set might require more work than identify-
ing, specifying, and adapting rules. In our valida-
tion, we demonstrate that by using some open
source projects directly, without any adaptation,
our solution can be used out of the box and will
produce good results for the detection of defects
for the studied models.
Since we used a heuristic search technique, the
detection results might vary depending on the
rules generation process. In fact, the rules are ran-
domly generated, though guided by a meta-

heuristic. To ensure that our results are relatively
stable, we compared the results of multiple execu-
tions for rules generation. We consequently be-
lieve that our technique is stable, since the
precision and recall scores are approximately the
same for different five executions.
In addition, it is important to contrast the results
with the execution time because we used a heuris-
tic search technique. We executed our algorithm
on a standard desktop computer: Pentium CPU
running at 2 GHz with 3GB of RAM. The execu-
tion time for rules generation with a number of
iterations, as stopping criteria, fixed to 200 was
less than three minutes (2min9s). This indicates
that our approach is reasonably scalable from the
performance standpoint. However, the execution
time depends on the number of used metrics and
the size of the base of examples.

6 Related Work
Several approaches tackled the problem of detect-
ing and fixing design defects in software using
different techniques. These techniques range from
fully automatic detection and correction to guided
manual inspection. However, the majority of these
solutions are related to detect defects in the code
level. The related work can be classified into three
broad categories: rules-based detection-correction,
detection and correction combination, and visual-
based detection.
In the first category, Marinescu [6] defined a list
of rules relying on metrics to detect what he calls
design flaws of OO design at method, class and
subsystem levels. Erni et al. [17] use metrics to
evaluate frameworks with the goal of improving
them. They introduce the concept of multi-metrics,
n-tuples of metrics expressing a quality criterion
(e.g., modularity). The main limitation of the two
previous contributions is the difficulty to manual-
ly define threshold values for metrics in the rules.
To circumvent this problem, Moha et al. [4], in
their DECOR approach, start by describing defect
symptoms using an abstract rule language. These
descriptions involve different notions, such as
class roles and structures. The descriptions are
later mapped to detection algorithms. In addition
to the threshold problem, this approach uses heu-
ristics to approximate some notions which results
in an important rate of false positives. In our ap-
proach, the above-mentioned problems related to
the use of rules and metrics do not arise. Indeed,
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the symptoms are not explicitly used, which re-
duces the manual adaptation/calibration effort.
The majority of existing approaches to automate
refactoring activities are based on rules that can
be expressed as assertions (invariants, pre- and
post condition), or graph transformation. The use
of invariants has been proposed to detect parts of
program that require refactoring by [18]. Opdyke
[19] suggest the use of pre- and postcondition
with invariants to preserve the behavior of the
software. All these conditions could be expressed
in the form of rules. [20] considers refactorings
activities as graph production rules (programs
expressed as graphs). However, a full specifica-
tion of refactorings would require sometimes
large number of rules. In addition, refactoring-
rules sets have to be complete, consistent, non
redundant, and correct. Furthermore, we need to
find the best sequence of applying these refactor-
ing rules. In such situations, search-based tech-
niques represent a good alternative. In [7], we
have proposed another approach, based on search-
based techniques, for the automatic detection of
potential design defects in code. The detection is
based on the notion that the more code deviates
from good practices, the more likely it is bad. The
two approaches are completely different. We use
in [7] a good quality of examples in order to
detect defects; however in this work we use defect
examples to generate rules. In addition, this work
is concerned with defects in the model level. Both
works do not need a formal definition of defects
to detect them.
In the second category of work, defects are not
detected explicitly. They are so implicitly because
the approaches refactor a system by detecting
elements to change to improve the global quality.
For example, in [21], defect detection is consi-
dered as an optimization problem. The authors use
a combination of 12 metrics to measure the im-
provements achieved when sequences of simple
refactorings are applied, such as moving methods
between classes. The goal of the optimization is to
determine the sequence that maximizes a function,
which captures the variations of a set of metrics
[22]. The fact that the quality in terms of metrics
is improved does not necessary mean that the
changes make sense. The link between defect and
correction is not obvious, which makes the in-
spection difficult for the maintainers.
The high rate of false positives generated by the
automatic approaches encouraged other teams to
explore semiautomatic solutions. These solutions

took the form of visualization-based environments.
The primary goal is to take advantage of the hu-
man ability to integrate complex contextual in-
formation in the detection process. Kothari et al.
[23] present a pattern-based framework for devel-
oping tool support to detect software anomalies
by representing potential defects with different
colors. Later, Dhambri et al. [24] propose a visua-
lization-based approach to detect design anoma-
lies by automatically detecting some symptoms
and letting others to the human analyst. The vi-
sualization metaphor was chosen specifically to
reduce the complexity of dealing with a large
amount of data. Still, the visualization approach is
not obvious when evaluating large-scale systems.
Moreover, the information visualized is for the
most part metric-based, meaning that complex
relationships can still be difficult to detect. In our
case, human intervention is needed only to pro-
vide defect examples.

7 Conclusion
In this article, we described a new solution to
detect model-refactoring opportunities especially
related to design defects. Existing work try to
define different types of common design defects
and describe symptoms to search for in order to
locate the design defects. In our proposal, we have
revealed that this knowledge is not necessary to
perform the detection. Instead, we use examples
of design defects and generic programming to
generate defect detection rules. We obtained good
performance by evaluating our solution to detect
different defect types on large models extracted
from open source projects.
As part of future work, we plan to extend our base
of examples with additional badly-designed mod-
els in order to take into consideration more design
contexts. In addition, we are working on the mod-
el refactoring step and to adapt the proposed ap-
proach to classify changes between different
model versions as risky or not.
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Abstract
    
 

Much research in the past two decades has fo-
cused on automatic generation of abstractions 
from low-level software elements using clustering 
algorithms. This research is generally motivated 
by comprehension improvement through more 
abstract constructs, re-architecture of existing 
systems to improve their maintenance, or migra-
tion to new paradigms. In this paper, we start 
from a formulation of software clustering prob-
lems in a setting, where elements of a software 
system form a graph to be partitioned in order to 
derive high-level abstractions. We then propose a 
novel formulation where the graph partitioning 
solution is evaluated by the degree of its confor-
mance with past clustering cases given as exam-
ples. We provide a concrete illustration of this 
formulation with the problem of object identifica-
tion in procedural code. 

1 Introduction 

For more than 20 years, researchers have been 
proposing approaches and algorithms to automati-
cally derive more abstract constructs from exist-
ing low-level software elements. This research 
work is generally motivated by program compre-
hension, re-architecture of existing systems to 
improve their maintenance, or migration to new 
paradigms. In general, deriving abstract constructs 
is treated as a clustering problem. Indeed, the 
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proposed work tries to obtain abstractions by 
clustering basic elements. Early examples are 
abstract data type identification as groups of va-
riables and procedures (e.g., [1]), remodulariza-
tion as groups of procedures (e.g., [11]), and 
classes identification as groups of procedures and 
variable (e.g., [5]). Recent work concentrates, 
among others, on package restructuring as groups 
of classes (e.g., [3]), and components identifica-
tion as groups of classes (e.g., [14]). 

In modern software engineering, abstract 
elements such as classes and components general-
ly reify actual entities or functions of the applica-
tion domain. Consequently, their existence obeys 
the application semantics. If we want to obtain 
them by clustering existing low-level constructs in 
the code, we should have a means to approximate 
the application semantics from the code. The 
more a group of basic elements conforms to an 
application entity according to the approximation 
method, the more it is considered as an acceptable 
abstraction. 

The most commonly used approximation 
heuristic in software clustering (SC) problems is 
that elements that are close structurally are also 
close semantically, i.e., they form an abstraction 
that represents an application entity or function. 
For example in a C program, if a set of procedures 
accesses the same set of variables, chances are 
that both sets define respectively the behavior and 
structure of a class corresponding to an applica-
tion entity. We call this the structure-semantics-
equivalence hypothesis. Another approximation 
method is based on the hypothesis that elements 
that are changed together frequently are semanti-
cally close (simultaneous-change hypothesis).  

Although the existing approximation methods 
give good results in many clustering problems, 
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they generate a lot of false positives. This makes 
it difficult to rely on them for automated 
processes. In this paper, we propose a new formu-
lation of software-clustering problems. In this 
formulation, we view the clustering as a grouping 
process guided by the similarity with past cluster-
ing examples. We illustrate our proposal with the 
well-know clustering problem of object identifica-
tion in procedural code. Our evaluation showed 
that the majority of identified objects are correct. 
Furthermore, our “by-example” approach outper-
forms a classical one [4]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
shows the classical formulation of software-
clustering problems. This is done by synthesizing 
the existing work in a formal framework. At the 
end of this section, we highlight the limitations of 
this classical formulation. To alleviate these limi-
tations, we propose a new formulation that is 
described in Section 3. To illustrate this new for-
mulation, we present in Section 4 an application 
to the problem of object identification (OI) in 
procedural code. The first part of this section is 
dedicated to the mapping between the OI problem 
and our formulation. In the second part, we eva-
luate the derived solution on existing legacy code. 
Concluding remarks are finally given in Section 5. 

2 SC as a Graph Partition-

ing Problem 

This section has two goals. First, it presents a 
good sample of the exiting work on software 
clustering problems. The second objective is to 
propose a uniform formulation of the SC prob-
lems to better analyze the existing research con-
tributions and highlight their limitations. 

In the majority SC contributions, three impor-
tant elements are usually specified: (1) the defini-
tion of the clustering problem, (2) the definition 
of an objective function to evaluate the quality of 
a solution, and (3) the concrete algorithm used to 
perform the clustering, i.e., to derive the solution. 
In this section, we propose a uniform formulation 
for the three above-mentioned elements and 
present the existing work accordingly.  

2.1 Problem Definition 
The majority of software clustering contributions 
is based on the structure-semantics-equivalence 
hypothesis. In this context, groups of elements 

that are structurally dependent are viewed as ab-
stractions corresponding to application domain 
entities. In this setting, the contributions can be 
summarized as: given a set of elements compos-
ing a software and the dependency relationships 
between them, find groups (clusters) of elements 
that maximize an objective function and/or satisfy 
a set of constraints (e.g., [3]). There are many 
ways to formally represent the problem of soft-
ware clustering.  The most common way is to 
view it as a graph partitioning problem [16]. The 
notion of graph could be explicit (e.g., [17] and 
[9]), or implicit (e.g., [21] and [2]) where a matrix 
representation is used. 

2.1.1 Graph-based Representation 

The software to be clustered defines a graph ���, �� . The set of vertexes �  represents the 
elements of interest in the software and the set of 
edges � � � 	 �  represent the dependencies 
between these elements. The nature of the ele-
ments in � and their dependencies in � are prob-
lem specific. For example, when clustering 
classes into packages, � is the set of classes in the 
system and �  the relationships between classes 
such as method invocations (e.g., [3]).  

The graph � is typically a directed graph (e.g., 
[5] and [17]). In directed graphs each edge 
 � � 
is an ordered un pair �, ��  where an element  � � depends on an element � � �, but the in-
verse is not necessarily true. For example, when 
deriving packages by grouping classes, �  could 
represent the method invocations between classes. 
In that case, the graph is directed. In the case of 
undirected graphs, each 
 � �  is an unordered 
pair �, �� stating that there is a dependency be-
tween u and v without a specific direction. In the 
rest of this paper, we will consider only directed 
graph as undirected graphs could be easily trans-
formed into a directed one. 

For a clustering problem, different types of 
elements in a software could be of interest. Con-
sequently, the vertexes in �  and edges in �  are 
typed. This can be represented by two functions 
(1) ��: � � ��  associating each element � � � 
with its type �� � ��  where ��  is the set of possi-
ble types of � and (2) ��: � � ��  associating each 
element 
 � �  with its type �� � ��  where ��  is 
the set of possible types of � . For example in 
object identification, procedures call procedures 
and use variables. Formally  
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The definitions of types for vertexes and 
edges could be explicit (e.g., [5] and [4]), or im-
plicit (e.g., [9]). Depending on the type of vertex-
es an edge connects, there are restrictions on the 
type it can take. For example, a variable can’t call 

or use a procedure. This type of restriction can be 
represented formally as a function �� : �� 	 �� � %� � ��  
that specifies for each pair of types of vertexes in 
TV the subset %�  of allowed types of edges in TE. 

As stated by Mitchell in [18], for some clus-
tering problems, edges in the graph could be 
weighted. The weight is defined as a function &: � � '. This function is used to measures the 
strength of the dependency between two elements. 
For instance, the weight could indicate the num-
ber of method invocations between two classes. 

2.1.2 Graph Partitioning 

Now that we have introduced the graph based 
representation of a program, the next step is to 
describe how the graphs are partitioned to achieve 
the clustering goal. As described in [17], the parti-
tion of a graph G into m clusters is formalized as %( � �)*, )+, … , )-# 

where each ). is a cluster corresponding to a sub-
graph of � such that: 

• Each cluster ). is a non empty sub-graph of �: 

). � ��. , �.�|�. � �, �. 0 1, 
1 3  3 4, 4 3 |�| 

�. � ��, �� � � 	 �| � �. 5 � � �.#      (1) 

• Each vertex in � belongs to at least one clus-
ter: 

Constraint 1: 6 �.-.7* � �      (2) 

• Each vertex in �  belongs to no more than 
one cluster: 

Constraint 2:  �. 8 �9 � 1 :  0 ;       (3) 

The above mentioned constraints are some-
times ignored to cover a broader range of cluster-
ing problems. In the case of component 
identification (e.g., [6] and [14]), all the classes 
could not be assigned to components, which vi-
olates the first constraint. Moreover, when com-
ponents are identified with the perspective of 
reuse, a same class could be considered for more 
than one component (violation of the second con-
straint). For other problems, additional constraints 
are added. This is particularly the case for the 
remodularization where part of the initial architec-
ture should be preserved like in [3]. Another poss-
ible constraint is that some elements should be in 
the same cluster (e.g., [17]).  

2.2 Evaluating Clustering Solu-

tions 
An objective function is necessary to evaluate the 
quality of a partition and to guide the partitioning 
process. In general, the objective function in-
volves a vector < of metrics to be measured on a 
clustering solution. Each metric defines an objec-
tive to reach. To combine this multiple objectives 
into a single value, the most common technique is 
to use a vector & of weights that define the im-
portance of each metric. The metrics in < depend 
on the software structure as it appears in the graph �  and the partition solution %( . The most fre-
quently used metrics are cohesion and coupling 
(e.g., [13]). Formally, the objective function = is 
defined as follows. =: �<, &� � >0,1@ 
where each metric <.  and weight &.  are defined 
as functions: <.: ��, %(� � >0,1@  and  &.:  � >0,1@ 

Metrics that have in general different defini-
tion domain are normalized ([0,1]) to ease their 
combination. As a consequence, the objective 
function is generally defined in the interval [0,1] , 
which eases the interpretation and the comparison 
(e.g., [9]). Sometimes, other definition domains 
are used (e.g., [16]).  

When the dependencies of the graph �  are 
obtained by static analysis, static metrics are used 
(e.g., [17] and [13]). Conversely, when � is de-
rived by dynamic analysis (case of execution 
traces), dynamic metrics are used (e.g., [6] and 
[14]). 
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2.2.1 Cohesion and Coupling as me-

trics 

Cohesion and coupling are the most used metrics 
for clustering evaluation. This is due to two rea-
sons. First, for graph partitioning problems, we 
usually seek for solutions that maximize intra-
group dependencies (cohesion) and minimize 
inter-group dependencies (coupling) (see for ex-
ample [18] and [9]). Second, from the quality 
point of view, cohesion and coupling are two 
important properties.  

Cohesion (call it DEF) measures the mutual 
proximity of a group of elements in terms of de-
pendencies. Accordingly, the clustering process 
should place together elements that are interde-
pendent. When the used graph contains un-
weighted edges like in [16], the cohesion of a 
partition DEF�%(�  is usually calculated as the 
average of cohesions of its clusters DEF�).�.  

DEF�%(� � 1G H DEF�).�I
.7* � >0,1@ 

This is evaluated as the number of internal 
edges |JK���L
$| between elements of ). norma-
lized by the total number of possible edges %J��).� between the elements of a cluster ).. 

DEF�).� � |JK���L
$�).�|%J��).� � >0,1@ 
JK���L
$�).� � M�, �� � �N � � ).�5 �� � ).�O 

Coupling (call it DEP) measures the depen-
dencies between elements belonging to different 
clusters. The clustering process tries to minimize 
coupling between those elements. When the used 
graph contains unweighted edges like in [9] and 
[3], the Coupling DEP�). , )9�  between pairs of 
clusters is calculated as the number of edges inter-
clusters Q�R���L
$S). , )9TQ. Coupling is usually 
normalized by the number of possible edges inter-
clusters %��S). , )9T � �. 	 �9. 

DEPS). , )9T � Q�R���L
$S). , )9TQ%���). , )9� � >0,1@ 
 

where  

 

�R���L
$S). , )9T � 

U�, �� � �VW� � �.� 5 S� � �9TXYWS � �9T 5 �� � �.�XZ 

The coupling of a partition %(  is calculated as 
the average of the couplings between pairs of the 
m clusters. DEP�%(� � 

[\]
\̂ 14�4 _ 1� ∑ DEPS). , )9T-.,97*.a92 4 c 1

   0 4 � 1
d 

A good example on how cohesion and coupl-
ing are combined into a single objective function 
is the one given in [18] where the objective func-
tion, to be maximized, is BasicMQ. BasicMQ is 
calculated as the difference between cohesion and 
coupling: 

e�$ �<f�%(� � MDEF�%(� _ DEP�%(� 4 c 1DEF�%(� 4 � 1d 
Both cohesion and coupling could be calcu-

lated taking into account the weights of the edges 
as in [18], where another objective function, 
called TurboMQ, is defined. Finally, other ap-
proaches are used to combine cohesion and coupl-
ing. Examples are threshold-based metric 
aggregation [4] and Pareto optimal analysis [8]. 

2.2.2 Other Metrics and other Objec-

tive Functions 

In addition to coupling and cohesion, other me-
trics are used in clustering problems. An impor-
tant one is the number of cyclic-dependencies 
between the clusters (e.g., [9] and [12]). In both 
contributions the number of cyclic-dependencies 
has to be minimized too conform to the principle 
of client-supplier that eases the maintenance. 
Bottleneck is another metric that counts the num-
ber of incoming and outgoing dependencies of the 
clusters (e.g., [9]). Clustering algorithms aim at 
minimizing this metric to facilitate the mainten-
ance of the obtained software. 

Size-Complexity metrics are also commonly 
used (e.g., [9]). For many clustering problems, the 
size and/or complexity of the clusters should be 
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controlled for maintenance considerations (e.g., 
[5]). 

In addition to metrics, there are many other 
clustering evaluation techniques. Some are still 
related to structural dependencies and others in-
volve information that cannot be extracted only 
from the code. Examples of these techniques are 
similarity-based clustering (e.g., [3]), and co-
change-based clustering (e.g., [15]). 

An interesting approach is the one of [22] 
where the clustering process uses structural (de-
pendencies) and non structural information (own-
ership, location). To this end, the authors define a 
clustering approach based on Information Theory. 

As it is conjectured for our work, examples 
could be used to evaluate the quality of clustering 
solutions. The idea is to compare the inputs and 
outputs of the clustering with those of known 
cases. This was done in [10] where a refactoring 
process is performed to improve the quality of an 
OO program. In this work, an objective function 
measures a distance between the OO metrics of 
the refactored program and those of an example 
program. As we will see in Section 3, our ap-
proach is different as we do not use metrics to 
assess the similarity with examples. We rather use 
the structural similarity between the program to 
cluster and the examples. Moreover, we do not 
use a single example but a set of examples. 

2.3 Algorithms 
As stated in Section 2.1, the majority of software 
clustering problems is modeled as a graph-
partitioning problem.  Consequently, it is difficult 
to obtain an optimal solution using an exhaustive 
search method. This observation motivates the use 
of heuristic-search methods. When looking to the 
existing literature, a wide variety of algorithms 
were used: Hill climbing and multi-hill climbing, 
Genetic algorithms, Simulated Annealing, Tabu 
search, etc.  

In some contributions, deterministic cluster-
ing algorithms were used such as hierarchical 
clustering (e.g., [4]), and formal concept analysis 
(e.g.,[5] and [21]). Hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm usually is sensitive to the order in which the 
elements are processed. Some heuristics are used 
to reduce this sensitivity. Formal concept analysis 
produces a set of clusters but not a partition. A 
post-processing using heuristics is necessary to 
derive a partition. 

2.4 Summary 
As mentioned previously, the main limitations of 
existing approaches to software clustering is the 
definition of a function that evaluates the quality 
of the obtained abstractions. In many problems, 
the clusters (abstractions) should have a meaning 
that is beyond the structural proximity of the basic 
elements that compose them. For example, a class 
implements a family of objects of the real world. 
Similarly, a component implements a function or 
a set of functions required in an application. Rely-
ing only on structure proximity when defining the 
clusters, cannot guarantee that the obtained 
classes or components are meaningful from the 
application domain standpoint. In the following 
section, we propose a complementary way to 
guide the clustering process. Rather than the 
structural proximity alone, we use the similarity 
with past valid clustering examples. 

3 Software Clustering by 

Example 

In Section 2 we have shown that, following the 
structural-semantics-equivalence hypothesis, 
almost all the approaches aims at minimizing or 
maximizing an objective function defined to 
measure structural dependencies inside and be-
tween clusters starting from a dependency graph. 

In this section we present our approach which 
is based on the hypothesis that examples can help 
recovering part of the semantic proximity. The 
idea behind our clustering process is to compare 
configurations of groups of elements to configura-
tions in an example base that led to abstract enti-
ties. Roughly speaking, suppose in a system A 
known as having a good modularization, a group 
of classes in a module MA are connected, by dif-
ferent types of relationships, following a certain 
configuration. If in a system B to modularize, we 
find a group of classes MB that follows (almost) 
the same configuration as MA, then chances are 
that MB forms a good module. Classes in both 
configurations do not need to have the same 
names. 

3.1 Modeling the Base of Exam-

ples 
We define a base of examples as a set e�  of K 
pairs $� � ��� , %(�# of already clustered software 
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represented by a dependency graph ��  and its 
corresponding partition %(� , formally: e� � �$�|$� � ��� , %(�#, 1 3 
 3 K# 

In opposition to case-based reasoning ap-
proaches, our goal is not to find a complete sys-
tem similar to the one we try to cluster. Therefore, 
the example base is used as set of clusters �) 
coming from different systems.  

�) � gf9 � h %(� i$� � e�j 
For the sake of clarity we refer to clusters in 

the example base by f  to dissociate them from 
those we seek to define, and for which we use ). 

3.2 Deriving a Partition 
Software elements represented by vertexes in � of ���, �� should be grouped together by similarity 
with cluster examples f9 � �). To this end, we 
define a function ��
: � � )�  that assigns an 
example cluster to each element in the graph to 
partition. For example, ��
��*� � f*k   means 
that the vertex �* � � was assigned the cluster f*k � �) . The nature of the graph �  and the 
function ��
 depend on the clustering problem. 

The clustering process produces a partition %(  of the graph ���, ��  with the principle that 
vertexes with the same assigned cluster f. � �) 
according to ��
 form a cluster ). � %( . Formally: ). � l�m � �Q ��
S�mT �  f.  n 

3.3 Evaluating a Partition 
The objective function =  is defined in terms of 
similarity between the groups of elements of the 
system to partition with the associated cluster 
examples. It could be calculated as the weighted 
average of similarities of these groups. To give 
equal chances to each group, the similarity is 
normalized by the size of the groups.  

= � ∑ |).|o 4S). , f9Tp.7* |�| � >0,1@ 
The similarity o 4 between a candidate clus-

ter Ki and an example cluster Qj is defined as a 
function of the similarities between their respec-
tive elements. It is a variation of the graph match-
ing function defined in [19]. Formally, 

o 4S). , f9T � 1|).| H maxs�tu �o 4��, v���wx
� >0,1@ 

The function �o 4��, v�  compares a vertex � � �.  of ).  to a vertex v � �9  of f9 . �o 4��, v� 
equals zero if the types of � and v are different, 
that is, if � and v are not comparables. Otherwise, �o 4��, v� will match the edges EV(v) of � and 
EV(q) of v  and will return the ratio of matched 
edges over the total edges of � and v. In directed 
graphs, EV(v) includes both incoming and out-
going edges. ����� � �
 � �|
 � �, �� Y 
 � ��, �,  � �, � � �# 

The edge 
 � ����� and an edge L � ���v� 
match if they satisfy all the following conditions: 

• both are of the same type 

• both 
 � �, ��  and L � ��, v�  are internal 
(respectively external) edges. 

• both 
 and L are incoming (respectively out-
going) edges of respectively � and v. 

• Neither 
 nor L have been matched yet with 
another edge. 

To illustrate �o 4��, v�  let us consider the 
vertexes � and v in Figure 1. For simplicity rea-
sons, we suppose that �  and v  are of the same 
type and that the edges of �  and v  (the ones in 
bold) are of the same type as well. 

 
Figure 1: Example of vertexes to calculate vSim�v, q�   

In this example, v has 4 edges (����� � 4), q 
has 3 edges (���v� � 3). Both v and q have one 
incoming edge from the outside of their clusters, 
call them ev1 and eq1. Then, 4����S
�*, 
s*T �4����S
s*, 
�*T � 1.  Both v and q have one 
outgoing edge inside their respective clusters (ev2 
and eq2). This gives match(ev2, eq2)=match(eq2, 

ev2) =1. Consequently,  
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�o 4��, v� � 2 � 24 � 3 � 47 

To calculate o 4S). , f9T, we create a matrix 
that contains �o 4 values for all pairs of vertexes. 
Then, we match the pairs to maximize the global 
similarity as shown in the example of Table 1. 

 

 
Table 1: Vertex-Similarity Matrix of K* and Q+. 

 
This matrix was build to calculate o 4�)*, f+�. As the number possibilities is small, 

all the possible mappings are evaluated. In our 
case, the best mapping is the one that matches �* to v�  (�o 4  0.9), �k to vk  (�o 4  0.5), �� to v� 
(�o 4 0.83), etc. This gives  

o 4�)*, f+� � 1|)*| H maxs�t� �o 4��, v���w�
� 3.736  

� 0.62 

In the next section, we present an illustrative 
application of our approach for the well-known 
problem of object identification in procedural 
code. 

4 Application to Object 

Identification 

In Section 3 we have presented our new formula-
tion of software clustering problems. In this sec-
tion, we show how this formulation could apply to 
a specific clustering problem, namely, object 
identification in procedural code. The intuition 
behind many solutions to this problem is that if a 
subset of procedures accesses the same variables, 
this is an indication that the variables define the 
state of an object and the procedures its behavior 
(e.g., [5]). We still use the same intuition, but we 
change the way we evaluate the nature and the 
strength of the dependencies between variables 
and procedures.  

4.1 Modeling Procedural Code 

as a Graph 
The software to be clustered is defined as a graph ���, ��  where the vertexes are procedures and 
variables and the edges procedure calls and varia-
ble accesses. According to the framework of Sec-
tion 2, vertex and edge types are respectively �� � �����
��
, ��� �!"
#   

and  �� � ���"", $
# 

In this illustration, we use unweighted edges, 
although call and use edges could be weighted by 
respectively the number of calls between two 
procedures and the number of accesses between a 
procedure and a variable. 

The base of example e� is defined according 
to the framework of Section 3. It contains a set of 
procedural programs ��� , %(�#  represented as 
graphs and the corresponding partitions. Each 
sub-graph of a partition %(�  of a program graph �� has been previously tagged as an actual object 
of the application domain of the considered pro-
gram.  

When using the example base e� to identify 
the set of objects %(�  of a program � represented 
by a graph ��, the quality of %(�  is also evaluated 
according to the framework of Section 3. Func-
tions o 4S). , f9T and �o 4��, v� match separate-
ly variables and procedures one the one hand, and 
consider both types of edges for ��"" and $
. 

4.2 Finding Objects by Parti-

tioning the Graph 
The space of all the possible partitions is very 
large for average procedural programs. To explore 
this space, a heuristic search is suited. In this 
illustration we use a hybrid method that combines 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] and Simu-
lated Annealing (SA) [15]. First, we perform a 
global heuristic search by PSO to reduce the 
search space and select an initial solution. Then, 
to refine this solution, a local heuristic search is 
done using SA [20]. In the remainder of this sub-
section we describe briefly PSO and SA, and then, 
detail our adaptations to the specific problem of 
object identification. 

As usual, the adaptations concern the encod-
ing of solutions, the solution-change operators, 
and the definition of the fitness function. 
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4.2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) 

PSO [7] is a parallel population-based computa-
tion technique. The PSO swarm (population) is 
represented by a set of K particles (possible solu-
tions to the problem). A particle   is defined by a 
position coordinate vector �. , in the solution 
space. Particles improve themselves by changing 
positions according to a velocity function. The 
improvement is assessed by a fitness function. 
The best position of each particle ( �!
$� ) is 
stored and so is stored de best position ever found 
by the particles in the swarm (L!
$�). At each 
iteration, all particles are moved according to their 
velocities (Equation 4). The velocity �.� of a par-
ticle  , given by Equation (5), depends on its iner-
tia, i.e., previous velocity �. , its �!
$�. , and the L!
$�. These factors are weighted respectively by 
parameters & , D* , and D+ . �!
$�.  and L!
$�  are 
not systematically considered. Random numbers 
(between 0 and 1) are uniformly generated to 
determine to which extended a particles will take 
into account these two positions.  �.� � �. � �.�      (4) �.� � & 	 �. � D* 	 ��K�*� � 	 ��!
$�. _ �.� �D+ 	 ��K�+� � 	 �L!
$� _ �.�      (5) 

The algorithm iterates until the particles con-
verge towards a unique position that determines a 
suboptimal solution to the problem. 

4.2.2 Simulated Annealing (SA) 

SA [15] is a local search algorithm that gradually 
transforms a solution following the annealing 
principle used in metallurgy. Starting from an 
initial solution, SA uses a pseudo-cooling process 
where a pseudo temperature is decreased gradual-
ly. For each temperature step, three operations are 
repeated for a fixed number of iterations: (1) de-
termine a new neighboring solution, (2) evaluate 
the fitness of the new solution and (3) decide on 
whether to accept the new solution in place of the 
current one based on the fitness function and the 
temperature value. Solutions are accepted if they 
improve quality. When the quality is degraded, 
they still can be accepted, but with a certain prob-
ability. The acceptance probability is high when 
the temperature is high and the quality degrada-
tion is low. As a consequence, quality-degrading 
solutions are easily accepted in the beginning of 

process when the temperatures are high, but with 
less probability as the temperature decreases. This 
mechanism prevents from reaching a local opti-
mum. 

4.2.3 Solution-Coding Adaptation 

The efficiency of applying a search-based method 
to a particular problem relies heavily on how 
potential problem solutions are coded into an 
appropriate representation that can be manipu-
lated by the method. We model the search space 
as an n-dimensional space where each dimension 
corresponds to one of the composing element of 
the software to partition into objects. A solution is 
then a point in that space defined by a coordinate 
vector whose elements are the numbers of the 
example clusters in e� . Each solution vector is 
the result of the assignment function ��
 defined 
in Section 3.2. When generating the initial popu-
lation, for each solution, ��
  assign randomly a 
cluster in the example base to each element (vec-
tor coordinate) to each element of the program to 
cluster. Later in the clustering process, this as-
signments are modified using solution-change 
operators.  

To show how a possible solution is coded, let 
us consider a program with eight composing ele-
ments (four variables and four procedures). This 
program defines an 8-dimensional space where 
each possible solution is apposition vector of 
eight coordinates. One solution in this space, 
shown in Figure 2, proposes to group the compos-
ing elements into three objects. It suggests, for 
example, that the two variables (�� and �+), and 
two procedures (��  and �� ) should be grouped 
according to example cluster f+.  

This solutions coding is used by both search 
methods PSO and SA. 

 

 
Figure 2: Example of a Solution Representation. 
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4.2.4 Change Operators 

Modifying solutions to produce new ones is the 
second important aspect of the heuristic search. 
Unlike coding, solution change is implemented 
differently for PSO and SA. While PSO sees a 
change as a movement in the search space driven 
by a velocity function, SA considers it as random 
coordinate modifications. 

In the case of PSO, a translation (velocity) 
vector is derived according to Equation (5) and 
added to the position vector (see the example of 
Figure 3). Each dimension of the position vector 
is added to the corresponding dimension of the 
velocity vector. These additions consider two 
constraints. First, the velocity vector contains real 
values. When added to the coordinate values, they 
produce real coordinates that do not correspond to 
the numbers of the cluster examples. In this case, 
the obtained real value is rounded to the closest 
integer value (see for example dimension 1 where 
velocity 2.9, added to coordinate 2, gives a value 
of 4.9 changed to coordinate 5).  The second con-
straint is related to the number of clusters in the 
example base K . To derive coordinates corres-
ponding to valid cluster numbers, the obtained 
coordinates are transformed according to arith-
metic modulo K. 

 

 
Figure 3: An Illustration of the Change Operator 

in PSO. 

For SA, the change operator involves ran-
domly choosing �  dimensions (� � K ) and re-
placing their assigned clusters by randomly 
selected ones form the base of examples. For 
instance, Figure 4 shows an example of this 
change. Elements of dimensions 2, 4, and 7 are 
selected to be changed. They are assigned to fk in 

place of, respectively, f+, f�, and f�. The other 
elements keep their assigned clusters. The number 
of dimensions to change is a parameter of the SA 
algorithm (three in our example). In our valida-
tion, this parameter is randomly chosen at each 
step between 1 and 

I+. 

 

 
Figure 4: An Illustration of the Change Operator 

in SA. 

4.3 A Case Study 
To evaluate the efficiency of our formulation of 
the SC problems in the particular case of object 
identification, we conducted a case study.  

We selected 10 C programs from the website 
Planet Source Code1. The size of these programs 
in terms of composing elements (variables and 
procedures) varies from 18 to 105, with an aver-
age of 57. For each program, after reading the 
documentation and exploring the code, we identi-
fied manually the objects in terms of groups of 
variables and procedures. Each program was 
parsed and a corresponding graph was con-
structed. We grouped for the 10 programs the 
graphs with their corresponding partitions, i.e., 

manually identified objects, defining 10 identifi-
cation examples. All together, the 10 examples 
define 49 objects (cluster examples).   

To measure the correctness of our object 
identification, we used a 10-fold cross-validation 
procedure. For each fold, we identify the objects 
in one program and use the 9 other programs as 
the base of examples. The objects identified au-

                                                 
1 www.planet-source-code.com 
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tomatically are compared to those found manual-
ly. The correctness for each fold is calculated as 
the proportion of composing elements that are 
assigned to good objects. The global correctness 
is derived as the average of the 10 fold’s correct-
ness values. 

To set the parameters of PSO and SA algo-
rithm, we took values commonly found in the 
literature [12]. 

Table 2 shows the correctness values ob-
tained for each of the 10 folds when using the 
hybrid PSO-SA research. Correctness varies be-
tween 66% and 100% depending on the programs. 
The identification in small programs is correctly 
done (100%). It was good for large programs 
(around 80%). Programs with less good values are 
the average ones. 7 over the 10 programs have 
identification correctness greater than 80%. 

 

PC 
Num. of 

elements 
Fitness Correctness 

PC 1 18 0,92 100% 
PC 2 22 0,89 100% 
PC 3 25 0,91 100% 
PC 4 44 0,86 86% 
PC 5 59 0,89 78% 
PC 6 62 0,74 68% 
PC 7 65 0,78 66% 
PC 8 76 0,89 79% 
PC 9 90 0,85 83% 

PC 10 105 0,88 89% 
Avg. 57 0.82 85% 

Table 2: 10-Fold Cross Validation Results. 

In addition to the PSO-SA, we performed the 
identification with only PSO (with more iterations 
and a larger population) to evaluate if hybrid 
search is useful compared to single-method 
search. As shown in Figure 5, hybrid search with 
PSO-SA gives better results for larger programs 
compared to search with PSO only. The differ-
ence for the larger program was 0.34 (0.89 com-
pared to 0.55). For small programs both strategies 
give the same results. For the average ones PSO 
alone was a better option. This indicates that hy-
brid strategies that combine global and local 
search are useful when the search space is large. 

After evaluating the efficiency of our formu-
lation, the second question is to compare it to 
methods using the classical coupling-cohesion 
formulation of the clustering problems. Starting 
from the approach proposed in [4], we imple-
mented a genetic-based detection algorithm that 
aims at minimizing coupling and maximizing 

cohesion in the partition solutions. In this algo-
rithm we used two variants of the fitness function 
corresponding to two ways of combining coupling 
and cohesion criteria.  In the first variant, call it 
ACf1, the quality of a solution is measured as the 
ratio between normalized cohesion and coupling. 
Formally 

= �K
$$*�%(� � DEF�%(�DEP�%(� 

In the second variant, ACf2, the fitness is 
calculated as the average of the cohesion and the 
inverse of coupling. Formally 

= �K
$$+�%(� � �DEF�%(� � 1DEP�%(��2  

Both variants give a high fitness when the 
cohesion is high and the coupling low.  

Table 2 shows the comparative results be-
tween our example-based identification (PSO-SA) 
and the coupling-cohesion-based identification 
(ACf1 and ACf2). For all the 10 programs, the 
correctness is significantly better with our new 
formulation than with the classical one. The dif-
ference is even more important for larger pro-
grams. This is a clear indication that similarity 
with previous examples, combined with the struc-
tural dependencies, could improve the quality of 
the clustering approaches in SC problems.  

 
Figure 5: Effect of Search Strategy, Program size, 

and Alternative clustering Methods on 
Correctness. 

5 Conclusions 

Software clustering offers promising solutions to 
many maintenance problems such as software re-
architecture and migration. Software clustering 
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consists in identify groups of software elements 
that may correspond to more abstract artifacts. To 
guide this identification, objective functions are 
proposed with the principle of approximating 
semantic information from the structural depen-
dencies between elements.  

In this paper, we first propose a general for-
mulation of the SC problems. Then, we propose a 
novel formulation in which the clustering objec-
tive functions are defined in terms of similarity 
with previous clustering examples rather than 
only the structural proximity. Our formulation is 
general and could be used for various SC prob-
lems. In this paper, we illustrate it with the well-
known problem of object identification.  

In this context, we performed a case study to 
evaluate the example-based object identification. 
The study targeted 10 C programs taken from 
Planet Source Code website. In an initial phase, 
we identified manually the objects in those pro-
grams and created a base of examples accordingly. 
Then, we used a 10-fold cross-validation proce-
dure where each program was clustered using the 
9 others.  

Although our experimental results are very 
encouraging and indicate a clear trend in favor of 
our proposal, some limitations are worth noting. 
One important problem that limits the applicabili-
ty of our approach is the need for an example base. 
This base could be difficult to obtain for migra-
tion problems that involve two paradigms (proce-
dural to object or object to components). This is 
because two versions (one for each paradigm) of 
the same program should be aligned. Hopefully, 
for single-paradigm problems such as re-
architeture and modularization, there are many 
programs with refactored architectures that can be 
used. In this context, we are adapting and evaluat-
ing our approach on the re-packaging problem. 
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Abstract

Most web applications deliver personalized fea-
tures by making decisions on behalf of the user.
Thus, the user’s web experience is still a frac-
tionated process due to a lack of user-centric
web integration. In contrast, smarter web ap-
plications will empower the user to control the
integration of web resources according to per-
sonal concerns. Moreover, as the user’s situ-
ation and web resources continuously evolve,
web infrastructures supporting smarter appli-
cations require dynamic and efficient mecha-
nisms to represent, gather, provide, and reason
about context information. Aiming at optimiz-
ing the user’s web experience, this paper pro-
poses a self-adaptive context management in-
frastructure, and an extensible context taxon-
omy based on the resource description frame-
work (RDF). Our context manager is able to
deploy new context management components
to keep track of changes in the user’s situation
at run-time. Our taxonomy includes a set of
inference rules for supporting dynamic context
representation and reasoning. Using a smarter
commerce case study, we illustrate the applica-
tion of feedback loops and semantic web, to the
realization of dynamic context management in
the personal web.

Copyright c© 2011 Norha M. Villegas, Hausi A.
Müller, Juan C. Muñoz and IBM Canada Ltd. Per-
mission to copy is hereby granted provided the original
copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

1 Introduction

Adaptive software systems adapt their behav-
ior at run-time to address functional and non-
functional requirements under changing envi-
ronmental conditions [12]. The smart Inter-
net, also known as the Internet of things, is a
good representative of adaptive software sys-
tems. In the smart Internet, online services are
discovered, aggregated and delivered dynami-
cally, interactively, fully or semi-automatically
in response to evolving users concerns, and un-
der heterogeneous system infrastructures and
dynamic execution conditions [5].

The personal web, an application of the
smart Internet, involves complex and highly
dynamic functional and non-functional require-
ments. Its objective is to empower the user to
control the integration of information, web ser-
vices, and web resources into her personal web
context sphere (the user’s information reposi-
tory). This integration is performed according
to the user’s matters of concern, without re-
quiring technical skills, and with the goal of
personalizing and exploiting her web experi-
ence [13]. Different approaches have been pro-
posed to enable general Internet users to pull
resources from the web to an integrated and
personalized platform. An instance of such ap-
proaches is the Mashup model. Mashups en-
able users to create new functionalities based
on existing web resources [9, 11]. Neverthe-
less, the application of this model is still lim-
ited by the usage of tools that require special
programming skills that most Internet users do
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not have. In contrast, the personal web pro-
poses an approach where web resources, de-
scribed using resource description framework
(RDF)1 based linked data [1], are integrated
into the user’s context sphere through simple
web interactions such as “tagging” or the pop-
ular Facebook “Like” button.2

Considering that the user’s interest and web
entities are highly heterogeneous and dynamic,
the personal web requires context-aware adap-
tive instrumentation to support the user in the
integration of web resources under changing en-
vironmental conditions. Moreover, this instru-
mentation must ensure adaptation properties
and non-functional requirements to guarantee
its operation while improving the user’s experi-
ence [19]. For instance, the settling time adap-
tation property, which in this case may cor-
respond to the time required for the adaptive
instrumentation to deploy a new context sen-
sor, affects important performance quality fac-
tors such as latency, throughput, and capacity.
These measures are critical to guarantee desir-
able levels of response time in user-centric web
environments.

Under this complex setting, we identified two
main research challenges for the realization of
user-driven web integration. The first chal-
lenge concerns the representation of relevant
information within the user’s sphere of con-
text. Context models within this sphere rep-
resent the user’s interests and her current sit-
uation. This information must be processed to
understand the way it affects the interactions
between the user and web entities [17]. More-
over, these models must be flexible enough to
support context representation and reasoning
in different problem domains, and without de-
manding manual changes in the instrumenta-
tion from one domain to another. The second
challenge is the management of the context in-
formation life cycle (i.e., context acquisition,
processing, reasoning, provision, and disposal).
In order to manage the user’s context sphere
life cycle in the personal web, context manage-
ment infrastructures must adapt themselves to
address changing requirements. For instance,
the discovery of new context entities at run-

1RDF Primer—http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-
rdf-primer-20040210/

2Open Graph Protocol (OGP)—http://ogp.me

time would require the deployment of new sen-
sors to acquire context information. To address
these challenges we investigate: (i) the applica-
tion of context-aware computing and semantic
web technologies for representing and reason-
ing about context information as the first level
entity the user interacts with [17]; and (ii) the
application of feedback loops [8, 12] to the re-
alization of dynamic context management in-
frastructures as required in the personal web
[18].

This paper proposes an extensible RDF-
based taxonomy of context information. It
also discusses the design and implementation
of a dynamic context management infrastruc-
ture (CMI). Our approach aims to support the
vision of the personal web, by assisting the
user in the management of her context infor-
mation life cycle. While the user is surfing
the web, our CMI gathers from personal web-
enabled (PWE), web sites acting as context
providers and consumers, the context informa-
tion that characterizes web entities the user in-
teracts with. Then, it integrates this informa-
tion into the user’s context sphere. Therefore,
our approach is to treat web resources as con-
text entities that provide context information
related to the user’s preferences along her web
experience. The integration of new context en-
tities enriches the user’s personal web sphere
with new context information that is then pro-
visioned by the context manager to PWE web
sites. These PWE web sites exploit the pro-
visioned context to deliver web resources and
services to the user according to her interests
and current situations. Our proposed CMI self-
adapts by deploying new RDF context sensors
and providers, thus enabling context exchange
with PWE web sites integrated at run-time.
The proposed infrastructure is built on top of
IBM WebSphere technologies, where feedback
loops control the adaptive behavior of the ser-
vice component architecture (SCA) implemen-
tation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the smarter com-
merce case study used to guide the validation
of our approach. Section 3 presents the role of
context management in realizing the vision of
the personal web, describes our proposed tax-
onomy for context representation, and explains
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the application of semantic web technologies to
the management of the context life cycle. Sec-
tion 4 details the software architecture of our
proposed CMI. Section 5 summarizes our work
and reviews related research. Finally, Section
6 presents important conclusions and future
work.

2 Case Study: a personal
shopping web sphere

In order to illustrate how user-driven web in-
tegration can be realized by empowering the
user to manage her personal context sphere, we
use the following smarter commerce scenario
[13]. Imagine a woman who is a frequent on-
line shopping user. For surfing her personal
web, the first activity she must perform is the
initial configuration of her personal shopping
web sphere. For this, the front-end provided
by the personal web infrastructure enables the
user to complete her personal web profile (e.g.,
city, country, and preferred payment methods).
The user may decide also to register her favorite
PWE web sites, and other PWE entities such as
her personal calendar, email account, and so-
cial networks. PWE entities can be deployed
either locally or remotely. By registering a
PWE web site, the user agrees to provide it
with context information about her preferences
and situation, and to acquire context informa-
tion from her interactions with web resources
exposed by this web site. The user also config-
ures the desired privacy settings (e.g., always
ask for providing or acquiring context informa-
tion to or from the PWE web site). As soon
as the user registers a new PWE web site, our
CMI acquires the web site identification and its
context requirements specification (e.g., a web
site offering technology products may be inter-
ested in product categories such as the user’s
favorite mobile device brand).

2.1 Interacting with PWE web
sites

Whenever the woman uses a PWE browser to
access a specific web site, our CMI receives this
request to identify whether this web site corre-
sponds to a PWE web site, and whether it is

already registered into the user’s personal con-
text sphere. If the web site corresponds to a
registered PWE web site, the CMI, taking into
account the user’s privacy configuration, pro-
vides the site with relevant context informa-
tion about the user’s situation and preferences
(e.g., the user’s shopping preferences accord-
ing to the categories of products offered by the
PWE web site). Then, the PWE web site ex-
ploits the provisioned context to offer products
and services accordingly, thus enhancing the
user’s web experience. As the user interacts
with web entities exposed by the site (e.g., by
ranking products, creating wish lists, or gener-
ating purchase orders), the instrumentation of
the CMI processes these interactions to identify
context information. Instances of this identi-
fied context are: category of products the user
interacted with, her preferred payment meth-
ods, and favorite store locations. Once the user
finishes her interactions with the PWE web
site, the CMI acquires and integrates this con-
text information into the user’s context sphere.
The CMI also supports the user in registering
a new PWE web site when required. Context
acquisition and provision is not feasible with
PWE sites not registered as part the user’s con-
text sphere.

2.2 PWE web sites requirements

PWE web sites are web sites the user interacts
with in the personal web. To be enabled for the
personal web, they must support four funda-
mental requirements: (i) to expose the services
required to interact with the CMI (for context
gathering and provision); (ii) to provide user-
centric interactions according to the problem
domain (e.g., rankings on web entities); (iii) to
apply linked-data (RDF) to describe itself, its
web entities, and corresponding user interac-
tions; and (iv) to provide the user with per-
sonalized products and services according to
the user’s context. For the implementation of
PWE web sites in this case study, we used the
open source version of Magento,3 a feature-rich
platform for building e-commerce applications.
We selected this platform because of its sup-
port for the integration of semantic web tech-
nologies, and its scalability and performance

3Magento—http://www.magentocommerce.com/
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properties.

3 Context Life Cycle Man-
agement

We claim that user-driven web integration can
be realized by assisting the user in the manage-
ment of relevant context information within her
personal context sphere. Thus, we treat web
entities as context sources. This context infor-
mation is integrated into or eliminated from the
user’s context sphere according to the user’s
web interactions. For this, we need to pro-
vide the user with suitable instrumentation for
the representation of context information and
the management of its life cycle [17]. In this
paper the management of the context life cy-
cle includes: (i) the secure acquisition of con-
text information from PWE web sites accord-
ing to user interactions (e.g., a product added
to an on-line wish list will become a context
entity within the user’s context sphere); (ii)
the integration of context information into the
user’s context sphere (e.g., the integration of
the product’s category in the user’s context
sphere); (iii) context reasoning to infer new
context facts from the information in the user’s
context sphere; (iv) the secure provision of con-
text information to PWE web sites; and (v) the
disposal of context information whenever it is
no longer relevant for the user.

3.1 An extensible RDF-based
taxonomy for context repre-
sentation

Context representation is crucial for manag-
ing the context information life cycle. Context
models represent the relevant aspects of enti-
ties that affect the interactions between users
and systems, as well as the situations that
trigger dynamic changes in such interactions.
Linked data uses RDF to make typed state-
ments (predicates) that link arbitrary things
in the world (objects and subjects) [1, 2]. In
the same way our approach exploits RDF as a
machine-readable specification for context in-
formation. We apply RDF to represent web
entities and the way the user interacts with

them. URIs identify context entities (web re-
sources); HTTP provides the vehicle to access
these entities; and RDF/XML, Jena [4], and
SPARQL [16] support context acquisition, pro-
vision, and reasoning. Previously we proposed
a context classification useful to characterize
context information for any problem domain
[17]. Based on this classification, this paper
proposes SmartContext, an RDF-based repre-
sentation useful to characterize the situation
of web entities in the smart Internet domain
(cf. Fig. 1). SmartContext provides a set of se-
mantic RDF and OWL-lite rules, and an exten-
sible taxonomy for context representation and
reasoning. This way, our approach supports
knowledge sharing via context gathering and
provision between the user’s context sphere and
PWE entities; context reasoning based on ex-
isting logic mechanisms; and knowledge reuse
via the integration of domain specific ontolo-
gies [20]. Figure 1 presents the core elements
of SmartContext. These elements are defined
in three different layers depending on whether
they define concepts for the smart Internet, the
personal web, or a specific problem domain in
the personal web.

The generic context taxonomy (gc).
The top layer in Fig. 1 defines the founda-
tional elements to represent context informa-
tion in any problem domain of the smart Inter-
net. ContextEntity is the main type required
for context representation. Any other context
type is derived from it. Individual context con-
cerns anything that can be observed about an
isolated web entity (e.g., a PWE web site).
Two of its possible classifications are Human
and Artificial context. Human context charac-
terizes the user’s preferences and behavior (e.g.,
the woman’s personal profile). Artificial con-
text describes virtual (e.g., a user’s personal
calendar) and physical web entities (e.g., the
user’s preferred payment method). Location
represents the place of settlement of an object
and can be classified as physical (e.g., a ho-
tel where a conference takes place) or virtual
(e.g., the URI of a web service that supports
the user’s preferred payment method). Activ-
ity context answers questions regarding future,
current, and past goals, as well as actions and
tasks of humans or web entities. In the per-
sonal web, activity context is important to rep-
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Figure 1: Our proposed context taxonomy, SmartContext (partial view)

resent the interactions between the user and
web entities (e.g., annotating a product using
tags). Finally, Time context not only provides
information about a specific date and time, but
also categorical information such as holidays,
working days, and meeting schedules. Defi-
nite time context represents time frames with
specific start and end points (e.g., the interval
of time scheduled for a conference trip in the
user’s calendar).

The personal web context ontology
(pwc). The middle layer of SmartContext de-
fines the personal web base vocabulary. The
User type, derived from the Human category,

represents information about the user. Web-
Resource, a sub-classification of Artificial con-
text, represents web elements the user inter-
acts with such as PWE web sites, web ser-
vices, and products offered on-line. GeoLoca-
tion and EndPoint are sub-categories of Phys-
ical and Virtual location context respectively.
ScheduledEvent, PerWebConcerns, and User-
Interaction represent subcategories of Activi-
tyContext. ScheduledEvent may correspond to
any calendar event registered in the user’s con-
text sphere (e.g., a musical concert). PerWeb-
Concern characterizes matters of concern (e.g.,
the shopping concern described in this case
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study). This category is useful for the clas-
sification of PWE web sites. Finally, the User-
Interaction represents interactions between the
user and web entities. Currently, the infras-
tructure supports three interaction types: tag-
ging, liking, and ranking. These interactions
enable the CMI to infer context facts from in-
tegrable web entities (e.g., product categories
the user likes will be integrated into the user’s
context sphere).

Domain specific ontologies. The bottom
layer of SmartContext, shopping context ontol-
ogy (sc), defines the context types in a par-
ticular problem domain of the personal web.
For the shopping scenario introduced earlier,
this layer corresponds to eClassOWL,4 a web
ontology for describing products and services.
This ontology is also used by GoodRelations,5

the standardized vocabulary for describing web
offerings in e-commerce domains. The cate-
gories in the sc layer represent the informa-
tion that may be integrated into the user’s con-
text sphere. For our shopping concern, poten-
tial relevant web entities are instances of Pay-
mentMethod, DeliveryMethod, Currency, and
ProductServiceCategory. The interactions cor-
respond to WishList and ShoppingCart, as well
as the ones defined in SmartContext’s middle
layer.

3.2 Realizing user-driven web in-
tegration

Context reasoning with semantic web
technologies. Context reasoning is crucial to
characterize the user’s situation and provide
PWE web sites with context information ac-
cordingly. Thus, a CMI for the smart Internet
must be able to infer relevant context facts from
context information gathered from web enti-
ties. In our implementation, context reasoning
is based on the vocabulary defined by Smart-
Context (cf. Fig. 1), RDF(S),6 OWL-lite7, and
user-defined rules at different levels of our tax-
onomy. The context inference engine is pro-
vided by Jena [4]. Jena is a Java framework and

4http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/eclassowl/
5http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
6RDF Semantics— http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-

mt/
7http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/

programming environment for RDF, RDF(S),
OWL, and SPARQL. The Jena’s inference API
enables applications to process RDF graphs en-
riched by assertions entailed from relevant on-
tologies.

Table 1 presents selected examples of the se-
mantic rules defined for context reasoning in
our CMI. Rules are defined as a set of premises,
a list of conclusions, and an optional name and
optional direction.8 Each term corresponds to
either a triple pattern, an extended triple pat-
tern, or a call to a built-in function. Row 1 in
Table 1 corresponds to an RDF(S) rule, Rows
2 and 3 are OWL-lite rules, and Row 4 presents
an instance of our user-defined rules. User-
defined rules can be either defined at design-
time or loaded at run-time.

As an illustration, suppose the RDF graph
presented in Fig. 2 represents the initial model
of our user’s context sphere partially (without
the discontinuous edges and the gray nodes).
According to this model, the woman is inter-
ested in products of type Music, in particular in
the album ShakiraHits classified into the Pop-
Music category. In the same way, she sched-
uled a calendar event, CASCON2011, for a
specific date interval. The event will be lo-
cated in HiltonMarkham, and has ben tagged
as a Shopping Concern. From this model,
which is compliant with SmartContext, the
context engine infers new context facts by ap-
plying rules such as the ones presented in Ta-
ble 1. New context facts in the figure are
represented by the discontinuous edges—new
predicates, and gray nodes—new context enti-
ties. Context reasoning works as follows. First,
the application of the owl:transitiveProperty
to the gc:locatedIn predicate enables the en-
gine to infer that: HiltonMarkham is located
in Markham; Markham is located in Toronto;
and thus the conference is also located in
Markham. Then, by applying pwc:isNearTo,
the context manager infers that CASCON2011
is near Toronto, as Markham is located within a
distance set by the user to define nearby places
(e.g., 40 mm). Finally, through owl:inverseOf,
the engine infers that as the property locatedIn
is the inverse of the property hosts, and CAS-
CON2011 is located in HiltonMarkham, then

8Jena—http://jena.sourceforge.net/inference/
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Table 1: Examples of context reasoning rules

Axioms Jena Rule Definitions and Examples

rdfs:subClassOf
(?A rdfs : subclassOf ?B), (?B rdfs : subclassOf ?C) → (?A rdfs : subclassOf ?C)

(ShakiraHits rdfs : subclassOf PopMusic), (PopMusic rdfs : subclassOf Music)

→ (ShakiraHits rdfs : subclassOf ?Music)

owl:transitiveProperty

(?P rdf : type owl : TransitiveProperty), (?A ?P ?B), (?B ?P ?C) → (?A ?P ?C)

(locatedIn rdf : type owl : TransitiveProperty),

(CASCON2011 locatedIn HiltonMarkham),

(HiltonMarkham locatedIn Markham) → (CASCON2011 locatedIn Markham)

owl:inverseOf

(?P owl : inverseOf ?Q), (?R ?P ?S) → (?S ?Q ?R)

(locatedIn owl : inverseOf hosts), (CASCON2011 locatedIn HiltonMarkham)

→ (HiltonMarkham hosts CASCON2011)

pwc:isNearTo

(?A rdfs : subClassOf gc : GeoLocation), (?B rdfs : subClassOf gc : GeoLocation),

lessThan(distance(?A, ?B), ?D) → (?A pwc : isNearTo ?B)

(Markham rdfs : subClassOf gc : GeoLocation),

(Toronto rdfs : subClassOf gc : GeoLocation),

lessThan(distance(Markham, Toronto), 40) → (Markham pwc : isNearTo Toronto)

HiltonMarkham hosts CASCON2011.

CASCON2011 Markham

Toronto

locatedIn

locatedIn

isNearTo

ShakiraHits

PopMusic

Music

subClassOf subClassOf

Nov 7-10 2011

scheduledFor

Hilton
Markham

locatedIn

Shopping
Concern

concerns

locatedIn

eco:ProductOr
Service

subClassOf

hosts

Figure 2: Initial RDF model of the user’s con-
text sphere (partial view)

Context gathering, provision and inte-
gration. Context gathering enables our CMI
to acquire context information about relevant
web resources from PWE web sites. For this,
PWE web sites, based on SmartContext and its
domain specific ontologies (e.g., eClassOWL),
generate an instance of an RDF subgraph with

information regarding the web entities the user
interacted with. The CMI gathers this graph
as an RDF/XML serialization using SPARQL
endpoints [16]. In order to realize context pro-
vision, RDF endpoints provide PWE web sites
with RDF graphs. PWE web sites process the
provisioned context to offer products and con-
tent to the user accordingly. Before completing
either gathering or provision, the context man-
ager checks the compliance of RDF graphs with
SmartContext and the corresponding domain
specific ontologies.

Continuing with our illustration, suppose
now the user interacts with a shopping PWE
web site that offers on-line tickets for music
concerts. The CMI provides this web site with
the user’s context presented in Fig. 2. Once
the user finishes her interactions with the web
site, the CMI gathers from the PWE web site,
and integrates into the user’s context sphere
the sub-graph presented in Fig. 3. Gathered
context is represented by white nodes. In this
case the user interaction was a purchase of
an e-ticket for a concert. From gathered con-
text, the context engine infers new context in-
formation (gray nodes and their correspond-
ing edges): the user not only bought a new
product but now has a new calendar event for
a concert that will take place in Toronto on
November 10. The integration of new con-
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text entities into the user’s personal context
sphere is realized through programmable oper-
ations on RDF-based context models. For in-
stance, we use the Union operation supported
by Jena’s API for merging data from different
RDF graphs. A merge between the graphs pre-
sented in Figs. 2 and 3 will generate the new
user’s context sphere after the purchase.

eco:ProductOr
Service

e-ticket
PopConcert

subClassOf

Nov 10  2011

scheduledFor

locatedIn

Toronto

PopConcert

Figure 3: An RDF sub-graph instance with
gathered and inferred context information

4 The Context Manage-
ment Infrastructure

This section describes the software architec-
ture of our dynamic context management in-
frastructure (CMI) (cf. Figs. 4-7). The archi-
tecture and its realization are based on the as-
sembly model specification for SCA version 1.0
[14]. SCA defines a programming model for
building software systems based on service ori-
ented architecture (SOA) design principles. It
provides a specification for both the composi-
tion and creation of service components. SCA
is independent from implementation technolo-
gies and communication mechanisms. For com-
ponents, it includes different programming lan-
guages and environments. For communication
mechanisms, SCA supports various communi-
cation and service access technologies such as
web services, messaging systems, and remote
procedure calls (RPC). SCA implementations
support the realization and execution of SCA-
based architectures such as the one presented
in this paper. Examples of these implemen-
tations are Apache Tuscany,9 Fabric3,10 IBM
WebSphere [6], and FraSCAti [15]. Implemen-
tations details described in this paper corre-
spond to WebSphere technologies.

9Tuscany—http://tuscany.apache.org/
10Fabric—http://www.fabric3.org/

Figure 4 presents the legend for the main
SCA artifacts used in Figs. 5-7. Components
are the basic artifacts that implement the pro-
gram code for managing the context life cycle.
They also implement the feedback loop com-
ponents that control the deployment of new
RDF sensors and new RDF context providers
at run-time. Services are the interfaces that ex-
pose these functions to be consumed by other
components. References enable components to
consume services. Composites provide a logical
grouping to deploy components. Wires inter-
connect components within a same composite.
Promoted interfaces are endpoints that must
be resolved by services or references outside the
composite. Composites are deployed within an
SCA domain that generally represents a same
processing node. Although the deployable an-
notation is not defined by the SCA specifica-
tion, we use it to indicate that the correspond-
ing component is deployed at run-time.

Promoted 
interface Reference

Service

Component

SCA Artifacts Legend

Composite
SCA 
domainWire

Figure 4: Artifacts of the SCA assembly model
specification [14]

As presented in Fig. 5, the architecture of
our CMI defines three types of composites de-
ployed in three different SCA domains. The
top part of the figure corresponds to the Client
composite deployed in the User’s client do-
main. This composite represents the compo-
nents in the workstation the user is navigating
from (e.g., a laptop, a desktop or a mobile de-
vice). The bottom left part corresponds to the
PWEnabledSite composite deployed in the Per-
sonalWebEnabledSite domain. This composite
represents the required infrastructure for PWE
web sites to interact with the CMI. The bot-
tom right part corresponds to the ContextMg-
mentInfrastructure composite deployed in the
PersonalWebInfrastructure domain. This com-
posite constitutes the core components of the
CMI. In the following subsections we use the
terms CMI and context manager to refer to the
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ContextMgmentInfrastructure composite pre-
sented in Fig. 5.

4.1 The user’s client domain

The client domain hosts the client composite
and its three main components (cf. top part
of Fig. 5). The first component is the Con-
textManagerExecutor. This component, de-
ployable at run-time, controls the deployment
and operation of RDF sensors. The second
component is the ClientRDFSensor. This com-
ponent, also deployable at run-time, gathers
context information represented as linked data
(e.g., the CASCON conference event tagged as
a shopping concern) from PWE entities avail-
able in the user’s client (e.g, a personal cal-
endar or agenda). The third component, the
PersonalWebEnabledBrowser, corresponds to a
web browser instrumented with partial func-
tions of the CMI. These functions are deployed
in the form of a context management plug-in.
The plug-in is responsible for identifying PWE
web sites user requests. The browser enables
user interactions with the interface of her per-
sonal web sphere (e.g., to modify her user pro-
file, preferred PWE web sites, and privacy set-
tings).

4.2 The PWE web site domain

PWE sites are deployed in PersonalWebEn-
abledSite domains. As explained in Sect. 2.2,
these PWE web sites must expose instrumen-
tation for supporting context acquisition and
context provision. This instrumentation corre-
sponds to the PWEnabledSite composite and
its components, PWRDFContextBroker and
PersonalWebInstrumentation (cf. bottom left
part of Fig. 5). These components are not
necessarily required to be SCA-based artifacts
as long as they expose communication inter-
faces compatible with the CMI. The PWRD-
FContextBroker component exposes the user-
ContextGathering service required by the CMI
to push context information from the user’s
context sphere to the PWE web site (con-
text provision). It also exposes the RDFSen-
sor reference used to push context informa-
tion related to relevant web entities from the
PWE web site to the CMI (context gathering).

The PersonalWebInstrumentation component
exposes three main services as a mediation
mechanism for the context manager to access
the functionality provided by the PWRDFCon-
textBroker. The first service, PWEIdInfo, en-
ables the CMI to obtain the identification and
classification of the PWE web site. The sec-
ond service, getRDFContextEndpoint, provides
the context manager with the corresponding
identification of the service userContextGath-
ering exposed by PWRDFContextBroker. The
getRDFContextEndpoint service also provides
the SmartContext-compliant context require-
ments specification of the PWE web site. The
third service, setRDFSensorEndpoint, is con-
sumed by the context manager to provide
PWRDFContextBroker with the identification
of the service PWSiteContextGathering ex-
posed by PWRDFSensor in the ContextMg-
mentInfrastructure composite. The Personal-
WebInstrumentation component also identifies
the relevant context information from the enti-
ties the user interacted with. This information
is sent to PWRDFContextBroker through the
relevantContext service.

4.3 The personal web infrastruc-
ture domain

This domain contains the core of the CMI,
the ContextMgmentInfrastructure composite.
This composite is defined by two components
deployable at run-time, RDFContextProvider
and PWRDFSensor ; and two composites,
ContextManager and PersonalWebIntegrator
(cf. bottom right part of Fig. 5).

The context manager composite. When-
ever a new PWE web site is integrated into
the user’s personal web sphere, and the site is
not been already served by the CMI, this com-
posite deploys and configures one instance of
both RDFContextProvider and PWRDFSen-
sor at run-time. These components are con-
figured dynamically using the proper endpoints
to communicate the context manager with the
PWE web site. Once the RDFContextProvider
is deployed and executed, it uses its PWSite-
ContextEndpoint reference to provide the PWE
site with the context information that describes
the user’s interest and situations. Then, the
PWE web site uses this information to pro-
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Figure 5: SCA architecture of our dynamic CMI

vide the user with information and services ac-
cording to her matters of concern. Similarly,
the PWSiteContextGathering service, provided
by the PWRDFSensor, is consumed by the
PWRDFContextBroker, thus enabling the CMI
to acquire context information from web re-
sources.

To control the adaptation of the CMI and
orchestrate the management of the context life
cycle, the ContextManager composite imple-
ments a feedback loop defined by the four com-
ponents presented in Fig. 6. This feedback loop
controls the dynamic deployment of RDF con-
text providers and RDF context sensors in the
PersonalWebInfrastructure domain. For this,
the PersonalWebEnabledSite domain must (i)
provide its context provision endpoint: the tar-
get URI of the userContextGathering service
exposed by the PWRDFContextBroker ; and

(ii) expose a service to receive the CMI’s con-
text gathering endpoint: the target URI of the
PWSiteContextGathering service exposed by
the PWRDFSensor. These endpoints are dy-
namically manipulated by feedback loops that
control mediation mechanisms supported by
WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and
WebSphere Service Registry and Repository
(WSRR) Version 7.0. [6].

The first component of the feedback loop
is ContextMonitor. This component receives
PWE requests generated by the user from
the PWE browser through PWEnabledService.
Then, it identifies whether the request corre-
sponds to a PWE web site. These two activ-
ities occur at the same time the user browses
the web site. If the request corresponds to a
PWE web site, and the user accepts its inte-
gration into her personal web sphere, the CMI
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asks the user for the privacy settings. The sup-
ported values for this configuration are: (i)
always provide and acquire context informa-
tion; (ii) always ask for privacy settings before
starting the first web interaction; (iii) always
provide but never acquire context information;
and (iv) never provide but always acquire con-
text information. Then, the ContextMonitor
component, through the promoted reference
getRDFEndpointRequest, obtains the endpoint
that must be used to dynamically configure
and deploy RDFContextProvider (cf. Fig. 5).
The second component of the feedback loop,
ContextManagerAnalyzer, correlates the infor-
mation that identifies and classifies the PWE
web site with the information within the user’s
context sphere (cf. Sect. 3.2), in order to
understand the web site’s context require-
ments. The ContextManagerPlanner compo-
nent uses SmartContext to generate the adap-
tation plan that defines the sensors, and the
context providers that must be deployed to en-
able context gathering and provision. Plans are
dynamically generated as scripts that state the
sequence of commands required in order to con-
figure and deploy SCA composites using Web-
Sphere APIs. Finally, the ContextManagerDe-
ployer component, acting as an executor, con-
figures and deploys RDFContextProvider and
PWRDFSensor in the PersonalWebInfrastruc-
ture domain according to the plan. A simi-
lar process is applied for deploying instances of
ContextManagerExecutor and ClientRDFSen-
sor in the user’s client domain (e.g., in a per-
sonal PWE mobile device).

The personal web integrator compos-
ite. The components of this composite inte-
grate the context information gathered from
PWE web sites into the user’s personal web
sphere, reason about the context information
to be provisioned to these sites, and man-
age context disposal (cf. Fig. 7). For this, in
light of the RDF-based context model that de-
scribes the user’s context sphere, the RDFAna-
lyzer component processes the context specifi-
cation provisioned by the PWRDFSensor com-
ponent through the integratePWSContext ser-
vice (cf. Fig. 5). Then, if the analyzer iden-
tifies the necessity of adapting the user’s per-
sonal context model, the ContextModelIntegra-
tor component, acting as part of the planner

Context
Monitor

PWEnabled
Service

getIdInfo

Context
Manager
Planner

Context
Manager
Deployer

(executor)

Define
Plan

ExecutePlan

RDFContext
Provider

PWRDFSensor

ContextManager 
Composite 

Context
Manager
Analyzer

getRDFEnpointRequest

setRDFSensorEndpoint

startClient

Figure 6: The ContextManager composite

and the executor, uses the information received
from the analyzer to integrate new context enti-
ties or eliminate those that are no longer inter-
esting to the user, or have completed their life
cycle (context disposal). New context entities
are integrated as explained in Sect. 3.2, using
the integratePWSContext and integrateLocal-
Context services. For supporting context provi-
sion, RDFAnalyzer correlates the information
in the user’s context sphere as explained in
Sect. 3.2.

PersonalWebIntegrator 
Composite 

RDF
Analyzer

getUserContext

integratePWS
Context

integrateLocalContext

Context
ModelIntegrator
(planner-executor)

adaptModel

contextModel
Updater

PWAccess

Figure 7: The PersonalWebIntegrator compos-
ite

5 Discussion and Related
Work

In this paper we proposed a novel approach
to dynamic context management based on the
combination of self-adaptive instrumentation
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[12] with linked data and the semantic web [2].
Linked data provides suitable mechanisms to
support context representation and discovery
on the web. The semantic web offers program-
ming platforms suitable for implementing con-
text gathering and provision. However, due
to the dynamic nature of context in web en-
vironments, the effectiveness of our approach
depends on the efficiency of the adaptive in-
strumentation. Moreover, controlling the vast
extension of inferable context facts is also a
challenge to guarantee context management ef-
ficiency. In the current version of our im-
plementation this is addressed by disposing
unused context information according to the
user’s preferences.

Security and privacy are also necessary fea-
tures in the management of the context in-
formation life cycle [17]. We address privacy
through the integration of the user in the con-
text management loop. Thus, the user is the
one who decides whether or not to share and
store her context information. User-driven web
integration comprises diverse sources of con-
text information, which might be selectively ac-
cepted or rejected by context consumers based
on their origin. In light of this, we consider
data provenance and trust management as re-
quired security features for our CMI. Prove-
nance information must therefore accompany
the provisioned context. We plan to use RDF
Named graphs [3] as the mechanism to main-
tain and communicate provenance information.
Named graphs can also be exploited for real-
izing access control on context information as
mentioned in Sect. 4.3. Detailed access control
policies can be attached as signatures to por-
tions of the user’s context using named graphs
as a delimiter. These signatures would be then
evaluated by the context manager.

In the initial stage of this work, we surveyed
different approaches for context management in
different application domains [17]. Other dy-
namic approaches to context management ex-
ist. For instance, Hu et al. proposed a context
management system that exposes autonomic
behavior to support the replacement of failing
context sensors at run-time [10]. A remark-
able feature of their approach is the integration
of sensor description standards to facilitate the
discovery of sensing services. However, the con-

text model supporting context management in
Hu et al.’s approach is constrained by specific
context types suitable only for pervasive envi-
ronments. In our approach SmartContext pro-
vides extensible context models applicable to
any domain of the smart Internet.

Another example is the context management
framework proposed by Euzenat et al. [7].
They also use RDF and semantic web tech-
nologies for context representation and context
discovery. Another feature in common with our
CMI is the integration of new context sensors at
run-time. Nevertheless, in their approach rel-
evant context information must be fully speci-
fied at design-time. This approach is not suit-
able for smarter web applications where the
user is the most important actor of the web
experience. Our approach is different. It in-
tegrates the user in the context management
loop. This way we not only enable users to
modify their context preferences at run-time in
a transparent way, but also provide a context
management infrastructure with self-adaptive
capabilities to support changes in the user’s
context model. Finally, among all the research
works surveyed in our systematic review [17],
our approach is the only one that manages con-
text information dynamically as a first level en-
tity, while integrating the user as an essential
part of the context life cycle.

6 Conclusions and Future
Work

Dynamic context management is absolutely
crucial for enhancing the user web experience.
In order to advance user-centric web integra-
tion and hence supporting the vision of the
personal web, we propose to treat context in-
formation about web entities and users as first
level entities. These entities are explicitly rep-
resented and managed according to user’s in-
terests. Furthermore, in order to deal with the
dynamic nature of context, we apply adaptive
software instrumentation to the gathering, pro-
vision, and reasoning of context under changing
requirements. In this paper we proposed an in-
novative approach to optimize web users expe-
rience based on dynamic context management
techniques supported by feedback loops and the
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semantic web. Based on an exhaustive analy-
sis and literature survey allowed us to confirm
the novelty of our contribution. Our research is
a promising direction to advance the state-of-
the-art of context-aware web applications. Im-
plementing dynamic context management as a
level of indirection between web systems and
the user’s environment is an important contri-
bution toward context-aware user-centric web
platforms.

Future work will focus on the assessment of
our proposal. We are currently implement-
ing experiments to validate properties such as
scalability and performance. This assessment
will be conducted using our previous contribu-
tion on evaluating self-adaptive software sys-
tems [19]. Finally, we are working on the ap-
plication of a user study to evaluate the func-
tional feasibility of the context management in-
frastructure in an industrial smarter commerce
scenario.
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Abstract

 

Web based applications are increasingly being 
used for highly reactive systems where clients 
expect to be notified of broadcast style informa-
tion with relatively low latency. Software devel-
opment of these applications has partially been 
addressed by technologies associated with the 
Ajax and Comet architecture for Web program-
ming. While such applications are beneficial to 
end users, they create additional burdens for soft-
ware developers. In particular, this push-style 
development is not integrated with the object-
oriented model of data used by application-tier 
developers. In this paper, we investigate an event-
driven style of programming to allow event-based 
subscription and notification of changes to appli-
cation object state. This requires a new framework 
to maintain consistency for developers between 
two key elements. First, consistency must be 
maintained between application-tier objects and 
data-tier state. Second, consistency must be main-
tained between subscriptions across multiple hosts 
in a server cluster, so that notifications of changes 
to object state are disseminated to all appropriate 
browser clients. We use a running example from 
the Java-based LightPortal open-source social 
network Web application to describe the approach. 
We also evaluate performance implications on the 
RUBiS Web auction application benchmark. 

                                                 
Copyright  2011 Peng Li. Permission to copy is here-
by granted provided the original copyright notice is 
reproduced in copies made. 

1 Introduction 

Web based applications are increasingly being 
used for highly reactive systems where clients 
expect to be notified of broadcast style informa-
tion [27] with relatively low latency according to 
user’s specific interests. Compared to traditional 
request-driven Web applications, these applica-
tions require that clients are notified efficiently, 
when data of interest is updated on the server, 
asynchronously to that user’s actions. 

These server push-based applications make 
use of a publish-subscribe style architecture. Here 
the application is primarily responsible for man-
aging a large, shared, data repository for users. At 
the application level, users express interest in 
some subset of the data provided by the applica-
tion service. These interest generating actions 
from the user are then interpreted by application 
code to manage delivery of updated data to inter-
ested users. 

For example, in a social networking Web site, 
users might share information by posting short 
messages on each other’s profile pages (i.e. on 
their “wall”). In this case, users who are viewing 
the wall for another specific user should receive 
notification of the updates to that wall interactive-
ly (i.e. in soft real-time). So an action such as 
viewing a profile page implicitly creates a sub-
scription for notification of those wall updates. 
Users expect such notification to occur asyn-
chronously, through Ajax mechanisms. 

As in Figure 1, User X might visit such a 
page in step 1. Later (step 2), User Y causes an 
action which updates some application state on 
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which that page depends. So, in step 3, User X 
will be notified. 

 

 

Figure 1: Overview of Object Relational Events 
(ORE). ORE manages consistency between the 
database and application-tier object model, and 
manages notification to subscriptions placed by 
multiple servers in the application-tier. Example: 
User X visits a profile page for a particular user. 
Later (step 2), User Y causes an action which 
updates some application state on which that page 
depends. So, in step 3, User X will be notified 
through server-side push. 

 
Software development of these applications 

has partially been addressed by technologies asso-
ciated with the Ajax architecture for Web pro-
gramming. Recently, this approach is being used 
more aggressively to add the high-level abstrac-
tion of server to browser push notification using 
techniques under the name Comet [9]. A closely 
related technology, known as Web Sockets, is 
also being considered for W3C standardization. 
Applications using these new approaches can be 
found in Gmail, online chat rooms, social net-
working and other applications which need notifi-
cations to occur interactively. 

While such applications are beneficial to end 
users, they create additional burdens for software 

developers in the application-tier. In particular, 
this push-style development is not integrated with 
the object-oriented programming practices used in 
typical application-tier development. Standard 
practice is generally to focus development around 
an object-oriented model of data (as in the appli-
cation-tier of Figure 1). 

This object model can then be mapped to re-
lational data storage through the use of specific 
design patterns and automation techniques known 
as Object-Relational Mapping (ORM). While the 
ORM approach is beneficial, it does not directly 
support an event-driven style of development, 
making it cumbersome to develop push-style ap-
plications using such middleware. In this paper 
we address this problem by investigating the inte-
gration of event-driven application programming 
with the object-relational model in server-push 
Web applications. We hope to enable an event-
driven style of programming where software de-
velopers can easily register for notification of 
updates to objects. When the object state changes, 
this information can be pushed to any interested 
browser clients. 

Unfortunately, ORM frameworks do not pro-
vide consistency guarantees once an object view 
has been extracted from the database. For exam-
ple, when all the wall postings for a specific user 
have been retrieved from the database, the ORM 
will not guarantee the consistency between the 
wall post objects in the application-tier and those 
represented in a database. So, in this case, when a 
post is inserted by another user, the postings in 
memory could become inconsistent with those in 
the database. This was never seen as a problem 
before, since traditional Web applications only 
use such object replicas transiently, in the 
processing of a client request. This inconsistency 
problem manifests itself in two ways, which we 
consider in this research. 

First, since object class properties are mapped 
to a specific view (e.g. projection) of the database 
tables, the underlying data which corresponds to 
object state can be modified in multiple ways. For 
example, it is possible for two distinct object 
classes to have properties that map to the same 
column in the database. This problem is closely 
related to the problem of view maintenance in the 
database literature [14]. However, this problem 
has not previously been considered for object-
relational frameworks or server-push technology.  

Second, push-based Web applications typi-
cally include notifications of data representing 
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interactions between users (e.g. sharing data on a 
profile wall). However, medium- and large-scale 
Web sites are handled by multiple physical hosts 
in an application-tier cluster (indicated by the 
layering of the application-tier in Figure 1). Rely-
ing on the data-tier to provide consistency be-
tween end-user views of data would create 
additional latency that is a bottleneck to interac-
tivity. This paper describes how we have miti-
gated this problem specifically for dissemination 
of updates to object state monitored by an applica-
tion-tier programming framework. 

We have investigated the integration of 
event-driven application programming with the 
object-relational model and describe the details of 
our research through reference to our implementa-
tion called Object-Relational Events (ORE). The 
contributions of this paper can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Design, implementation and evaluation 
of ORE, a Web application platform for 
event-driven programming at the Web 
application-tier, to resolve both: (i) con-
ceptual consistency between relational 
and object-oriented data models and (ii) 
to manage notification dissemination for 
server-push Web application clusters. 

2. An evaluation demonstrating that ORE 
has low overhead compared to a manual-
ly implemented server-push applications. 

3. Evaluation of optimization for server-
push notification using bloom filter 
based subscription compression. 

 
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in 

Section 2 we further describe a motivating exam-
ple from the LightPortal project. We present some 
technical background in Section 3. In Section 4 
we present more technical details of the imple-
mentation, then an evaluation in Section 5. Re-
lated work is presented in Section 6. Finally, the 
paper concludes in Section 7. 

2 Motivating Example 

To motivate the problems described in the intro-
duction, we use a running example of the 
LightPortal social network application [20]. 
LightPortal is an open source Java Web applica-
tion. LightPortal provides support for several 
kinds of user interactions, e.g. registering a new 

account, creating social links, joining groups, 
leaving posts on a user’s wall, etc. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the LightPor-
tal profile page. For a more interactive application, 
developers may want to provide for new entries of 
the profile postings to scroll on to the end of the 
log without additional user interaction. 

 

 
Figure 2: The LightPortal profile page. When new 
posts are made, additional entries should be ap-
pended asynchronously. Using ORE, developers 
can register for notification of updates to all post-
ings associated with a particular profile object. 

 
For the implementation, the application de-

veloper will need to choose between an approach 
based on client-side polling or else use server-side 
push mechanisms to handle delivery to clients. 
Polling approaches integrate well with existing 
server-side programming models. They follow the 
traditional request-response workflow and offer a 
fairly simple strategy for creating modern Ajax-
style Web applications. However, under heavy 
load, polling approaches can cause considerable 
strain on the server compared to push-based ap-
proaches. Thus developers have turn to server-
push to achieve low-latency notification with sca-
lability. 

A server-side developer needs to address two 
concerns in this example:  first, to detect when a 
new post is added/removed/changed on a profile, 
and second, to notify all users who are viewing 
the wall. 
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Detecting such changes is normally hard for 
an application-tier programmer using object-
oriented programming because the application-tier 
may project any number of different object views 
of the underlying database for different parts of 
the application. As a simple example, suppose the 
database includes two tables as in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Example SQL table definitions for 
LightPortal Profile and WallPost. In the 
conceptual model of the data there are two one-to-
many relationships between Profile entities 
and WallPost entities (types are not shown and 
elided SQL syntax is used). 

 
So, wallProfileId is a foreign key refe-

rencing the profile of the user whose wall will 
contain the message, and posterProfileId is 
a foreign key referencing the profile of the user 
who posted the message. Thus in the conceptual 
(entity-relationship) model [24] of the data there 
are two one-to-many relationships between Pro-
file entities and Wall post entities. 

The possibility of inconsistency between ob-
ject views and database state can now be seen 
concretely in light of Figure 4. This object model 
of data corresponds closely to the conceptual (ER) 
model, with the aforementioned one-to-many rela-
tionships materialized as Set collections. Notice 
that conceptually, when a new WallPost object 
is added to the set of posts that a user has made to 
their friend’s wall (i.e. added to the set posted-
ToFriendWall), it should seemingly cause a 
new WallPost to appear in some other profile’s 
wall posts (i.e. added to some object’s onPro-
fileWall set).  

However, such conceptual consistency is not 
enforced by any existing ORM frameworks. This 
is because in a traditional client-pull, request-
driven, Web application such inconsistency is not 
generally a problem. In such request-driven appli-
cations object views of the database are recon-
ciled at each client request (such construction 
might take place from an application-tier cache, 

so this does not necessarily imply a need to access 
the data-tier). Thus, such inconsistency would 
only be present in the course of a single request 
and the developer of that single request’s logic 
could manage the problem manually. 

 

 
Figure 4: Example Java class definition for 
LightPortal Profile. This object model of data 
corresponds closely to the conceptual (ER) model, 
with the aforementioned one-to-many relation-
ships materialized as Set collections. 

 
However, in push-based applications, sub-

scriptions for interesting events are long-lived and 
possibly persistent. So the lifetime of a subscrip-
tion would span many application requests, mak-
ing it difficult for a programmer to manually 
reason about inconsistency. 

Ideally mutations occurring to objects which 
correspond to updates of interest for users would 
be detected immediately, so that notification to 
any interested users could be processed. For ex-
ample, in ORE, a server-side programmer could 
create a subscription to be notified when new 
posts appear on a profile’s wall as in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Using ORE a developer can register a 
long-lived subscription for notification when 
posts are added to a profile wall. ORE will ensure 
conceptual consistency when posts are added 
through object views, possibly different from the 
one used to bind the subscription. (Syntax shown 
in JavaScript for conciseness, although implemen-
tation is server-side Java). 
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Still, ensuring consistency between object 
views and the underlying logical database model 
is not the only problem to provide a programmer 
friendly, scalable, event-notification framework 
for Web applications. This is because most Web 
applications are deployed across several hosts in a 
server cluster. ORE will also need to manage the 
fact that replicas of objects will be distributed 
across the various hosts which manage the session 
for interacting users. 

For such reasons, we believe frameworks for 
supporting object-oriented, event-driven pro-
gramming, should be integrated with ORM 
frameworks used commonly in application-tier 
logic. In the remainder of the paper we discuss 
more details of our prototype platform for investi-
gating this approach. 

3 Background 

Before describing our technical research, we de-
scribe some useful background on important serv-
er-side Web application programming 
technologies currently used in industry. Later, in 
Section 6, we return to describe other closely re-
lated research. 

3.1 Comet and Web Sockets  
Since HTTP is inherently a request-response 
based protocol, pushing asynchronous updates of 
data from the server to browser based clients can 
be difficult. Although a proposal for server-push 
was put forward by Netscape in the late 1990’s, 
this mechanism was never supported across all 
major browsers [8]. 

Due to this limitation, Web developers have 
used a number of techniques to try and work 
around this problem. Traditionally, a polling 
based approach was used, in which a Web page 
would be programmed to automatically refresh 
after a certain timeout period. This solution led to 
a poor user experience as the browser was forced 
to render an entire page resulting in a noticeable 
interrupt of the user interaction. 

Newer approaches based on the popular Ajax 
mechanisms provide for a less intrusive user ex-
perience. The Ajax mechanisms include an RPC-
like abstraction which enables the browser to poll 
for updates from the server in the background. As 
content is retrieved from the server, scripts can be 
used to partially render incremental changes of 

the user interface. However, this approach still 
suffers from two serious problems. 

First, since polling is used, the polling inter-
val determines a best possible latency between the 
time of an update to data on the server and the 
time of delivery to the client. Second, reducing 
the polling rate has the effect of increasing the 
workload on the server, so managing tradeoffs 
between this latency and overall server throughput 
can be difficult. 

The demand for more responsive Web appli-
cations has led to interest in an alternative ap-
proach, commonly referred to as Comet, for 
example using the mechanism of long-polling. In 
this approach, the browser creates an HTTP con-
nection to the server, which is held idle by the 
server until some update of data is available for 
delivery to the client. 

Since a browser script programmer is able to 
set the timeout on the client, the browser can hold 
the connection open indefinitely, until data is 
pushed to the client along the ordinary HTTP re-
sponse flow. While there has been interest in the 
approach for some time, it was not practical be-
fore, since on traditional threaded Web servers, 
each held connection resulted in consumption of 
costly thread resources on the server. More re-
cently, since the introduction of asynchronous 
event-based Web server architectures [26], there 
has been an increasingly widespread use of this 
approach. 

Research in [4] has compared the server per-
formance cost for Comet and the polling approach 
based on the same work load and shows that un-
der high workloads Comet provides far better 
scalability. 

3.2 Object-Relational Middle-

ware  
Web applications usually rely on a relational data 
source for handling the ACID requirements of 
information storage and retrieval. The conceptual 
model of relational data for most online transac-
tion processing applications, such as a typical 
Web application, corresponds closely to an ob-
ject-oriented class structure. However, at the im-
plementation level, the relational model and 
object model are diverse. 

To solve this impedance mismatch, develop-
ers turn to object-relational mapping middleware 
to try and maintain the best of both worlds. In an 
ORM, entity relationships and properties from a 
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database schema are explicitly mapped to proper-
ties of object classes in the application-tier. Rela-
tionships such as one-to-many and many-to-many 
can be mapped to collection classes of an object-
oriented programming language, such as Set, List, 
or Map. 

4 Technical Details 

To describe the technical details, we start by 
briefly discussing the high-level programming 
model exposed to application developers and then 
describe the further technical details of the ORE 
framework. 

4.1 ORE Framework Architec-

ture  
Figure 6 shows the high-level architecture of the 
ORE framework runtime components, placed in 
the context of the Web application-tier. Clients 
communicate with an ORE-based application over 
two types of connections.  
 

 

Figure 6: Internal architecture of ORE framework, 
in the context of a three-tier Web architecture. 
Client communicates with ORE-based application 
through two types of connections (i) a traditional 
HTTP request (bold arrow) and (ii) an HTTP 
long-polling request. 

 

First, as in traditional applications, clients is-
sue HTTP requests which are handled by Applica-
tion Logic, implemented by a request handler (e.g. 
a Java Servlet, CGI script, String Template [23], 
etc..) targeted by a URI for fetching dynamic Web 
page content. During request handling, a develop-
er typically manipulates data as an Object Model 
to complete HTML page generation or generation 
of Ajax updates (i.e. XML or JSON content). Ob-
ject data is retrieved as views from the data-tier 
through an ORM. Unlike traditional Web applica-
tions, application programmers can use the ORE 
API to registered long-lived subscriptions for no-
tification to changes of ORM managed state. 

Generated content simply contains a snapshot 
representation of some resource state [12]. How-
ever, developers might want to maintain consis-
tency between the client and server state for some 
temporally sensitive objects. Using ORE, devel-
opers can use an API to attach Event Handlers (i.e. 
listeners) to properties of objects in the object 
model. The attachment of handlers to objects is 
correlated with the session of the client making 
the request. When that property is mutated, the 
event handler will be queued for execution, as 
described later in Section 4.4. 

At the time of execution, the handler is pro-
vided with some information specific to that event 
as well as a handle to an output stream which will 
be pushed to the client browser. For example, in 
the case of a new WallPost in LightPortal, the 
event would contain a reference to the wall post-
ing information as an object. The handler imple-
mentation can simply be programmed to marshal 
an appropriate representation of the event to the 
output stream; the resulting output will be appro-
priately routed to the corresponding session for 
delivery to the client. 

4.2 ORE Framework API  
The top of Figure 7 shows three representative 
functions provided for ORE programmers. The 
first two, addPropertyListener and add-
CollectionListener accept similar argu-
ment types, but provides different semantics. 

For these functions the argument entity is 
a reference to an ORM object to monitor. The 
property describes a specific property whose 
mutation should cause notification to the callback 
provided by listener. The final argument 
persistent describes whether the subscription 
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should remain durable across multiple sessions 
from the same user.  

The first case, addPropertyListener, 
covers detection of mutations to the value of a 
property, whereas the second, addCollec-
tionListener, covers addition, removal, or 
update of elements from a collection referenced 
by the property.  

The third function, addQueryListener, 
provides support for listening to updates of an ad-
hoc collection of objects, selected by an object 
query. In our implementation we rely on the Java 
based Hibernate Query Language (HQL) but other 
object query languages could be supported. De-
tails of the ORE implementation to support these 
functions are described below (in Section 4.3). 

 

 
Figure 7: Sample of functions from ORE API (top) 
and example of usage (bottom). 

 
The bottom of Figure 7 shows three exam-

ples of use. The first covering a subscription to be 
notified when the status of a particular pro-
file object changes; the second covering a sub-
scription to be notified when any elements are 
added, removed, or updated from the set of 

posts related to the profile. The last exam-
ple also subscribes to a set of posts, but using an 
ad-hoc query which might filter on additional 
values from the database. 

4.3 Object-Relational Consis-

tency  
The details of detecting updates for the purpose of 
notification depend on the particular API func-
tions that are used. As in Figure 6, an interceptor 
(ORE Interceptor) is used to monitor the SQL 
UPDATE and INSERT statements issued by the 
ORM to the database. The interceptor wraps the 
original API used by the ORM so it can be 
plugged in transparently. These details are de-
scribed for the three most important functions 
from the API. 

4.3.1  addPropertyListener  

In an ORM-based application, every primitive (i.e. 
non-collection) typed property of a class corres-
ponds to a single column of some singleton view 
of the database state (i.e. a query that returns one 
row). For views which do not contain aggregation, 
each primitive property can be mapped back to a 
single column in one of the base relations of the 
database. 

Here we monitor updates made the ORM to 
detect when an update is made to a row of this 
relation with the same primary key as that given 
by the entity passed to addPropertyLis-
tener. If the update changes the value of 
property, then ORE passes the new value as an 
event to the listener callback. 

As described in the literature, not all views 
generated by aggregation can be mapped to base 
relations [14] without reissuing the original data-
base query. For those limited cases, developers 
would still need to rely on application specific 
consistency logic.  

4.3.2  addCollectionListener 
In the case of a collection type, such properties 
correspond to a view of the database which con-
tains one column. The column maps directly to a 
column in a base relation that is a foreign key 
referencing the primary key of the relation identi-
fied above (in addPropertyListener). Here 
we monitor updates made to the ORM to detect 
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when an insert, delete, or update is made to the 
table containing this column. 

In each case, if the value of the column 
matches the same primary key as that given by the 
entity passed to addCollectionListen-
er, an event is generated. Depending on the type 
of operation, the event passed to the listener 
callback contains an object either representing the 
data added, removed, or changed in the collection. 

4.3.3  addQueryListener 
For ad-hoc queries, we compute the intersection 
between the query passed as a subscription and 
the UPDATE or INSERT generated by the ORM. 
This intersection is computed as described, for 
example, in previous work on Web application 
cache invalidation [3]. As described, bulk updates 
with conditional criteria may require an additional 
query to the database, in order to resolve intersec-
tion. 

These types of bulk updates appear to be are 
rare in end-user Web applications, since users 
typically interact with set of objects that have 
already been presented in the browser (e.g. in a 
HTML table), and users actions do not typically 
result in an ad-hoc set of database rows being 
changed. Even still, this can be supported with a 
small amount of additional overhead. 

4.4 Server-Push  
Some Web applications can tolerate a reasonably 
high latency between updates on the server and 
notification to interested clients. For some Web 
applications a push based solution is likely to be 
more efficient, to avoid the cost of repeated appli-
cation-level connection setup. Several HTTP push 
solutions have been proposed recently, including 
a proposal for changes to include server-side push 
in the W3C HTML 5 standard. In our current im-
plementation we make use of the Comet long-
polling approach. 

When an event is triggered by the ORE Inter-
ceptor it checks to see if the client for which the 
event is targeted is currently holding on to a con-
nection. If they are, we can simply execute the 
handler immediately, and push the resulting out-
put stream as a response to the held HTTP request. 

However, although long polling helps alle-
viate some performance concerns in Web applica-
tions, it is still not based on a connection-oriented 
protocol. So for delivering content to clients, we 

may need to store some state information in the 
event that they are in the process of creating a 
new long-connection. 

This state consists of the set of event handlers 
which have been triggered between the time of the 
client’s last long polling request, held in the Ses-
sion Queue. Later, when a new connection is 
made by the client, these queued event handlers 
are executed on behalf of the client and a response 
based on the output can be returned immediately. 

4.5 ORE Cluster Details  
Using ORE on an application-tier hosted by a 
single server machine host can be achieved as 
previously described. However, medium- and 
large-scale deployments of Web applications will 
require the application-tier to be hosted across a 
cluster of server hosts or VM instances in a cloud 
computing platform. In these settings, user re-
quests are generally forwarded by a load balancer 
to some host in the cluster.  
 To ensure that clients have continuous access 
to session state stored in host main memory, 
sticky sessions can be used so that client requests 
from the same user continue to be forwarded to 
the same host. For an ORE application, we will 
additionally need to require a mechanism to en-
sure that updates made by a user on one host are 
disseminated as notifications to users that may be 
connected to other hosts in the cluster. This situa-
tion is illustrated in Figure 8, where two clients 
are shown with sessions hosted by different ORE 
cluster hosts. 
 

 
     Figure 8: Architecture of ORE clustering. 
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In traditional client-pull Web applications, 

strong data consistency across application hosts is 
generally achieved by access to the data-tier. In 
order to prevent the data-tier from becoming a 
bottleneck, weaker data consistency is provided 
by distributed caching [16, 10, 11] in the applica-
tion-tier. Neither of these approaches are ideal for 
notification dissemination as they are used to up-
date passive data storage which requires a client-
driven request to pull information. While a large 
amount of research exists for efficient notification 
in publish-subscribe systems [27, 6, 17], such 
research results do not apply directly to push-
based Web applications. Also closely related is 
research on scalable distributed storage for Web-
based systems [7, 15]. However, like research on 
Web caching, that research is applied to applica-
tions that are pull-driven by client requests. 

In a Web application, user actions which 
generate the need for new subscriptions could 
take place at any time through a user’s browsing 
session. This could even depend on relatively 
transient session state, such as which page in a 
Web site a user is actively viewing. Thus the need 
to generate new subscriptions for clients could 
come at any time and at a large scale. For this 
reason, ORE uses a peer to peer topology for noti-
fication dissemination to avoid potential bottle-
necks associated with centralizing subscription 
information or notification routing. ORE peers 
discover the identity of existing peers in a cluster 
using a central discovery server since changes to 
cluster membership happen relatively infrequently. 
This is true even in an elastic cloud computing 
scenario since membership changes would happen 
on the order of minutes. 

The ORE clustering implementation is cur-
rently built on top of a Java Messaging Service 
(JMS) layer, although any efficient point-to-point 
asynchronous messaging middleware could be 
used. Updates to objects on a single host are de-
tected as described, requiring notification to any 
hosts which are currently managing users interest-
ed in such updates. 

To avoid broadcasting notifications to all 
peers, notifications are filtered by subscription 
information broadcast periodically by every host 
to all peers. Since modern Web application hosts 
can manage many thousands of user simulta-
neously, this subscription information is com-
pressed as lossy set membership information, 
using the well known Bloom Filter [2, 5, 25] data-

structure. Each filter encodes the subscriptions 
currently active for some host in the cluster. This 
allows us to filter notifications before forwarding 
to distinct cluster hosts. Since bloom filters are 
probabilistic, there is a chance of false positives, 
where some notification is sent unnecessarily. We 
configured an existing implementation (Apache 
open-source), to a false positive rate of 2%. In our 
experiments this provided a minimum reduction 
of 48% in bandwidth cost and reduces CPU costs 
associated with processing subscription filters. 

We use a Counting Bloom Filter [25], since 
subscriptions will need to be added and also re-
moved depending on users browsing behavior. As 
long as one user at a particular host is interested in 
an update of a particular type, that host will need 
to receive relevant notifications. For this reason, 
each host maintains a counter for each unique 
subscription currently active at that host. Two 
subscriptions are considered identical when either: 
the entity and property arguments given to 
the API have the same value (in the case of 
addPropertyListener and addCollec-
tionListener) or when the query statement 
given to the API is the same (in the case of add-
QueryListener). 

When the counter is incremented from 0 to 1, 
a key is generated to represent that subscription 
type, and is added to the bloom filter maintained 
by the host. Later, when the counter is decre-
mented from 1 to 0, this key is removed from the 
filter. In our experiments, we use a subscription 
filter broadcast period of 200ms, since this pro-
vides a low latency for interactive applications 
while only introducing negligible overhead. This 
is considering that Web application hosts are typi-
cally already processing on the order of hundreds 
or thousands of requests per second. 

5 Experimentation and Ex-

amples 

We applied our implementation to two open-
source Java-based Web applications. We looked 
for cases where ORE would be useful to extend 
the capabilities of these traditional Web applica-
tions with server-push. We also used the applica-
tions to run performance and scalability 
experiments with realistic applications. All mea-
surements are averages over 10 trials. In both cas-
es the base experimental setup was as follows. 
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Hardware environment: All machines used in 
the experiments are a 64-bit Intel Xeon dual core 
2.8GHz processor with 7.5GB main memory. The 
workload generation is partitioned between mul-
tiple clients to ensure that the client simulation 
does not become a bottleneck in the experiments. 
These machines are connected through a 1Gbps 
ethernet local area network. 

Software environment: The application server 
is Jetty 7 for Java and the database is MySQL 5.1. 
We used Jetty for its support of asynchronous I/O 
on long-polling connections. This design will 
soon become a Java standard through the Servlet 
3.0 API. We use the Hibernate 3.5.2 ORM. 

5.1 RUBiS  
First, we applied our ORE framework to part of 
the Rice University Bidding System (RUBiS) [1] 
Web auction application. This application simu-
lates the activities for an online auction site. RU-
BiS provides support for several kinds of user 
interactions, e.g. registering a new account, sub-
mitting an item for auction, placing a bid for an 
item, leaving comments on another user, etc.. 
Currently RUBiS is programmed as a traditional 
Web application where users are required to pull 
new information from the server by explicitly 
refreshing a page representing some content 
which they have read. 

5.2 RUBiS Application Example  
To evaluate and test the implementation of ORE, 
we applied it to a common use-case for server-
push Web applications, monitoring of bid history. 
We found that this interaction in RUBiS contains 
a source of potential inconsistency in the object 
model, which could be overlooked by developers, 
in the case of relationships between Auction Items 
and Bids (shown in Figure 9). 

Consider a developer who wants to imple-
ment a server-push version of RUBiS auction 
monitoring. Looking at the ViewBidHistory 
code, they could see that each item object con-
tains a reference to its collection of bids (i.e. 
item.getBids()). So they may mistakenly 
assume that changing the RUBiS code to monitor 
additions to this collection would help detect 
whenever a new bid was added to an item. 

However, after looking at the StoreBid 
servlet (bottom of Figure 9), we see that other 
parts of the code insert bids directly to the data-

base, creating a relationship to an item only by 
virtue of a foreign key. 

In order to implement a new server-push ver-
sion of RUBiS auction monitoring, we applied an 
ORE event handler to manage updates of changes 
to the underlying one-to-many relationship be-
tween Auction Items and Bids. We changed the 
HTML of RUBiS to accept these JSON updates 
and apply them as incremental changes to the 
client-side Document Object Model (DOM). 
 

 
Figure 9: RUBiS Java Servlet classes to (top: to 
insert a new bid for an auction item) and (bottom: 
to generate content displaying a log of bids on an 
auction item). Notice that the entity relationship 
between Items and Bids is being manipulated 
through different object views (top: through a 
collection property Item.bids) and (bottom: 
directly through a mapping to the Bid table). 

 

5.3 RUBiS Experiment  
In this experiment we modify the bidding client 
workload of RUBiS, which uses a mix of the 
RUBiS benchmark workload where 80% of users 
are read-heavy and 20% of users are write-heavy. 
We took CPU load measures over a 5 minute in-
terval with a 1 minute warm up interval to build 
up to a 4000 user workload. This particular evalu-
ation is performed using a single server to isolate 
the CPU usage overhead for three implementa-
tions. 

The Polling case uses a traditional polling 
approach for delivering bid history updates to 
clients across Ajax. The x-axis plots measure-
ments for a range of concurrent simulated users. 
In the Polling case, each read-heavy user polls at a 
frequency of 2 seconds for updates. 

The measurements for Manual and ORE both 
use a server-push implementation over long-
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polling. In the Manual case, we hand-coded the 
event notification by locating appropriate points 
in the Java code where relevant object state was 
mutated. The ORE approach uses an event hand-
ler attached to an item’s bids property. 

From Figure 10, we see that the CPU usage 
for both the ORE and manual implementation are 
similar, although ORE induces a fix overhead of 
between 2% and 10%. This overhead is due to the 
additional costs of query interception and analysis. 

 

 
Figure 10: CPU Usage in RUBiS Use-Case for 
three different implementations. 

 

5.4 LightPortal Experiment  
Similarly to the RUBiS example, we have applied 
ORE to the use-case of the LightPortal profile 
pages, as described in Section 2. Here we consider 
performance implications of ORE as applied to 
this scenario and deployed on a cluster of six 
server hosts. Again we use a mix where 20% of 
simulated users write to a profile periodically and 
80% of simulated users only read from profiles. 

Across the experiments, there is a fixed client 
workload of 3000 simultaneous clients (per clus-
ter host). Each client is simulated by a thread 
which changes its target profile page (reading or 
writing) every 5 seconds. Thus, each writing 
thread will write once every 5 seconds, and every 
reading thread will receive any updates to a spe-
cific profile page which occur during that 5 
second interval. 

Clearly most users in a real application would 
likely view a page for more than 5 seconds, how-

ever, using a shorter interval allows us to test the 
scalability of our subscription filter dissemination 
protocol, since changes to page viewing corres-
pond to changes in subscription state. 

As shown in Figure 11, along the x-axis we 
vary the client browsing activity according to a 
probability that two users will choose to 
read/write a single specific page during a 5 second 
interval. So, for the case of 0%, all users are al-
ways active on a separate page, and for the case of 
100%, there is only a single profile page which is 
visited by users. This allows us to investigate dif-
fering implementation strategies for sharing sub-
scription and notification information between 
cluster hosts. For example, in the case of a 0% 
overlap, there is no need for separate machines to 
ever share notifications; in the case of 100% all 
updates to the profile page must be broadcast to 
all other hosts. 

 

 
Figure 11: CPU Usage in LightPortal Use-Case 
for differing client overlap in page activity. 

 
The y-axis shows the CPU usage on one sin-

gle machine. Since the experiment is symmetric 
with respect to all six hosts, the measurements for 
any host are roughly identical.  

Three implementations are evaluated. First, 
a naive approach in which all notifications are 
broadcast for any update to a page (Broadcast All 
Notifications). Second, an approach which broad-
casts subscriptions uncompressed at 200ms inter-
vals (Broadcast All Subscriptions). Third, an 
approach which broadcasts similarly, but which 
compresses subscription information with the 
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previously described counting bloom filter 
(Broadcast All Subscription Filters). 

Since the naive approach broadcasts all noti-
fications regardless of necessity, its CPU usage is 
fixed across all client simulations. We see from 
the figure that the ORE cluster implementation 
using a subscription bloom filter reduces CPU 
usage by up to 25%. The CPU reduction is due 
partially to the fact that the serialized bloom filter 
can be directly copied from the middleware mes-
sage buffer into a form suitable for testing sub-
scription membership. In the case of the 
uncompressed filter, each subscription must be 
unmarshalled and used to build a new data-
structure suitable for notification filtering. 

6 Related Work 

6.1 Caching Dynamic Web Con-

tent  
Caching is often used to reduce Internet latency 
and server load for Web applications. While 
HTTP includes specific support for caching of 
static data [22], caching of dynamic content is 
much more difficult. Dynamic pages are generat-
ed based on the results of queries to back-end data 
sources. In this case, a solution is needed to de-
termine when cached content becomes invalidated 
due to updates of data sources.  

Iyengar et al. [16] provide a data update 
propagation algorithm to maintain the consistency 
of query results which may be cached as dynamic 
content and the underlying data store. When a 
change to the underlying data happens, cache 
managers query the dependence information 
which has been stored in an object dependence 
graph to determine which objects should be inva-
lidated. Such dependence graphs can be automati-
cally generated from queries [10].  

AutoWebCache [3] is a middleware solution 
which can transparently cache dynamically gener-
ated content in J2EE applications. The first main 
contribution of their research is to provide a solu-
tion for caching dynamic Web page at the front-
end and maintaining consistency with the back-
end database using query intersection run-time 
analysis. We use a similar approach for detecting 
updates to object views. ORE uses some similar 
techniques for detection of updates to relevant 
database state. Different from caching work we 
considered translation of updates as push-based 

notification and dissemination in distributed ap-
plication-tier clusters. 

6.2 Automated Ajax  
Due to the coordination of asynchronous messag-
ing between client and server, client-side Ajax 
programming can be difficult. Other projects have 
previously identified the essence of Ajax as being 
the detection of updates to specific application 
state and the propagation of these updates to the 
browser’s DOM tree. 

Ajax Report Pages [13] is a programming 
model for interacting with an SQL data store di-
rectly from client-side script code. In this ap-
proach application code is restricted to a specific 
superset of SQL, which allows the framework to 
automatically detect changes to the database af-
fecting a previously rendered report. In this re-
spect, that research is similar to ORE. However, 
that research does not consider the requirements 
for object-oriented application programming, 
server-side push technology, or application-tier 
clustering. 

FlapJax [21] is a client-side data-flow pro-
gramming languages for Ajax. In FlapJax, data-
flow paths created by variable assignments are 
tracked by the language runtime to support auto-
matic propagation of variable mutations. Different 
from ORE, this project focuses on traditional Ajax 
client-side programming, whereas our concern is 
on server-side push technology. 

6.3 Event-Driven Architecture  
Event driven programming is a well established 
practice in database management through the use 
of triggers and more extensively in the Event-
Condition-Action paradigm [19]. While some 
work has been done to add event-driven pro-
gramming to object-oriented databases systems 
[18], the ORE research considers support specifi-
cally for an object-relational model where consis-
tency between the application-tier and database 
must be managed. 

6.4 Pub-Sub Systems  
One of the most important problems in wide-area 
publish subscribe systems is the efficient forward-
ing of messages between routers [6, 27]. Routers 
should filter any published messages which are 
not useful to any other downstream subscriber. 
However, the size of subscription information can 
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be too large and volatile to efficiently manage. 
For this reason, lossy subscription information 
can be leveraged in the form of bloom filters. In 
ORE we have also leveraged this form of com-
pression for sharing subscriptions between appli-
cation-tier cluster hosts. 

7 Conclusion 

Currently, the data consistency between resource 
updates and an object-oriented model in Web ap-
plications is not guaranteed by conventional ob-
ject-relational middleware such as the popular 
ORM frameworks. However, for emerging push-
style Web applications, this consistency guarantee 
is important to detect changes which may take 
place on multiple differing object views of the 
same underlying data. 

In our performance evaluation we saw that 
the ORE framework approach could provide bet-
ter performance than a traditional polling based 
implementation and less than a 10% reduction of 
performance compared to a manually imple-
mented push-based based implementation. In our 
cluster experiments, we found the use of bloom 
filtering important for large-scale subscription 
information with a high churn rate. 
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Abstract

Migrating traditional legacy web applications
to web services is an important step in the
modernization of web-based business systems
to more complex inter-business services and in-
teractions. While the problem of migrating
various kinds of legacy software systems to a
service oriented architecture (SOA) environ-
ment has been well studied in the literature, ap-
proaches to migrate dynamic web applications
to web services are lacking. In this paper we
outline the requirements for a semi-automated
approach to migrate dynamic legacy web appli-
cations to web services-based SOA applications
while preserving the original web application’s
business processes. A manual demonstration
of our approach is presented using two exam-
ples from Moodle, a popular open source course
management system. The migration process is
guided by three goals: user interface plasticity,
code refactoring and load balancing.

1 Introduction

There are a number of different approaches in
the literature to migrate various kinds of legacy
software systems to a service oriented archi-
tecture (SOA) environment [20, 10, 9, 21, 4].
However, approaches to migrating web appli-
cations to web services are lacking [2]. Many
legacy web applications are implemented us-

Copyright c© 2011 Asil A. Almonaies, Manar H. Alalfi,
James R. Cordy, and Thomas R.Dean. Permission to
copy is hereby granted provided the original copyright
notice is reproduced in copies made.

ing scripting languages such as PHP [3] or
Python [7]. These languages are dynamically
typed, reflexive and support dynamic changes
to the code. In addition, PHP only fully sup-
ported object oriented programming in version
5 [16]. The continuing evolution of these ap-
plications has resulted in implementations in
mixed programming paradigms. For instance,
while some modules in moodle are built us-
ing the object oriented paradigm, other mod-
ules are non object oriented, while others mix
the two paradigms in interesting ways. This
mixture of highly dynamic applications mixed
paradigms, and the multilingual code bring the
challenge to the analysis and refactoring of
legacy web application systems for the purpose
of migrating them into SOA. To the best of our
knowledge this work is the first effort to address
these type of applications.

An additional challenges in modernizing a
legacy system is the identification of the suit-
able set of services in the legacy code that have
business value. We believe that the need for
tools and techniques for analyzing large source
code bases to uncover and expose the code that
implements business value as services is a cru-
cial area of practical research. These tools and
techniques needs to take into consideration the
unique characteristics of legacy scripting based
web application, and this is one of the purposes
of our work.

Web applications can be defined as the set of
web pages (.aspx, .jsp, and HTML files), han-
dlers, modules, executable code, and other files,
such as images and configuration files, that can
be invoked from a web server. Currently, web
applications are facing new challenges, such as
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Figure 1: The Proposed Approach

the ability to manage complex processes across
multiple users and organizations, to intercon-
nect software provided by different organiza-
tions, and the ability to create complex com-
bined business scenarios.

To address these challenges, web services can
be used as an enabler technology that provides
system-to-system interaction and permits the
implementation of business constraints using
process control primitives to more easily adapt
to these new requirements [6]. The migration
of traditional legacy web applications to web
services is therefore an important step in the
modernization of web-based business systems
for the new world of complex inter-business ser-
vices and interactions.

Using web Services and SOA it is possi-
ble to design and build web-based systems
and applications using independent, hetero-
geneous, network-addressable software compo-
nents. SOA organizes the computer software
into a collection of separate services that com-
municate with each other. It focuses on a loose
coupling of the integrated elements, using a set
of enabling technologies provided by web ser-
vices such as XML, Simple Object Access Pro-
tocol (SOAP) [25], Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) [26] and Universal Descrip-
tion Discover and Integration (UDDI) [14] to
achieve flexibility and agility. Using SOA, un-
necessary dependencies between systems and

software elements are minimized, while main-
taining functionality. Service-oriented archi-
tecture can help to close the gap between IT
professionals and the business professionals in
an organization. It also reduces costs and in-
creases return on investment because it focuses
on the concept of reusability. A primary reason
for its use is to improve business communica-
tion, so that the goals of the enterprise can be
more directly and readily realized.

The contributions of this paper are:

1. Exploring the issues of the migration of a
monolithic web application to SOA, lead-
ing to a future semi-automated migration
framework. The analysis and refactor-
ing of such system have a unique chal-
lenges due to the highly dynamic nature of
the legacy system, poorly structured code,
multilingual code and weakly typed lan-
guages.

2. A manual demonstration on the use of our
approach to migrate two of the most inter-
esting functionalities in Moodle, user au-
thentication and the file upload. Our mi-
gration process is guided by three goals:
user interface plasticity, code refactoring
and load balancing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes our approach for
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identifying and separating services. Section 3
describes our first case study and our initial ef-
forts to expose some of the functionalities of
the Moodle LMS [13] as web services. Section
4, reviews related work in migrating web appli-
cations to web services, and Section 5 summa-
rizes the present state and future directions of
our project.

2 Approach

In general, there are three goals when migrat-
ing to web services:

• User interface plasticity, which is the ca-
pacity of user interfaces to adapt, or to be
adapted, to the context of use while pre-
serving usability [5].

• Load balancing, which is a technique to
distribute the the workload evenly across
two or more computers, network links,
CPUs, hard drives, or other resources, in
order to get optimal resource utilization,
maximize throughput, minimize response
time, and avoid overload [23].

• Code refactoring, which is a disciplined
technique for restructuring an existing
body of code, altering its internal structure
without changing its external behaviour in
order to improve some of the nonfunctional
attributes of the software [11].

The proposed approach explores the area
of moving a dynamic monolithic web applica-
tion to SOA with significant levels of automa-
tion. The result can be considered as a service-
oriented web application that implements the
endpoints of a web service. The approach can
also be used to combine different sets of services
from two or more different web applications to
construct a new web service application which
behaves like the two original applications to-
gether.

The proposed approach (Figure 1) consists
of four main steps:

1. Identify independent services within the
web application. The main challenge in
modernizing any legacy system is finding
the business services in legacy code by

identifying business value in the large code
base. The first step in our approach is to
identify potential business services in the
web application.

2. Separate services in the original web appli-
cation (that is, break the web application
logic into separate services). In this step,
and because we are in the first instance mi-
grating PHP-based web applications, we
expect to use two technologies:

• Service Component Architecture
(SCA) [19], which provides an easy
way to create and access services
in PHP. It allows PHP scripts to
expose class functions as services and
allows class functions to access other
services regardless of whether they
are local to the current web server or
running on a different web server.

• Service Data Object (SDO) [19],
which provides a uniform PHP inter-
face for handling different forms of
data and provides a mechanism for
tracking changes in data regardless of
where the data resides.

3. Migrate the separated services to SOA
components. Deciding which services
should be selected is a major issue and it is
important to have a set of criteria in order
to determine the priority for choosing sep-
arated services to be included in the target
SOA to avoid the selection of redundant or
inefficient services.

4. The final step is the re-integration of
the selected services into a new service-
oriented application. The developed ser-
vices will be combined to provide the
original system functionality as a service-
oriented architecture. The result will be
an SOA implementation of the original
web application functionality.

The approach will be evaluated on an exist-
ing production open source monolithic web ap-
plication to demonstrate that the original ap-
plication can maintain its original functionality
when moved to a web services-based SOA ar-
chitecture using the approach.
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Figure 2: SCA extension (taken from [15])

2.1 PHP SOAP Implementa-
tions: SCA

There are several technologies that offer exten-
sions for developing web services in PHP:

• NuSOAP: a group of PHP classes that
allow developers to create and consume
SOAP web services [18].

• PEAR: SOAP, and a SOAP Client/Server
for PHP [24].

• Service Component Architecture (SCA)
and Service Data Objects (SDO), which
are standards for enabling service-oriented
architecture. SCA and SDO are imple-
mented in several programming environ-
ments, such as Java, C++, and PHP[12].

In our approach we chose to use SCA and
SDO, because they are straight forward to in-
stall, adopt and understand. In addition, by
using the SCA extension, we are able to imple-
ment reusable services using composite refer-
ences. SCA also provides bindings other than

SOAP, such as XML-RPC, JASON-RPC, and
REST-RPC [19], making our results more flex-
ible. Figure 2 shows the implementation of
SCA in PHP. SCA and SDO consists of two
parts. The first part is a dynamic library that
extends the php interpreter module of the web
server. This extension library scans for anno-
tations given in comments to recognize a PHP
class as a web service. This is shown on the left
of figure 2. The annotation @service, shown
at the top of the file MyService.php designates
the class as a web service. The @binding an-
notation tells the extension which binding to
use for the web service. If ws is soap, then
the SOAP bindings is used for the web service.
One feature is that the WSDL descriptions are
automatically generated when the wsdl param-
eter is added to the invoking url (e.g. http :
//hostname/MyService.php?wsdl.

The second part of SCA and SDO for PHP
is a set of utility functions defined in the in-
clude file ′′SCA/SCA.php′′ used to find and
invoke SCA services. The SCA infrastructure
handles the invocation of other SCA services,
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Login Service 
 
Moodle Login: 
 
Moodle provide a login page to all its users (administrator, teacher, student and guest), where a 
user name and password are required (administrator, teacher, student) which their information 
are checked against Moodle’s database. 
 
We applied code refactoring on the index.php file which is the main login page of Moodle in 
order to provide us with the basic login functionality which is supplying a user name and a 
password. 

Functions are called in the three main Moodle libraries: 

• lib/moodlelib.php : contains general stuff.  
• lib/weblib.php -: related to output of HTML  
• lib/dmllib.php – related to getting data in and out of the database. 

Function user_login($username, $password);  

This is the primary function used to login users into Moodle. You can do what you need in this 
function to finally return a boolean indicating the matching or mismatching of the given 
username and password. 

There are several authentication methods done in Moodle for our case study we will adapt the 
manual authentication which Just do a simple check of the user name and password against the 
Moodle database. (Should I mention the other authentication methods)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 2: The login hierarchy 
 

auth.php 

Index.php

authlib.php 

Figure 3: Moodle’s login hierarchy

including those written in other implementa-
tion languages.

3 Case Study

We use Moodle [13], a popular open source
Course Management System (CMS) to explore
the issues in SOA migration. Moodle stands
for “Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learn-
ing Environment”. It allows teachers to create
online courses, which students can access as a
virtual classroom. A Moodle home page in-
cludes a list of participants (teacher and stu-
dents), a calendar with a course schedule, and
list of assignments. Other interesting features
include: online quizzes and forums, where stu-
dents can post comments and questions, glos-
saries of terms, and links to other web re-
sources.

Moodle users have four primary roles: ad-
ministrator, teacher, student, and guest. We
chose Moodle because it is widely used interna-
tionally, has good documentation and a strong
supporting developer community. While Moo-
dle exibits a plug-in architecture, it is accom-
plished using include files, classes and method
calls in a monolithic web application. Since
Learning Management Systems (LMS), which
provide Internet- based education, are becom-
ing very popular in academia, it is one of the
first approaches to provide web services for
LMS users using the SCA extension.

We investigate the issues of code refactoring
by investigation the migration of Moodle’s lo-
gin functionality to expose it as a service and of
user interface plasticity by investigating the file

upload service. There are some reusable and
reliable functions with valuable business logic
embedded in any legacy system. These func-
tions are useful to be exposed as independent
services.

While our work is aimed at automating the
extraction of the relevant functionality to be
selected as services, and in order to develop
such a capability we need first to understand
how this extraction can be done. In this first
experiment, we demonstrate the manual ap-
plication of our approach to the migration of
some of the interesting internal functionalities
of Moodle, such as the login process, that can
be reused. We have manually analyzed Moodle
in a top-down manner, dividing basic function-
alities into sub-functionalities in order to gain
insight into the application, and as a result we
have identified a number of potential indepen-
dent services.

3.1 Example 1: Login Process

Moodle provides a single login page to all
its users (administrator, teacher, student and
guest), where a user name and password are
required (administrator, teacher, student) and
their information validated before the user is
allowed to continue. The code that generates
and processes page is in login/index.php, rel-
ative to the Moodle base directory. Login is
thus the first functionality we have identified
as a potential service.
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<?php
    require_once("../config.php");
    include('authenticate.php');

    if ($_SERVER['REQUEST_METHOD'] == 'GET'){
      // return form
      include('login_form.htm');
    } else {
      $user = $_POST['username'];
      $pwrd = $_POST['password'];
      if (login($user,$pwrd)){
        $_SESSION['username'] = $user;
        include('login_success.htm');
      } else {
        include('login_fail.htm');
      }
    }

?>

Figure 4: Simplified login/index.php page

<?php
 require_once("../config.php");
 include("auth_manual.php");

 function login($u,$p){
    // in real Moodle, this selects the
    // authentication method
    // from the configuration file.

      $mauth = new auth_manual ();
      return($mauth -> login($u,$p));
   }
?>

Figure 5: Authentication Code

3.1.1 Moodle’s Login Identification

Moodle’s login functionality is already struc-
tured as multiple plugins which are provided
using an factory routine that chooses the cor-
rect login method based on configuration in-
formation. While one approach provides a new
plug-in for an SOA method, we instead choose
to investigate migrating one of the existing
plug-ins to an SOA environment. We start ana-
lyzing the code manually to identify the candi-
date functionalities. We have identified several
of the authentication plugins used in Moodle:

• Manual authentication : accounts are cre-
ated manually by an administrator.

• Email authentication: accounts are cre-
ated manually by the users.

• LDAP authentication: accounts informa-
tion are on external Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol server.

• Nologin authentication: accounts are sus-
pended.

We choose to investigate the first option,
manual authentication which does a simple
check against the Moodle database. This func-
tionality is spread over the following php pages:

• login/index.php : which is the default login
page.

• lib/moodlelib.php: contains the func-
tion authenticate user login() called by in-
dex.php which get the list of all the en-
abled authentication plugins.

• lib/auth/manual/auth.php: contains the
manual authentication.

• lib/authlib.php: contains all the authenti-
cation plugins types.
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<?php
require_once("../config.php");

class auth_manual {
  function login($username,$password){
    $p = md5($password);

    $query="SELECT * FROM mdl_user where     
        username='$username' and password='$p'";
    $result=mysql_query($query);
    echo mysql_error(); 
    $num=mysql_num_rows($result);

    if($num==0) { // if result->password == $p
      return false;
    } else {
      return true;
    }
  }
}

?>

Figure 6: Manual authentication module

The Moodle login logic hierarchy is as shown
in (Figure 3). From the above authentication
methods supported by Moodle, we will adapt
the manual authentication method, which just
does a simple check of the user name and pass-
word hash against the Moodle database.

3.1.2 Moodle’s Login Refactoring

We begin with the Moodle login page in lo-
gin/index.php which is responsible for display-
ing the form that allows the Moodle users to
enter their information. It also includes the
authentication code that uses the function lo-
gin which takes two parameters; the username
and password. We have produced a simplified
version of the login code to illustrate the differ-
ences shown in figure 4.

Figure 5 shows the simplified code in au-
thenticate.php. In Moodle, this is an factory
method that instantiates the class that imple-
ments the login method given in the configu-
ration file and invokes the login method. We
have simplified to code to instantiate and call
the class that implements the manual method
of user authentication.

Figure 6 shows our simplified version of the
original manual authentication code. While
simplified it still reflects the basic function-
ality of Moodle’s manual method. The user
password is hashed using md5 and the values
are checked in the internal Moodle database.

If there, the function returns true, otherwise
false.

3.1.3 Moodle’s Login New Service

In this case the migration to SOA is straight-
forward. We create a copy of the original code
with a new name (file and class name must
match in php). We add the include statement
for the SCA library, and annotations for the
class and method. This includes the @service
and @binding.soap annotations for the class,
and the parameter and result annotations for
the login method. This enables the class as a
remote service.

The original class is replaced by a wrapper as
shown in figure in (Figure 8). The PHP version
of SCA automatically generates a WSDL file if
the php file is invoked remotely with the wsdl
parameter. Thus the wrapper starts by gen-
erating a WSDL file from the remote service
and saving it locally (production code cache
the WSDL file). This file is then used to in-
stantiate the service and then call the remote
service. The result of the service is returned to
the calling function (i.e. login).

Thus authenticating a user from lo-
gin/index.php is accomplished by calling the
factory login routine in authenticate.php. The
factory routine instantiates the wrapper class
in authmanualSOA.php and invokes the login,
which in turn calls the remote service.
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<?php
require_once("../config.php");
include 'SCA/SCA.php';
/**
*
* @service
*
* @binding.soap
*
*/
class auth_manualSOA1remote {
/**
*@param string $username
*
*@param string $password
*
*@return boolean
*/
function login($username,$password){
$p = md5($password);
$query=" SELECT * FROM mdl_user where username='$username' and password='$p'";
.
.

}
?>

Figure 7: Remote Version of Manual Authentication

<?php
require_once("../config.php");
include 'SCA/SCA.php';
class auth_manualSOA1 {
function login($u,$p){
$f = file_get_contents('http://pices.ee.queensu.ca/moodle/login/auth_manualSOA1remote.php?wsdl');
file_put_contents('auth_manualSOA1remote.wsdl',$f);
$service = SCA::getService('./auth_manualSOA1remote.wsdl');
$result = $service->login($u,$p);
return $result;
}

}?>

Figure 8: Wrapper Class to Call Remote Service

3.2 Example 2: File Handling

As a course management system, Moodle pro-
vides a facility to allow users with the teacher
role (i.e. professors, TA’s) to provide files for
students to download. The file functionality in
moodle allows teachers to upload, organize, re-
name, delete and generate zip archives of the
files.

In this experiment we focus on converting the
file uploading functionality to a service. Once
converted to a service, the Moodle’s multi-page
based file management interface can be con-
verted to a more interactive Ajax interface.
Thus the objective of this activity is user inter-
face plasticity. As with the login functionality,
the base logic of the file management function-

ality is located in files/index.php in the Moodle
directory.

3.2.1 Moodle’s File Uploading Identifi-
cation

The main code of the file module is located
in files/index.php. There are also several li-
brary files used to implement file uploading,
adminlib.php (which contains functions that
is used by the administrators), filelib.php and
file.php(which contain functions for analyzing
file content and file types), and uploadlib.php
which contains the class that manages the up-
load functionality. What makes this more dif-
ficult is that presentation logic and file man-
agement is spread throughout the upload class.
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<?php
  class upload_manager {
  var $files;
  var $config;

           . . . . 
 

function upload_manager($inputname='', $deleteothers=false,$handlecollisions=false   $course=null,
$recoverifmultiple=false, $modbytes=0, $silent=false, $allownull=false, $allownullmultiple=true) {

.

.
}

function validate_file(&$file) {
  if (empty($file)) {
  return false;
}
if (!is_uploaded_file($file['tmp_name']) || $file['size'] == 0) {

 . . . . 
/** Moves all the files to the destination directory */
function save_files($destination) {

               . . . . 
if (move_uploaded_file($this >files[$i]['tmp_name'], $destination.'/'.$this >files[$i]['name'])) {‐ ‐

chmod($destination .'/'. $this >files[$i]['name'], $CFG >directorypermissions);‐ ‐
$this >files[$i]['fullpath'] = $destination.'/'.$this >files[$i]['name'];‐ ‐
$this >files[$i]['uploadlog'] .= "\n".get_string('uploadedfile');‐
$this >files[$i]['saved'] = true;‐
$exceptions[] = $this >files[$i]['name'];‐
.
.

?>

Figure 9: The Moodle upload manager

<?php
require 'SCA/SCA.php';
/**
* An SCA Component that upload a file
*
* @service
*/
class UploadService
{
var $tmp_name;
var $filename;
var $directory;
function movefile() {
$tmp_name = $_FILES['file']['tmp_name']; ;
$filename = $_FILES['file']['name'];
$directory = "upload/";
if (is_uploaded_file($tmp_name)) {
  if (move_uploaded_file($tmp_name,$directory . $filename)) {
  return "File Uploaded Successfully";
} else return "File Uploading Failed";
}
} else {
return "false";

  . . .  
?>

Figure 10: The uploadservice.php

For example the upload manager generates
HTML directly to the user when it encounters
errors, either in the format or content of the
files, or in file management.

The method move uploaded file( string $file-
name,string$directory) of uploadlib.php is used
to check the validity of the file (file type, ab-

sence of malware, etc.) which is uploaded via
an HTML form. If it is valid then it is moved
to the destination directory (Figure 9).
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3.2.2 Moodle’s File Uploading Refac-
toring and New Service

The file management routines from the library
are collected into a single class and converted
to a local service. Figure 10 shows the movefile
method of the class. The upload manager class
is then converted to call the SOA functions.
The collection of the file management code into
a service separates the management of the files
from the generation of the error messages.

4 Previous Work

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) migration
is an architectural migration from any non-
SOA system to a system that follows the
service-oriented architecture principles, in or-
der to achieve a new maintainable service-
oriented architecture implementation of the
system. The major benefits of adopting service
oriented architecture as a design framework is
the ability to realize rapid and low-cost system
development, to improve overall system qual-
ity, and to better enable integration with other
systems.

Several methods in the literature studied the
problem of migrating traditional legacy system
to web services. We discuss some of them here,
and for a comprehensive discussion of other ap-
proaches, interested user can refer to our previ-
ous work [2], in which we present a comparative
study of modernization approaches for leverag-
ing /exporting legacy systems to SOA.

Aversano et al. [4] present a case study
in which a COBOL system is migrated to
web-based service oriented architecture. The
legacy system is divided into user interface and
server (application logic and database). The
user interface has been migrated into a web
browser shell using Microsoft Active Server
Pages and the VBScript scripting language,
and the MORPH approach has been used to
map the components of the existing interface
into the new web based interface. While the
server has been wrapped and integrated into
the new web-enabled system with dynamic
load libraries written in Microfocus Object
COBOL, loaded into Microsoft Internet Infor-
mation Server (IIS), and accessed by the ASP
pages.

H. M. Sneed and S. H. Sneed [21] discuss a
tool-supported method, where the legacy code
is a COBOL program wrapped behind an XML
shell allowing individual functions within the
programs to be offered as web services to any
external user.

Smith [20] and Lewis et al. [10, 9], dis-
cuss a migration technique called the Service-
Oriented Migration and Reuse Technique
(SMART). It is a technique that helps or-
ganizations analyze legacy systems to decide
whether their functionality can be reasonably
exposed as services in a service-oriented archi-
tecture.

Little work has been done to migrate web
applications to SOA. A sample of such efforts
is the work done by Tatsubori and Takash [22].
The authors present a framework named H2W,
which can be used for constructing web service
wrappers for existing, multi-paged web appli-
cations. H2Ws contribution is mainly in its
service extraction step. The authors propose
a page-transition-based decomposition model
and a page access abstraction model with con-
text propagation. With the proposed decompo-
sition and abstraction, developers can flexibly
compose a web Service wrapper of their intent
by describing a simple workflow program. In
[8] the paper discusses how web services can be
used to leverage web applications in a similar
way in general.

Vijaya and Rajan [17] focus on exploring
web services features, how they could effec-
tively shape the e-learning process, and ad-
vantages and compromises for the migration
from traditional distributed application devel-
opment to web services enabling technology.
Mainly they explore the benefits of converting
to web services, without introducing any spe-
cific approach to conversion. Most of the work
done in this area is similarly general, where the
focus is on discussing the benefits of using web
services to leverage web application, without
introducing a full framework for addressing the
problem.

The work done by Ajlan and Zedan [1] is to
introduce web services to Moodle. The focus of
the paper is to expose the assignment module
of Moodle as web services. UML diagram (col-
laboration diagram) is used to analyze it and
to capture the necessary information needed to
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expose the assignment module as web services.
Furthermore, NuSOAP is used to create and
consume web services. The goal of our paper
is to introduce an approach for moving legacy
web application to web services in a service-
oriented architecture.

5 Conclusion and Future
Work

The proposed approach represents a new ap-
proach to the problem of migrating legacy sys-
tems to service-oriented architecture. It is one
of the first approaches to explore the area of
moving a monolithic web application to SOA,
and the first with a complete approach and sig-
nificant levels of automation. We presented
a simplified version of the Moodle login as a
service, which we were able to successfully au-
thenticate users into Moodle by checking the
username and password provided against the
Moodle database.

As future work, we will expose the file up-
loading functionality via SOAP protocol . Also
we will choose more functionality to be exposed
as services within Moodle to achieve the user
interface plasticity and load balancing goals re-
spectively. We analyzed both functionalities in
order to identify the potential service within
each function, which is done manually at this
stage. We are also going to automate the ser-
vice identification process by applying TXL.

In addition, as a demonstration of the flex-
ibility of the results of the approach, we will
combine the services extracted from two dif-
ferent web applications. This will demon-
strate a new hybrid system that uses mixed ex-
tracted services from the applications to offer
new higher-level business functionalities that
use the services of both.
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Abstract 
This paper describes complexity analysis, a quan-
titative approach to software usability engineering 
that has been successfully leveraged in several 
real-world projects. Complexity analysis is based 
on finding and quantifying impediments that get 
in the way of easily learning and using software.  
These impediments – such as long sequences of 
manual steps, confusing user interfaces, and cryp-
tic error messages – are quantified by measures 
we call “complexity metrics”. These metrics pro-
vide easily-understood usability comparisons be-
tween steps in a task, overall tasks, releases, and 
products. They are generated through rigorous, 
detailed rating scales associated with the follow-
ing six aspects of software usability: context shifts, 
navigational guidance, input parameters, system 
feedback, error feedback, and new concepts. Al-
though complexity analysis is a lighter-weight 
usability evaluation method than usability testing, 
empirical results show that complexity metrics are 
strongly correlated to usability testing time-on-
task measures.  

1 Motivation 

In the practice of software usability engineering 
the following types of usability evaluation activi-
ties are commonly employed: 

                                                 
Copyright  2011 IBM Corporation. Permission to 
copy is hereby granted provided the original copyright 
notice is reproduced in copies made. 

1) Usability testing [2]: Empirical evaluation of 
user interaction with software systems through 
testing with participants that represent real users 
performing real tasks. 
2) Usability inspection methods [16]: Evaluation 
of user interaction with software systems by one 
or more evaluators who anticipate potential prob-
lems that users will experience. Examples of us-
ability inspection methods include heuristic 
evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, and formal 
usability inspection. 
 Usability testing is often seen as irreplaceable 
since it provides direct feedback from users on 
how the software system will ultimately be used. 
However, the time and resources required to carry 
out usability testing are often key obstacles in 
software development projects. A key benefit of 
usability inspection methods, on the other hand, is 
that they are considered to be "lighter-weight" 
(i.e., faster and less resource-intensive) in com-
parison to usability testing. However, usability 
inspection results are generally considered to be 
more subjective than usability test results. 
 Complexity analysis is a new approach to 
evaluating the usability of software that combines 
many of the advantages of both usability testing 
and usability inspection methods. Complexity 
analysis provides metrics that quantify usability 
and that are highly correlated to results gathered 
through usability testing. In addition, complexity 
analysis shares the lightweight characteristics of 
usability inspection methods, enabling teams that 
develop software to frequently evaluate software 
usability throughout the development process. 
 Complexity analysis has been the subject of a 
significant body of work by IBM Research 
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[4][9][10]. This paper describes the latest version 
of complexity analysis. It has evolved from this 
research lineage and has been used successfully 
by usability practitioners in real-world projects 
(including those described in [5][12][19][20]).  

2 What Complexity Analy-
sis Tells Us 

This section describes how complexity analysis 
can illustrate the usability of carrying out a task 
with a software system through quantitative 
measures called “complexity metrics”. A descrip-
tion of how complexity analysis is performed is 
included in the next section. 
 Complexity analysis is based on user tasks 
(such as “installing the instant messaging soft-
ware”) and targeted users (such as “social-
networking parent of teenage children”, hereafter 
referred to as “social-networking parent”). Com-
plexity analysis takes into account the reality that 
usability is not an absolute but, instead, is de-
pendent on the user task and the user who per-
forms the task. What is easy for one type of user 
may be difficult for another. Thus, a statement 
such as “this instant messaging software has high 
usability” is incomplete. Instead, a more meaning-
ful statement is “this instant messaging software 
can be easily installed by a social-networking 
parent”.  
 Complexity analysis involves breaking down 
a user task into a set of constituent steps and then 
calculating a complexity metric for each step in 
the task relative to the type of user. For example,  
Table 1 shows the complexity metric for each step 
of a fictitious installation task for the user role 
“social-networking parent”.  The nine steps of the 
installation task in Table 1 are listed sequentially 
in the left-hand column, and their corresponding 
complexity metrics are in the right-hand column.  
 The complexity metric for a step is a measure 
of how difficult it is for the targeted user to com-
plete that step. You can think of the complexity 
metric as an inverse measure of usability – the 
higher the complexity metric, the lower the us-
ability for that step. Therefore, “lower is better” 
when it comes to complexity metrics.     
 Relative comparisons of complexity metrics 
can identify which steps are complexity hotspots, 
the most difficult parts of a task.  For example, in 
Table 1 the last step (“Turn on firewall”) is the 
most complex step in the task with a complexity 

metric of 17. The next-highest complexity metric 
belongs to the first step in the task (“Turn off 
firewall”) with a complexity metric of 15. 
 The overall complexity metric for a task is 
the sum of the complexity metrics for its constitu-
ent steps. Therefore, the complexity metric for the 
installation task depicted in Table 1 is 79.  
 

Steps of an installation task Complex-
ity metric 

1. Turn off firewall 15 
2. Execute setup file 11 
3. Select license option 3 
4. Select type of installation 3 
5. Specify installation directory 5 
6. Confirm user name 11 
7. Install program files 11 
8. Specify preferences 3 
9. Turn on firewall 17 
 Total=79 

Table 1: Complexity metrics for the steps of a 
software installation task 

  
 Complexity analysis can also be used to pro-
vide relative comparisons of complexity between 
versions of a product. For example, Figure 1 de-
picts the installation task shown in Table 1 as 
“Version A” with the step numbers listed on the 
upper part of the vertical axis. The subsequent 
version of this product is depicted as “Version B”.   
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Figure 1: Cross-version comparison of complexity 

 
 The complexity of the installation task was 
reduced by 48% in Version B relative to Version 
A through automating – and thereby eliminating – 
the two highest-complexity steps (specifically, the 
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first and last steps) and through a reduction in the 
complexity of the step “Install program files”.  As 
a result of this complexity reduction, the sum of 
the complexity metrics for the steps of Version B 
is 41, which is 48% less than the complexity met-
ric of 79 for Version A. 
 Extending complexity analysis to a broader 
spectrum, Figure 2 illustrates how it can provide a 
relative comparison of complexity across tasks, 
versions, and products. This figure illustrates the 
complexity of the key competitor of a product, the 
current version of the product in use by customers, 
and the next version of the product that is about to 
be made available to customers. Figure 2 shows 
that the next release will eliminate the lower com-
plexity advantages of the competition relative to 
the current version for tasks 1, 2, and 3.  The com-
plexity of tasks 4 and 5 remains unchanged in the 
next version relative to the current version which, 
in turn, was already lower than the competition’s 
complexity. The next version has lower complex-
ity in tasks 6 and 7 relative to the current version, 
but does not deliver better complexity relative to 
the competition for these tasks. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of complexity metrics 
across tasks, versions, and products 

3 How Complexity Analysis 
Is Performed 

This section provides an overview of how com-
plexity analysis is carried out.     
 Complexity analysis requires – as a starting 
point – a software system that will be evaluated. 
This software can be in various stages of devel-
opment, including the following: early stages of 
development, before any software is coded or pro-
totyped but at the point where an initial represen-
tation of at least some of the software externals is 

available; mid-level stages of development, where 
prototypes or agile iterations of code are available; 
later stages of development, where alpha-level or 
beta-level code is available; the post-ship stage, 
after the software is fully implemented and tested, 
and subsequently released and deployed into cus-
tomer environments.   
 Complexity analysis also requires two people 
– a primary evaluator and a secondary evaluator – 
to perform the analysis. The evaluators need to be 
familiar with the software being analyzed and 
with the complexity analysis methodology. The 
primary evaluator performs an initial complexity 
analysis and refines it based on feedback from the 
secondary evaluator. The role of the secondary 
evaluator is to review the analysis of the primary 
evaluator to check for basic errors and to ensure 
the personal biases of the primary evaluator – be 
they intentional or unintentional – are minimized 
in the analysis results.  Although single-evaluator-
based complexity analysis has been effective in 
several projects, two-evaluator analysis is the rec-
ommended protocol. 
 Once these requirements are in place then the 
following phases of carrying out complexity 
analysis can unfold: 1) Defining usability objec-
tives; 2) Defining user roles; 3) Defining targeted 
user tasks; 4) Rating the complexity of each step 
in the targeted user tasks; 5) Calculating complex-
ity metrics for each step in the targeted user tasks. 
These phases are described in the following sub-
sections. 

3.1 Defining usability objectives 
Defining usability objectives involves defining 
the desired state of software usability through 
explicit and measurable success factors. Examples 
of usability objectives are: 50% reduction in the 
complexity of key security administration tasks 
relative to the currently-available release; 25% 
less complexity for installation and setup relative 
to a competitive offering; 50% reduction in the 
complexity of each of the top three usability is-
sues.  
 The purpose of usability objectives is to iden-
tify an overall purpose behind performing the 
complexity analysis and to provide a starting 
point for defining the user roles and tasks in sub-
sequent phases.  The definition of usability objec-
tives is a standard practice in usability 
engineering methodologies.    
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3.2 Defining user roles 
User roles characterize the users that interact with 
the software system and that are targeted for the 
complexity analysis. A user role is a set of attrib-
utes that represents a class of users and their goals 
in using the software system being analyzed.  For 
example, the user role "social-networking parent" 
can be defined using the following attributes: 
 Goal: uses their home laptop and smartphone 
for staying in touch with their children through 
instant messaging and social-networking web 
applications; 
 Skills: familiar with the basics of using e-mail, 
instant messaging, and browsers, but little or no 
experience with system administration;  
 Expectations: low tolerance for using soft-
ware they cannot figure out quickly. Will not 
spend time calling for technical support or search-
ing through newsgroup postings for assistance. 
 
 User roles in complexity analysis are similar 
to the user roles defined by [6]. A user role is not 
typically a job title such as "IT architect" because 
people's jobs tend to cover a broader scope of 
activities. User roles are specifically focused on 
factors pertinent to interaction with a software 
system and not on a broader range of job respon-
sibilities. 
 User roles need to be defined for complexity 
analysis because – as described earlier – usability 
is not an absolute. Backing up a database may be 
a relatively simple task for an experienced data-
base administrator but that same task may be very 
difficult for someone who has never previously 
used a database management system. 
 Defining a set of targeted personas [7] is an 
alternative to defining targeted user roles for 
complexity analysis. A persona is a detailed de-
scription of a fictitious person that is being tar-
geted for a software system. Personas tend to be 
more detailed and specific than user role defini-
tions and are frequently used in the software us-
ability field. However, for the purpose of 
complexity analysis it is sufficient to define tar-
geted user roles.  

3.3 Defining targeted user tasks 
A user task represents a goal-oriented interaction 
with the software system from the perspective of a 
user role. For example, Table 1 illustrates an in-
stallation task that involves nine steps. 

 The steps of a task define exactly one path 
through the software system to achieve the tar-
geted user goals of the task. The path chosen is 
typically the easiest way of accomplishing the 
task – we want to optimize the simplest path since 
users will typically choose the “fast path” for get-
ting their work done (assuming all other factors 
are equal). However, in the following cases we 
may choose another type of path: 
 Popular path: Usage data for an existing re-
lease of the software system may indicate users 
typically use popular paths that may not be the 
easiest paths as intended by the designers of the 
software. However, these popular paths are cho-
sen for reasons such as trust and familiarity, as in 
the case of established functionality that may be 
inferior in usability relative to newer functionality 
but remains, nevertheless, more popular. In such 
cases we can impact the user experience best by 
focusing on a complexity analysis of popular 
paths. 
 New path: A release under development may 
be focused on new features that support a new 
path meant to simplify the task (for example, a 
new wizard that automates a previously compli-
cated task). In these cases there would be value in 
performing complexity analysis on the new path.   
 
 Once a task path is chosen then the task is 
decomposed into steps. Typically, each step in a 
task consists of one or more user actions and a 
system response. Examples of user actions are 
"click on the 'Typical install' radio button" and 
"click on the 'Next' pushbutton". An example of a 
system response is a wizard changing to the next 
page in its sequence. 
 The level of detail used to define the steps in 
a task is driven by user intentions rather than user 
actions. For example, for the user intention "Se-
lect the type of installation" the corresponding 
user actions are "click on the 'typical install' radio 
button" and then "click on the 'Next' pushbutton".  
Thus, complexity analysis does not define task 
steps as low-level clicks and keystroke entries but, 
rather, as higher-level user intentions. 

3.4 Rating complexity of each 
step in targeted user tasks 

 
Once the targeted user tasks are defined then each 
step in these tasks is rated for complexity based 
on the following set of six complexity dimensions:    
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 Context shifts occur when the user crosses 
user interface, tool, or product boundaries in order 
to perform a step. For example, if a user moves 
from a thick-client application development tool 
to a web-based monitoring tool to complete a step 
then the user experiences a context shift. 
 Navigational guidance refers to the support 
provided to a user for proceeding into a step (from 
the previous step) and through the step. It reflects 
the assistance provided by the user interface and 
product documentation in helping the user figure 
out: “where do I go next, and what do I do when I 
get there?”   
 Input parameters are data supplied by the 
user to complete the step. For example, a user 
name and password are two input parameters 
commonly associated with task steps that involve 
security authentication. 
 System feedback is the system response to the 
user actions for a given step (with the exception 
of error feedback which is addressed in the next 
paragraph). Examples of system feedback include 
progress indication dialog boxes, confirmation of 
command execution, and system-generated re-
ports. 
 Error feedback is the system response to 
common error situations the user may encounter.  
Examples of error feedback include error mes-
sages, visual cues that identify incorrect field val-
ues, and online help information for 
troubleshooting errors.  
 New concepts refers to background informa-
tion on a specific topic that the user needs to un-
derstand in order to perform a step, and that the 
user has encountered for the first time in the con-
text of their current task(s). For example, if the 
user comes across the new term “tie-breaker IP 
address” when configuring a highly-available 
cluster then this term is considered a new concept. 
 
 Each of the above complexity dimensions is 
associated with a rating scale that defines objec-
tive requirements for each point (or “level”) on 
the scale, as illustrated by Table 2 for the com-
plexity dimension of “navigational guidance”. 
Note that complexity analysis practitioners use a 
rating definitions document that provides a rigor-
ous, detailed definition of the requirements for 
each rating level along with several examples that 
illustrate each rating level. Table 2 provides a 
brief synopsis of a rating scale. 
 An evaluator determines the ratings for a step 
by starting with the least complex rating (level 1 

in the case of navigational guidance), evaluating 
whether support for the step meets the require-
ments for this level. If the requirements are met 
then that rating is assigned to the step; otherwise, 
the evaluator proceeds to the next rating (level 2).  
The evaluator once again evaluates whether the 
requirements are met and if so then that rating is 
assigned to the step. If not then the evaluator pro-
ceeds to the next rating (level 3) and repeats the 
evaluation process. This approach continues until 
the evaluator finds a rating for which the require-
ments are met. 
 
Navigational 
guidance 
rating 

Example 

Level 1 (well-
constrained 
user interface 
navigation) 

A step consists of completing 
the page of a wizard where the 
user is presented with one pri-
mary path for completing the 
step for the given task. 

Level 2 (basic 
user interface 
navigation) 

A step consists of completing a 
user interface with the choice of 
several paths. The user is pro-
vided with textual guidance in 
the interface on how to com-
plete the step for given task.   

Level 3 (task-
oriented 
documenta-
tion) 

A command-line step is fully 
documented in a procedural 
“step-by-step” description of 
the overall task in a User’s 
Guide manual.  

Level 4 (basic 
documenta-
tion) 

A command-line step is docu-
mented in a procedural “step-
by-step” description of the task 
in a User’s Guide. However, the 
detailed syntax for this com-
mand is missing from the User's 
Guide. Users need to search for 
syntax details in a Command 
Reference manual. 

Level 5 (un-
supported 
navigation) 

A step is not covered by prod-
uct documentation, requiring 
the user to seek assistance 
through newsgroups, blogs, or 
product support channels. 

Table 2: Rating scale synopsis and examples for 
complexity dimension “navigational guidance” 

 Table 3 provides examples of ratings for the 
complexity dimensions other than navigational 
guidance.  
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Dimension Example of 
best rating 

Example of 
worst rating 

Context 
shifts 

A step consists 
of staying in the 
same dialog box 
workspace used 
in the preceding 
step.   

A step re-
quires moving 
to a tool in a 
separate prod-
uct. 

Naviga-
tional 
guidance 

See Table 2. 

Input  
parameters 

A step consists 
of accepting all 
the default input 
values provided 
in a web page 
form. 

A step in-
cludes an in-
put parameter 
that requires 
the expertise 
of a user who 
is more 
skilled than 
the target 
user. 

System  
feedback 

The system re-
sponse for a 
user login step 
consists of im-
mediate and 
clear confirma-
tion of success-
ful login. 

A long-
running instal-
lation step 
provides no 
progress feed-
back other 
than an “hour-
glass” icon. 

Error  
feedback 

A dialog box 
presents only 
valid selection 
options, thus 
eliminating 
manual user 
input errors. 

System does 
not validate 
manual user 
input and pro-
vides no feed-
back for 
fixing input 
errors. 

New  
concepts 

A step consists 
of completing a 
wizard page that 
involves only 
terminology and 
background 
knowledge fa-
miliar to the 
target user. 

A step re-
quires entry of 
“Virtual IP 
address”. This 
term is unfa-
miliar to the 
target user 
and is not 
explained in 
product docu-
mentation.   

Table 3: Examples of complexity ratings 

 A single rating is assigned to each of the fol-
lowing complexity dimensions for each step: 

navigational guidance, system feedback, error 
feedback, and new concepts. In contrast, the com-
plexity dimensions of context shifts and input 
parameters are assigned one or more ratings for 
each step. For example, a single step may require 
that the user navigate across several pages of a 
tabbed notebook, resulting in multiple context 
shifts. Similarly, a step may require that the user 
complete a dialog with multiple input parameters 
such as user name and password in a login screen. 
 The procedure of determining the ratings for 
each complexity dimension is carried out for each 
step of the task. Table 4 summarizes the results of 
rating the complexity dimensions for the installa-
tion task of Table 1. 
 For an example of how to determine a com-
plexity rating consider the first step in Table 4 
(that is, "Turn off firewall").  The navigational 
guidance for this step is rated as level 4 (basic 
documentation). Levels 1 and 2 are not satisfied 
by this step because there is no user interface 
guidance for navigating the user to turn off fire-
wall protection. Instead, the user has to read the 
documentation to find out that this step is required 
and to find out how to perform it. The next level 
down (level 3: task-oriented documentation) is not 
satisfied because the documentation for complet-
ing this step is not part of complete task-oriented 
documentation that covers the overall task. The 
user is informed about needing to turn off firewall 
protection in the installation procedure but then 
needs to search for other documentation located in 
an appendix to find instructions on how to per-
form this step, thus resulting in a level 4 naviga-
tional guidance rating. 
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1 4 2 1 0 3 1 
2 3 3 1 0 1 1 
3 1 1 0 0 0 1 
4 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 0 2 3 2 
7 1 1 0 0 1 3 
8 1 1 0 0 1 1 
9 4 3 0 0 3 1 

Table 4: Complexity ratings for the steps of a task 
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3.5  Calculating complexity 
metrics for each step 

 
Once the complexity of each step in the targeted 
tasks is rated then complexity metrics are calcu-
lated for each step and for the overall task. These 
metrics are calculated by mapping each rating into 
a corresponding complexity metric. For example, 
Table 5 illustrates how each of the ratings for 
navigational guidance is mapped into a complex-
ity metric. A level 1 rating would map into a com-
plexity metric of 1 and a level 5 rating would map 
into a complexity metric of 9. 
  

Navigational guidance  
rating 

Complexity 
metric 

Level 1 (well-constrained user 
interface navigation) 

1 

Level 2 (basic user interface 
navigation) 

2 

Level 3 (task-oriented docu-
mentation) 

4 

Level 4 (basic documentation) 6 
Level 5 (unsupported naviga-
tion) 

9 

Table 5: Mapping of complexity ratings to com-
plexity metrics for navigational guidance 

 The mappings between a complexity dimen-
sion's ratings and the corresponding complexity 
metrics are used to weight the relative influence 
of the complexity dimension as well as to weight 
the influence of each dimension’s rating levels. 
These weighted mappings have been developed 
through iterative refinement that targeted a close 
match between the complexity metric and empiri-
cal measures of interaction time. (These weighted 
mappings and the relationship between complex-
ity metrics and interaction time are described in 
more detail in the next section.)   
 Once the complexity metrics are calculated 
for each step of our sample installation task we 
can produce the chart in Figure 3. Note that the 
complexity metric of a step is the sum of the 
complexity metrics of the complexity dimensions 
of the step. This chart shows that the complexity 
metric of 15 for the first step is derived from a 
complexity metric of 6 for navigational guidance, 
3 for context shifts, 1 for new concepts, 4 for error 
feedback, and 1 for system feedback. Input pa-
rameters do not contribute to the complexity met-

ric for this step. Note that the overall complexity 
metric for a task is the sum of the complexity met-
rics for the steps in the task. 
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Figure 3: Complexity metrics for each complexity 
dimension 

4 Relationship between 
complexity metrics and 
interaction time 

This section discusses the relationship between 
complexity metrics and empirically-derived inter-
action time, and how providing a strong correla-
tion between the two was used to drive the design 
and iterative refinement of complexity analysis.  
In addition, this section provides empirical data 
that illustrate this relationship between the com-
plexity metric and interaction time. 
 Usability testing involves empirical evalua-
tion of software usability under controlled condi-
tions through observing representative users 
perform real tasks. As each user in a usability test 
performs tasks, observers gather qualitative in-
formation such as usability problems encountered 
by the users. In addition, the observers may also – 
depending on the objectives of the testing – gather 
quantitative information.  
 A key quantitative usability test measure that 
is used to interpret complexity metrics is interac-
tion time, which is the time spent by a user ac-
tively working with a system while performing a 
task. (Interaction time is also referred to as labor 
time [10].) It includes time spent selecting graphi-
cal user interface controls, determining input pa-
rameters values, and interpreting system output. 
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Interaction time does not include system response 
time, as in the case where an installation program 
takes several minutes to copy program files to a 
target location in a file system.   
 Complexity analysis has been designed and 
iteratively refined with the objective of providing 
an approximate match between relative compari-
sons of complexity metrics and relative compari-
sons of user interaction time that would be 
recorded in a usability test. For example, in Figure 
1 the complexity metric of the task for Version B 
is 48% less than the complexity metric for Ver-
sion A, and therefore we assume the interaction 
time to complete the task with Version B is ap-
proximately 48% less than the interaction time to 
complete the task with Version A. Note that the 
complexity metric does not provide an exact in-
teraction time value. However, relative compari-
sons between complexity metrics can approximate 
the relative comparisons of corresponding interac-
tion time. 
 Complexity analysis was defined and refined 
using a set of pilot projects for which empirical 
interaction time data from usability tests was 
available. The following were the key factors in-
volved in achieving a strong correlation coeffi-
cient between the complexity metric and 
interaction time: selection of complexity dimen-
sions; definition of rating scales; and mapping of 
complexity ratings to complexity metrics. These 
factors are described in the following paragraphs: 
 Selection of complexity dimensions. The six 
complexity dimensions described earlier (that is, 
context shifts, navigational guidance, input pa-
rameters, system feedback, error feedback, and 
new concepts) were found to be the minimal set 
of dimensions needed to capture the aspects of 
human-software interaction that contribute sig-
nificantly to interaction time. The starting point 
for deriving this set of complexity dimensions 
was earlier work on complexity analysis for 
skilled IT systems management [4][9][10]. Spe-
cifically, formulation of the “input parameters” 
dimension and its rating scale was based on this 
earlier work in which input-parameter information 
was found to be a good predictor of interaction 
time for configuration tasks performed by skilled 
users (i.e., users who are experienced with the 
tasks) [10]. Note that since this earlier work fo-
cused on skilled users it was therefore focused on 
the ease-of-use aspect of usability and not on 
ease-of-learning for novice users. 

 The input parameters dimension was aug-
mented by the additional complexity dimensions 
of context shifts, navigational guidance, system 
feedback, error feedback, and new concepts. 
These additional complexity dimensions accom-
plished two goals. One was to expand the scope of 
complexity analysis to include ease-of-learning 
for novice users and another was to address a 
broader range of software domains that goes be-
yond IT systems management to include, for ex-
ample, end-user software applications. The rating 
scale for each of these additional complexity di-
mensions – as well as that of the input parameters 
dimension – was defined to address this expanded 
scope. It is worth noting that the dimensions of 
navigational guidance and new concepts were 
defined to be particularly focused on ease-of-
learning. They address first-use issues of under-
standing where to go and what to do, as well as 
understanding the underlying conceptual models 
that users need to understand when completing 
their tasks. 
 The initial formulation of complexity dimen-
sions and their rating scales was based on the ex-
perience of the first author along with findings 
from the earlier complexity analysis work. These 
dimensions and their rating scales were then itera-
tively refined based on comparing the results of 
complexity analysis pilot projects with empiri-
cally-derived interaction-time data (using the ap-
proach described later in this section) as well as 
based on feedback from usability evaluation pro-
fessionals involved in the pilot projects.  
 Note that other candidate complexity dimen-
sions (including those rooted in the earlier com-
plexity analysis work) were also considered in the 
process of selecting complexity dimensions. 
However, the final six complexity dimensions 
were found to provide a strong correlation be-
tween the complexity metric and interaction time 
while also providing a relatively compact set of 
dimensions. The usability evaluation profession-
als involved in the pilot projects identified the 
latter point of providing a relatively compact set 
of dimensions as an important issue by for ensur-
ing that the process of carrying out complexity 
analysis is as light-weight as possible.  
 Definition of rating scales. The rating scales 
of the complexity dimensions were designed and 
iteratively refined to capture significant differ-
ences in how well each of the complexity dimen-
sions is addressed by a software system. Note that 
the size of the rating scale for each dimension 
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varies depending on how many significant differ-
ences were deemed necessary for the dimension.  
As a result, the rating scales range from a five-
point scale to a seven-point scale. 
 Mapping of complexity ratings to complexity 
metrics. A pre-defined mapping between a com-
plexity dimension's ratings and the corresponding 
complexity metrics is used to weight the relative 
influence of the complexity dimension as well as 
to weight the influence of each dimension’s rat-
ings. An example of the latter is in Table 5 where 
a rating of 1 maps into a complexity metric of 1 
but a rating of 5 maps into a complexity metric of 
9. For all complexity dimensions we found the 
complexity metric scale needed to be closer to an 
exponential scale than a linear scale for the over-
all complexity metric to provide a strong correla-
tion to interaction time.   
 The starting point in formulating the com-
plexity metric scales was a direct, linear mapping 
of ratings to complexity metrics (for example, a 
rating of 5 was mapped into a metric of 5). A cor-
relation between the resulting complexity metric 
and empirically-derived interaction time for pilot 
project tasks was then calculated. Variations on 
this mapping along with the corresponding corre-
lations to interaction time were then iteratively 
developed. These iterations eventually found the 
exponential-scale approach provided higher corre-
lations than the direct-mapping approach. The 
iterative refinement of the mappings continued 
until the point where further refinement did not 
result in significant changes in the correlation 
with interaction time.     
 
 We have analyzed the relationship between 
complexity metrics and interaction time in three 
projects where both complexity analysis and us-
ability tests were performed. A summary of the 
results is shown in Table 6 and the points below 
provide background information: 
 1) The usability tests for these projects were 
carried out to evaluate software products under 
development. In each case, a functional – but pre-
release – version of the software was evaluated in 
a usability laboratory setting. The usability tests 
were carried out by test administrators experi-
enced with usability testing and involved repre-
sentative users of the software products. A 
“hands-off” protocol that involved minimal inter-
vention by the test administrators was employed 
for all three projects.   

 2) Each of the usability tests focused on ini-
tial usage. That is, the representative users per-
formed tasks without prior experience with the 
software being evaluated. Therefore, these usabil-
ity tests focused on ease of learning rather than 
ease of use. 
 3) Each of the projects involved different 
staff for carrying out the usability testing. For 
example, none of the staff involved in project A 
was involved in projects B or C. In addition, the 
three projects involved different software prod-
ucts developed by different development teams. 
 4) For projects A and B, two evaluators car-
ried out the complexity analysis. For project C, 
one evaluator carried out the complexity analysis.   
 5) In all projects at least one of the complex-
ity analysis evaluators was also involved in the 
usability testing. 
 6) The second column (labeled “Sample size”) 
represents the number of users in the usability test 
who successfully completed the tasks. In the case 
of project B, successful completion varied by task. 
 7) The rightmost column represents the Pear-
son correlation coefficient between the mean in-
teraction time across all the users in the usability 
tests and the corresponding complexity metrics. 
 
Project Sample 

size 
Number 
of tasks  

Correla-
tion coef-
ficient  

A 6 3 0.995 
B 5 to 7 3 0.992 
C 5 15 0.817 

Table 6: Correlation of interaction time and com-
plexity metric 

 Figure 4 graphically illustrates the relation-
ship between interaction time and complexity 
metrics for project C. Note that although there is a 
relatively high correlation between these two 
measures there are cases where they diverge. For 
example, the interaction times for tasks 9 and 10 
are nearly identical but the complexity metric of 
task 9 is approximately one third that of task 10.  
These divergences can be attributed to two factors: 
 Complexity analysis limitations. Although 
complexity analysis provides a highly-correlated 
match to interaction time it does, nevertheless, 
have limitations in predicting user interaction time.  
The limitations of complexity analysis are dis-
cussed later in this paper. 
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 Usability testing limitations. The usability 
tests cited for projects A, B and C were carried 
out under the time constraints of real-world soft-
ware development projects. As a result, relatively 
small sample sizes were used and some of the 
tasks involved significant variance. For example, 
task 9 for project C was completed in under 80 
seconds by three of the users whereas it took over 
five minutes for the other two users to complete 
the task. A larger sampling of users could yield a 
much different interaction time for task 9. In con-
trast, the interaction times for task 10 were much 
more closely clustered. (We hope to study the 
relationship between complexity metrics and in-
teraction time using larger usability test sample 
sizes in the future.) 
 
 Despite some divergences in interaction time 
and complexity metrics, the general trend in pro-
jects A, B, and C has been a strong correlation 
between these two measures. In addition, other 
projects that involved smaller usability test sam-
ple sizes have also demonstrated this strong posi-
tive correlation, although those results are not 
reported in this paper due to the small sample 
sizes involved. 
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Figure 4: Relationship between interaction time 
and complexity metric for project C 

5 Comparing complexity 
analysis and other meth-
ods of usability evaluation 

All usability evaluation methods (including com-
plexity analysis) have relative advantages and 
disadvantages – there is no “silver bullet” that is 
the best approach in all circumstances. This sec-
tion will elaborate on the relative merits of usabil-

ity evaluation methods that should be considered 
in choosing between them, with an emphasis on 
the positioning of complexity analysis.  This com-
parison will be illustrated by considering one of 
the key challenges for current usability engineer-
ing practices – that of integration into software 
development practices that employ characteristics 
of agile software development [1]. These charac-
teristics include relatively short-timeframe itera-
tions (which can last as little as two weeks), 
delivery of working software as part of these it-
erations, and regular adaptation of requirements 
and designs in response to changing circum-
stances. 

5.1 Usability Testing 
 
Usability testing with a high degree of validity 
and reliability provides objective, direct feedback 
from representative users on the usability of the 
software being evaluated. Furthermore, the fre-
quent delivery of working software in agile de-
velopment can enhance the effectiveness of 
usability testing. In particular, working software 
for each agile iteration can enable usability testing 
earlier than would otherwise be the case with a 
waterfall model, where working software suitable 
for usability testing would typically not become 
available until the later stages of the development 
process. On the other hand, agile environments 
pose many challenges for usability testing, includ-
ing scoping and timing issues: 
 Scoping: The working software produced in 
each agile iteration will often not support a com-
plete user task.  However, usability testing is typi-
cally based on evaluation relative to a complete 
workflow for carrying out user tasks. To address 
this issue, usability testing methods can be 
adapted to "fill in the gaps" for the parts of the 
task that are not yet supported in the working 
software. For example, low-fidelity prototypes 
(such as paper mockups) can be used to provide 
users with models of how these gaps in the task 
are intended to be supported. However, in an agile 
environment these approaches can be difficult to 
apply due to a lack of documented design specifi-
cations of the overall system, resulting in insuffi-
cient information on how to "fill in the gaps" 
outside of what is demonstrated by the working 
software. In contrast, usability inspection methods 
can often be applied to a portion of a user task and 
produce valid results. For example, in heuristic 
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evaluation [17] heuristics such as "consistency 
and standards" and "aesthetic and minimalist de-
sign" can be evaluated even if only a single dialog 
of a broad task flow is produced in an agile itera-
tion. Similarly, complexity analysis can be ap-
plied to portions of a user task in cases where the 
complete end-to-end task flow is not yet known. 
In general, usability inspection methods and com-
plexity analysis are more adept than usability test-
ing for evaluating each iteration's working 
software deliverable in the absence of support for 
a complete user task. 
 Timing:  Cycle time for carrying out a round 
of usability testing with a representative sample of 
users will often not fit within – or even soon after 
– an agile iteration's timeframe [15].  When an 
agile iteration produces new or revised working 
software then associated usability testing may not 
happen until several days or even weeks after-
wards (potentially spanning more than one subse-
quent iteration). Usability test execution can be 
slowed down by numerous activities such as de-
fining scenarios that map into the working soft-
ware components and recruiting representative 
users that are available to participate during or 
soon after the agile iteration. Although discount 
usability testing methods [18] can shorten the 
time required for usability testing considerably, 
even these lighter-weight methods can easily ex-
pand beyond the timeframe of an agile iteration.  
 Thus, although usability testing has a role in 
agile software development, it is not typically 
well-suited for evaluating usability in each itera-
tion. However, since agile development is focused 
on a rapid feedback loop through frequent itera-
tions it is important that some level of usability 
evaluation be carried out during each iteration.  
And this is where usability inspection methods 
and complexity analysis can play a role. They can 
provide quick-turnaround feedback that is well 
suited to the timing of frequent agile iterations.   

5.2 Usability Inspection Meth-
ods 

Usability inspection methods can provide quick-
turnaround feedback in agile iterations since they 
are designed to be lightweight activities that are 
not burdened by much of the overhead of usability 
testing. However, these methods have underlying 
drawbacks that include efficacy in uncovering 
usability issues, subjectivity, and measurement: 

 Efficacy in uncovering usability issues. De-
survire [8] reported that no usability inspection 
method predicted usability problems as well as 
usability testing. The most effective usability in-
spection method (heuristic evaluation carried out 
by expert evaluators) found only 44% of the us-
ability problems uncovered through usability test-
ing and only 29% of the most severe problems 
uncovered through usability testing.  
 Subjectivity. One root cause of the previous 
point is that usability inspection methods depend 
on the individual know-how, skills, and judgment 
of the people carrying out the evaluation, making 
usability inspection a more subjective process 
than usability testing. The evaluator effect (that is, 
the differences in the usability issues and sever-
ities between evaluators) has been shown to be 
significant for two common usability inspection 
methods: heuristic evaluation and the cognitive 
walkthrough method [11]. In the case of heuristic 
evaluation, this subjectivity can be magnified by 
vague heuristics such as "The system should al-
ways keep users informed about what is going on, 
through appropriate feedback within reasonable 
time" [17]. Such heuristics require substantial 
interpretation to determine, for example, what is 
"reasonable time”. 
 Measurement. The output of usability inspec-
tion methods tends to be a set of usability prob-
lems. However, such methods do not provide an 
overall measurement of usability that can be used 
to gauge progress towards usage-oriented goals 
such as targeted user task completion times or 
user satisfaction ratings. In addition, usability 
inspection methods tend to produce usability is-
sues where the severity of the issues is not quanti-
fied through any objective means. Instead, these 
methods tend to rely on the subjective judgment 
of evaluators for sorting the severity of issues into 
categories such as "high impact" and "low im-
pact". 
 
 These drawbacks can dampen the effective-
ness of applying usability inspection methods. 
Convincing development teams to respond to 
seemingly subjective usability issues that are not 
rooted in user feedback can be challenging in 
many circumstances. 
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5.3 Predictive Human Perform-
ance Modeling 

The use of predictive human performance model-
ing for usability evaluation has been described in 
various sources and has a long research history in 
the human-computer interaction field [13]. This 
approach uses a computational model to predict 
skilled-user performance in carrying out routine 
tasks with a user interface. Although such models 
have strong predictive value, they have – in the 
past – suffered from being too resource-intensive 
to learn and apply, which is a significant draw-
back in a time-constrained agile iteration. Lack of 
effective and broadly-available tooling support 
has been cited as a factor in the resource-intensive 
drawback of this modeling approach [13]. 
 In recent years, CogTool has made significant 
strides in making predictive human performance 
modeling a lighter-weight usability evaluation 
method in comparison to earlier approaches 
[13][14]. In addition, it has been successfully ap-
plied in real-world software development at IBM 
[3].  
 CogTool provides tooling support that en-
ables usability evaluators to predict human per-
formance by building storyboard representations 
of user interfaces. Potential user actions (for ex-
ample, a pull-down menu selection or keyboard 
entry) are explicitly represented in the storyboard. 
The evaluator generates a predictive model for a 
user task by demonstrating how the task would be 
performed using the actions defined in the story-
board. After the task is demonstrated the evaluator 
can generate a computational model of what a 
user would experience in completing the task 
along with a quantitative estimate of skilled-user 
interaction time. 
 Although CogTool has strong predictive 
value for skilled-user interaction time, it does not 
address novice-user tasks. CogTool’s predictive 
models assume the user is experienced in per-
forming the task with the software being evalu-
ated. This is a key distinction between CogTool 
and complexity analysis since the latter has been 
specifically designed to address the novice-user / 
ease-of-learning aspect of usability. Complexity 
analysis can be used to evaluate tasks where, for 
example, a seasoned systems administrator is 
troubleshooting a non-routine system performance 
problem.  
 From a methodological perspective complex-
ity analysis and CogTool share the emphasis on a 

detailed task definition, as does the Cognitive 
Walkthrough usability inspection method. All 
three of these methods are predicated on an up-
front definition of the specific action sequence of 
how the user will complete the task. This task 
definition is then used as a basis for the usability 
evaluation, and that is the point where these three 
methods diverge. 

5.4 Complexity Analysis 
 
5.4.1  Complexity Analysis Strengths 
 
As described earlier, complexity analysis has been 
designed and iteratively refined to provide a high 
correlation between relative comparisons of com-
plexity metrics and user interaction time that 
would be captured in a usability test. Thus, com-
plexity analysis can be used as a proxy for the 
usability testing measure of interaction time when 
usability testing is not feasible in an agile iteration. 
 Another relationship between complexity 
analysis results and usability test results is a 
strong overlap between the complexity hotspots of 
complexity analysis and the usability issues un-
covered through usability testing. We have found 
that complexity hotspots uncovered through com-
plexity analysis tend to point out issues that cause 
users difficulty in usability tests. For example, if a 
step generates high-complexity ratings for naviga-
tional guidance then typically usability testing 
will find that users will have problems in finding 
their way through the step. 
 There have been situations where complexity 
analysis found valid issues that were overlooked 
in usability testing. In some cases the scope of 
usability tests needs to be limited due to con-
straints such as the duration of each test session 
and software prototype limitations. Such con-
straints can mask usability issues that are revealed 
through complexity analysis.  For example, in one 
usability test an authentication step – which was 
deemed to be a routine step – was omitted from 
the task scope in order to ensure that each test 
session would not exceed the time limit of users 
participating in the test. However, complexity 
analysis found that the authentication step was far 
from routine and introduced new concepts that 
would cause users difficulty. 
 Complexity analysis shares the lightweight 
aspect of usability inspection methods. It can be 
carried out without the overhead of usability test-
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ing (although it does require evaluators skilled in 
executing the five phases of complexity analysis 
described earlier). At the same time, complexity 
analysis is designed to be more rigorous and ob-
jective than usability inspection methods by rely-
ing less on the judgment of evaluators through its 
rating definitions for each complexity dimension.  
 For an example of how complexity analysis is 
more rigorous and objective than usability inspec-
tion methods, consider the following heuristic 
(used in the heuristic evaluation method): “The 
system should always keep users informed about 
what is going on, through appropriate feedback 
within reasonable time”. As discussed earlier, this 
heuristic is open to substantial interpretation to 
determine, for example, what is "reasonable time”. 
In contrast, the complexity analysis rating defini-
tions for “system feedback” define specific crite-
ria for progress feedback that must be met for 
each rating level. For example, a level 1 rating for 
system feedback requires that if the software takes 
more than one second of elapsed time to complete 
an operation then the user is presented with pro-
gress information that is continually updated until 
the operation completes, and the progress infor-
mation needs to be dynamic and not stay in any 
one state for more than 20% of the duration of the 
operation. In addition, acceptable level 1 progress 
information formats (such as “estimated time re-
maining is X seconds”) are provided as are exam-
ples of progress indication in a wide range of user 
interfaces and how they do and do not meet the 
criteria for system feedback rating levels. (Note 
that a rating of level 1 for the system feedback 
dimension addresses a much wider scope than 
strictly progress feedback. It includes require-
ments for many other system feedback factors 
including confirmation of user actions, low in-
formation clutter in system feedback, and low 
volume of information in system feedback.) 
 Another strength of complexity analysis is its 
ability to support evaluation in very early stages 
of development, before any software is coded or 
prototyped but at the point where an initial under-
standing of at least some of the software externals 
is available. We have seen instances where early 
complexity analyses were carried out based on 
initial conceptual designs communicated verbally.  
These complexity analyses were used to provide 
an early quantification of the usability of the de-
sign relative to a baseline and were valuable in 
identifying potential complexity hotspots at a 
point when they were relatively inexpensive to fix.   

5.4.2  Complexity Analysis Limitations 
 
One area of usability that is not addressed by 
complexity analysis is that of low-level visual 
design issues for graphical user interfaces. For 
example, whether or not an icon communicates its 
desired meaning to most users is not something 
that complexity analysis will uncover. Usability 
testing and strong visual design skills are required 
to evaluate and fix such issues. 
 Although a major benefit of complexity 
analysis is that it does not require the time and 
cost associated with usability testing, the analysis 
does rely considerably on the accuracy of the 
evaluators understanding the targeted user roles 
and tasks. Misjudging user attributes can drasti-
cally affect the outcome of the analysis. For ex-
ample, one project team that was leveraging 
complexity analysis decided to reduce the com-
plexity of setting up a server by providing the user 
with a DVD which was to be inserted into a client 
computer. The client computer would, in turn, 
automatically connect with the server and execute 
the setup operation. An initial complexity analysis 
found this approach would significantly reduce 
the complexity associated with the setup task 
when compared to requiring the user to insert the 
DVD in the server. Fortunately, this project com-
plemented complexity analysis with usability test-
ing which found that all users inserted the DVD 
into the server and not the client computer. All of 
these users assumed the DVD must go into the 
server since every server they had set up required 
that approach. This project illustrates that up-front 
user research is an important requirement for 
complexity analysis in general, and for the phases 
of defining user roles and tasks in particular.  
 Another limitation of complexity analysis is 
that while it can provide a gross-level characteri-
zation of usability issues there are situations 
where usability testing is required to provide a 
complete characterization. For example, one pro-
ject involved evaluation of several system admini-
stration tasks. Two of these tasks required the user 
to access several product components located in 
different parts of the user interface and this gener-
ated relatively high complexity metrics for navi-
gational guidance and new concepts. However, 
since these two tasks consisted of only a few steps 
their overall complexity scores were about aver-
age compared to the other system administration 
tasks being evaluated. In contrast, usability testing 
showed a completely different story with a much 
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lower success rate for these tasks relative to the 
others. Only one out of five users was able to suc-
cessfully complete one of these tasks within the 
ten-minute time limit while three out of five com-
pleted the other task successfully within the time 
limit. For both tasks, users had great difficulty in 
finding the correct place in the user interface and 
then figuring out the correct sequence to complete 
the steps. Although there was complete documen-
tation for both tasks, none of the users accessed 
the online help or other documentation. Complex-
ity analysis was not able to fully characterize the  
impact of users’ reluctance to read the document-
tation as uncovered during usability testing. 
 Such limitations are not unique to complexity 
analysis. For example, usability inspection meth-
ods are also dependent on the accuracy of the 
evaluators understanding the targeted user roles 
and tasks. Similarly, CogTool (and related cogni-
tive modeling methods) is dependent on the 
evaluator selecting a task action sequence that is 
representative of what a skilled user will choose. 

6 Conclusions 
Complexity analysis has been designed to com-
bine key benefits of both usability testing and 
usability inspection methods. Complexity analysis 
can be used as a proxy for usability testing user 
performance data (specifically relative compari-
sons of user interaction time for novice-user tasks) 
when usability testing is not feasible. At the same 
time, complexity analysis is designed to be more 
rigorous and objective than usability inspection 
methods through its in-depth rating definitions for 
each complexity dimension. These benefits of 
complexity analysis have been demonstrated 
through the successful application of complexity 
analysis by usability practitioners in real-world 
projects. 
 An ideal deployment of complexity analysis 
would be augmented by usability testing. While 
usability testing is typically not feasible in most 
agile iterations for a project, some level of usabil-
ity testing is recommended as a complement to 
complexity analysis, particularly for evaluating 
low-level user-interface design issues and as-
sumptions about user roles and user tasks. 
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Abstract

For scientific computational software, accuracy
is a constant concern. While existing tools
and techniques can estimate the output accuracy,
they do not attempt to locate where these errors
come from and which parts of the code are most
responsible for their amplification. In the related
problem of software performance optimization, the
Pareto principle, also known as the 80/20 rule,
is used to great effect. Because the performance
of software is typically dependent on only a few
critical sections of code, efforts in optimization
can be focused on locating these sections with
the help of a profiler and then optimizing only
the functions that will have the greatest effect on
overall performance.

Does the Pareto principle also apply in the case
of software accuracy? To study this problem,
we develop a novel approach for determining
accuracy degradation at the function level using
a combination of interval analysis and derivative
techniques. We use the model to analyze a piece
of scientific computational software from the field
of nuclear engineering. Our results suggest that
the Pareto principle does in fact apply for accuracy

Copyright c© 2011 Nicholas Jie Meng, Diane Kelly, and
Thomas R. Dean. Permission to copy is hereby granted provided
the original copyright notice is reproduced in copies made.

degradation: 88% of the analyzed functions had
less than 2% average relative errors in their output,
and error amplification only occurred on 19%
of functions. These results imply that tools
focused on locating the critical sections of code
where accuracy degradation is high could be
useful in helping scientific developers understand
and improve the accuracy characteristics of their
software.

1 Introduction

When developing scientific computational
software, accuracy is a constant concern. By
accuracy, we mean the degree of closeness of
a computational output to its true value. In the
scientific and numerical analysis community, the
term error means the amount a computational
output differs from its true value. As we will not
be talking about errors in coding or other facets of
software development, we will use this scientific
definition of error.

While there are many ways that accuracy can
be lost (see section 2), the main focus of this
paper is on tracking accuracy losses from three
specific sources. The first is input error, originating
from the limited precision of input data due to
uncertainty and measurement errors. The second
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is error amplification due to the input sensitivity
inherent to a given algorithm. The third is
round-off error, due to the loss in precision when
variables are rounded in floating-point arithmetic.
Techniques exist for estimating these errors on the
outputs by computing a bound on the magnitude
of the errors. However, current tools can only
determine the magnitude of the error and not
their source. Without a knowledge of where and
when error accumulates, improving the accuracy of
computational outputs remains difficult.

The problem of locating contributors to error
in computational software is akin to studies of
performance optimization. Because the majority
of execution time is typically spent executing a
small minority of code, the Pareto principle (also
known as the 80/20 rule) can be used to great effect.
Improving a small number of critical sections of a
program is often sufficient to improve performance
dramatically. Performance profilers such as gprof
are used to great effect by identifying, at a function
level, those critical pieces of code [12].

To investigate whether the Pareto principle
applies equally well in the loss of numerical
accuracy, we developed a novel approach for
measuring the relative output error and error
amplification of functions using a combination
of interval analysis and derivatives obtained
using automatic differentiation. In addition, the
percentage of relative error attributable to input
error can be separated from the overall output
error. This identifies functions where input errors
dominate the uncertainty.

Preliminary results from application of the
model suggest that the Pareto principle applies
for accuracy loss in scientific software. We
applied the approach to study the effect of input
and round-off errors on simulation software in
the field of nuclear engineering. In 88% of
the analyzed functions, the outputs they produced
had average relative errors of less than 2%. In
other words, the computed values are within 2%
of the hypothetical “best possible” result, i.e.:
produced by a machine with infinite floating-point
precision and exact input values. Only 19% of
functions amplified input error and, subsequently,
were sensitive to input precision. Furthermore,
for functions that produced significant numbers of
outputs, 82% exhibited significant positive skew
in their relative errors, indicating that outputs
exhibiting high relative error occur in a relative

minority of all the outputs of a function. These
results suggest that a profiler for accuracy could
be useful for locating hotspots in code where
significant losses in precision take place, easing the
task of understanding and improving the accuracy
characteristics of scientific software.

The paper is organized into the following
sections. Section 2 explains in detail the properties
of scientific computational software and its typical
sources of accuracy loss. Section 3 gives an
overview of existing techniques and tools used
for accuracy analysis. Section 4 describes
our novel approach for measuring accuracy loss
at the function level. Section 5 details the
research questions we consider and outlines our
experimental setup. Section 6 gives the results of
applying our approach to an example of scientific
computational software. Section 7 explores the
threats to the validity of our study, and Section 8
concludes.

2 Scientific Computational
Software and Loss
of Accuracy

A broad and inclusive definition of scientific
software [13] includes any software artifact
that aids scientists in their work, from in-
house simulators to professional tools. As
software engineers wishing to aid scientists
with development activities, we are interested
specifically in software written by the scientists
themselves to support their research. In particular,
we are working with software that has the
following characteristics.

• Software written by scientists in general
purpose languages such as C, C++ and
Fortran, or domain specific languages in the
scientific domain such as MATLAB and R.
• Software driven by inputs, either taken from

measurements in the real world, or specified
by the scientists themselves in order to
simulate something in the real world.
• Inputs are used to analyze, simulate, predict,

visualize, and perform other scientific
activities. They all involve a transformation
of the inputs into some desired outputs.
• Input transformations are governed by

mathematical models; the models themselves
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approximate reality to varying degrees of
accuracy (physical laws, crowd psychology).
• The transformations are realized by software,

which may involve additional approximations
in the implementations of the underlying
mathematical models (consider the truncation
of infinite series like the Fourier series, or
the discretization of time and distance in
simulations).

If we put this software into the larger framework
of scientific investigation, the scientific software
that we consider is only a part of the overall picture.
Given the multitude of locations where uncertainty
is introduced, error originating from the software is
only one of the many concerns faced by a scientist.

Although there are a variety of locations where
error can originate, we are particularly interested in
three sources of error: input data error, algorithm
sensitivity and round-off error.

2.1 Input Data Error

The scientific data forming the input to a software
program can exhibit error from a number of
sources. Typically, measurement data is only
accurate to the last significant figure specified. This
can be exacerbated by error in measuring devices.
Depending on the device, the measurements can be
systemic (eg. drifting) or random (eg., unexpected
outside perturbations). Input data can also be
approximate models that simulate discrete chunks
of a large structure, eg. finite element models for
flow simulations such as NASTRAN [21].

We are interested in exploring the behaviour of
the computational transformation on a range of
inputs around values typically used by the scientist.

2.2 Algorithm Sensitivity

If we assume the software is being executed on
hardware with infinite precision, the transformation
used to produce the output can still be badly
behaved when given small perturbations in input.
For example, the function y = 1/x is unstable when
x is close to zero. These transformations have high
error amplification, where small errors in the input
data exacerbate the error in the output. The best
we may be able to achieve is identifying a small δx
where f (x+δx)− f (x) is also small enough.

2.3 Round-off Error
Perfect precision requires infinite memory. At the
moment, we have finite hardware representations
of floating-point numbers. The result is that there
are small errors in number representations, such as
the classic example of decimal 0.1 [22]. As well,
with finite hardware computations, the distributive
and associative laws for addition and multiplication
no longer hold. In other words, the order of
operations now matters. Rounding error can be
exacerbated by cancellations in subtraction and
loss of low-order significant digits in addition.
Textbooks on numerical methods have long lists of
alternate forms of familiar formulae, rearranged to
minimize round-off error. For example, Press et al.
gives alternate forms for the roots of a quadratic
equation that are significantly different from those
taught in school [18].

2.4 Working with Scientists:
A Tractable Problem

If we were trying to solve the general problem
of accuracy tracking for a set of library software
for all real-world applications, the problem would
quickly prove to be intractable. Without knowing
the context in which these libraries are used, we
would be forced to account for all possible sources
of error using the most conservative assumptions;
this subsequently produces an overly large bound.
However, we are working in specific circumstances
with a scientist who can give us specific bounds
on a case of interest. The scientist already knows
how much error is coming from sources other
than the software, and typical ranges of input
values. We do not need to eliminate all error in
the software, but bound it sufficiently for the cases
that the scientist is interested in. In particular, if
the Pareto Principle applies, and a small portion of
the software is responsible for the majority of the
error, then we can identify the critical sections of
code and allow the scientist to decide whether this
error contribution is of concern.

3 Existing Techniques
and Tools

The problem of determining the output accuracy
of a piece of software is not a new one. There
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are many existing techniques that address this
problem: interval arithmetic [16], affine arithmetic
[8], monte carlo arithmetic [23], derivative
approaches [14], and others. As our approach to
analyzing accuracy loss relies upon both interval
arithmetic and derivative-based approaches, we
give an overview of these techniques, as well as
some related tools.

3.1 Interval Arithmetic
For questions where an exact answer is not
possible, the use of an upper and lower bound to
give an approximation of the answer is an idea that
dates back to Archimedes’ computation of π in the
third century BC [1]. While bounding numerical
results is an old idea, the idea of performing
the entire computation using intervals representing
lower and upper bounds is attributed to Moore [16].

Simply put, instead of representing the value
x using one number, interval arithmetic uses an
interval [lx,ux] instead, where lx is a lower bound
and ux is an upper bound for x. When used for error
analysis, one can consider the interval as a range of
values enclosing the true value, i.e.: x ∈ [lx,ux].

The normal rules of arithmetic are expanded for
intervals in an intuitive manner. Consider how
addition is defined in interval arithmetic. Let a =
[la,ua] and b = [lb,ub] be two intervals. Logically,
the result of a+ b should be an interval with two
properties: if x ∈ [la,ua] and y ∈ [lb,ub], then x+
y ∈ a+ b. Furthermore, the interval a+ b should
be no bigger than necessary; an interval taking
over the entire real number line would bound the
result, but be useless for computation. For addition,
determining the bound is trivial: x+ y can be no
smaller than la + lb, and no bigger than ua + ub.
Therefore:

a+b = [la + lb,ua +ub] (1)

By similar arguments, we give the interval
arithmetic expressions for subtraction,
multiplication and division:

a−b = [la−ub,ua− lb] (2)
a×b = [min(lalb, laub,ualb,uaub), (3)

max(lalb, laub,ualb,uaub)] (4)

a
b
= [la,ua]×

[
1
ub

,
1
lb

]
(5)

(for 0 /∈ [lb,ub]) (6)

These derivations can be performed for
transcendental and trigonometric functions to
yield a complementary set of mathematical
operators for intervals. This leads to a method
for estimating runtime error accumulation by
substituting intervals for floating-point numbers.
Inputs can be bounded by the input error to give a
conservative estimate for the total errors accrued
in the results.

The advantage of interval arithmetic for the
analysis of error is its simplicity, soundness,
and relatively low overhead. For programming
languages that support custom data types and
operator overloading, interval arithmetic can be
implemented through a custom type that can
be substituted in place of the default floating-
point variable type. If hardware rounding
control is possible, then the bounds produced
by interval arithmetic contain the round-off error
as well as errors due to input data errors.
Finally, the computational overhead is minimal for
basic arithmetic operations and simple monotonic
(functions that either only increase or decrease)
functions.

Although interval arithmetic guarantees a sound
bound on the result, it is not always the best
achievable bound. Consider the case of an interval
x = [−1,1].

x− x = [−1,1]− [−1,1] = [−2,2] (7)

However, in normal arithmetic and every
reasonable implementation of floating-point
arithmetic, x− x is guaranteed to be zero. While
it does not perform so badly in every situation,
there are examples in practice where the estimated
bound is a large overestimate of the true bound [9].

There are techniques to address the
overestimation of error in interval arithmetic
through the use of subintervals and taking
advantage of monotonicity [17]; however, proper
application of these optimizations require a deep
analysis of the algorithm in question and is not
for the casual user. A related approach is affine
arithmetic [8]. Instead of representing error
using a single interval for each variable, affine
arithmetic assigns an interval to each source of
error, and represents the error for each variable
as a linear combination of those intervals. This
allows error cancellation to take place, resulting
in tighter bounds on the error; however, it
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requires a proportional increase in memory and
computational requirements.

Like other bound-based analysis techniques,
there is also the question of how to deal with
ambiguities in logical expressions arising from
overlapping intervals. Consider a > b where a
and b overlap: depending on the specific choice
of values in a and b, the expression can be either
true or false. Many interval libraries will offer a
choice of interpretations, but when we are profiling
the precision for a given input, it would be desirable
for the condition to be evaluated in the same
direction that was taken by the original program.
Because interval arithmetic differs fundamentally
from floating-point arithmetic, it is impossible to
recover the original value from the interval itself
(there is no guarantee or even likelihood that the
midpoint of the interval is the original value).
To ensure that the conditionals are evaluated
consistently in our interval analysis, we perform
the original computations in tandem so that all
branches can be resolved using the original values
to avoid ambiguities.

Finally, while a bound is provided at the end of
the computation, there is no way to identify what
caused the bound to be as small or as large as it is;
there is no way to track when, where, and how the
error grew.

3.2 Derivative Techniques
From calculus, we know that if a function f
is differentiable at a point x, then in a small
neighbourhood around x, one can approximate the
function fairly well using the derivative of f :

f (x+h)≈ f (x)+h
d f
dx

(8)

Thus, if we know input errors are small, and if
derivatives are computable for the function, then
the use of derivatives can be a straightforward
method for computing the effect of input-error on
an input by input basis. Because of the ease
of analysis, derivatives have served as a standard
model for estimating the effect of input and round-
off error in numerical analysis [22].

There is a curious symmetry between interval
arithmetic and the use of derivatives for error
analysis. Whereas interval arithmetic gives a
guaranteed bound on the output, the derivative

can only give good results close to the point of
evaluation. Where interval arithmetic aggregates
all errors into one bounded region, derivatives
measure the effect of each error independently
from every other measure.

The key problem with using derivatives in
practice is in the computation of the derivatives
themselves. If the computation is short and easily
analyzable, then it is possible to differentiate the
equations symbolically and evaluate the derivatives
from there. On the other hand, for complex systems
involving branches and loops and discontinuities,
symbolic differentiation is not always possible.

One seemingly straightforward method is to
estimate the derivative numerically by computing

d f
dx
≈ f (x+h)− f (x)

h
(9)

for a small value of h. While this method
is subject to numerical instabilities, there are a
number of techniques in the same vein that rely
on evaluation of f close to the point of interest to
compute the derivative [18]. Although this method
is robust to complexities in the code, it is not
immune to instabilities in f itself.

Finally, there is one other technique known as
automatic differentiation that can be an extremely
robust for computing derivatives [20]. By replacing
the floating-point data type used in the program
with a custom type, intermediary values are able
to keep track of the partial derivatives during the
computation of the function. This is possible
through a judicious application of the chain rule for
derivatives.

The computation does exact a cost in additional
memory usage. For n inputs and m additional
variables declared in the function, n(n + m)
additional floating-point variables are required to
keep track of the partial derivatives on each
variable. While it can give results as good
as symbolic differentiation using the benefit of
numerical techniques, it is prone to error in mixed
floating-point and integer arithmetic; going from
one data type to the other loses all of the partial
derivative information.

3.3 Brief Overview of Tools

In addition to simply applying one of the above
techniques directly to a program, there are tools
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available for estimating the accuracy of program
outputs.

CADNA is a dynamic analysis tool that uses
a variant of Monte Carlo Arithmetic [24]. The
program to be analyzed is essentially executed
three times in parallel. Each execution is performed
normally and with the same inputs but with one
crucial difference: the result of each floating-point
computation is rounded randomly up or down. The
variance of the three computations can be used
to estimate the amount of error present. While
the technique is elegant and requires minimum
program modification, it is only able to estimate the
effect of rounding errors, and not the effect of input
errors.

GAPPA is a proof assistant used to verify
properties on floating-point values [7]. Internally,
it allows for either the use of interval arithmetic or
affine arithmetic to bound its results. While it is
useful for determining properties within functions
and for proving invariants, it is designed for
proving numerical properties on a range of values,
and does not have the performance nor does it
present its results in a way that would make it
conducive for a function level profile.

ASTREE is a static analyzer used to verify
C programs for runtime safety conditions
[6]. Designed for floating-point computations
implemented on embedded hardware, it ensure
that the software is free of overflows, underflows,
divisions by zeroes, and bad array indexing due
to misbehaving floating-point arithmetic. While
it uses affine-arithmetic like bounds to determine
the variable ranges, the goal of the software
is different from an analysis tool for profiling
accuracy degradation.

FLUCTUAT is also a static analyzer used to
analyze C programs, and specializes in determining
a bound for round-off errors in a given input range
[19]. While it is useful for isolating round-off
errors in a program, the analysis is again done on a
range of inputs, and is not meant for analyzing the
source of errors on a function by function basis.

While a wide variety of tools exist for bounding
the accuracy for a particular run or set of inputs,
none have so far focused on determining when and
where accuracy degradations take place. While we
do not present such a tool, our study will show
the direction for the design of such a tool for
developers of scientific computational software.

4 The Model

In order to demonstrate the Pareto principle
for accuracy degradation within functions, it is
necessary to first have a model that can measure
accuracy degradation. For each function, we need
to measure how much error is present in the output,
the proportion of total output error that can be
explained by the input errors, and whether errors in
the input are being amplified or damped. We do this
through a novel combination of interval arithmetic
and derivative analysis. Interval arithmetic is used
to provide the overall errors in the output, while
derivative analysis is used to measure the effects of
input errors on the output.

We give a precise definition for how we derive
our accuracy measures.

4.1 Representation of Values

For a floating-point variable x, we define an
associated bound bx := [lx,ux].

• lx is a lower bound on the potential values of
x
• ux is an upper bound on the potential values of

x

bx = [lx,ux] forms an interval, and x must lie on
[lx,ux]. Arithmetic on bx follows the rules of
interval arithmetic described in Section 3.1.

Example: Let x be a weight measured to be
147.5 kg, accurate to within 0.05 kg. By the
definition above, the most precise bound for x is
bx = [147.45,147.55]. However, bx = [146,148]
would also satisfy the required conditions for bx,
though it is not as good a bound. (End of example)

[lx,ux] is a bound of the error in x. We define the
following derived error measurements:

For bx, the raw error is an interval equal to:

rawx := [lx− x,ux− x] (10)

The relative error of x is equal to:

relx :=
width(rawx)

|x|
(11)

where the width of an interval is defined to be:

width([a,b]) := b−a (12)
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Example: For x = 147.5, bx = [146,148],

rawx = [146−147.5,148−147.5]
= [−1.5,0.5]

relx =
width[−1.5,0.5]

147.5

=
148−146

147.5
≈ 1.3593% (End of example)

4.2 Determining the Errors Incurred
on a Method Call

As functions or methods may return one or multiple
outputs, we consider each output independently.
For each floating-point output of a function, we
take the following measurements:

• The estimated relative error present in the
output

• The degree of error amplification on the
function inputs

• The percentage of the estimated relative error
in the output that can be explained by input
errors

4.2.1 Relative Error

The relative error is a straightforward measure of
the output error, and is the simplest of the three
to compute. For an output y = f (x), the relative
error of the function for this call (rel f (x)) is simply
the relative error for the output rely, defined by
Equation 11.

Example: Consider the following function in C:

double quadratic_root

(double a, double b, double c)

{

double n = -b + sqrt(b*b - 4*a*c);

double d = 2*a

double r = n/d;

return r;

}

This function computes one of the roots of the
quadratic ax2 +bx+ c using the formula

r =
−b+

√
b2−4ac

2a
(13)

Suppose a = −4, b = 3, and c = 1, with
ba = [−4.01,−3.99], bb = [2.99,3.01], and bc =
[0.99,1.01]. By inspection, the raw errors (defined
by Equation 10) for a, b, and c, are equal to [-0.01,
0.01].

To compute the relative error in the function,
we compute the relative error in the output
variable r. Evaluating the function using double-
precision floating-point values, we obtain r =
−0.25. Using interval arithmetic, we obtain br ≈
[−0.2551,−0.2449]. The relative error for r, from
Equation 11 is therefore:

relr =
width([−0.0051,0.0051])

|−0.25|
≈ 4.08%

(14)

Hence, the relative error on the function is
4.08%. (End of example)

4.2.2 Error Amplification

Error amplification measures whether the function
magnifies or dampens input error, and is presented
as a ratio. If the input to a function had a
1% relative error and the amplification ratio for
that input was 10, then the output will incur a
10% relative error. Amplification ratios greater
than 1 indicates that a function amplifies input
errors, and amplification ratios less than 1 indicates
that a function dampens them instead. While
error dampening may seem counter-intuitive, some
functions can dampen error due to nature of the
functions themselves. Consider the logarithm
function for large values: because logarithms
change minutely with respect to input changes, any
input errors are naturally dampened in the output.

There appears to be a simple computation for
error amplification: simply divide the relative error
of the output by the relative error of the input.
However, this incorrectly assumes that all of the
output error comes from the input error. In reality,
because the output bounds are calculated using
interval arithmetic, they will capture not only the
propagation of input errors but also the round-
off errors. Furthermore, the bound may also
overestimate the true error due cancellations of the
form seen in Equation 7.

Hence, to measure the effect of input errors
independently, we use a derivative-based method
to estimate only the output errors caused only by x.
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For an input x = a (a is the input value) and an
output y= f (x), with appropriate bounds bx and by,
the raw error in y due to x can be estimated using:

rawy,x := f ′(a) · rawx (15)

where f ′ is used to denote the derivative of f
with respect to x.

This raw error can be converted to a relative error
using Equation 11:

rely,x =
width(rawy,x)

|y|
(16)

The amplification ratio can now be defined by
the ratio of the relative errors:

ampy,x :=
rely,x
relx

(17)

If a function has N inputs, labeled using xi for i=
1..N, then the output would have an amplification
ratio for each of the inputs (ampy,xi ). To reduce
the amount of data, it is possible to reduce the
individual amplification ratios to one value by
computing a weighted average instead. A desirable
property for this aggregate amplification ratio is for
inputs that contribute large amounts of raw output
error to have proportionally greater effect on the
aggregate amplification ratio. Hence, the output
raw error defined in Equation 15 is used as the
weighting factor:

rawy,inputs = ∑
i=1..N

rawy,xi (18)

ampy,inputs := ∑
i=1..N

[
width(rawy,xi)

rawy,inputs
ampy,x

]
(19)

Example: Going back to our quadratic root
example, recall that:

a =−4 ba = [−4.01,−3.99]
b = 3 bb = [2.99,3.01]
c = 1 bc = [0.99,1.01]
r =−0.25 br ≈ [−0.2551,−0.2449]]

We compute the amplification ratio for a. The
derivatives can be obtained using any method; we
will differentiate symbolically with respect to a,
defined in Equation 13.

dr
da

=

2ac−b2√
b2−4ac

+b

2a2

Evaluating dr/da at a=-4, b=3, and c = 1:

dr
da

= 0.0125

rawr,a = 0.0125[−0.01,0.01]
= [−0.000125,0.000125]

relr,a =
width(rawr,a)

|r|

=
0.00025

0.25
= 0.001
= 0.1%

ampr,a =
relr,a
rela

=
0.001

0.02
4

=
4

20
= 0.2

By a similar process:

ampr,b = 0.8
ampr,c = 0.8

Computing the aggregated amplification ratio:

rawr,inputs = ∑
x={a,b,c}

rawx

= [−0.002625,0.002625]

ampr,inputs = ∑
x={a,b,c}

[
width(rawy,x)

rawy,inputs
ampy,x

]
=

0.00025
0.00525

(0.2)+

0.001
0.00525

(0.8)+
0.004

0.00525
(0.8)

= 0.7690

Since the aggregated amplitude is less than 1, we
have determined that the function is dampening the
input errors for this set of inputs. (End of example)

4.2.3 Percentage of Total Relative Error
Explained by Input Error

For an output y, input error is only one source of
error encapsulated by by. In order to determine how
much of the total output error can be explained by
input error, we define the following measure:
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For an output y, we take the intersection of the
net output error due to inputs, rawy,inputs (defined
by Equation 20) and the overall raw error in y, rawy
(defined by Equation 10):

explainedy := rawy,inputs∩ rawy (20)

This interval represents the subinterval on rawy
that can be described by input errors alone. To
convert this interval to a percentage of total error,
we take a ratio of widths:

explain%y =
width(explainedy)

width(rawy)
(21)

Example: For our root example:

explainedr = rawr ∩ rawr,inputs

= [−0.0051,0.0049]∩
[−0.002625,0.002625]

= [−0.002625,0.002625]

explain%r =
width(explainedr)

width(rawr)

=
0.00525

0.01
= 52.5%

Press et al. [18] give an alternate but
algebraically equivalent expression for the root
function. For this root, it suggests the alternate
computation:

r =
2c

−b−
√

b2−4ac
(22)

By moving the root expression to the
denominator, the sign is inverted and the original
cancellation removed. When the r and br are
recomputed using this formula, explain%r
improves to = 72.4%. The reduced round-off
error produced by the algorithm is reflected by
the increased ability for the inputs to explain the
overall error. (End of example)

5 Experimental Setup
Broadly speaking, we are looking for confirmation
that the Pareto principle applies when we measure
the degradation of accuracy in scientific software.
To structure our experimentation, we define three
research questions to structure our study on an
example of scientific computational software.

5.1 Research Questions
Our research questions are the following:

RQ1: If the relative errors and error
amplifications are aggregated for each function,
and we compare functions with each other, do
they have uniform behaviours in relative error and
error amplification or do they observe the Pareto
principle?

RQ2: Studying functions individually, do the
individual outputs have uniform behaviours in
relative error and error amplification, or do they
observe the Pareto principle?

RQ3: To what extent does input error account
for the overall error?

5.2 Software under study
To study these research questions, we
experimented upon a piece of scientific software
in the field of nuclear engineering provided to us
from the Royal Military College. The software
is written in C++ and is roughly 1.3 KLOCs,
consisting of 31 functions. Of the 31 functions,
16 of them affect the output meaningfully. These
were studied in detail.

5.3 Implementation of Approach
Recall that the measures defined in our model
(relative error, error amplification, explanatory
power) depend on both an interval bound
on the result as well as derivatives of the
outputs by the inputs. In order to compute
intervals and derivatives without changing the
code excessively, we make use of the operator
overloading mechanics in C++ to define a custom
class to take the place of the original floating-point
type (in this case, float).

The custom class aggregates three datatypes:

• A copy of the original data type (for this
software, float) to preserve the original values
and execution semantics.
• An interval class provided by the BOOST

library to determine the bounds [3].
• An implementation of forward automatic

differentiation provided by the FADBAD
library to determine the derivatives [2].

The execution semantics are as follows: three
separate computations (one corresponding to each
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of the data types) were carried out in tandem. On
conditionals, the values stored in the original data
type is used to preserve the control flows taken in
the unmodified program.

While both BOOST and FADBAD implement
basic arithmetic operators as well as a wide range
of mathematical functions present in the standard
C++ library, there were notable holes in the
implementation: the power function for intervals
in BOOST did not accept non-integer inputs, and
functions such as atan2 were unimplemented in
BOOST and FADBAD. We created functions to fill
these holes in, making use of the MPFR library [10]
to preserve correct rounding behaviour.

Once all instances of floating-point values were
switched over to our custom datatype, we modified
the input file processing routines to also set the
initial precision on the inputs. The initial precision
was determined based on the number of significant
digits on the value provided by the input data file
(suppose 3.97 was read, the initial bounds on the
variable would be set to [3.965,3.975]). Zeroes and
some values (such as the use of integer multipliers,
or independent variables in a table of values) were
treated as exact with no error.

5.4 Analyzing the Functions

For the functions we studied, we attached code
to the beginning and end of the function calls.
We first determine the entire set of inputs to the
function: this includes both formal arguments in
the parameter list as well as global variables that
are accessed by the function. At the beginning
of each call, we attach code at the beginning of a
function call to make a copy of the initial inputs
(in case they are changed over the course of the
function call) and to set the inputs as independent
variables for the automatic differentiator. At the
end of the call, we attach code to compute the
error amplification and explanatory power, with
input error taken from the copies of the original
values that were made before the function call.
The relevant measures are subsequently logged to
a separate file.

In all the functions we studied, there was only
one relevant output that was produced on each call.
Sometimes the functions would produce a set of
outputs in a batch by processing an entire array
element by element; in such cases, we treated the
output produced on each element as the result of

a separate and independent call. We also filtered
out any outputs returning exact zeroes: a value of
zero with zero error. For such values, although
the absolute errors are zero, the relative errors
are undefined due to the division by zero. Such
values represent sentinels or special filters for our
software and, hence, are considered separately
from meaningful values.

6 Results

We look at each of the research questions in turn.
RQ1: If the relative errors and error

amplifications are aggregated for each function,
and we compare functions with each other, do
they have uniform behaviours in relative error and
error amplification or do they observe the Pareto
principle?

To study this, we computed the mean value of
relative output error, input amplification ratio, and
explanatory power for each individual function.
They are given on Table 1. We rank the functions
by the mean relative output error (column 3). For
confidentiality reasons, the function names are
anonymized in the results presented.

Although 16 functions is a small sample size,
there is a clear jump in relative output error and
in input amplification ratio (column 4) between the
top 2 functions and the bottom 14.

A closer study of the two badly behaving
functions reveals the presence of cancellation
errors and divisions by small values close to
zero that amplified their sensitivity to the initial
input error. In discussion with the scientist, the
computation technique is fixed, so the precision can
only be improved by increasing the precision of the
input data.

RQ2: Studying functions individually, do the
individual outputs have uniform behaviours in
relative error and error amplification, or do they
observe the Pareto principle?

For the 11 functions that had more than 100
outputs each, 9 out of the 11 had a maximum
relative error that was at least an order of magnitude
away from the mean (column 6 in Table 1). As
relative error can never be negative, the presence
of a maximum far away from the mean implies
that there must be a fair amount of positive skew
(instead of an even distribution of values around
the mean, there are many values below the mean,
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Mean Maximum Minimum
Outputs Rel. Err. Ampl. Explain% Rel. Err. Ampl. Explain%

Function 1 19585 23.881% 4.280 36.900% 116760.307% 27743.047 0.596%
Function 2 1491 6.246% 3.844 99.997% 336.788% 167.884 99.978%
Function 3 123 1.053% 1.000 99.999% 19.412% 1.000 99.997%
Function 4 111 1.013% 0.105 99.998% 19.412% 0.000 99.987%
Function 5 8827 0.951% 1.000 100.000% 52.513% 1.000 99.995%
Function 6 8953 0.945% 1.000 99.982% 52.513% 1.000 99.601%
Function 7 263 0.727% 1.000 100.000% 1.042% 1.000 100.000%
Function 8 1 0.523% 0.018 99.999% 0.523% 0.018 99.999%
Function 9 263 0.248% 1.000 99.947% 3.652% 1.000 99.728%
Function 10 264 0.248% 0.801 57.958% 3.652% 1.137 49.222%
Function 11 527 0.159% 1.000 99.991% 3.652% 1.000 99.953%
Function 12 528 0.071% 1.570 69.566% 0.127% 2.543 61.154%
Function 13 1 0.049% 0.452 85.867% 0.049% 0.452 85.867%
Function 14 3 0.019% 1.000 99.956% 0.023% 1.000 99.940%
Function 15 1 0.011% 0.113 90.508% 0.011% 0.113 90.508%
Function 16 1 0.011% 0.224 99.741% 0.011% 0.224 99.741%

Table 1: Aggregate measures of relative error, input error amplification, and explanatory power

and only a few far away and above the mean).
We confirm this hypothesis by computing, for each
function, the sample skew for the relative errors,
defined as [11]:

skew :=
1
n ∑

n
i=1(xi− x)3( 1

n ∑
n
i=1(xi− x)2

)3/2 (23)

where n is the total number of samples, xi the
value of each sample, and x the mean of samples.
Positive values indicate a skew to the right (i.e.:
few values above the mean, but they are higher
in magnitude), while negative values indicate the
opposite [4]. If the absolute value of the skew
is greater than 1, then the sample exhibits a high
degree of skew. Pareto distributions have high
positive skew values. Therefore, large and positive
sample skews are an indication of a Pareto like
distribution.

The tabulated results for the sample skews are
given in Table 2.

For relative error, we list the sample skew of
the relative errors for each function in column 2 of
Table 2. Here, 10 of the 11 functions are skewed to
the right, and 9 of the 11 functions have an absolute
skew greater than 1.

In the case of sample skew for input error
amplification, which is given in column 3 of Table
2, the situation is a bit more ambiguous. Although

Rel. Skew Amp. Skew

Function 1 105.824 100.945
Function 2 8.438 8.913
Function 3 6.709 0.122
Function 4 6.478 0.522
Function 5 10.430 0.027
Function 6 10.493 2.992
Function 7 -0.334 0.000
Function 9 10.043 -12.574
Function 10 10.018 -0.917
Function 11 11.182 0.032
Function 12 0.080 0.066

Table 2: Measure of sample skew for relative error
and input amplification.
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10 out of the 11 functions are skewed to the right,
only 3 of the 11 had an absolute skew value greater
than 1. Furthermore, in the case for function 9,
the skew is negative. A closer analysis of the
data shows that the standard deviation in error
amplification for function 9 is much lower than
functions 1 and 2 (0.000001253 vs. 234.3 and
11.93). As skew shifted relative to the standard
deviation, small differences in absolute distance
from the mean (relative to functions 1 and 2)
becomes responsible for drawing the skew down.
Regardless, it appears from this example that the
behaviour of error amplification is not as easily
explained as the behaviour on relative errors.

On the whole we can conclude that most
functions exhibit Pareto-like behaviour in their
relative errors. For the functions with the worst
relative errors, the Pareto principle is in effect for
both relative error and error amplification.

RQ3: To what extent do input errors account for
the overall error?

Examining the mean explanation percentage in
column 5 of Table 1, we observed that in 12 out
of 16 functions, the output error could be well-
explained using a derivative model of input errors
(> 90% explanation rate).

For each of the functions where input errors
failed to explain the overall error, there is a
unique explanation for why that is the case.
In function 1, the presence of a division close
to zero makes a derivative based approximation
inaccurate for modeling error; the closer the
denominator gets to zero, the greater its sensitivity
to relative errors. Functions 10, 12, and 13
involve the use of trigonometric functions and
inverses, along with some potential cancellations
between terms. Furthermore, inputs to the
functions were geographic coordinates given at a
high degree of accuracy; round-off errors were
therefore more prominent in the computation. We
also see that functions with high relative error
may not necessarily have bad input explanation
values: for function 2, the loss in precision comes
from a subtraction, resulting in the cancellation
of precision between two relatively close input
values. Since subtraction is a linear operation and
derivatives are a linear approximation, input errors
succeeded in explaining almost all of the large
amount of error.

We can conclude that for a majority of functions
in this program, errors on the input is the principal

source of error in the output results. Only in
function 1 did the impact of input errors on output
error become dominated by non-input error sources
(where input error failed to account for at least 50%
of the error on average).

7 Threats to Validity

While intervals can form a sound bound on
the output errors, the same cannot be said for
derivatives. Derivatives give a good approximation
on a small neighbourhood around the point of
analysis, and if the input errors are sufficiently
large, derivatives cannot give a good approximation
for function behaviour. The use of the explanatory
power measure prevents us from accepting an
overly optimistic prediction for input error;
however, if the prediction is pessimistic (i.e.:
at an inflection point, where the derivative is
maximized), then the true error due to the input
may be over estimated.

A second threat to the soundness of our analysis
comes from the fact that we have disturbed the
program behaviour through changing the contents
of registers. For Intel processors running in 32-
bit mode, the internal floating-point registers have
64 bits of precision in the mantissa, which is 11
bits more than the precision defined by the IEEE-
754 standard [15]. For this reason, computations
that remain in the registers are slightly more
precise than computations where the contents of
the registers are shuffled to cache or memory. By
changing the in-memory behaviour of the program,
we may have changed the execution semantics
as well. This problem, however, is common to
all interpretive techniques that do not use full
hardware simulation or sandbox the execution on
an independent machine.

We evaluated branches by using the original
value attained in the unmodified execution.
However, if the bounds on the variable contained
values that could make the branch either true
or false, then the simulation would have only
examined one of the two possibilities. In such
cases, the interval bound may not be a guaranteed
enclosure for the true value. For our analysis,
cases where ambiguous branches were taken were
manually resolved, but a truly automatic analysis
would require executing both sides of a branch and
then combining the results into one larger interval.
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Finally, our analysis does not so far model mixed
interactions between floating-point and integral
values. Suppose a floating-point value was
converted into an integer, which was subsequently
used as the index of an array. The analysis we
performed so far only models the error from array
element chosen, and not the potential error in the
index itself.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we introduce a novel approach
utilizing interval and derivative analysis to evaluate
the loss of precision at a function level. We
demonstrated its use in the analysis of simulation
software in the field of nuclear engineering. Our
results show that relative output error and the
amplification of input error is concentrated in a
small minority of the functions. Furthermore, for
each individual function, only a small number of
outputs are subject to extreme levels of relative
error and amplification. Although these results
were observed for only one piece of software, the
results are suggestive that the Pareto principle can
be applied to locate a small number of critical
functions that are responsible for the majority of
accuracy losses in a software.

For future studies, we wish to further verify
the applicability of Pareto principle by examining
if the same patterns apply for other scientific
software. In order to speed the analysis, we hope
to utilize text translation transformation techniques
such as TXL to automate the analysis [5]. We
also wish to employ additional analysis techniques
for dealing with ambiguous branches, floating-
point indexing and for dealing with errors that is
not readily identifiable using a derivative based
approximation.

For this study, functions were chosen as the unit
of analysis; however, for large functions, it may
be helpful to have a finer understanding of where
in those functions errors tend to accumulate. By
changing the unit of analysis to the basic block or
line level, it may be possible to provide more useful
results.

We would also like to investigate whether the
same analysis could be performed on a program
slice instead [25]. This would allow for a variable
of interest to be specified, and analysis performed
only on the function calls that affected the variable

in question. Such a tool could allow the analysis
to be targeted at the output variables that exhibited
unusual degrees of error.
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Abstract

An enterprise system needs to provide differ-
ent types of web services to model actual ser-
vices in the corresponding business domain.
We have proposed to categorize web services
into data and task services. While a data ser-
vice processes client data at the server site, a
task service employs a service representative, as
a generic client-site software agent, to process
the client data locally at the client site. Task
services maintain client privacy by locally pro-
cessing client sensitive data and reducing the
required network bandwidth. However, they
limit the computational power of web services
to the client platform. This paper proposes a
decision model, which uses the analytic hierar-
chy process method to help service developers
decide on the best type of business service for
a specific functionality. The decision model in-
cludes evaluation functions for relevant quality
of service (QoS) parameters. Finally, we use a
case study to discuss alternative services and
the decision making process.

1 Introduction

SOA based architectures focus on dividing the
enterprise application layer, where its compo-
nents (as services) have a direct relationship
with the business functionality of the enter-
prise. Web services can provide web-accessible
programs and devices that have been widely
promoted in cloud environments. Data Ser-

Copyright c© 2011 Mehran Najafi, Dr. Kamran
Sartipi, and Dr.Norman Archer. Permission to copy is
hereby granted provided the original copyright notice is
reproduced in copies made.

vices, representing typical web services, pro-
cess client data completely at the server site.
However, server-site processing of web services
requires transferring client data to the service
providers, which may cause data privacy viola-
tions, security breaches, or network traffic over-
loads. In the real-world business domain, an
enterprise organization usually sends an agent
or other personnel (e.g., a representative, in-
staller, or trainer) to the client site to deliver
services locally. To address this issue, we have
proposed Task Services [7] which are web ser-
vices with the capability of processing client
data at the client site using a generic software
agent called the Service Representative. Then,
a task service performs the required server-site
processing and defines a task to customize the
generic service representative to perform the
client-site processing at the client site. Figure 1
shows the extended SOA model that supports
task services.

Data services and task services are comple-
mentary, and each has advantages and disad-
vantages that must be considered in their se-
lection. Task service applications include, but
are not limited to, the following cases.

• Context-aware services: improving client
privacy by processing confidential client
data (e.g., personal health data and finan-
cial information) at the client site.

• Real time and event-triggered services: im-
proving service response time by locally
processing client data.

• Client data intensive services: reduc-
ing the network traffic by processing
large client data volumes (e.g., live video
streaming) at the client-site.
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• Client-site service composition: task ser-
vices can be composed at the client site.
A server-site composition imposes extra
client data transmission loads between the
service client and an external service or-
chestrator which could increase the re-
sponse time, network traffic, and security
vulnerability.

Alternatively, a server-site data service rep-
resents a better option in the following appli-
cations.

• Server data intensive services: data ser-
vices have direct access to the server’s
databases which is essential in data-
intensive applications.

• Compute intensive services: service repre-
sentatives provide limited computational
power which may result in increasing the
service response time.

• Intelligent services: client-site processing
of a task service may require some enter-
prise assets (e.g., sensitive data or knowl-
edge) while revealing them to the client
site violates enterprise privacy.

There is not always a clear boundary be-
tween service types and a web service can be
classified into more than one category. There-
fore, service developers have to decide whether
a web service should be designed and devel-
oped as a data service or as a task service.
In this paper, we propose a decision model to
guide service developers when deciding on the
proper type of web service. Based on the deci-
sion model, each service is modeled by a busi-
ness process and the service developer is given
an objective function to compare the data ser-
vice and task service versions of the web ser-
vice. The definition of the objective function is
based on quality of service (QoS) parameters.

The organization of this paper is as follows.
Data and task services are introduced in Sec-
tion 2. The proposed decision model is dis-
cussed in Section 3. A case study of the deci-
sion making process is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses work that is related to our
approach. Finally, conclusions and future work
are discussed in Section 6.

Figure 1: Proposed extended SOA model,
where ”Service Representative” processes client
data based on an assigned ”Task” from the ser-
vice provider.

Figure 2: Comparison of Data and Task Ser-
vices. ”Remote” and ”Local” are defined from
the viewpoint of the service client.

2 Business Services

An enterprise system needs to provide both
server-site and client-site web services to model
actual services in the business domain. We
have proposed to categorize web services into
data and task services. Figure 2 shows a com-
parison between data services and task services.

2.1 Data Service

This represents a typical web service in the cur-
rent SOA model where the service processes the
client’s data and resources completely at the
server site. Consequently, a data service in-
cludes only server-site processing and returns
a service response in the form of data that
will be consumed directly by the client. In
other words, a data service receives remote ser-
vice parameters and returns remote service re-
sponses, with reference to the service client.
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Figure 3: Financial adviser task message and
the corresponding client data.

2.2 Task Service

In [7] and [4], we introduced the concept of
Task Services as web services with the capabil-
ity of processing the client’s data and resources
partially or completely at the client site. A
task service performs the required server-site
processing and then it defines a task includ-
ing the client-site processing to be performed
by the service representative at the client site.
The service representative is a generic client-
side software agent with a built-in process en-
gine that can be employed by different ser-
vice providers to perform different task ser-
vices. The service representative requires both
task logic and task data to perform client-site
processing that can be provided from different
sources. We propose to model a task with the
following components.

Task =< Model,Knowledge,Data >

• Task Model specifies the control flow and
data flow among sub-tasks using an ab-
stract Business Process Model (BPM).

• Task Knowledge provides the required
logic for each sub-task. This includes
both descriptive knowledge such as Busi-
ness Rules (BR) and procedural knowledge
such as Business Actions (BA).

• Task Data provides the server-site data
that are required during the task execu-
tion, stored in Business Objects (BO).

Task components are messages that can be
transmitted efficiently over the network. The
service representative uses the received task
components and performs the client-site pro-
cessing of the task service on the local service
parameters to provide local service responses
for the service client. The following example il-
lustrates the different applications of data and
task services.

- A typical financial adviser data service asks
for the client’s financial information in order to
provide personalized advice.

- A financial adviser task service generates a
set of general financial advice, e.g., stock buy
and sell advice, according to the client’s pref-
erences (remote parameters). It also defines a
task for the service representative (client-site
processing) indicating the required procedure
(task model) and guidelines (task knowledge)
to customize the general financial advice (task
data) based on the client’s personal informa-
tion (local parameters). Related task compo-
nents are shown in Figure 3. A general stock
buy (or sell) advice recommends that the client
has a minimum (or maximum) percentage of
specific shares in his/her portfolio. Accord-
ing to the task model, for general buy advice
which targets stock ”b”, the service representa-
tive first checks to determine whether the client
has enough shares of ”b” (V alidbuy?). If this
advice is valid, the service representative cal-
culates the number of shares of ”b” which the
client should purchase and prints the resulting
customized buy advice (Print Buy Advice).
Similarly, the service representative generates
customized sell advice.
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Figure 4: Proposed decision model to help service developers to determine the proper service type
(data or task service) for a web service.

3 Decision Model

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [15] is a
structured technique for dealing with complex
decisions. This technique helps decision mak-
ers find a decision that best suits their goal and
their understanding of the problem. Users of
the AHP first decompose their decision prob-
lem into a hierarchy of more easily compre-
hended sub-problems, each of which can be an-
alyzed independently.

Figure 4 represents the proposed decision
model (AHP) containing the decision goal (ser-
vice type), the alternatives for reaching it (data
or task service), and the criteria (QoS param-
eters) for evaluating the alternatives. Prior to
applying the decision model, the service devel-
oper needs to obtain information about the ser-
vice clients such as client computing capabili-
ties (e.g., CPU speed) and the client’s network
bandwidth BW (Figure 5). Since the web ser-
vice developed will be used by different service
clients, the service developer must decide on
the characteristics of an average service client.

Figure 5: Required network characteristics in
the decision making process.

3.1 Alternative Services

A web service executes one or more busi-
ness processes for its enterprise (the service
provider), where each business process applies
business rules and performs business actions on
internal (server-site) and external (client-site)
business objects in a defined order. Therefore,
a web service can be modeled by a collection of
business components, including business pro-
cesses, rules, actions, and objects. Moreover,
a web service can be modeled as either a data
service or a task service. While a data service
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applies the business components at the server
site, the task service sends the business com-
ponents to the client site to be applied by the
service representative.

To apply the decision model, the service de-
veloper first needs to design and develop equiv-
alent versions of the web service in the form of
data services and task services. A data ser-
vice includes an integrated server-site business
process (called a service process) and a task
service includes a server-site process (called a
task builder process) and a client-site process
(called a task process). Figure 6 represents the
business processes which are required in the de-
cision making process.

A data web service DWS is modeled by a
function that receives remote service parame-
ters xrDWS from the service client and returns
remote service responses yrDWS .

DWS : Xr
DWS −→ Y rDWS

1

Similarly to a data service, a task web ser-
vice TWS is modeled by a function through
which it receives remote service parameters
xrTWS from the service client and returns the
generated task message taskTWS to the service
representative SR. Then the service represen-
tative processes the local service parameters
xlTWS to generate the local service responses
ylTWS for the service client.

TWS : Xr
TWS −→ TaskTWS

SR : TaskTWS ×X l
TWS −→ Y lTWS

Consequently, in order to design business ser-
vice processes, the service developer needs to
identify the local and remote service parame-
ters and responses for each alternative service.

3.2 QoS Parameters

The QoS requirements for web services refer to
the quality aspect of web services. Data and
task services process client data at the server
and client platforms, respectively, which affect
some of the QoS parameters. Consequently, we
divide QoS parameters into two categories as
follows.

1In defining a function (e.g., DWS), we use the sets
of input ”parameters” (e.g., XDWS) and output ”re-
sponses” (e.g., YDWS) to represent the types of the
function’s input and output.

• Platform independent QoS: includes relia-
bility, robustness, exception handling, and
interoperability. These parameters depend
on the service logic and are offered at the
same quality level by a data or task ver-
sion of a web service. This also includes
service security because similar authenti-
cation and authorization approaches can
be used in data and task services.

• Platform dependent QoS: includes perfor-
mance (execution time, latency, response
time, and throughput), scalability, capac-
ity, availability, and privacy (for both
client and provider). A web service can be
used in different client applications where
each application requires specific QoS re-
quirements. Consequently, this category
also includes application-specific require-
ments.

3.3 Decision Criteria

For the proposed decision model, we use
platform-dependent QoS parameters as decision
criteria. These are evaluated differently for
data and task services. In this section, we dis-
cuss how each decision criterion can be evalu-
ated.

1. Service Execution Time: the time
spent by a system executing the web service
processes. The execution time depends on four
factors: CPU speed, memory size and access
time, and process complexity.

We define ET processplatform(x) as the time spent
by the platform to execute the process which
takes input parameters x. The service devel-
oper can obtain execution time values using
software profiling techniques available as Ap-
plication Programming Interfaces (APIs).

The following equation represents the execu-
tion time evaluation function. While the data
service process is performed at the server site,
the task service process is divided into two pro-
cesses: task builder and task which are per-
formed at the server site and client site, respec-
tively.

CET =


Data Service :
ET serviceserver (xrDWS)

Task Service :

ET task builderserver (xrTWS) + ET taskclient(x
l
TWS)
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Figure 6: Data and task service alternatives for a web service.

2. Service Latency: is defined as the time
span from the time a service client issues a re-
quest for service to the time it receives a re-
sponse message. Both data and task services
receive remote service parameters xr within
the request messages. However, the resulting
response messages include remote service re-
sponses yr and task messages for data and task
services, respectively.

Network tools such as ping tests can be used
to measure latency. The service latency can
also be estimated using network characteris-
tics. The following evaluation function, which
is a simplified version of the equation given by
B.Liu [1], provides an estimate of the service
latency. Size(x) returns the size of data x and
BWClient represents the network bandwidth of
the service client expressed in kilobytes/second.

CL =



Data Service :
Size(xrDWS)+Size(y

r
DWS)

BWClient

Task Service :
Size(xrTWS)+Size(taskTWS)

BWClient

Data services require transferring all client
data volumes from the client to the server. On
the other hand, task services process client data
locally, implying that the service message size
is independent of the volume of client data.
Therefore, the task request message is short
while the response message containing the task
definition could be large.

3. Service Response Time: the time
between a service request sent and the corre-
sponding service response received, which is de-
fined as follows.

CRT = CET + CL

4. Throughput: the number of web service
requests served in a given time interval (usually
measured in number per second). Throughput
depends on the service execution time at the
provider site [2]. In the case of task services,
service clients have their own service represen-
tatives, which can process client data in paral-
lel, and therefore the throughput is improved
significantly. The following equation, which
was inspired by the model given by Ofuji [18],
estimates the service throughput for data and
task services.

Suppose a data service has one second to
complete service requests. However, service
representatives ask for ET taskClient to perform
client-site process of a task service. During
this time, the server is free to serve other ser-
vices (the server and service representatives are
working in parallel). Consequently, all service
requests processed in [0, 1 sec − ET taskClient] by
the server, will be processed by the service rep-
resentatives before the 1 second time period ex-
pires.

CT =



Data Service :
1(sec)

ET serviceserver (xr
DWS

)

Task Service :
1(sec)−ET taskclient(x

l
TWS)

ET task builderserver (xr
TWS

)

5. Scalability: represents the capability of in-
creasing the computing capacity of the server
to process more client requests per second. The
computing capacity can be increased by adding
more computing units and/or assigning more
CPU shares to the web service processes. In
this case, CL represents the latency associated
with each individual service client, whereas the
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computational power of the server is shared
among different service clients. The following
equation represents the gain in response time
that comes from increasing the server comput-
ing capacity by a factor αS (αS ≥ 1).

CS =



Data Service :
CRT

ETserviceserver (xr
DWS

)

αS
+CL

Task Service :
CRT

ETtask builderserver (xr
TWS

)

αS
+ET task

client
(xl
TWS

)+CL

6. Capacity: the limiting number of simul-
taneous service requests which can be served
by the provider with guaranteed performance
(e.g., service response time). The capacity
for the provider depends on two factors: the
server’s network bandwidth, and the server-site
execution time for the web service [17]. CRT
represents the service response time when there
is only one service request. In case of multi-
ple service requests, the acceptable service re-
sponse time is defined by αRT . Servers can
simultaneously transfer messages and process
service requests. Therefore, αRT

CRT
represents a

lower limit for the service capacity (in the case
of a data service). The maximum limit is the
number of service messages which can be trans-
ferred through the server channel in αRT . The
service capacity is estimated by the average of
the minimum and maximum values. For a task
service, the service capacity can be estimated
similarly by considering the service process dis-
tribution between server and client platforms.

CC =



Data Service :
Avg(αRTCRT

, αRT×BWserver

Size(xr
DWS

)+Size(yr
DWS

) )

Task Service :

Avg(
αRT−ET taskclient(x

l
TWS)

CL+ET task builderserver (xr
TWS

)
,

αRT×BWserver

Size(xr
TWS

)+Size(taskTWS)
)

7. Availability: the probability that the
service is up and operating. A web service
can be temporarily shut down for several rea-
sons such as service maintenance. However, a
task service can take advantage of its client-site
service representative during the service shut
down period. For this purpose, a task defini-
tion needs to include an activation time to start
operating when the server is not available. The

service availability for a data service is simply
defined by the following equation [14].

CA = totaltime−idletime
totaltime

On the other hand, the service availability
for a task service is not straightforward. Dur-
ing an idle period, the task service can not be
invoked by service clients. But service clients
who have invoked the service during the ser-
vice activation period have access to the ser-
vice through the service representative. How-
ever, this service availability is limited to task
services where the service representative does
not require any task updates in order to pro-
vide proper service responses. Moreover, in this
case, an estimation of service client distribution
over the activation and idle time is required.

The following equation represents task ser-
vice availability under different conditions,
where C#T represents the number of service
clients during the evaluation period (e.g., a
day). Similarly, C#I represents the number
of service clients during the service idle time.

CA =


If task updates required
totaltime−idletime

totaltime
Else
totaltime−idletime

totaltime + idletime
totaltime ×

C#T−C#I
C#T

8. Client Privacy: the client’s ability to
keep its sensitive information private and lo-
cal. The service client may need to send its
personal information to the service provider as
service parameters. However, task services di-
vide the service parameters into two categories:
local and remote, where local service parame-
ters, including client sensitive information, are
processed locally by the service representative.
To compare client privacy provided by data
and task services, the service developer first
needs to identify the client sensitive informa-
tion among the local and remote service pa-
rameters, represented by the set Sclient. A de-
gree of sensitivity is assigned to each member
of this set, represented by a positive number
Sensitivityx for each x ε Sclient. The following
function gives a measure of how client privacy
is violated by different types of services, where
an increase in value represents more client pri-
vacy violations.

SWS
client = {x |x ε Xr

WS ∧ x is sensitive}
CCPV =

∑
xεSWS

client
Sensitivityx
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9. Provider Privacy: the provider’s abil-
ity to keep its personal and sensitive informa-
tion private and local. Similarly to client pri-
vacy, data and task services represent different
behaviours regarding service provider privacy.
A data service performs all the processes at the
server site. However, required task knowledge
and task data for the service representative can
include enterprise assets and resources. Reveal-
ing them to the client site may violate enter-
prise privacy. To prevent this privacy vulner-
ability, a service provider can use one of the
following techniques.

• Enterprise knowledge can be divided into
locally applied (at the provider site) by the
service or externally applied (at the client
site) by service representatives. Therefore,
the critical knowledge (e.g., market analy-
sis) remains at the service provider, while
non-critical knowledge (e.g., advice cus-
tomization guidelines) can be sent to the
service representative.

• The service client receives service re-
sponses from the service representative.
The client does not have access to the
knowledge transferred between the service
provider and its representative. Encryp-
tion techniques can be used for data trans-
missions between a service provider and
representative to improve enterprise pri-
vacy.

The following function CPPV evaluates the
provider’s privacy violation where Sprovider in-
cludes sensitive task knowledge and task data.
The encryption factor αEnc is in [0,1], repre-
senting the efficiency of the encryption tech-
nique used.

STWS
provider = {x |x ε TaskTWS ∧ x is sensitive}

CPPV =


Data Service
0

Task Service∑
xεSTWS

provider

Sensitivityx × (1− αEnc)

10. Application Requirements: A web
service can be invoked by different client ap-
plications where each application has specific

Figure 7: Exponential (left), linear (middle),
and step (right) normalization functions for
QoS parameters.

requirements. While previous QoS metrics de-
scribe general features of a web service, this
metric is based on client-site service applica-
tions. Although it is not possible for service de-
velopers to consider all different types of client
applications that would invoke this service, the
service developer can categorize all main appli-
cations.

For example, in a dynamic environment,
where client data are changing frequently, a
web service must be invoked whenever the ser-
vice parameters are changed. In this case, a
task service is more desirable, because the ser-
vice representative can take care of changes
in the local service parameters. Consequently,
the number of task service invocations will be
decreased dramatically, thus improving perfor-
mance metrics. For this application, the cor-
responding comparison measure is CSC which
represents the number of service calls in a given
time. The following equation is the evaluation
function for this metric, where βrWS represents
the frequency of updates in the values of Xr

WS

in a given amount of time (1 minute).
CSC = βrWS

3.4 Objective Function

QoS parameter values are not comparable and
they must be transformed or normalized be-
fore the comparison takes place. A normaliza-
tion function is defined for each QoS param-
eter in order to map values from its domain
in its co-domain [0,1], preserving the original
input data distribution. Platform-dependent
QoS parameters (decision factors) are catego-
rized into two main groups: desirable factors
(including CT , CS , CC , and CA) and undesir-
able factors (including CET , CL, CRT , CCPV ,
and CPPV ). A desirable (undesirable) deci-
sion factor is maximized (minimized) by the
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objective function. Therefore, a normalization
function for a desirable (undesirable) decision
factor must assign greater numbers to greater
(smaller) QoS values.

A service developer can define a variety of
customized normalization functions. For ex-
ample, given QoS values for a data service qdws
and a task service qtws, a simple linear normal-
ization function can be defined as follow.

Nq(x) =


q is desirable

x
max(qdws,qtws)

q is undesirable
1− x

max(qdws,qtws)

Alternatively, normalization functions which
utilize upper and lower bounds can be de-
fined. Figure 7 represents three examples of
such functions. In addition to normalization
functions, the service developer needs to define
a numerical weight wq for each QoS parameter
q in the decision model.

The following equation represents the ob-
jective function derived from the decision
model, represented in Figure 4. This func-
tion is a weighted sum of the QoS param-
eters where µ is the set of decision factors,
µ = {ET,L,RT, T, S, C,A,CPV, PPV,App},
and

∑
xεµ wx = 1.

Ctotal =
∑
xεµ wx ×Nx(Cx)

Using the objective function, the service de-
veloper obtains Ctotal for both data service and
task service alternatives and chooses the one
with the higher value as the better candidate
for providing the web service.

Finally, the objective function is likely to
generate different results for different service
input parameters. Therefore, in order to make
an accurate decision, the service developer
needs to categorize the service inputs based on
their size and complexity and then calculate
the objective function for each category. The
final decision should be made by considering
different categories.

4 Case Study

We use a case study of a face detection web
service to demonstrate the different phases of
the proposed decision making process.

Figure 9: Face detection algorithm applied to a
sample image. (Left) original image, (middle)
skin-detected image, and (right) face-detected
image.

4.1 Case Study Specification

A face detection service is a primary need in
many fields, including face recognition, video
surveillance, and human motion detection. A
face detector reviews an image to determines
its regions that contain face(s). Several face de-
tection approaches have been proposed in the
literature, including approaches based on face
spaces, neural networks, and template match-
ing [11].

We adapted a two-step template matching
algorithm for use in this case study. This al-
gorithm includes two steps, where each step is
developed by a process as follows.

1. Skin Detector: finds skin regions using ex-
plicit boundary rules on color values [8].
This step generates a binary image where
all skin and non-skin pixels are assigned
Black and White, respectively.

2. Face Detector: extracts face regions from
skin regions using face templates, as fol-
lows: (i) enhances the binary image to
eliminate noise; (ii) segments the enhanced
image into connected regions; (iii) selects
the potential face regions based on their
size and width-to-height ratio; (iv) creates
a feature vector for each selected region
by detecting its edges; (v) compares fea-
ture vectors with the given face templates
to find face regions; and (vi) shows face
regions in rectangles.

Figure 9 represents an example that applies
these two steps to a sample image.
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Figure 8: Alternative face detection services include a composite data service (option 1), a composite
task service (option 2), and two hybrid services (options 3 and 4).

4.2 Alternative Services

As discussed in Section 2, each business process
can be provided as either a data service or a
task service. Given two business processes, the
alternatives include four services, represented
in Figure 8. The alternative services include a
composite data service (option 1), a composite
task service (option 2), and two hybrid services
(options 3 and 4).

While the composite data service was imple-
mented by AJAX-RPC APIs, we implemented
the composite task service and hybrid ser-
vices through a developed prototype named Ex-
tended SOA Version 1.1 (ESOA v1.1) [7]. This
prototype is based on J2EE 1.5 technologies
and an Apache Tomcat 6.0 application server.
Moreover, it uses the Drools [9] rule flow engine
as the service representative process engine. Fi-
nally, the ESOA v1.1 is divided into two Java
packages: a TaskService package used by ser-
vice providers to develop task services, and a
ServiceRepresentative package used by service
clients to install the generic service representa-
tive and invoke different task services.

4.3 Decision Model

In this section, we obtain the value of QoS pa-
rameters for each alternative face detection ser-
vice in Figure 8, and then we apply the objec-
tive function to obtain the best service type.
To perform the evaluation, we used a server
platform with a (2.66 GHZ) 2 Core Intel CPU
connected to the network via a 1 Mbyte/Sec
link. On the client site, we considered an aver-
age service client with a (1.8 GHZ) single Core
Intel CPU connected to the network via a 128
KByte/Sec link. Our test suite consisted of
10 randomly selected images where all images
were in color with various visual qualities, de-
tails and different sizes (80 Kbytes - 2 Mbytes).
This test set includes images with and without
facial shapes.

1. Execution Time: depends on the size
and complexity of the input image as well as
the processing speed of the computing unit.
Figure 10 represents CET for our test samples.
Based on the applied algorithm, skin detector
execution time depends on the size of the in-
put image. However, the face detector execu-
tion time depends on the number of detected
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skin regions. Consequently, the execution time
is not always incremental. The composite data
service (option 1) performs all the processes at
the server-site and provides the fastest results.
For example, given a 360 Kbyte input image,
the execution time for the skin detector process
is 33 milliseconds at the server-site and 49 mil-
liseconds at the client-site. Similarly, the exe-
cution time for the face detector process which
takes the same image is 84 and 164 millisec-
onds at the server site and client site, respec-
tively. Finally, we calculated the average exe-
cution times, represented by CET , to be used
in the other QoS evaluations.

Figure 10: Service Execution Time for the can-

didate services. C#1
ET = 202, C#2

ET = 357,

C#3
ET = 234, and C#4

ET = 326.

2. Latency: depends on both the size of
transferred messages and the client network
bandwidth. Figure 11 represents CL for the
test set where the composite task service (op-
tion 2) outperforms other options since the ser-
vice messages only include the task definitions,
not original or modified images. The third
option, which requires transferring the (black-
white) skin image and the resulting face re-
gions, shows an acceptable latency. For ex-
ample, given the 360 Kbyte input image, the
skin image and face regions are 23 Kbytes,
and 3 Kbytes, respectively. Finally, the size of
task messages is independent of the size of in-
put images. TaskSkin Detector is 2Kbytes and
TaskFace Detector is 52 Kbytes, including face
patterns.

Figure 11: Service Latency for the candidate

services. C#1
L = 6747, C#2

L = 78, C#3
L = 769,

and C#4
L = 7485.

3. Response Time: depends on both the
execution time and latency. However, it is
needed as it is usually one of the key QoS met-
rics asked by service clients. Moreover, based
on Figures 10 and 11, it turns out that good ex-
ecution time performance does not necessarily
mean good performance in response time, and
vice versa. Figure 12 compares CRT among
candidate services using the test set. Based on
these results, the second and third services per-
form better than the first and fourth services
since large client data volume affects service la-
tency more than execution time.

Figure 12: Service Response Time for the can-

didate services. C#1
RT = 6931, C#2

RT = 435,

C#3
RT = 1013, and C#4

RT = 7791.
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4. Throughput: improved by performing
processes in parallel and at the client site. The
composite task service (option 2) performs all
the processes at the client site and therefore it
provides the best throughput. Using the aver-
age service execution time, the throughputs for
the candidate services are as follows: C#1

RT = 5,

C#2
RT = 36, C#3

RT = 7, and C#4
RT = 12.

5. Scalability: improved where the server
performs some parts of the service processing
and the execution time is comparable with the
latency. In this case, we evaluated the gain ob-
tained by increasing the server processing ca-
pability to process the client’s requests twice
as fast (αS = 2). The results are as follows:

C#1
S = 1.5%, C#2

S = 2%, C#3
S = 9%, and

C#4
S = 0.1%.

6. Capacity: increased by task services as
they require less network bandwidth and server
computing share. Assuming that the minimum
acceptable response time for this service (αRT )
is 8 seconds, the resulting capacities are as fol-
lows: C#1

C = 1.15, C#2
C = 82, C#3

C = 8.6, and

C#4
C = 1.1.

7. Availability: is similar for all the
services as we assume that the service does
not need maintenance and is functioning 24/7.

Therefore, C#1
A = 1, C#2

A = 1, C#3
A = 1, and

C#4
A = 1.

8. Client Privacy: violated by data ser-
vices since the service client needs to transfer
sensitive information (input images) as service
parameters.

Sclient = {input image}
We apply a sensitivity measure which as-

signs a number in [0,1] to sensitive data
where higher value represents more sensitiv-
ity, Sensitivityinput image = 0.5. The corre-
sponding privacy violation costs for the can-
didate services are as follows: C#1

CPV = 0.5,

C#2
CPV = 0, C#3

CPV = 0, and C#4
CPV = 0.5.

9. Provider Privacy: violated by task ser-
vices since the service provider needs to trans-
fer sensitive information, which includes facial
patterns as well as skin detection (SD) and face
detection (FD) algorithms, required by the ser-
vice representative to perform the tasks.

Sprovider = {patterns, SD,FD}

Figure 13: Three normalization functions used
in the face detection case study.

Using the same sensitivity scale as client
privacy, we assigned Sensitivitypattern = 0.8,
SensitivitySD = 0.3, and SensitivityFD =
0.5. Moreover, we assume αEncryption = 0.6.
The corresponding privacy violation costs for
the candidate services are as follows: C#1

PPV =

0, C#2
PPV = 0.64, C#3

PPV = 0.12, and C#4
PPV =

0.52.

10. Application Requirements: are eval-
uated for three different applications as follows.

1. Still-Image Face Recognition. This appli-
cation requires only one web service invo-
cation. C#1

SC1 = 1, C#2
SC1 = 1, C#3

SC1 = 1,

and C#4
SC1 = 1.

2. Video Surveillance. This application re-
quires invoking the web service every five
seconds. The composite task service (op-
tion 2) processes all the images at the
client site. Consequently, it requires only
one web service invocation. C#1

SC2 = 12,

C#2
SC2 = 1, C#3

SC2 = 12, and C#4
SC2 = 12.

3. Human Motion Detection: This appli-
cation requires invoking the web service
once every second. Similarly to the
video surveillance application, the com-
posite task service is the only option which
does not require any updates. C#1

SC3 = 60,

C#2
SC3 = 1, C#3

SC3 = 60, and C#4
SC3 = 60.

The QoS parameters that are obtained be-
came comparable after normalization. Figure
13 shows three instances of the defined normal-
ization functions. Other normalization func-
tions were defined similarly. Table 1 represents
the normalized QoS values and the weight as-
signed to each of them in the process of decision
making. Weights should be assigned, based
on the provider’s policies as well as potential
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clients expectations. This can be done through
an analysis of the business domain, which is
outside the scope of this paper. In this case, we
consider equal weights for privacy and perfor-
mance metrics (each one receives 40%). Appli-
cation specific QoS requirements are assigned a
value of 10%, where they are also evaluated by
the performance metrics. The remaining 10%
is assigned to the other criteria.

Using the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP), we obtained the total score for each
alternative service by applying the objective
function defined in Section 3. Based on the
total scores, the preferred alternative is the
third option. This composite service first
uses a task service (skin detector) to employ
the generic service representative to initially
process the client’s data at the client site.
Figure 14 shows the task message generated
by this service. In the next step, it uses a data
service (face detector) to perform the more
complicated and more sensitive face detection
process at the server site. By analyzing the
results of this experiments, we conclude that
the selected composite service outperforms
other services by reducing network traffic and
execution time, and maintaining client and
provider privacy.

5 Related Work

In this section, we briefly present some research
work found in the related literature. In dis-
tributed computing, code on demand [10] (also
called code mobility) refers to any technology
that sends executable software programs from
a server computer to a client system upon re-
quest from the client. Java applets and Mi-
crosoft Silverlight are two instances of code
mobility. Task service is a client-site process-
ing approach and also is an alternative to code
mobility. Task services have advantages over
code on demand approaches due to their com-
posability and scalability. Moreover, task mes-
sages are not executable, which improves client
security.

Code mobility has been compared with tra-
ditional client/server approaches. In [12], Java
Remote Invocation (RMI) and .Net Remoting
Architecture were compared based on an exper-

Figure 14: SkinDetectorTWS task compo-
nents and the corresponding client data.

imental performance analysis. Similarly, [13]
investigated three Java-based approaches to
distributed computing (Java RMI, Java applet-
servlet communication and Mobile Agents) us-
ing performance parameters such as code size,
latency, response time, partial failure, concur-
rency, and ease of development. To the best
of our knowledge, this paper is one of a few at-
tempts to compare traditional (server-site) web
services with client-site processing approaches
(task services).

Web service performance testing is an emerg-
ing field of software engineering which must
be carried out at both the server site and the
client site. However, choosing the relevant per-
formance criteria is a critical task. At the
client site, web service performance depends on
the amount of data transmitted over the net-
work. At the server site, selection of program-
ming language and platform, and implementa-
tion complexity are the primary contributors
to web service performance [3]. Data and task
services provide the same business logic and are
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Table 1: Normalized QoS parameters values for candidate face detection web services. The third
option receives the highest score and is chosen as the best candidate to model the web service.

QoS metric CET CL CRT CT CS CC CA CCPV CPPV CSC1 CSC2 CSC3 Score
(weight) (0.1)(0.1)(0.1)(0.1)(0.03)(0.05)(0.02)(0.20)(0.20)(0.03)(0.05)(0.02)(1.00)

Option 1 1 0.3 0.12 0.5 0.13 0.12 1 0.5 1 1 0.4 0 0.57
Option 2 0.48 1 1 1 0.3 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 0.82
Option 3 0.93 0.9 0.83 0.7 1 0.9 1 1 0.8 1 0.4 0 0.85
Option 4 0.65 0.2 0.08 1 0.03 0.1 1 0.5 0.6 1 0.4 0 0.48

implemented using identical technologies. Con-
sequently, we need to compare them, based on
their QoS parameters which are relatively easy
to obtain. Open-source performance analysis
tools such as Apache JMeter, Firebug and YS-
low can be used to obtain QoS parameter values
efficiently.

QoS parameters have been proposed widely
in service selection to compare alternative ser-
vices. For example, an interactive web ser-
vice choice-making process is proposed in [6],
which takes QoS as a key factor when choos-
ing from functionally equivalent services. By
considering the service selection problem as
an optimization problem, [16] maximizes an
application-specific utility function under end-
to-end QoS constraints.

Finally, the generic service representative
and task services were proposed in [4] and
[7]. The former introduced a generic software
agent (a simplified version of service represen-
tative) that resides at the client site and cus-
tomizes web service responses based on the
client context. The latter proposed an archi-
tecture for the extended SOA model including
the generic service representatives and task ser-
vice providers which supports the novel concept
of client-site service composition. A real-world
application of task services in the healthcare
domain was proposed in [5], where the service
representative plays the role of a virtual nurse
performing assigned tasks by different physi-
cians.

6 Conclusions and Future
Work

In this paper, we proposed a decision model to
help service developers make decisions about

the proper type (server-site data service or
client-site task service) to adopt for web ser-
vices. The decision criteria are platform de-
pendent QoS which are evaluated differently for
data and task services. Moreover, based on the
case study provided, a composition of data and
task services can exhibit good QoS scores if the
task service initially processes the client’s data
and the pre-processed data are transferred to
the server for more complex processing.

The proposed model evaluates each business
process individually. As future work, we plan
to solve an optimization problem to find the
best combination of data and task services rep-
resenting a composite business process. Fi-
nally, we plan to involve service clients in the
decision making process as follows. The list
of decision criteria (QoS parameters) will be
presented to the service clients for the weight
adjustments. Then the system will re-calculate
the decision model and produces a ranked list
of different service options. Therefore, this user
will have more control on the results based on
different priorities.
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Abstract

 

Software product line engineering is a paradigm 
that advocates the reusability of software engi-
neering assets and the rapid development of new 
applications for a target domain. These objectives 
are achieved by capturing the commonalities and 
variabilities between the applications of a target 
domain and through the development of compre-
hensive and variability-covering domain models. 
The domain models developed within the software 
product line development process need to cover 
all of the possible features and aspects of the tar-
get domain. In other words, the domain models 
often described using feature models should be 
elaborate representations of the feature space of 
that domain. In order to operationalize feature-
based representations of a software application, 
appropriate implementation mechanisms need to 
be employed. In this paper, we propose a Seman-
tic Web-oriented language, called Semantic Anno-
tations for Feature Modeling Description 
Language (SAFMDL) that provides the means to 
semantically describe feature models. We will 
show that using SAFMDL along with Semantic 
Web Query techniques, we are able to bridge the 
gap between software product lines and SOA 
technology. Our proposed work allows software 
practitioners to use Semantic Web technology to 
quickly and rapidly develop new software prod-
ucts based on SOA technology from software 
product lines. 

1 Introduction 

Software product line engineering is a software 
reuse paradigm that focuses on the capture of the  
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commonalities, universal and shared attributes of 
a set of software-intensive applications for a spe-
cific problem domain [1]. A software product line 
can be viewed as the representative of the set of 
all applications that could possibly be developed 
for a given target domain [2]; therefore, it is an 
all-encompassing representation that could be 
customized and configured to produce a diverse 
set of individual desirable software applications. 
This approach to software development has re-
ceived growing attention due to its potential for 
enhancing quality and reducing the time-to-
market of new software products and applications 
[3, 4]. 
During development, software product lines un-
dergo two main lifecycles, namely Domain Engi-
neering and Application Engineering [4]. The 
domain engineering cycle is responsible for per-
forming a coherent and comprehensive domain 
analysis, modeling, and realization process 
through which the commonalities and variabilities 
of various aspects of the target domain are identi-
fied, documented, and implemented. The subse-
quent cycle, application engineering, is concerned 
with understanding the specific needs and re-
quirements of a group of stakeholders. This is a 
process that would consequently result in the cus-
tomization and configuration of the domain arti-
facts into a desirable final application. This 
software application would be a domain depend-
ent software product that meets the needs of the 
specific group of stakeholders. 
The main produced artifacts of the domain engi-
neering lifecycle are a feature model (referred as 
problem space) and a domain implementation 
(referred as solution space). Feature models are 
important conceptual tools for modeling different 
aspects of families of systems [2, 3]. They provide 
the required means for addressing commonality 
and variability both formally and graphically, for 
describing interdependencies of the product fami-
ly attributes (features) and for expressing the per-
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missible variants, customizations and configura-
tions of the product family.  
After developing the feature model, features needs 
to be properly operationalized. This is a process 
that we refer to it as moving from the problem 
space to the solution space. Many researchers and 
practitioners have already investigated the means 
within the solution space for the operationaliza-
tion of the problem space [5, 6, 7]. For instance, 
the employment of Service-Oriented Architec-
tures (SOA) for the operationalization of the func-
tional attributes and features of a product lines has 
been proposed, which seems to be a viable ap-
proach [5]. However, transforming from the prob-
lem space models represented through a product 
line feature model into the solution space models 
based on service-oriented architectures requires 
mechanisms that would be able to bridge the gap 
between the spaces.  
The underlying challenge of bridging this gap can 
be simply viewed as the problem of selecting the 
best services that properly implement and/or satis-
fy the features. In other words, how could a soft-
ware developer select the best set of services that 
would correctly implement various aspects of the 
software product line feature model?  
Within the SOA community, the selection of the 
most appropriate (Web) service for a given task 
has been a long standing challenge In essence, this 
is due to the fact that a simple syntactical match 
between the inputs, outputs, pre and post condi-
tions of a service and the task at hand does not 
necessarily imply that the service is appropriate 
for the task. For instance, although the services 
for both numerical addition and subtraction have 
the same syntactical signature but they perform 
semantically different operations. 
The SOA community has acknowledged that in 
order to be able to search and find suitable ser-
vices for a given purpose, additional semantics 
and meaning need to be provided for each service. 
This would allow for a more informed search 
within the available services. Various languages 
have been proposed within SOA and Web ser-
vices (e.g. OWL-S [8], WSML [9], SAWSDL 
[10]), which allow for the description and annota-
tion of services with relevant semantic infor-
mation. The meaning provided for each service is 
often in the form of references to conceptual in-
formation within domain specific ontologies. This 
way the semantics attached to each service is 
grounded on structurally well-defined and accept-
ed concepts. 

In this paper, we show that the gap between the 
problem and solution spaces (i.e. operalationaliza-
tion of features in a feature model) can be filled 
with a similar approach to that taken by the se-
mantic Web services community, i.e., the em-
ployment of a meaningful and shared ontological 
representation of the domain of discourse, which 
can bridge the gap between the two spaces. In 
other words, if both the formal models of the 
problem space that are represented in terms of 
feature models and the operational implementa-
tions of the solution space that are designed as 
services be annotated and described using the 
conceptualizations of a shared frame of reference, 
e.g. an ontology, then it is possible to find corre-
spondences between the two spaces. We will 
show how this can be achieved within our frame-
work.  
In a similar vein to semantic Web services, we 
will describe our language for semantically anno-
tating feature models, called Semantic Annota-
tions for Feature Model Description Language 
(SAFMDL), and show how it can be used in prac-
tice in combination with several other Semantic 
Web technologies to operationalize software 
product lines using SOA-based services. 
This paper is organized as a follow: Section 2 
provides a background on feature models, and 
semantic Web service discovery. The proposed 
representation of feature models (i.e., SAFMDL) 
is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the 
interrelations between the problem and solution 
spaces, which is followed by the illustration of the 
use of our proposed framework. Section 6 pro-
vides the details of how our work is related to the 
software product line development lifecycle and 
methodology. Related works are discussed in Sec-
tion 7 and the paper is concluded in Section 8. 

2 Background 

2.1 Feature Modeling 
Features are important distinguishing aspects, 
qualities, or characteristics of a family of systems 
[2, 3]. They are widely used for depicting the 
shared structure and behavior of a set of similar 
systems. To form a product family, features of a 
set of similar systems are composed into a feature 
model. A feature model is a means for represent-
ing the possible configuration space of all the 
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products of a system product line (system family) in terms of its features.  

Figure 1: Graph Product Line feature model.

Feature models can be represented both formally 
and graphically; however, the graphical notation 
depicted through a tree structure is more favored 
due to its visual appeal and easier understandabil-
ity. More specifically, graphical feature diagrams 
are in the form of a tree whose root node repre-
sents a domain concept, e.g., a domain application, 
and the other nodes and leafs illustrate the fea-
tures. In this context, a feature is a concept prop-
erty, e.g., domain application functionality, 
modeled in a way to capture commonalities or 
possibly differentiate among product family vari-
ants. The rest of features are classified as: 
 Mandatory Feature: the feature must be 

included in a product if its parent feature is 
selected. 

 Optional Feature: the feature may or may 
not be included if its parent is selected. 

 Or Feature Group: From a set of Or feature 
group, any non-empty subset of features can 
be included if their parent feature is selected. 

 Alternative Feature Group: From a set of 
alternative features, only one feature can be 
included if their parent feature is selected.  

Additional constraints are defined on the feature 
models, named integrity constraints. Two main 
constraints are: includes – selection of a given 
feature (set of features) requires the inclusion of 
another feature (set of features); and excludes – 
the selection of a given (set of) feature(s) requires 
the elimination of another (set of) feature.  
Figure 1 shows a sample feature diagram for a 
Graph Product Line (GPL). GPL covers the clas-
sical set of applications of graphs in the domain of 
Computer Science. The intention is to be able to 
develop configurations of GPL, which are able to 

address different problem domains. For instance, 
GPL can be configured to perform several graph 
search algorithms over a directed or undirected 
graph structures. 

2.2 Semantic Web Services 
Web services are independent pieces of software 
systems that are designed for remote machine 
interoperability [22]. The main characteristic of 
Web services is that they can be deployed over 
large scale networks such as the Web; hence, they 
need to and indeed carry machine processable 
descriptions that properly inform other programs 
of their operations and how they can be properly 
invoked. The description of Web services is most 
often accomplished based on the Web Service 
Description Language (WSDL), which is an 
XML-based language for delineating the syntacti-
cal details of a Web service in terms of its end-
points, interfaces, operations and other aspects. 
Based on these descriptions, Web services can be 
discovered by other interested applications and 
employed for their functionality through a mes-
sage-passing scheme. 
One of the limitations of Web services is that their 
description lacks meaningful explanations or in 
other words semantic descriptions. Simply said, 
they are black boxes that given certain inputs and 
the satisfaction of a set of preconditions will per-
form an operation and return a well formatted 
output.  The operations performed inside the black 
box are unknown to the outside world unless 
some meaningful description that can be under-
stood and shared by other software programs is 
added. Semantic Web services add such capability 
to Web services by providing the means to ex-
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pressively annotate Web services with shared 
conceptualizations in the form of ontological con-
cepts [20]. Ontologies provide agreed upon do-
main specifications based on Semantic Web 
markup languages such as OWL and DAML and 
are shared by different software systems and ap-
plications. Not only does this sharing of 
knowledge allow software systems to search for 
suitable Web services based on syntactical match-
es, but to also consider semantic relevance within 
the matchmaking process. Several languages such 
as WSML and SAWSDL and also frameworks 
including OWL-S and WSMO already exist that 
support the development of semantic Web ser-
vices [21]. 

3 Feature Model Represen-

tations  

The software product line problem space models 
are most often represented through feature models 
[2, 3]. Several different formats for storing and 
manipulating feature models have been proposed 
in the software product line community including 
the ones used within the SPLOT repository, 
Ahead framework, FeatureIDE, FaMa and XFea-
ture among others. Within our framework that is 
supported by the AUFM Suite, we serialize fea-
ture models based on SAFMDL and at the same 
time provide mechanisms to convert to and from 
other serialization into SAFMDL. SAFMDL is 
designed as a profile for feature modeling based 
on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [11]. It 
provides appropriate concepts and relationships 
for the notations available in the feature modeling 
metamodel. In addition, SAFMDL extends the 
standard feature modeling notation by enabling 
the feature model designers to further describe 
features with meaning and semantic details. Simi-
lar to semantic Web services, feature models ex-
pressed using SAFMDL carry both syntactic 
representations and semantic descriptions. The 
semantic descriptions are quite useful in qualify-
ing the features of the feature model with an exact 
meaning and will be helpful in conveying the spe-
cific intentions of the model designer.  
Figure 2 shows how SAFMDL is organized 
around standard feature modeling notations. As 
mentioned earlier, currently, different frameworks 
handle different feature model serializations in-
cluding XToF, SXFM and TVL [12]. Although 

the representations of these serializations are dif-
ferent, the semantics of the languages are quite  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: The Onion Architecture for SAFMDL.  

 
similar and they can be easily transformed to one 
another. Wang et al. have shown that feature 
models can also be formally denoted using De-
scription Logics (DL) [13]. The benefit of using 
DL-based feature models is that standard DL rea-
soning mechanisms can be used to derive and 
validate feature model configurations and also 
extended DL algorithms can even be used to de-
tect and resolve inconsistencies within feature 
models. Given the benefits provided by Descrip-
tion Logic based representations of feature models, 
the Feature Modeling Description Language 
(FMDL) is designed as a profile for standard fea-
ture modeling based on OWL. This allows feature 
models represented in FMDL to be able to benefit 
from standard Description Logic reasoning capa-
bilities. FMDL enjoys a readable and clear syntax 
and also precise semantics based on OWL. The 
expressiveness of the notation provided by FMDL 
can be considered equivalent to the others as seen 
in the center of the onion architecture in Figure 2, 
and hence, they can be viewed as interchangeable. 
Besides the exact syntax and semantics of FMDL, 
it provides an additional advantage of providing 
grounds for being extended with additional capa-
bilities without requiring structural changes. Since, 
FMDL is based on OWL, additional information 
or data can be added to it through the introduction 
of new Class or Property definitions. This has 
been exploited to further extend FMDL to support 
the semantic annotation of its elements. The ex-
tension to FMDL, referred to as SAFMDL, caters 
the means through the definition of additional 
properties over FMDL to annotate each element 
of FMDL with suitable semantic descriptions. 
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These semantic descriptions are in the form of 
references to the concepts of one or more shared 
domain specific ontologies. 

3.1 Feature Model Description 

Language (FMDL) 

FMDL is a feature modeling profile that provides 
the standard concepts for developing a feature 
model. It is modeled based on OWL and can es-
sentially be seen as a ontology for feature model-
ing. The structure of FMDL consists of the 
required concept and property definitions for in-
stantiating a feature model, which corresponds to 
the feature modeling meta-model. The instantia-
tion of the feature modeling meta-model is per-
formed by providing ontology individuals 
(concept instances) for the FMDL concept defini-

tions. In other words, the meta-model is defined 
based on OWL concepts and properties in FMDL 
whereas feature model instantiations are devel-
oped by instantiating the OWL concepts defined 
in FMDL. Figure 3 depicts the details of FMDL in 
the Protégé ontology editor. FMDL feature mod-
els can be both developed using the standard on-
tology editing tools such as Protégé or Swoop and 
can also be developed within our AUFM Suite, 
which is a graphical Eclipse plugin for feature 
modeling. AUFM Suite is able to automatically 
convert FMDL-based feature models into OWL 
format.  
 As shown in Figure 3, the structure of a feature 
model is based on the two main concepts of Root 
and Feature, and two of its sub-concepts Manda-
tory and Optional. These concepts are shown on

 

 
Figure 3: The Structure of FMDL in Protégé. 

 
the Class Hierarchy panel (Box 1). A new feature 
model can be instantiated by providing individu-
als for each of these concepts. For instance, the 
Algorithm and GraphType features have been 
added to this feature model as mandatory features 
(Box 2). The relationships between the features 
are modeled through properties. The list of possi-
ble relationships between the features of a feature 

model is shown in Figure 3 (Box 4). For instance, 
it can be seen that Algorithm has a siblingRela-
tionship with both GraphType and Search features. 
It can also be seen that the Root of the feature 
model is named GPL (Graph Product Line) and 
that Algorithm is one of the direct children of the 
Root (Box 3). 
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Figure 4: Semantically annotating feature model elements.

3.2 Semantic Annotations for 

Feature Model Description 

Language (SAFMDL) 

One of the major challenges with feature model-
ing as a domain modeling tool is that although its 
structure is quite expressive in terms of relating 
various aspects and features of a domain together 
and depicting the constraints that govern the in-
teractions between the features, it can cause am-
biguities in terms of what each feature exactly 
refers to, how its scope should be defined and 
what are the actual domain reflections of the fea-
ture. This can have more serious implications in 
„complex and abstract‟ domains where features 
do not directly map to tangible real world objects 
or functions. For this purpose and those men-
tioned earlier, FMDL needs to be extended with 
the ability to annotate the details of a feature 
model with semantic descriptions.  
The Semantic Annotations for FMDL (SAFMDL1) 
profile provides such an extension by introducing 
four new properties that reference concepts within 
external shared ontologies. These additional prop-
erties, selfModelReference, preConditionMod-
elReference, postConditionModelReference, and 
NonFunctionalModelReference allow each feature 
to be further described by presenting what con-
cept or notion the feature represents in the domain 
of discourse, what other notions it relies on for 
being realized, which other concepts will be im-
pacted by this feature, and also what concept(s) of 
non-functionality feature can provide, respective-
ly. Each of these three references to ontological 
concepts is modeled as Object Property within 
OWL and hence allows for the extension of 
FMDL in SAFMDL with the capability to seman-
tically describe features. Given this capability, 
SAFMDL allows designers to qualify their design 
with meaning and hence avoid ambiguity and 
enhance communication, model sharing and better 
model realization. Figure 4 depicts an example 
                                                           
1http://ebagheri.athabascau.ca/spl/safmdl.owl 

where the Algorithm feature is ground-
ed/annotated using the Algorithm concept within 
the MONET ontology. MONET is an ontology for 
describing and provisioning web-based mathemat-
ical services. With this annotation, the Algorithm 
feature is now confined with the semantic mean-
ing attached to Algorithm in MONET and its 
scope is restricted by what defined clearly in that 
ontology.  
 

4 Connecting Problem and 

Solution Spaces 

As discussed earlier, we will need to move from 
the problem space (i.e., the feature model) into the 
suitable solution space (i.e., the software product 
line implementation). The prevalence of SOA 
technology, specially the wide deployment of 
Web services on the Web platform and its many 
proper characteristics such as distributed nature 
and loose coupling, has convinced many re-
searchers that it can serve as a viable solution 
space technology. The main challenge towards the 
operationalization of problem space artifacts us-
ing SOA Web service technology is to find the 
right Web services that both syntactically and 
semantically implement features that are available 
in a feature model.  
The emergence of semantic modeling frameworks 
for Web services has taken them a step beyond 
the syntactical desirability of Web services and 
provides additional benefits for their meaningful 
publication, discovery, interoperability, and com-
position.  
As shown in Figure 5, given that SAFMDL pro-
vides the means for describing feature models 
with semantic descriptions, it is possible to create 
a correspondence between the problem space fea-
ture models and solution space semantic Web 
services. The semantic descriptions shared be-
tween both spaces can be seen as glue that can 
enhance the discovery of the most appropriate 
services for realizing the abstract software appli-
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cations. SAFMDL models conform to OWL and 
hence are valid OWL instance documents. This 
provides the benefit of being able to use SPARQL 
queries [17] to manipulate feature models and 
their constituting features. On the other hand, 
SAWSDL [10] is an extension to WSDL, which is 
an XML format for representing semantic Web 
service information and as such cannot be queried 
or processed by SPARQL. However, it is possible 
to manipulate SAWSDL descriptions using 
XQuery statements [18]. Both SPARQL and 
XQuery are intended for the same purpose of que-
rying information over structured documents with 
the difference that the former only works with 
data that are defined using a triple structure, 
whereas the latter works with information serial-
ized in valid XML formats.  It is possible to han-
dle both types of data formats through a recent 
W3C submission called XSPARQL [19].  
The XSPARQL query language provides the ap-
propriate means for mapping between data repre-
sented in XML and triple formats (e.g., RDF or 
OWL) in both directions. Therefore, it is an ideal 
query language to find the right correspondences 

for the features of a feature model defined as an 
SAFMDL instance in the set of available Web 
services expressed through SAWSDL. Further-
more, since many ontologies are expressed using 
OWL or at least some extensions of the RDF tri-
ple format, it is also possible to query the sources 
of the semantic annotation information that have 
been used to describe both the feature models and 
the Web services. 
In other words, there are three sources of infor-
mation that need to be completely integrated in 
order to operationalize abstract product  represen-
tations of the problem space, namely 1) semanti-
cally annotated feature models; 2) semantically 
annotated Web services; and 3) the sources of the 
semantic information, i.e., ontologies. These three 
sources of information are either expressed in a 
valid XML format or through some extensions of 
the RDF triple format; therefore, appropriate 
XSPARQL queries can consolidate these sources 
of information and provide for the realization of 
problem space models using semantic Web ser-
vices. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Connecting problem and solution spaces through semantic annotation.
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5 Illustrative Example 

Given the described correspondences between the 
problem and solution spaces described in the pre-
vious section, let us look at the operationalization 
of one of the features of the Graph Product Line 
(GPL) feature model. Suppose that the features of 
GPL have been semantically annotated with onto-
logical concepts from the MONET ontology 2 . 
Furthermore, a set of Web services is available to 
us that are annotated using SAWSDL with con-
cepts from subsets of the MONET ontology. In 
the example below, we show that the Search fea-
ture from GPL can be operationalized using 
XSPARQL. 
As seen in process shown in Figure 6, the first 
step is to extract the semantic annotation that de-
scribes the feature of interest (♣). This will pro-
vide the basis to search for Web services that are 
also annotated similarly. The valuable aspect of 
ontological semantic descriptions is that they pro-
vide meaningful hierarchical relationships; there-
fore, even if two concepts are not identical, they 
can still be related lower down or higher up the 
subsumption hierarchy. Concepts below another 
concept in the hierarchy can be seen as further 
specializations of that concept and can hence be 
relevant in the matchmaking process. For this 
reason, it is reasonable to look for Web services 
that are either directly annotated with the seman-
tic annotation of the feature of interest or other 
concepts that are below it in the hierarchy (♥). 
The additional benefit of this approach is that it 
provides a higher chance for a match between the 
problem and solution spaces. The last step is to 
explore the set of available Web services that are 
annotated with acceptable ontological concepts (♠) 
using a suitable query. The outcome of this query 
is a list of Web services that have appropriate 
matching semantic descriptions to the feature of 
interest (Search). An expert designer or software 
developer would then need to review the matches 
and select the best one to operationalize that fea-
ture. In Figure 6, we have only checked for 
matches based on sfmdl:selfModelReference to 
save space but in reality checks also should be put 
in place for pre and post-conditions as well. 

                                                           
2 http://monet.nag.co.uk/monet/publicdocs/ontologies/al
gorithm.owl 

6 Methodology Support  

In order to be able to develop the connection be-
tween feature models and Web services, we bene-
fit from two fundamental assumptions that are 
commonly accepted in the product line communi-
ty [4]: 
 
1. The features within a feature model represent 

functional and operational aspects of the pos-
sible applications of a target domain of inter-
est; 

2. Each feature is an independent source of 
functionality that although could have pre 
and post conditional relations with other fea-
tures, it provides an operation that is only 
uniquely provided by that feature. 
 

The first assumption states that features of a fea-
ture model are functional elements; therefore, we 
should be able to implement them using software 
artifacts that provide functional capabilities such 
as Web services. The second assumption provides 
ground for mapping each feature onto an atomic 
or composite service. In other words, since each 
feature provides a unique functional operation, it 
can be mapped to a Web service that implements 
such functionality.   
As we mentioned earlier, the development process 
in a software product line includes domain engi-
neering and application engineering lifecycles; 
through which the domain engineering lifecycle is 
performed to build the product line and the appli-
cation engineering lifecycle is executed whenever 
a new products is required. In order to build (op-
erationalize) a product line using semantic Web 
service technology, in addition to language exten-
sion, extending the development process of the 
product lines is also required. Introducing 
SAFMDL affects both the domain engineering 
and application engineering lifecycles. Table 1 
shows the main activities in both the domain and 
application engineering lifecycles as well as the 
new activities that are introduced as a result of our 
framework.  In the following, we explain the de-
tails of the activities that are added to the domain 
engineering and application engineering lifecycles.  
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Figure 6: A sample XSPARQL Query for mapping problem and solution spaces. 

6.1 Domain Engineering Lifecy-

cle 
The domain engineering lifecycle is responsible 
for developing domain assets (i.e. commonalities), 
family reference model, and variability model. 
The main phases of the domain engineering 
lifecycle are domain scoping and requirements 
engineering, variability modeling, domain design 
and realization [24]. In order to support realiza-
tion of domain assets and reference model, we 
need to make changes in the traditional domain 
engineering lifecycle. The main activities added 
into the process are: 
Generating and annotating SAFMDL models: 
This activity first transforms an input feature 
model into an SAFMDL model using tooling sup-
port provided in our AUFM suite. Generating 
SAFMDL models enables us to provide semantics 
for features through annotating them with onto-
logical concepts. Hence, domain engineers in co-
operation with domain experts annotate features 
described in SAFMDL using concepts from refer-
ence ontologies.  That is, for each feature of the  

 
feature model suitable ontological concepts are 
assigned using the selfModelReference, preCondi-
tionModelReference, and postConditionMod-
elReference properties.  For example, as shown in 
Figure 4, the domain engineer can annotate the 
algorithm feature with the Algorithm concept 
from the MONET ontology.   
Design product line compositions: Since we use 
service oriented architecture for the operationali-
zation of product lines, the final products derived 
from a product line can be considered as a com-
position of services. In the SOA paradigm, busi-
ness process modeling languages are widely used 
for composing services in the architectural level. 
Similarly, we use Business Process Modeling 
Notation 2.0 (BPMN2) to model the composition 
structure of features. In the composition model, 
each atomic activity represents a feature in the 
feature model. We assume that the mappings be-
tween atomic features in the feature model and the 
activities in the business process model are al-
ready established. The details of the mapping pro-
cess between features and activities have already 
been explained in our previous work [32]. In this 
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activity, the domain designer specifies the compo-
sition relations (e.g. sequence relations or OR 
compositions) of features in the feature model 
using BMPN 2.0 in which a one-to-one mapping 
between features and activities are created. The 
model shows run-time relations between features 
in the execution environment.     
Discovering services for features: The domain 
engineer goes through features one by one and 
tries to find suitable semantic matches with the 
available Web services that can possibly opera-
tionalize those features. The semantic matches 
should be made between the semantic annotations 

of the inputs, outputs and the Web service itself 
and the feature model and its pre and post condi-
tions. In this way, if a Web service has a similar 
semantic annotation to a feature of interest and 
also their semantic annotations for their inputs 
(pre-conditions), outputs (post-conditions) match 
properly, then that Web service can be seen as a 
potential solution space implementation that can 
realize the feature. Given the capability of 
XSPARQL to integrate XML and RDF formats, 
AUFM suite formulate appropriate queries to 
identify Web services for the features. 

 

Table 1: Traditional Software Product Line development process and changes made by our framework. 
Life-

cycle 
Phase Traditional Activities 

Changes and added activities by Ontological 

framework 

D
o

m
a

in
 E

n
g
in

ee
rin

g
 

Domain Analysis and 
Requirements Engineering 

 Family requirements elicitation  
 Family requirements analysis  
 Family requirements specification,  
 Family requirements validation and 

verification 

 
 identify the common accepted reference ontolo-

gies in a domain 
 

Variability Modeling  
(Feature Modeling) 

 Identifying features 
 Identify feature relation 
 Model features  

 Generate SAFML from feature model 
 Annotate features with concepts form the refer-

ence ontologies  

Domain Design  Design reference architecture 
 Detail design of assets 

 Design reference composition model with atomic 
features as a atomic activities 

Domain Realization and Test-
ing 

 
 Make/buy/mine/commission 
 Test 

 Produce XSPRQL queries for every feature 
 Select most suitable services for a feature from 

retrieved services based in quality of service 

A
p

p
lica

tio
n

 E
n

g
in

e
er

in
g
 

Application  
Requirement Engineering 

 Application requirements elicitation  
 Application requirements analysis  
 Application requirements specifica-

tion 
  Application requirements validation 

and verification 
 Reuse family requirement model 

 
 Determine non-functional requirements  
 Identify correspond non-functional concepts 

from reference quality ontology and decide on 
their relative importance  

 Ranking application non-functional concepts 
using Stratified Analytical Hierarchy Process (S-
AHP [14]) 

 

Application Design 

 Binding variability based on applica-
tion requirements 

 Verify and Validate specialized 
feature model 

 Automatically create application  

 Identify features‟ ranks based on ranks of non-
functional concepts with which features were 
annotated. 

 Bind variables based on the provided ranks  

Application  
Realization and Testing 

 Complete application 
 Test Application 
 Deploy application 

 Decide on the most appropriate service for each 
feature based on the ranks of their quality attrib-
utes 

 
 
Figure 6 shows how a sample query is created for 
a feature in feature model and used for identifying 
suitable Web services. Since services may provide 
the same functionality and different quality of 
service, identified services are bound to a feature. 
In the application engineering lifecycle, from the 

set of discovered services for a feature, the appli-
cation engineer can select the optimal service 
based on the stakeholders‟ non-functional re-
quirements. 
In this activity, we assume that it is always possi-
ble to find matching services for each feature. 
However, it is important to notice that software 
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practitioners may face many situations where a 
single atomic service could not be found to im-
plement the required functionality and hence a 
composite service needs to be employed. A 
wealth of tools and techniques for the creation of 
composite Web services exist and we consider 
those to be prearranged and outside the scope of 
this paper. However, we are looking at further 
extending SAFMDL to support additional proper-
ties such as isWorkflowModelReference derived 
from OWL-S [31] so as to enable designers to 
express sequencing rules (e.g., parallelism, se-
quence, multiple choice) for describing run-time 
semantics. 

6.2 Application Engineering 

Lifecycle 
Having developed product line artifacts in the 
domain engineering lifecycle, the application en-
gineering lifecycle captures requirements (func-
tional and non-functional) of the target application, 
derives application artifacts from domain engi-
neering artifacts through a staged configuration 
process, and tests and deploys the application to 
the stakeholders‟ environment. A number of ac-
tivities are added to support the application engi-
neering lifecycle using our framework.  
Managing non-functional requirements: This 
step includes a set of activities which are distrib-
uted over different phases of the application engi-
neering lifecycle. The first activity is to identify 
the non-functional concepts corresponding to the 
non-functional requirements of the target applica-
tion. Afterwards, the relative importance of non-
functional concepts is captured from the stake-
holders. For example, for some application we 
may have the following relative importance: cost 
is more important than security. After capturing 
non-functional concepts and their relative im-
portance, we apply our Stratified Analytic Hierar-
chy Process (S-AHP) [14] to identify the ranks of 
non-functional concepts. Next, features based on 
their non-functional properties are ranked. Finally, 
features are selected and deselected features are 
removed from the reference composition model. 
Since we can have more than one service for each 
feature which satisfy the functionality of the fea-
ture and provide different non-functional quality 
attributes, the services will be ranked and selected 
based on the ranks of their QoS.  

6.3 Implementation Aspects 
To support software developers for working with 
our proposed framework, we have started to im-
plement the AUFM suite – a chain of Eclipse 
based tools for performing semantically-enabled 
service oriented product line engineering. The 
devised tool chain aims at supporting activities 
defined in the development lifecycle of product 
line engineering. So far, we have implemented the 
following tools: 
 S-AHP tool: we have extended the feature 

model plug-in (fmp) to perform the annota-
tion of feature models with non-functional 
concepts. Additionally, preferences of stake-
holders in terms of relative importance are 
captured and features are ranked using the 
implementation of our S-AHP algorithm. 

 rBMPN tool:  the tool is developed for mod-
eling the composition of features (represented 
as activities) using  Business Process Model-
ing Notation 2.0 (BPMN2). Additionally, the 
tool provides facilities for modeling business 
rules over reference composition models, to 
indicate semantics of decision gateways at 
run-time. 

 SAFDML Editor: This tool provides ontolo-
gy representation of feature models created 
by the S-AHP tool. Moreover, we are also 
able to transform other formats of feature 
models into SAFDML using this tool.   

For the next stage of our development, we are 
working to integrate the XSPARQL language 
with our tooling support for formulating and exe-
cuting queries on the repository of semantic Web 
services.  

7 Related Work 

The software product line research community 
has separately integrated SOA technologies and 
semantic Web technologies into software product 
line paradigm. Consequently, we divide the relat-
ed work into two categories: Integration between 
SPL and SOA and integration between SPL and 
semantic Web technologies. Our work is novel in 
that it provides the appropriate language and the 
required framework to integrate Semantic Web, 
Software Product Line and Service-oriented Ar-
chitecture technology together in order to rapidly 
produce operational software from software prod-
uct families. 
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Lee et al [6][7] adopted the SOA paradigm for 
implementing core assets of product lines and 
referred to it as Service Oriented Software Prod-
uct Lines (SOSPL). The main activities in their 
approach include feature analysis, service analysis 
and specification, and system integration and de-
velopment. The authors provided guidelines for 
identifying and specifying reusable services based 
on the features. Furthermore, a number of chal-
lenges for adopting service SOA for implement-
ing software product lines were mentioned in [7]. 
Due to agility and flexibility of service oriented 
development, many researchers have employed 
services in developing Dynamic Software Product 
Line (DSPL). Bastida et al. [25] developed dy-
namic self-reconfiguring and context-aware com-
positions by applying a multi-step methodology 
based on SPL and supporting the execution 
through a service composition infrastructure. The 
authors founded their service composition infra-
structure on Event-Condition-Action rules.  
Istone et al [26] investigated the synergy between 
SOA and DSPL in the context of home automa-
tion systems. In their work, requirements are 
modeled using feature models and services are 
discovered for the atomic features in feature mod-
els. Parra et al. [27] proposed a homogeneous 
Context-Aware Dynamic Service-Oriented Prod-
uct Line, named CAPucine. Their goal is to define 
at the same time a service-oriented and context-
aware product derivation that monitors the context 
evolution in order to dynamically integrate the 
appropriate assets in a running system. The adopt-
ed target platform follows the service-oriented 
approach. Similar to these approaches, we also 
applied SOA into software product lines, but by 
using semantic Web modeling space we enhance 
the operationalization process. Moreover, varia-
bility modeling techniques such as feature model-
ing [7] and orthogonal variability modeling 
languages [28] in product lines have been applied 
in the SOA context to manage variability in ser-
vices.  
So far, semantic technologies have been mainly 
applied for validation and reasoning on the feature 
models. Wang et al [13] provided DL representa-
tion of feature models and verification of feature 
model relations and constraints. Given a feature 
model composition, their approach can detect if 
the model is valid or not. Moreover, it can present 
the axioms that lead to invalidity of the model. 
Our SAFMDL work differs from their work on 
not only providing mechanisms for validating 

feature model constraints but also extending fea-
ture model for semantic annotation of the features.  
Peng et al [29] developed an OWL ontology for 
feature modeling which helps in validating and 
tailoring feature models. The proposed ontology 
categorized features according to underlying 
business model. In their approach they defined a 
set of rules and supported DL based reasoning for 
verifying feature models with respect to the de-
fined rules.  
Zaid et al [30] applied OWL ontologies and the 
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) to capture 
semantics in existing feature modeling techniques. 
Moreover, they added semantics for the integra-
tion of feature models and formulated a list of 
SWRL rules for indentifying conflicts and incon-
sistencies.  

8 Concluding Remarks 

The software product line community has made 
great advancements in terms of providing tools 
and techniques for domain modeling, reusability-
based engineering and variability management. It 
has also been successful in describing the possible 
applications of a target domain of interest and 
crafting domain specific applications based on 
specific stakeholder requirements and domain 
constraints. Similar to many software artifacts, 
modeling artifacts such as feature models in soft-
ware product lines lack the capability to describe 
domain elements and features based on a standard 
terminology or a shared conceptualization; there-
fore, it is possible to encounter ambiguity and 
uncertainty at the operationalization phase.  
The Semantic Annotations for Feature Modeling 
Description Language (SAFMDL) is a fundamen-
tal step towards enabling the semantic description 
of feature models based on shared and widely 
accepted ontological representations and concepts. 
We believe that SAFMDL is an important devel-
opment in the software product line theory and 
practice in that: 
 
1. It provides a sound theoretical foundation 

based on the Web Ontology Language to in-
tegrate meaningful descriptions and semantic 
information into software product line feature 
models. The integration of semantics into fea-
ture models will facilitate the search and 
maintenance of product line feature models 
and enhances knowledge sharing and transfer 
within a re-use engineering context; 
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2. It enables the operationalization and realiza-
tion of abstract representations of feature 
models by connecting such models with se-
mantic Web services. In other words it pro-
vides a bridge between the problem space and 
the solution space using ontological concep-
tualizations; 

3. It does not require software practitioners or 
domain analysts to become familiar with a 
whole line of new technology, rather it bene-
fits from standard operational tools such as 
Protégé within its design, development and 
operationalization processes and phases. 

 
Our practical experience shows that the combina-
tion of SAFMDL with XSPARQL queries and 
OWL ontologies provides a suitable platform for 
the development of semantically-aware software 
product line models. One of the major advantages 
of such models is that instances of problem space 
models such as feature model customizations can 
be rapidly transformed into solution space models 
such as Service-Oriented Architectures or Web 
service-based applications. This approach would 
lead to the faster and more efficient development 
of operational software systems for any domain 
specific target application.   
Our proposed framework and its supporting 
AUFM Suite can be seen as useful tools for prac-
titioners to more effectively employ software 
product line engineering techniques in a complete 
cycle from design to a working product. 
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Abstract

The main problems in text classification are
lack of labeled data, as well as the cost of la-
beling the unlabeled data. We address these
problems by exploring co-training - an algo-
rithm that uses unlabeled data along with a
few labeled examples to boost the performance
of a classifier. We experiment with co-training
on the email domain. Our results show that
the performance of co-training depends on the
learning algorithm it uses. In particular, Sup-
port Vector Machines significantly outperforms
Naive Bayes on email classification.

1 Introduction

You have just returned from a relaxing two-
week vacation. There has been no phone, no
email for two wonderful weeks, and now you
are back. You open your inbox and ... Wow!
There are 347 new messages! How could you
manage to read all of them? Probably, you
will spend the whole day trying to sort out all
this mail. Having done this burdensome work,
you feel like you need a vacation again. What
is worse is that most of those messages are out
of your interest or out of date.

Nowadays, a typical user receives about 40-
50 email messages every day. For some people
hundreds of messages are usual. Thus, users
spend a significant part of their working time

on processing email. As the popularity of this
mean of communication is growing, the time
spent on reading and answering emails will only
increase. At the same time, a large part of
email traffic consists of non-personal, non time-
critical information that should be filtered. As
a result, there has recently been a growing in-
terest in creating automatic systems to help
users managing an extensive email flow. Exam-
ples of such systems are PEA[19], MailCat[16],
Re:Agent[2] and others.

Generally, the main tool for email manage-
ment is text classification[15, 4, 3]. A classifier
is a system that automatically classifies texts
into one (or more) of a discrete set of predefined
categories. For example, for email management
one could benefit from a system that classifies
incoming messages as junk and non-junk or as
important and unimportant.

Most text classification approaches use su-
pervised learning for building a classification
system. In a supervised learning setting, we are
given examples that belong to a two-class con-
cept (e.g. interesting and uninteresting email).
All examples are labeled with respect to their
membership in one of the two classes. A ma-
chine learning system induces, from these ex-
amples (referred to as a training set), a general
description of both classes. It is important that
such a description has predictive power, i.e. it
predicts with high degree of success the class
of unseen examples. In our example, we want
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a machine learning system to come up with a
definition of what makes an interesting email
message, so that this definition will successfully
pick interesting email from the user’s inbox in
the future (e.g. it will work well on examples
different from the ones in the training set).

It is well-known, both theoretically[17] and
practically[4, 9], that more training data we
have, the more accurate classification system
we get. In general, we need hundreds or even
thousands of labeled examples to produce a
reasonably accurate classifier. For example, re-
cently Microsoft has released the product Out-
look Mobile Manager that can prioritize users’
incoming messages and send the most impor-
tant ones (along with other information like
current tasks, reminders and so on) to their
mobile devices. Microsoft claims that the sys-
tem would work its best after getting about 600
labeled examples. For an average user it would
require several weeks for the system to start
working in full. Moreover, during these weeks
the user would be constantly bothered to label
each incoming message as important or not.

One way to overcome the problem of labo-
rious hand-labeling is to look at the user’s be-
havior to determine if a message is important
or not. For example, if a message has been
printed, it is probably an important one. On
the other hand, deleting a message without
reading could be the indication of junk. But
this kind of monitoring is not very reliable and
also requires some time to gather information
before the system is able to learn the general-
ization.

Another way to deal with the problem of la-
beling data is putting in use unlabeled data
that we usually have plenty of. There have been
proposed some learning algorithms that are de-
signed for the extensive use of unlabeled data.
In this paper we will concentrate on one such al-
gorithm called Co-Training[1]. This algorithm
allows one to start with just a few labeled ex-
amples to produce an initial weak classifier and
then use only unlabeled data to improve the
performance. It is based on the idea that some-
times features that describe the data are redun-
dant and could be split into two sets each of
which on its own is sufficient for correct clas-
sification. Then we can build two classifiers,
one for each set. We use these two classifiers

to go through unlabeled examples, label them,
and add the most confident predictions to the
labeled set. In other words, the classifiers train
each other using the unlabeled data1. Craven
et al. employed co-training in their large re-
search project on extracting knowledge from
the World Wide Web[5]. The results were very
encouraging; they were able to reduce the clas-
sification error by better than a factor of two
using only unlabeled data.

The goal of this research is exploring the pos-
sibility of applying co-training to email classifi-
cation. Usually, in email classification (as well
as in text classification in general) texts are rep-
resented as bags of the words which appear in
a whole message, i.e. in the header and in the
body of a message. But often the information
in a header and in a body is similar. In other
words, only one of the sources, either a header
or a body, is sufficient for correct classification.
In [3], the authors empirically show that us-
ing only headers just slightly reduces the accu-
racy of classification. Therefore, we split the
bags of words that represent email messages
into two sets: the words from headers2 and
the words from bodies. We then proceed with
the co-training algorithm as described in [1].
Our results show that the performance of co-
training depends on the learning algorithm it
uses. In particular, Naive Bayes[11] could not
benefit from co-training on our data whereas
Support Vector Machines(SVM)[18] has been
applied successfully. The possible explanation
to this phenomenon is the sparseness of feature
vectors that SVM could deal with efficiently
and that is crucial for Naive Bayes.

The contribution of this work is two-fold:
firstly, we show in detail how to apply co-
training on text-mining tasks. Secondly, we
demonstrate that SVM is the learner of choice
in these applications of co-training.

In the remainder of this paper, we first give a
short survey of related work, then describe the
co-training algorithm in detail. After that, we
present our results of applying the algorithm to

1It is interesting to observe that such a learning set-
ting involving two (or more) agents reflects the social
character of the learning process, unlike the standard
Machine Learning approach that focuses on an isolated,
single learner.

2In this study we use only a subject instead of a
whole header for reasons mentioned in Section 4.
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email classification. Finally, we give our con-
clusions and discuss the prospects for future
work.

2 Related Work

After appearing of the original work [1], a num-
ber of studies emerge to explore the potentials
of the co-training idea. For example, in [14] co-
training has been successfully applied to one of
the natural language processing tasks, namely
base noun phrase bracketing, which usually re-
quires a large amount of training data. In this
work the authors also showed that a signifi-
cant improvement in accuracy can be achieved
by combining co-training and active learning in
the form of using humans to correct inaccurate
labels made by co-training.

Another variant of combining co-training
and active learning has been proposed in [12].
Co-Test(Co-EM) extends co-training in that it
asks to explicitly label examples on which the
two classifiers of co-training have different opin-
ions.

Nigam and Ghani[13] performed exten-
sive experiments comparing the performance
of co-training and another popular algo-
rithm that uses unlabeled data: Expectation-
Maximization(EM)[6]. These experiments
show that co-training outperforms EM even on
tasks where there is no natural split of features.

Transductive Sup-
port Vector Machines(TSVM) proposed in [9]
is another semi-supervised learner that to some
extent subsumes co-training[10]. It uses la-
beled and unlabeled data to find the maximum
margin hyper-plane dividing the positive and
negative instances. It is particularly beneficial
in the situations where we do not care about
good generalization, but rather good classifica-
tion accuracy on a particular test set.

In addition, [21] has presented a method of
using a large amount of unlabeled information
available on the World Wide Web to improve
the classification of short text strings.

3 Co-Training Algorithm

In this section we give a detailed description of
the co-training algorithm adopted from [1].

Sometimes features describing the data are
redundant for a given task, so that we can clas-
sify an example having only one set of features
or another. Such sets of features are called
”redundantly sufficient”. For example, emails
can be classified using only one of the two sets
of features: header information (for example,
subjects) or the words in the bodies of mes-
sages. We often can say what a message is
about looking at the message itself or looking
only at the subject. We split features into two
sets and train two independent classifiers, one
for each set of features. We train them provid-
ing some minimal number of labeled examples
that we have and get two weak classifiers that
are, hopefully, better then random. Then, we
use unlabeled data in a loop for some number
of iterations or as long as we have data. In
real settings, one can find the optimal number
of iterations testing the performance on each
iteration on a separate validation set. In the
loop, both classifiers examine new examples,
label them, and add the most confidently pre-
dicted positive and negative examples to the
set of labeled examples. Thus, the classifiers
train each other using only unlabeled data.

The whole algorithm is as follows:

Given:

• F1 and F2 are redundantly sufficient sets
of features

• L is a set of labeled training examples
• U is a set of unlabeled examples

Loop:

• Learn the first classifier C1 from L based
on F1

• Learn the second classifier C2 from L
based on F2

• For each classifier Ci do:

– Ci labels examples from U based on
Fi

– Ci chooses p positive and n negative
the most confidently predicted exam-
ples E from U

– Ci removes examples E from U

– Ci adds examples E with the corre-
sponding labels to L
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Why should this work? The intuition is that
if one classifier can find an example that is
very similar to some of labeled ones, then it
can confidently predict the class of this exam-
ple and provide one more training example for
the other classifier. But, of course, if this ex-
ample happened to be easy to classify for the
first classifier, it does not mean that this ex-
ample will be easy to classify for the second
classifier, so the second classifier will get use-
ful information to improve itself and vice versa.
For example, if we have two messages, one with
subject ”Company meeting today at 3 pm” and
the other one with subject ”Meeting today at
5 pm?”, and we know that the first message is
classified as ”meeting”, then we are very con-
fident that the second message should be clas-
sified as ”meeting” as well based only on its
subject. But the messages are likely to have
different content, especially, if they are from
different people. Therefore, the classifier that
is based on the words in the body of a message
will be provided with a whole bunch of new
words that are relevant to class ”meeting”.

Blum and Mitchell ran some experiments to
see if co-training really worked. They consid-
ered the problem of classifying universities’ web
pages as home pages of academic courses. The
two sets of features were the words on pages
themselves and the words on the hyperlinks
that point to the page. The underlying learning
scheme for co-training was Naive Bayes. They
provided just 12 labeled examples (3 positive
and 9 negative) and approximately 800 unla-
beled ones. On each iteration of co-training,
each classifier was allowed to add 1 new posi-
tive and 3 new negative examples to the pool of
labeled examples. After 30 iterations of the co-
training algorithm, the accuracy of the classi-
fier increased reducing the error by better than
a factor of two.

In [1] the authors also provided some theoret-
ical insight into the co-training method. They
proved that if the feature sets representing the
data are conditionally independent given the
class and the target classification function is
learnable3, then any initial weak classifier can

3We use ”learnable” in terms of the general learn-
ability model (PAC model) that assumes that the more
examples are in the training set, the better the accuracy
on the testing set is, provided that the distribution of

be boosted to arbitrarily high accuracy using
unlabeled examples only.

4 Co-Training on Email
Classification

Inspired by the success of Blum and Mitchell’s
experiments with co-training on web page clas-
sification, we have applied this algorithm to
email classification. We took 3 largest folders
from one of the authors’ inbox and formed 3
classification problems. For each problem one
of the folders was considered to consist of in-
teresting messages and others represented un-
interesting email.

The only condition we have in the co-training
settings is the presence of redundantly suffi-
cient features that describe the data. Obvi-
ously, we could divide any email into two parts:
a header and a body. In our experiments we
used only a subject line instead of the whole
header of a message because our 3 folders were
formed mostly by the recipient’s address, so
the data are easily classified using only this
information. Thus, our two sets of features
are the words from the subject lines and the
words from the bodies of email messages. For
co-training to work these two sets of features
have to be conditionally independent given the
class. Generally, this condition is not always
true for email domain. People often repeat the
words from the subject in the body of a mes-
sage. This violation is even stronger than it
is in the web classification task because a sub-
ject and a body are written by the same person
while a web page and hyperlinks pointed to it
are usually created by different people.

For our experiments we had 1500 emails
grouped into three folders with 250, 500, and
750 messages respectively. As was mentioned
above, from these three groups we formed three
2-class problems (with positive and negative
classes) by making positive examples from one
group and negative from other two groups.
Therefore, we had three classification problems
with the distribution of positive and negative
examples as 1:5 (highly imbalanced problem),
1:2 (moderately imbalanced problem), and 1:1

examples in both sets is the same[17]
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(balanced problem). The bigger imbalance in
data, the worse learning results one might ex-
pect. It is due to the fact that most learn-
ing algorithms try to maximize the accuracy of
predictions, which could be the highest for the
trivial classifier that labels all examples with
the majority class.

For each task 25% of the examples were left
as a test set. From the remaining examples we
randomly picked up p0 positive and n0 negative
examples to form a training set (15 positive and
75 negative for the highly imbalanced problem,
5 positive and 10 negative for the moderately
imbalanced problem, 3 positive and 3 negative
for the balanced problem). Others were con-
sidered unlabeled.

The words from subjects and bodies were
preprocessed; stop words were removed4, the
words that appear only in one message were
removed, the remaining words were stemmed5.
These preprocessed words form the feature sets.
For each feature/word we count the number of
times the word appears in the text to get the
feature value.

In the experiments we ran 50 co-training it-
erations adding on each iteration one positive
and five, two, or one negative examples for the
highly imbalanced problem, the moderately im-
balanced problem, and the balanced problem
respectively (to maintain the initial distribu-
tion of positive and negative examples)6. Each
experiment was conducted 10 times with dif-
ferent training/test splits. Each run started
with at least default accuracy, which is 83.33%
for the highly imbalanced problem, 66.67% for
the moderately imbalanced problem, and 50%
for the balanced problem. The results pre-
sented in tables are the averages of 10 runs.
We used the implementations of learning algo-
rithms Naive Bayes and Support Vector Ma-
chines from WEKA[20].

To get an upper bound for these experiments
4Stop words are very frequent English words

like pronouns, prepositions, etc. Lists of stop
words are generally available (see, for example,
http://www.superjournal.ac.uk/sj/application/demo/
stopword.htm).

5Stemming is the process of removing suffixes and
endings of words.

6We varied parameters of co-training such as the
number of training examples and the number of exam-
ples added on each iteration but it does not influence
the results significantly.

we trained Naive Bayes on a labeled version of
the unlabeled data (see Table 1). As you can
see from these results, the highly imbalanced
problem appeared to be very hard for Naive
Bayes as it cannot achieve on average the de-
fault accuracy (83.33%) even with all available
labeled data.

Table 2 and Figure 1 show the results for
the co-training experiment when the internal
learning algorithm is Naive Bayes. The values
in the table represent the absolute difference
between the initial accuracy (the accuracy of
a weak initial classifier trained on p0 positive
and n0 negative examples) and the accuracy
of the classifier that we get after 50 co-training
iterations. The second column shows the differ-
ences for the subject-based classifier, the third
column is for the body-based classifier, and the
forth column is for the combined classifier. The
combined classifier is obtained by picking the
most confident predictions from the outcomes
of the subject-based and the body-based clas-
sifiers. Almost all numbers in Table 2 are neg-
ative. It means that accuracy on average goes
down, and co-training works in the opposite di-
rection degrading the performance of the initial
classifier. From the Figure 1 we can see that for
the highly imbalanced problem adding new self-
labeled examples hurts the performance badly
on each iteration causing the learning curve go
down quite rapidly. For the other two tasks we
see a little increase (3-5%) in performance for
the first 5-20 iterations, and then the learning
curve goes down even below the initial accura-
cies.

One of the baselines for this experiment
could be the co-training-like algorithm with
random labeling. It differs from co-training
only in that it adds not the most confident
predictions but examples with random labels.
This baseline is about −13% for the combined
classifier for each task. So, co-training with
Naive Bayes does better than this baseline
for two out of three tasks. Another baseline
could be the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm[6] run on whole messages. Compar-
ing with EM we could see whether co-training
really benefits from having two redundantly
sufficient sets of features in the email domain.
The results for EM are shown in Table 3. Co-
training does worse than EM on two out of
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Figure 1: Co-Training with Naive Bayes

three tasks.
Why does Naive Bayes work so badly on our

tasks? One of the possible reasons could be
the violation of the conditional independence
of the feature sets. To check if it is the real
cause of such behavior, we removed the words
that appear in the subject from the body of the
messages and ran the experiment again. The
results did not change much.

The other possible reason is that subjects
and bodies are not redundant and needed to
be used together for correct classification. For
example, some users start their messages in a
subject line and continue in the body or even
leave the body empty if the message is short.
Another example is that sometimes for quick
access to the target email address people gen-
erate a new message as a reply for a previous
message, change the body, but forget to change
the subject. In that case the subject and the
body could correspond to completely different
topics.

The third possible reason is the great sparse-
ness among the feature values. Most of the val-
ues are zeros because people tend to use very
different words. To avoid zero probabilities we

apply Laplace smoothing. However, the num-
ber of features is quite big. Naive Bayes may be
quite sensitive to the number of features partly
because of the violation of the independence
assumption. Therefore, we tried to decrease
the number of features by selecting a few the
most important ones 7. The results are pre-
sented in Table 4. We could see that with fea-
ture selection Naive Bayes works a lot better,
and it benefits from co-training in two out of
three tasks. The first task is the hardest be-
cause of the skewed distribution of examples
but even this task looks better with feature se-
lection (−2% compared with −20%).

The empirical test showed that the sparse-
ness of the feature values is one of the reasons
why co-training does not work with plain Naive
Bayes. To confirm this and also to check if co-
training can be applied in general to email clas-
sification, we changed the internal learning al-
gorithm. Instead of Naive Bayes we have used
Support Vector Machines (SVM)[18]. One of
the characteristics of SVM important for us is
that it works well even with very large feature

7We used correlation-based feature subset selection
from WEKA[7].
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Naive Bayes SVM
highly imbalanced problem(1:5) 80.36% 90.06%

moderately imbalanced problem(1:2) 83.98% 94.85%
balanced problem 91.51% 94.01%

Table 1: Naive Bayes and SVM trained on all available data

Absolute difference in accuracy
between the 1st and the 50th iterations

Subject-based Body-based Combined
classifier classifier classifier

highly imbalanced problem(1:5) -17.11% -19.78% -19.64%
moderately imbalanced problem(1:2) -9.41% -1.20% -1.23%

balanced problem 0.78% -0.53% -0.64%

Table 2: Co-Training with Naive Bayes

Absolute difference in accuracy
between the 1st and the 50th iterations

highly imbalanced problem(1:5) -6.64%
moderately imbalanced problem(1:2) -1.71%

balanced problem 2.86%

Table 3: EM on whole messages

Absolute difference in accuracy
between the 1st and the 50th iterations

Subject-based Body-based Combined
classifier classifier classifier

highly imbalanced problem(1:5) -1.09% -1.82% -1.96%
moderately imbalanced problem(1:2) 1.62% 4.31% 3.89%

balanced problem 1.54% 6.78% 3.81%

Table 4: Co-Training with Naive Bayes and feature selection

Absolute difference in accuracy
between the 1st and the 50th iterations

Subject-based Body-based Combined
classifier classifier classifier

highly imbalanced problem(1:5) 0.28% 1.80% 1.80%
moderately imbalanced problem(1:2) 14.89% 22.47% 17.42%

balanced problem 12.36% 15.84% 18.15%

Table 5: Co-Training with SVM
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Figure 2: Co-Training with SVM

sets. Therefore, SVM is well-suited for text
classification[8].

First, we tested SVM on a labeled version
of the unlabeled data (see Table 1). In com-
parison with Naive Bayes, SVM did a lot better
giving the evidence that this learning algorithm
is a better choice for text classification (at least
for our tasks).

Table 5 and Figure 2 present the results of co-
training with SVM. All numbers there are pos-
itive, so even for the hardest task co-training
with SVM improves the initial classifier. The
learning curve for the highly imbalanced prob-
lem has a small but positive angle of slope. For
the other two tasks, the curves go up quite
sharply the first 10 iterations, and then their
slopes become lower-grade. These results give
us the evidence that co-training could be ap-
plied to email classification, and it could make
the gain of up to 20% for some tasks.

5 Conclusion

In this research, we have presented a learning
technique introduced in [1] which greatly de-
creases the effort needed in applying machine

learning on real-life data. We have empirically
proved that co-training can be applied to email
classification. At the same time, we showed
that the performance of co-training depends on
the learning method it uses. Namely, Naive
Bayes performed very poorly in our experi-
ments while Support Vector Machines worked
very well.

Though, more research is needed to clarify
the causes of the poor behavior of Naive Bayes
in combination with co-training and explore
other possibilities (along with feature selection)
to improve the performance of Naive Bayes in
the co-training loop. For example, smoothing
the probability distribution of Naive Bayes pre-
dictions could be helpful.

Another direction in this research is apply-
ing co-training to other domains. We plan to
use the algorithm on grain classification. The
task is to classify types of grains to predict the
amount of harvest (big, medium, small) they
could give. We have two different sources of in-
formation about the grains: their physical char-
acteristics and their characteristics in infrared
that could be transferred into two redundantly
sufficient feature sets.
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Also, a thorough comparative study of co-
training and other learning methods that em-
ploy unlabeled data would be beneficial for the
Machine Learning community.
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NSERC Business Intelligence Network: Selected Topics 

Co-Chairs: Renee Miller, University of Toronto; Frank Tompa, University of Waterloo; 
Sheila McIlraith, University of Toronto; Jacob Slonim, Dalhousie 
University; Eric Yu, University of Toronto 

Theme: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
Abstract: 
A national network of Canadian researchers1, working in close collaboration with the industry are now in 
their third year of an exciting research program aimed at developing the next generation Business 
Intelligence (BI) tools. It is anticipated that these tools will enable meaningful business knowledge 
management that is forward-thinking, proactive, predictive and transparent. This workshop provided a 
forum for reporting on results to update and engage the audience in a discussion about the state-of-the-art 
and future requirements for BI technologies. 

A Unified Model for Data and Constraint Repair 

Integrity constraints play an important role in data design, however in an operational database they may be 
unenforced for many reasons. This means that over time, data may become inconsistent with respect to the 
constraints. To manage this, some approaches also have proposed techniques for repairing the data. For 
example, by finding minimal or low cost changes to the data that will make it consistent with the 
constraints. These techniques are appropriate for some applications where data changes but schemas and 
constraints remain fixed and correct over time. In many modern applications however, constraints may 
evolve as application or business rules change, as data is integrated with new data sources, or as the 
underlying semantics of the data evolves. When an inconsistency occurs in these scenarios, it is not clear 
whether there is an error in the data (and that the data should be repaired) or if the constraints have evolved 
(and that the constraints should be repaired). 

We presented a new data quality paradigm that uses automated support for the management and repair of 
both data and constraints. Previous techniques have focused mostly on updating or correcting the data. In 
contrast, our approach looks for clues in the data to understand if the data semantics or business rules may 
have evolved. The approach is a holistic one that is designed to facilitate the continuous administration and 
maintenance of both data and constraints that have been used as data quality rules. 

From Policies to Database Constraints 

When database systems are used to support business activities, they store the contents of the artifacts that a 
business deals with (such as objects or processes). Quite often, the historical values of these artifacts are 
also stored for policy enforcement and auditing purposes. 

The life cycle of a business-generated artifact (how the data contents change from creation to 
destruction/archival) usually follows a systematic path and is governed by a business process. We first 
model the artifacts as database views and then write constraint diagrams to declare sets of states in which 
policies are to be applied. Links between states are then added to specify required and disallowed 
transitions. Finally, we translate the diagrams into database triggers that can record, allow/disallow, and 
otherwise act on transitions from state to state according to the policies represented by the diagrams. 

In this presentation, we illustrated how constraint diagrams are related to business workflows. By 
concentrating on only the states of interest and by allowing a database to be in more than one state at a time, 
we make it simple for business process designers to develop models that monitor and manage the activities 
of an enterprise. We also showed how this approach is useful not only for modeling conventional 
workflows, but also for supporting data retention and access control policies. 
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Strategic Models for Business Intelligence 

Business Intelligence (BI) promises a range of technologies for using information in order to ensure 
compliance with strategic and tactical objectives, as well as government laws and regulations. These 
technologies can be used in conjunction with conceptual models of business objectives, processes and 
situations (aka business schemas) to drive strategic decision-making about strengths and weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats (aka SWOT analysis). We focus on three key concepts for strategic business 
models - situation, influence and indicator – and how they are used to model SWOT concepts. In addition, 
we show how to perform formal decision making by adopting techniques from formal goal reasoning and 
influence diagrams. 

Goals and Outcomes 

The goal of this workshop was to present and exchange ideas regarding the current challenges related to the 
development of next-generation Business Intelligence tools with emphasis on the areas of business 
modeling, data integration and the full utilization of document assets. By bringing together a diverse group 
of researchers and practitioners from industry and academia, an attempt was made at finding a consensus 
regarding the research challenges and as well as sharing current approaches and methodologies. 

BI-enabled Adaptive Enterprise Architecture 

Advances in BI technologies enable organizations to analyze and interpret data for making decisions in 
short time frames in order to respond quickly to changing conditions and to recognize new opportunities. 
However, if the BI-triggered actions require changes to the information systems that support organizational 
operations, the response can take much longer to implement.  

This part of the workshop is described as an exploratory project to investigate the feasibility of adopting 
and extending the Business Intelligence Model (the BIM developed within the BIN network) to feed BI 
insights (expressed in the language of business decision makers) directly into high-level models of software 
and information systems. This is so that these systems can adapt quickly in a data-driven way and complete 
a closed-loop cycle. The cycle ranges from environmental sensing to interpretation to decision making and 
implementation and back to sensing, vastly reducing adaption cycle times in most cases. 

The vision made use of agent- and goal-oriented modeling as well as latest advances in adaptive software 
technology. The broader vision is to use BI to drive enterprise-wide IT evolution cycles, resulting in a “BI-
enabled Adaptive Enterprise Architecture” that will be data-driven and evidence-based, overcoming the 
long-standing business-IT alignment problem. We seek industry participation for experimenting with the 
proposed vision.  

Flexible Business Processes: context-driven customization of data and processes  

Business processes are no longer the sole purview of the IT department. Increasingly, corporations are 
exposing business processes on corporate intranets and on the WWW as a means of enforcing policies and 
regulations concerning their work practices. These processes in turn dictate how data is selected, viewed, 
integrated, and updated. Unfortunately, one size does not fit all. Today’s business processes must be 
sufficiently flexible to adapt to the context imposed by the data, the users and the stakeholders involved in a 
particular execution of a business process. In this work, we exploit a business process formalism that treats 
both data and processes as first-class citizens. Our process model supports specifications of abstract 
business processes at multiple levels of abstraction and with sufficient flexibility to enable customization. 
Our formalism also supports the specification of stakeholder policies, preferences, and priorities, including 
jurisdictional policies and regulations. We synthesize a context-specific process instance as a customization 
of the flexible business process that enforces relevant policies and regulations while optimizing for 
stakeholder preferences and priorities.  

Format 

The format of this half-day, 3-hour workshop was multiple speakers from academia and industry with 50% 
of the time dedicated to interactive, facilitated discussion. 
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This workshop covers current Canadian research in key areas directly linked to one of CASCON’s major 
themes: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics. In accordance with CASCON’s key goals, the 
workshop encouraged an exciting exchange of ideas between presenters and the audience. 

 

 
1 Established in 2009 under the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada’s Strategic 
Network Program, the NSERC BIN research team consists of 15 investigators at seven universities 
(University of Alberta, University of British Columbia, Carleton University, Dalhousie University, 
University of Ottawa, University of Toronto and University of Waterloo). Network industry partners 
include SAP Canada, IBM Canada , iAnywhere Solutions Canada, Palomino System Innovations and 
Zerofootprint. 
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Next-generation, scalable network visualization and analysis  

Co-Chairs: Amira Djebbari, University of Toronto; Igor Jurisica, University of Toronto 

Theme: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Healthcare 

Abstract: 
The workshop aims to bring together researchers and practitioners with interests and experience in complex 
data analysis and visualization to specifically discuss different approaches and trends in the research of 
scalable network visualization. 

Introduction: Many real-world systems in diverse fields ranging from physics, biology, and economics to 
telecommunication, transportation, intelligence and healthcare can effectively be represented as networks. 
Network science is a highly inter-disciplinary field of research concerned with understanding complex 
systems. Although humans are known to perform fast image pattern recognition, non-graphical 
mathematical packages are typically used to analyze networks and visualization is often left as an after-
thought. Network visualizations can be informative if proper visualization tools are used to focus attention 
and to for example identify nodes with the most links, nodes across different subnetworks, and singleton 
nodes. In recent years, the availability of massive datasets has led to a rising need for scalable network 
visualizations. Importing ancillary data associated with nodes and edges can also enrich individual 
networks for exploratory visual data mining. Such an integrative approach to data aggregation is 
particularly important when individual datasets are often sparse, incomplete, noisy, and distributed across 
many databases in diverse formats as is common with real-world datasets, especially in the biological 
domain. Integrated network analysis and visualization is emerging as a fruitful approach to reveal patterns 
in the data by elucidating relationships or highlighting areas for further study and can lead to improved 
understanding of complex systems. 

A number of graph visualization and manipulation software applications exist for various platforms. 
Potential users of these applications will make a decision based on factors such as the application’s 
availability for the user’s computing platform, its feature set and its user interface experience. Some 
applications are more suitable for particular domains (social networks, biological network analysis, link 
analysis, etc.) whereas others are more generic. Tools and systems should not limit users during data 
analysis and visualization; rather, they should empower them. Individual network visualization systems 
differ greatly in terms of features and standards they support, and consequently analyses they enable. 
Importantly, users have broad range of skills and expectations such that network visualization tools must 
satisfy diverse requirements and thus offer different user interface and features. Due to many different 
types of users and tasks, several critical challenges have to be addressed for a visualization tool to be useful: 
(1) flexibility in satisfying diverse user needs through various workflows including data aggregation from 
multiple sources, (2) ease of use to support selecting different layouts with an intuitive mix of automated 
and manual improvements, and (3) scalability in terms of memory and speed, which is especially important 
for large graphs. 

Considering complexity and diversity of data and tasks, there is no single best layout, no single best file 
format or visualization tool: one size does not fit all. One way to cope with these dynamics is to support 
multiple scenarios/workflows. While diverse layouts can be used to visualize complex networks, rendering 
large networks without overwhelming the user presents a challenge. Links that intersect and nodes that 
overlay one another result in poor readability, and graph visualization programs work hard to minimize the 
number of link intersections. 

With more and more comprehensive annotation for nodes and edges, interactive visualization is necessary 
for visual data mining. These challenges can be addressed by combining automated and manual processes 
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that manipulate the network and its layout, showing the data at the right level of detail in a coherent manner 
by using the available screen space resourcefully. Data aggregation from diverse sources underlines the 
importance of client scalability as vastly more data can potentially be reached, encouraging the 
manipulation of larger and more complex networks. 

XML and other formats are useful for data exchange. Analogously to data import, supporting multiple 
export formats extends usefulness of individual tools. For networks, it is most useful to extend the standard 
image formats, e.g., jpg, tiff, png, bmp, with Scalable Vector Graphics (svg) format, which an XML-based 
file format for describing two-dimensional vector graphics (http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/). SVG 
format is especially useful to prepare high quality final annotated figures. 

While many existing visualization tools are effective and widely used, there are several critical areas where 
these applications require improvement. Scalability remains a challenge for current layout algorithms and 
software. Network visualization software must also be able to integrate richly annotated data. Individual 
tools need a good balance of performance and features that are useful. What features are needed is highly 
dependent on available data and workflow. There is no one solution that satisfies all requirements and since 
data and workflows change over time, network visualization tools must evolve. As the data gets more 
complex performance of layout algorithms will need to improve, and new options of differentiating 
multiple attributes will be required. 

Goals: Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: network analysis workflows, layouts and network 
visualization, integration of distributed and heterogeneous node and edge annotations, scalability. Of 
special interest are positions and experiences in the field of network biology and medicine, with diverse 
applications such as understanding the systems underlying diseases such as cancer. 

The format of this half-day workshop included presentations by invited speakers who introduced network 
analysis and visualization as well as discussed future research directions. 

Audience: 

The workshop was intended for a general technical audience. 

Speakers: 

• Stephan Jou Stephan.Jou@ca.ibm.com 

• Michael McGuffin michael.mcguffin@etsmtl.ca 

• Parvin Mousavi pmousavi@cs.queensu.ca 

• Andrew Johnston Andrew.Johnston@telus.com 

• Shane Logan Shane.Logan@telus.com 

• Cesar Hidalgo cesar_hidalgo@ksg.harvard.edu 
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Business Analytics Trends and Opportunities 

Chair: Craig Statchuk, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
Business Analytics (BA) remains an important research topic for the coming year. Many elements 
contribute to a successful BA solution. Within the business analytics team at IBM, we are looking closely 
at the following trends: 

Business Analytics Marketplace: Buyers of Business Analytics software are changing. 
Purchasing decisions are no longer made exclusively by Information Technology departments. 
End users have a greater role in BA than ever before. 

Business Intelligence: “Business Intelligence is a set of methodologies, processes, architectures, 
and technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and useful information used to enable 
more effective strategic, tactical, and operational insights and decision-making” – Source: 
Forrester 

The heart of a Business Analytics solution is Business Intelligence (BI). Reporting and analysis are the 
main features visible to end users. Under the covers, BI is undergoing the biggest transformation since its 
inception over 40 years ago. Data warehouses are now more dynamic and timely. In many cases, these 
reporting mainstays are being replaced by ad hoc systems that can report over operational data. The shift 
toward Software Oriented Architecture (SOA) continues with the Cloud often being the ultimate 
destination. 

Standard BI Components Include: 

• Query and Reporting – Author and share data from a variety of sources. Present business intelligence 
information in a consistent and easy-to-use way. 

• Analysis - Analyze and report against online analytical processing (OLAP) and dimensionally aware 
relational data sources. Spot trends and anomalies in a business from a variety of dimensions. 

• Scorecarding - Scorecards to align employees with a strategy. Communicate business goals company-
wide and let people monitor performance against their targets. 

• Dashboards - Communicate complex information simply with familiar presentation elements like 
gauges, charts and indicators. 

In summary: The fundamental goal of Business intelligence is better decision-making. 

Predictive Analytics: Predictive Analytics have long been used to optimize marketing campaigns and 
understand various types of customer behavior. In recent years, the focus has moved towards predicting 
behavior in all parts of a business to quickly synthesize and interpret information. 

Basic functional steps are:  

1. Formulation of research questions 

2. Database design 

3. Reporting and analysis. 
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The result is software that captures, organizes and processes data scattered throughout an organization, and 
turns it into actual intelligence. 

By applying predictive analytics solutions to existing datasets, analysts can uncover unexpected patterns 
and associations and develop models to guide front-line interactions. This insight can be used in a variety 
of ways, including:  

• Prevent high-value customers from leaving 

• Sell additional services to current customers 

• Develop successful products more efficiently, or identify and minimize fraud and risk.  

Big Data and the Cloud: As customers demand applications in the cloud, companies are building new 
cloud infrastructures. Some are comprehensive, carrier-grade cloud platforms, while others are focused on 
a single layer on the cloud infrastructure, such as a PaaS layer for specific class of applications. For both 
new and existing applications, developers are looking to various 3rd parties to provide cloud infrastructure 
services. They need secure and scalable cloud environments in which to deploy these applications. Many 
are also interested in converting existing on-premise applications to a cloud delivery model.  

Services versus Software: “By 2014, 40% of spending on business analytics will go to systems integrators, 
not software vendors. User-driven initiatives, integration of unstructured content and other external 
information sources will force enterprises to buy products from systems integrators rather than software 
companies where they have been traditionally buying until now” – Source: Gartner. 

This trend will likely continue as applications increase in complexity. 

Location Intelligence: Geospatial awareness is changing BA. A large percentage of business information 
is connected by location. Customers, employees, transactions, sales and phone calls are examples of 
business elements that can be rolled up and aggregated across geospatial dimensions. Location intelligence 
is a powerful concept that can join many formerly disconnected datasets. 

Mobile Smart Phones and Tablets: The demand for mobile applications continues to grow. With rich 
interfaces and up-to-the-minute information, mobile applications let users view and fully interact with 
Business Analytics reports, dashboards, metrics, analysis and other information. A secure environment is a 
necessity. 

Analysis versus Reporting: “By 2013, 30% of analytic applications will use in-memory functions to add 
scale and speed to proactive, predictive and forecasting abilities” – Source: Gartner. 

The expectation is that packaged applications with data mining, forecasting and advanced statistics will 
become increasingly popular. Customers will consider build versus buy trade-offs Many will choose the 
this type of prepackaged solution. 

Visualization: Good visualizations communicate information clearly and effectively through graphical 
presentations. Many customers believe that visualization is an essential data mining feature particularly 
with large datasets.  

Emerging Technologies – Hadoop, Cassandra and iOS are now part of the buying agenda. Scalability, 
performance and flexibility are now primary agenda items. 

Collaboration and Social Software – “Within two years, 15% of BI deployments will combine 
collaborative and social decision making-environments. Over the next 12 to 18 months, enterprises will 
focus on developing these environments” – Source Gartner. 

Enterprises will be looking for solutions that link collaboration and social networking with the core 
Business Analytics applications. 

A good business analytics solution integrates most of these topics. The move is on to entrench more 
predictive capabilities. Intuition is being replaced by Predictive decisions: 
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Intuition Automation Predictive 

Instinct, hunches and experience Objective knowledge, policies 
and practices 

Accurate predictions based on 
historic data 

 

Goals and Outcomes for Workshop 

The goal of this workshop was to bring industry, customers and academia together to discuss Business 
Analytics and related topics. It was hoped that one would leave with a better understanding of the BA 
marketplace and customer expectations. Emphasis was applied to technology areas where further research 
and investigation is warranted.  

Workshop Structure 

This half-day workshop featured presentations from IBM employees working on a variety of Business 
Intelligence solutions. The workshop also included round table discussions with the speakers and attendees 
to stimulate thinking about future opportunities related to the topics presented. 

Preliminary Agenda: 

1. Introduction to Business Analytics 

2. SPSS Fundamentals 

3. Big Data and the Cloud 

4. Location Intelligence 

5. Visualization 

6. Mobile smartphones and tablets 
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Workshop on Information Management for Situational 
Analytics 

Co-Chairs: Gregory Richards, University of Ottawa; Bijan Raahemi, University of 
Ottawa 

Theme: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
Abstract: 
Situational Analytics 

It has long been argued that the fundamental purpose of BI is to enable managerial decision making. Prior 
to making decisions, managers often employ some form of analytics. Analytics could range from simple 
trend analysis through cause-effect modelling and sophisticated data mining. In every case, the decision to 
be made is about optimizing some organizational objective. This objective is influenced by activities in the 
organization. Therefore, once the objective has been accepted as important, the actual decision is not so 
much about the objective as it is about the activities that drive accomplishment of the objective. Each 
analytic situation therefore, can be characterized as an ensemble of objectives and drivers: the more 
explicit the linkages between these objectives and drivers the more understandable the decision. Thus the 
situation—the specific pattern of objectives and drivers—should determine the data to be used and the 
analytics relevant to the decision. 

Steps towards Situational Analytics 

The term situational BI generally refers to creating flexible, agile, adaptive, self-service BI capabilities that 
reduce the amount of time needed to update the data available in BI systems. This concept is fundamentally 
about granting capability to the information consumer to capture new data points as needs emerge, not 
necessarily to pattern the data into a decision framework that enables more rapid decision making. This 
patterning of data to fit the decision task is important in reducing the decision maker’s cognitive load thus 
improving both the speed and quality of decisions. At the moment, when a decision maker interacts with 
BI-delivered data, he or she typically has to explore the data looking for trends and relationships between 
data points then consider the type of analytic technique that best fits with the data. Only then can the 
decision maker actually conduct the analytic process to make the decision. Information architectures that 
deliver the data in a way that fits the user’s decision framework create a more explicit linking of data to the 
analytic situation. Therefore, while situational BI is about reducing the time to adaptation of the data, 
Situational Analytics is about reducing decision latency.  

An Architecture for Situational Analytics 

The architecture for Situational Analytics is based on the current 3-tiered BI architecture which includes a 
source system, a means of extracting data from the source and integrating it into a “BI repository” (which 
could include operational data stores, data marts, data warehouses, or tool-specific BI content storage areas) 
and a presentation layer where the data is delivered in different formats (multi-dimensional cubes, 
dashboards, or reports) to decision makers. Since the notion of situational analytics in goal-directed 
systems includes an ensemble of objectives and drivers, the architecture for situational analytics adds a 
modeling layer that allows for representation of the relationships between the objectives and drivers. In 
effect, the modeling layer replicates the framework by which the user makes decisions about how to 
improve performance relative to the pre-defined objectives. This layer also allows for identification of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to be used in the analysis.  

In addition, a link between the decision framework as represented in the modeling layer and the BI 
repository is required. That is, while the data mart or data warehouse is often designed using various data 
modeling techniques, the decision framework can be used as a means of selecting specific data points from 
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those defined in the data model as key factors required for the situation. In this way, decision makers can 
reduce the amount of time they spend searching through data that might not be relevant to the decision, and 
focus on the relationships between key drivers and their attendant objectives.  

It is also a fact that most KPIs are influenced by business processes at different layers in the organization. 
Often the real reasons behind performance are hidden in business processes. Therefore, information about 
these processes are needed calling for a KPI-based but process-oriented view of the decision environment. 
That is, situational analytics requires access to aggregated KPIs but also a link from these KPIs to the 
process level data allowing decision makers to fully understand the impact of drivers on business objectives. 

Notwithstanding the importance of fully understanding the relationships between drivers and objectives, the 
growth of social media analytics begs for an integration of external data into the overall architecture of 
Situational Analytics. Typically, external sources can include a significant amount of unstructured data not 
easily captured in traditional BI tools. Business decisions however, often require a balancing of internal 
data (i.e., from Key Performance Indicators) and external data (i.e., customer comments or ratings on social 
media sites). Therefore, while decision frameworks that enable focus on internal KPIs are important 
elements of Situational Analytics, the ability to integrate external data is also a key factor. The critical issue 
here is to enable decision makers to understand the relative influence of different external data from 
competitors or from customers on their business objectives. 

Finally, modern organizations tent operate in a network of partners that might form and dissolve quickly 
once specific projects have been completed. A critical question for Situational Analytics is how do partners 
within a network share performance information in order to enable collaborative activity? Clearly, each 
partner will want to keep some information internal to that organization while sharing some data with 
others in the network. In these situations, an SOA approach can enable the sharing of decision frameworks 
and KPIs among partners thus facilitating the formation and management of productive networks and/or 
virtual organizations. 

In summary then, the architecture for Situational Analytics calls for tools that enable the modeling of 
decisions, integration of external data, and a view of the processes that contribute to KPIs thus providing a 
full snapshot of the decision environment whether within an organization or across partners within a 
network.  

Human Factors 

Notwithstanding the challenges of architecting a Situational Analytics system, a critical issue in any 
technology adoption curve within organizations is the capability of humans to fully make use of such 
systems itself. The logic of the Situational Analytics architecture is that the presentation of data fits more 
closely to the decision task at hand (mediated by the decision framework). Therefore, ease of use should be 
enhanced leading to more frequent exploitation of the capabilities of such a system. Over time, frequency 
of use should lead to the development of skills related to decision making with data.  

Core questions 

• What is the underlying logic of situational analytics? Is it about faster data updating or is it about re-
ducing decision latency? Can we, in fact, improve decision quality and how would this be measured?  

• How does situational analytics integrate internal and external data? What are the underlying architec-
tures needed for such integration? 

• What are the skills required of decision makers to make full use of such a system? 
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An Introduction to Data Mining and Predictive Analytics 

Co-Chairs: Tim Daciuk, IBM Canada Ltd.; Stephan Jou, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
Abstract: 
Overview 

Data mining has been defined as: The process of discovering meaningful new correlations, patterns and 
trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern recognition technologies 
as well as statistical and mathematical techniques. -- Gartner Group As companies, organizations, 
institutions and governments look for more advanced methods of interacting with their customers, data 
mining becomes increasingly important as a tool for delivering advanced value. 

Data mining itself has also developed in the last decade. Algorithms and approaches that once demanded 
advanced computational resources are now available on desktop computers. Advances in database and 
storage technology have made mass amounts of data available in an efficient format. Finally, advances in 
technology surrounding the analysis of data has made it possible to include both structured and 
unstructured data in the data mining exercise. This has resulted in the ability to add blog, email, chat and 
social media data to the data mining exercise. All of this has resulted in an increased interest in, and use of, 
data mining. 

Data mining consists of the use of algorithms that are directed at one, or more, of four basic areas of 
exploration. These are: 

1. Classification: the ability to classify a record or case as either belonging to a certain group or of 
taking on a particular value. 

2. Segmentation: the ability to create groups (segments or clusters) from a set of data. The groups 
may be created using either continuous or discrete measures, or a mix of these measures. 

3. Association: the ability to understand activities that may occur together (for example people who 
buy bread, also buy milk) or in sequence (for example, people download a song, then download 
the entire CD) 

4. Anomaly detection: the ability to find those items, which do not fit the pattern. This is often used 
in fraud detection or in the identification of aberrant activities. 

The ability to understand the problem and to apply the right tools and techniques defines a successful data 
mining exercise. 

Methodology 

As a standard component of the data mining exercise it is very advisable to have a methodology to guide 
the project, to improve understanding of the project as a phased approach, and to ensure that sufficient 
checks and guideposts have been included. CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) 
is an open and vendor neutral methodology for managing the data mining project. 

CRISP-DM consists of six phases: 

1. Business understanding: what are the goals of the data mining project? 

2. Data understanding: is there data available to support the business understanding goals? 

3. Data preparation: the process of creating a data structure suitable for data mining? 
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4. Modeling: the application of suitable models to address the business goals and to create a set of 
predictive results. 

5. Evaluation: the ability to review the models for efficacy vis-a-vis the problem or objective in both 
statistical and business terms. 

6. Deployment: the application of the model(s) into a business process in order to effectively meet 
the requirements (as stated in business understanding) and to provide an ongoing framework to 
address these requirements.  

As a final note, these phases are not discrete, but have feedback loops to address the iterative nature of the 
data mining project. Additionally, these steps should be viewed in the context of an ongoing process, 
adapting to internal and external changes to the business, as a result of business factors, and/or the effect of 
the data mining project itself. 

Workshop 

This workshop consisted of a series of hands-on exercises, designed to provide an understanding of the data 
mining project process. The workshop also included a review of the major data mining technical 
approaches, as well as a review of the CRISP-DM process. The workshop provided a hands-on session 
using unstructured data to understand the methodology by which it is possible to extract meaning at a 
conceptual level from unstructured text, and to use that text with structured data to improve the efficacy of 
data mining models. Finally, a short discussion of the ability to integrate data mining with the Cognos BI 
product was included in the session. 
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Using Kerberos to provide secure authentication for DB2 

Chair: Greg Stager, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
During your average day, how many times do you need to type in a username and password? It’s common 
for this to be at least a dozen times, and quite often many more. Wouldn’t you prefer to do it only once, 
when you log into your operating system? This goal is known as single sign-on, a method where a person 
must only provide authenticating credentials once, and be able to gain access to multiple independent 
systems in a highly secure manner. Kerberos is the premier technology used to provide single sign-on. The 
Kerberos protocol, based around a trusted third party and ticket service, is highly robust and efficient. Its 
use of strong encryption provides a secure method of authentication over an insecure network. As a 
kerberized application, DB2 uses Kerberos to provide secure authentication. 

Developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Kerberos is a reference to the three-headed 
dog named Cerberus that guarded that gates of Hades in ancient Greek mythology. Cerberus, a vicious 
monster by all accounts, was responsible for ensuring only the souls of people who had died could enter 
Hades, and that no one could leave. Certainly very vivid imagery for an authentication system. The modern 
day Kerberos authentication protocol provides a similar level of security, ensuring that clients can 
authenticate themselves securely to a server or an insecure network, as well as providing options for data 
integrity and data privacy of any messages exchanged. So not only is Cerberus guarding the gate, it’s 
making sure no one eavesdrops on conversations. 

A trusted third party, named the Key Distribution Center (KDC) forms the basis of the Kerberos protocol. 
The KDC shares the encryption keys for all principals making use of Kerberos. One non-traditional aspect 
of Kerberos is the principal, which is the identity that is either requesting or accepting connections to/from 
others. Thus servers also have identities and are referenced by their principal name. When a client logs into 
Kerberos, it contacts the KDC requesting a special ticket called a “ticket-granting ticket (TGT)”. Clients 
authenticate themselves to servers by requesting a service ticket from the KDC, utilizing the TGT 
previously obtained. The client then passes this ticket to the server as proof of its identity. The server 
receives the ticket, examines the contents, and based on its trust of the KDC, knows who the client is. All 
tickets are encrypted with the keys for the appropriate principal so that they can not be tampered with. 
Tickets have limited lifetimes and Kerberos contains measures to prevent tickets from being re-used. In 
addition, Kerberos supports mutual authentication whereby a server proves its identity to a client by 
returning its own ticket to the client. The client is then assured the other end of the communication pipe is 
who it thinks it is talking to and not someone masquerading as the server. The use of encrypted tickets 
provides one of the fundamental strengths of the Kerberos protocol, that passwords are never sent over the 
network or placed in a ticket during day-to-day use. The KDC knows the users password, as does the user, 
but Kerberos does not require the password to be sent on the network, and there is never a chance for it to 
fall into the wrong hands or be exposed. The use of encrypted tickets also provides a highly efficient 
workflow. The KDC does not need to remember state information about which clients are connecting to 
which servers, or which clients have logged in. It merely examines the contents of the encrypted tickets to 
make a decision as to whether or not the client has proven its identity or that it should be able to connect to 
a server. As the KDC is a single-point of failure for all authentication, this simplified protocol allows for a 
very robust and fast service, critical for any enterprise environment. 

Kerberos has been the authentication mechanism used for Microsoft Windows since Windows 2000. Every 
Windows Active Directory is also a fully functioning Kerberos KDC. Every major UNIX/Linux provider 
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supports Kerberos, often based on the MIT reference code. There is no doubt that Kerberos is an enterprise 
level authentication solution. Kerberos is governed by several standards, including RFC-1510 describing 
the protocol, and RFC-1964 describing the GSS-API (Generic Security Services API) implementation. The 
MIT Kerberos Consortium is a guiding body consisting of a mix of academia and large corporations that 
guide the current development of Kerberos. With on-going code updates, conferences and RFC updates, 
Kerberos is a modern and effective authentication solution. 

DB2 is an enterprise relational database management system. As a client-server product, DB2 is 
“kerberized”, meaning that it supports Kerberos as an authentication mechanism. DB2 integrates with the 
implementation of Kerberos provided by the operating system. DB2 supports cross-platform, cross-realm 
authentication using Kerberos to provide highly secure single sign-on capability. Kerberos support in DB2 
is implemented through client and server security plugins that are accessed through the GSS-API interface. 
This plugin infrastructure, along with a sample Kerberos plugin, has allowed users to customize the plugin 
to suite their own Kerberos infrastructure. 

Workshop Structure 

This half-day, hands on workshop presented an overview of the Kerberos protocol. A human-scale 
implementation of the protocol was used to further enhance the participants understanding. The 
configuration of Kerberos for both a Linux KDC and Windows Active Directory was discussed. Workshop 
participants were given a hands on opportunity to perform the configuration themselves and setup a 
working Kerberos environment. Kerberos credentials were established at login time and kerberized 
applications such as telnet were used to verify the setup. UNIX - Windows interoperability was discussed 
with a focus on Linux clients using a Windows KDC, as well as cross realm trust between a Windows KDC 
and Linux KDC. Participants were able to configure cross-realm authentication from Linux clients to a 
Windows Active Directory. Configuration of DB2 to use Kerberos was covered in both discussion and 
hands-on format to see single sign-on in action. Advanced topics such as KDC replication and application 
programming with Kerberos was discussed. 
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ONTORULE: From Business Knowledge to Ontology- and 
Rules-based Applications 

Co-Chairs: Emilio Rubiera, Fundación CTIC; Christian de Sainte Marie, IBM France 
Theme: Information Management Technologies 

Abstract: 
The development of a business rule application involves many different people, from the business owners 
of the rules to the IT developers of the application. It also involves many different kinds of knowledge, 
from the trade and organisation specific vocabularies to the inside working of the inference engines.	  	  

In the recent years, advances in standardization of modeling and knowledge representation languages and 
in methodologies and theoretical foundations for policy acquisition and execution made it increasingly 
feasible to reduce the coupling between policies and their implementations, and to empower users to 
independently interact with the part of a business application that is relevant to them, including the decision 
modeling process	  	  

The objective of ONTORULE is to enable users, from business executives over business analysts to IT 
developers, to interact in their own way with the part of a business application that is relevant to them.	  	  

We believe that one essential step towards achieving that objective is the ability to separate cleanly the 
domain ontology from the actual business rules, on the one hand; and the representation of the knowledge 
from its operationalization in IT applications, on the other hand.	  	  

Leading vendors of knowledge-based and business rules management systems and top research institutions 
join their efforts, in the EC-funded ONTORULE project The ONTORULE project is partially funded by 
the European Commission under Grant Agreement n° 231875., to develop the integrated technology that 
will empower business professionals in the knowledge economy of the future.	  	  

Today, the development of business rules application is usually approached with a heavy IT bias, if only 
because it starts, most often, with the specification of the application data model.	  	  

Starting with the application data model has at least two negative consequences, from the ONTORULE 
point of view:	  	  

1. part of the domain knowledge is embedded into the implementation dependent data model;	  	  

2. the part of the domain knowledge that cannot be fit into the data model end up being mixed with 
the operational rules.	  	  

The implementation dependent representation of the domain knowledge is not easily accessible to its 
business owner, nor to the business user in general. As a consequence, starting with the application data 
model amounts to transfer the ownership (maintenance, evolution) of the domain knowledge to the IT 
department.	  	  

On the other hand, the absence of a clean separation between the conceptual and structural domain 
knowledge and the operational business rules makes sharing and re-use more difficult, because they have 
different scopes; it makes maintenance and evolution more risky, because they have different life cycles; 
and it makes the different kinds and forms of knowledge less accessible to their respective owners.	  	  

The ONTORULE project is motivated by the belief that the development of business rule applications must 
start from the business knowledge, not from the IT application. If the knowledge is to be owned by the 
business user, it must be based on the business user’s own concepts and vocabulary. The approach must 
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support the acquisition of the knowledge from business people and policy documents, and its maintenance 
and management by business people for business people.	  	  

The other key is to keep the conceptual domain model separate from the business policies and from the 
operational rules for acquisition, maintenance and re-use purposes, but to recombine them effectively in 
applications.	  	  

ONTORULE puts semantic technologies to action to build effective bridges between the textual sources, 
the less structured and less formal representations that are preferred by the business users, and the different 
kinds of formal knowledge that computers can process, thus empowering the various business users and the 
IT developers to manage change and complexity.	  	  

The ONTORULE	  technology platform	  	  

ONTORULE uses OMG SBVR models and document analysis, using natural language processing (NLP), 
to extract and acquire knowledge from documents and experts. The result of the acquisition phase are OWL 
ontologies that represent the vocabulary, and a complete and validated model of business rules represented 
in SBVR. In addition, candidate rules are provided as a result of the analysis of policy texts, using NLP 
technology.	  	  

In the next step, the candidate rules extracted from natural language text (in the showcase demonstrator, 
European regulations) can be further edited, new rules can be authored, grounded in the OWL ontology, 
consistency of the acquired knowledge can be checked, using the very technology that is developed in the 
project for combined rule and ontology execution purposes. Human intervention is still needed to deploy 
the acquired rules into the execution environment, because of the gap between business level modeling 
languages such as SBVR and the technologically loaded languages used in business rule engines (such as 
IBM Websphere ILOG JRules).	  	  

On the other hand, ontologies, being either represented directly in OWL in the acquisition tool, or 
translated automatically from SBVR to OWL, are consumed directly in the maintenance and execution 
components.	  	  

The platform provides, also, tools to navigate the dependencies between the different forms of knowledge: 
rules and ontology, executable knowledge and its textual sources, etc; as well as a tool to document rules 
and ontologies represented as RIF and OWL files, respectively.	  	  

Eventually, the operational user will run the resulting decision-support application. Different approaches to 
combine rules and ontologies for the purpose of decision support, have been developed in ONTORULE, 
that will be presented and discussed during the workshop. 	  

Like all public deliverables of ONTORULE, the technology prototypes and the showcase demonstrator and 
their documentation can be downloaded from the project Web site www.ontorule-project.eu.	  	  

Workshop objectives	  	  

The purpose of the workshop was to give the attendees a first-hand understanding of the problematic and of 
the proposed solutions, from the high-level vision down to hands-on experiments with the technology 
developed in the project: what specific part of the problem they address, what solution they offer, what are 
the current limitations and promises.	  	  

Workshop structure	  	  

The workshop started with an introduction to the ONTORULE project, the problem it addresses, the 
driving vision, and an overview of the ONTORULE platform.	  	  

ONTORULE relies heavily on open standards knowledge modelling and knowledge interchange. The 
workshop included a short introduction to some of them, namely: OMG semantics of business vocabulary 
and business rules (SBVR), W3C Web ontology language (OWL), W3C rule interchange format (RIF) and 
the work in progress on OMG Decision Model and Notation (DMN).	  	  
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The second part of the workshop consisted in tutorials and hands-on labs dedicated to the various 
technologies involved, among others:	  

• NLP-assisted ontology acquisition from textual sources	  	  

• NLP-assisted rule acquisition from textual sources	  	  

• Rule and ontology annotation, indexation and documentation	  	  

• Authoring and maintenance of rules grounded in ontologies	  	  

• Coupling rule and ontology reasoning	  
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DB2 performance measurement and tuning hands on exercises 

Co-Chairs: Angela Yang, IBM Canada Ltd.; Calisto Zuzarte, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Integrated Solution: Software Delivery Platform 

Abstract: 
A common symptom of a performance issue in a database system is that a job runs slower than usual. For 
example, a report does not return as quickly as expected, an ETL job takes longer to complete. Sometimes, 
the performance issue is system wide in which the whole system is slow down but not specific to certain 
jobs. Performance problem may sound like less severe than a system down issue. However, it could cause 
direct business impact. For example, a faster response time is usually a decisive factor for people to choose 
the vendor of web applications. If an application constantly receives time out because of the slow database 
response time, and the application time out value reaches the maximum value, the direct outcome of this 
problem would be that no user can use the application. We have seen frustrated DBAs trying to get around 
with the application time out issue to bring their client live to the application. 

It’s known that performance issue in database system is usually not easy to diagnose. Under the common 
symptom of the slow performance, there could be many different factors have played a role in the problem. 
To determine which factor is in play or where the bottleneck is, a different set of diagnosis data would be 
needed for different nature of the performance issue. What data to collect is a challenge, how to capture the 
data so it’s useful for diagnosis is another challenge. When facing such situation, how to resolve the case to 
avoid business impact? Calling DB2 support is an option, but the turn-around time of support may not be 
an immediate relief when situation is critical. To be a skillful DBA resolving the issue locally would be 
ideal. Typically performance issue requires skilled and experienced DBA. 

When facing a performance issue, clarifying the problem scope is the first step for analysis. To clarify the 
scope, questions to be asked could be: is there a bottle neck in I/O, CPU, memory, or the network? Is the 
performance problem at the system level, database level, for certain activities or specific queries? 
Capturing data to find out where the bottle neck exists is very important. Once the bottle neck is identified, 
a solution will more naturally follow. 

If you have handled DB2 performance issue, you probably already know snapshot tools used in DB2. Get 
snapshot command collects status information and formats the output for the user. The information returned 
represents a snapshot of the database manager operational status at the time the command was issued. 
Usually several snapshots need to be collected to get a picture of the system performance in a period of 
time. DB2 V9.7 has enhanced the existing monitor features in both functionality and usability. New SQL 
interfaces for monitor reports are more useful than the traditional snapshot interface. The monitoring 
elements are redefined for different dimensions and the system dimensions that monitor data is accessed 
through service class, workload, connections and units of work. The activity dimension monitor data is 
accessed through package cache, package cache event monitor and activity event monitor. For example, if 
an activity is running unusually long, how do we find out where the extra time was spent in DB2? Using 
snapshot, we could capture several snapshots and examine the data flow to identify what specifically is 
happening. The new monitor SQL interface in DB2 V9.7 will report the time matrix of the activity, for 
example through the total wait time. This way we can see if the slowdown is from DB2 processing the 
activity, or if DB2 is idle due to other problems such as poor I/O. 

For example, for slow application response time, to determine if the slowness is specific to a query, user 
can query the new table function mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt to get the performance data of the query from 
the package cache. We can tell if the slowness is from the query compilation or from the runtime. The table 
function mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt reports total execution time and total wait time of the query. If the total 
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wait time is taking most of the execution on time, we can further look at other data to see why query stayed 
idle, it could be physical data read due to low buffer pool hit ratio. If the slowness is not specific to a query, 
for example, all queries are running fast from DB2 CLP, but the application is slow. If the slowness is not 
specific to a query issued in the application, could it be related to other operations like commit? Or could 
the delay be from the network? Those type of questions can be answered using the new monitor view 
mon_connection_summary can be used to monitor application level metrics to determine where the 
bottleneck is. For example, the bottleneck could be in a commit or in the network. 

This workshop was designed to help the workshop attendees to understand the nature of the performance 
issues, how to find the bottleneck of the problem and know what diagnostic data are necessary for different 
performance issues. The workshop was broken down into 3 sections. Each section covered a short 
presentation on a use case and relevant monitoring features for the case analysis, discussion and hands on 
exercise. Through the interactive class, workshop participants gained confidence for handling general 
database performance problems. This workshop also included some convenient SQL statements that will 
allow you to monitor the health and performance of DB2. The new monitor features of DB2 V9.7 was used 
to illustrate how a database performance is measured. The knowledge carried from the workshop is not just 
for DB2, but applicable to general database systems. 
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Security Tools - TSIEM and AppScan Source for Security 

Co-Chairs: Yu-Ping Ding, IBM Canada Ltd.; Greg Stager, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Abstract: 
Data security is becoming increasingly important for our interconnected and technologically dependent 
world. In addition to the usual access control, auditing and encryption requirements, many organizations 
are now requiring software development vendors to prove that they employ secure engineering techniques 
such as static code analysis in order to eliminate security vulnerabilities from their software. Many 
organizations also feel that traditional application-specific auditing solutions are inadequate at cost-
effectively meeting standard compliance requirements. For example, organizations would like to be able to 
manage and correlate audit information at the enterprise level. This workshop introduces two security tools: 
Tivoli Security Information and Event Manager (TSIEM) as well as AppScan Source Edition for Security. 

Tivoli Security Information and Event Management 

This tool allows enterprises to cope with the rapid increase of security events or alerts that IT systems 
generate daily. Log collection and event correlation are centralized across the enterprise, and are organized 
by using an advanced, near real-time analytics engine, a compliance management dashboard and a 
reporting engine. This also links security events and user behaviors with corporate policies. It includes 
numerous compliance management modules that jump start the compliance management process, such as 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO 27001), Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Payment Card 
Industry (PCI), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). It can work with the DB2 
Audit feature to log security data and generate reports for compliance purposes. 

A typical large enterprise generates many gigabytes of log data each from various critical applications, 
databases and platforms, all of which must be captured and retained for extended periods of time. Few 
organizations possess the necessary time or manpower to manually collect this information. One of the 
most critical components of TSIEM is the ability to collect original log data while ensuring that no data is 
lost. TSIEM provides a reliable and verifiable log management process as well as a log management 
dashboard to show the overall status of this process. It provides a log history report that enables 
administrators to view the history of the collection process, to determine if it is running well and to perform 
a diagnosis using the report. It enables auditors and security officers to effectively monitor and audit the 
actual collection of log data to guarantee that no data is lost. It also includes a log investigation tool with a 
Google-like search facility to analyze the collected raw log data for specific events or data. 

While external security threats typically of the greatest concern, internal security incidents can also pose an 
equal or even threat to a system. Privileged users are the primary source of internal threats. TSIEM includes 
privileged user monitoring and auditing in order to report the behaviour and actions of these users on 
databases, applications, servers and mainframes. This ensures that policies are followed and that effective 
controls are in place. Included is a strict normalization process so that each event is standardized and 
transformed into a common, consistent format that enables administrators to monitor all actions on the 
system. It also supports insider threat analytics to respond to your most important insider threat concerns, 
such as: “Alert me if someone tries and fails to login to the key finance server n times in a row and 
succeeds on the final attempt in a five-minute period.” Another example is “Alert me if an administrator 
creates several new users, elevates the privileges of those users, masquerades as those users to run 
privileged transactions, and finally deletes those users in a 24-hour period.” 

The ability to quickly produce easily understood, detailed reports is a vital concern for most organizations. 
TSIEM includes standard and customizable report templates as well as an advanced report definition 
wizard that enables you to create customizable reports from scratch. In addition, it provides compliance 
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management modules with reporting capabilities specific to your compliance needs, covering major 
regulations and best practices, such as PCI DSS, ISO27001, HIPAA, and SOX, etc. These reports help you 
manage operational security issues as well as provide support for internal and external auditors. 

TSIEM supports more than 300 event source types out of the box, each at different version levels and 
running on different platforms. 

AppScan Source Edition for Security 

AppScan Source Edition for Security is a static code analysis tool that helps developers avoid introducing 
vulnerabilities during the development cycle. 

Software vulnerabilities are one of the main causes of security incidents in computer systems. Software 
vulnerabilities could arise from deficiencies in the design of computer programs or mistakes in their 
implementation. Most software vulnerabilities are a result of programming mistakes, in particular misuse of 
unsafe and error-prone features, and unchecked input, such as buffer overflow, SQL injections and cross-
site scripting. 

Though the causes of software vulnerabilities are not much different from the causes of software defects in 
general, their impact is a lot more severe. The oldest approach to finding software vulnerabilities is manual 
source code auditing. Code reviews, while recognized as one of the most effective defense strategies, are 
time-consuming, costly, and are therefore performed infrequently. Security auditing requires security 
expertise that most developers do not possess, so security reviews are often carried out by external security 
consultants, thus adding to the cost. An alternate option is the so-called fuzz testing. This method works by 
feeding invalid or malformed data to a program and then monitoring its responses. A segmentation fault or 
an unhandled exception while processing malformed input is a good indication of vulnerability. Runtime 
checking is a technique for preventing the exploitations of vulnerabilities, but it can also be used for 
vulnerability detection, especially in combination with fuzz testing. This method involves inserting 
additional checks into a program to ensure that its behaviour conforms to a certain set of restrictions. A 
disadvantage of fuzz testing and runtime checking is that some vulnerabilities can be triggered only under a 
very specific set of circumstances, which might not arise during regular use of the program. Static source 
analysis tools greatly increase the efficiency of source code auditing. Due to limitations that are inherent to 
source code analysis, these tools produce both false positives (reporting safe code as vulnerable) and false 
negatives (missing vulnerable code). Despite these limitations, static source analysis tools are very useful 
for guiding security auditors to potentially vulnerable code and significantly reducing the time it takes to 
perform an audit. 

AppScan Source Edition for Security is a static code analysis tool, commonly known as white-box solution. 
It scans the source code of a critical application for security vulnerabilities. The point is to find those 
vulnerabilities early in the software development life cycle before the application goes to production. This 
is when the flaws are still simple and inexpensive to fix. AppScan supports a wide range of programming 
languages, such C/C++, Java/JSP, Perl, etc. It can evaluate both web and non-web applications and its 
custom rules allow organizations to better enforce their own unique security policies. Appscan source was 
designed to be used by people with different roles, and with different levels of technical abilities within the 
organization. It helps security and development teams strengthen application security, protect confidential 
data and improve compliance. 

The workshop was a hands-on workshop and the audiences gained hands-on experiences with: 

• how to configure TSIEM to collect and analyze DB2 audit logs 

• how to configure and generate reports showing compliance with industry regulations such as PCI-DSS 

• how to configure AppScan Source Edition to scan C/C++ and Java code 

• how to analyze the AppScan findings 

The speakers/instructors were developers of DB2 security team. 
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Crunching Big Data in the Cloud with Hadoop and BigInsights 

Co-Chairs: Leons Petrazickis, IBM Canada Ltd.; Bradley Steinfeld, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
There is an ongoing information explosion in every field of human endeavour. Enormous, unstructured, 
immensely valuable data sets are being accumulated. Every device logs numbers and audio and video and 
text, and then this data is aggregated and stored somewhere. Unfortunately, traditional techniques cannot 
analyze these data sets. There’s too much data to query – volume! And it’s all different – variety! And it’s 
arriving too fast – velocity! 

Finance firms need to analyze transactions to detect fraud and model risk. Energy firms need to analyze old 
rig performance and wind speeds. IT needs to analyze logs of every type. Service providers need to analyze 
the prices of various services worldwide. Healthcare providers need to analyze patient data and 
measurements. 

New techniques are needed to deal with this Big Data. Fortunately, cloud computing is allowing the 
emergence of technologies that rely on clusters of commodity hardware to crunch data. 

Google is one example of a company that had to face and solve a Big Data problem before it could 
revolutionize internet search and consign countless other early search engines to the dust heap of history. 
Its page-rank algorithm that it uses to rank results is based on something called Map-Reduce. In the Map 
phase, the data set (all of the internet) is split into itsy-bitsy chunks, which are transformed from 
unstructured data (information about a web page) to useful data (the value of web page). In the Reduce 
phase, the transformed itsy-bitsy chunks are reassembled back together into a Google results page. 

Because the chunks are itsy-bitsy, the mapping could run on many off-the-shelf computers rather than one 
big server. This allowed Google to use cheap commodity hardware and put competitors that relied on 
expensive servers out of business. The hardware side of this approach created Cloud Computing, which is a 
way of organizing vast amounts of cheap hardware on demand. The software side of this created a lot of 
useful data analytics applications. 

Apache Hadoop is one useful data analytics application that’s native to the cloud. Hadoop is an open source 
project led by Yahoo. It makes it straightforward to apply the idea of Map-Reduce to any data set. Many 
vendors such as Cloudera, HortonWorks, and IBM have their own distribution of Hadoop. 

The Hadoop ecosystem includes many other open source technologies. The Java libraries are enhanced by 
the Pig high level language, the HBase database, the Hive data warehouse system, and the Flume log 
aggregation service. Each of these makes Hadoop more powerful at dealing with larger volumes of data, 
greater varieties of data, and quicker velocities of data. 

IBM InfoSphere BigInsights is a distribution of Hadoop. It integrates an IBM-created open source query 
language called JAQL (Jackal) with the usual components such as Hive, HBase, and Pig. JAQL allows the 
user to query through large sets of data in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) form, which is the native data 
format of Hadoop. 

The Basic edition of BigInsights is available for download at no charge. It can also be easily deployed on 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud or IBM SmartCloud Enterprise. 
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Goals and Outcomes 

The goal of this workshop was to give people with a technical background an introductory experience with 
using Apache Hadoop and BigInsights to solve analytics and data problems. Attendees were introduced to 
the core concepts of the technologies. After each stage, they would go through exercises and use provided 
Hadoop clusters running in the cloud to crunch data. 

By bringing together people in various fields from academics to healthcare to commerce, experience about 
dealing with big data problems was shared and insights were gained into possible approaches. 

Workshop Structure 

This full-day workshop guided attendees through writing their own computer program that use Hadoop and 
InfoSphere BigInsights to analyze many possible big data sets. 

There was an introductory presentation that introduced attendees to the strengths and core architecture of 
Hadoop. The attendees then analyzed and ran a Java program that used Hadoop to garner insights about an 
example data set such as the books available on Project Gutenberg or the contents of Wikipedia. Finally, 
attendees customized the Java program to ask a more specific question of their own. 

The second part of the workshop was a presentation introducing common companions to Hadoop including 
the Apache Pig high level language, the HBase database, the Hive data warehouse system, and the Flume 
log aggregation service. Depending on time availability, the attendees then went through exercises that 
used one or more of these to analyze a data set. 

In the third part of the workshop, there was a presentation about the JAQL query language. Examples 
written in the language were contrasted with Java and Pig programs seen earlier in the course. Attendees 
went on to solve several problems using JAQL. 

After all the exercises were complete, there was a a Q&A and an open discussion about what attendees had 
learned about Hadoop and how they could apply it in their respective fields. 
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DB2 Security Features: Label Based Access Control and 
Trusted Contexts 

Co-Chairs: Walid Rjaibi, IBM Canada Ltd.; Igal Ziskind, IBM Canada Ltd.; Mihai 
Iacob, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Abstract: 
Data security is a major concern for both the private and public sectors. DB2 provides various 
authentication and access control methods to manage access to sensitive data. The focus of this workshop is 
to explain how features such as Database Roles, LBAC and Trusted Context are employed. 

Database roles 

DB2 controls access to its objects (tables, views, routines, etc.) through privileges. Each privilege enables 
you to take specific actions on an object. Privileges can be assigned to individual users, groups, or roles. A 
role is a database object that combines one or more privileges and can be assigned to users, groups, other 
roles, or trusted contexts. Roles simplify the administration and management of privileges by allowing the 
security administrator to group authorities and privileges and then grant them to users, who utilize them to 
perform certain tasks.  

Label Based Access Control 

LBAC allows the security administrator to control who has read and who has write access to individual 
rows and individual columns in a table. The security administrator creates security labels of various access 
levels that match the data security requirements and protect sensitive rows and columns with them. The 
security administrator assigns security labels to users, groups, roles or trusted context roles based on the 
security access level needed to perform certain tasks. 

When a user tries to access a LBAC protected table, its composite security label is compared to the security 
label protecting the table, so that the user is allowed access only to the data that their composite security 
label entails. 

The comparison rules depend on the type of security label components on which the security label is based 
on. There are three types of security label components: array, tree and set. These can be combined in 
various ways. 

Trusted Contexts 

A trusted context is a database object that defines a trust relationship for a connection between the database 
and an external entity such as an application server. 

The trust relationship is based upon the following set of attributes: 

• System authorization ID: Represents the user that establishes a database connection 

• IP address (or domain name): Represents the host from which a database connection is established 

• Data stream encryption: Represents the encryption setting (if any) for the communication between the 
database server and the database client 

When a user establishes a database connection, the DB2 database system verifies whether the connection 
matches the definition of a trusted context object in the database. When a match occurs, the database 
connection is said to “be trusted”. 
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One of the capabilities trusted contexts provide is the ability to control when certain users can exercise 
certain privileges, thus reducing the risk that such privileges could be abused, for example, when a user ID 
is compromised. When combined with database roles and LBAC, Trusted Contexts allow organizations to 
implement database security solutions that meet the most stringent compliance requirements of both the 
private and public sectors.  

Workshop objectives: 

• Introduce Database Roles. 

• Introduce the LBAC feature. 

• Introduce Trusted Contexts. 

• LBAC in action with Database Roles. 

• LBAC in action with Database Roles and Trusted Contexts. 
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DB2 LUW OPTIMIZER: Beginner to Intermediate Guide 

Co-Chairs: Anthony Reina, IBM Canada Ltd.; Zoran Kulina, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Information Management Technologies 
Abstract: 
The DB2 LUW Optimizer: Beginner to Intermediate Guide is a hands-on workshop for people who both 
are new or have some experienced using the DB2 SQL Optimizer (aka compiler). The workshop provided a 
high-level overview and basic understanding of the DB2 Optimizer while at the same time focusing on the 
DB2 Tools and Features for the DB2 Optimizer. 

The topics were presented in a workshop style, which used an interactive hands-on approach. The use of 
interactive exercises reinforced the topics that were presented over the course of the workshop. 

In this workshop the following topics were covered: 

• Section 1 Introduction to the Workshop Database and an SQL Primer 

• Section 2 Phases of the DB2 LUW Optimizer 

• Section 3 High Level Overview 

• Section 4 Explain Facility 

• Section 5 DB2EXFMT Tool 

• Section 6 Operators  

• Section 7 Predicates and Joins  

• Section 8 Basic Tuning Hints 

• Section 9 Catalog Statistics 

• Section 10 Cardinality Estimates (filter factor/selectivity) 

• Section 11 Statistical Views 

• Section 12 Optimizer Guidelines 

This also included interactive hands-on exercises using a database prepared specifically for this workshop. 

The presentation began with an introduction to the database created, which was used in the hands-on 
exercises. The database was created with tables of data to illustrate the topics presented. This introduction 
to the database also included a review of basic SQL. 

The next section was an introduction to the DB2 LUW Optimizer. The different phases of the Optimizer 
were discussed from the time the query entered the compiler to the time it was executed. 

The following section continued to provide a high level overview of the sections in the DB2 Explain Report 
and also the key components that influence the Optimizer when generating an Access Plan for any query. 

To understand the Access Plan generated by the DB2 Optimizer the Explain Facility was discussed in the 
next section. This also included a brief description of the DB2 Explain Tools available to view the Access 
Plan. 

With a better understanding of how to generate an Access Plan of a query for review the next section 
described the various operators used in an Access Plan. These operators were used in the generated Access 
Plan to show how the result set will be processed. In conjunction with the next section, where predicates 
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and joins were discussed in more detail, exercises were used to illustrate how an SQL query would be 
translated into an Access Plan. 

The remaining sections built upon the general knowledge of Access Plans for an SQL query on how to 
influence changes in the Access Plan. In the Basic Tuning Hints section, there was a brief discussion on 
how the Database Manager and Database Configuration Parameters along with the DB2 Registry Variables 
can influence the DB2 Optimizer. 

In the next the two sections the Catalog Statistics and Cardinality Estimates were introduced. The statistics 
for a table describes the size of the data in the table. 

However, there are additional features of DB2 LUW that allow more control over the DB2 Optimizer. 
These two features are Statistical Views and Optimizer Guidelines, which were presented in the last two 
sections of the workshop. 
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The 3rd Workshop on Automatic Service Composition 

Co-Chairs: Ying (Jenny) Zou, Queens University; Bipin Upadhyaya, Queens University; 
Alex Lau, IBM Canada Ltd.; Joanna Ng, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA 

Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 
Abstract: 
INTRODUCTION 

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an architectural style for building software applications that uses 
services available in a network such as the web. An architectural style defines a vocabulary comprised of 
component and connector types as well as constraints on how they can be combined. SOA promotes loose 
coupling between software components so that they are able to be reused. Applications in SOA are built 
based on services, which means it is build on an implementation of well-defined business functionality. 
Such services can then be consumed by clients in different applications or business processes. SOA 
solutions have been created to satisfy business goals such as integration with legacy systems, reduced costs, 
and the ability to provide innovative services to customers. Web services are able to be used to realize SOA. 
Web services are defined as self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, 
located, and invoked across the Web. Web services range from comprehensive services such as storage 
management and customer relationship management to more specific services such as travel reservation, 
book purchasing, weather forecasts, financial data summaries, and news gathering. These fine grained 
services can be combined to solve a specific task such as locating cheaper airline tickes from a number of 
service providers. In short, services are everywhere in today’s Internet. 

When one or more services are connected, we define the compilation as a service composition. A service 
composition is a combination of collaborating services and/or resources that work together in order to 
obtain higher functionality. Service composition involves the development of customized services often by 
discovering, integrating, and executing existing services. Most of those services are fine grained for 
providing specific types of functionality. The fine granularity gives independence to end-users so that they 
can involve different kind of services. For example, a holiday-booking application from an end-user’s 
perspective may consist of a flight-booking service, a hotel-booking service and local event service. The 
same holiday-booking application from another end-user’s perspective may contain different variations on 
similar sets of services. End-users should be allowed to easily extend and customize different services 
because each end-user has their own specific needs and preferences. Selecting a trust-worthy service from a 
set of services and personalization services is still a research question. 

Service composition programming models and tools are primarily designed to help professional SOA 
developers solve business problems in enterprises’ complex IT environments. These technologies involve 
relatively strong developer skills and supporting infrastructures. Non-technical end-users with limited IT 
capabilities are unable to use these technologies to compose services. In the last few years, there has been 
rapid development in technologies with the goal of enabling end-users to aggregate Web content, such as 
data and functions from multiple Websites into an integrated unit to solve a specific problem (such as 
comparing prices between different Web sites). Mashups are popular tools of such enablement. A Mashup 
is generally referred to as a Web application that integrates data and sources from multiple sources to 
provide a unique service. However, mashups require some technical and programming skills which are not 
available for general end-users. All these illustrate a high barrier for general Internet users to freely and 
frequently construct data aggregation across Web sites for their everyday activity. There is no infrastructure 
that helps the user compose, share and distribute services among their peers. As the result, service 
composition from the perspective of the end-user remains a challenge. 
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In this workshop we investigated the research and practices in automatic service composition. We invited 
the speakers to discuss the following topics:  

1) Service Discovery and Selection 

The accuracy of service discovery increases the success in service composition and eventually enhances the 
satisfaction of the composition requirement. There are different ways to implement services (such as 
SOAP-based and RESTful services) and there is a large and rapidly growing number of heterogeneous 
services available on the Internet. It is time-consuming to search for appropriate services from a large 
number of available services. A Web service can be described by the interfaces (such as WSDL, WADL, 
and HAL), making it more difficult to discover and select an appropriate service. 

2) Personalization in Web portals and Web services 

Users’ expectations and requirements constantly change so it is important to include their preferences in the 
composition and provisioning of Web services. Personalization is dependent on the features of the 
environment in which it happens. These features can be related to computing resources (such as fixed 
device, mobile device), time periods (such as in the afternoon or morning), and physical locations (such as 
a meeting room or cafeteria). The gathering and refinement of an environment’s features will allow the 
ability to define its context. We looked into a different approach of personalization in Web portals and Web 
services and explored different context-aware model uses in Web services and Web portals. 

3) Service Composition 

Service composition is the process of constructing a complex service from atomic ones in order to achieve 
a specific task. The process of service composition inherently requires the specification of composition 
requests, a formal specification of static and behavioural properties of the service components, a 
matchmaking algorithm, and a modeling language expressing the logic of a composite service. Current 
approaches of service composition are very difficult for end-users to compose services. We explored 
different service composition techniques and frameworks. 

WORKSHOP AGENDA 

The workshop focused on research talks and interactive discussions. We invited 5 speakers to give 25 
minutes presentations, followed by 5 minutes for clarification questions regarding the talk. We had two 15 
minutes sessions to discuss more general topics that had arose during the talk. Finally, we held a wrap-up 
session to discuss goals for further research in the area of service composition. 

CONCLUSION 

The goal of this half-day workshop was to bring together researchers and practitioners to investigate state-
of-the-art techniques, tools and methodologies to support the automatic service composition. The 
presentations and discussions identified challenges, developed ideas and presented approaches to provide a 
broader vision of service composition techniques. It also helped researchers to identify the open problems 
as well as to develop new approaches for addressing the problems. 
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2nd Workshop on Leveraging REST in Enterprise Service 
Systems 

Co-Chairs: Michael Athansopoulos, National Technical University of Athens; Kostas 
Kontagiannis, University of Waterloo; Chris Brealey, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Dynamic Business Process Management 
Abstract: 
1. Introduction 

During the last few years resource-orientation and RESTful Web service design has been gaining 
significant traction as an alternative paradigm for building service-oriented architectures. Resource-
orientation emerged as a solution to various shortcomings that have been identified for WS* standards and 
protocols and especially due to the significant technical and protocol complexity they entail. On the other 
hand, REST was defined as an architectural style and its primary purpose was to support the design of 
content-centric network-based high-scale architectures such as the Web. These architectures differ 
significantly from the procedure-oriented conceptualizations that have traditionally characterized service-
oriented enterprise systems. Consequently, designers of such systems that are considering resource-
orientation and REST as their architecture of choice are facing several issues and challenges. These 
challenges relate to the design as well as the implementation of modern business systems that encompass 
complex functional and non-functional requirements. In this workshop, we examined a broad set of issues 
related to utilizing REST as the primary architectural style for building enterprise service systems and 
discussed opportunities, implications and challenges that arise in this context. More specifically, we 
considered state-of-the-art approaches that have been proposed with regards to: a) modeling, designing, 
implementing, and composing resource-oriented service systems, b) RESTful Web service design 
principles, practices and maturity models, c) frameworks and practices for migrating or adapting existing 
systems to provide resource-oriented and RESTful interfaces and d) compliance evaluation methodologies 
for REST-based interfaces. 

2. Issues and Challenges discussed 

2.1 Terms and facts around REST and resource-orientation 

During the workshop terminology related to REST was discussed, disambiguating several misconceptions 
and identifying grey areas regarding the semantics of the terms and their usage. In summary, resource-
orientation describes the trend to conceptualize service capabilities as REST-like resources that carry well-
defined informational content, have state and would usually share a common interface. In this respect, 
REST is an architectural style, which entails a set of architectural constraints that, when applied in 
coordination, they induce certain architectural properties. Similarly, HTTP is a protocol that was designed 
having in mind REST in order to allow for network-based architectures that conform to REST’s constraints. 
However, neither any HTTP-based implementation is RESTful, nor HTTP should be regarded as the one-
and-only protocol that could be used to build RESTful implementations. Consequently, “RESTful HTTP” 
represents the patterns of HTTP usages that conform to REST tenets. 

2.2 The role of media-types and the orthogonal external binders 

Along with metadata, media-types constitute resource representations which are used to convey resource 
state information between the server and the client as well as information related to the available state 
transitions based on application’s resources states. By definition, RESTful applications are based on the 
concept of state transfer, therefore media-types design or selection and their usage, play a very significant 
role which is sometimes undervalued, even in large-scale services. This is because they are often treated as 
just a technical detail of formatting the exchanged data. In this workshop, the participants considered the 
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role of media-types, the distinctions between the processing model that a media-type may provide and the 
application or domain protocol that is required to achieve functional goals in an application. Furthermore, 
participants examined how other orthogonal external binders (such as Link relations and microformats) can 
be used to separate concepts and how their usage paradigm may or may not affect the self-descriptiveness 
of RESTful message exchanges. 

2.3 Modeling resource relationships, state transitions and HATEOAS 

Traditional methodologies and technologies for modeling and designing network-based, distributed service-
oriented systems, usually assume a procedure-oriented design of service exposition and invocation. During 
the workshop, the issue of modeling resource-oriented systems was raised and the problems of identifying 
and modeling resource relationships, state transitions and incorporating in the modeling notations sufficient 
artifacts for capturing the concept of hypermedia driven application transitions were discussed. UML 
profiling and extensions were also considered as a presumable way of resource-oriented application 
modeling and alternative notations and formalisms. 

2.4 Implementing RESTful Web services: tools and methods 

Productivity in building large-scale enterprise systems is fundamentally affected by the level of automation 
and the facilities that the available development tools provide to the designers and the developers of the 
systems. REST is usually realized using the same stack of protocols, standards and technologies that the 
Web is based on, and HTTP is the primary application-level protocol that is chosen for client-server 
communication. In this respect, the same tooling has been used in many RESTful applications on the Web, 
and this is what several researchers and practitioners in the REST community have put forward as the 
appropriate way of building RESTful systems. However, requirements in an enterprise environment usually 
require sophisticated automation tooling to facilitate and enhance the development process and support the 
maintenance of large systems with respect to limitations that usually exist in production environments 
(related to time, human and technological resources). In this respect, during the past few years, several 
frameworks for building RESTful web services have been proposed. In this workshop, key challenges and 
issues that developers face when building or maintaining RESTful services were discussed and several 
development tools and frameworks were reviewed as to how they perform in addressing such 
considerations. 

2.5 Composing RESTful Web services and business processes as resources 

Resource-orientation has been used as a means of accommodating service composition due to significant 
conceptual analogies that exist between the two domains. Also, the traction that REST and resource 
orientation has been gaining resulted in attracting significant attention to the issues and challenges of 
composing these services. Existing formalisms were examined as to how they can be extended to support 
RESTful compositions and the design of new formalisms that could inherently support resource-orientation 
and conform to the REST tenets was considered and discussed during the workshop. 

2.6 Migration and adaptation of existing systems to REST and resource-orientation 

Although REST and resource-orientating is an appealing paradigm for designing and building new systems, 
the cost of re-implementing existing, well-tested systems with proven value over the years would be high. 
However, the need for integrating such systems in network-based environment following a Web-friendly 
way, such as that of a RESTful integration is getting stronger and this is why the issues of migrating or 
adapting existing systems to REST and resource-orientation is appealing to both researchers and 
practitioners. Resource extraction and identification has been considered as a key challenge in the area and 
several techniques and heuristics were presented and discussed in the workshop. Stateless communication 
and caching were also considered as well as the trade-offs between the level of conformance to REST and 
the big-picture goals of adaptation process. 

2.7 Why and how to evaluate “RESTfulness” 

Assessing the “RESTfulness” of a system is an issue that has both practical and theoretical value. 
Architects usually try to achieve conformance to REST constraints in order to be able to expect certain 
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properties that REST induces. However, full conformance has been difficult to achieve and several 
taxonomical systems and conceptual frameworks for evaluating RESTful services and APIs have been 
proposed. During the workshop, participants presented, reviewed and discussed over the evaluation 
methodologies and the implications that should be expected when relaxing each particular constraint. 

3. Conclusion 

As REST and resource-orientation find their way in the enterprise service-oriented systems domain as 
significant architectural principles, several challenges and issues arise and keep arising until presumably a 
certain level of maturity with regards to both methods and tooling is achieved. In this respect, during the 
2nd Workshop on leveraging REST in Enterprise Service Systems participants examined a set of 
significant issues and challenges that practitioners face (application architects and developers) and how 
researchers in the area of service-oriented systems and software engineering for network-based, distributed 
applications try to address. Furthermore, state-of-the-art tooling and methods around RESTful design, 
implementation and adaptation were presented and reviewed providing input for further investigations and 
research. 
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Privacy and Security of Smart Grid Communication 

Co-Chairs: Shahram S. Heydari, University of Ontario Institute of Technology; Walid 
Rjaibi, IBM Canada Ltd.; Khalil El-Khatib, University of Ontario Institute 
of Technology; Julie Thorpe, University of Ontario Institute of Technology 

Theme: Next Generation Systems 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
The concept of a Smart grid – an intelligent and active power distribution network that uses advanced 
communication technology to collect and use real time operational information for efficient control of the 
grid – has become one of the hottest research topics in the areas of information technology and electrical 
engineering. Governments and the private sector have started to invest billions of dollars into this new 
technology that will not only allow more efficient management of current grids, better load distribution, 
demand control, up-to-date status monitoring and faster failure recovery, but also promises better 
integration of new services and applications such as smart homes and intelligent appliances, new energy 
sources, and EV grids. These features will be made possible by a wide deployment of data collection 
devices such as embedded sensors, smart meters and communication networks to bring this data into 
control centres for analysis, as well as automated controls and algorithms for decision making based on the 
current status information. 

As more intelligence is built into the electrical grid, the issue of grid security becomes extremely important 
and must be considered within the broader field of cyber-security. The automated control functions of the 
smart grid could be manipulated by intruders to gain control of the power distribution networks, steal 
customer information, or inflict other damages. Network-based attacks may be used to disrupt the network, 
overload part of the grid or disconnect regions. The security of the access devices that provide real-time 
information must be examined carefully. A major challenge at the moment lies in the variety of options for 
Smart Grid Communication at both access and core networks. Smart meter communication and messaging 
technologies could be based on DLMS/COSEM standard or IP-based, using a wired or wireless sensor 
platform e.g. 6LoWPAN or IEEE802.15.4/Zigbee, in a mesh or cluster-based topology, connected using 
fibers or based on cellular technologies such as LTE or WiMax. The variety of technologies available poses 
an enormous challenge in incorporating security and survivability features into the Smart Grid design. 
Interoperability issues between devices pose further security challenges that must be addressed based on 
the undergoing standardization works, most notably the IEEE P2030 project. 

Overcoming security challenges in Smart Grid communication will require careful evaluation of the 
proposed communication technologies and their interoperation. This includes the creation of security test 
beds, which would allow examination of the survivability of the grid system against a variety of security 
attacks and further system hardening and the development of integrated simulation environments for the 
communication network and the power grid. Also required is the development of various components of a 
situational awareness system, such as Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems and network 
management agents, to monitor and present the common operational picture (COP) of the grid from 
individual sensors and meters to the main controllers at the network control centers. 

In addition to the security of grid communication systems, the privacy of communication and consumer 
data are also extremely important, in particular in the case of Smart home/Smart Grid. This is because 
detailed consumer data may be collected and analyzed without active participation from the homeowner. 
The Canadian law greatly emphasizes the importance of protecting the privacy of users, and puts that 
responsibility squarely on the shoulder of data collectors, i.e. grid operators and utility companies in this 
case. Any design for Smart Grid communication must strike a delicate balance between functionality and 
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privacy. While from an operational point of view it might be beneficial to collect and maintain detailed 
individual usage information in order to optimize the network operations, this would also cause significant 
privacy concerns if such data ever fell into the wrong hands or was used for individual identification in 
cases where consumer protection laws were applied. Many questions must be answered, for example: How 
do we aggregate data and minimize individual user identification without compromising the usefulness of 
data? How do we to maintain privacy of data along the entire path of the sensors and to the main databases? 
What is the most secure model for interactions between users and the Grid, to monitor and control the trust 
levels of devices that are connected to the Grid? 

The aim of this workshop was to explore the latest progress and research in the field of smart grid 
communication security and privacy, and to provide a forum for researchers, students and business experts 
from both academia and industry, to discuss the latest innovations and future works in the field. The new 
initiatives by federal and provincial government institutions in North America, including Ontario Smart 
Grid Initiative and British Columbia Smart Metering program, as well as the comprehensive US Policy 
Framework for the 21st Century Grid (released in June 2011) further highlight the urgency and importance 
of such discussion in academia and industry. Considering the broad challenges involved with the design 
and operation of Smart grids, this workshop focused on issues specifically dealing with security and 
privacy issues. The topics of interest for this workshop included the following: 

• Smart Grid Architecture Security 

• Smart Grid Security Risk Assessment 

• Smart Grid Physical and Device Security 

• Mitigating Cyber Attacks against the Smart Grid 

• Intrusion Detection for Smart Grid 

• Privacy Issues in Smart Metering 

• Smart Grid Resilience 

• Smart Grid Restoration and Failure Recovery 

• Grid Access and Sensor Network Security and Privacy 

• Evaluation of Smart Grid Communication Protocols 

• Smart Home Security and Privacy Issues 

• Trust models for Smart Grid/Smart Home 

Experts from the business and industry were invited to present an overview of the current trends and 
challenges in Smart grid security and privacy. Presentations from the academia provided a glance into the 
latest academic research for this field. The workshop was concluded with a panel discussion on the topic of 
information security and privacy that also set the agenda for future workshops of this kind. 
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Challenges for Parallel Computing 

Co-Chairs: Kit Barton, IBM Canada Ltd.; Amy Wang, IBM Canada Ltd.; Steven Perron, 
IBM Canada Ltd.; Priya Unnikrishnan, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Next Generation Systems 

Abstract: 
Over the last decade, interest in parallel programming has grown tremendously and hardware systems that 
contain different levels of parallelism have become mainstream. At one end of the spectrum, computer 
systems that contain many processing cores and are each capable of running multiple hardware threads are 
also becoming commonplace. It is common to find laptop and desktop systems that contain a small number 
(2-8) of these Shared-Memory Processor (SMP) chips. Furthermore, high-end computing systems are now 
able to contain hundreds of these SMP chips, resulting in machines that are capable of running more than 
1000 hardware threads simultaneously. As processor speeds begin to stagnate, software developers are 
being forced to exploit the parallelism that is available in these systems in order to improve the 
performance of their applications. 

At the other end of the spectrum and as commodity hardware prices fall, it is becoming increasingly 
affordable to build large-scale, multi-node distributed machines. A survey of the top 10 supercomputers in 
the world (www.top500.org) shows that the systems contain an average of 182,035 processors running at 
an average frequency of 2.5GHz. Since the average clock frequency of these machines is fairly low, the full 
potential of these systems must be exploited through efficient use of the parallelism that is provided by the 
thousands of processors they contain. 

New types of heterogeneous parallel computing systems have begun to emerge. These systems contain 
multiple types of processors - typically a powerful CPU core and some type of Graphics Processing Unit 
(GPU) or hardware accelerator unit. This type of heterogeneous system provides a new set of challenges for 
software developers in terms of how to distribute work among the different units based on their capabilities 
in order to maximize their utilization. Many advances in heterogeneous system design are still being 
realized as people continue to explore how to combine existing hardware in new ways. Others still are 
exploring new advances in hardware design that can further increase the breadth of combinations that can 
be used to create heterogeneous systems. One striking example is the use of Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays (FPGAs) as re-configurable, specialized processing units that can be included in a heterogeneous 
system to perform specialized work on demand. 

Of course these advances in the construction of large parallel machines, whether single-node SMPs or large 
distributed clusters, are done with the intention of providing more performance for the applications that are 
designed to run on these systems. Thus, it is imperative that we provide software developers the means to 
exploit these systems. Programming models and languages are instrumental in allowing software 
developers to efficiently develop parallel applications with suitable performance. Unfortunately, the perfect 
programming language to deal with the different types of parallel systems has yet to be found. Existing 
languages and models, such as OpenMP and Message Passing Interface (MPI) are well established within 
the communities. However it remains unclear whether they alone can provide solutions for all the different 
types of parallel systems that are available. Similarly, the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) 
programming model is gaining more traction within the community, as it provides a paradigm that allows 
for development of parallel software and provides performance that is becoming increasingly competitive 
with existing paradigms. Other emerging languages, such as OpenCL, provide a means to effectively 
develop applications for heterogeneous systems.  

The performance of parallel applications relies heavily on the underlying synchronization primitives used 
for concurrency control. So it is necessary to study the performance implications of synchronization 
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primitives. Programming scalable, massively-parallel applications using fine grained locking is a very 
challenging problem requiring significant expertise. Transactional Memory (TM) is emerging as a 
promising alternative to the traditional lock-based synchronization. Transactional programming is easier for 
programmers because a lot of the burden of concurrency control is handled by the underlying system. This 
will become increasingly important, as the productivity of software developers continues to be stressed. 

Compilers play a significant role in transforming and optimizing code for parallel execution. Most 
mainstream compilers offer some level of automatic parallelization but there is still a long way to go. A 
good understanding of the hardware, especially in heterogeneous systems, is essential in order for the 
compiler and runtime systems to leverage new hardware features. 

Tools that assist in the development, debugging, and analysis of parallel software is also of utmost 
importance. Debugging large parallel applications is a formidable task. Most debuggers offer minimal 
support for debugging parallel applications and lag in keeping up with new parallel programming models 
and paradigms. A recent challenge for a parallel debugger lies in its scalability when it is used to debug 
applications that run at such a large scale. Filtering out the large amount of debug information and 
presenting it to the programmer is a daunting task. Occupying a large system for several hours for the 
purpose of interactive debugging is a rare luxury and is often not feasible. Therefore, it is crucial for the 
debugger to gather meaningful information and process it so that it best assists the programmer with 
diagnosing the problem. 

The testing of parallel applications to guarantee correct behaviour is an equally challenging problem. The 
non-determinism inherent to parallel applications makes reliable and reproducible testing extremely 
difficult, if not impossible. New techniques and tools must be developed in order to assist with this as well. 
Also, there is an urgent need for more tools and infrastructure to assist with performance tuning and 
profiling of parallel applications. 

A study of parallel applications is crucial in order to understand the inherent parallelism available in the 
program. Such a study reveals important performance characteristics with a possible performance gain and 
scalability of the application. Information on the nature of parallelism (whether structured or unstructured) 
can be very useful in extending existing programming models. A classic example is the introduction of the 
Task construct in OpenMP3.0 to exploit unstructured, task parallelism. 

The goals of this workshop were to bring together different groups from the parallel community 
(application developers, language developers, compiler and tools developers, and academic researchers) to 
further explore the current challenges that parallel computing faces and present ideas on how to deal with 
these challenges. 

Topics discussed in the workshop included, but were not limited to:  

• Parallel architectures 

• Parallel programming models & languages 

• Concurrency control mechanisms 

• Compiler, runtime and tools and infrastructure for parallel computing 

• Parallel applications (scientific and non-scientific) 

• Parallel performance evaluation 

• New trends in parallel computing  
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Introduction to Bitcoins: A pseudo-anonymous electronic 
currency system 

Co-Chairs: Sergio Martins, IBM Canada Ltd.; Yang Yang, IBM Canada Ltd. 
Theme: Next Generation Systems 

Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 
Abstract: 
• Electronic financial transactions and payment systems have traditionally relied on third party institu-

tions, such as banks or credit card companies, to ensure secure transfers between parties. Users of such 
systems must trust that third party institutions will be honest and follow through with their claims. 
Trust-based systems are difficult to establish in the digital realm without a governing body regulating 
and securing transfers. Systems using this model have many downfalls that make them risky and unde-
sirable for Internet use. With the requirement of all transactions being completely digital, how can we 
transfer funds securely without a trusted third party? 

• All types of currencies share many common problems such as stability, control, and inflation. As time 
passes, the relative value of a currency usually decreases (meaning that prices increase). If this happens 
too quickly, it can cause major problems if prices increase beyond the means of the populace who uses 
the currency. Another problem is stability because the currency should not be subject to dramatic ex-
change rate fluctuations under the influence of a single individual or party. Control over a currency, or 
lack thereof, is also important. Typical fiat currencies depend on a mint and the promise that the mint 
will continue its operations. If the mint were to close indefinitely, the currency would likely die out in 
a relatively short period of time. Therefore, the mint has some level of control over the currency. 

• Bitcoin is a digital currency introduced in 2009, based on a self-published paper by Satoshi Naka-
moto[1]. Bitcoin enables payments that are based on proof, rather than trust, in a manner that is similar 
to cash. A seller given a cash payment can inspect the currency and, with a good degree of confidence, 
assert whether the payment is valid or invalid. Bitcoins works using a similar concept that make coins 
and coin ownership easy to verify. An important difference between this virtual currency and typical 
fiat currency is that Bitcoin’s validity can be verified. 

• During this workshop we showed attendees the verification process as well as the algorithms and tech-
nologies that make verification possible. The audience learned about online money transaction, then 
analyzed standard techniques and form comparisons between them. The workshop then proceeded to 
discuss the history and purpose of Bitcoins along with an overview of its concepts and terminologies. 

• The workshop continues to compare Bitcoins with other transaction techniques discussed and talk 
about the pros and the cons. We also go though the problems that Bitcoin will be able to solve and 
what new problems it will introduce. 

• Attendees will learn the details of Bitcoins and its implementations. From Asymmetric cryptography 
algorithms to hashing and digital signatures to proof of work, the audience will be walked though all 
the technologies that make Bitcoin possible. 

• The workshop will take attendees through actual Bitcoin transactions and the details of the transaction 
process as it will allow them to see how the Bitcoin system overcome problems such as double spend-
ing. The audience was also taught about Bitcoin generation and how Bitcoins are generated out of thin 
air. For context, we covered how much coins are worth and how people are already profiting from 
services other than mining. The details of Bitcoin “blocks” and “chains” were demystified in a manner 
that was detailed but simple to understand. 
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• The Bitcoin network was one of the main focuses - how a distributed and completely public network 
can maintain the anonymity of its users. It was discussed in detail about how transactions are validated 
through the network and about the transaction databases that is on the distributed network. The audi-
ence learned how the distributed database handles failures, delay, and is able to work effectively with 
only a subset of the entire database. The audience learned concepts such as merkle trees and how they 
help the Bitcoin network to maintain the database. We answer questions such as how Bitcoins control 
the expansion of its own currency when the Bitcoin network may double in size in a short period of 
time. The many interesting characteristics of the network were unveiled during this engaging demon-
stration. 

• Attacks and malicious hosts are constantly a threat to modern day electronic transactional systems and 
this also applies to Bitcoin. We mapped out the architectural features that make Bitcoin naturally resil-
ient to many common attacks, as well as the features that make it vulnerable. We discussed possible at-
tacks on the Bitcoin network as well as attack mitigation and ways in which end users can protect 
themselves. 

• Another interesting issue is anonymity. Bitcoin is regarded as being anonymous by many people, yet 
Bitcoins can be traced from the original miner all the way to the current owner. A Bitcoin address itself 
is just a number and cannot identify anyone. However if a person manages to collect enough informa-
tion about the owner of that address (perhaps through forums) then the owner can be exposed. 

• To conclude, in this workshop we explored everything from cryptographic algorithms to the massive 
peer-to-peer network. We took a security perspective for an in-depth exploration of Bitcoin attacks and 
attack mitigation. We ended our workshop with a look at how Bitcoin might change the e-commerce 
landscape, followed by an open discussion. 
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3rd Annual Workshop on Interoperability and Smart 
Interactions in Healthcare (ISIH) 

Co-Chairs: Craig Kuziemsky, University of Ottawa; Liam Peyton, University of Ottawa; 
Jens Weber, University of Victoria; Thodoros Topalogou, University of 
Toronto; Karim Keshavjee, University of Toronto 

Theme: Smart Interactions 

Integrated Solution: Smarter Healthcare 
Abstract: 
In May 2011 the Health Council of Canada released its second report on the state of healthcare renewal in 
Canada. Although the report identified that significant progress had been made in several areas since the 
previous report in 2008, the 2011 report still described the need for more work to ensure that our healthcare 
system will evolve and be sustainable for the years to come. One particular challenge is the need to 
integrate services over an expanding continuum of providers, services and illnesses. Healthcare delivery is 
becoming increasingly complex as it shifts from care provided by a single provider or setting and towards a 
collaborative care supplied by multiple providers across multiple settings. For example, patients with 
chronic illness frequently move between inpatient and outpatient settings and require collaboration by 
physicians, nurses, therapists, pharmacists and other healthcare professionals who act as an integrated 
network across hospital and community settings. Another highlighted challenge was the need for 
performance measurement of healthcare delivery by establishing meaningful targets and measurable goals 
to enable healthcare delivery is driven by good management practices.  

In light of the above challenges to healthcare delivery, it can be argued that the fundamental challenge our 
healthcare system faces is one of connectivity. Successful healthcare interoperability will be dependent 
upon our ability to connect people, processes, data, policies and procedures, as well as the need to connect 
outcomes to system objectives through performance management. In our previous two workshops on 
Interoperability and Smart Interactions in Healthcare (ISIH) we emphasized that the fundamental 
challenges facing interoperability are not technical but are rather process, people or evaluation issues. It is 
important that we do not define interoperability as the ends but rather as a means for achieving core health 
system objectives such as efficient, effective and timely delivery of patient centered healthcare. 
Subsequently we should not evaluate interoperability efforts solely by our ability to connect disparate 
computer systems but rather by our abilities to achieve health system objectives. However to effectively 
evaluate healthcare delivery we need to develop and implement business analytic solutions to enable timely 
evaluation of healthcare delivery.  

As we move towards digital solutions such as electronic health records to enhance healthcare delivery, our 
goal should not be to simply automate existing healthcare processes such as group decision making or 
communication. Rather our goal should be to leverage smart interactions and technologies to enable 
processes that go beyond how healthcare delivery is currently provided. Healthcare is a complex, dynamic 
and exception laden domain. Smart interactions and mobile technologies provide us the tools to support the 
dynamic nature of healthcare delivery that enable us to support meaningful interoperability. For example, 
the management of diabetes requires medical registries to track patients over time and to communicate 
guidelines for ongoing clinical management. Meaningful interoperability can also enable performance 
management solutions to ensure we provide timely, efficient and patient-centered care delivery. However, 
the development of technologies to support meaningful interoperability faces significant challenges such as 
obtaining consistent, timely and quality data in a secure manner in order to facilitate performance-managed 
driven healthcare delivery. We also caution that an uncoordinated approach to the design and 
implementation of smart interactions and other information technology will only create barriers to 
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accessibility and integration. It will also burden healthcare providers with administration and information 
overload that falls short of delivering real benefits. 

To facilitate meaningful interoperability we needed to first understand the underlying complexity of 
healthcare interoperability by developing models and frameworks that enable us to effectively leverage 
Web 2.0 tools and other Smart technologies to support healthcare delivery. This workshop was presented 
and coordinated by a select group of health informatics and software engineering researchers, and 
practitioners from across Canada and built upon our previous two workshops with the theme of going 
beyond basic healthcare interoperability. Our workshop emphasized the need to develop healthcare 
interoperability solutions using an interdisciplinary perspective. ISIH workshops have been well attended 
by a mix of health care administrators, practitioners and representatives from standards body’s initiatives, 
as well as academic researchers and industry partners. The workshop focused on developing an agenda for 
meaningful interoperability. 

The following questions were posed: How can business analytics and care flow process modeling be 
effectively combined to improve health care delivery (i.e. achieve smart interactions)? What are the current 
interoperability barriers that need to be overcome in order to achieve meaningful interoperability using 
smart interactions?  

The focus was on presenting case studies and anecdotes to illustrate the issues and potential solutions as a 
starting point for brainstorming as well as research initiatives that can generalize a systematic approach to 
these issues. The core of the workshop focused on a panel discussion and brainstorming around the 
question about whether electronic health records initiatives and Health 2.0 are in conflict or consensus. Are 
they diametrically opposed approaches to the problem with inherently different philosophies and 
approaches? Or do they represent complementary approaches tackling different aspects of the same 
problem in which both would be required for a solution? The workshop opened with short presentations 
from the panel members who provided background and outlined their basic position. They also recounted 
actual experiences or academic results related to the questions. 

The second half was devoted to an interactive discussion in which the presenters debated different aspects 
of the problem in response to questions from the audience. The closing portion was reserved for general 
brainstorming guided by the moderators into a discussion of potential next steps and an action plan for 
collaboration and further exchanges of ideas beyond the end of the workshop. The panel presentations 
discussed the promises, challenges and risks of federated electronic health record system infrastructures 
and how we could devise Health 2.0 technologies to provide smarter interactions between health care 
providers and health care consumers (the patients).  

The workshop concluded with a summation of interoperability issues in health care and a chance to form 
collaborative partnerships between the workshop participants. The overall objective was to foster 
brainstorming sessions and continue the collaboration spawned at ISIH 2009 and ISIH 2010 in the areas of 
academic and industry efforts to adopt standards, technology and processes related to electronic health 
records. 
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Second Symposium on the Personal Web 

Co-Chairs: Mark Chignell, University of Toronto; Jim Cordy, Queens University; 
Joanna W. Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research; Yelena Yesha, University of 
Maryland Baltimore County 

Theme: Smart Interactions, Smart Services 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Healthcare, Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
The goal of the second symposium on Personal Web was to provide a report on further work accomplished 
aiming towards establishing a new milestone in the evolution of the web. This is a radical change from a 
fixed, manual, drive-by-click web to a malleable, context-aware personal assistant web. This second 
symposium follows the previous symposium about personal web that was hosted by CASCON 2010. 

The symposium began with a review of Personal Web vision, discussions about the architecture of the 
Personal Web as well as the way in which Personal Web will change human-computer interaction. Past 
attempts at making the Web more user-centered, including mashups and scripting, were also noted. The 
scope for innovative interaction paradigms was also discussed, along with the potential impact that 
Personal Web may have on the discipline of human-computer interaction. 

Participants in this second symposium continued to explore the nature of Personal Web as an extension of 
the current web that promotes web users from their current state of “web workers” into “web supervisors”. 
This means a much reduced cognitive and working memory load while using the web to accomplish goals. 

Papers presented for the symposium discussed the types of smarter interaction and smarter services 
(Chignell et al, 2010) that are required to enable Personal Web. Other enabling functions mentioned 
included associated semantic tools that will allow users of Personal Web to operate in units of intentions, as 
well as progressing by tasks instead of operating in terms of URLs and logon forms. Also reviewed was the 
role of predictive analytics for supportive decision making within the context of Personal Web. The 
presentations examined the role of semantics in Personal Web from a variety of perspectives. 

Participants at this symposium discussed how to extend the web to function as a transparent, integrated, 
instrumented, intelligent and social system in order to assist individual web users with tasks and attend to 
matters of concern. As part of this discussion some of the presentations considered the supporting 
technologies required to implicitly discover, gather, aggregate, deliver and recommend data, resources and 
services from across the web. These integrated web elements are able to support the user’s own situation 
and needs. Another key area discussed was the relationship of Personal Web to social media and the users’ 
social milieu, such as sharing discoveries, interactions and states automatically with other members of their 
social circle. 

This symposium covered requirements and methodologies for a personalized web that also provides 
cognitive support for web users in a way that is intuitive, contextual and socially aware. Technology 
advances were discussed and not only included enhancing the user’s experience with particular web server 
domains at the micro level, but also the melding of resources across multiple web server domains at the 
macro level. 

The symposium concluded with a discussion about specific applications of Personal Web, in the domains 
of healthcare, e-Commerce, and business in general. 

Topics covered in the symposium included the following: 

Section 1. Vision and Motivation 
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• The Personal Web Vision and Concepts 
• Forerunners of Personal Web 
• Modeling and Analysis of Personal Web Applications 
• Overall architecture of Personal Web 

Section 2. Personal Web Interaction 
• New Human-Computer Interaction Challenges 
• Personalizing the User 
• Personal Web Context 
• Personal Web Agents 
• Privacy and Personal Web 

Section 3: Personal Web Semantics 
• Challenges of Semantics 
• Leveraging Semantic Web Infrastructure 
• Ontology of people and relationships 
• Lightweight semantics 

Section 4: Extending today’s Web into Personal Web 
• Normalizing structured and unstructured data for Personal Web 
• Leveraging of linked data 
• Personal Web Services 
• Service Subscription for Personal Web 
• Services for asynchronous and batch interactions 
• Resource Oriented Hypermedia (ROH) 

Section 5: Intelligence and Social Technologies for Personal Web 
• Business Analytics and Personal Web 
• Intelligence for Personal Web 
• Social Media and Personal Web 
• Predictive Analytics in the context of Personal Web 

Section 6: Personal Web Solutions 
• Personalized Medicine 
• Personal Web in Health Self Management 
• Personal Web in e-Commerce 
• Personal Web in Business 

 

Reference 

Chignell, M., Cordy, J., Ng, J. and Yesha, Y. (Eds). The Smart Internet. Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science, 6400, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2010. 
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Smarter Commerce — Innovative Customer Scenarios 
Powered by the Combined Impact of Innovative Technologies 

Co-Chairs: Joanna W. Ng, IBM Canada CAS Research; Hausi Müller, University of 
Victoria; Leho Nigul, IBM Canada Laboratory 

Theme: Smart Interactions, Smart Services 
Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 

Abstract: 
In early 2011, IBM launched the “Smarter Commerce” initiative as a unique approach aimed to increase the 
value companies generate for their customers, partners and shareholders in this rapidly changing world of 
technology. With innovative technologies such as social media, business analytics, mobile platforms, 
location-based intelligence and payment technologies, customers are not only empowered with knowledge 
and information in their buying decisions but also have access to more dynamic interactions and shopping 
experiences with companies. The demanding and connected consumers set the pace for transformations in 
companies’ internal business processes and in B2B relationships. To stay competitive and profitable, 
companies need to employ and combine these innovative technologies. Key resources include actionable 
customer insights, predictive analytics for optimal inventory management, and dynamic context 
information. This creates an open space to formulate revolutionary business processes to enable companies 
to buy, market, sell and service their goods and services with the most optimal commerce operations and 
most efficient B2B relationships. The goals of this workshop are (i) to identify key customer requirements 
and problem statements for Smarter Commerce; (ii) to evaluate smart technologies and identify technology 
requirements and gaps on the trajectory of the Smarter Commerce vision; (iii) to exploit these innovative 
technologies in specific commerce domains and operations; (iv) to propose innovative Smarter Commerce 
concepts, methods, algorithms and processes; and (v) to formulate research problem statements for Smarter 
Commerce—in technology and business domain areas. 

1 Rationale  

The rationale of the CASCON 2011 workshop on Technologies for Smarter Commerce was to bring 
together key academic researchers, IBM customers and industrial partners, as well as IBM technical leaders 
and domain experts in Smarter Commerce. In particular, this workshop was great opportunity to interact 
and foster collaboration with leaders from the Websphere Commerce team as well as teams from recent 
IBM acquisitions related to Smarter Commerce—Sterling Commerce, Unica, Coremetrics, Filenets, and 
ILog. This workshop involved research presentations, demonstrations of products and prototypes, as well 
as stimulating discussion and brain storming sessions. 

2 Smarter Commerce 

Smarter Commerce involves innovative technologies from the digital world to increase the value that 
companies generate for their customers, business partners, and their own business processes. Examples of 
these technologies include mobile platforms, business analytics, business intelligence, cloud computing, 
location based services, social technologies, personal web, smart interactions, adaptive models, dynamic 
context management, and adaptive analytics. Modeling, acquiring, managing, and controlling dynamic 
context is critical for implementing Smarter Commerce applications and services effectively. Context and 
business analytics must be dynamically controlled and adapted to optimize the properties and capabilities 
of these smart commerce applications. One of the key challenges is to ensure that Smarter Commerce 
applications with high levels of context-aware adaptability meet the expected quality attributes and satisfy 
user requirements. 
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Combining these technologies enables the demanding and connected consumers to experience and embrace 
Smarter Consumer. The customer experiences in turn drive the necessary transformations to becoming 
Smarter Businesses. These paradigm shifts already created a tide that cannot be turned back in 
fundamental commerce. For example, customers expect and demand an integrated and optimized 
experience rather than having to juggle between silo-type solutions. Context management, adaptive 
analytics and predictive analytics will provide actionable intelligence to optimize services, inventory, and 
resources like never before.  

This workshop endeavored to identify and discover innovative business processes as well as analyze the 
impact of combining innovative technologies with respect to two fundamental dimensions of Smarter 
Commerce: Smarter Consumer and Smarter Businesses. In this integrated value chain both dimensions 
involve four core operations: buy, sell, market, and service as depicted in Figure 1 below [1]. 

 
Figure 1: Smarter Commerce Integrated Value Chain 

 

Combined Impact of Innovative Technologies from the Perspective of Smarter Consumers 

Smarter Commerce is customer centric. IBM called it “the age of the customer.” The following are some 
illustrations of how the combined impact of the latest innovative technologies enables Smarter Consumers:  

The behavior of Smarter Consumers 
 Social technologies enable smarter consumers to be influenced by online users as part of their buying 

decisions.  
 Smarter consumers are well informed with competitive intelligence on key buying factors such as 

quality, price, and features. They research in trusted networks, evaluate, and compare. They can do this 
anywhere and at anytime.  

The experience of the Smarter Consumers 
 Smarter Consumers experience an efficient, integrated shopping experience, from web, mobile, kiosk 

to call centers. They demand how and when to interact with companies and to experience it the way 
they want. 

 Efficient shopping experiences include consumers having access to inventory information and 
consumers having the ability to control how the order is fulfilled from home shipping to in-store 
pickup.  

 New payment technologies and built-for-mobile encoding technologies (e.g., QR Code) provide 
experiences for consumers to be fully informed about product information and ratings while shopping 
at specific locations. 

 The recent additions to the CAS Research portfolio of Personal Web and Smarter Interactions and 
Mobile (SIAM) aim to contribute this revolution in Smarter Consumer experience 

The new expectation of the Smarter Consumers 
 Smarter consumers expect proactive service intelligence.  
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 Smarter consumers expect their problems be solved but not while being sold to.  

This workshop examined the impact of combining the latest smart technologies, and how these bring forth 
innovative changes in the behaviors, experiences and expectations of Smarter Consumers. Selected key 
technology areas are identified below. Many of the CAS Research projects deal with these innovative 
technology areas as indicated below. 
 Cloud computing (CAS projects [2]) 
 Social technologies [3] 
 Business intelligence and Predictive analytics (CAS projects) 
 Location base services and geo-location technologies [3] 
 User agents, dynamic context, adaptive services (CAS projects [4]) 
 Smarter Interactions and Mobile (SIAM) (CAS projects) 
 Personal Web (CAS projects [5,8]) 
 Smarter Services (CAS projects [6,7]) 

Combined Impact of Disruptive Technologies from the Perspective of Smarter Businesses 

Connected customers re-orient and re-structure (i) the entire commerce internal businesses processes and (ii) 
business to business relationships. The impact of the latest innovative technologies enables Smarter 
Businesses in both internal processes as well as B2B processes. 

Buy: 
 Sourcing and procuring of goods and services based on customer demand and consumption patterns as 

well as business intelligence. 

Market: 
 Personalized and targeted marketing based on customer insights and customer intelligence gathered 

from all integrated channels. 

Sell: 
 Sell and fulfill the right products at the right price and in the right channel. 

Services: 
 Drive customer loyalty based on predictive services for customers. 
 This workshop also studied the combined impact of the latest technologies previously listed and how 

these bring forth a transformation of internal and B2B business processes for the Smarter Businesses.  

 
Figure 2 Perception Gap 
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This workshop also identified technology gaps and requirements for Smarter Businesses. It is important for 
Smarter Businesses to have a deeper understanding of how Smarter Consumers use innovative technologies 
to adapt internal processes correctly and with focus. For example, from the findings of an IBM study, there 
is a mismatch of what businesses think about how consumers use social media (cf. Figure 2). Smarter 
Businesses would adapt their processes to match the actual usage of Social Media by Smarter Consumers 
instead of what is perceived. For example, social platforms would focus more on discounts and promotions, 
and drive product information back to their own sites. Such in-depth studies in adoption of other innovative 
technologies are also needed to transform Smarter Businesses.  

3 Workshop Organizers 

The co-chairs for the 2011 CASCON Workshop on Technologies for Smarter Commerce were Joanna Ng, 
Head of Research and Master Inventor, IBM Canada Centre for Advanced Studies in Markham, Ontario; 
Dr. Hausi Műller, Professor of Computer Science, Associate Dean, Research, Faculty of Engineering, 
University of Victoria, Victoria; and Leho Nigul, Commerce Integration Architect and Master Inventor, 
IBM Canada Laboratory, Markham, Ontario.  

4 Workshop Format  

The workshop consisted of the following four components:  

(i) Overview of Smarter Commerce and Review of Customer Problem Statements 

This component provided an overall understanding of the business objectives, such as customer scenarios 
of Smarter Commerce through presentations and demonstrations by IBM Smarter Commerce domain 
experts, visionaries and technical leaders, with feedback and brainstorming from researchers. The objective 
of this component was to identify a set of prioritized customer centric problem statements of Smarter 
Commerce from several specific industrial domains.  

(ii) Smarter Commerce Technology Platform Overview and Assessment 

This component provided a survey of current technology platforms for Smarter Commerce, including 
IBM’s Websphere Commerce, and recent acquisitions such as Sterling Commerce, Coremetrics; Unica; 
Filenet, ILog, and others. Through presentations, demonstrations and brainstorming discussion sessions, an 
evaluation and assessment of current technology platform was conducted. This component also provided a 
survey and appraisal of current key technology areas and their application in the context of Smarter 
Commerce to bring forth transformation in business processes.  

(iii) Brainstorming on Innovative Smarter Commerce Scenario with Innovative Technologies 

Through brainstorming and panel discussions, innovative commerce processes, both for Smarter 
Consumers and Smarter Business, for the buy, sell, market and service operations were proposed. 
Innovative technology requirements and gaps, in technology areas previously listed, were identified to 
further evolve the realization of Smarter Commerce.  

(iv) Conclusions 

The workshop concluded with the consolidation of research problem statements relating to (i) the discovery 
and definition of new processes and scenarios for the transformation of smarter commerce and (ii) the 
identification of the advancements of technologies needed to implement these new Smarter Commerce 
processes.  
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Software Modeling for Embedded and Mobile Sensor System 

Co-Chairs: Ramiro Liscano, University of Ontario Institute of Technology; Juergen 
Dingel, Queens University; Dorina Petriu, Carleton University; Faisal 
Qureshi, University of Ontario Institute of Technology 

Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 
Abstract: 
Advances in sensing hardware, computation and storage platforms and communication technologies have 
given rise to a plethora of sensory devices, ranging from biological sensors for health monitoring, humidity 
meters and temperature sensors for ecological monitoring, energy consumption sensors for smart homes 
and data centers, imaging sensors for surveillance and security applications, etc. In an effort to monitor our 
surroundings and to create the capability to respond to any situations that might arise in our surroundings, 
such sensors are being deployed at an ever increasing rate by both companies and individuals. A worthy 
goal is to develop techniques for managing these sensors and for analyzing and monitoring the data streams 
generated by these sensors. Traditionally, data streams are collected at a central location (typically a 
laptop/desktop computer) for monitoring, analysis and archiving. Mobile computing platforms are quickly 
reaching a point where these too can be effectively used to interact with these sensor systems. Mobile 
devices will act as gateways to the sensors, processing data streams originating from these sensors on-the-
fly to assist the user with the tasks at hand. Indeed mobile devices themselves boast a suite of sensing 
capabilities: accelerometers, cameras, etc. This observation leads us to believe that it is worthwhile to study 
small embedded sensors and the slightly more powerful mobile handheld devices concomitantly. 

Software development for embedded and mobile sensor devices has typically been performed with minimal 
software design and primarily by directly coding on the device. Sensor devices exhibit many of the same 
properties as embedded real-time systems, e.g., timely response to communication and sensory events. 
Thus UML standards like MARTE and SysML that are designed the modeling of real-time systems are a 
good starting point for software modeling for embedded sensor systems. SysML is a general purpose 
modeling language for systems engineering applications while MARTE is a UML profile that adds 
capabilities to UML for model-driven development of Real Time and Embedded Systems. Both of these 
specifications are important for sensor systems but are missing many some modeling capabilities. For 
example, they cannot model the network and communications component of sensors without some domain 
specific knowledge. 

Advances in sensing hardware, computation and storage platforms and communication technologies have 
given rise to a plethora of sensory devices, ranging from biological sensors for health monitoring, humidity 
meters and temperature sensors for ecological monitoring, energy consumption sensors for smart homes 
and data centers, imaging sensors for surveillance and security applications, etc. In an effort to monitor our 
surroundings and to create the capability to respond to any situations that might arise in our surroundings, 
such sensors are being deployed at an ever increasing rate by both companies and individuals. A worthy 
goal is to develop techniques for managing these sensors and for analyzing and monitoring the data streams 
generated by these sensors. Traditionally, data streams are collected at a central location (typically a 
laptop/desktop computer) for monitoring, analysis and archiving. Mobile computing platforms are quickly 
reaching a point where these too can be effectively used to interact with these sensor systems. Mobile 
devices will act as gateways to the sensors, processing data streams originating from these sensors on-the-
fly to assist the user with the tasks at hand. Indeed mobile devices themselves boast a suite of sensing 
capabilities: accelerometers, cameras, etc. This observation leads us to believe that it is worthwhile to study 
small embedded sensors and the slightly more powerful mobile handheld devices concomitantly. 

Software development for embedded and mobile sensor devices has typically been performed with minimal 
software design and primarily by directly coding on the device. Sensor devices exhibit many of the same 
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properties as embedded real-time systems, e.g., timely response to communication and sensory events. 
Thus UML standards like MARTE and SysML that are designed the modeling of real-time systems are a 
good starting point for software modeling for embedded sensor systems. SysML is a general purpose 
modeling language for systems engineering applications while MARTE is a UML profile that adds 
capabilities to UML for model-driven development of Real Time and Embedded Systems. Both of these 
specifications are important for sensor systems but are missing many some modeling capabilities. For 
example, they cannot model the network and communications component of sensors without some domain 
specific knowledge. 

On the other hand software development for mobile devices has been focused more on Internet based 
applications as opposed a device for sensor data acquisition and processing. In most cases these Internet 
access applications do not require any real-time performance so many conventional high level languages 
are sufficient. For sensor data acquisition developers must be aware of the resource constraints of the 
platform. In that sense mobile devices are a form of an embedded system except it is usually constrained or 
governed by operator and/or vendor restrictions that have to be accounted for. Model based development 
should help to improve and test software development for mobile devices but there seems to be very little 
work in this area. 

This workshop explored the following topics in order to facilitate software modeling for embedded and 
mobile sensor system: 

• Software Modeling of sensor networks 

• Performance modeling for embedded and real-time systems 

• Component-based development of reactive systems 

• Model checking for embedded real-time systems 

• Protocol state machines for embedded real-time systems 

• Bridging the semantic gap between the source and target model 

• Software laboratories for studying and developing smart sensor network 

Commercial software modeling tools for embedded and real-time systems have primarily focused on the 
design and analysis of processes in a single device. When one has to incorporate the gathering of sensory 
information it is necessary to incorporate models for distributed communications and power management 
into these existing tools. A significant challenge in the modeling of sensor network systems is the ability to 
model network delays and network lifetime at a similar layer of abstraction to that used at the software 
modeling layer. To complicate matters the performance of sensor networks is highly dependent on the 
physical layout of the sensors implying the need for the integration of network simulators with software 
modeling tools. John Khalil presented an overview on adaptations required to MARTE and SysML to 
support the modeling of sensor networks. 

Quantitative performance analysis of service-oriented systems can be conducted in the early development 
phases by transforming a UML software model extended with performance annotations into a performance 
model (such as queueing networks, Petri nets, stochastic process algebra) which can be solved with existing 
performance analysis tools. The OMG standard MARTE, can be used for adding performance annotations 
to a given UML model. Dr. Petriu discussed the type of MARTE performance annotations and the 
principles for transforming annotated software models into performance models. Such a transformation 
must bridge a large semantic gap between the source and target model for two main reasons: performance 
models concentrate on resource usage and abstract away many details of the original software model, and 
the performance model requires platform information which is not contained in the software application 
model. 

Interfaces represent abstractions which are supposed to facilitate the correct use of an entity by listing the 
data and operations that the entity makes available and separating its externally visible parts from the 
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internal ones. Arguably, this notion is one of the great success stories in computer science. Dr. Dingel 
discussed the potential of protocol state machines (PSMs) for facilitating the model-driven development of 
component-based systems in general and of reactive systems in particular. Model checking is used for 
determining the compatibility of a component with respect to interface specifications using PSMs.  

Virtual worlds can serve as software laboratories for carrying out sensor networks research. Virtual sensor 
networks can be conveniently deployed in these visually and behaviorally realistic 3D environments for 
further study and evaluation. These virtual worlds can be used to determine if the software models are 
functioning as expected. Dr. Qureshi presented examples of the use of virtual worlds as software 
laboratories. These examples support the unorthodox view that such software laboratories are indispensable 
for studying large scale embedded and mobile sensor systems.  

The workshop provided a forum for researchers, students and developers of embedded and mobile sensor 
systems, from both academia and industry, to discuss the latest innovations and future works in the field. A 
special session was allocated for position papers and short discussions. The workshop concluded with a 
panel discussion on the topic of challenges for software modeling for embedded and mobile sensor systems. 
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Hands-On OSGi Tools in a Day 

Co-Chairs: Peter Moogk, IBM Canada Ltd.; Andrew Mak, IBM Canada Ltd.; Zina 
Mostafia, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 

Abstract: 
OSGi, which stands for “Open Services Gateway Initiative”, is a service platform which facilitates the 
organization of code into reusable components called bundles. A bundle can be thought of as a Java archive 
(JAR) file with extra metadata describing its name, version, services offered, and dependencies to other 
bundles, among other things. The visibility of packages outside of a bundle can also be specified via 
metadata, giving developers a powerful way of separating their code into API and non-API packages. 

OSGi is not a new technology; it is used as the foundation of many software projects, perhaps the best 
known of which is the open-source Eclipse platform and the countless adopter products that are built on top 
of it. A developer extends Eclipse by writing plug-ins that add new functionality to the base platform. A 
plug-in is an OSGi bundle, and in fact Eclipse itself consists entirely of bundles. A plug-in can declare its 
dependencies to bundles in the base platform and use the features and services provided therein. In this 
fashion, complex applications can be built in a modular way. 

Although Eclipse is an example of an application built on OSGi technology, it is not the type of OSGi 
applications that the Rational development team is writing tools for. The OSGi applications this workshop 
refers to are actually enterprise OSGi applications. In essence, enterprise OSGi applications combine OSGi 
technology with enterprise technologies specified by the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) platform. Rules 
for how these separate technologies should integrate and behave are described in the OSGi Service 
Platform Enterprise specifications. Enterprise OSGi applications are meant to be run within an application 
server container such as IBM’s WebSphere Application Server (WAS), which supplies bundled versions of 
the Java EE APIs for an application’s use. Support for OSGi in WAS is based on components developed in 
the Apache Aries incubator project. 

In addition to the base OSGi Service Platform Enterprise specifications IBM provides technologies that 
complement the packaging and sharing of OSGi bundle. To package bundles together into a single cohesive 
application IBM introduces the concept of an Enterprise Business Archive(EBA). An EBA contains a 
number bundles along with meta-data that describes the dependencies and interactions of the OSGi 
application. This EBA can then be easily deployed to WebSphere application server. For those that are 
familiar with J2EE an EBA is very similar to a J2EE Enterprise Archive(EAR) file. 

IBM also provides the notion of a composite bundle. This kind of bundle is not a complete application but 
an aggregate of a number of other bundles. This composite bundle can then be used directly in an OSGi 
application or shared between a number of OSGi applications. 

Many developers are looking for a technology that provides a service-oriented, component-based 
environment that offers standardized ways to manage the software lifecycle. The OSGi programming 
model gives them this capability. In order to aid these developers to fully utilize this OSGi programming 
model the Rational Application Developer product is available with a rich set of OSGi development tools.  

This workshop demonstrated the OSGi tools that are available in RAD that help developers create and 
deploy their applications. In particular the following items were discussed: 

• Overview of OSGi technologies 

o Discussion of the base OSGi technology defined in the OSGi Service Platform Enterprise 
specification 
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o Discussion of how IBM has enhanced OSGi with Enterprise Business Archives(EBAs) and 
Composite Bundles Archives(CBAs) 

• Overview of OSGi tools in Rational Application Developer 

o Free tools: these tools are available from the DeveloperWorks web site for download and can 
be applied to an Eclipse 3.6 base set of plugins. The following tools are included in this 
download: 

 Bundle creation wizard for creation of OSGi bundles. 

 Application creation wizard for the creation of OSGi applications. 

 Composite bundle creation wizard for the creation of OSGi composite bundles. 

 An import wizard for the importing of bundles. 

 An import wizard for the importing of applications. 

 An import wizard for the importing of composite bundles. 

 An export wizard for the exporting of bundles. 

 An export wizard for the exporting of applications. 

 An export wizard for the exporting of composite bundles. 

 Conversion of J2EE Web projects to OSGi bundles. 

 A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi application manifest. 

 A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi composite bundle manifest. 

 Support for OSGi fragments 

 Validation of the OSGi bundle manifest. 

 Validation of the OSGi application manifest. 

 Validation of the OSGi composite bundle manifest. 

 Integration with the project explorer 

o In addition to the free tools the Rational Application Developers products contains the 
following tools: 

 Deployment of OSGi applications to a WebSphere Application Server. 

 A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi Blueprint file. 

 A bundle explorer tool that visually show dependencies between bundles. 

 WebSphere Application Server specific validation. 

 Integration with RAD services view. 

• Hands on simple OSGi scenario was demonstrated.  

• Discussion of how OSGi services are created and configured using a Blueprint file. 

• Hands on scenario that demonstrates the use of an OSGi Blueprint file. 

• Discussion of how OSGi bundles can connect with a data source. 

• Hands on scenario that demonstrates how OSGi bundles connect with a data source. 

• Discussion of OSGi composite bundles. 
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• Hands on scenario that demostrates the uses of OSGi composite bundles. 

• Discussion of how OSGi applications can be extended dynamically on the server. 

• Hands on scenario that shows how an OSGi applicaition can be extended on a WebSphere Application 
Server. 

• Discussion of how OSGi applications can be integrated with IBMs SCA technology.  

• Hands on scenario that demonstrates how OSGi applications can be integrated with IBMs SCA 
technology. 

• References were shown for further investigation of OSGi technologies. 

o The DeveloperWorks OSGi free download site is: 

 http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/downloads/10/rationaldevtoolsforosgi
applications.html 

o The OSGi specification web site: 

 http://www.osgi.org/Download/Release4V42 

• Questions and answers were taken from the workshop participants. 

• Zina, Andrew, and Peter wrapped up and closed the workshop. 
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An Introduction to Java Development Kit 7 

Co-Chairs: Daryl Maier, IBM Canada Ltd.; Nikola Grcevski, IBM Canada Ltd.; Vijay 
Sundaresan, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 

Integrated Solution: Software Delivery Platform 
Abstract: 
In 2011 the Java(tm) Development Kit 7 (or JDK 7) became generally available. JDK 7 is the latest step in 
the evolution of the Java SE platform. It offers Java developers functionality and performance 
improvements in several areas including new I/O APIs, concurrency utilities like the Fork/Join framework, 
new support for dynamically typed languages in the JVM, changes to modularity, and several changes to 
the language to improve application development. 

Earlier this year IBM released its own Java Virtual Machine with JDK 7 support for the x86, System P, and 
System Z platforms. IBM’s JDK 7 also brought performance throughput improvements of up to 10% on 
transactional workloads, as well as significant improvements of up to 15% in startup performance and up to 
15% in memory footprint for workloads running with IBM’s WebSphere Application Server. 

The workshop educated participants to the new features on offer in JDK 7 and demonstrated their value to 
application developers. These features included: 

• JSR 334 or “Project Coin”: a collection of small changes to the Java language to improve developer 
productivity, including Strings in switch statements, better type inferencing for generic instance alloca-
tion, and multi-catch for improving exception handling. 

• JSR 166y which introduced a framework for Fork/Join parallelism 

• JSR 292 which introduced JVM support for calling dynamic languages 

• JSR 203 which introduced new I/O APIs for filesystems, socket I/O, and asynchronous I/O 

• enhancements to class loading implementation 

• Unicode 6.0 support and Locale enhancements 

The Java programming language was designed from the start with concurrency in mind. It offers a rich set 
of features for creating and managing threads of execution and primitives to allow synchronization among 
objects. While powerful and correct, these synchronization mechanisms do not always have good 
performance characteristics in the presence of many threads of execution. The workshop touched on some 
of the Java thread model and concurrency features available in Java prior to JDK 7, and explained the 
shortcomings of the object- level synchronization mechanisms as they pertain to scalability. 

The java/util/concurrent package was introduced in Java 5 under JSR-166 and supplemented the thread 
safety features already built into the Java language and runtime. It provided an alternative that promised to 
avoid many of the scaling problems inherent with Java’s built-in synchronization. In particular, it offered 
many light-weight mechanisms that provided finer grain synchronization between objects, useful 
concurrent data structures, a task management and execution framework, and interfaces for locking and 
creating intelligent synchronizers. When used appropriately, these features allow Java applications to 
perform efficiently even in the presence of many interacting threads of execution. 

In JDK 7 the newest enhancement to aid with developing scalable Java programs is the Fork/Join 
framework. Fork/Join offers a set of utilities designed to make divide and conquer algorithms easy to 
parallelize. The framework uses a pool of threads which are assigned tasks created on the basis of the work 
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that needs to be done; each task is broken down recursively into smaller tasks which could be executed 
either by the same thread that created the task or be stolen by some other thread that has no tasks to execute. 
The work stealing approach is underpinned by a deque data structure, which allows it to be relatively 
lightweight and consequently scale better. 

Professor Doug Lea, the main author and architect of the java/util/concurrent package, delivered a 
presentation that described the challenges involved in developing an efficient and scalable Java 
concurrency package, what powerful features are available in the java/util/concurrent package, and 
explored the new Fork/Join framework in JDK 7. The workshop stressed the importance of mastering and 
leveraging these features within concurrent applications in order to develop efficient, scalable applications 
that perform well on modern multi-core hardware. The purpose and applicability of each feature was 
discussed, as well as case studies with code examples where appropriate. 

JDK 7 introduced several new I/O APIs via JSR 203 (NIO.2): 

• a filesystem I/O API which allows a user to abstract the notion of a path or filesystem into Java objects 
belonging to those classes (Path and FileSystem respectively). Operations such as file copying, file 
change notification, symbolic links, directory traversal, and querying file attributes are handled easily 
by the API. 

• a socket channel API with support for multicast operations and improvements to socket management 

• an asynchronous I/O API for sockets and files 

Each of these APIs was discussed with relevant examples in this workshop. 

Another powerful new feature introduced in JDK 7 was the InvokeDynamic support in the JVM. This 
allows dynamically typed languages like Ruby and Python to be supported more efficiently in the JVM and 
is an important step in making a Java virtual machine an attractive runtime environment for those 
languages. For example, the JVM can offer garbage collection and just-in-time compilation benefits that 
have been developed for Java for years instead of requiring customized runtimes for each dynamic 
language. 

The workshop discussed some common use cases and how the new JVM support for InvokeDynamic opens 
up new possibilities for improved performance that were not possible in earlier releases of the JDK. 

It is often difficult for a programmer to get an accurate sense of how well their application scales or where 
the performance problems are. The workshop provided advice on how to measure the scalability of an 
application and the tell-tale signs that an application is not scaling. The IBM Monitoring and Diagnostics 
Tools for Java were demonstrated on real applications to show how they can be used to identify 
performance bottlenecks, contended locks, and other inhibitors to application scalability. 

Finally, the workshop concluded with a brief look ahead at some of the exciting features proposed for JDK 
8. 
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Portlet Development with Spring Portlet MVC and 
WebSphere Portal V7 

Chair: Siamack Jabbarzadeh Farshi, IBM Canada Ltd. 
Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 

Integrated Solution: Software Delivery Platform 
Abstract: 
Motivation and Justification 

IBM WebSphere Portal is an industry leading Portal solution that is ranked as worldwide market share 
leader in the Portal products and user interaction tools enterprise software segment. Built upon enterprise-
class WebSphere software, with added administrative and scalability features, It contains the widest range 
of portal technologies that help you develop and maintain first-class B2C, B2B and B2E portals and offers 
a complete set of portal services necessary to aggregate applications and content, such as: 

• Advanced usability features, as such drag & drop customizations and semantic tags that enable smart 
mark-ups and dynamic menus 

• Advanced tooling needed to build flexible, SOA-based solutions with unmatched scalability required 
by any size organization. 

• A “one click” site management application featuring rollback and versioning capabilities to simplify 
moving portals from staging to production 

• A Page Builder that simplifies page creation, making it easy for business users to create pages and add 
content to pages 

• A site wizard that allows users to create and deploy independent virtual portals 

• A Template Page capability that speeds page creation by allowing portal pages to act as templates 
when creating other new portal pages 

• A Web application integrator that enables you to easily embed existing Web applications into your 
portals 

• Blog and Wiki capabilities supported via out-of-box content templates, making it easy to add popular 
social capabilities 

• Enhanced tagging and rating within the Page Builder theme, allowing users to easily organize and 
evaluate content without leaving the page they are viewing 

• Flexible access to existing enterprise data and applications, as well as to external news feeds or Web 
data 

• Unified user experience in which information and functions made available to each user can be cus-
tomized based on the user or a role that the user has 

• Support for the Java Portlet 2.0 Standard and to the first Java Portlet Specification, the Java Portlet 1.0 
Standard.  

• Support for Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP) 2.0 

• Site layout support that enables you to incorporate existing static HTML, built with familiar HTML 
and PHP development tools, opening up the platform to additional content sources 
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On the other hand, there is no doubt that Spring is the most complete lightweight Java/JEE container that is 
used widely in Java development software workshops. With a powerful dependency injection engine at its 
core and established software engineering practices such as interface-oriented design and Aspect oriented 
programming, Spring combines the enterprise application power with the simplicity of plain-old Java 
objects to bring about increased productivity and ease of testing. 

The Spring Portlet “Model View Controller” framework is a truly unique one compared to other 
frameworks because it is exclusively designed for developing portlets, leaving behind the limitation(s) that 
comes with providing portlet development support in an existing web framework. A web framework is 
based on servlet technology, which doesn’t have a concept of lifecycle phases; therefore it ends up hiding 
the different lifecycle phases of a portlet. But, with Spring Portler “Model View Controller” framework you 
get a full featured Portlet Framework which preserves the lifecycle phases of Portlet 

With Data access being the requirement for most enterprise applications, Spring provides not only JDBC 
abstraction framework but also integration with “Object Relational Mapping” (ORM) Solutions such as 
Java Data Objects (JDO), Hibernate and Java Persistence API (JPA) on a variety of Platforms including 
WebSphere Application Server. With Transactions coupled tightly with Data access, Spring provides an 
abstract layer on top of different transactions management APIs both declaratively and programmatically. 
As an application developer, you can use Spring’s transactions management facilities without having to 
know much out the underlying transaction management APIs. 

Combining two of the best solutions (WebSphere Portal and Spring), that are not only based on but also 
promote software engineering best practices, provides software practitioners with an exceptional 
opportunity to focus on the problem at hand and to have their development cycle reduced considerably. 

Goals and outcome 

With ever growing complexity of software solutions and the focus to keep them simple, we are constantly 
faced with the challenge of reconciling these two paradoxes. Software tools, frameworks and enterprise 
solutions have been developed to help us to this end. Part of the challenge lies in the selection of 
combinations of such often disparate tools, frameworks and solutions that can not only help us to focus on 
the problem at hand but also be responsive to all changing nature of business today with as little cost and 
change as possible. But probably the biggest part of the challenge lies in integration of these disparate tools, 
frameworks and solutions into a vehicle that can promote all best practices that we have come to know and 
take us to our destination safely with as little cost and effort as possible. 

The goal of this workshop was to introduce the marriage between WebSphere Portal V7 and Spring 3.0 
namely Portlet Model View Controller framework to practitioners and software developers. Though the 
focus were on Spring Portlet Model View Controller and WebSphere Portal V7, it would be naive to 
assume Spring Dependency injection, data access layer, Spring transaction management and Aspect 
oriented programming could be forgone in delivering any solution. Consequently, all these concepts would 
be introduced in the context of Spring Portlet Model View Controller. 

Workshop Structure 

This full day workshop featured presentations on: 

• Introduction to WebSphere Portal Server V7, themes, Skins, pages, Portlet security 

• Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification (JSR 286) and Portlet life cycles 

• Introduction to Spring 3.0 namely: 

o Spring Dependency injection engine 

o Aspect oriented programming 

o Spring data access layer and its integration with WebSphere Application server JPA 

o Spring Transaction management 
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o Spring Portlet Model View Controller 

There was a question answer period at the end of each section to engage the audience. Each topic will also 
be explored in more detail through hands on exercises. WebSphere Portal V7 and Rational Application 
developer V8 are used as our development and testing platforms. 
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10th Workshop on Compiler-Driven Performance 

Co-Chairs: Clark Verbrugge, McGill University; Jose Nelson Amaral, University of 
Alberta; Mark Stoodley, University of Alberta; David Grove, IBM Canada 
Ltd.; Kit Barton, IBM USA 

Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 
Abstract: 
As computer hardware continues to dramatically improve in transistor density and raw capability, the 
importance of compilers for bridging the gap between high-level programming languages and abundant 
hardware resources has never been greater. In the footsteps of nine previous iterations, this 10th workshop 
about Compiler-Driven Performance brought together academic faculty, students, industry researchers and 
developers from across Canada and the United States to meet and discuss state-of-the-art compiler 
technology, new innovations and future directions. 

The current state of computing technology motivates a number of key challenges for compilers to address. 
This workshop had a particular focus on the following: 

(1) Innovative Analysis, Transformation, and Optimization Techniques: Today’s software systems are often 
composed of several different languages and programming models. At the same time the underlying 
processors and memory systems are typically complex and out-of-order superscalar processors. Managing 
this complexity and trying to produce efficient systems in a way that does not increase the burden on 
programmers requires constant innovation in compilation methods and optimizations. 

(2) Languages, Compilers, and Optimization Techniques for Multicore Processors and Other Parallel 
Architectures: As we approach and surpass one billion transistors on a single die, all processor vendors 
have switched to multicore product lines. Dual and quad core designs are now commodity products and the 
number of processors contained on future chips will likely double with each generation, soon reaching a 
thousand processor cores on one chip. This highly-parallel hardware represents a daunting challenge for 
average programmers; compilation technology is well-suited to ease this parallel programming crisis. 
Potential solutions range from new languages of expressing concurrency to speculative threading and 
transactional memory. 

 (3) Compiling for Streaming or Heterogeneous Hardware: In addition to highly-parallel, multiple-core 
processors for general-purpose and scientific computing, the computer hardware industry is also 
aggressively pursuing custom computing cores in order to accelerate key applications. Such heterogeneous 
computing systems were once limited to the embedded domain, but are becoming increasingly common for 
general-purpose computing. Examples include cores for encryption, compression, pattern matching, 
systems that have FPGA co-processors, IBM/Sony/Toshiba’s CELL processor, which contains multiple 
vector processors for media and other stream processing, and graphics processing units (GPUs), which will 
likely soon be incorporated on the chip with regular processors. The resulting heterogeneous hardware 
presents another key challenge that is addressed by the community targeted by this audience. 

(4) Dynamic Compilation for High-Performance and Real-Time Environments: Compilers that dynamically 
translate or optimize programs are of ever-increasing importance, not only to support interpreted languages 
such as Java, but also to exploit the run-time behavior of programs written in C and C++ to improve 
efficiency and performance. Run-time adaptation can usually take advantage of more precise state 
information, which allows systems to present abstracted interfaces while ensuring an efficient 
implementation. Such layers of abstraction are important for allowing programmers to efficiently target the 
emerging highly-parallel and heterogeneous hardware. 
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(5) Compilation and optimization for Scripting Languages: the performance of scripting languages such as 
python, ruby, php, javascript, and others are of increasing importance to the overall performance of most 
online systems. These interpreted and often dynamically-typed languages present many challenges in terms 
of optimization design. They require highly dynamic and adaptive techniques to overcome the lack of static 
information, language idioms, and novel workloads found in different execution contexts. 

(6) Compilation Techniques for Reducing Power: Reducing power consumption is a key challenge for all 
computer systems, from hand-held mobile devices to high-end supercomputers. Compilers that can 
optimize power or coordinate the power-reduction features of other parts of the system are of great 
significance. This extends to the compiler itself, incorporating power-friendly methods in the context of 
dynamic compilation. 

(7) Program Safety: The size and complexity of many modern software projects makes programming errors 
both difficult to find and easy to produce. Compiler approaches have shown potential to improve code 
safety by detecting common bugs ahead of time or by automatically trapping subtle errors at runtime. Such 
techniques are likely to play an increasing role in software development, ease many analysis and runtime 
optimization challenges, and represent an interesting further application domain for software analysis. 

(8) Whole System Optimization and Analysis: Many applications run in a non-trivial context along with 
other activities or programs. Individual program behaviors and resource competition will then affect overall 
system performance. Designs that assess complementary or competitive behaviors, or that dynamically 
adjust individual execution to improve global system usage extend program optimization and analysis 
techniques to higher-level execution goals. 

(9) Tools and Infrastructure for Compiler Research: The changing technology landscape highlights the need 
for ever-improving compiler-based tools as well as infrastructure for understanding programs and 
performing research. Development of new analysis techniques and optimizations is facilitated by basic 
program exploration, profiling, visualization and looking for further sources of semantic meaning that can 
be applied to improve performance, language design, or other optimization goals.  

Continued language and hardware development requires continued effort to identify new sources of 
potential optimization, and develop novel techniques for new contexts. This workshop on Compiler-Driven 
Performance allowed researchers to share progress in developing new approaches to existing problems and 
in identifying new optimization opportunities and performance vectors for current and future languages. 
The workshop had the additional benefit of both providing and demonstrating strong cooperation between 
academia and industry. Compiler optimization research is a highly practical domain, but also one in which 
cutting-edge research techniques can have direct application, and work in both academic and industrial 
contexts is improved through this level of cooperation. 
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Using IBM Rational Application Developer to develop 
enterprise applications with Java EE, Dojo Server Faces and 

interconnecting them using SOA 

Co-Chairs: Adrian Padilla Duarte, IBM Mexico; Victor Adrian Sosa Herrera, IBM 
Mexico; Roberto Sanchez Herrera, IBM Mexico; Gloria Yadira Torrealba 
Melendez, IBM Mexico 

Theme: Software Development Platform and Tools 

Abstract: 
Motivation and Justification: 

Year to year, companies invest a lot of their budget in maintenance and improvement of their applications 
to keep on the leading edge of technologies and take advantage over their competitors. Some of the 
common troubles that companies are facing with are the lack of skills in their personnel to update and 
incorporate new technologies to existing applications and/or legacy applications that are difficult to support, 
as well as to process huge amounts of information; this implies a high cost to achieve such goals. 

In highly competitive environments, the developers do not have much time to create enterprise applications 
that meet with some infrastructure requirements such as: security, transaction, audit, and others, as well as 
the creation of fast, dynamic and easy to use Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)s that can be a very tedious 
and complicated process. 

Moreover, as applications evolve, they could require communication with other applications based in 
different technologies that address particular needs, and enabling the communication between different 
technologies is an expensive and difficult process. This is usually achieved by using glue code that is tied to 
the involved applications, hard to maintain, tightly coupled and not extensible at all. 

As response to these problems, new technologies have been created to help implement solutions for them; 
such as the Java™ EE technology which provides a set of common services to develop enterprise 
applications and is also an standardized platform that allows the IT infrastructure to be untied to a particular 
vendor, or Dojo Server Faces (DSF) library that provides a set of UI components so the developer can 
create responsive, dynamic and easy to use GUIs with much less effort than creating them from scratch, 
and the Service Component Architecture (SCA) technology that helps companies to interconnect 
applications implemented with different technologies allowing the enterprise infrastructure to change with 
a minimum of impact and/or effort, in a Service Oriented Architecture fashion. However, the use of these 
technologies can be complex and prone to human errors, since them involve handwriting metadata and 
other artifacts that can be hard to configure. 

Proposed solution. 

 “Rational Application Developer provides developers with smart tools that promote best practices, team 
productivity, innovation, and agility. This award-winning integrated development environment enables 
developers to quickly build, test, analyze, and publish Java EE 6, Web 2.0, and Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) applications”1 

Within this workshop we will create a scenario where the problems previously mentioned in this document 
will be exposed. We will discuss the technologies that can be involved in the solution of such scenario with 
a minimum of effort and also preparing the field to allow the application to grow as needed without 
affecting the applications already running. Then, the attendee will be guided to develop a solution for such 
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scenario using IBM® Rational® Application Developer (RAD) and IBM® WebSphere® Application 
Server. 

The Scenario: The marketing department of a big bank has decided to open a new program to reward their 
customers with gifts and promotions depending on their account balance in the past months. This bank has 
an application already running that contains account information required to grant such rewards, but they 
want to create a new section in an existing web application where customers can access and check the 
status of their accounts to see whether they have a granted reward and in such case get specific information 
for claiming the reward. As part of the requirement, the application will have to run a complex algorithm to 
select the accounts that will be rewarded, this will have to run automatically every day. 

The solution: We will define the architecture within tree layers: the business logic layer, the UI layer and 
the data access layer using Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) to achieve good modularization. The 
business logic will be encapsulated in Plain Old Java Objects (POJO) and the task of running the complex 
algorithm will be handled by a Modern Batch Project using WebSphere Compute Grid (WCG). The UI will 
be developed using Java Server Faces (JSF) v2.0 technology with DSF library. The data access layer will 
be handled by Java Persistence API (JPA) in order to access an existing data base. Finally we will use SCA 
to interconnect the Modern Batch Project with OSGi. 

Within this workshop the attendee will learn how to use RAD Tools to incorporate mature technologies like 
Java EE6, open and emerging technologies like SCA, programming models for componentization and 
modularization like OSGi, and JSF to build responsive, dynamic and easy to use web UI. 

 
1 http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/rad/Home 
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2nd Software Certification Consortium Workshop: Theoretical 
Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and 

Certification 

Co-Chairs: Tom Maibaum, McMaster University; Paul Joannou 
Theme: Other (Safety of software intensive systems) 

Abstract: 
An increasingly important requirement for success in many domains is the ability to cost-effectively 
develop and/or purchase dependable (fit for purpose, safe, correct, secure, robust, maintainable) software 
for critical, often safety-critical, systems (e.g. pacemakers, health monitoring equipment, patient care 
planning and monitoring systems, automotive software, avionics software, core banking applications, 
financial reporting, nuclear reactors, etc.). Software errors in each of these domains continue to lead to 
catastrophic system failures, sometimes resulting in loss of life. A recent report by the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences [1], concludes that “new techniques and methods will be required in order to build 
future software systems to the level of dependability that will be required.... In the future, more pervasive 
deployment of software ... could lead to more catastrophic failures unless improvements are made.” Thus, 
society is increasingly demanding that software used in critical systems must meet minimum safety, 
security and reliability standards. Manufacturers of these systems are in the unenviable position of not 
having consistent and effective guidelines as to what constitutes acceptable evidence of software quality, 
and how to achieve it. This drives up the cost of producing these systems without producing a 
commensurate improvement in dependability. 

The Software Certification Consortium (SCC) was formed in 2007. Its members are drawn from regulators, 
industry and academia. Its mandate is to significantly improve the certification of systems that depend on 
software to perform their intended functionality. The workshop at CASCON was SCC’s second Annual 
Workshop on Certification of Safety Critical Software. It brought together experts in fields essential to the 
certification of software.  

Certification of software-intensive systems is currently mainly process based. The reliance on standards 
and certification regimes that are process based has contributed to the unpredictable dependability of 
software-intensive systems. This situation has arisen primarily because we do not have the fundamental 
results necessary to evaluate the dependability of software products based on evidence tied to the product 
itself. These results are necessary to develop tools and methodologies for creating certifiable software 
intensive systems, as well as product focused approaches to certifying these systems [2,3]. The agenda of 
the workshop was developed to present various aspects of research related to this problem, in particular 
focusing on the Theoretical Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and Certification, one of 
SCC’s work items identified as of importance in accomplishing SCC’s goals. A unique aspect of the 
workshop was the active participation of people from regulatory agencies, industry and academia. The 
workshop was organised to be very interactive, with each pair of presentations followed by an extended 
discussion period and the use of breakout sessions for focused analysis on specific issues identified during 
the discussions. 

SCC has established a work program to be pursued by its members and associates. Amongst the initial 
topics identified in this program was the Theoretical Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices 
and Certification. Subsidiary topics included:  

• understanding of software failures. 
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• understanding of certification issues, both in relation to the needs of suppliers as well as those of regu-
lators. A fundamental problem here is the over reliance on process based standards as opposed to direct 
assessment of the product. This contrasts starkly with other engineering domains. 

• developing an overarching theory of coverage across multiple techniques. For example, how can we 
make tradeoffs amongst different testing strategies and coverage levels. How can we trade off proofs 
of correctness vs strategies and coverage in testing. 

• system engineering bodies of knowledge, to support systematic development of systems including 
software. 

• software engineering bodies of knowledge, to support the systematic development of critical software. 

The workshop agenda included presentations by: regulators of safety-critical software based systems, who 
described the problems that they face, current thinking for dealing with those problems, and solutions that 
require more research; manufacturers of such systems, who described the impact of uncertainty in software 
quality and in the typical certification process, as well as suggestions for improving the situation; and 
academic researchers working on metrics and processes for certification of critical software, analytic tools, 
and human computer interfaces. An in-depth examination of human computer interface issues related to 
both safety and efficacy from the point of view of context and cognition showed the range of expertise that 
is required to deal adequately with these complex issues. 

Since so much of the content of the workshop was driven by discussion at previous SCC meetings, 
interested readers may benefit from a brief description of details about SCC and its focus that can be found 
in [3]. 
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3rd International Workshop Software Testing in the Cloud 
(STITC 2011) 

Chair: Scott Tilley, Florida Institute of Technology 
Theme: Cloud Computing and Infrastructure 

Abstract: 
MOTIVATION 

Software testing is an important aspect of the software engineering life cycle. Testing requires resources, 
which are often not readily available and therefore contributes to an inefficient testing process. Imagine a 
scenario where an application needs to be tested for multiple operating systems, multiple browsers and 
requires different database clients as well as different server interactions. A tester running thousands of test 
cases each day was required to configure the machines. There is a huge cost associated with setting up and 
tearing down test configurations each time testing needs to be done (e.g., server setup, database clients 
setup, installation of the product). Using virtual machines to perform testing is not a new idea. Testing 
teams are one of the early adopters of virtual machines. The problem arises when these virtual machines are 
not available as needed. There are other problems that can be encountered with virtual machines such as 
servers and databases not working properly within virtualized environments. The solution to this problem 
can be found by taking the testing process to the cloud. 

Cloud computing can be thought of as a cluster of virtual servers enabling a new level of agility that was 
incomprehensible with the traditional silo computing model. It represents a paradigm shift offering 
companies a pay-per-use model: instead of building in-house data centers, companies can expand their 
computing resources to meet the on-demand model offered by the cloud. It generally includes virtualized 
hardware (such as the scalable processor facility provided by Amazon’s EC2 application), effectively 
unlimited storage (such as Amazon’s S3 system), and the software (operating system, middleware, and 
services) necessary for thin-client network access to the infrastructure. The resultant computing 
environment is “in the cloud” in the sense that the user does not need to have any of these resources 
installed locally because they are hosted remotely and/or virtually.  

The software industry is the only one where low quality has become acceptable. A big part of low quality 
directly points to lack of proper testing. With new technologies such as SOA, virtualization, on-demand 
and cloud computing, it is possible to change this scenario. Instead of creating new test cases with different 
input/output scenarios, it is beneficial to think about how to become a test designer in order to test cases 
that will leverage the resources offered by these cutting edge technologies. Instead of trying to find more 
resources for testing, it is worthwhile to explore existing resources in a virtualized environment that will 
increase the power of execution to build an efficient testing environment. 

WHY HOLD THIS WORKSHOP AT CASCON 2011? 

Although the theory behind cloud computing is based on decades of existing technologies and research, the 
applicability of cloud computing to software testing is a new concept. There are no conferences at this time 
that are dedicated solely to the intersection of cloud computing and software testing. Several conferences 
exist that are solely focused on software testing (e.g., ISSTA, ICST, STAREAST). These conferences 
highlight traditional testing strategies and how to improve them but the area of cloud computing is enjoying 
increasing in popularity. Currently there are several events that focus on this area (e.g., workshops at IBM 
CASCON, the “IEEE Congress on Services”, and the “International Workshop on Cloud Computing” – 
held with the “IEEE International Symposium on Cluster Computing and the Grid”). However, the topic of 
leveraging cloud computing for software testing is still a relatively new area of research that needs 
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promotion in order to gain sufficient attention from academia and the industry. This is the role that STITC 
2011 is meant to serve. 

The first STITC workshop was held at CASCON 2009 and was a huge success. Returning to this venue 
means continuity for the community.  

CASCON was chosen as the host conference because it is recognized as an event that brings together the 
top academics in Canada (and abroad), along with representatives of leading information technology 
companies and government agencies. This would be the most ideal place to bring cloud computing and 
software testing together in order to give conference attendees a chance to envision the future of software 
testing. This workshop directly supports two of this year’s CASCON themes; Cloud computing and 
software development processes. It also indirectly supports other themes of the conference such as SOA 2.0 
and Software development tools.  

Having this 3rd STITC workshop at CASCON also made economical, both for the participants (who 
lowered their travel costs) and for the organizers (who leveraged the infrastructure provided by the IBM 
Centre for Advanced Studies). The location of the conference was convenient for local participants as it 
took place in Metropolitan Toronto. The established reputation of CASCON guaranteed that the workshop 
would have the support that it needed to be a success. 

HOW WAS THE WORKSHOP STRUCTURED? 

STITC 2011 was a half-day event. The workshop had a mix of organized presentations and interactive 
discussion. Invited speakers shared an overview of cloud computing and software testing as well as the 
challenges of bringing these two areas together. Afterwards, all of the workshop participants were invited 
to discuss the key themes that arose from the presentations. 

The purpose of this was to foster the exchange of ideas and information in an informal setting, while still 
keeping some boundaries placed on topics in order to ensure that the workshop stayed on schedule.  

This workshop provided an opportunity to exchange information and ideas related to these areas: 

• The migration of software testing activities and assets to the cloud 

• Virtual test labs and infrastructure options 

• Tools, techniques, and environments to support testing in the cloud 

• New directions for testing in the cloud 

• The adoption of testing in the cloud 

• ROI issues for testing in the cloud  

• Business efficiency in testing in the cloud – resources, costs, and energy efficiency (e.g., green com-
puting initiatives)  

A summary document containing the workshop findings will be made available to registered participants 
some time after CASCON. The workshop chairs are exploring the possibility of creating a special edition 
of a suitable journal that contains expanded versions of the invited presentations from the workshop.  

WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE WORKSHOP? 

The people who participated in the workshop came from a mix of academic, government, and industry 
backgrounds. The academic participants brought a deep understanding of some of the underlying concepts 
of cloud computing, software testing and other related areas. There were some participants with 
experiences through case studies with SOA and virtualization who also contributed in the discussion of 
how to use the cloud in efficient software testing.  

There was no requirement for any participant to be actively involved in a cloud computing project and we 
did not exclude anyone from sitting in on parts of the workshop. The primary requirement was an interest 
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in cloud computing, SOA, virtualization and software testing. Also required was a willingness to participate 
in the discussion. 

WHO ORGANIZED THE WORKSHOP? 

The workshop was organized by Scott Tilley (Florida Institute of Technology, USA). 

Scott Tilley is Professor & Director of Software Engineering in the Department of Computer Sciences at 
the Florida Institute of Technology, a Professor of Management Information Systems in the College of 
Business, and an Associate Member of the Harris Institute for Assured Information. He is a Visiting 
Scientist at Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute. He has a Ph.D. from the 
University of Victoria. He is Chair of the Steering Committee for the IEEE Web Systems Evolution (WSE) 
series of events, Vice-Chair of the Steering Committee for the IEEE International Conference on Software 
Maintenance (ICSM), and the Immediate Past Chair of the Association for Computing Machinery’s Special 
Interest Group on Design of Communication (ACM SIGDOC). He was General Chair for the 24th IEEE 
International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM 2008), which took place in Beijing, China. He 
writes the weekly “Technology Today” column for the Florida Today newspaper. 
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The 5th International Workshop on Cloud Computing 

Co-Chairs: Marin Litoiu, York University; Gabriel Iszlai, IBM Canada Ltd.; Brad 
Simmons, York University 

Theme: Cloud Computing and Infrastructure 

Abstract: 
Cloud computing has emerged as a new computational model in which software is hosted, run and 
administered through large web data centers and is provided as a service over the web. In general, it is 
expected that the cloud will provide three types of services that are organized in layers. The first layer of 
the cloud provides Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which means raw computing services such as CPU, 
storage, network bandwidth are requested, reserved and used over the web using a pay per usage model. 
These services can be consumed by an end user in need of resources or by an upper layer of the cloud. 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) is the second layer and it offers a higher level of service including web servers, 
data servers, etc.. In general it offers a platform for deploying classes of applications such as web and 
transactional applications. The third layer of the cloud is Software as a Service (SaaS), which provides end 
user applications and services. E-commerce applications, CRM, ERP or generic and reusable services are 
examples of SaaS.  

One of the primary challenges of cloud computing is automation. By definition a cloud environment is a 
self-serving service in which the end users develop, deploy and run applications without cloud 
administrator help. Therefore, many of the tasks performed by the human administrator must first be 
initiated by the cloud management infrastructure. The cloud needs a management infrastructure that will 
implement controlled changes in the cloud configuration in order to offset perturbations in the workload or 
the system. The infrastructure also needs to maintain Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for all applications 
running in the cloud. Perturbations in the system include the effect of failures, load imbalances and 
unpredicted behavioral changes on the performance of the system.  

This workshop brought together experts from academia and the industry in order to report the state of the 
art trends and current projects that are occurring within cloud computing. The talks and roundtables 
focused on several complementary areas of research that enable cloud computing:  

(a) Software as a Service (SaaS) 

(b) Platform virtualization technologies 

(c) Business models for the cloud. 

Virtualization and SaaS hide the highly inflexible and technology-specific nature of the underlying 
computing technology. This greatly simplifies the tasks of software development and evolution as well as 
its provisions and operations. This workshop explored different types of virtualization for hardware and 
software, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each. Special attention was paid to virtual 
machine migration as a mechanism to reach dynamic load balancing. 

In order to be successful and enable economies of scale, cloud computing needs to be supported by a 
sustainable and profitable business model. Optimizing the computing resource usage and reducing the 
cooling and operating power consumption can contribute to a reduction in cost per service. Several 
mechanisms for achieving this were explored during the roundtables. 
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Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure 

Co-Chairs: Mike Smit, University of Alberta; Joanna Ng, IBM Canada Ltd.; Marin 
Litoiu, York University; Gabriel Iszali, IBM Canada Ltd.; Alberto Leon-
Garcia, University of Toronto 

Theme: Cloud Computing and Infrastructure 
Abstract: 
Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure (SAVI) research is focused on the design of future application 
platforms built on flexible, versatile and evolvable infrastructure that can readily deploy, maintain, and 
retire the large-scale, possibly short-lived, distributed applications that are the future of software systems. 

Future application platforms will support an open applications and content marketplace where a vast 
number of vendors offer applications, content, and services to other vendors as well as to consumers. This 
marketplace will be characterized by extremely large scale and very high churn, with new applications 
being introduced and others retired at very fast rates. Content will also be produced at very high rates and 
large volumes, and demand for content will change quickly over time. These attributes of the marketplace 
will place extreme demands on the supporting infrastructure for agility in resource allocation, as well as 
scalability, reliability, accountability and security. Cost-effectiveness will require that infrastructure be 
flexible so that it can be readily re-purposed, essentially reprogrammed, to provide new capabilities. The 
management and control systems must be designed to provide efficient resource usage and high availability 
at low operations expense. Multiple owners will provide infrastructure and so the architecture for the 
infrastructure must be open and allow for interconnection and federation. Crucially, the architecture of the 
infrastructure should support the rapid introduction of applications, the delivery of applications with 
targeted levels of Quality of Experience, and the rapid retirement of applications and redeployment of their 
supporting resources. 

SAVI takes a “converged” view of infrastructure in that all resources whether computing, processing, or 
networking are viewed as being part of shareable resource pools that can be controlled and managed using 
the same systems. Future users will typically access the application platform through a mobile device that 
connects to a ubiquitous very-high-bandwidth, integrated wireless/optical access network. The application 
platform provides connectivity to services that support the application of interest. Many services will be 
supported by massive-scale distant datacenters located at sites of renewable energy. Other services will 
require low latency ( alarms in smart grids, safety applications in transportation, monitoring in remote 
health) or processing of large volumes of local data (e.g., video capture in lecture rooms) provided by 
converged network and computing resources at the “smart edge” of the network, such as the premises of 
service providers. The role of the resource control and management systems is to ensure that applications 
can be supported by all the elements of the infrastructure in the anticipated future marketplace. 
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2nd Workshop on Smart Surveillance System Applications 

Co-Chairs: Iosif Viorel (Vio) Onut, IBM Canada Ltd.; Don Aldridge, IBM Canada Ltd.; 
Marcellus Mindel, IBM Canada Ltd.; Stephen Perelgut, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Other (Security and Data Mining) 

Integrated Solution: Smarter Commerce 
Abstract: 
Motivation and Justification: 

Automatic recognition of people and their activities has very important social implications, because it is 
related to the extremely sensitive topic of civil liberties. Society needs to address this issue of automatic 
recognition and find a balanced solution that is able to meet its various needs and concerns. In the post 9/11 
period, population security and safety considerations have given rise to research needs for identification of 
threatening human activities and emotional behaviours. 

Timely identification of human intent is one of the most challenging areas of “all-hazards” risk assessment 
in the protection of critical infrastructure, business continuity planning and community safety. The “all-
hazards” approach is used extensively by the public and private sector, including Public Safety Canada (PS 
Canada – formerly PSEPC), Emergency Management Ontario (EMO), US Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) and US Department of Homeland Security (DHS).  

There is a clear need for industry and the research community to addresses fundamental issues involved in 
the prevention of human-made disasters, namely the variable context-dependent, real-time 
detection/identification of potential threatening behaviour of humans, acting individually or in crowded 
environments.  

Such an industry and academia forum will have to discuss development and commercialization of new 
multimodal (video and infrared, voice and sound, RFID and perimeter intrusion) intelligent sensor 
technologies for location and socio-cultural context-aware security risk assessment and decision support in 
human-crowd surveillance applications in environments such as school campuses, hospitals, shopping 
centers, subways or railway stations, airports, sports and artistic arenas etc. Due to the complexity of the 
surveillance task there is a clear need for the development of a distributed intelligent surveillance system 
architecture, which combines visual and audio surveillance based on wireless sensor nodes equipped with 
video or infrared (IR) cameras, audio detectors, or other object detection and motion sensors with location 
aware wireless sensor network solutions. The integration of visual, sound and radio tracking methods 
results in a highly intelligent, proactive, and adaptive surveillance and security solution sensor networks. 
Task-directed sensor data collection and observation planning algorithms need to be developed to allow for 
a more elastic and efficient use of the inherently limited sensing and processing capabilities. Each task a 
sensor has to carry out determines the nature and the level of the information that is actually needed. There 
is a need for “selective environment perception” methods that focus on object parameters that are important 
for the specific decision to be made for the task at hand and avoid wasting effort to process irrelevant data.  

Multisensor data fusion techniques should be investigated for the dynamic integration of the multi-thread 
flow of information provided by the heterogeneous network of surveillance sensors into a coherent 
multimodal model of the monitored human crowd.  

In the context of crowds, robust tracking of people represents an important challenge. The numerous 
sources of occlusions and the large diversity of interactions that might occur make difficult the long-term 
tracking of a particular individual over an extended period of time and using a network of sensors. Real-
time image processing and computer-vision algorithms need to be studied for the identification, tracking 
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and recognition of gait and other relevant body-language patterns of the human agents who can be deemed 
of interest for security reasons. Real-time signal processing algorithms have to be designed for the 
identification and evaluation of environmental and human-subject multimodal parameters (such as human 
gait, gestures, facial emotions, human voice, background sound, ambient light, etc.) that provide the 
contextual information for the specific surveillance activity.  

A multidisciplinary, context-aware, situation-assessment system, including human behaviour, cognitive 
psychology, multicultural sociology, learning systems, artificial intelligence, distributed multimedia and 
software design elements, has to be ultimately developed for the real-time evaluation of the activity and 
emotional behaviour of the human subjects identified as being potentially of security interest in the 
monitored dynamic environment.  

The development of such a complex system requires the seamless integration of new and improved 
surveillance techniques and methodologies supporting both functional and non functional requirements for 
surveillance networks. Functional requirements are signal processing functions and data fusion, archiving 
and tracking human behaviours, assessment and interpretation functions of the data, and supporting human 
decision makers, among others. Non-functional requirements include interoperability, scalability, 
availability, and manageability. 

The partial and heterogeneous sensor-views of the environment have to fuse into a coherent Virtualized 
Reality Environment (VRE) model of the explored environment. Being based on information about 
real/physical world objects and phenomena, as captured by a variety of sensors, VREs have more “real 
content” than the pure Virtual Reality environments entirely based on computer simulations. The VREs 
model of the explored environment allows human operators to combine their intrinsic reactive-behavior 
with higher-order world model representations of the immersive VRE systems.  

A synthetic environment will eventually be needed to provide efficient multi granularity-level function-
specific feedback and human-computer interaction interfaces for the human users who are the final 
assessors and decision makers in the specific security monitoring situation.  

An ideal system should provide efficient multi granularity-level function-specific feedback for the human 
users who are the final assessors and decision makers in the specific security monitoring situation. 

The rate at which surveillance systems can currently disseminate data to evaluate new threats is mainly 
limited due to the developed and implemented nature of existing systems and their limited ability to operate 
with other systems. IBM’s Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides the much needed deployment 
ready solution which supports the integration of external systems developed by diverse industrial and 
institutional partners. 

Goals and Outcomes: 

This workshop provided a scientific forum to present and discuss development aspects of multimodal 
(video, voice and sound, RFID, perimeter intrusion, infrared, chemical, etc) intelligent sensor technologies 
for context-aware security risk assessment and decision support for real-time intervention and post-incident 
investigation. Submissions covering theoretical developments and practical applications of these subjects 
were invited.  

Contributions covered theoretical developments and practical applications that included the following areas: 

• IBM Smart Surveillance System (S3) security features: video/sensor analytics, multi sensor data inte-
gration, software development framework for integrating partner technologies, and customer-specific 
solutions. 

• Algorithms for the integration of heterogeneous information from surveillance sensors into a coherent 
multimodal model of human crowd behavior. 
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• Multi granularity-level feedback and human-computer interaction interfaces for the human us-
ers/agents who are the final threat assessors and decision makers in specific security monitoring situa-
tions.  

• Image processing and computer-vision algorithms for tracking and recognizing relevant face and body-
language patterns such as facial emotions, body gaits and gestures of humans in a crowd.  

• Measurement and evaluation of the environmental parameters (background sound, ambient light, etc) 
that provide contextual information for specific surveillance tasks. 

• Multidisciplinary (human psychology, multicultural sociology, etc.) context-aware systems for real-
time evaluation of threatening, behavioural patterns of humans identified as potential security risk. 

Workshop Structure: 

This one-day workshop featured invited presenters from industry and academia. The presenters were asked 
to prepare slides along with a live presentation. Every presentation was followed by a question and answers 
session. At the end of the workshop there was a general discussion panel to conclude the day and set the 
grounds for new collaborations between industry and academia. 

Acknowledgments: 

The workshop was organized with the technical support of TC-30 Security and Contraband Detection of the 
IEEE I&M Society. 
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Introduction to the IBM Netezza Warehouse Appliance 

Co-Chairs: Malcolm Singh, IBM Canada Ltd.; Ben Leonhardi, IBM Canada Ltd. 

Theme: Other (Data Warehouse Appliance) 
Abstract: 
IBM Netezza is a powerful and highly parallelized Data Warehousing system that is simple to administer 
and to maintain. This system is an appliance that is purpose-built for data warehousing. The system is 
commonly referred to as data warehouse appliance that is designed specifically for running complex data 
warehousing workloads. The concept of an appliance is realized by integrating the database, server and the 
storage into an easy to deploy and manage system. 

In any database system the main bottle neck is IO. IBM Netezza reduces this bottleneck by using a 
commodity FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) by pushing the SQL closer to silicon to help improve 
IO performance. This core component of the appliance is referred to as the Database Accelerator. 

The Database Accelerator along with the other components of the IBM Netezza appliance was discussed 
during a short high-level overview of the architecture. This overview was presented at the beginning of the 
workshop during a brief presentation. The presentation also included the basic usage on how to administer 
and maintain a Netezza database. The concepts covered in the presentation were reinforced by getting 
hands on experience using a Netezza appliance. Instead of using an actual IBM Netezza appliance a 
virtualized environment was provided with a lab manual outlining the steps and commands to run. The lab 
manual also included explanations for each of the step-by-step instructions used in the exercises. 

The agenda for the topics covered in the Hands-on-Lab exercises was: 

1. Create Netezza Database Users and Groups (and set privileges) 

2. Create the Workshop database 

3. Create tables in the Workshop database 

4. Load data into the Netezza Appliance with the nzload utility using the External Table framework 

5. Examine the concept of Data Distribution to choose an appropriate Hash Key  

6. Maintain a Netezza database using the groom command 

The workshop showed how simple it was to setup a IBM Netezza appliance after it has been delivered and 
configured. A factory-configured and installed IBM Netezza appliance includes some of the following 
components: 

• An IBM Netezza data warehouse appliance with pre-installed IBM Netezza software 

• A preconfigured Linux operating system (with Netezza modifications) 

• Several preconfigured Linux users and groups: 

o The nz user is the default Netezza system Administration account 

o The group is the default group 

• An IBM Netezza database user named ADMIN. The ADMIN user is the database super-user, and has 
full access to all system functions and objects 

• A preconfigured database group named PUBLIC. All database users are automatically placed in the 
group PUBLIC and therefore inherit all of its privileges 
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The IBM Netezza appliance also includes a SQL dialect called Netezza Structured Query Language 
(NZSQL). You can use SQL commands to create and manage your Netezza databases, user access, and 
permissions for the databases, as well as to query and modify the contents of the databases. 

On a new IBM Netezza appliance, there is one main database, SYSTEM, and a database template, 
MASTER_DB. IBM Netezza uses the MASTER_DB as a template for all other user databases that are 
created on the system. 

Before creating the databases and tables, a brief explanation was provided about the virtualized 
environment used in the workshop. This also included how to connect to the Netezza appliance, which is 
completed through the Netezza SMP Host. Once connected to the Netezza appliance a set of new users 
were created, which were used for the remainder of the workshop. The concept of users and privileges were 
explored later when the database and tables were created. This would involve setting up a basic Security 
Access Model, which restricted or permitted certain actions to objects within the Netezza Appliance. 

After the Netezza Database Users were created the database and the tables for the workshop were created. 
Once the database and the tables are created, the next step as with any data warehouse environment is to 
load data into the tables in the database. This was easy by using the Netezza utility nzload which uses the 
External Table framework to efficiently load data in to a Netezza database. This framework contains more 
than one component, some of these components are: 

• External Tables – These are tables stored as flat files on the host or client systems and registered like 
tables in the Netezza catalog. They can be used to load data into the Netezza appliance or unload data 
to the file system. 

• nzload – This is a wrapper command line tool around external tables that provides an easy method 
loading data into the Netezza appliance. 

• Format Options – These are options for formatting the data load to and from external tables. 

With a good understanding on how to create and populate tables in a Netezza database discussion followed 
on the importance of Data Distribution. Since IBM Netezza is built on a massively parallel architecture that 
distributes data and workloads over a large number of processing and data nodes, the single most important 
tuning factor is choosing the right distribution key. The distribution key governs which data rows of a table 
are distributed to a data slice and it is very important to choose an optimal distribution key to avoid data 
skew, processing skew and to make joins co-located whenever possible. This concept was so important that 
a separate section was devoted to this topic. The exercises examined how to pick the best Hash Key for 
distribution for each of the tables created in this workshop. During these set of exercises CTAS tables were 
utilized that showed how easy it is to change the Hash Key for a table without having to manually recreate 
and reload the data in the table. 

Before finishing the exercises for the day, one more important utility is explored to show how simple it is 
to maintain tables in a Netezza database. This utility was the GROOM command, which is used to reclaim 
free-space in a table. The concept of free-space in a Netezza database was illustrated by discussing how 
transactions are handled in a Netezza database. This included how SQL INSERTs, DELETEs, and 
UPDATEs are handled in a Netezza database. 

After learning these concepts, which were reinforced by the hands-on exercises provided in the workshop, 
you can now get an IBM Netezza Warehouse Appliance up-and-running after the appliance has been 
delivered and configured before being handed over to you. 
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IBM Canada Centres for Advanced Studies (CAS) Research – 
Innovation through Collaboration 

 

In 1990, IBM created the first Center for Advanced Studies (CAS) in Toronto, Canada. Its original mission 
was to become a world-class, applied research centre that facilitates the transfer of advanced research into 
strategic products through collaborations with researchers from academic organizations, IBM researchers, 
IBM software developers and technical leaders. The original CAS Toronto evolved to become IBM Canada 
CAS Research in 2009 as a nationwide entity that includes four Canadian locations. 

Headed by Joanna Ng, CAS Research focuses on a research agenda that is current, relevant and strategic not 
only for IBM business but also for researchers. Its research program portfolio includes the following: 

• Research Fellowship Projects 
• Visiting Scientists, Faculty Fellows & Sabbaticals 
• Strategic Research Grants 
• University Day Workshops 
• CASCON 

The Technology Incubation Laboratory (TIL) is a new software engineering unit and was added to CAS 
Canada in August 2008. Its purpose is to accelerate the transfer of advanced research into strategic products 
and solutions. In order to increase adoption and commercialization, TIL has been pivotal in harvesting re-
search outcomes by turning publications and patents into software engineering implementations. Using this 
model, for the first time CAS-led research and innovation resulted in the birth of a new product offering in 
2010, called High Scale Low Touch (HSLT). 

In 2011, IBM Canada CAS Research is focused on the following eight technology and capability research 
themes: 

• Business Intelligence and Business Analytics 
• Cloud Computing and Infrastructure 
• Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA 
• Information Management Technologies 
• Next Generation Systems 
• Smart Interactions 
• Software Development Platforms and Tools 
• Social Technologies 

This year, IBM Canada CAS Research introduced three integrated solutions:  
• Smarter Commerce 
• Smarter Healthcare 
• Software Delivery Platform 

Integrated Solutions are specific domains upon which the identified technology and capability themes are 
applied and integrated in order to drive significant transformation within the specific domain. In each of 
these identified integrated solutions, the question to be answered is "How are the technology and capability 
themes integrated and applied to help make these domains smarter?" 

Research Fellowship Projects  

Research Fellowship Projects are CAS Research-sponsored graduate student projects supervised by their 
professors who are CAS faculty members. These projects are conducted collaboratively with IBM and are 
regularly reviewed by IBM business and technical stakeholders. 
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Visiting Scientists, Faculty Fellows, and Sabbaticals 

Researchers working on CAS research projects are invited to spend time with us on site at IBM, from one 
day a week to a few weeks or months at a time. Some university researchers have elected to spend their 
sabbatical leaves at CAS Research, finding that it offers a unique opportunity to match theory with indus-
trial practice.  

Strategic Research Grants 

Strategic Research Grants are awarded to selected CAS Research faculty members in order to enable col-
laborative research of an emerging scope and exploratory nature that is of mutual interests and benefits.  

University Day Workshops 

University Day Workshops are interim mini-conferences for CAS Research faculty members and IBM 
technical leaders to collaborate, meet and brainstorm new research agendas and innovative opportunities in 
the research fields, as well as to identify commercialization opportunities significant to CAS Research and 
IBM. 

Centres for Advanced Studies Conference (CASCON) 

For over 20 years, CASCON has been a premiere computer science, software engineering and academic 
conference. It is an innovative forum for researchers and technologists from academia, industry and gov-
ernment to share knowledge, form research collaborations and present original work from the latest tech-
nology advancements. The conference includes keynote presentations, technical papers, workshops and a 
technology showcase on the latest research ideas and results in the industry. CASCON proceedings are 
available in the ACM Digital Library. 

 

For more information: 
IBM Canada Centre for Advanced Studies Research cas.ibm.com/canada/research 
8200 Warden Avenue, Markham, Ontario, Canada  L6G 1C7 email: casinfo@ca.ibm.com 
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IBM de Canada Centres pour les études avancées recherches 
(CEA) -   

L’innovation par la collaboration 
En 1990, IBM a établi le premier Centre d’études avancées (CEA) à Toronto, au Canada. Au départ, sa mis-
sion consistait à devenir un centre de recherche appliquée de calibre mondial qui facilite la mise au point de 
produits stratégiques à partir de recherches avancées grâce à des collaborations avec des chercheurs 
d’organisations universitaires, des chercheurs d’IBM, des réalisateurs de logiciels d’IBM et des chefs tech-
niques. Le premier CEA de Toronto est devenu le Groupe de la recherche du CEA d’IBM Canada en 2009, 
un groupe national qui compte quatre établissements au Canada. 

Dirigé by Joanna Ng, le Groupe de la recherche du CEA exécute un programme de recherche qui est 
d’actualité, pertinent et stratégique pour les activités d’IBM et les chercheurs. Son portefeuille de recherche 
comprend entre autres : 

• des projets de bourses de recherche; 
• des scientifiques invités, des chercheurs universitaires et des congés sabbatiques; 
• des subventions de recherches  
• des ateliers de jour dans les universités; 
• CASCON. 

Le Laboratoire d’incubation technologique (LIT), une nouvelle unité de génie logiciel, a été intégré au CEA 
du Canada en août 2008. Il vise à accélérer la mise au point de produits et de solutions stratégiques à partir 
de recherches avancées. Dans le but d’accroître l’adoption et la commercialisation, le LIT a considérable-
ment contribué au rassemblement des résultats de recherche en transformant les publications et les brevets 
en produits de génie logiciel. Pour la première fois, la recherche et l’innovation dirigée par le CEA entraî-
nent la création d’un nouveau produit. En effet, un produit permettant le déploiement à interaction réduite à 
grande échelle a été mis au point en 2010.  

En 2011, le Groupe de la recherche du CEA d’IBM Canada met l’accent sur les huit thèmes de recherche 
suivants : 

• Veille économique et analyse des activités 
• Informatique en nuage et infrastructure 
• Gestion de processus opérationnels dynamiques et AAS intelligente 
• Technologies de gestion de l’information 
• Systèmes de la prochaine génération 
• Interactions intelligentes 
• Systèmes et outils d’élaboration de logiciels 
• Technologies sociales 

Cette année, le Groupe de la recherche du CEA d’IBM Canada a présenté trois solutions intégrées :  
• Commerce intelligent 
• Soins de santé intelligents 
• Système de diffusion des logiciels 

Les solutions intégrées visent des domaines particuliers auxquels sont appliqués la technologie et les capaci-
tés déterminées et dans lesquels celles-ci sont intégrées afin de favoriser une profonde transformation. Voici 
la question à poser pour chacune des solutions intégrées déterminée : « Comment la technologie et les capa-
cités sont-elles appliquées et intégrées dans le but d’améliorer ces domaines? » 

Projets de bourses de recherche  

Les projets de bourses de recherche sont parrainés par le Groupe de la recherche du CEA et réalisés par des 
étudiants diplômés, qui sont supervisés par leurs professeurs membres du CEA. Ces projets sont menés en 
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collaboration avec IBM et sont régulièrement évalués par des intervenants commerciaux et techniques 
d’IBM. 

Scientifiques invités, chercheurs universitaires et congés sabbatiques 

Les chercheurs collaborant à des projets du CEA sont invités à passer du temps chez IBM, soit une journée 
par semaine, soit un séjour de quelques semaines ou de quelques mois. Certains chercheurs universitaires 
choisissent de travailler au CEA pendant leur congé sabbatique, car ils estiment que c’est une occasion uni-
que d’allier théorie et pratique dans un milieu industriel.  

Subventions de recherches stratégiques 

Des subventions de recherches stratégiques sont attribuées à certains membres du Groupe de la recherche du 
CEA afin de permettre la réalisation de nouvelles recherches concertées de nature exploratoire dont les inté-
rêts et les avantages sont mutuels.  

Ateliers de jour dans les universités 

Les ateliers de jour dans les universités sont des mini-conférences intermédiaires s’adressant aux membres 
du Groupe de la recherche du CEA et aux dirigeants techniques d’IBM. Ils leur permettent de collaborer, de 
se rencontrer et de faire du remue-méninges pour trouver de nouveaux programmes de recherche, des possi-
bilités de commercialisation et des occasions d’innover dans les domaines de recherche qui intéressent le 
Groupe de la recherche du CEA et IBM. 

Conférence du Centre d’études avancées (CASCON) 

Depuis plus de 20 ans, CASCON est la principale conférence universitaire sur l’informatique et le génie 
logiciel. Il s’agit d’un forum novateur où les chercheurs et les technologues des milieux universitaire, indus-
triel et gouvernemental peuvent échanger des connaissances, établir des collaborations en matière de recher-
che et présenter leurs travaux initiaux relativement aux dernières percées technologiques. La conférence 
propose des discours-programmes, des documents techniques et des ateliers, tout en étant la vitrine des ré-
cents projets de recherche et succès technologiques de l’industrie. On peut se procurer les actes de la confé-
rence CASCON à la bibliothèque numérique de l’ACM. 

 

Pour en savoir davantage : 
Groupe de la recherche du Centre d’études avancées d’IBM Canada cas.ibm.com/canada/research 
8200, avenue Warden, Markham (Ontario) Canada L6G 1C7 Courriel : casinfo@ca.ibm.com 
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NRC Institute for Information Technology 
 

Recognized globally for research and innovation, Canada's National Research Council (NRC) is a leader in 
the development of an innovative, knowledge-based economy for Canada through science and technology. 
NRC works hand in hand with partners from industry, government and universities to help ignite the spark 
of innovation in communities across the land and to give Canadian companies a competitive edge in today's 
marketplace. 

The NRC Institute for Information Technology (NRC-IIT) is strengthening Canada's leadership in informa-
tion and communications technologies by creating and commercializing software and systems technology to 
help Canada prosper in the knowledge economy. Our work benefits industry sectors ranging from 
healthcare and manufacturing to transportation and entertainment. 

 

 

For more information: 
NRC Institute for Information Technology www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/iit 
46 Dineen Drive email: info.iit-iti@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada  E3B 9W4 
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Institut de technologie de l’information du CNRC 
 

Reconnu mondialement pour ses recherches et ses innovations, le Conseil national de recherches du Canada 
(CNRC) est un chef de file dans le développement d'une économie novatrice axée sur le savoir au Canada et 
ce, grâce à la science et à la technologie. Le CNRC collabore étroitement avec des partenaires de l'industrie, 
du gouvernement et des universités afin de donner l’élan voulu à innovation dans les collectivités partout au 
pays et de conférer aux entreprises canadiennes un avantage concurrentiel sur le marché d'aujourd'hui. 

L'Institut de technologie de l'information du CNRC (ITI-CNRC) renforce le leadership du Canada en matiè-
re de technologies de l'information et des communications en créant et en commercialisation des logiciels et 
des systèmes pour aider le Canada à prospérer dans l'économie du savoir. Nos travaux profitent aux secteurs 
de l'industrie, qui vont des soins de santé et de la fabrication au transport et au divertissement.  

 

 

Pour de plus amples renseignements : 
Institut de technologie de l’information du CNRC www.cnrc-nrc.gc.ca/iti 
46, promenade Dineen Courriel : info.iit-iti@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
Fredericton, Nouveau-Brunswick, Canada  E3B 9W4 
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Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Renee Miller, Frank Tompa, Sheila McIlraith, Jacob Slonim, Eric Yu

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Evergreen

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: A national network of Canadian researchers¹, working in close
collaboration with the industry are now in their third year ofan exciting
research program aimed at developing the next generation Business
Intelligence (BI) tools. It is anticipated that these tools will enable
meaningful business knowledge management that is forward-thinking,
proactive, predictive and transparent. This workshop provided a forum for
reporting on results to update and engage the audience in a discussion
about the state-of-the-art and future requirements for BI technologies.

A Unified Model for Data and Constraint Repair
Integrity constraints play an important role in data design, however in an
operational database they may be unenforced for many reasons. This
means that over time, data may become inconsistent with respect to the
constraints. To manage this, some approaches also have proposed
techniques for repairing the data. For example, by finding minimal or low
cost changes to the data that will make it consistent with the constraints.
These techniques are appropriate for some applications where data
changes but schemas and constraints remain fixed and correct over time.
In many modern applications however, constraints may evolve as
application or business rules change, as data is integrated with new data
sources, or as the underlying semantics of the data evolves. When an
inconsistency occurs in these scenarios, it is not clear whether there is an
error in the data (and that the data should be repaired) or if the constraints
have evolved (and that the constraints should be repaired). 

We presented a new data quality paradigm that uses automated support for
the management and repair of both data and constraints. Previous
techniques have focused mostly on updating or correcting the data. In
contrast, our approach looks for clues in the data to understand if the data
semantics or business rules may have evolved. The approach is a holistic
one that is designed to facilitate the continuous administration and
maintenance of both data and constraints that have been used as data
quality rules.

From Policies to Database Constraints
When database systems are used to support business activities, they store
the contents of the artifacts that a business deals with (such as objects or
processes). Quite often, the historical values of these artifacts are also
stored for policy enforcement and auditing purposes. 

The life cycle of a business-generated artifact (how the data contents
change from creation to destruction/archival) usually follows a systematic
path and is governed by a business process. We first model the artifacts as
database views and then write constraint diagrams to declare sets of
states in which policies are to be applied. Links between states are then
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added to specify required and disallowed transitions. Finally, we translate
the diagrams into database triggers that can record, allow/disallow, and
otherwise act on transitions from state to state according to the policies
represented by the diagrams. 

In this presentation, we illustrated how constraint diagrams are related to
business workflows. By concentrating on only the states of interest and by
allowing a database to be in more than one state at a time, we make it
simple for business process designers to develop models that monitor and
manage the activities of an enterprise. We also showed how this approach
is useful not only for modeling conventional workflows, but also for
supporting data retention and access control policies.

Strategic Models for Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence (BI) promises a range of technologies for using
information in order to ensure compliance with strategic and tactical
objectives, as well as government laws and regulations. These
technologies can be used in conjunction with conceptual models of
business objectives, processes and situations (aka business schemas) to
drive strategic decision-making about strengths and weaknesses,
opportunities and threats (aka SWOT analysis). We focus on three key
concepts for strategic business models - situation, influence and indicator –
and how they are used to model SWOT concepts. In addition, we show
how to perform formal decision making by adopting techniques from formal
goal reasoning and influence diagrams.

Goals and Outcomes
The goal of this workshop was to present and exchange ideas regarding
the current challenges related to the development of next-generation
Business Intelligence tools with emphasis on the areas of business
modeling, data integration and the full utilization of document assets. By
bringing together a diverse group of researchers and practitioners from
industry and academia, an attempt was made at finding a consensus
regarding the research challenges and as well as sharing current
approaches and methodologies.

BI-enabled Adaptive Enterprise Architecture
Advances in BI technologies enable organizations to analyze and interpret
data for making decisions in short time frames in order to respond quickly
to changing conditions and to recognize new opportunities. However, if the
BI-triggered actions require changes to the information systems that
support organizational operations, the response can take much longer to
implement.
This part of the workshop is described as an exploratory project to
investigate the feasibility of adopting and extending the Business
Intelligence Model (the BIM developed within the BIN network) to feed BI
insights (expressed in the language of business decision makers) directly
into high-level models of software and information systems. This is so that
these systems can adapt quickly in a data-driven way and complete a
closed-loop cycle. The cycle ranges from environmental sensing to
interpretation to decision making and implementation and back to sensing,
vastly reducing adaption cycle times in most cases.
The vision made use of agent- and goal-oriented modeling as well as latest
advances in adaptive software technology. The broader vision is to use BI
to drive enterprise-wide IT evolution cycles, resulting in a "BI-enabled
Adaptive Enterprise Architecture" that will be data-driven and evidence-
based, overcoming the long-standing business-IT alignment problem. We
seek industry participation for experimenting with the proposed vision.

Flexible Business Processes: context-driven customization of data and
processes
Business processes are no longer the sole purview of the IT department.
Increasingly, corporations are exposing business processes on corporate
intranets and on the WWW as a means of enforcing policies and
regulations concerning their work practices. These processes in turn dictate
how data is selected, viewed, integrated, and updated. Unfortunately, one
size does not fit all. Today's business processes must be sufficiently
flexible to adapt to the context imposed by the data, the users and the
stakeholders involved in a particular execution of a business process. In
this work, we exploit a business process formalism that treats both data
and processes as first-class citizens. Our process model supports
specifications of abstract business processes at multiple levels of



abstraction and with sufficient flexibility to enable customization. Our
formalism also supports the specification of stakeholder policies,
preferences, and priorities, including jurisdictional policies and regulations.
We synthesize a context-specific process instance as a customization of
the flexible business process that enforces relevant policies and regulations
while optimizing for stakeholder preferences and priorities.

Format
The format of this half-day, 3-hour workshop was multiple speakers from
academia and industry with 50% of the time dedicated to interactive,
facilitated discussion.
This workshop covers current Canadian research in key areas directly
linked to one of CASCON’s major themes: Business Intelligence and
Business Analytics. In accordance with CASCON’s key goals, the
workshop encouraged an exciting exchange of ideas between presenters
and the audience.

¹ Established in 2009 under the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada’s Strategic Network Program, the NSERC
BIN research team consists of 15investigators at seven universities
(University of Alberta, University of British Columbia, Carleton University,
Dalhousie University, University of Ottawa, University of Toronto and
University of Waterloo). Network industry partners include SAP Canada,
IBM Canada , iAnywhere Solutions Canada, Palomino System Innovations
and Zerofootprint.

Agenda: Introduction 10 minutes
From Policies to Database Constraints 15 minutes
Industry perspectives and Discussion/Q&A 15 minutes 
Strategic Models for Business Intelligence 15 minutes
Industry perspectives and Discussion/Q&A 15 minutes 
BI Enabled Adaptive-Enterprise Architecture 15 minutes
Industry perspectives and Discussion/Q&A 15 minutes 
A Unified Model for Data and Constraint Repair 15 minutes 
Industry perspectives and Discussion/Q&A 15 minutes 
Flexible Business Processes: context-driven 
customization of data and processes 15 minutes
Industry perspectives and Discussion/Q&A 15 minutes 
Wrap up discussion 20 minutes
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Next-generation, scalable network visualization and analysis

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Igor Jurisica, Amira Djebbari

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Primrose

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description:  The workshop aims to bring together researchers and practitioners with
interests and experience in complex data analysis and visualization to
specifically discuss different approaches and trends in the research of
scalable network visualization.
 
Introduction: Many real-world systems in diverse fields ranging from
physics, biology, and economics to telecommunication, transportation,
intelligence and healthcare can effectively be represented as networks. 
Network science is a highly inter-disciplinary field of research concerned
with understanding complex systems. Although humans are known to
perform fast image pattern recognition, non-graphical mathematical
packages are typically used to analyze networks and visualization is often
left as an after-thought. Network visualizations can be informative if proper
visualization tools are used to focus attention and to for example identify
nodes with the most links, nodes across different subnetworks, and
singleton nodes. In recent years, the availability of massive datasets has
led to a rising need for scalable network visualizations. Importing ancillary
data associated with nodes and edges can also enrich individual networks
for exploratory visual data mining. Such an integrative approach to data
aggregation is particularly important when individual datasets are often
sparse, incomplete, noisy, and distributed across many databases in
diverse formats as is common with real-world datasets, especially in the
biological domain. Integrated network analysis and visualization is
emerging as a fruitful approach to reveal patterns in the data by elucidating
relationships or highlighting areas for further study and can lead to
improved understanding of complex systems.

A number of graph visualization and manipulation software applications exist for various
platforms. Potential  users  of these applications will make a decision based on factors  such as
the application’s availability for the user’s  computing platform,  its feature set  and its user
interface experience. Some applications are more suitable for particular  domains (social
networks, biological network analysis,  link analysis,  etc.) whereas others are more generic.
Tools  and systems should not limit users  during data analysis and visualization; rather,  they
should empower them. Individual  network visualization systems differ  greatly  in  terms of
features and standards they support, and consequently  analyses they enable. Importantly,
users have broad range of skills and expectations such that  network visualization tools  must
satisfy diverse requirements and thus offer  different user interface and features.  Due to many
different types of users  and tasks, several  critical challenges have to be addressed for a
visualization tool to be useful: (1) flexibility  in  satisfying diverse user needs through various
workflows including data aggregation from multiple  sources,  (2) ease of use to support  selecting
different layouts with  an intuitive mix of automated and manual improvements,  and (3)
scalability  in  terms of memory and speed,  which is especially important for large graphs.
 
Considering complexity and diversity  of data and tasks, there is no single best  layout, no
single best  file format or  visualization tool:  one size does not fit  all. One way to cope with
these dynamics is to support  multiple  scenarios/workflows.  While diverse layouts can be used
to visualize complex networks, rendering large networks without overwhelming the user
presents a  challenge.  Links that  intersect  and nodes that  overlay one another result  in  poor
readability, and graph visualization programs work hard to minimize the number of link
intersections.
 
With more and more comprehensive annotation for nodes and edges,  interactive visualization
is necessary for visual  data mining.  These challenges can be addressed by combining
automated and manual processes that  manipulate the network and its layout, showing the data
at the right level of detail in  a  coherent  manner by using the available screen space
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resourcefully. Data aggregation from diverse sources underlines the importance of client
scalability  as vastly  more data can potentially be reached,  encouraging the manipulation of
larger  and more complex networks.
 
XML and other formats are useful  for data exchange. Analogously  to data import, supporting
multiple  export  formats extends usefulness of individual tools. For networks, it is most useful  to
extend the standard image formats, e.g., jpg, tiff,  png, bmp,  with  Scalable Vector  Graphics
(svg) format,  which an XML-based file format for describing two-dimensional  vector graphics
(http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/). SVG format is especially useful  to prepare high quality  final
annotated figures.
 
While many existing visualization tools  are effective and widely  used,  there are several  critical
areas where these applications require improvement. Scalability remains a challenge for current
layout  algorithms and software. Network visualization software must also be able to integrate
richly  annotated data.  Individual  tools  need a good balance of performance and features that
are useful. What  features are needed is highly dependent on available data and workflow.
There is no one solution that  satisfies all  requirements and since data and workflows change
over time, network visualization tools  must evolve. As the data gets  more complex performance
of layout  algorithms will need to improve, and new options of differentiating multiple  attributes
will be required.
 
Goals:  Topics of interest include,  but are not limited to:  network analysis workflows,  layouts
and network visualization, integration of distributed and heterogeneous node and edge
annotations,  scalability. Of special  interest are positions and experiences in  the field of network
biology and medicine, with  diverse applications such as understanding the systems underlying
diseases such as cancer.
 
The format of this  half-day workshop included presentations by invited speakers who
introduced network analysis and visualization as well as discussed future research directions.
 
Audience:
The workshop was intended for a  general  technical audience.
 
Speakers:
Stephan Jou Stephan.Jou@ca.ibm.com
Michael  McGuffin  michael.mcguffin@etsmtl.ca
Parvin Mousavi pmousavi@cs.queensu.ca
Andrew Johnston Andrew.Johnston@telus.com
Shane Logan Shane.Logan@telus.com
Cesar  Hidalgo cesar_hidalgo@ksg.harvard.edu

 
 
 

Agenda: The format of this half-day workshop will include presentations by invited
speakers who will introduce network analysis and visualization as well as
discuss future research directions.
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Using Kerberos to provide secure authentication for DB2

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Greg Stager

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Violet

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: HandsOn

Description: During your average day, how many times do you need to type in a
username and password?  It's common for this to be at least a dozen
times, and quite often many more.  Wouldn't you prefer to do it only once,
when you log into your operating system?  This goal is known as single
sign-on, a method where a person must only provide authenticating
credentials once, and be able to gain access to multiple independent
systems in a highly secure manner.  Kerberos is the premier technology
used to provide single sign-on.  The Kerberos protocol, based around a
trusted third party and ticket service,  is highly robust and efficient.  It's use
of strong encryption provides a secure method of authentication over an
insecure network.   As a kerberized application, DB2 uses Kerberos to
provide secure authentication.

Developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Kerberos is
a reference to the three-headed dog named Cerberus that guarded that
gates of Hades in ancient Greek mythology.  Cerberus, a vicious monster
by all accounts,  was responsible for ensuring only the souls of people who
had died could enter Hades, and that no one could leave.  Certainly very
vivid imagery for an authentication system.  The modern day Kerberos
authentication protocol provides a similar level of security, ensuring that
clients can authenticate themselves securely to a server or an insecure
network, as well as providing options for data integrity and data privacy of
any messages exchanged.  So not only is Cerberus guarding the gate, it's
making sure no one eavesdrops on conversations.

A trusted third party, named the Key Distribution Center (KDC) forms the
basis of the Kerberos protocol.  The KDC shares the encryption keys for all
principals making use of Kerberos.  One non-traditional aspect of Kerberos
is the principal, which is the identity that is either requesting or accepting
connections to/from others.  Thus servers also have identities and are
referenced by their principal name.  When a client logs into Kerberos, it
contacts the KDC requesting a special ticket called a "ticket-granting ticket
(TGT)".   Clients authenticate themselves to servers by requesting a service
ticket from the KDC, utilizing the TGT previously obtained.  The client then
passes this ticket to the server as proof of it's identity.  The server receives
the ticket, examines the contents, and based on it's trust of the KDC, knows
who the client is.  All tickets are encrypted with the keys for the appropriate
principal so that they can not be tampered with.  Tickets have limited
lifetimes and Kerberos contains measures to prevent tickets from being re-
used.  In addition, Kerberos supports mutual authentication whereby a
server proves it's identity to a client by returning it's own ticket to the client. 
The client is then assured the other end of the communication pipe is who it
thinks it is talking to and not someone masquerading as the server.  The
use of encrypted tickets provides one of the fundamental strengths of the
Kerberos protocol, that passwords are never sent over the network or
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placed in a ticket during day-to-day use.  The KDC knows the users
password, as does the user, but Kerberos does not require the password to
be sent on the network, and there is never a chance for it to fall into the
wrong hands or be exposed.  The use of encrypted tickets also provides a
highly efficient workflow.  The KDC does not need to remember state
information about which clients are connecting to which servers, or which
clients have logged in.  It merely examines the contents of the encrypted
tickets to make a decision as to whether or not the client has proven it's
identity or that it should be able to connect to a server.  As the KDC is a
single-point of failure for all authentication, this simplified protocol allows
for a very robust and fast service, critical for any enterprise environment.  

Kerberos has been the authentication mechanism used for Microsoft
Windows since Windows 2000.  Every Windows Active Directory is also a
fully functioning Kerberos KDC.  Every major UNIX/Linux provider supports
Kerberos, often based on the MIT reference code.  There is no doubt that
Kerberos is an enterprise level authentication solution.  Kerberos is
governed by several standards, including RFC-1510 describing the
protocol, and RFC-1964 describing the GSS-API (Generic Security
Services API) implementation.  The MIT Kerberos Consortium is a guiding
body consisting of a mix of academia and large corporations that guide the
current development of Kerberos.  With on-going code updates,
conferences and RFC updates, Kerberos is a modern and effective
authentication solution.

DB2 is an enterprise relational database management system.  As a client-
server product, DB2 is "kerberized", meaning that it supports Kerberos as
an authentication mechanism.  DB2 integrates with the implementation of
Kerberos provided by the operating system.  DB2 supports cross-platform,
cross-realm authentication using Kerberos to provide highly secure single
sign-on capability.  Kerberos support in DB2 is implemented through client
and server security plugins that are accessed through the GSS-API 
interface.  This plugin infrastructure, along with a sample Kerberos plugin, 
has allowed users to customize the plugin to suite their own Kerberos
infrastructure.

Workshop Structure

This half-day hands on workshop presented an overview of the Kerberos
protocol.  A human-scale implementation of the protocol was used to
further enhance the participants understanding.  The configuration of
Kerberos for both a Linux KDC and Windows Active Directory was
discussed.  Workshop participants were given a hands on opportunity to
perform the configuration themselves and setup a working Kerberos
environment.  Kerberos credentials were established at login time and
kerberized applications such as telnet were used to verify the setup.  UNIX
- Windows interoperability was discussed with a focus on Linux clients
using a Windows KDC, as well as cross realm trust between a Windows
KDC and Linux KDC.  Participants were able to configure cross-realm
authentication from Linux clients to a Windows Active Directory.  
Configuration of DB2 to use Kerberos was covered in both discussion and
hands-on format to see single sign-on in action.  Advanced topics such as
KDC replication and application programming with Kerberos was discussed.
 

Agenda: This is a half-day hands on workshop providing the following topics:

- Introduction to Kerberos
- Configuration of Linux KDC
- Configuration of Windows Active Directory (KDC)
- Cross Realm configuration of Linux client with Windows KDC
- Setup of DB2 to use Kerberos on both Windows and Linux

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Greg Stager

Institution IBM Canada 

Bio Greg Stager has been a member of the DB2 security development team since
2000. He has been involved in developing numerous DB2 features, including
authentication plugins, client-server data encryption, auditing and trusted
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Modeling Cache Sharing for MPI 
Programs on Multi-core Machines

Bin Bao, Chen Ding
University of Rochester

Thursday, November 10, 11



Multi-core Popularity

✤ More and more cluster machines are using multi-core processors

✤ TOP500.org (June 2011):

✤ “Quad-core processors are used in 46.2 percent of the systems, 
while already 42.4 percent of the systems use processors with six or 
more cores.”

Thursday, November 10, 11



Programming on Cluster

✤ MPI (Message-Passing Interface) is still 
dominant

✤ Scalability issues, e.g.

✤ Load balance

✤ Communication overhead

✤ Multicore: resource contention

Thursday, November 10, 11



Performance Impact of Resource 
Sharing
✤  Experimental studies: Chai et al. [CCGRID’07], Saini et al.  [SC’09], 

etc.
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✤ Intel Nehalem E5520 (4 cores)
(Shared 8MB L3 cache)

✤ GCC 4.4.1, MPICH2 1.4.1
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Goal: Modeling Cache Contention

✤ Tool: reuse distance (aka LRU stack distance), the number of distinct 
data elements accessed between two consecutive references to the 
same element

a b c c d a
rd=3

✤ Reuse distance can be used to calculate cache miss rate

✤ Program A’s cache miss rate = P(A’s reuse distance ≥ cache size)

Thursday, November 10, 11



Locality (Reuse Distance) Scaling

✤ Strong scaling: fixed total problem size 

✤ Fixed-distance reuses and scaled-distance reuses
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Reuse Distance Reference 
Histogram
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Reuse Distance Reference 
Histogram
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More Examples

Reference partitions
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Linear Regression Based 
Reuse Distance Prediction
✤ For partition i:

✤ The model captures scaled-distance reuses and fixed-distance reuses

✤ Each partition is independent

rdi = ai × (1/nproc) + bi 

Thursday, November 10, 11



Cache Sharing

✤ General dilation model 
[Xiang et al. PPoPP’11]

✤ Symmetric MPI programs: 
uniform interleaving assumption
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Program A:
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Experiments

✤ Pin-based trace cache simulator (16-way LRU, 8MB)

✤ Performance counters (OProfile, LLC Misses)

Pin Tool
MPI Task

Pin Tool
MPI Task

Pin Tool
MPI Task

Pin Tool
MPI Task

Pin Lock $ Block $ Block ... $ Block
...

Pin Lock $ Block $ Block ... $ Block

...
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Cache Simulator vs Reuse 
Distance Based Calculation
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(a) Cache Simulator (b) Reuse Distance 
Based Calculation
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Reuse Distance Prediction

(a) Reuse Distance 
Based Calculation 

(b) Reuse Distance 
Prediction (8-task)
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Hardware Performance Counter
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Hardware Performance Counter
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Hardware Performance Counter
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(a) Cache Simulator (b) Performance Counter

      do k = 1, d3
        do ii = 0, d1 - fftblock, fftblock
            do j = 1, d2
              do i = 1, fftblock
                 y(i,j,1) = x(i+ii,j,k)
              enddo
           enddo
           call cfftz (is, logd2, d2, y, y(1, 1, 2))
           do j = 1, d2
              do i = 1, fftblock
                 xout(i+ii,j,k) = y(i,j,1)
              enddo
           enddo
         enddo
      enddo
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Summary & Future Work

✤ Reuse distance reference histograms show clear patterns

✤ Linear regression based reuse distance prediction

✤ Coarse-granularity uniform interleaving assumption

✤ Verified with a Pin-based cache simulator

✤ Memory bandwidth contention modeling

Thursday, November 10, 11
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DB2 Performance Diagnostics 

CASCON 2011 Hands On Workshop
Angela Yang 
Calisto Zuzarte
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If you were a student

PhD StudentReviewers

HELP !!!

Show me the numbers !!!
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Familiar scene !!

DBA

Users

Performance
Performance
Performance

HELP !!!
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Motivation
• Typical scenario :

– You are a Database Administrator
– Your organization uses a database system
– You and your application counterparts have done a good job 

architecting the application and database
– As you test your system or even later in production your users are not 

happy with the response times of some queries
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What about DB2 ? … Isn’t  DB2 responsible for 
performance ?

• True … DB2 is responsible for picking the optimum 
execution plan for queries

• It usually does a stellar job! …
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Workshop Objectives
– There’s never a single “best” way to approach performance problems

– Our recommendation is to first isolate and resolve system level 
problems before trying to analyze individual queries

– This workshop will give you some ideas and examples of ways you 
can leverage monitoring capabilities within the engine to monitor and 
analyze query performance issues

– Once an issue is identified, there are also several ways of solving a 
performance issue. The purpose of this workshop is to give you some 
tips but is not by anyway exhaustive
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Agenda

• Identifying Query Performance Issues
– Overview of monitoring and diagnostic tools available

• Scope: This presentation does not cover analysis using OS performance 
monitoring commands and tools like Optim Performance Manager (OPM), 
db2top or any other tools outside of what is available in the DB2 engine

• Scope: This presentation looks at query performance within the database
• DB2 Performance Monitoring functions
• Scenarios

– Scenario 1 Is Time Spent On System Time Other Than Statements ?
– Scenario 2 What are the top ten longest running statements ?
– Scenario 3 Get Details Of The Longest Running Statement
– Scenario 4 Get Details Of A Specific Statement 
– Scenario 5 Too Many Overflow Records?
– Scenario 6 Indexes Updated But Not Used?
– Scenario 7 Bufferpool Tuning
– Scenario 8 Sortheap Tuning

• db2exfmt, Runtime EXPLAIN and Section Actuals 
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Identifying Query Performance Issues
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Query Performance Diagnostic Strategy

• DB2 or system performance issue ? 
– Know your OS commands and DB2 performance monitoring functions
– Isolate time spent in the database versus outside the database

• Identify bottlenecks within the database
– Locks, queues, waits, expensive operations, threshold violations
– Take steps to address these database wide issues

• Identify the queries that are particularly troublesome
– Long running queries
– Frequently run queries that overwhelm the system

• Analyze individual queries
– Using monitoring functions
– EXPLAIN plans
– Take steps to address individual queries and study the impact
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OS System Tools
• CPU

– vmstat, uptime, ps, iostat, top, nmon, sar, tprof / oprofile (also vtune / 
caliper / workshop)

• Disk
– iostat, vmstat, nmon, filemon, sar

• Memory
– svmon, ps, nmon, sar, vmstat -v

• Network
– nmon, netstat, ping
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Some AIX common monitoring commands
• vmstat

– light weight monitor
– Number of active threads, Number of blocked threads, Memory in use, Memory 

available, Memory cleaning activity, Paging space activity, Context switching, 
CPU usage breakdown, Memory by file system cache etc.,

• iostat 
– Light weight monitor
– CPU Activity, I/O activity (Read activity, Write activity), Queue activity

• uptime : 
– how busy is the system now versus the recent past (runable processes at 

intervals of 1, 5 and 15 minutes in the past)

• ps 
– which processes have recently used CPU time
– which processes have used a lot of CPU over time. 
– a little heavy if I/O bound since it has to read the etc/passwd file 
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DB2 Performance Diagnostics Tools
• Key diagnostic capabilities covered in this workshop

– DB2 Performance monitoring functions (V9.7 FP2 and higher)
– EXPLAIN, db2exfmt, EXPLAIN from Section

• Not in the scope of this workshop
– Optim Performance manager (OPM)
– Optim Query Tuner
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DB2 Performance Monitoring Capabilities
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DB2 Performance Monitoring Capabilities

• Lightweight Monitoring Functions in DB2 V9.7 FP2 and 
higher

• Enabled by default on new databases created 

• Less impact / more efficient then snapshot functions
– Significantly faster response time 
– Direct in-memory access 
– Internal accumulation points 
– Data filtered at the partition level (less communication)
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Monitoring Capabilities

• Monitor by application or groups of applications
– Can be combined with Workload Management features

• Monitor on individual data objects
– Tables, bufferpools, tablespaces, etc.,

• Monitor on individual SQL statements or some utilities 
like LOAD
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Monitor By Application (Group Of Applications)
– Monitor by Connection, Unit of Work, Workload, service classes

• MON_GET_CONNECTION
• MON_GET_UNIT_OF_WORK
• MON_GET_WORKLOAD
• MON_GET_SERVICE_SUBCLASS (needs WLM feature)

– Note For XML versions  add _DETAILS to the above function names
• For example : MON_GET_UNIT_OF_WORK_DETAILS

– Cannot remember ?
• db2 select substr(funcname,1,30) from syscat.functions

where funcname like ‘MON_%’ 
or funcname like ‘ENV_%’
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Monitor By Objects
• Monitor by Table, Tablespace, Index, Bufferpool, Container

– MON_GET_TABLE
– MON_GET_INDEX
– MON_GET_BUFFERPOOL
– MON_GET_TABLESPACE
– MON_GET_CONTAINER

• Other Independent Monitoring functions 
– MON_GET_EXTENT_MOVEMENT_STATUS
– MON_GET_APPL_LOCKWAIT 
– MON_GET_LOCKS
– MON_GET_FCM 
– MON_GET_FCM_CONNECTION_LIST
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Monitor By Activity
• MON_GET_PKG_CACHE_STMT

– Both static and dynamic SQL
• MON_GET_PKG_CACHE_STMT_DETAILS

– XML based output
• MON_GET_ACTIVITY_DETAILS (XML)

– Details for an activity currently in progress
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Time Spent Executing Statements

• Where is time spent in executing a statement ?
– Wait times
– Processing times
– Summary / total times
– MON_FORMAT_XML_TIMES_BY_ROW

– Shows breakdown of waits + processing times
– MON_FORMAT_XML_WAIT_TIMES_BY_ROW

– Shows breakdown of just wait times
– MON_FORMAT_XML_COMPONENT_TIMES_BY_ROW

– Shows breakdown of processing time as well as overall time spent in each 
“component” of DB2

– MON_FORMAT_XML_METRICS_BY_ROW
– Outputs all metrics in generic row based form

Total Request Time in DB2
Direct I/O

Bufferpool I/O

Lock Wait Time

Compile Proc
Time

Section Proc Time

Commit / Rollback
Proc Time

Other Proc Time
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Time Spent Waiting - Examples
Metric What it Means
LOCK_WAIT_TIME Shows the impact that lock conflicts are having on query performance.

LOG_BUFFER_WAIT_TIME / 
LOG_DISK_WAIT_TIME

Occurs most often during commit processing outside query execution. 
Large log times may indicate an insufficient log buffer size, applications committing 
too frequently, or that the log disk speeds are insufficient for the workload running 
on DB2.

DIAGLOG_WRITE_WAIT_TIME Indicates the agent is spending time writing to the db2diag.log. Generally indicates 
the DIAGLEVEL dbm config parameter is set too high on the instance

POOL_READ_TIME/
POOL_WRITE_TIME

The amount of time agent threads are spending performing synchronous bufferpool 
reads or writes. It may indicate a problem with the bufferpool subsystem including 
bufferpool size or the prefetcher and page cleaner configuration. Could also be 
indicative of inefficient / problem queries.

DIRECT_READ_TIME/
DIRECT_WRITE_TIME

Indicates time spent performing I/O’s outside of the bufferpool. This is an indicator 
that LOB reads or writes are occurring – if inline lobs are being used this is an 
indication that the inline lob length may be insufficient.

FCM_SEND/RECV_WAIT_TIME
(also 
FCM_MESSAGE_SEND/RECV_WAIT_TIME
, FCM_TQ_SEND/RECV_WAIT_TIME)

This is the amount of time server threads spend waiting for acknowledgements from 
remote partitions when performing work in DPF environments. 
We should really exclude these metrics and subtract them from the total time as they 
represent times when remote processing is taking place, 
Increase in FCM times may indicate a potential network bottleneck, or bottleneck on 
the FCM subsystem. 
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Time Spent Processing - Examples

Metric What it Means
TOTAL_SECTION_TIME / 
TOTAL_SECTION_PROC_TIME

The amount of time spent actually executing the query plan 
(excluding the time spent preparing / rebinding / etc). 

TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_TIME / 
TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_PROC_TIME

The amount of time spent performing sort processing within section 
execution. Helps to gauge which queries are performing sorts, and 
how much effort is going towards sort processing vs. other aspects 
of the query execution.

TOTAL_ROUTINE_NON_SECT_TIME / 
TOTAL_ROUTINE_NON_SECT_PROC_TIME

Time spent performing things like prepare, describe, commit, 
rollback, or time spent executing user routine code outside of DB2.

TOTAL_ROUTINE_USER_CODE_TIME / 
TOTAL_ROUTINE_USER_CODE_PROC_TIME

The total amount of time spent executing outside of known DB2 
components during routine execution. 
Note that we report both a total and a processing time only for 
completeness of the hierarchy. 
We cannot differentiate processing vs wait time within user code, so 
the entirety of the time spent there is assumed to be processing.
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Other Important Time Metrics

• A few time (and time related) metrics that bear mention here:
– STMT_EXEC_TIME

• The total time spent executing a statement (included the time spent in any 
nested invocations)

– TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME
• The total time spent blocking on waits while executing this particular section 

(does not include wait times for nested invocations however which are 
reported in the section entry for those individual statements)

– TOTAL_ROUTINE_TIME
• The total amount of time the statement spent executing within routines (UDFs 

or Stored Procedures) 
– TOTAL_CPU_TIME

• Not a metric in the actual “time spent” hierarchy, but generally a critical time-
related metric
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Getting Deltas
db2 “create table mon_data_reads

(ts, bp_name, pool_data_l_reads, pool_data_p_reads) as (
select current timestamp,   substr(bp_name,1,10),  pool_data_l_reads,   pool_data_p_reads 

from table(mon_get_bufferpool(null,null)) as t) 
with no data”

db2 “create table mon_data_reads_before like mon_data_reads”

db2 “create view mon_data_reads_delta as 
select   after.ts as time,  after.ts - before.ts as delta,  after.bp_name as bp_name,  

after.pool_data_l_reads – before.pool_data_l_reads as pool_data_l_reads 
from mon_data_reads    as after,     mon_data_reads_before as before,
where after.bp_name = before.bp_name”

db2 “insert into mon_data_reads_before 
select current timestamp, substr(bp_name,1,10),  pool_data_l_reads, pool_data_p_reads 

from table(mon_get_bufferpool(null,null)) as t”

sleep 60

db2 “insert into mon_data_reads 
select current timestamp, substr(bp_name,1,10),   pool_data_l_reads, pool_data_p_reads 

from table(mon_get_bufferpool(null,null)) as t”

db2 “select * from mon_data_reads_delta”
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Scenarios
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Scenario 1:
Is Time Spent On System Time Other Than Queries ?

WITH T AS

(SELECT SUM(total_rqst_time) as rqst_time,

SUM(total_act_time) as act_time,

SUM(total_section_time) as sect_time

FROM TABLE(MON_GET_CONNECTION(null,-2)) as T)

SELECT 

(case when rqst_time > 0 

then (act_time * 100) / rqst_time

else -1 

end) as act_pct,

(case when rqst_time > 0

then (sect_time * 100) / rqst_time

else -1 

end) as sect_pct

FROM T
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Scenario 1 Results / Discussion
ACT_PCT              SECT_PCT

-------------------- --------------------

79                   77

… …
… …
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Scenario 2: 
What are the top ten longest running statements ?

SELECT STMT_EXEC_TIME, 

NUM_EXECUTIONS,

STMT_TEXT

FROM TABLE (mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt(null,null,null,-2)) as S

ORDER BY STMT_EXEC_TIME DESC

FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS ONLY;
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Scenario 2 Results / Discussion
STMT_EXEC_TIME  NUM_EXECUTIONS  STMT_TEXT

--------------- --------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

3879              15 drop table t1

2065               1 CALL SYSPROC.SYSINSTALLOBJECTS( 'EXPLAIN', 'C', NULL, ? )

1478               1 CREATE EVENT MONITOR DB2CAEMMON_1319567367 FOR ACTIVITIES WR…
1341             332 SELECT POLICY FROM SYSTOOLS.POLICY WHERE MED='DB2CommonMED' …
1030               1 CALL SYSPROC.SYSINSTALLOBJECTS( 'EXPLAIN', 'C', NULL, ? )

823               2 create tablespace ts1
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Scenario 3: 
Get Details Of The Longest Running Statement 
WITH S AS 

(SELECT STMT_EXEC_TIME, 

EXECUTABLE_ID,

STMT_TEXT

FROM TABLE(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt(null,null,null,-2)) as S

ORDER BY STMT_EXEC_TIME DESC

FETCH FIRST ROW ONLY)  

SELECT SUBSTR(R.metric_name, 1,20) metric_name,

SUBSTR(R.parent_metric_name, 1,20) parent_metric_name,

SUBSTR(R.total_time_value,1,10) time,

SUBSTR(R.count, 1,10) count,

CASE WHEN metric_name = 'STMT_EXEC_TIME' 

THEN SUBSTR(S.STMT_TEXT,1,20) 

ELSE NULL END AS STMT_TEXT

FROM S,

TABLE(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt_details 

(null, S.executable_id, null, -2)) as P,

TABLE(mon_format_xml_times_by_row(P.details)) as R

ORDER BY R.TOTAL_TIME_VALUE DESC;
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Scenario 3 Results / Discussion
METRIC_NAME          PARENT_METRIC_NAME   TIME       COUNT      STMT_TEXT

-------------------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- --------------------

STMT_EXEC_TIME       - 9053       0          SELECT STATS_TIME, ….

TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME  STMT_EXEC_TIME       8715       - -

POOL_WRITE_TIME      TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME  7669       17         -

POOL_READ_TIME       TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME  1046       324        -
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Scenario 4: 
Get Details Of A Specific Statement 
WITH S AS 
(SELECT STMT_EXEC_TIME, 

EXECUTABLE_ID,
STMT_TEXT

FROM TABLE(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt(null,null,null,-2)) as S 
WHERE STMT_TEXT LIKE 'select count(*) from employee%')

SELECT SUBSTR(R.metric_name, 1,20) metric_name,
SUBSTR(R.parent_metric_name, 1,20) parent_metric_name,
SUBSTR(R.total_time_value,1,10) time,
SUBSTR(R.count, 1,10) count

FROM S,
TABLE(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt_details 

(null, S.executable_id, null, -2)) as P,
TABLE(mon_format_xml_times_by_row(P.details)) as R

ORDER BY R.TOTAL_TIME_VALUE DESC;
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Scenario 4 Results / Discussion
METRIC_NAME          PARENT_METRIC_NAME   TIME       COUNT

-------------------- -------------------- ---------- ----------

TOTAL_SECTION_PROC_T STMT_EXEC_TIME       6          0

STMT_EXEC_TIME       - 6          0

TOTAL_SECTION_PROC_T STMT_EXEC_TIME       5          0

STMT_EXEC_TIME       - 5          0
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Scenario 5
Too Many Overflow Records ?
SELECT SUBSTR(TABSCHEMA,1,10) AS SCHEMA, 

SUBSTR(TABNAME,1,20) AS NAME, 
TABLE_SCANS, 
ROWS_READ, 

OVERFLOW_ACCESSES,
CASE WHEN FLOAT(OVERFLOW_ACCESSES) / 

(SELECT COALESCE(CARD, 1) 
FROM SYSCAT.TABLES T 

WHERE MON.TABSCHEMA = T.TABSCHEMA 
AND MON.TABNAME= T.TABNAME) > 0.1 

THEN 'REORG Needed'
ELSE NULL AS RECOMMENDATION

END
FROM TABLE(MON_GET_TABLE('','',-1)) AS MON
ORDER BY OVERFLOW_ACCESSES DESC, ROWS_READ  DESC
FETCH FIRST 10 ROWS ONLY;
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Scenario 5 Results
SCHEMA     NAME          TABLE_SCANS   ROWS_READ     OVERFLOW_ACCESSES RECOMMENDATION

---------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------- ------------

SYSTOOLS   HMON_ATM_INFO             0         42607             25659 REORG Needed

SYSIBM     SYSTABLES                18         70285               322 REORG Needed

SYSIBM     SYSINDEXES                0          6214                70 REORG Needed

SYSIBM     SYSCOLUMNS                0          3421                 1 -

STUDENT    T1                        1        200000                 0 -

SYSIBM     SYSCOLDIST                0         36210                 0 -
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Scenario 6
Indexes Updated But Not Used ?
SELECT SUBSTR(TABSCHEMA,1,10) AS SCHEMA,  

SUBSTR(TABNAME,1,20) AS NAME, 
IID, 
NLEAF,
NLEVELS, 
INDEX_SCANS , 
KEY_UPDATES, 
INCLUDE_COL_UPDATES, 

CASE WHEN (INDEX_SCANS = 0 ) AND 
(KEY_UPDATES + 

INCLUDE_COL_UPDATES) > 0
THEN 'Index updated but not used'
ELSE NULL

END
FROM TABLE(MON_GET_INDEX('','',-1))
ORDER BY INDEX_SCANS DESC;
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Scenario 6 Results
SCHEMA     NAME               IID  NLEAF NLEVELS INDEX_SCANS KEY_UPDATES INCLUDE_COL_UPDATES  9

-------- ------------------- ----- ----- ------- ----------- ----------- ------------------- ---

STUDENT    EXPLAIN_STREAM        1     1       1         709           0                   0 -

STUDENT    EXPLAIN_PREDICATE     1     1       1         559           0                   0 -

SYSTOOLS   POLICY                1     1       1         431           0                   0 -

STUDENT    T1                    1   174       2         234          25                  25 –
STUDENT    XXX                   1   157       2           0          33                  33 

Index updated but not used’

Row made up to illustrate the query … can this be obtained during the workshop
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Scenario 7
Bufferpool Tuning
SELECT substr(stmt_text,1,30) stmt, 

NUM_EXECUTIONS, 
TOTAL_ACT_TIME, 
TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME, 
POOL_DATA_L_READS, 
POOL_DATA_P_READS,          
POOL_TEMP_DATA_L_READS,  
POOL_TEMP_DATA_P_READS 

FROM table(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt(null,null,null,-2)) as t
WHERE stmt_text like 'insert into t1%'
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Scenario 7 Results
STMT                           NUM_EXECUTIONS TOTAL_ACT_TIME TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME POOL_DATA_L_READS

POOL_DATA_P_READS POOL_TEMP_DATA_L_READS POOL_TEMP_DATA_P_READS
------------------------------ -------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------------

-------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
insert into t1 (select * from               1           2338                 250               5377

24                           1072                   102

1 record(s) selected.

Temp data buffer pool hit ratio is not that good. 
Usually we would like to see 98% and up hit ratio:

(POOL_TEMP_DATA_L_READS - POOL_TEMP_DATA_P_READS)/  
POOL_TEMP_DATA_L_READS:

(1072 - 102 ) / 1072 = 90.4%
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Scenario 8
SORTHEAP Tuning
select substr(stmt_text,1,30) stmt, 

NUM_EXECUTIONS, 
TOTAL_ACT_TIME, 
TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME, 
SORT_OVERFLOWS, 
TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_TIME, 
TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_PROC_TIME, 
TOTAL_CPU_TIME 

from table(mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt(null,null,null,-2)) as t
Where stmt_text like 'insert into t1%'
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Scenario 8 Results
STMT                           NUM_EXECUTIONS       TOTAL_ACT_TIME       
TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME  SORT_OVERFLOWS TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_TIME 
TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_PROC_TIME TOTAL_CPU_TIME

------------------------------ -------------------- -------------------- ---
----------------- -------------------- ----------------------- -----------
----------------- --------------------

insert into t1 (select * from                     1                 2283

163                    1 51

11                31250

After tuning:

STMT                           NUM_EXECUTIONS       TOTAL_ACT_TIME       
TOTAL_ACT_WAIT_TIME  SORT_OVERFLOWS TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_TIME 
TOTAL_SECTION_SORT_PROC_TIME TOTAL_CPU_TIME

------------------------------ -------------------- -------------------- ---
----------------- -------------------- ----------------------- -----------
----------------- --------------------

insert into t1 (select * from                     1                  366

209                    0 9

9                46875
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SORTHEAP Tuning
• db2 get snapshot for database manager | grep -e "sort"  -e "Sort" -e "Hash" 

Private Sort heap allocated              = 62632

Private Sort heap high water mark        = 603484 <<<<<<< SHEAPTHRES = 240,000 is not enough

Post threshold sorts                     = 86557  <<<<<<< Too many concurrent users ?

Piped sorts requested                    = 48049916

Piped sorts accepted                     = 48049916

Hash joins after heap threshold exceeded = 390

• db2 get snapshot for database on dbname  | grep -e "sort"  -e "Sort" -e "hash"
Total Private Sort heap allocated          = 42526

Total Shared Sort heap allocated           = 0

Shared Sort heap high water mark           = 0

Post threshold sorts (shared memory)       = 0

Total sorts                                = 48029896

Total sort time (ms)                       = 85595789

Sort overflows                             = 23439 <<<<<<<<<< 1% So Not too bad

Active sorts                               = 4

Number of hash joins                       = 65877

Number of hash loops                       = 290   <<<<<<<<< Hash Loops are bad 

Number of hash join overflows              = 1480  

Number of small hash join overflows        = 125   <<<<<<<<< Increase SORTHEAP by 10% 

Post threshold hash joins (shared memory)  = 0

Active hash joins                          = 0
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db2exfmt, Runtime Explain and Section 
Actuals
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Invoking db2exfmt
• Create EXPLAIN tables ~/sqllib/misc/EXPLAIN.DDL
• Populate the EXPLAIN tables

– EXPLAIN PLAN FOR <SQL statement>
– For dynamic SQL … SET EXPLAIN MODE 
– For static SQL set EXPLAIN bind option to YES

• Invoke db2exfmt
– db2exfmt -d <db> -g TIC -w -1 -n % -s % -# 0 [-t]  -o <filename> 
– db2exfmt   -1   -o <filename> 
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Structure Of The db2exfmt Output
• DB and DBM overview

– Software release level
• Basic Database configuration parameters

• Original SQL Statement text
• The SQL statement as it was presented to the DB2 engine
• "Optimized" SQL Statement text

– SQL-like representation of the query after it has been rewritten, 
– Views merged, constraints and triggers added
– Triggers are not shown 

• Access Plan
– An overview graph of the query access plan

• Details of the LOw LEvel Plan OPerators (LOLEPOPs)
• TBSCAN, IXSCAN, FETCH, NLJOIN, MSJOIN, HSJOIN, GRPBY …
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Global Information

DB2_VERSION:       09.07.0

SOURCE_NAME:       SQLC2H20

SOURCE_SCHEMA:     NULLID  

SOURCE_VERSION:      

EXPLAIN_TIME:  2009-06-04-12.48.13.212309

EXPLAIN_REQUESTER: BCULINUX

Database Context:

----------------

Parallelism:         Inter-Partition 

Parallelism

CPU Speed:            2.360000e-07

Comm Speed:           100

Buffer Pool size:     196090

Sort Heap size:       50000

Database Heap size:   15000

Lock List size:       16384

Maximum Lock List:    10

Average Applications: 1

Locks Available:      52428

Package Context:

---------------

SQL Type:           Dynamic

Optimization Level: 5

Blocking:           Block All Cursors

Isolation Level:    Cursor Stability

---- STATEMENT 1  SECTION 201 -----------

QUERYNO:       3

QUERYTAG:      CLP                 

Statement Type:   Select

Updatable:        No

Deletable:        No

Query Degree:     1
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The Rewritten Statement And Plan
Original Statement:

------------------

SELECT * 

from V1

where V1.c1=(select c1 

from t3 

where c2=0)

Optimized Statement:

-------------------

SELECT Q7.$C0 AS "C1", Q7.$C1 AS "C2" 

FROM (SELECT Q1.C1 

FROM CALISTO.T3 AS Q1 

WHERE (Q1.C2 = 0)) AS Q2, 

(SELECT Q3.C1, Q3.C2 

FROM CALISTO.T2 AS Q3 

UNION ALL 

SELECT Q5.C1, Q5.C2 

FROM CALISTO.T1 AS Q5 ) AS Q7

WHERE (Q7.$C0 = Q2.$C0)

Access Plan:
-----------

Total Cost: 121.438
Rows 

RETURN 
(   1) 
Cost 
I/O 
|
10.96 

NLJOIN 
(   2) 
121.438 

3 
/---+---\

1 10.96 
TBSCAN FILTER 
(   3) (   4) 
38.8478 82.5905 

1 2 
|   |
137 274 

TABLE: CALISTO UNION 
T3 (   5) 

72.8183 
2 

/------+-----\
137               137 

TBSCAN            TBSCAN 
(   6)            (   7) 
36.4092           36.4092 

1                 1 
|                 |
137               137 

TABLE: CALISTO    TABLE: CALISTO  
T2                T1
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Explain Diagnostics

Extended Diagnostic Information:

--------------------------------

Diagnostic Identifier: 1

Diagnostic Details: EXP0073W  The following MQT or statistical view was

not eligible because one or more data filtering

predicates from the query could not be matched with

the MQT: "BCULINUX"."FACT_MQT".

Diagnostic Identifier: 2

Diagnostic Details: EXP0073W  The following MQT or statistical view was

not eligible because one or more data filtering

predicates from the query could not be matched with

the MQT: "BCULINUX"."FACT_MQT1MDC".
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Operator Details

2) HSJOIN: (Hash Join)
Cumulative Total Cost:        2079.53
Cumulative CPU Cost: 3.95132e+07
Cumulative I/O Cost: 126
Cumulative Re-Total Cost:     2079.53
Cumulative Re-CPU Cost:       3.95132e+07
Cumulative Re-I/O Cost:       126
Cumulative First Row Cost:    2079.53
Estimated Bufferpool Buffers: 126

Arguments:
---------
BITFLTR : (Hash Join Bit Filter used)

FALSE
EARLYOUT: (Early Out flag)

LEFT
HASHCODE: (Hash Code Size)

24 BIT
OUTERJN : (Outer Join type)

LEFT (ANTI)
TEMPSIZE: (Temporary Table Page Size)

4096
Predicates:

----------
2) Predicate used in Join

Relational Operator:      Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required:  No
Filter Factor:            0.0001

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q2.C1 = Q1.C1) 

Input Streams:
-------------

2) From Operator #3
Estimated number of rows: 10000
Number of columns: 3
Subquery predicate ID:     Not Applicable

Column Names:
------------
+Q2.C3+Q2.C2+Q2.C1

4) From Operator #4

Estimated number of rows: 10000
Number of columns: 1
Subquery predicate ID:     Not Applicable

Column Names:
------------
+Q1.C1

Output Streams:
--------------

5) To Operator #1

Estimated number of rows: 0.0001
Number of columns: 3
Subquery predicate ID:     Not Applicable
Column Names:
------------
+Q4.C3+Q4.C2+Q4.C1
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Object Details

Schema: CALISTO 
Name: T1
Type: Table

Time of creation: 2003-08-10-15.21.23.163533
Last statistics update: 2003-08-11-19.20.05.561475
Number of columns: 3
Number of rows: 10000
Width of rows: 21
Number of buffer pool pages: 630
Distinct row values: No
Tablespace name: USERSPACE1        
Tablespace overhead: 24.100000
Tablespace transfer rate: 0.900000
Source for statistics: Single Node
Prefetch page count: 32
Container extent page count: 32
Table overflow record count: 0
Table Active Blocks: -1
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8
TBSCAN
(   2)
3312.15

702
|

298854
TABLE: CALISTO

BIGTABLE
Q1

8  
NLJOIN
(   9)

122.22 
16

/-----+-----\
4                2

TBSCAN           FETCH 
(  10)           (  13)
0.014061          30.3206

0                4
|           /----+----\
4          2         298854 

TABFNC: SYSIBM   IXSCAN   TABLE: CALISTO
GENROW      (   3)        BIGTABLE
Q3        30.2756         Q1

3
|

298854
INDEX: SAPP29

INDX~0 
Q1 

IN Predicates
• Problem

C1 IN (10. 100, 500, 10000)
– Large table scan to fetch a few rows

• Solution
– Consider an index with the column 
– For example: index on (C1, C3)
– Index (C2, C1)  is also good if the 

query has an equality predicate on 
C2 
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Did The SORT Spill ?
• The details for a SORT will indicate if the 

SORT spilled
• The I/Os indicate that there was I/O, and 

thus spilling associated with the SORT.

|
3.65665e+07
TBSCAN 
(  15) 

6.87408e+06
1.45951e+06

|
3.65665e+07
SORT   

(  16)
6.14826e+06
1.30119e+06

|
3.65665e+07
TBSCAN
(  17)

2.00653e+06
1.14286e+06

|
3.74999e+07

TABLE: TPCD.ORDERS
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Run Time Explain
• Explain using the section of the statement

– Do not require re-issue the statement in explain mode
– Explain output is consistent to the regular explain

• Interface 
– explain_from_section

• Explain the statement using the section from the package cache
– explain_from_catalog

• Explain the statement using the section from the catalogs
• For static statement only

– explain_from_data
• Explain the statement from input section data
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Section Actuals
• Runtime statistics collected during the execution of the 

section for an access plan 
– Actual cardinality for access plan operators

• Can be used to determine the accuracy of optimizer estimated rows 

• Interface
– explain_from_activity
– db2caem

• Explain output   =>

Rows
Rows Actual

RETURN
(   1)
Cost
I/O
|

28000.1
21

HSJOIN
(   2)
270453

NA
/-----+------\

84000.4             1
21 1

TBSCAN           TBSCAN
(   3)           (   4)
269803           9.72148

NA               NA
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DB2 Monitoring Resources

• DB2 9.7 documentation:
– http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9r7/index.jsp

• Hierarchy of time-spent monitor elements
– http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9r7/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.i

bm.db2.luw.admin.mon.doc%2Fdoc%2Fc0055434.html

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9r7/index.jsp
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In Closing

• There are many ways of approaching performance 
problems

• After isolating and resolving system level problems, this 
workshop looked at trying to analyze individual queries

• This workshop has given you some ideas and examples 
of ways you can leverage monitoring capabilities within 
the DB2 engine to analyze performance issues

• Some tips to resolve performance issues have also been 
touched on

• Neither the diagnostic scenarios nor the solution tips are 
exhaustive but hopefully the ideas will help
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The 3rd Workshop on Automatic Service Composition

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Ying (Jenny) Zou, Bipin Upadhyaya, Alex Lau, Joanna Ng

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Markham B

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an architectural style for building
software applications that uses services available in a network such as the
web. An architectural style defines a vocabulary comprised of component
and connector types as well as constraints on how they can be combined.
SOA promotes loose coupling between software components so that they
are able to be reused. Applications in SOA are built based on services,
which means it is build on an implementation of well-defined business
functionality. Such services can then be consumed by clients in different
applications or business processes. SOA solutions have been created to
satisfy business goals such as integration with legacy systems, reduced
costs, and the ability to provide innovative services to customers. Web
services are able to be used to realize SOA. Web services are defined as
self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published,
located, and invoked across the Web. Web services range from
comprehensive services such as storage management and customer
relationship management to more specific services such as travel
reservation, book purchasing, weather forecasts, financial data summaries,
and news gathering. These fine grained services can be combined to solve
a specific task such as locating cheaper airline tickes from a number of
service providers.  In short, services are everywhere in today’s Internet.

When one or more services are connected, we define the compilation as a
service composition. A service composition is a combination of
collaborating services and/or resources that work together in order to
obtain higher functionality. Service composition involves the development of
customized services often by discovering, integrating, and executing
existing services. Most of those services are fine grained for providing
specific types of functionality. The fine granularity gives independence to
end-users so that they can involve different kind of services. For example,
a holiday-booking application from an end-user’s perspective may consist
of a flight-booking service, a hotel-booking service and local event service.
The same holiday-booking application from another end-user’s perspective
may contain different variations on similar sets of services. End-users
should be allowed to easily extend and customize different services
because each end-user has their own specific needs and preferences.
Selecting a trust-worthy service from a set of services and personalization
services is still a research question.

Service composition programming models and tools are primarily designed
to help professional SOA developers solve business problems in
enterprises’ complex IT environments. These technologies involve relatively
strong developer skills and supporting infrastructures. Non-technical end-
users with limited IT capabilities are unable to use these technologies to
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compose services. In the last few years, there has been rapid development
in technologies with the goal of enabling end-users to aggregate Web
content, such as data and functions from multiple Websites into an
integrated unit to solve a specific problem (such as comparing prices
between different Web sites). Mashups are popular tools of such
enablement. A Mashup is generally referred to as a Web application that
integrates data and sources from multiple sources to provide a unique
service. However, mashups require some technical and programming skills
which are not available for general end-users. All these illustrate a high
barrier for general Internet users to freely and frequently construct data
aggregation across Web sites for their everyday activity. There is no
infrastructure that helps the user compose, share and distribute services
among their peers. As the result, service composition from the perspective
of the end-user remains a challenge.

In this workshop we investigated the research and practices in automatic
service composition. We invited the speakers to discuss the following
topics: 

1)Service Discovery and Selection

The accuracy of service discovery increases the success in service
composition and eventually enhances the satisfaction of the composition
requirement. There are different ways to implement services (such as
SOAP-based and RESTful services) and there is a large and rapidly
growing number of heterogeneous services available on the Internet. It is
time-consuming to search for appropriate services from a large number of
available services. A Web service can be described by the interfaces (such
as WSDL, WADL, and HAL), making it more difficult to discover and select
an appropriate service.

2) Personalization in Web portals and Web services

Users' expectations and requirements constantly change so it is important
to include their preferences in the composition and provisioning of Web
services.  Personalization is dependent on the features of the environment
in which it happens. These features can be related to computing resources
(such as fixed device, mobile device), time periods (such as in the
afternoon or morning), and physical locations (such as a meeting room or
cafeteria). The gathering and refinement of an environment's features will
allow the ability to define its context. We looked into a different approach of
personalization in Web portals and Web services and explored different
context-aware model uses in Web services and Web portals.

3) Service Composition

Service composition is the process of constructing a complex service from
atomic ones in order to achieve a specific task. The process of service
composition inherently requires the specification of composition requests, a
formal specification of static and behavioural properties of the service
components, a matchmaking algorithm, and a modeling language
expressing the logic of a composite service. Current approaches of service
composition are very difficult for end-users to compose services. We
explored different service composition techniques and frameworks.

WORKSHOP AGENDA

The workshop focused on research talks and interactive discussions. We
invited 5 speakers to give 25 minutes presentations, followed by 5 minutes
for clarification questions regarding the talk.  We had two 15 minutes
sessions to discuss more general topics that had arose during the talk. 
Finally, we held a wrap-up session to discuss goals for further research in
the area of service composition.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this half-day workshop was to bring together researchers and
practitioners to investigate state-of-the-art techniques, tools and
methodologies to support the automatic service composition. The
presentations and discussions identified challenges, developed ideas and
presented approaches to provide a broader vision of service composition
techniques. It also helped researchers to identify the open problems as well
as to develop new approaches for addressing the problems.



Agenda: The workshop focused on research talks and interactive discussions. We
invited 5 speakers to give 25 minutes presentations, followed by 5 minutes
for clarification questions related to the talk. We had two 15 minutes'
sessions to discuss more general topics risen during the talk. We had a
wrap-up session to discuss goals for further research in the area of service
composition.

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Dr. Dragan Gasevic

Institution Athabasca University 

Bio  

Topic  

Name Marios-Eleftherios Fokaef

Institution University of Alberta 

Bio  

Topic  

Name Dr. Kamran Sartipi

Institution University of Ontario Institute of Technology  

Bio  

Topic  

Name Dr. Hua Xiao

Institution IBM Canada 

Bio  

Topic  

Name Young Yoon

Institution University of Toronto 

Bio  

Topic  
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ONTORULE: From Business Knowledge to Ontology- and Rules-
based Applications

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Emilio Rubiera, Christian de Sainte Marie

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Orchid

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: Basic understanding of knowledge-based applications problematics and
technologies

Format: HandsOn

Description: The ONTORULE project 

The development of a business rule application involves many different
people, from the business owners of the rules to the IT developers of the
application. It also involves many different kinds of knowledge, from the
trade and organisation specific vocabularies to the inside working of the
inference engines. 

In the recent years, advances in standardization of modeling and
knowledge representation languages and in methodologies and theoretical
foundations for policy acquisition and execution made it increasingly
feasible to reduce the coupling between policies and their implementations,
and to empower users to independently interact with the part of a business
application that is relevant to them, including the decision modeling process

The objective of ONTORULE is to enable users, from business executives
over business analysts to IT developers, to interact in their own way with
the part of a business application that is relevant to them. 

We believe that one essential step towards achieving that objective is the
ability to separate cleanly the domain ontology from the actual business
rules, on the one hand; and the representation of the knowledge from its
operationalization in IT applications, on the other hand. 

Leading vendors of knowledge-based and business rules management
systems and top research institutions join their efforts, in the EC-funded
ONTORULE project The ONTORULE project is partially funded by the
European Commission under Grant Agreement n° 231875., to develop the
integrated technology that will empower business professionals in the
knowledge economy of the future. 

Today, the development of business rules application is usually approached
with a heavy IT bias, if only because it starts, most often, with the
specification of the application data model. 

Starting with the application data model has at least two negative
consequences, from the ONTORULE point of view: 

1.    part of the domain knowledge is embedded into the implementation
dependent data model; 

2.    the part of the domain knowledge that cannot be fit into the data model
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end up being mixed with the operational rules. 

The implementation dependent representation of the domain knowledge is
not easily accessible to its business owner, nor to the business user in
general. As a consequence, starting with the application data model
amounts to transfer the ownership (maintenance, evolution) of the domain
knowledge to the IT department. 

On the other hand, the absence of a clean separation between the
conceptual and structural domain knowledge and the operational business
rules makes sharing and re-use more difficult, because they have different
scopes; it makes maintenance and evolution more risky, because they have
different life cycles; and it makes the different kinds and forms of
knowledge less accessible to their respective owners. 

The ONTORULE project is motivated by the belief that the development of
business rule applications must start from the business knowledge, not from
the IT application. If the knowledge is to be owned by the business user, it
must be based on the business user’s own concepts and vocabulary. The
approach must support the acquisition of the knowledge from business
people and policy documents, and its maintenance and management by
business people for business people. 

The other key is to keep the conceptual domain model separate from the
business policies and from the operational rules for acquisition,
maintenance and re-use purposes, but to recombine them effectively in
applications. 

ONTORULE puts semantic technologies to action to build effective bridges
between the textual sources, the less structured and less formal
representations that are preferred by the business users, and the different
kinds of formal knowledge that computers can process, thus empowering
the various business users and the IT developers to manage change and
complexity. 

The ONTORULE technology platform 

ONTORULE uses OMG SBVR models and document analysis, using
natural language processing (NLP), to extract and acquire knowledge from
documents and experts. The result of the acquisition phase are OWL
ontologies that represent the vocabulary, and a complete and validated
model of business rules represented in SBVR. In addition, candidate rules
are provided as a result of the analysis of policy texts, using NLP
technology. 

In the next step, the candidate rules extracted from natural language text
(in the showcase demonstrator, European regulations) can be further
edited, new rules can be authored, grounded in the OWL ontology,
consistency of the acquired knowledge can be checked, using the very
technology that is developed in the project for combined rule and ontology
execution purposes. Human intervention is still needed to deploy the
acquired rules into the execution environment, because of the gap between
business level modeling languages such as SBVR and the technologically
loaded languages used in business rule engines (such as IBM Websphere
ILOG JRules). 

On the other hand, ontologies, being either represented directly in OWL in
the acquisition tool, or translated automatically from SBVR to OWL, are
consumed directly in the maintenance and execution components. 

The platform provides, also, tools to navigate the dependencies between
the different forms of knowledge: rules and ontology, executable knowledge
and its textual sources, etc; as well as a tool to document rules and
ontologies represented as RIF and OWL files, respectively. 

Eventually, the operational user will run the resulting decision-support
application. Different approaches to combine rules and ontologies for the
purpose of decision support, have been developed in ONTORULE, that will
be presented and discussed during the workshop.  

Like all public deliverables of ONTORULE, the technology prototypes and
the showcase demonstrator and their documentation can be downloaded
from the project Web site www.ontorule-project.eu. 



Workshop objectives 

The purpose of the workshop was to give the attendees a first hand
understanding of the problematic and of the proposed solutions, from the
high-level vision down to hands-on experiments with the technology
developed in the project: what specific part of the problem they address,
what solution they offer, what are the current limitations and promises. 

Workshop structure 

The workshop started with an introduction to the ONTORULE project, the
problem it addresses, the driving vision, and an overview of the
ONTORULE platform. 

ONTORULE relies heavily on open standards knowledge modelling and
knowledge interchange. The workshop included a short introduction to
some of them, namely: OMG semantics of business vocabulary and
business rules (SBVR), W3C Web ontology language (OWL), W3C rule
interchange format (RIF) and the work in progress on OMG Decision Model
and Notation (DMN). 

The second part of the workshop consisted in tutorials and hands-on labs
dedicated to the various technologies involved, among others: 

-    NLP-assisted ontology acquisition from textual sources 

-    NLP-assisted rule acquisition from textual sources 

-    Rule and ontology annotation, indexation and documentation 

-    Authoring and maintenance of rules grounded in ontologies 

-    Coupling rule and ontology reasoning 

Agenda: Half-day workshop. Proposed agenda:
- Introduction to the ONTORULE project, the problem it addresses, the
driving vision, and an overview of the ONTORULE platform (30mn)
- Introduction to some of the relevant standards: OMG semantics of
business vocabulary and business rules (SBVR), W3C Web ontology
language (OWL), W3C rule interchange format (RIF) and the work in
progress on OMG Decision Model and Notation (DMN) (60mn)
- Hands-on based tutorials (2h30mn):
** NLP-assisted ontology and rule acquisition from textual sources
** Rule and ontology annotation, indexation and documentation
** Authoring and maintenance of rules grounded in ontologies
** Coupling rule and ontology reasoning

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Diego Berrueta

Institution Fundación CTIC  

Bio Diego Berrueta Muñoz holds a MSc in Computer Science by the University of
Oviedo. He was awarded with two intermediate and two final awards to the
best qualifications. At the present moment, he studies for his PhD degree at
the same university. He has proven experience on the development of logical
languages and compilers (Zinc Project, awarded by the Asturian Institute of
Computer Engineers). He coordinates the Semantic Web Unit at the CTIC
Foundation R&D department, where he is involved in national and European
research projects. He has advised three students in their degree projects on
the Semantic Web. As part of his participation in the Semantic Web
Deployment Working Group at W3C, he has edited a W3C Technical Report
and reviewed the RDFa specifications. He is leading the definition of the
ONTORULE architecture. 

Topic  

Name Christian de Sainte-Marie

Institution IBM-France  

Bio Christian de Sainte Marie received an MSc in Electrical Engineering from the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, in Zurich (Switzerland) and an MSc in



Computer Science from the Grenoble Institute of Technology, in Grenoble
(France), where he earned a PhD in Artificial Intelligence. In 1988, Christian
started a company, doing contract research for Defence and Industry on
applications of Machine Learning. In 1993, he joined ITMI, a Computer
Vision, Robotics and AI company, as a technical manager for Advanced
Projects. In 1998, he joined ILOG to manage the company's research
projects, then moved to become director for standards and R&D partnerships.
In that position, he managed over thirty collaborative research projects with
national and European Commission funding, and he coordinated the
standardization activities at ILOG. Christian joined IBM in 2009, when IBM
acquired ILOG. Currently, he coordinates ONTORULE, a large European
research project on using semantic technologies to make business rule
management more business user friendly. He is a co-chair and editor of the
W3C rule interchange format working group, and a co-chair of the revision
task force of the OMG production rule representation specification. He is,
also, spear-heading IBM’s contribution to the new OMG decision model and
notation project. 

Topic  

Name Emilio Rubiera

Institution Fundación CTIC  

Bio Emilio Rubiera holds a degree in Linguistics by the University of Oviedo, after
defending hi Master Thesis entitled Digital resources for specialised
lexicography (2007). In 2009, with his research paper Formal model for
internationally encoding characters and other symbols he also obtained an
Advanced Studies Diploma by the Linguistics Department at the University of
Oviedo, where he studies his PhD degree. Since 2005, he develops his
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2nd Workshop on Leveraging REST in Enterprise Service
Systems

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Michael Athanasopoulos, Kostas Kontogiannis, Chris Brealey

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Markham C

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: Basic principles of software engineering.
Basic principles of web services and service-orientation.

Format: Speakers

Description: 1. Introduction

During the last few years resource-orientation and RESTful Web service
design has been gaining significant traction as an alternative paradigm for
building service-oriented architectures. Resource-orientation emerged as a
solution to various shortcomings that have been identified for WS*
standards and protocols and especially due to the significant technical and
protocol complexity they entail. On the other hand, REST was defined as
an architectural style and its primary purpose was to support the design of
content-centric network-based high-scale architectures such as the Web.
These architectures differ significantly from the procedure-oriented
conceptualizations that have traditionally characterized service-oriented
enterprise systems. Consequently, designers of such systems that are
considering resource-orientation and REST as their architecture of choice
are facing several issues and challenges. These challenges relate to the
design as well as the implementation of modern business systems that
encompass complex functional and non-functional requirements. In this
workshop, we examined a broad set of issues related to utilizing REST as
the primary architectural style for building enterprise service systems and
discussed opportunities, implications and challenges that arise in this
context. More specifically, we considered state-of-the-art approaches that
have been proposed with regards to: a) modeling, designing, implementing,
and composing resource-oriented service systems, b) RESTful Web
service design principles, practices and maturity models, c) frameworks
and practices for migrating or adapting existing systems to provide
resource-oriented and RESTful interfaces and d) compliance evaluation
methodologies for REST-based interfaces.

 
2. Issues and Challenges discussed

2.1 Terms and facts around REST and resource-orientation

During the workshop terminology related to REST was discussed,
disambiguating several misconceptions and identifying grey areas
regarding the semantics of the terms and their usage. In summary,
resource-orientation describes the trend to conceptualize service
capabilities as REST-like resources that carry well-defined informational
content, have state and would usually share a common interface. In this
respect, REST is an architectural style which entails a set of architectural
constraints that, when applied in coordination, they induce certain
architectural properties. Similarly, HTTP is a protocol that was designed
having in mind REST in order to allow for network-based architectures that
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conform to REST’s constraints. However, neither any HTTP-based
implementation is RESTful, nor HTTP should be regarded as the one-and-
only protocol that could be used to build RESTful implementations.
Consequently, “RESTful HTTP” represents the patterns of HTTP usages
that conform to REST tenets.

 

2.2 The role of media-types and the orthogonal external binders

Along with metadata, media-types constitute resource representations
which are used to convey resource state information between the server
and the client as well as information related to the available state transitions
based on application’s resources states. By definition, RESTful applications
are based on the concept of state transfer, therefore media-types design or
selection and their usage, play a very significant role which is sometimes
undervalued, even in large-scale services. This is because they are often
treated as just a technical detail of formatting the exchanged data. In this
workshop, the participants considered the role of media-types, the
distinctions between the processing model that a media-type may provide
and the application or domain protocol that is required to achieve functional
goals in an application. Furthermore, participants examined how other
orthogonal external binders (such as Link relations and microformats) can
be used to separate concepts and how their usage paradigm may or may
not affect the self-descriptiveness of RESTful message exchanges.

 

2.3 Modeling resource relationships, state transitions and HATEOAS

Traditional methodologies and technologies for modeling and designing
network-based, distributed service-oriented systems, usually assume a
procedure-oriented design of service exposition and invocation. During the
workshop, the issue of modeling resource-oriented systems was raised and
the problems of identifying and modeling resource relationships, state
transitions and incorporating in the modeling notations sufficient artifacts for
capturing the concept of hypermedia driven application transitions were
discussed. UML profiling and extensions were also considered as a
presumable way of resource-oriented application modeling and alternative
notations and formalisms.
 

2.4 Implementing RESTful Web services: tools and methods

Productivity in building large-scale enterprise systems is fundamentally
affected by the level of automation and the facilities that the available
development tools provide to the designers and the developers of the
systems. REST is usually realized using the same stack of protocols,
standards and technologies that the Web is based on, and HTTP is the
primary application-level protocol that is chosen for client-server
communication. In this respect, the same tooling has been used in many
RESTful applications on the Web, and this is what several researchers and
practitioners in the REST community have put forward as the appropriate
way of building RESTful systems. However, requirements in an enterprise
environment usually require sophisticated automation tooling to facilitate
and enhance the development process and support the maintenance of
large systems with respect to limitations that usually exist in production
environments (related to time, human and technological resources). In this
respect, during the past few years, several frameworks for building RESTful
web services have been proposed. In this workshop, key challenges and
issues that developers face when building or maintaining RESTful services
were discussed and several development tools and frameworks were
reviewed as to how they perform in addressing such considerations.

 

2.5 Composing RESTful Web services and business processes as
resources

Resource-orientation has been used as a means of accommodating
service composition due to significant conceptual analogies that exist
between the two domains. Also, the traction that REST and resource
orientation has been gaining, resulted in attracting significant attention to



the issues and challenges of composing these services. Existing
formalisms were examined as to how they can be extended to support
RESTful compositions and the design of new formalisms that could
inherently support resource-orientation and conform to the REST tenets
was considered and discussed during the workshop.

 

2.6 Migration and adaptation of existing systems to REST and resource-
orientation

Although REST and resource-orientating is an appealing paradigm for
designing and building new systems, the cost of re-implementing existing,
well-tested systems with proven value over the years would be high.
However, the need for integrating such systems in network-based
environment following a Web-friendly way, such as that of a RESTful
integration is getting stronger and this is why the issues of migrating or
adapting existing systems to REST and resource-orientation is appealing
to both researchers and practitioners. Resource extraction and
identification has been considered as a key challenge in the area and
several techniques and heuristics were presented and discussed in the
workshop. Stateless communication and caching were also considered as
well as the trade-offs between the level of conformance to REST and the
big-picture goals of adaptation process.

 

2.7 Why and how to evaluate “RESTfulness”

Assessing the “RESTfulness” of a system is an issue that has both
practical and theoretical value. Architects usually try to achieve
conformance to REST constraints in order to be able to expect certain
properties that REST induces. However, full conformance has been difficult
to achieve and several taxonomical systems and conceptual frameworks
for evaluating RESTful services and APIs have been proposed. During the
workshop, participants presented, reviewed and discussed over the
evaluation methodologies and the implications that should be expected
when relaxing each particular constraint.

 

3. Conclusion

As REST and resource-orientation find their way in the enterprise service-
oriented systems domain as significant architectural principles, several
challenges and issues arise and keep arising until  presumably a certain
level of maturity with regards to both methods and tooling is achieved. In
this respect, during the 2nd Workshop on leveraging REST in Enterprise
Service Systems participants examined a set of significant issues and
challenges that practitioners face (application architects and developers)
and how researchers in the area of service-oriented systems and software
engineering for network-based, distributed applications try to address.
Furthermore, state-of-the-art tooling and methods around RESTful design,
implementation and adaptation were presented and reviewed providing
input for further investigations and research.

Agenda: Half-day workshop

08:30 - 09:00 Workshop welcome and introduction

09:00 - 09:30 Opening remarks: Resource-orientation and enterprise
service systems

09:30 - 10:00 Talk on building and composing RESTful enterprise service
systems
10:00 - 10:15 Discussion

10:15 - 10:30 Coffee break

10:30 - 11:00 Talk on adapting existing systems to REST and evaluating
RESTful-ness
11:00 - 11:15 Discussion



11:15 - 11:45 Discussion panel

11:45 - 12:00 Workshop conclusions
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Business Analytics Trends and Opportunities

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Craig Statchuk

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Markham A

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: Business Analytics (BA) remains an important research topic for the coming
year.  Many elements contribute to a successful BA solution. Within the
business analytics team at IBM, we are looking closely at the following
trends:

Business Analytics Marketplace: Buyers of Business Analytics software are
changing. Purchasing decisions are no longer made exclusively by
Information Technology departments. End users have a greater role in BA
than ever before.

Business Intelligence: “Business Intelligence is a set of methodologies,
processes, architectures, and technologies that transform raw data into
meaningful and useful information used to enable more effective strategic,
tactical, and operational insights and decision-making” – Source: Forrester

The heart of a Business Analytics solution is Business Intelligence (BI).
Reporting and analysis are the main features visible to end users.  Under
the covers, BI is undergoing the biggest transformation since its inception
over 40 years ago. Data warehouses are now more dynamic and timely.  In
many cases, these reporting mainstays are being replaced by ad hoc
systems that can report over operational data.  The shift toward Software
Oriented Architecture (SOA) continues with the Cloud often being the
ultimate destination.

Standard BI Components Include:

·        Query and Reporting – Author and share data from a variety of
sources. Present business intelligence information in a consistent and
easy-to-use way.

·        Analysis - Analyze and report against online analytical processing
(OLAP) and dimensionally aware relational data sources. Spot trends and
anomalies in a business from a variety of dimensions.

·        Scorecarding - Scorecards to align employees with a strategy.
Communicate business goals company-wide and let people monitor
performance against their targets.

·        Dashboards - Communicate complex information simply with familiar
presentation elements like gauges, charts and indicators.

In summary: The fundamental goal of Business intelligence is better
decision-making.

Predictive Analytics: Predictive Analytics have long been used to optimize
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marketing campaigns and understand various types of customer behavior.
In recent years, the focus has moved towards predicting behavior in all
parts of a business to quickly synthesize and interpret information.

Basic functional steps are:

1.      Formulation of research questions

2.      Database design

3.      Reporting and analysis.

The result is software that captures, organizes and processes data
scattered throughout an organization, and turns it into actual intelligence.

By applying predictive analytics solutions to existing datasets, analysts can
uncover unexpected patterns and associations and develop models to
guide front-line interactions. This insight can be used in a variety of ways,
including:

·        Prevent high-value customers from leaving

·        Sell additional services to current customers

·        Develop successful products more efficiently, or identify and minimize
fraud and risk.

Big Data and the Cloud: As customers demand applications in the cloud,
companies are building new  cloud infrastructures.  Some are
comprehensive, carrier-grade cloud platforms, while others are focused on
a single layer on the cloud infrastructure, such as a PaaS layer for specific
class of applications. For both new and existing applications, developers
are looking to various 3rd parties to provide cloud infrastructure services.
They need secure and scalable cloud environments in which to deploy
these applications. Many are also interested in converting existing on-
premise applications to a cloud delivery model.

Services versus Software: “By 2014, 40% of spending on business
analytics will go to systems integrators, not software vendors. User-driven
initiatives, integration of unstructured content and other external information
sources will force enterprises to buy products from systems integrators
rather than software companies where they have been traditionally buying
until  now” – Source: Gartner.

This trend will likely continue as applications increase in complexity.

Location Intelligence: Geospatial awareness is changing BA. A large
percentage of business information is connected by location. Customers,
employees, transactions, sales and phone calls are examples of business
elements that can be rolled up and aggregated across geospatial
dimensions. Location intelligence is a powerful concept that can join many
formerly disconnected datasets.

Mobile Smart Phones and Tablets: The demand for mobile applications
continues to grow.  With rich interfaces and up-to-the-minute information,
mobile applications let users view and fully interact with Business Analytics
reports, dashboards, metrics, analysis and other information. A secure
environment is a necessity.

Analysis versus Reporting: “By 2013, 30% of analytic applications will use
in-memory functions to add scale and speed to proactive, predictive and
forecasting abilities” – Source: Gartner.

The expectation is that packaged applications with data mining, forecasting
and advanced statistics will become increasingly popular. Customers will
consider build versus buy trade-offs  Many will choose the this type of
prepackaged solution.

Visualization: Good visualizations communicate information clearly and
effectively through graphical presentations. Many customers believe that
visualization is an essential data mining feature particularly with large
datasets.



Emerging Technologies – Hadoop, Cassandra and iOS are now part of the
buying agenda. Scalability, performance and flexibility are now primary
agenda items.

Collaboration and Social Software – “Within two years, 15% of BI
deployments will combine collaborative and social decision making-
environments. Over the next 12 to 18 months, enterprises will focus on
developing these environments” – Source Gartner.

Enterprises will be looking for solutions that link collaboration and social
networking with the core Business Analytics applications.

A good business analytics solution integrates most of these topics. The
move is on to entrench more predictive capabilities. Intuition is being
replaced by Predictive decisions:

Intuition
Automation
Predictive
Instinct, hunches and experience
Objective knowledge, policies and practices
Accurate predictions based on historic data

Goals and Outcomes for Workshop

The goal of this workshop is to bring industry, customers and academia
together to discuss Business Analytics and related topics. It is hoped that
you will come away with a better understanding the BA marketplace and
customer expectations. Emphasis will be applied to technology areas where
further research and investigation is warranted.

Workshop Structure

This half-day workshop will feature presentations from IBM employees
working on a variety of Business Intelligence solutions.  The workshop will
also include round table discussions with the speakers and attendees to
stimulate thinking about future opportunities related to the topics presented.

Preliminary Agenda:

1.         Introduction to Business Analytics

2.         SPSS Fundamentals

3.         Big Data and the Cloud

4.         Location Intelligence

5.         Visualization
6.         Mobile smartphones and tablets

Agenda: Preliminary Agenda:
1. Introduction to Business Analytics
2. SPSS Fundamentals
3. Big Data and the Cloud
4. Location Intelligence
5. Visualization
6. Mobile smartphones and tablets
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DB2 performance measurement and tuning hands on exercises

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Angela Yang, Calisto Zuzarte

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Holly and Butternut

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: General knowledge of DB2

Format: HandsOn

Description: A common symptom of a performance issue in a database system is an
unexpected slowdown in the response time for a query. For example, a
report does not return as quickly as expected or an ETL job takes  longer to
complete and the database system is not available to the business users in
time. Sometimes, the performance issue is system wide in which the whole
system slows down but not specific to certain jobs. Performance problems
may sound less severe than a system down issue. However, it could cause
direct business impact. For example, a faster response time is usually a
decisive factor for people to choose the vendor of web applications. If an
application constantly receives time out because of the slow database
response time, and the application time out value reaches a threshold, the
direct outcome of this problem could be that no user can use the
application. It may not be uncommon to see frustrated DBAs trying to work
around the application time out issue to allow their users to continue using
the application.

Performance issues in a database system may  not easy to diagnose.
Under the common symptom of the slow performance, there could be many
different factors that could play a role. To determine which factor is in play
or where the bottleneck is, often different sets of diagnosis data would be
needed depending on the nature of the performance issue. What data to
collect is a challenge, how to capture the data so that it is  useful for
diagnosis is another challenge. When facing such a situation, how can the
problem be resolved in order to avoid a major business impact? Calling the
database vendor support is an option, but the turn around time of support
may not provide immediate relief when situation is critical. A skilled DBA
resolving the performance issue locally would be ideal.  

This workshop was designed to help the workshop attendees to understand
the nature of the performance issues, how to find the bottleneck of the
problem and know what diagnostic data are necessary for different
performance issues. The workshop is broken down into 3 sections.  Each
section covers a short presentation on a use case and relevant monitoring
features for the case analysis and includes discussion and a hands on
exercise. Through the interactive class, workshop participants can gain
confidence for handling general database performance problems. This
workshop also included some convenient SQL statements that will allow
you to monitor the health and performance of DB2. The new monitor
features of DB2 V9.7 are used to illustrate how database performance is
measured.The knowledge carried from the workshop is not just for DB2, but
applicable to general database system. 

The first step in the analysis is to identify and clarify the problem scope of
the performance issue. There could be many factors outside the database
that contribute to the performance slowdown. For example, there could be a
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hardware  issue or non optimal operating system configuration.  In this
workshop, we confine ourselves to an issue that might be resolved within
the database itself. The first section of the workshop is devoted to
narrowing down the scope of the problem. For example,  is there a bottle
neck in I/O, CPU, memory, or the network? Is the performance problem at
the system level, database level, for certain activities or specific queries?
Capturing data to find out where the bottleneck exists is very important.
Once the bottleneck is identified, a solution will more naturally follow.

DB2 will be used as the database in the workshop. The snapshot tools
namely the "Gett snapshot command" collects status information and
formats the output for the user. The information returned represents a
snapshot of the database manager operational status at the time the
command was issued. Usually several snapshots need to be collected to
get a picture of the system performance over a period of time. DB2 V9.7
has enhanced the existing monitor features in both functionality and
usability. These new SQL interfaces for monitor reports are more useful
than the traditional snapshot interface. The monitoring elements are
redefined for different dimensions and the system dimensions that monitor
data is accessed through service class, workload, connections and units of
work. The activity dimension monitor data is accessed through package
cache, package cache event monitor and activity event monitor. For
example, if an activity is running unusually long, how do we find out where
the extra time was spent in DB2? Using snapshot, we could capture several
snapshots and examine the data flow to identify what specifically is
happening. The new monitor SQL interface in DB2 V9.7 will report the time
matrix of the activity, for example through the total wait time. This way we
can see if the slowdown is from DB2 processing the activity, or if DB2 is idle
due to other problems such as poor I/O. 

Other aspects of monitoring covered in the workshop are those looking for
specific query response times. In order to study a specific query, users can
query new table functions like  mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt to get the
performance data of the query from the package cache. One can determine
for example if the slowness is from the query compilation or from the
runtime. The table function mon_get_pkg_cache_stmt reports total
execution time and total wait time of the query. If the total wait time is taking
most of the execution on time, we can further look at other data to see why
query stayed idle, it could be physical data read due to low buffer pool hit
ratio. If the slowness is not specific to a query, for example, all queries run
fast  if tested independently, but the application is slow,  could it be related
to other operations like commit? Or could the delay be from the network?
Those type of questions can be answered using the new monitor view
mon_connection_summary can be used to monitor application level metrics
to determine where the bottleneck is. For example, the bottleneck could be
in a  commit or in the network.

This workshop will provide you with examples and convenient scripts that
might be very useful for database administrators to run and look for red
flags in the output that might help pinpoint the problem in a more timely
manner. This workshop is also useful for anyone working on a project that
involves DB2 and needs data to study the performance characteristics of
their workloads or changes within DB2

Agenda: Half day workshop: 3.5 hours

This will be an interactive workshop including case analysis, discussion and
hands on practice.
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Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered
by the Combined Impact of Innovative Technologies - Part 1

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Joanna W. Ng, Hausi Müller, Leho Nigul

Date: Monday, November 7th (Morning)

Room: Conf Center 2

Level: Beginner

Pre-
requisites:

TBD

Format: Speakers

Description: Part 1: You must manually enroll in Part 2 if you wish to attend.

Abstract

In early 2011, IBM launched the “Smarter Commerce” initiative as a 
unique approach aimed to increase the value companies generate for their
customers, partners and shareholders in this rapidly changing world of 
technology.  With innovative technologies such as social media, business
analytics, mobile platforms, location-based intelligence and payment 
technologies, customers are not only empowered with knowledge and 
information in their buying decisions but also have access to more 
dynamic interactions and shopping experiences with companies. The 
demanding and connected consumers set the pace for transformations in 
companies’ internal business processes and in B2B relationships. To stay
competitive and profitable, companies need to employ and combine these 
innovative technologies. Key resources include actionable customer 
insights, predictive analytics for optimal inventory management, and 
dynamic context information. This creates an open space to formulate 
revolutionary business processes to enable companies to buy, market, 
sell and service their goods and services with the most optimal commerce
operations and most efficient B2B relationships. The goals of this 
workshop are (i) to identify key customer requirements and problem 
statements for Smarter Commerce; (ii) to evaluate smart technologies and
identify technology requirements and gaps on the trajectory of the 
Smarter Commerce vision; (iii) to exploit these innovative technologies 
in specific commerce domains and operations; (iv) to propose innovative 
Smarter Commerce concepts, methods, algorithms and processes; and (v) to
formulate research problem statements for Smarter Commerce—in 
technology and business domain areas.

1 Smarter Commerce  

Smarter Commerce involves innovative technologies from the digital world
to increase the value that companies generate for their customers, 
business partners, and their own business processes.  Examples of these 
technologies include mobile platforms, business analytics, business 
intelligence, cloud computing, location based services, social 
technologies, personal web, smart interactions, adaptive models, dynamic
context management, and adaptive analytics. Modeling, acquiring, 
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managing, and controlling dynamic context is critical for implementing 
Smarter Commerce applications and services effectively. Context and 
business analytics must be dynamically controlled and adapted to 
optimize the properties and capabilities of these smart commerce 
applications. One of the key challenges is to ensure that Smarter 
Commerce applications with high levels of context-aware adaptability 
meet the expected quality attributes and satisfy user requirements. 

Combining these technologies enables the demanding and connected 
consumers to experience and embrace Smarter Consumer. The customer 
experiences in turn drive the necessary transformations to becoming 
Smarter Businesses. These paradigm shifts already created a tide that 
cannot be turned back in fundamental commerce. For example, customers 
expect and demand an integrated and optimized experience rather than 
having to juggle between silo-type solutions. Context management, 
adaptive analytics and predictive analytics will provide actionable 
intelligence to optimize services, inventory, and resources like never 
before.

This workshop endeavored to identify and discover innovative business 
processes as well as analyze the impact of combining innovative 
technologies with respect to two fundamental dimensions of Smarter 
Commerce: Smarter Consumer and Smarter Businesses. In this integrated 
value chain both dimensions involve four core operations: buy, sell, 
market, and service as depicted in Figure 1 below.

    Figure 1: Smarter Commerce Int

Agenda: 8:30 - 9:30 : Smarter Commerce Overview
9:30 - 10:30 : Customer Testimonial 
10:30 - 10:45: break
10:45 - : Smarter Commerce platform in-depth and demo
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3rd Annual Workshop on Interoperability and Smart Interactions
in Healthcare (ISIH)

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s):

Craig
Kuziemsky,

Liam
Peyton,

Jens
Weber,

Thodoros
Topaloglou,

Karim
Keshavjee

Date: Tuesday, November 8th (Afternoon)

Room: Conf Center 2

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge of health systems and interoperability

Format: Speakers

Description: In May 2011 the Health Council of Canada released its second report on
the state of healthcare renewal in Canada. Although the report identified
that significant progress had been made in several areas since the
previous report in 2008, the 2011 report still described the need for more
work to ensure that our healthcare system will evolve and be sustainable
for the years to come. One particular challenge is the need to integrate
services over an expanding continuum of providers, services and illnesses.
Healthcare delivery is becoming increasingly complex as it shifts from care
provided by a single provider or setting and towards a collaborative care
supplied by multiple providers across multiple settings. For example,
patients with chronic illness frequently move between inpatient and
outpatient settings and require collaboration by physicians, nurses,
therapists, pharmacists and other healthcare professionals who act as an
integrated network across hospital and community settings. Another
highlighted challenge was the need for performance measurement of
healthcare delivery by establishing meaningful targets and measurable
goals to enable healthcare delivery is driven by good management
practices.   

 

In light of the above challenges to healthcare delivery, it can be argued that
the fundamental challenge our healthcare system faces is one of
connectivity. Successful healthcare interoperability will be dependent upon
our ability to connect people, processes, data, policies and procedures, as
well as the need to connect outcomes to system objectives through
performance management. In our previous two workshops on
Interoperability and Smart Interactions in Healthcare (ISIH) we emphasized
that the fundamental challenges facing interoperability are not technical but
are rather process, people or evaluation issues. It is important that we do
not define interoperability as the ends but rather as a means for achieving
core health system objectives such as efficient, effective and timely delivery
of patient centered healthcare. Subsequently we should not evaluate
interoperability efforts solely by our ability to connect disparate computer
systems but rather by our abilities to achieve health system objectives.
However to effectively evaluate healthcare delivery we need to develop
and implement business analytic solutions to enable timely evaluation of
healthcare delivery. 

 

As we move towards digital solutions such as electronic health records to
enhance healthcare delivery, our goal should not be to simply automate
existing healthcare processes such as group decision making or
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communication. Rather our goal should be to leverage smart interactions
and technologies to enable processes that go beyond how healthcare
delivery is currently provided. Healthcare is a complex, dynamic and
exception laden domain. Smart interactions and mobile technologies
provide us the tools to support the dynamic nature of healthcare delivery
that enable us to support meaningful interoperability. For example, the
management of diabetes requires medical registries to track patients over
time and to communicate guidelines for ongoing clinical management.
Meaningful interoperability can also enable performance management
solutions to ensure we provide timely, efficient and patient-centered care
delivery.  However, the development of technologies to support meaningful
interoperability faces significant challenges such as obtaining consistent,
timely and quality data in a secure manner in order to facilitate
performance-managed driven healthcare delivery.  We also caution that an
uncoordinated approach to the design and implementation of smart
interactions and other information technology will only create barriers to
accessibility and integration. It will also burden healthcare providers with
administration and information overload that falls short of delivering real
benefits. 

 

To facilitate meaningful interoperability we need to first understand the
underlying complexity of healthcare interoperability by developing models
and frameworks that enable us to effectively leverage Web 2.0 tools and
other Smart technologies to support healthcare delivery. This workshop wa
presented and coordinated by a select group of health informatics and
software engineering researchers, and practitioners from across Canada
and built upon our previous two workshops with the theme of going beyond
basic healthcare interoperability. Our workshop emphasized the need to
develop healthcare interoperability solutions using an interdisciplinary
perspective.   ISIH workshops have been well attended by a mix of health
care administrators, practitioners and representatives from standards
body’s initiatives, as well as academic researchers and industry partners.
The workshop focused on developing an agenda for meaningful
interoperability.

 

The following questions were posed: How can business analytics and care
flow process modeling be effectively combined to improve health care
delivery (i.e. achieve smart interactions)?  What are the current
interoperability barriers that need to be overcome in order to achieve
meaningful interoperability using smart interactions? 

 

The focus was on presenting case studies and anecdotes to illustrate the
issues and potential solutions as a starting point for brainstorming as well
as research initiatives that can generalize a systematic approach to these
issues. The core of the workshop focused on a panel discussion and
brainstorming around the question about whether electronic health records
initiatives and Health 2.0 are in conflict or consensus.  Are they
diametrically opposed approaches to the problem with inherently different
philosophies and approaches? Or do they represent complementary
approaches tackling different aspects of the same problem in which both
would be required for a solution? The workshop opened with short
presentations from the panel members who provided background and
outlined their basic position. They also recounted actual experiences or
academic results related to the questions.

 

The second half was devoted to an interactive discussion in which the
presenters debated different aspects of the problem in response to
questions from the audience. The closing portion was reserved for general
brainstorming guided by the moderators into a discussion of potential next
steps and an action plan for collaboration and further exchanges of ideas
beyond the end of the workshop. The panel presentations discussed the
promises, challenges and risks of federated electronic health record system
infrastructures and how we could devise Health 2.0 technologies to provide
smarter interactions between health care providers and health care
consumers (the patients).



 

The workshop concluded with a summation of interoperability issues in
health care and a chance to form collaborative partnerships between the
workshop participants. The overall objective was to foster brainstorming
sessions and continue the collaboration spawned at ISIH 2009 and ISIH
2010 in the areas of academic and industry efforts to adopt standards,
technology and processes related to electronic health records.

Agenda: Agenda 
2:00 - 2:15 EHealth Interoperabilty: Workshop Objectives and Presentation 
2:15 - 3:15 Research Presentations 
3:15-3:30 Break 
3:30 - 4:30 Panel: Towards an agenda for meaningful e-Health
Interoperability
4:30 - 5:00 Next Steps, Collaboration and Brainstorming
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Security Tools - TSIEM and AppScan Source for Security

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Yu-Ping Ding, Greg Stager

Date: Tuesday, November 8th (Afternoon)

Room: Orchid

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: HandsOn

Description: Data security is becoming increasingly important for our interconnected and
technologically dependent world. In addition to the usual access control,
auditing and encryption requirements, many organizations are now
requiring software development vendors to prove that they employ secure
engineering techniques such as static code analysis in order to eliminate
security vulnerabilities from their  software. Many organizations also feel
that traditional application-specific auditing solutions are inadequate at
cost-effectively meeting standard compliance requirements. For example,
organizations would like to be able to manage and correlate audit
information at the enterprise level. This workshop introduces two security
tools: Tivoli Security Information and Event Manager (TSIEM) as well as
AppScan Source Edition for Security.

Tivoli Security Information and Event Management

This tool allows enterprises to cope with the rapid increase of security
events or alerts that IT systems generate daily. Log collection and event
correlation are centralized across the enterprise, and are organized by
using an advanced, near real-time analytics engine, a compliance
management dashboard and a reporting engine. This also links security
events and user behaviors with corporate policies. It includes numerous
compliance management modules that jump start the compliance
management process, such as International Organization for
Standardization (ISO 27001), Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Payment Card
Industry (PCI), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
It can work with the DB2 Audit feature to log security data and generate
reports for compliance purposes.

A typical large enterprise generates many gigabytes of log data each from
various critical applications, databases and platforms, all of which must be
captured and retained for extended periods of time. Few organizations
possess the necessary time or man power to manually collect this
information. One of the most critical components of TSIEM is the ability to
collect original log data while ensuring that no data is lost. TSIEM provides
a reliable and verifiable log management process as well as a log
management dashboard to show the overall status of this process. It
provides a log history report that enables administrators to view the history
of the collection process, to determine if it is running well and to perform a
diagnosis using the report. It enables auditors and security officers to
effectively monitor and audit the actual collection of log data to guarantee
that no data is lost. It also includes a log investigation tool with a Google-
like search facility to analyze the collected raw log data for specific events
or data.
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While external security threats typically of the greatest concern, internal
security incidents can also pose an equal or even threat to a system.
Privileged users are the primary source of internal threats. TSIEM includes
privileged user monitoring and auditing in order to report the behaviour and
actions of these users on databases, applications, servers and mainframes.
This ensures that policies are followed and that effective controls are in
place. Included is a strict normalization process so that each event is
standardized and transformed into a common, consistent format that
enables administrators to monitor all actions on the system. It also
supports insider threat analytics to respond to your most important insider
threat concerns, such as: “Alert me if someone tries and fails to login to the
key finance server n times in a row and succeeds on the final attempt in a
five-minute period.” Another example is “Alert me if an administrator creates
several new users, elevates the privileges of those users, masquerades as
those users to run privileged transactions, and finally deletes those users in
a 24-hour period.”

 

The ability to quickly produce easily understood, detailed reports is a vital
concern for most organizations. TSIEM includes standard and customizable
report templates as well as an advanced report definition wizard that
enables you to create customizable reports from scratch. In addition, it
provides compliance management modules with reporting capabilities
specific to your compliance needs, covering major regulations and best
practices, such as PCI DSS, ISO27001, HIPAA, and SOX, etc. These
reports help you manage operational security issues as well as provide
support for internal and external auditors.

 

TSIEM supports more than 300 event source types out of the box, each at
different version levels and running on different platforms.

AppScan Source Edition for Security

AppScan Source Edition for Security is a static code analysis tool that
helps developers avoid introducing vulnerabilities during the development
cycle.

 

Software vulnerabilities are one of the main causes of security incidents in
computer systems. Software vulnerabilities could arise from deficiencies in
the design of computer programs or mistakes in their implementation. Most
software vulnerabilities are a result of programming mistakes, in particular
misuse of unsafe and error-prone features, and unchecked input, such as
buffer overflow, SQL injections and cross-site scripting.

 

Though the causes of software vulnerabilities are not much different from
the causes of software defects in general, their impact is a lot more severe.
The oldest approach to finding software vulnerabilities is manual source
code auditing. Code reviews, while recognized as one of the most effective
defense strategies, are time-consuming, costly, and are therefore
performed infrequently. Security auditing requires security expertise that
most developers do not possess, so security reviews are often carried out
by external security consultants, thus adding to the cost. An alternate option
is the so-called fuzz testing. This method works by feeding invalid or
malformed data to a program and then monitoring its responses. A
segmentation fault or an unhandled exception while processing malformed
input is a good indication of vulnerability. Runtime checking is a technique
for preventing the exploitations of vulnerabilities, but it can also be used for
vulnerability detection, especially in combination with fuzz testing. This
method involves inserting additional checks into a program to ensure that
its behaviour conforms to a certain set of restrictions. A disadvantage of
fuzz testing and runtime checking is that some vulnerabilities can be
triggered only under a very specific set of circumstances, which might not
arise during regular use of the program. Static source analysis tools greatly
increase the efficiency of source code auditing. Due to limitations that are
inherent to source code analysis, these tools produce both false positives



(reporting safe code as vulnerable) and false negatives (missing vulnerable
code). Despite these limitations, static source analysis tools are very useful
for guiding security auditors to potentially vulnerable code and significantly
reducing the time it takes to perform an audit.

AppScan Source Edition for Security is a static code analysis tool,
commonly known as white-box solution. It scans the source code of a
critical application for security vulnerabilities. The point is to find those
vulnerabilities early in the software development life cycle before the
application goes to production. This is when the flaws are still simple and
inexpensive to fix. AppScan supports a wide range of programming
languages, such C/C++, Java/JSP, Perl, etc. It can evaluate both web and
non-web applications and its custom rules allow organizations to better
enforce their own unique security policies. Appscan source was designed
to be used by people with different roles, and with different levels of
technical abilities within the organization. It helps security and development
teams strengthen application security, protect confidential data and improve
compliance.

The workshop is a hands-on workshop and the audiences gain hands-on
experiences with:

 

    how to configure TSIEM to collect and analyze DB2 audit logs
    how to configure and generate reports showing compliance with industry
regulations such as PCI-DSS
    how to configure AppScan Source Edition to scan C/C++ and Java code
    how to analyze the AppScan findings

 The speakers/instructors are developers of DB2 security team.

 

 

Agenda: It will be an half-day workshop. The first part will be an introduction of
TSIEM, then followed by a hands-on lab using TSIEM to collect and
analyze DB2 audit logs, and generate reports showing compliance with
industry regulations. After a short break, the second part will start with a
theoretical discussion about security vulnerabilities in software, followed by
a hands-on lab using AppScan to find vulnerabilities in C/C++ and Java
source code.

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Greg Stager

Institution  

Bio Greg Stager has been a member of the DB2 security development team since
2000. He has been involved in developing numerous DB2 features, including
authentication plugins, client-server data encryption, auditing and trusted
contexts. He can be reached at gstager@ca.ibm.com 

Topic  

Name Yu-Ping Ding

Institution  

Bio Yu-Ping Ding is a software developer and currently working in the DB2
Security Development team. Prior to that, he worked in DB2 VM/VSE team
and DB2 tools for Linux/UNIX/Windows team. He can be reached at
dyuping@ca.ibm.com. 

Topic  
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Software Modeling for Embedded and Mobile Sensor System

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Ramiro Liscano, Juergen Dingel, Dorina Petriu, Faisal Qureshi

Date: Tuesday, November 8th (Afternoon)

Room: Primrose

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: This workshop will be most useful to researchers, practitioners, students,
and developers of software in the field of embedded systems with a focus
on instrumented devices. Due to the highly technical nature of the
workshop, some slight background in sensor systems is recommended.

Format: Other

Description: Advances in sensing hardware, computation and storage platforms and
communication technologies have given rise to a plethora of sensory
devices, ranging from biological sensors for health monitoring, humidity
meters and temperature sensors for ecological monitoring, energy
consumption sensors for smart homes and data centers, imaging sensors
for surveillance and security applications, etc. In an effort to monitor our
surroundings and to create the capability to respond to any situations that
might arise in our surroundings, such sensors are being deployed at an
ever increasing rate by both companies and individuals. A worthy goal is to
develop techniques for managing these sensors and for analyzing and
monitoring the data streams generated by these sensors. Traditionally, data
streams are collected at a central location (typically a laptop/desktop
computer) for monitoring, analysis and archiving. Mobile computing
platforms are quickly reaching a point where these too can be effectively
used to interact with these sensor systems. Mobile devices will act as
gateways to the sensors, processing data streams originating from these
sensors on-the-fly to assist the user with the tasks at hand. Indeed mobile
devices themselves boast a suite of sensing capabilities: accelerometers,
cameras, etc. This observation leads us to believe that it is worthwhile to
study small embedded sensors and the slightly more powerful mobile
handheld devices concomitantly. 
Software development for embedded and mobile sensor devices has
typically been performed with minimal software design and primarily by
directly coding on the device. Sensor devices exhibit many of the same
properties as embedded real-time systems, e.g., timely response to
communication and sensory events. Thus UML standards like MARTE and
SysML that are designed the modeling of real-time systems are a good
starting point for software modeling for embedded sensor systems. SysML
is a general purpose modeling language for systems engineering
applications while MARTE is a UML profile that adds capabilities to UML for
model-driven development of Real Time and Embedded Systems. Both of
these specifications are important for sensor systems but are missing many
some modeling capabilities. For example, they cannot model the network
and communications component of sensors without some domain specific
knowledge.
On the other hand software development for mobile devices has been
focused more on Internet based applications as opposed a device for
sensor data acquisition and processing. In most cases these Internet
access applications do not require any real-time performance so many
conventional high level languages are sufficient. For sensor data acquisition
developers must be aware of the resource constraints of the platform. In
that sense mobile devices are a form of an embedded system except it is
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usually constrained or governed by operator and/or vendor restrictions that
have to be accounted for. Model based development should help to
improve and test software development for mobile devices but there seems
to be very little work in this area.
In this workshop we will explore topics that require further investigation in
order to facilitate software modeling for embedded and mobile sensor
systems. 

Topics of interest for this workshop include:

Software Modeling of sensor networks
Performance modeling for embedded and real-time systems
Component-based development of reactive systems
Model checking for embedded real-time systems
Protocol state machines for embedded real-time systems
Bridging the semantic gap between the source and target model
Software laboratories for studying and developing smart sensor
network

The workshop will provide a forum for researchers, students and
developers of embedded and mobile sensor systems, from both academia
and industry, to discuss the latest innovations and future works in the field.
Several experts in this area will be presenting their views on the challenges
of Model Driven Development (MDD) in embedded and real-time systems.
Two key note speakers from industry will present their views on MDD for
embedded and mobile systems.
Diarmuid Corcoran from Ericsson Software Research will present strengths
and weakness of MDD as it is applied to the development of embedded
telecom systems. MDD has been used at Ericsson for system specification,
code generation of executable software, and system verification. 
Neil Patterson from IBM Canada will present on collaborative MDD. MDD of
embedded systems is a tried and true method in many industries to
manage the inherent complexity of these systems and through automation
achieve developer productivity improvements while delivering quality,
robust software. The challenge is to enhance MDD to support collaborative
design.
A panel session after the key note speakers will discuss the "Future
challenges for MDD in embedded and mobile systems". In addition to the
key note speakers Dr. Dorina Petriu, Dr. Ramiro Liscano, and Dr. Faisal
Qureshi will join the panel. The panel will be moderated by Dr. Juergen
Dingel, an expert in the area of model checking. He has done extensive
work in the use of Protocol State Machines (PSMs) for facilitating the
model-driven development of component-based systems for reactive
systems.
Dr. Liscano brings to the panel the perspective of modeling of sensor
network systems. The challenge of utilizing MDD in sensor systems is
modeling the distributed nature of a sensor system. Dr. Petriu has
developed techniques for the integration of the OMG standard MARTE
performance metrics with performance models such as queuing networks,
Petri nets, and stochastic process algebra. Dr. Qureshi brings expertise in
the area of the use of virtual worlds as software laboratories.

Agenda: 14:00 - Welcome and Introduction (D. Liscano)
14:05 - Presentation by Diarmuid Corcoran (Ericsson Software Research)
14:45 - Presentation by Neil Patterson (IBM Canada)
15:30 - Break
15:45 - Panel Session - Future challenges for MDD in embedded and
mobile systems
16:45 - Panel Closure Remarks (Dr. Dingel)
17:00 - End of Workshop Remarks (Dr. Petriu)

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Diarmuid Corcoran

Institution Ericsson Software Research, Ericsson AB 

Bio Diarmuid Corcoran is an expert in software architecture and design of large
scale embedded systems at the Ericsson Software Research group 

Topic At Ericsson we have used Model Based Development for engineering large
mobile telecom applications. We have used this technique for system
specification, code generation of executable software and system verification.



This talk will cover some of the approaches used as well discussing the
various strengths and weakness of the model based approach. We will also
discuss some ideas we have for how we would like this technology to evolve
and become more main stream. 

Name Juergen Dingel

Institution Queens University 

Bio Dr Juergen Dingel joined the School of Computing at Queen's University in
the winter of 2000. He received an M.Sc. in Computer Science from Berlin
University of Technology in 1992, an M.Sc. in Pure and Applied Logic in 1994
and a Ph.D. in Computer Science in 1999 from Carnegie Mellon University.
He is on the editorial board of Software and Systems Modeling (SoSyM) and
the PC Co-chair of the IFIP International Conference on Formal Techniques
for Distributed Systems (FMOODS-FORTE'11). At Queen's University, he
leads the Modeling and Analysis in Software Engineering Group (MASE). 

Topic Interfaces represent abstractions which are supposed to facilitate the correct
use of an entity by listing the data and operations that the entity makes
available and separating its externally visible parts from the internal ones.
Arguably, this notion is one of the great success stories in computer science.
To further increase the utility of interfaces, numerous proposals have been
made to enrich them with more specific information about how the interface
elements are to be used. In this talk, I  will discuss the potential of protocol
state machines (PSMs) for facilitating the model-driven development of
component-based systems in general and of reactive systems in particular. I
will summarize our recent work on using model checking for determining the
compatibility of a component with respect to interface specifications using
PSMs. 

Name Dorina Petriu

Institution Carleton University 

Bio Dorina C. Petriu is a professor in the Department of Systems and Computer
Engineering at Carleton University, Ottawa, ON, Canada. She received a Dipl.
Eng. degree in computer engineering from the Polytechnic University of
Timisoara, Romania, and a Ph.D. degree from Carleton University. Her main
research interests are in the areas of software performance modeling and
model-driven development, with emphasis on integrating performance
engineering into the software development process. She was a contributor to
two OMG standards which extend UML with qualitative and quantitative
concepts for modeling and analyzing real-time systems. She is Fellow of the
Canadian Academy of Engineering, Fellow of the Engineering Institute of
Canada, Senior Member of I.E.E.E. and member of A.C.M. 

Topic This presentation starts with a brief review of performance modelling
formalisms and a discussion of the performance annotations that need to be
added to UML software models in order to enable performance analysis. The
principles for transforming annotated software models into performance
models are presented next. An example of such a transformation is given,
from UML extended with the MARTE profile to the Layered Queueing Network
performance model. The presentation ends with a discussion of lessons
learned and future challenges for integrating the analysis of multiple non-
functional properties in the context of MDE. 
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Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered
by the Combined Impact of Innovative Technologies Part 2

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Joanna W. Ng, Hausi Müller, Leho Nigul

Date: Tuesday, November 8th (Afternoon)

Room: Markham A

Level: Intermediate

Pre-
requisites:

TBD

Format: Speakers

Description: Part 2: You must manually enroll in Part 1 if you wish to attend.

Abstract

In early 2011, IBM launched the “Smarter Commerce” initiative as a 
unique approach aimed to increase the value companies generate for their
customers, partners and shareholders in this rapidly changing world of 
technology.  With innovative technologies such as social media, business
analytics, mobile platforms, location-based intelligence and payment 
technologies, customers are not only empowered with knowledge and 
information in their buying decisions but also have access to more 
dynamic interactions and shopping experiences with companies. The 
demanding and connected consumers set the pace for transformations in 
companies’ internal business processes and in B2B relationships. To stay
competitive and profitable, companies need to employ and combine these 
innovative technologies. Key resources include actionable customer 
insights, predictive analytics for optimal inventory management, and 
dynamic context information. This creates an open space to formulate 
revolutionary business processes to enable companies to buy, market, 
sell and service their goods and services with the most optimal commerce
operations and most efficient B2B relationships. The goals of this 
workshop are (i) to identify key customer requirements and problem 
statements for Smarter Commerce; (ii) to evaluate smart technologies and
identify technology requirements and gaps on the trajectory of the 
Smarter Commerce vision; (iii) to exploit these innovative technologies 
in specific commerce domains and operations; (iv) to propose innovative 
Smarter Commerce concepts, methods, algorithms and processes; and (v) to
formulate research problem statements for Smarter Commerce—in 
technology and business domain areas.

1 Smarter Commerce  

Smarter Commerce involves innovative technologies from the digital world
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to increase the value that companies generate for their customers, 
business partners, and their own business processes.  Examples of these 
technologies include mobile platforms, business analytics, business 
intelligence, cloud computing, location based services, social 
technologies, personal web, smart interactions, adaptive models, dynamic
context management, and adaptive analytics. Modeling, acquiring, 
managing, and controlling dynamic context is critical for implementing 
Smarter Commerce applications and services effectively. Context and 
business analytics must be dynamically controlled and adapted to 
optimize the properties and capabilities of these smart commerce 
applications. One of the key challenges is to ensure that Smarter 
Commerce applications with high levels of context-aware adaptability 
meet the expected quality attributes and satisfy user requirements. 

Combining these technologies enables the demanding and connected 
consumers to experience and embrace Smarter Consumer. The customer 
experiences in turn drive the necessary transformations to becoming 
Smarter Businesses. These paradigm shifts already created a tide that 
cannot be turned back in fundamental commerce. For example, customers 
expect and demand an integrated and optimized experience rather than 
having to juggle between silo-type solutions. Context management, 
adaptive analytics and predictive analytics will provide actionable 
intelligence to optimize services, inventory, and resources like never 
before.

This workshop endeavored to identify and discover innovative business 
processes as well as analyze the impact of combining innovative 
technologies with respect to two fundamental dimensions of Smarter 
Commerce: Smarter Consumer and Smarter Businesses. In this integrated 
value chain both dimensions involve four core operations: buy, sell, 
market, and service as depicted in Figure 1 below.

    Figure 1: Smarter

Agenda: 2:00 - 2:30 : Coremetrics + WebSphere Commerce
2:30 - 2:45 : Research Demo ; Cloud vs On-Premise
2:45 - 4:15 : Innovative technology discussion Panel
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Challenges for Parallel Computing

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Kit Barton, Amy Wang, Steven Perron, Priya Unnikrishnan

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Morning)

Room: Conf Center 2

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge of parallel programming and/or parallel architectures.

Format: Speakers

Description: Over the last decade, interest in parallel programming has grown
tremendously and hardware systems that contain different levels of
parallelism have become mainstream. At one end of the spectrum,
computer systems that contain many processing cores and are each
capable of running multiple hardware threads are also becoming
commonplace. It is common to find laptop and desktop systems that
contain a small number (2-8) of these Shared-Memory Processor (SMP)
chips. Furthermore, high-end computing systems are now able to contain
hundreds of these SMP chips, resulting in machines that are capable of
running more than 1000 hardware threads simultaneously. As processor
speeds begin to stagnate, software developers are being forced to exploit
the parallelism that is available in these systems in order to improve the
performance of their applications.

 

At the other end of the spectrum and as commodity hardware prices fall, it
is becoming increasingly affordable to build large-scale, multi-node
distributed machines.  A survey of the top 10 supercomputers in the world
(www.top500.org) shows that the systems contain an average of 182,035
processors running at an average frequency of 2.5GHz. Since the average
clock frequency of these machines is fairly low, the full potential of these
systems must be exploited through efficient use of the parallelism that is
provided by the thousands of processors they contain.

 

New types of heterogeneous parallel computing systems have begun to
emerge. These systems contain multiple types of processors - typically a
powerful CPU core and some type of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) or
hardware accelerator unit. This type of heterogeneous system provides a
new set of challenges for software developers in terms of how to distribute
work among the different units based on their capabilities in order to
maximize their utilization. Many advances in heterogeneous system design
are still being realized as people continue to explore how to combine
existing hardware in new ways. Others still are exploring new advances in
hardware design that can further increase the breadth of combinations that
can be used to create heterogeneous systems. One striking example is the
use of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as re-configurable,
specialized processing units that can be included in a heterogeneous
system to perform specialized work on demand.

 

Of course these advances in the construction of large parallel machines,
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whether single-node SMPs or large distributed clusters, are done with the
intention of providing more performance for the applications that are
designed to run on these systems. Thus, it is imperative that we provide
software developers the means to exploit these systems. Programming
models and languages are instrumental in allowing software developers to
efficiently develop parallel applications with suitable performance.
Unfortunately, the perfect programming language to deal with the different
types of parallel systems has yet to be found. Existing languages and
models, such as OpenMP and Message Passing Interface (MPI) are well
established within the communities. However it remains unclear whether
they alone can provide solutions for all the different types of parallel
systems that are available. Similarly, the Partitioned Global Address Space
(PGAS) programming model is gaining more traction within the community,
as it provides a paradigm that allows for development of parallel software
and provides performance that is becoming increasingly competitive with
existing paradigms. Other emerging languages, such as

OpenCL, provide a means to effectively develop applications for
heterogeneous systems. 

 

The performance of parallel applications relies heavily on the underlying
synchronization primitives used for concurrency control. So it is necessary
to study the performance implications of synchronization primitives.
Programming scalable, massively-parallel applications using fine grained
locking is a very challenging problem requiring significant expertise.
Transactional Memory (TM) is emerging as a promising alternative to the
traditional lock-based synchronization. Transactional programming is easier
for programmers because a lot of the burden of concurrency control is
handled by the underlying system.  This will become increasingly important,
as the productivity of software developers continues to be stressed.

 

Compilers play a significant role in transforming and optimizing code for
parallel execution.  Most mainstream compilers offer some level of
automatic parallelization but there is still a long way to go.  A good
understanding of the hardware, especially in heterogeneous systems, is
essential in order for the compiler and runtime systems to leverage new
hardware features. 

 

Tools that assist in the development, debugging, and analysis of parallel
software is also of utmost importance. Debugging large parallel applications
is a formidable task.  Most debuggers offer minimal support for debugging
parallel applications and lag in keeping up with new parallel programming
models and paradigms.  A recent challenge for a parallel debugger lies in
its scalability when it is used to debug applications that run at such a large
scale. Filtering out the large amount of debug information and presenting it
to the programmer is a daunting task.  Occupying a large system for
several hours for the purpose of interactive debugging is a rare luxury and
is often not feasible.  Therefore, it is crucial for the debugger to gather
meaningful information and process it so that it best assists the programmer
with diagnosing the problem.

 

The testing of parallel applications to guarantee correct behaviour is an
equally challenging problem. The non-determinism inherent to parallel
applications makes reliable and reproducible testing extremely difficult, if
not impossible. New techniques and tools must be developed in order to
assist with this as well. Also, there is an urgent need for more tools and
infrastructure to assist with performance tuning and profiling of parallel
applications.

 

A study of parallel applications is crucial in order to understand the inherent
parallelism available in the program. Such a study reveals important
performance characteristics with a possible performance gain and
scalability of the application. Information on the nature of parallelism



(whether structured or unstructured ) can be very useful in extending
existing programming models. A classic example is the introduction of the
Task construct in OpenMP3.0 to exploit unstructured, task parallelism.

 

The goals of this workshop were to bring together different groups from the
parallel community (application developers, language developers, compiler
and tools developers, and academic researchers)  to further explore the
current challenges that parallel computing faces and present ideas on how
to deal with these challenges.

 

Topics discussed in the workshop included, but were not limited to: 

–          Parallel architectures

–          Parallel programming models & languages

–          Concurrency control mechanisms

–          Compiler, runtime and tools and infrastructure for parallel computing

–          Parallel applications (scientific and non-scientific)

–          Parallel performance evaluation

–          New trends in parallel computing 

    

 

Agenda: This will be a half-day workshop. The agenda will be 4-5 speakers talking
on specific topics (abstracts to be submitted to program committee for
selection). A short Q&A will follow each presentation. The last 45 minutes
of the workshop will be dedicated to an open discussion where members of
the audience can bring up additional (relevant) issues to discuss.
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Hands-On OSGi tools in a Day

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Peter Moogk, Andrew Mak, Zina Mostafiaz

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Full day)

Room: Orchid

Level: Intermediate

Pre-
requisites:

The student needs to know the Java language for this workshop. Knowledge of RAD or Eclipse would be helpful.

Format: HandsOn

Description: OSGi, which stands for “Open Services Gateway Initiative”, is a service platform which facilitates the organization of
code into reusable components called bundles.  A bundle can be thought of as a Java archive (JAR) file with extra
metadata describing its name, version, services offered, and dependencies to other bundles, among other things.  The
visibility of packages outside of a bundle can also be specified via metadata, giving developers a powerful way of
separating their code into API and non-API packages.

OSGi is not a new technology; it is used as the foundation of many software projects, perhaps the best known of which
is the open-source Eclipse platform and the countless adopter products that are built on top of it.  A developer extends
Eclipse by writing plug-ins that add new functionality to the base platform.  A plug-in is an OSGi bundle, and in fact
Eclipse itself consists entirely of bundles.  A plug-in can declare its dependencies to bundles in the base platform and
use the features and services provided therein.  In this fashion, complex applications can be built in a modular way.

Although Eclipse is an example of an application built on OSGi technology, it is not the type of OSGi applications that
the Rational development team is writing tools for.  The OSGi applications this workshop refers to are actually enterprise
OSGi applications.  In essence, enterprise OSGi applications combine OSGi technology with enterprise technologies
specified by the Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) platform.  Rules for how these separate technologies should integrate
and behave are described in the OSGi Service Platform Enterprise specifications.  Enterprise OSGi applications are
meant to be run within an application server container such as IBM’s WebSphere Application Server (WAS), which
supplies bundled versions of the Java EE APIs for an application’s use.  Support for OSGi in WAS is based on
components developed in the Apache Aries incubator project.
 
In addition to the base OSGi Service Platform Enterprise specifications IBM provides technologies that complement the
packaging and sharing of OSGi bundle.  To package bundles together into a single cohesive application IBM introduces
the concept of an Enterprise Business Archive(EBA).  An EBA contains a number bundles along with meta-data that
describes the dependencies and interactions of the OSGi application.  This EBA can then be easily deployed to
WebSphere application server.  For those that are familiar with J2EE an EBA is very similar to a J2EE Enterprise
Archive(EAR) file.

IBM also provides the notion of a composite bundle.   This kind of bundle is not a complete application but an aggregate
of a number of other bundles.  This composite bundle can then be used directly in an OSGi application or shared
between a number of OSGi applications.

Many developers are looking for a technology that provides a service-oriented, component-based environment that
offers standardized ways to manage the software lifecycle.  The OSGi programming model gives them this capability.   In
order to aid these developers to fully utilize this OSGi programming model the Rational Application Developer product is
available with a rich set of OSGi development tools. 

This workshop demonstrated the OSGi tools that are available in RAD that help developers create and deploy their
applications.  In particular the following items were discussed:

Overview of OSGi technologies
Discussion of the base OSGi technology defined in the OSGi Service Platform
Enterprise specification

Action options
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Discussion of how IBM has enhanced OSGi with Enterprise Business Archives(EBAs) and Composite
Bundles Archives(CBAs)

Overview of OSGi tools in Rational Application Developer
Free tools: these tools are available from
the DeveloperWorks web site for download and can be applied to an
Eclipse 3.6 base set of plugins.  The following tools are included in
this download:

Bundle creation wizard for creation of OSGi bundles.

Application creation wizard for the creation of OSGi applications.

Composite bundle creation wizard for the creation of OSGi composite bundles.

An import wizard for the importing of bundles.
An import wizard for the importing of applications.
An import wizard for the importing of composite bundles.
An export wizard for the exporting of bundles.
An export wizard for the exporting of applications.
An export wizard for the exporting of composite bundles.
Conversion of J2EE Web projects to OSGi bundles.
A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi application manifest.
A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi composite bundle manifest.
Support for OSGi fragments
Validation of the OSGi bundle manifest.
Validation of the OSGi application manifest.
Validation of the OSGi composite bundle manifest.
Integration with the project explorer

In addition to the free tools the Rational Application Developers products contains the following tools:
Deployment of OSGi applications to a WebSphere Application Server.

A form editor to facilitate the updating an OSGi Blueprint file.
A bundle explorer tool that visually show dependencies between bundles.
WebSphere Application Server specific validation.
Integration with RAD services view.

Hands on simple OSGi scenario was demonstrated. 

Discussion of how OSGi services are created and configured using a Blueprint file.
Hands on scenario that demonstrates the use of an OSGi Blueprint file.
Discussion of how OSGi bundles can connect with a data source.
Hands on scenario that demonstrates how OSGi bundles connect with a data source.
Discussion of OSGi composite bundles.
Hands on scenario that demostrates the uses of OSGi composite bundles.
Discussion of how OSGi applications can be extended dynamically on the server.
Hands on scenario that shows how an OSGi applicaition can be extended on a WebSphere Application Server.
Discussion of how OSGi applications can be integrated with IBMs SCA technology.  

Hands on scenario that demonstrates how OSGi applications can be integrated with IBMs SCA technology.
References were shown for further investigation of OSGi technologies.

The DeveloperWorks OSGi free download site is:
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/downloads/10/rationaldevtoolsforosgiapplications.html

The OSGi specification web site:
http://www.osgi.org/Download/Release4V42

Questions and answers were taken from the workshop participants

 

Agenda:



Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Peter Moogk

Institution IBM  

Bio Peter has worked on an eclectic number of projects during his 24 years at
IBM. Peter started out working on compiler development followed by device
driver development. In the last 10 years he has focused on tools related to
SOA such as Web Services tools development, Service Component
Architecture(SCA) tools development and finally his current project in OSGi
tools development. Peter can be reached at pmoogk@ca.ibm.com.  

Topic OSGi workshop presenter 

Name Andrew Mak

Institution IBM  

Bio Andrew joined IBM in 2003 after graduating from the University of Waterloo
with a bachelor degree in mathematics/computer science. He worked in the
compiler build team until 2006 and transferred to the Rational Application
Developer area, where he contributed to the Web Services and SCA tools
components before joining the OSGi applications tools development team.
Andrew can be reached at makandre@ca.ibm.com.  

Topic OSGi workshop presenter 

Name Zina Mostafia

Institution IBM  

Bio Zina Mostafia is the team lead and architect of the OSGi Applications tools
team in Rational Application Developer (RAD) since that team is formed 2
years ago. Prior to that, she was part of the WebSphere Web Services Tools
team in the Rational Application Developer (RAD) group for over 9 years. She
is also an inventor of an IBM Web Services patent disclosure, and she has
presented the Web Services Tools in Rational Application Developer in
conferences such as the IBM WebSphere Technical Conference (WSTC) and
CASCON. Zina's main focus is to promote the OSGi programming model
within RAD by; supporting all  technologies and scenarios running today with
Java EE programming model, under the OSGI programming model, provide
seamless migration from Java EE modules to OSGi Bundles, simplify user
experience, and improve performance of developing and deployment of OSGi
applications. Zina can be reached at zina@ca.ibm.com 

Topic OSGi workshop presenter 
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2nd Software Certification Consortium Workshop: Theoretical
Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and
Certification

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Tom Maibaum, Paul Joannou

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Full day)

Room: Primrose

Level: Intermediate

Pre-
requisites:

Knowledge about software engineering methods, awareness of the concept of
regulation.

Format: Other

Description: An increasingly important requirement for success in many domains is the ability
to cost-effectively develop and/or purchase dependable (fit for purpose, safe,
correct, secure, robust, maintainable) software for critical, often safety-critical,
systems (e.g. pacemakers, health monitoring equipment, patient care planning
and monitoring systems, automotive software, avionics software, core banking
applications, financial reporting, nuclear reactors, etc.). Software errors in each of
these domains continue to lead to catastrophic system failures, sometimes
resulting in loss of life. A recent report by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
[1], concludes that “new techniques and methods will be required in order to build
future software systems to the level of dependability that will be required.... In the
future, more pervasive deployment of software ... could lead to more catastrophic
failures unless improvements are made.” Thus, society is increasingly demanding
that software used in critical systems must meet minimum safety, security and
reliability standards. Manufacturers of these systems are in the unenviable
position of not having consistent and effective guidelines as to what constitutes
acceptable evidence of software quality, and how to achieve it. This drives up the
cost of producing these systems without producing a commensurate improvement
in dependability.

The Software Certification Consortium (SCC) was formed in 2007.  Its members
are drawn from regulators, industry and academia.  Its mandate is to significantly
improve the certification of systems that depend on software to perform their
intended functionality. The workshop at CASCON was SCC’s second Annual
Workshop on Certification of Safety Critical Software. It brought together experts
in fields essential to the certification of software. 

Certification of software-intensive systems is currently mainly process based. The
reliance on standards and certification regimes that are process based has
contributed to the unpredictable dependability of software-intensive systems. This
situation has arisen primarily because we do not have the fundamental results
necessary to evaluate the dependability of software products based on evidence
tied to the product itself. These results are necessary to develop tools and
methodologies for creating certifiable software intensive systems, as well as
product focused approaches to certifying these systems [2,3]. The agenda of the
workshop was developed to present various aspects of research related to this
problem, in particular focusing on the Theoretical Basis for System and Software
Engineering Practices and Certification, one of SCC’s work items identified as of
importance in accomplishing SCC’s goals. A unique aspect of the workshop was
the active participation of people from regulatory agencies, industry and
academia. The workshop was organised to be very interactive, with each pair of
presentations followed by an extended discussion period and the use of breakout
sessions for focused analysis on specific issues identified during the discussions.

Action options
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SCC has established a work program to be pursued by its members and
associates. Amongst the initial topics identified in this program was the
Theoretical Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and
Certification. Subsidiary topics included:

•       understanding of software failures.

•       understanding of certification issues, both in relation to the needs of
suppliers as well as those of regulators. A fundamental problem here is the over
reliance on process based standards as opposed to direct assessment of the
product. This contrasts starkly with other engineering domains.

•       developing an overarching theory of coverage across multiple techniques.
For example, how can we make tradeoffs amongst different testing strategies and
coverage levels. How can we trade off proofs of correctness vs strategies and
coverage in testing.

•       system engineering bodies of knowledge, to support systematic development
of systems including software.

•       software engineering bodies of knowledge, to support the systematic
development of critical software.

The workshop agenda included presentations by: regulators of safety-critical
software based systems, who described the problems that they face, current
thinking for dealing with those problems, and solutions that require more
research; manufacturers of such systems, who described the impact of
uncertainty in software quality and in the typical certification process, as well as
suggestions for improving the situation; and academic researchers working on
metrics and processes for certification of critical software, analytic tools, and
human computer interfaces. An in-depth examination of human computer
interface issues related to both safety and efficacy from the point of view of
context and cognition showed the range of expertise that is required to deal
adequately with these complex issues.

Since so much of the content of the workshop was driven by discussion at
previous SCC meetings, interested readers may benefit from a brief description of
details about SCC and its focus that can be found in [3].
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Agenda: WEDNESDAY
08:30 - 09:00 Welcome and Introductions
09:00 - 09:30 Gerard Holzmann:NASA / JPL



09:30 - 10:00 David Parnas:Middle Road Software
10:00 - 10:15 Coffee
10:15 - 11:00 Session 1:What are the key system engineering principles
necessary to achieve safety? How are software elements of a system different? (
failure mechanisms, benefits of diversity, quantitative reliability)
11:00 - 11:30 John Goodenough:SEI
11:30 : 12:15 Session 2:What are the challenges in certifying COTS? (ability to
certify a black box, value of operating history, competencies of practitioners)
12:15 - 13:15 Lunch
13:15 - 13:45 Mats Heimdahl:U. of Minnesota
13:45 - 14:15 Jens Weber:U. of Victoria
14:15 - 15:00 Session 3:What kind of hazards can be introduced during software
design that were not explicit in the requirements, and how can they be identified?
15:00 - 15:15 Coffee
15:15 - 16:45 Breakout 1:What are the outstanding research questions related to
gaining confidence in a system’s specification of critical properties?
16:45 - 17:15 Summary from Breakout 1

THURSDAY
08:30 - 09:00 John Knight:U. of Virginia
09:00 : 09:45 Session 4:What evidence should be produced to support the
certification of critical systems containing software?
09:45 : 10:15 Joe D’Ambrosio:GM
10:15 - 10:30 Coffee
10:30 - 11:15 Session 5:What body of knowledge do practitioners need to know in
order to develop critical systems containing software? What should the role of
licensed professional engineers be?
11:15 - 11:45 Sushil Birla:US NRC
11:45 - 12:45 Lunch
12:45 - 13:15 Paul Jones:US FDA
13:15 : 16:00 Session 6:What criteria should be used for the evaluation of an
assurance case that can be effectively applied by a 3rd party certifier?
14:00 : 15:45 Breakout 2-What are the outstanding research questions related to
gaining confidence in a system’s implementation? (including coffee)
15:45 - 16:15 Summary from Breakout 2
16:15 : 16:30 Wrap-up
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Crunching Big Data in the Cloud with Hadoop and BigInsights

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Leons Petrazickis, Bradley Steinfeld, Marius Butuc

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Full day)

Room: Holly and Butternut

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: Some programming background. Some knowledge of Linux command line.

Format: HandsOn

Description: There is an ongoing information explosion in every field of human
endeavour. Enormous, unstructured, immensely valuable data sets are
being accumulated. Every device logs numbers and audio and video and
text, and then this data is aggregated and stored somewhere.
Unfortunately, traditional techniques cannot analyze these data sets.
There’s too much data to query – volume! And it’s all different – variety!
And it’s arriving too fast – velocity!

Finance firms need to analyze transactions to detect fraud and model risk.
Energy firms need to analyze old rig performance and wind speeds. IT
needs to analyze logs of every type. Service providers need to analyze the
prices of various services worldwide. Healthcare providers need to analyze
patient data and measurements.

New techniques are needed to deal with this Big Data. Fortunately, cloud
computing is allowing the emergence of technologies that rely on clusters
of commodity hardware to crunch data.

Google is one example of a company that had to face and solve a Big Data
problem before it could revolutionize internet search and consign countless
other early search engines to the dust heap of history. Its page-rank
algorithm that it uses to rank results is based on something called Map-
Reduce. In the Map phase, the data set (all  of the internet) is split into itsy-
bitsy chunks which are transformed from unstructured data (information
about a web page) to useful data (the value of web page). In the Reduce
phase, the transformed itsy-bitsy chunks are reassembled back together
into a Google results page.

Because the chunks are itsy-bitsy, the mapping could run on many off-the-
shelf computers rather than one big server. This allowed Google to use
cheap commodity hardware and put competitors that relied on expensive
servers out of business. The hardware side of this approach created Cloud
Computing, which is a way of organizing vast amounts of cheap hardware
on demand. The software side of this created a lot of useful data analytics
applications.

Apache Hadoop is one useful data analytics application that’s native to the
cloud. Hadoop is an open source project led by Yahoo. It makes it
straightforward to apply the idea of Map-Reduce to any data set. Many
vendors such as Cloudera, HortonWorks, and IBM have their own
distribution of Hadoop.

The Hadoop ecosystem includes many other open source technologies.
The Java libraries are enhanced by the Pig high level language, the HBase
database, the Hive data warehouse system, and the Flume log aggregation
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service. Each of these make Hadoop more powerful at dealing with larger
volumes of data, greater varieties of data, and quicker velocities of data.

IBM InfoSphere BigInsights is a distribution of Hadoop. It integrates an IBM-
created open source query language called JAQL (Jackal) with the usual
components such as Hive, HBase, and Pig. JAQL allows the user to query
through large sets of data in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) form,
which is the native data format of Hadoop.

The Basic edition of BigInsights is available for download at no charge. It
can also be easily deployed on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud or IBM
SmartCloud Enterprise.

Goals and Outcomes

The goal of this workshop was to give people with a technical background
an introductory experience with using Apache Hadoop and BigInsights to
solve analytics and data problems. Attendees were introduced to the core
concepts of the technologies. After each stage, they would go through
exercises and use provided Hadoop clusters running in the cloud to crunch
data.

By bringing together people in various fields from academics to healthcare
to commerce, experience about dealing with big data problems was shared
and insights were gained into possible approaches.

Workshop Structure

This full-day workshop guided attendees through writing their own
computer program that use Hadoop and InfoSphere BigInsights to analyze
many possible big data sets. It referred to the exercises in the online
"Hadoop I" workshop on BigDataUniversity.com prepared by the same
authors. These were supplemented with hands-on instruction and
expertise.

There was an introductory presentation that introduced attendees to the
strengths and core architecture of Hadoop. The attendees examined a
running Hadoop cluster in the cloud and learned about HDFS. The
attendees then analyzed and ran a Java program that used Hadoop and
MapReduce to garner insights about an example data set such as the
books available on Project Gutenberg or the contents of Wikipedia. Finally,
attendees customized the Java program to ask a more specific question of
their own.

The next part of the workshop was a presentation introducing common data
query tools in the Hadoop ecosystem including the Apache Pig high level
language, the Hive data warehouse system, and the JAQL high level
language. The attendees then went through exercises that used all three of
these to analyze a data set and contrasted the strengths of each.

In the last part of the workshop, there was an overview of other useful tools
including the HBase database and the Flume log aggregation service.

After all the exercises were complete, there was a a Q&A and an open
discussion about what the attendees had learned about Hadoop and how
they could apply it in their respective fields.
Attendees interested in learning more about Hadoop were encouraged to
try additional self-paced exercises available at no charge on
BigDataUniversity.com.

Agenda: 1. Introduction to Hadoop
2. Overview of a Hadoop cluster
3. Exercises
4. Break

5. Introduction to the Hadoop architecture
6. Overview of HDFS
7. Exercises
8. Break

9. Introduction to MapReduce
10. Overview of an example Java program
11. Exercises



12. Break

13. Introduction to querying data
14. Pig, Hive, and JAQL tutorial
15. Exercises
16. Break

17. Overview of other tools in the Hadoop ecosystem
18. Q&A
19. Discussion
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An Introduction to Java Development Kit 7

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Daryl Maier, Nikola Grcevski, Vijay Sundaresan

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Morning)

Room: Markham C

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: In 2011 the Java(tm) Development Kit 7 (or JDK 7) became generally
available.JDK 7 is the latest step in the evolution of the Java SE platform.  It
offersJava developers functionality and performance improvements in
several areasincluding new I/O APIs, concurrency utilities like the Fork/Join
framework, newsupport for dynamically typed languages in the JVM,
changes to modularity, andseveral changes to the language to improve
application development.

Earlier this year IBM released its own Java Virtual Machine with JDK 7
supportfor the x86, System P, and System Z platforms.  IBM's JDK 7 also
broughtperformance throughput improvements of up to 10% on
transactional workloads, aswell as significant improvements of up to 15% in
startup performance and up to15% in memory footprint for workloads
running with IBM's WebSphere ApplicationServer.

The workshop educated participants to the new features on offer in JDK 7
anddemonstrated their value to application developers.  These features
included:

- JSR 334 or "Project Coin": a collection of small changes to the Java
languageto improve developer productivity, including Strings in switch
statements,better type inferencing for generic instance allocation, and multi-
catch forimproving exception handling.

- JSR 166y which introduced a framework for Fork/Join parallelism

- JSR 292 which introduced JVM support for calling dynamic languages

- JSR 203 which introduced new I/O APIs for filesystems, socket I/O,
andasynchronous I/O

- enhancements to class loading implementation

- Unicode 6.0 support and Locale enhancements

The Java programming language was designed from the start with
concurrency inmind.  It offers a rich set of features for creating and
managing threads ofexecution and primitives to allow synchronization
among objects.  While powerfuland correct, these synchronization
mechanisms do not always have goodperformance characteristics in the
presence of many threads of execution.  Theworkshop touched on some of
the Java thread model and concurrency featuresavailable in Java prior to
JDK 7, and explained the shortcomings of the object-level synchronization
mechanisms as they pertain to scalability.
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The java/util/concurrent package was introduced in Java 5 under JSR-166
andsupplemented the thread safety features already built into the Java
language andruntime.  It provided an alternative that promised to avoid
many of the scalingproblems inherent with Java's built-in synchronization. 
In particular, itoffered many light-weight mechanisms that provided finer
grain synchronizationbetween objects, useful concurrent data structures, a
task management andexecution framework, and interfaces for locking and
creating intelligentsynchronizers.  When used appropriately, these features
allow Java applicationsto perform efficiently even in the presence of many
interacting threads ofexecution.

In JDK 7 the newest enhancement to aid with developing scalable Java
programs is the Fork/Join framework.  Fork/Join offers a set of utilities
designed to makedivide and conquer algorithms easy to parallelize.  The
framework uses a pool ofthreads which are assigned tasks created on the
basis of the work that needs tobe done; each task is broken down
recursively into smaller tasks which could beexecuted either by the same
thread that created the task or be stolen by someother thread that has no
tasks to execute.  The work stealing approach isunderpinned by a deque
data structure which allows it to be relativelylightweight and consequently
scale better.

Professor Doug Lea, the main author and architect of the
java/util/concurrentpackage, delivered a presentation that described the
challenges involved indeveloping an efficient and scalable Java
concurrency package, what powerfulfeatures are available in the
java/util/concurrent package, and explored the newFork/Join framework in
JDK 7.  The workshop stressed the importance of masteringand leveraging
these features within concurrent applications in order to developefficient,
scalable applications that perform well on modern multi-corehardware.  The
purpose and applicability of each feature was discussed, aswell as case
studies with code examples where appropriate.

JDK 7 introduced several new I/O APIs via JSR 203 (NIO.2):

- a filesystem I/O API which allows a user to abstract the notion of a path
orfilesystem into Java objects belonging to those classes (Path and
FileSystemrespectively).  Operations such as file copying, file change
notification,symbolic links, directory traversal, and querying file attributes
are handledeasily by the API.

- a socket channel API with support for multicast operations and
improvements tosocket management

- an asynchronous I/O API for sockets and files

Each of these APIs was discussed with relevant examples in this workshop.

Another powerful new feature introduced in JDK 7 was the InvokeDynamic
supportin the JVM.  This allows dynamically typed languages like Ruby and
Python to besupported more efficiently in the JVM and is an important step
in making a Javavirtual machine an attractive runtime environment for
those languages.  Forexample, the JVM can offer garbage collection and
just-in-time compilationbenefits that have been developed for Java for
years instead of requiringcustomized runtimes for each dynamic language.

The workshop discussed some common use cases and how the new JVM
support forInvokeDynamic opens up new possibilities for improved
performance that were notpossible in earlier releases of the JDK.

It is often difficult for a programmer to get an accurate sense of how
welltheir application scales or where the performance problems are.  The
workshopprovided advice on how to measure the scalability of an
application and thetell-tale signs that an application is not scaling.  The IBM
Monitoring andDiagnostics Tools for Java were demonstrated on real
applications to show howthey can be used to identify performance
bottlenecks, contended locks, and otherinhibitors to application scalability.

Finally, the workshop concluded with a brief look ahead at some of the
excitingfeatures proposed for JDK 8.

Agenda: Half day workshop (Wednesday Nov. 9 strongly preferred)



1. Introduction to JDK 7 (30 mins)
2. Understanding the Concurrency Library and Fork/Join in JDK 7 (90 mins)
3. Break (10 mins)
4. Supporting Dynamically Typed Languages on the Java Platform (25
mins)
5. Java NIO.2 File System APIs (25 mins)
6. IBM Tooling for Performance Analysis (45 mins)
7. A Peek Ahead at JDK 8 (15 mins)
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Institution IBM Canada Lab 

Bio Marius Pirvu is a Staff Software Developer in Software Group at IBM. He
received his B.Sc degree in Computer Engineering from the Politehnica
University of Bucharest in 1991 and his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science
from Texas A&M University in 2000. After working with HP for three years on
chipset design for next generation servers, he joined the IBM Toronto Lab in
2003 where he has worked on the Testarossa Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler,
focusing on JIT compilation control issues and performance analysis. 

Topic An introduction to new JDK 7 features and expected features in JDK 8. 

Name Professor Doug Lea

Institution State University of New York at Oswego 

Bio Doug Lea is a professor of Computer Science at the State University of New
York at Oswego. He is author of the book "Concurrent Programming in Java",
co-author of "Object-Oriented System Development" and "Java Concurrency
in Practice", and primary author of several widely used software packages
and components, as well as articles, reports, and standardization efforts
dealing with object oriented software development including those on
specification, design and implementation techniques, distributed, concurrent,
and parallel object systems, and software reusability. He has served as chair,
organizer, or program committee member for over 100 conferences or
workshops in these areas.  

Topic Understanding the Java concurrency library and the new Fork/Join framework
in JDK 7. 

Name Patrick Doyle

Institution IBM Canada Lab 

Bio Patrick Doyle is a Staff Software Developer in Software Group at IBM. He
received his M.A.Sc. degree in Computer Engineering from the University of
Toronto in 2002. After porting and tuning the Testarossa JIT compiler on the
x86-64 platform, he spent the last five years on the optimizer and common
infrastructure team, most recently adding optimization infrastructure to support
the JSR292 specification. 

Topic Supporting Dynamically Typed Languages on the Java Platform - JSR 292. 

Name Younes Manton

Institution IBM Canada Lab 

Bio Younes Manton is a Software Developer in Software Group at IBM. He
received his B.A degree in Computer Science from York University in 2009.
Since 2009 he has worked on the Testarossa Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler,
focusing on POWER architecture code generation and performance analysis. 

Topic Java NIO.2 File System APIs. 

Name Andrew Mehes

Institution IBM Canada Lab 

Bio Andrew Mehes is a Software Developer in Software Group at IBM. He
received his BASc degree in Computer Engineering from the Universtiy of
Toronto in 2007. Since joining the IBM Toronto Lab he has worked on the
Testarossa Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler team with a focus on JIT related
customer issues. 
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Introduction 

❒ Service providers may use clouds to 
provide services 

❒ The elastic nature of clouds implies: 
❍ Resources assigned to a service could vary 
❍  Increases risks   



 Introduction 
❒ Service selection is risky 

❍ Uncertainty 
•  No direct experience with a provider 

❍   Incomplete information 
•  How do you know that the service provider is not lying 

or exaggerating? 

❒ Trust can be used as part of the decision 
making process by trustor 
❍ E.g., Assess the validity of a service offer from 

a service provider (trustee) 



Introduction  

❒  Lots of work 
❍ Service selection algorithms that incorporate 

trust values 
❍ Reputation systems 

❒ What makes this work different? 



  Movie vs Service Selection 
Movie 

❒   Goal: Formulate belief 
in the movie’s quality   

❒  Different types of 
information used 
( evidence types ) 
❍   Movie description 
❍  Reputation  

•  E.g., Rotten Tomatoes, 
IBDb, Metacritic 

❍   Recommendation 
•  E.g., friends, reviewers 

Service 

❒  Goal: Formulate belief in  
response time delivery 

❒  Different types of 
information used 
( evidence types ) 
❍  Credential authority 
❍  Reputation 

•  Lots of work on building 
reputation systems 

❍  Recommenders 

There may be multiple evidence sources for an evidence type 



Furthermore -- Services   

❒ Multiple beliefs  
❍ E.g., a belief for each metric found in a service 

offer  
❒ Different beliefs may use different and 

multiple evidence types 
❒ Trust is calculated as function of beliefs 

Dependability Belief 

Performance Belief 

Competence Belief 

Reputation 
System 

Trustor 

Credential 
Provider 



Trust Model 

❒ Trust is a function 
of a trustor’s 
beliefs. 

Belief 

Evidence 

 Trust 

Belief 

Evidence 



 Challenges 
❒  Evidence representations 

❍ Movies: Rotten Tomatoes (0 - 100%), IMDb (1 - 
10)… 

❍ Services: Text (very good, good…), [-1.0, 1.0], 
[0.0, 1.0], digital certificates… 

❒  Evidence types 
❍ Experience, recommendation, reputation… 
❍  Is it better to use evidence based on  

experience, reputation or recommendations? 



Challenges 
❒  Evidence Sources 

❍ How to choose evidence sources 
❍ An evidence source may be  

•  biased or malicious or have a conflict of interest 

❒  Evidence filtering 
❍ The evidence used by an evidence source may 

be old 
•  Service behaviour may change over time 

❒  Evidence → Trust 
❍ Subjectivity: Preference of consumer 



Problem 

1.  Creation of a trust model  

2. Supporting trust calculation 
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Trust Architecture 

❒ Service supporting COmpUtation of Trust 
(SCOUT) 

SCOUT 
Evidence 
Gathering 
Service 

Belief 
Formation 
Service 

Evidence 
Repository 

Applicationn 

Trust 
Calculator 

Application1 

Trust 
Calculator 



Trust Architecture 

❒ Trust Calculator 
❍ Determines how computational trust is formed 
❍ Computational trust formation may vary based on 

•  Decision (type, importance…) 
•  Beliefs to be used 
•  Function applied to belief 

❍  Provide Input to Scout:  
•  Trustee, beliefs and hints  (attribute value pairs) 

❍ After service selection based on the calculated 
trust provides feedback 



Trust Architecture 

❒   Trust calculator 
invokes belief  
formation service 

❒  Belief formation 
service invokes a 
belief engine for 
each belief 

❒  Insufficient Number 
of Evidences: Invoke 
evidence gathering 
service  

Belief 

Evidence 

 Trust 

Belief 

Evidence 
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Evidence Gathering Service 

Evidence Gatherer 

Evidence Handler 

… 

Evidence Source 
Assessor 

… 

Evidence 
Gathering 
Manager  

Plugin:      
   Evidence   
  Gathering   
  and Access 

Each evidence source type may have an 
evidence gather 



Evidence Gathering Service 

Evidence Gatherer 

Evidence Handler 

… 

Evidence Source 
Assessor 

… 

Evidence 
Gathering 
Manager  

 Put in standard 
representation 



Policies and Evidence Gathering  

❒  Evidence gathering should be adaptable 
❒ Use policies 

❍ when conditions then actions end 
❍ The when clause specifies trustee, belief and 

hints e.g., decision importance, trustor’s 
preference 

❍   The then clause specifies evidence gathering 
actions 



Example Policy 
when  
tr: Trustee(type=="webservice/type1") 
be: Belief(name==”timeliness") 
Hint(name==”importance” && value==“low”) 
then  
  es2 = Registry.lookup("ES2");  
  es2.gatherEvidence(tr, be); 
end 

❒  Policy Description: Select an evidence source 
based on importance (low) 

❒  A variation would specify the evidence source to 
be used based assuming importance is high 



Other Policy Examples 

❒   Other possible actions (then clause) 
include  
❍ Use all known evidence sources 
❍ Use 3 most reliable evidence sources 



Evidence Gathering Service 

Evidence Gatherer 

Evidence Handler 

… 

Evidence Source 
Assessor 

… 

Evidence 
Gathering 
Manager  

 Assess  
evidence source 
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❒   Performance Belief Calculation 
❍  Invoke two belief engines 
❍ Belief is calculated using weighted average 

belief = wexp*beliefexp + wrep*beliefrep 
wexp = 0.7*relexp ,  wrep = 1-*wexp  

❍ Reliability of experience could be based on the 
number of experiences  

Dependability Belief 

Performance Belief 

Competence Belief 

Reputation 
System 

Trustor 

Credential 
Provider 

Belief Formation Example 



Belief Formation Example 

❒   Competence Belief Calculation 
❍ A belief engine retrieves the qualification 

certificate for validation 
❍  If validation is successful belief is 1 else 0 
❍  If qualification certificate has expired, ask 

Evidence Gathering Service to collect more 

Dependability Belief 

Performance Belief 

Competence Belief 

Reputation 
System 

Trustor 

Credential 
Provider 
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Evidence Source Assessment 

❒  Potential for multiple evidence sources for 
an evidence source 

❒ Question: How can we assess an evidence 
source? 

Reputation 
System 



Evidence Source Assessment 

❒ An evidence source provides many 
evidences  

❒  For each evidence j used  in calculating a 
belief value , a feedback value i is produced  

❒ An assessment is made based on a 
comparison of the feedback and the 
evidence 



Evidence Source Assessment 

❒ An evidence could have multiple 
assessments 
❍ These assessments need to be aggregated to 

form the overall assessment of the evidence 

❍ The weight can be based on evidence age 
❒  Evidence assessment can be used to assess 

an evidence source 
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 Service Selection Strategies 

❒ Max-trust: select service with highest 
calculated trust 

❒  Problem:  
❍ Assumes trust value is calculated for each 

service 
❍ Service set is dynamic as well as service 

behaviour 
❒ Service selection should include an element 

of exploration 



Service Selection Strategies 

❒  E-greedy 
❒  Boltzmann 



Experimental Design 

❒  For each strategy: 
❍ Web service behaviour: Static, Dynamic and 

Fluctuating 
❍ Evidence Types: Recommendations, Experience, 

Recommendations and Experience 
❍ Recommenders: Various degrees of similarity 
❍ 6 window sizes 

❒ Metrics 
❍ Mean experience 
❍ Number of positive and negative experiences 



Summary of Results 

❒   Evidence source type and behaviour plays a 
key role in trust formation 
❍ Only Experience: Depend more on exploration 
❍ Only Recommendation: Depends on the nature 

of the recommenders 
•  The more dissimilar the recommenders the more 

exploration is needed 
❍ Experience and Recommendation: Works best 



Summary of Results 

❒  Experience Averaging 
❍ Weighted averaging (age) works best 
❍  Larger windows work best 



Discussion 

❒ Support for multiple service selection 
strategies that use trust 

❒ Adaptability 
❒  Ease of Use 
❒ More Evaluation 
❒  Future work 

❍ Evaluation 
❍ Refinement of trust model 
❍  Privacy 
❍ Facilitating the use of policies   
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Cloud	  Compu0ng	  for	  Higher	  Educa0on	  
(VCL	  -‐	  A	  Cloud	  that	  Works)	  

Sam	  Averi=**	  

North	  Carolina	  State	  University,	  Raleigh,	  NC	  

Core	  NCSU	  team:	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sam	  Averi=,	  Michael	  Bugaev,	  Patrick	  Dreher	  (RENCI),	  Andy	  Kurth,	  Marc	  Hoit,	  Aaron	  Peeler,	  Henry	  

Shaffer,	  Eric	  Sills,	  Sarah	  Stein,	  John	  Streck,	  Josh	  Thompson,	  Mladen	  Vouk,	  Brian	  Bouterse,	  John	  Bass,	  
Shawn	  VanHulst,	  and	  many	  others	  at	  NCSU	  (faculty,	  students,	  staff)	  &	  many	  others	  at	  other	  sites	  
and	  other	  organiza0ons	  

Apache-‐VCL	  

(**)	  	  Vice	  Provost	  for	  IT	  and	  CIO,	  Director	  of	  VCL	  Strategies,	  Founding	  collaborator	  on	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ins0tute	  for	  Advanced	  Analy0cs	  (IAA)	  and	  Na0onal	  Collabora0on	  for	  Bio-‐preparedness	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (NCBP)-‐-‐-‐-‐re#red	  
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VCL	  is	  the	  most	  capable,	  most	  cost-‐effec4ve	  
Cloud	  Compu4ng	  Architecture	  on	  the	  planet!	  

Litmus	  Test	  	  Compare	  

1.	  Func0onality	  and	  Solu0on	  Space	  
2.	  Total	  Cost	  of	  Ownership	  (TCO)	  

The	  Key	  Differen0ator	  	  

1.	  Hardware	  Ma=ers	  but	  Unobtrusive	  
2.	  Everything	  else	  So[ware	  +	  Metadata	  
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Advent of Cloud Computing 

	  Cloud	  Compu:ng:	  a	  seamless	  component-‐based	  architecture	  that	  can	  deliver	  an	  integrated,	  
orchestrated	  and	  rich	  suite	  of	  both	  loosely	  and	  0ghtly	  coupled	  on-‐demand	  informa0on	  technology	  
func0ons	  and	  services,	  and	  significantly	  reduce	  overhead	  and	  total	  cost	  of	  ownership	  and	  services.	  	  

Google	  Trends	  (1/2/11)	  

Disrup0ve	  technology	  

IBM	  &	  Google	  
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Historical Perspective 
•  “Cloud” computing – builds on decades of research in 

virtualization, distributed computing, utility computing,  
grids, and more recently networking, web and software 
services. 

–  Virtualization (since 1960s) 
–  Distributed Computing (1988-1990+) 
–  Web (1989-1993+)  
–  Service Oriented Architectures (1995-2005+) 
–  Grids (1996-1999+) 
–  Autonomic Computing (2001 - …) 
–  Virtual Computing Laboratory – Aug 2004 -  
–  Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud – Aug 2006 -  
–  Hadoop/MapReduce (cca 2007 - ) 
–  IBM/Google Cloud (Oct 2007) 
–  IBM Blue Cloud (Nov 2007) 
–  Many other “Clouds” 
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Stages	  of	  Technology	  Innova:on	  Adop:on	  

Adop:on	   Vendors	   Consumers	  	  
1.  Innova:on	  
2.  Irra:onal	  exuberance	  
3.  Disillusionment	  
4.  Retrenchment	  
5.  Standards	  

Market	  Hype	  
Mad	  Scramble	  
Pied	  Piper	  
Failures	  
Winners	  

Confusion	  
Excitement	  	  
“Gotcha”	  
Fax	  Effect	  
Solu:ons	  

Tsunami 

Cloud	  Compu:ng	  Circa	  2011	  
opportunity	  and	  risk	  

Cloud	  is	  real	  and	  here	  to	  stay,	  but	  it’s	  a	  paradigm	  shi?!	  

5	  
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Partnership	  

Cloud	  Compu0ng	  

IBM	  +	  NC	  State	  University	  
Enlightened	  Self-‐Interest	  

It’s	  about	  what	  cloud	  can	  do	  for	  you	  

Market	  Valida:on	  
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Lessons	  Learned	  that	  you	  need	  to	  know	  

Cloud	  Compu:ng	  

Circa	   2004	   NC	   State	   found	   itself	   confron:ng	   “irresolvable”	   technology	   challenges	   that	  
threatened	  the	  future	  success	  of	  the	  University’s	  STEM	  focused	  teaching	  and	  research	  mission.	  
The	  situa:onal	  response	  was	  a	  joint	  effort	  between	  the	  Central	  IT	  organiza:on	  and	  the	  College	  
of	  Engineering	  to	  research	  and	  develop	  a	  solu:on	  where	  it	  was	  not	  clear	  that	  one	  existed.	  The	  
outcome	  was	  the	  first	  produc:on	  cloud	  compu:ng	  system	  and	  the	  development	  of	  founda:onal	  
ideas	   and	   concepts	   that	   have	   influenced	   today’s	   cloud	   compu:ng	   market.	   	   Compelling	  
opera:onal	  cost-‐benefit	  and	  the	  crea:on	  of	  expansive	  new	  research	  opportuni:es	  have	  fueled	  
con:nuing	   development	   over	   the	   past	   seven	   years,	   resul:ng	   in	   a	   an	   open	   source	   cloud	  
compu:ng	   solu:on	   directly	   supported	   by	   IBM	   and	  with	   instances	   on	   every	   con:nent	   except	  
Antarc:ca.	   	  Interes:ngly,	  what	  may	  prove	  to	  be	  an	  equal	  value	  outcome	  is	  the	  development	  of	  
an	  in:mate	  understanding	  of	  a	  paradigm	  shia	  and	  how	  this	  shia	  can	  be	  leveraged	  by	  educa:on	  
and	  others	  to	  achieve	  transforma:onal	  outcomes.	  
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2011	  2009	   2010	  2008	  2006	   2007	  2005	  2004	  

Opportunity	  and	  Risk	  -‐	  expanding	  the	  art	  of	  the	  possible	  	  

The	  NC	  State	  Virtual	  Compu0ng	  Lab	  	  

BEFORE	   Inflec:on	   FUTURE	  

Unresolvable Problems 
•  Siloed investments (HPC+) 
•  Limitations in flexibility  

•  Access barriers 

Germination 
•  Solution disrupts the 

established 

•  Cultural response is 
resistive 

Core Design Principals 
•  Simplicity 
•  Agility 

•  Scalability 
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Service	   Architecture	  	   Extensibility	  

Defining the Cloud  - Decision points that defined the Virtual 
Computing Lab 

Your	  Cloud	  decision	  involves	  three	  key	  ques#ons:	  what’s	  the	  service	  type,	  the	  architecture,	  and	  the	  
extensibility.	  

Private	  
Open	  	  

Standards	  

Proprietary	  Public	  
PaaS	  

AaaS	  

IaaS	  

HaaS	  

Opportunity	  and	  Risk	  -‐	  expanding	  the	  art	  of	  the	  possible	  	  
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CLOUD	  
Value-‐Proposi:on	  
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Cloud	  Economics	  101	  

Cloud 
Value Proposition 

Drivers 

TCO	  
Accountability	  

•  inclusive	  and	  
comprehensive	  

•  a	  pervasive	  failing	  
•  difficult	  to	  do	  well	  
•  key	  to	  cloud	  ROI	  
•  culturally	  nuanced	  

1 

Cri:cal	  Mass	  
Workload	  

Favors	  
Public	  Cloud	  

Favors	  
Private	  Cloud	  

•  entry	  step	  func0on	  
•  extreme	  scalability	  

no	  

yes	  

2 

•  range	  of	  supported	  
environments	  

Workflow	  
Integra:on	  

Resource	  
U:liza:on	  

Workflow	  
Density	  

•  “flip”	  rate	  

Dependencies	  

3 

TCO	  -‐	  it’s	  your	  business,	  what’s	  your	  use	  case	  
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TCO	  -‐	  it’s	  your	  business,	  what’s	  your	  use	  case	  

•  Agile	  cyberinfrastructure	  enables	  agile	  
workflows	  which	  can	  unlock	  transforma0ve	  
gains	  in	  produc0vity.	  

–  A	  comprehensive	  cloud	  compu:ng	  solu:on	  
is	  one	  capable	  of	  providing	  an	  arbitrary	  mix	  
of	  compu0ng	  environments	  delivered	  as	  
differen:ated	  and	  undifferen:ated,	  stateful	  
and	  stateless,	  scheduled	  and	  on-‐demand,	  
services.	  

–  The	  key	  process	  for	  unlocking	  the	  cloud’s	  
poten0al	  for	  drama0c	  gains	  in	  ROI	  is	  
Workflow	  integra:on,	  op:miza:on,	  and	  
management.	  
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DEFCON 9 
Biosurveillance:	  
poten0al	  but	  
improbable	  cataclysm 

Addressing Equity 
Crossing the digital 
divide 

Normalization of Extremes 
TinkerPlot	  to	  supernova	  simula0ons 

Standardized	  Customiza0on-‐	  a	  business	  differen#ator	  
The	  Case	  for	  Dynamic/Radical	  Customizability	  

Simple	  is	  Beder	  
complexity	  is	  the	  enemy	  of	  

secure,	  HaaS	  as	  Differen0ator	  

Will	  extreme	  become	  the	  norm	  for	  cloud	  compu#ng?	  NC	  state	  and	  IBM	  are	  working	  together	  to	  push	  the	  
limits	  of	  what	  you	  can	  and	  should	  expect	  from	  your	  cloud.	  

Opportunity	  and	  Risk	  -‐	  expanding	  the	  art	  of	  the	  possible	  	  

Agility	  is	  Essen:al	  
mi0gates	  future	  shock,	  sub-‐

clouds	  within	  clouds	  
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LOW	   HIGH	  
Effi

ci
en

t	  
Eff

ec
:
ve
	  

Replicate	  

The	  value	  of	  the	  cloud	  is	  in	  what	  it	  can	  do	  
Roadmap	  for	  minimizing	  future	  shock	  

React	   An:cipate	  

think	  
Crea:vely	  

Differen:ate	  

act	  
Predic:vely	  

Incremental	  Change	  –	  evolu4on	  vs.	  revolu4on	  

Logis:cally	  

St
ra
te
gi
ca
lly
	  

LOW	  

HIGH	  

Tomorrow’s	  Children	  -‐	  cloud	  compu:ng’s	  future	  
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TCO	  -‐	  it’s	  your	  business,	  what’s	  your	  use	  case	  

People	  –move	  up	  the	  value	  chain	  

Provision,	  Operate,	  	  Maintain	  

Integrated,	  Dynamic,	  Scalable	  

People	  

Available,	  Usable,	  Differen:al	  

1.  Reduce	  IT	  infrastructure	  	  
investment	  &	  complexity	  

2.  IT	  professionals	  become	  more	  
business	  literate	  

3.  Business	  professionals	  
become	  more	  tech	  savvy	  

Core	  Exper:se	  and	  Skills	  

Technology	  
Professionals	  

Business	  
Professionals	  
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Level	  1	  
Help-‐Desk	  

Service Levels 

Developers	  and	  
Advanced	  Installers	  

Service	  Authors	  and	  
Administrators,	  Base-‐line	  
Images,	  Basic	  Installa0on	  

Services	  Integra0on	  &	  Provisioning	  
(group	  reserva0ons,	  image	  crea0on,	  

Image	  aggregates	  (clouds),	  etc.	  

Users	  of	  Services	  	  
(from	  naïve	  to	  sophis0cated)	  

tens	  

hundreds	  

thousands	  

millions	  

Level	  4	  
Developer	  

Level	  3	  
Expert	  

Level	  2	  
Advanced	  User	  
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TCO	  -‐	  it’s	  your	  business,	  what’s	  your	  use	  case	  

Homogenized,	  Centralized	  and	  
Marginally	  Flexible	  Frameworks	  

Diverse,	  Autonomous	  and	  
Highly	  Flexible	  Frameworks	  

Has	  your	  business	  moved	  
beyond	  infrastructure?	  

Tradi:onal	  
Infrastructure	  	  

The	  Cloud	  	  

Efficiency	  

Effec:veness	  

It’s	  about	  	  services,	  
not	  systems	  
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A	  Case	  Study	  
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Single	  Seat	  
(VCL-‐Desktop)	  

Mul0ple	  Synced	  
Seats	  
(VCL-‐Class)	  

Servers	  
(VCL-‐Server)	  

Aggregates	  
(VCL-‐Cloudlets)	  

Actual	  sole-‐use	  bare-‐metal,	  or	  virtual	  images	  
HaaS,	  IaaS,	  PaaS,	  AaaS,	  [SaaS,	  CaaS]	  

HPC	  
Clusters	  
(VCL-‐HPC)	  

Supercomputers	  e.g.,	  System	  Z	  
(mainframes)	  

Labs,	  	  
Other	  clouds,	  …	  

Differen:ated	  Resources	  

Undifferen:ated	  Resources	  

VCL	  Agent	  

Storage	  

VCL	  Services	  Over-‐view	  

Reserva0on	  Times:	  	  
	  	  From	  30	  min	  to	  open-‐ended	  
Load	  Times:	  	  
	  	  From	  few	  sec	  to	  20	  min	  	  
(service	  dependent,	  80+%	  in	  less	  than	  2	  min)	  

H	  

EC2	   IBM	  

Non-‐Persistent	  	  and	  Persistent	  	  
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VCL	  Architectural	  Components	  

•  Web	  Interface/Scheduler	  
•  Database	  
•  Management	  node	  

•  “Servers”	  
•  Authen0ca0on/Authoriza0on/Accoun0ng	  
•  External	  services	  (e.g.,	  other	  clouds)	  

LAMP	  (Linux/Apache/MySQL/php/perl)	  server	  
VCL	  scheduler	  code	  and	  DB	  schema	  

xCAT	  &	  VCL	  management	  node	  code	  

physical	  and/or	  virtual	  compute	  resources	  managed	  by	  VCL	  
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VCL	  Database	  

Authen0ca0on	  
Service	  

	  Internet	  

Node	  Manager	  #1	  

Image	  Repository	  

Node	  Manager	  #2	  

Image	  Repository	  

Node	  Manager	  #n	  

Image	  Repository	  

z-‐Series	  
Tera-‐Grid	  

University	  Labs	  

Storage	  

Storage	  

VCL	  Architecture	  Over-‐view	  
VCL	  
Manager	  &	  Scheduler	  

Appliances	  (e.g.,	  WS	  Cloudburst	  
In	  collabora:on	  with	  IBM),	  VCL-‐
in-‐the-‐box,	  etc.	  

Virtual	  or	  Real	  
Undifferen:ated	  Resources,	  
and	  Virtual	  System	  Pools	  

Virtual	  or	  Real	  Differen:ated	  
Resources	  
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VCL	  Internals	  

xCat	  

vmWare,	  Xen,	  KVM,	  …	   EC2	  
IBM,	  ..	  

Federated	  
Services	  
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User	  Interface	  (web	  portal)	  
VCL	  Scheduler	  

Database	  

Provisioning	  Engines	  

Physical	  
Deployer	  

Virtual	  
Deployer	  

New	  Deployer	  
Module	  

Management	  Node	  
VCL	  Daemon	  

xCAT	   ESXi	  
Hslt	  

KVM	  
New	  Resource	  Type	  

New	  Provisioning	  Manager	  

Nodes	  
Nodes	  

Nodes	  
Nodes	  

Image	  Library	  

accomplish	  
deployments	  

represents	  
undifferen0ated	  

resources	  

reserva0ons	  
inventory	  
mappings	  
privileges	  
metadata	  

image	  files	  
metadata	  
install	  tree	  
profiles	  

access	  point	  
auth/auth	  
selec0on	  
tools	  

API	  X	  MLRPC	  

process	  requests	  
load	  nodes	  

reclaim	  nodes	  

MySQL,	  DB2,	  Derby	  

IBM	  HTTP	  Server	  (HIS)	  

TPM	  7.2	  	  IL	  

w/	  ITM	  6.2	  agents	  

TCR	  

New	  Nodes	  

New	  Nodes	  

ITUAM	  

MariaDB	  

IBM	  Cloud	  as	  
Provisioning	  Node	  

Mirage	  Technology	  
Runs	  on	  VCL	  

IBM	  Director	  w/VSP	  

VCL	  runs	  on	  
	  WebSphere	  CloudBurst	  

▀	  	  VCL	  Core	  
▀	  	  Tested	  &	  working	  	  
▀	  	  In	  progress	  or	  planned	  

TPM	  

The	  value	  of	  the	  cloud	  is	  in	  what	  it	  can	  do	  
VCL-‐IBM	  Integrated	  Solu:ons	  Cloud	  

Tomorrow’s	  Children	  -‐	  cloud	  compu:ng’s	  future	  
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What	  About	  Storage	  
•  The	  image	  “knows”(stack,	  meta-‐data)	  
•  Enterprise-‐level	  storage	  (AFS-‐based	  at	  NCSU)	  –	  
appears	  as	  K-‐drive	  or	  NFS	  a=ached	  storage	  

•  Access	  to	  any	  remote	  storage	  (e.g.,	  via	  SSH-‐based	  file	  
transfer	  so[ware,	  or	  similar)	  

•  Local	  storage	  on	  blades	  
•  Remote	  storage	  (disks	  on	  access	  client,	  memory	  key)	  
•  HPC	  NFS	  storage	  (scratch,	  home	  and	  off-‐line)	  
•  Storage	  “images”	  
•  NAS,	  …	  
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Virtual	  Compu0ng	  Laboratory	  Technology	  	  
(Very	  Flexible	  and	  Secure,	  Open	  Source,	  Self-‐Service	  and	  Image-‐based)	  

h=p://incubator.apache.org/projects/vcl.html	  	  

h=p://vcl.ncsu.edu	  

Current	  NC	  State	  University	  VCL	  installa0on	  –	  Private	  Cloud:	  	  
•  2000+	  blades,	  6000+	  cores,	  maintenance	  support:	  2	  FTE	  
•  About	  700+	  in	  General	  mode,	  about	  the	  same	  in	  HPC	  mode,	  and	  several	  

hundred	  in	  various	  test-‐beds	  
•  open	  to	  40,000+	  NCSU	  students	  and	  faculty,	  different	  pilots	  and	  partner	  

accounts,	  through	  Shibboleth	  all	  UNC	  System	  campuses	  have	  access	  to	  
VCL	  (cca	  250,000	  students).	  

•  Low	  cost:	  At	  NCSU	  between	  3	  and	  30	  cents	  per	  CPU	  hour	  (but	  the	  cost	  	  
may	  vary	  depending	  on	  so[ware,	  u0liza0on,	  etc.)	  

•  About	  200,000	  GP	  reserva0ons	  and	  13	  million	  HPC	  CPU-‐hrs/year	  
•  Bare-‐metal,	  Vmware,	  KVM	  images,	  cca	  1000	  images	  (only	  20	  centrally	  

maintained)	  

Key	  Partner	  
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VCL	  Home	  Page	  
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Home	  Page	  
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General	  Reserva0on	  
(VCL-‐Desktop,	  VCL-‐Server)	  

Frequently	  used	  image	  
load	  very	  quickly	  

Long-‐term	  reserva0ons	  
Need	  to	  explicitly	  manage	  
-‐ 	  state	  persistence	  	  
-‐ 	  	  0meout	  
-‐ 	  	  backups	  

Short-‐term	  reserva0ons	  (2-‐3	  hours)	  
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Group	  Reserva0on	  

CC/Introduc0on/15Sep11/V3	   28	  

Group	  Reserva0ons	  
(VCL-‐Class)	  

This	  type	  of	  reserva0on	  
does	  not	  pay	  a=en0on	  
to	  topology,	  just	  to	  coordinated	  
delivery	  of	  individual	  
Images.	  
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Analy0cs	  Cloudlet	  

CC/Introduc0on/15Sep11/V3	  

Parent	  and	  Children	  know	  about	  each	  other	  
[vouk@bn19-‐36	  etc]$	  more	  cluster_info	  
child=	  152.46.19.36	  
parent=	  152.46.19.5	  
child=	  152.46.20.78	  
child=	  152.46.20.86	  
[vouk@bn19-‐36	  etc]$	  

Aggregate	  Environments	  –	  Sub-‐Clouds	  (VCL-‐Cloud)	  

This	  func0ons	  allows	  construc0on	  of	  
Custom	  sub-‐clouds:	  Controller	  +	  any	  
number	  of	  (hybrid)	  non-‐recursive	  
children.	  Topology	  control	  depends	  on	  
Image	  construc0on	  –	  typically	  within	  
range	  of	  one-‐management	  range.	  

Parent Lin 

Lin 

Win Lin Win 

WHAT	  DO	  WE	  DO	  WITH	  
THIS	  FUNCTIONALITY?	  
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Use	  and	  Capacity	  Planning	  

>	  1000	  images	  available	  
cca	  250,000	  reserva0ons	  per	  
year	  
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Green	  &	  Cost-‐Effec0ve	  

High-‐Performance	  Compu0ng	  
(over	  12	  months	  Mar08-‐Mar09)	  	  

Average	  daily	  ac0ve	  reserva0ons	  

HPC	  “filler”	  batch	  processing	  

Opportunity	  to	  save	  power	  or	  
Increase	  u0liza0on	  
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On	  demand	  GP	  “rides”	  on	  top	  of	  
asynchronous	  “Batch”	  

GP	  (cca	  500k	  CPU	  Hrs	  

Average	  u0liza0on	  is	  high	  
and	  brings	  savings.	  13	  million	  CPU	  hrs/yr	  

HPC	  
13	  million	  CPU	  hrs/yr	  
HPC	  
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Chassis	  
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Public	  
Network	  

eth1	  

eth0	  

BladeCenter	  Chasis	  

ESM	  

ESM	  

VLAN	  3	  

M
M	  

Management	  Network	  Switch	  
e.g.,	  172.30.1	  subnet	  

Management	  
Node	  

Cluster	  Network	  Switch—GENERAL	  USE	  
e.g.,	  10.1	  subnet	  

MM	  –	  Management	  Module	  
ESM	  –	  Ethernet	  Switch	  Module	  

Blade	  

(VLAN	  x)	  

(VLAN	  y)	  

35	  
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Scaling	  VCL	  

GigE Switch 

GigE Switch 

Public Network 

GigE Switch 

Private Management Network Private Network 

  Network	  switch	  
  Cisco	  6509e	  (or	  equivalent	  in	  

your	  favorite	  network	  vendor	  
flavor)	  

  3	  separate	  networks	  +	  VLANs	  
h  Network	  connected	  to	  

Internet	  for	  user	  access	  
h  Private	  Network	  connected	  to	  

VCL	  management	  node	  (for	  
loading	  and	  managing	  images)	  

h  Private	  Management	  network	  
(connec0ng	  BladeCenter	  
Management	  Modules	  and	  
VCL	  management	  node	  -‐	  
controls	  power	  on/off,	  reboot,	  
…)	  

  VCL	  Management	  nodes	  
h  One	  management	  node	  for	  

every	  ~100	  blades	  
h  Physical	  connec0on	  to	  storage	  

array	  -‐	  shared	  file	  system	  (GFS,	  
GPFS)	  for	  mul0ple	  
management	  nodes	  at	  one	  
site	  

General	  Mul:-‐Chassis	  
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Login	  
Node	  

Internet	   HPC	  
Scheduler 

HPC	  
Storage	  

Job	  

Compute	  
Nodes	  

HPC	  (VCL-‐HPC)	  

1.  Full	  control	  of	  topology,	  storage,	  and	  
communica0ons	  

2.  VLAN-‐ed	  separately	  /	  VLAN	  isolated	  
3.  Migra0on	  of	  resources	  from	  General	  to	  HPC	  and	  

back	  depending	  on	  demand.	  
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Public	  
Network	  

eth1	  

eth0	  

BladeCenter	  Chasis	  

ESM	  

ESM	  

VLAN	  5	  

M
M	  

Management	  Network	  Switch	  
e.g.,	  172.30.1	  subnet	  

Management	  
Node	  

Cluster	  Network	  Switch-‐-‐-‐HPC	  Applica:on	  
e.g.,	  10.1	  subnet	  

MM	  –	  Management	  Module	  
ESM	  –	  Ethernet	  Switch	  Module	  

Blade	  

(VLAN	  z)	  

(VLAN	  q)	  

MPI	  Network	  Switch	  
e.g.,	  192.168.1	  subnet	  

Login	  
Node	  
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HPC	  Cluster	  in	  VCL	  

GigE Switch 

GigE Switch 

Public Network 

GigE Switch 

Private Management Network Private Network 

HPC 
Storage 
Servers 

GigE Switch 

Message Passing Network 

  Network	  switch	  
h Add	  another	  private	  

network	  for	  message	  
passing	  traffic	  -‐	  use	  NIC	  
that	  would	  be	  used	  for	  
Public	  network	  user	  
access	  

  BladeCenter	  Chassis	  
h Configure	  two	  VLANs	  in	  

one	  chassis	  switch	  
module..	  one	  for	  public	  
Internet	  access	  and	  one	  
for	  private	  message	  
passing	  interface	  

  VCL	  management	  node	  
h configures	  blade	  VLAN	  

based	  on	  image	  
metadata	  	  

Or	  other	  interconnects	  

HPC	  Configura:on	  
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Data	  Center	  VCL	  
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VCL	  Implementa0on	  

•  Download	  and	  Go	  

•  Partner	  	  
–  Become	  a	  user	  on	  someone	  else's	  cloud	  
–  Work	  with	  IBM	  on	  products	  and	  services	  

•  Join	  world-‐wide	  user/developer	  community	  

Operate	  your	  own	  full	  Installa0on	  (v2.2)	  –	  requires	  Level	  3	  training	  
(h=p://cwiki.apache.org/VCL/)	  
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Start	  to	  Get	  Engaged	  
•  Lots	  of	  plans	  for	  the	  future	  (e.g.,	  cloud	  federa0on)	  
•  VCL	  experience	  teaches	  us	  that	  clouds	  work	  if	  u0liza0on	  
and	  reliability	  are	  high,	  end-‐user	  access	  is	  easy,	  and	  
func0onality	  is	  diverse	  and	  easily	  modifiable	  and	  
morphable	  to	  user	  needs.	  	  

hdp://vcl.ncsu.edu	  
•  Documenta0on	  and	  papers:	  

hdp://vcl.ncsu.edu/papers-‐publica:ons	  

•  If	  you	  would	  like	  a	  test-‐account	  on	  NC	  State’s	  VCL,	  please	  
send	  email	  to	  	  

sam_averid@ncsu.edu	  
42	  
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Agenda



 

Background & Motivation



 

The problem with processors



 

Memory Scaling Walls



 

Storage



 

Network



 

Accelerating cloud workloads



 

Take-aways
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CLOUD COMPUTING 101

http://dilbert.com/dyn/str_strip/000000000/00000000/0000000/100000/00000/9000/700/109703/109703.strip.gif
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Many clients are already on the 
way to cloud with consolidation 
and virtualization efforts

CONSOLIDATE
Physical Infrastructure

CLOUD
Dynamic provisioning for workloads

VIRTUALIZE
Increase Utilization

STANDARDIZE
Operational Efficiency

AUTOMATE
Flexible delivery & Self Service

SHARED RESOURCES
Common workload profiles

Ready th
e In

fra
stru

cture

Traditional IT

Movement from traditional environments to Cloud 
One Step or An Evolution

4
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Background & Motivation
– Historically, software performance growth enabled by increase hardware 

performance 

– Limits in CPU frequency scaling wall, led to multi-core chips over the last 10 
years

– Difficulty in parallel programming has left computing resources on the table in 
“build your own” solutions

– Hypervisors help bridge the performance scaling issues by scaling system 
images out, at the trade-off of overhead (hypervisor tax), VM sprawl, 
management and network

– Cloud is going in the direction of extreme density as service providers attempt 
to lower TCA/TCO and provide a compelling platform for clients workloads

– This introduces a unique challenge and opportunity.. To achieve a balanced 
system for multiple workload patterns with increasing density 
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Clock frequency growth: 1978 to present

6

1978 1985 1989 1993 1997

1999 2000 2006 2008

10 MHz 33 MHz 100 MHz 233 MHz 450 MHz

1.4 GHz 3.8 GHz 3.2 GHz 3.2 GHz

“The Scaling Wall”

Frequency scaling era Multi-core era
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Beyond microprocessors:  Computational accelerators

7 I

GPU

ASIC/ASSP 

FPGA 
(Reconfigurable HW)

Typical applications

Scientific computing 
Rendering 
A/V processing 
Gaming

Data compression 
Cryptography 
Network packet processing

Signal processing 
Imaging & computer vision 
Bioinformatics 
Data analysis & transformation
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Memory & Storage in enterprise systems

8
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Memory Scaling & Performance

– Cost effective memory density is the number one constraint of scaling cloud 
systems

– Technical limits to increasing density are not insurmountable, however cost 
premiums are associated with the outside/top tier

– DRAM stacking is an option, but difficult to manufacture and results in 20-40% 
cost premium over non-stacked DRAM

– Physically larger DIMMs are an option for memory density, however not 
industry standard, and often require special engineering of the system

– Access bandwidth for DRAM is typically 100GB/s, creating a couple orders of 
magnitude difference vs. the fastest storage

– Applications can do a better job of memory optimization, but often don’t

– This is an area of computing ripe for research & innovation
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Storage



 

Explosive Data growth with Internet Scale Data



 

IO Aggregation from workload consolidation into cloud compounds storage 
performance problems



 

Centralized storage (SAN) is key to live workload migration within the cloud



 

Automatically Tiered storage in the array is one answer to performance, IO pattern 
learning algorithms rate & place data on most cost effective tier (NL-SATA, SAS, 
Flash)



 

Using localized Flash as Read Cache for SAN is another method
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Hybrid Storage:  Storwize V7000, DS8800
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Networking trends

12I

Storage fabric 
convergence 

(FCoE, iSCSI)

G
bp

s

SDR

DDR

QDR

EDR

RDMA 
Protocols
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Traditional segmented fabric approach to networking



 

Advantages
–Traffic isolation
–Independent administration



 

Challenges
–Underutilization of resources
–Higher infrastructure costs
–Complexity of management

Separate fabrics for local area networking (LAN), storage area networking 
(SAN) and interprocess communication (IPC) or clustering

Ethernet

Fibre 
Channel

InfiniBand
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High-speed network fabrics and convergence

Dual High-Speed Fabrics                   

Improved RAS 
Fewer failure points, time, 

misconnections, bumping, …

Lower Cost, Lower Power
Fewer adapters, 

cables and switches

Simpler Management 
Single fabric to manage.

deploy, upgrade , maintain.

Organizational Issues 
Silos for server, storage, and 

networking

Operational Issues
Quality of service and security

Maturity Issues 
Resiliency, robustness

1 Gbit Bandwidth 10 Gbit Bandwidth

CEE Enablers: Lossless transmission, QOS (link level and end-to-end), 10/40/100GbE
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Converged fabric overview 



 

Encapsulates Fibre Channel (FC) frames within the 
Ethernet protocol and allows them to run over  
lossless Ethernet



 

Leverages existing FC standards — the underlying 
FC protocol and features do not change



 

Maintains compatibility with today’s installed 
FC infrastructures



 

Extends investment in today’s installed 
SAN infrastructure

Converged fabric allows multiple traffic 
types — such as data, storage, IPC/clustering and 
remote management — to be carried over a single 

physical medium

FC traffic 

Ethernet

RDMA traffic 



 

Provides low-latency messaging architecture 
of InfiniBand™ over Ethernet



 

Uses the same software interface as 
InfiniBand RDMA

Network traffic 

Fibre Channel over Ethernet RDMA over Ethernet
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Feeding high performance cloud servers

16

Ultra-dense DRAM

Parallel disk array

Very high speed random r/w
Highest cost & power

Limited capacity
High speed sequential r/w

Lowest cost per GB
Virtually unlimited capacity (PBs)

High speed random reads
Lowest cost per IOPS
High capacity (TBs)

Direct-attached Flash

Hybrid SSD/HDD array

Automated data placement
Balances cost per GB & IOPS

IBM 3950 X5
Nehalem EX

32 cores, 64 threads
10/40G Network

High Speed Converged
Network provides throughput

and latency for cloud
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Take-aways



 

Memory is a key area of research and innovation
– Increasing the ‘bits per core’



 

Converged Networking will be commonplace
– Driven by the downward cost pressure of adapters and cabling
– Satisfy the need to dynamically tune between traditional network and storage across 

common infrastructure



 

Computational Acceleration in Cloud is just starting
– New models of shared, virtualized accelerators emerging



 

Workload-optimized systems deliver high value in a consumable form
– Aggressive software optimization
– Integration of the latest hardware technologies
– Focus on a limited workload or deployment scenario

17



RESOURCE AND VIRTUALIZATION
COSTS UP IN THE CLOUD:
MODELS AND DESIGN CHOICES

©2011 HP1©2010 HP

Jerry Rolia
Joint work with Daniel Gmach, Ludmila Cherkasova

HP Labs, Palo Alto, CA



– Private cloud scenario

– Many workloads consolidated to share resource pool servers, licenses, power…

– How to apportion the costs of shared infrastructure to a virtual machine?

• Must satisfy service level requirements

• Bursty workloads may limit resource sharing

Resources are not used all the time (especially when provisioned to satisfy the workload

CHALLENGES

©2011 HP2

• Resources are not used all the time (especially when provisioned to satisfy the workload

peaks)

– To virtualize or not?

• What workloads should be virtualized?



–Apportioning costs
•Standard approach:

−A) Apportion the cost based on mean usage per server

•Evaluate two additional approaches:

−B) Apportion the cost based on mean and peak usage per server

OUTLINE

©2011 HP3

−C) Apportion the cost based on mean and peak usage with respect

to the server pool

–To virtualize or not?
•Optimizing virtualization decisions



– Assumptions:

• Resource pool with homogenous servers

– Costs we consider:

• Equipment acquisition costs (CPU, memory, …)

• Shared software and licensing costs

• IT Power costs

BACKGROUND

©2011 HP4



– Apportion the costs based on mean usage per server

STANDARD APPROACH




 
W

w
ws

ws
s

usageserver
ws

d

d
C

1'
',

,
,

Cs: Total server costs
d : Average CPU utilization for workload w at server s

Workload w portion of
server usage costs of
server s

©2011 HP5

– Applied for each measurement interval or long periods

– Note: cost of server is apportioned across the workloads whether the

server is fully utilized or not

s

ds,w: Average CPU utilization for workload w at server s



EXAMPLE WORKLOAD CPU DEMANDS

Average CPU Usage:
-Workload A: 162 Shares
-Workload B: 170 Shares
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Workload A Workload B
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– Workload A and Workload B have similar average CPU usages.
• But, the cost of hosting Workload A is much higher than Workload B!

– Bursty workloads limit efficient resource sharing
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New resource usage metrics to augment models:

– Direct resource consumption by a workload: ds,w

− average CPU utilization for workload w at server s

– Burstiness of workload: bs,w

− difference between the peak and average CPU utilization for workload w at server s

– Unallocated resource for a server: a

RESOURCE USAGE CATEGORIES AND COSTS

a

b

d

Usage to costs

©2011 HP7

– Unallocated resource for a server: as

− difference between 100 and the peak utilization for a server s

– Cd
s: Costs associated with average utilization

– Cb
s: Costs associated with burstiness

– Ca
s: Costs associated with unallocated resources

Cs = Cd
s + Cb

s + Ca
s

d



– Approach B)

Apportion the cost based

on mean and peak usage

per server

MODELS: FORMAL DEFINITIONS
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– Approach C)

Apportion the cost based

on mean and peak usage

with respect to the server

pool

w 1'
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– 312 historical workloads traces

• 3 weeks of data, CPU and memory utilization data every 5 min

CASE STUDY
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– Consolidate workloads onto resource pool to minimize servers while satisfying SLA

• 24 core servers, core == 220 CPU shares

• Apportion server, power, and virtualization costs for the 3 week interval

• Simulated 100 consolidation alternatives
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Workloads

10% have mem demand > 70GB
Peak to mean usually < 3

80% have avg demand < 220 shares
Avg peak to mean ~ 50!

Workloads are bursty!



APPROACH A: MEAN USAGE PER SERVER
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– Does not address the issue of burstiness

– Not robust wrt workload placement

Range of costs for the 100 consolidation scenarios



APPROACH B: MEAN AND PEAK USAGE
PER SERVER

©2011 HP11

– Not robust wrt workload placement

– Takes into account burstiness



APPROACH C: MEAN AND PEAK USAGE
PER RESOURCE POOL

©2011 HP12

– Takes into account burstiness

– Model is robust wrt workload placement



– For most workloads, main costs are due to direct resource usage and

burstiness

COST BREAKDOWN 1
USING APPROACH C: MEAN AND PEAK BY RESOURCE POOL

©2011 HP13

Those that use more or are highly variable are apportioned more cost



– Costs breakdown by resource

COST BREAKDOWN 2
USING APPROACH C: MEAN AND PEAK BY RESOURCE POOL

©2011 HP14

– Costs for unallocated resources mainly due to unallocated memory

– CPU tends to be the bottleneck of the resource pool

We can use this information to choose server configurations



– Observation:

• Some workloads have large resource demands

• Virtualization licenses are a significant costs factor

– Traditional approach:

• Expert experience

• Adhoc guidelines:

− There should be at least … virtual machines on each physical host

TO VIRTUALIZE OR NOT

©2011 HP15

− There should be at least … virtual machines on each physical host

– Task:

For a given set of workloads determine which workloads should be

virtualized and how many physical machines are needed.



– 1st Initial Phase:

• Choose host configuration

• Consolidate workloads

– 2nd Right-Virtualization Phase:

• Apportion costs of the shared resource pool among the hosted workloads

• Determine workloads that cost more when virtualized

APPROACH

©2011 HP16

• Determine workloads that cost more when virtualized

• Repeat consolidation exercise and 2nd phase

– 3rd Host Configuration Optimization Phase :

• Evaluate resource pool utilization

• Adjust host configuration (e.g., change CPU or memory size per host)



– Three month traces of 312 workloads

– Initial resource pool:

• HP ProLiant DL385G7 servers with 24x 2.2GHz cores, 96 GB memory

• Acquisition costs per server: $13,200

• Virtualization platform licensing and support costs: $9,800

CASE STUDY: TO VIRTUALIZE OR NOT

$800,000.00

$900,000.00
IT Power Costs (3 Years)
Licensing Costs
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– Robust chargeback model
• Take into account direct usage, burstiness and unallocated resources

• Takes workload placement decisions into account

– Some workloads better left un-virtualized

– Future Work
• Better understanding interactions between different resources is needed

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

©2011 HP18

• Better understanding interactions between different resources is needed

− Should non-bottleneck resources be accounted for differently?

• Incorporate additional costs into the model

−Management costs, facility costs, etc.

• Value of features such as high availability

• Exploiting multiple virtualization solutions

• Impact of a dynamic environments, heterogeneous resource pools

• SLA definitions and their impact on the model



Cost-‐driven	  Self-‐Recovery	  	  

Paul	  A.S.	  Ward	  
et	  al.	  

Shoshin	  Distributed	  Systems	  Lab	  
University	  of	  Waterloo	  
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Failures	  and	  Faults	  

ManifestaBon:	  

•  Unavailable	  systems	  

•  Incorrect	  answers	  

•  Poor	  performance	  
•  …	  

ProperBes	  of	  faults	  causing	  failures:	  

•  Recurrent	  

•  Small	  set	  of	  components	  	  
•  Predictable	  manifestaBons	  
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AutoPilot:	  Recovery-‐Driven	  Monitoring	  

“Don’t	  diagnose,	  fix	  it!”	  

•  Perform	  error	  detecBon	  
•  Apply	  generic	  recovery	  

acBon	  using	  cost	  model	  

•  Gradually	  try	  more	  
expensive	  recovery	  acBons	  

•  Stop	  when	  system	  healthy	  
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AutoPilot	  Recovery	  Ladder	  
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LimitaBons	  of	  Current	  Approaches	  

•  Usually	  rely	  on	  error	  detecBon	  at	  the	  fault	  site	  
•  Many	  monitoring	  interfaces	  ignored	  

–  Diagnosis	  may	  be	  uncertain,	  but	  limits	  the	  recovery	  scope	  

•  No	  direct	  modelling	  of	  fault	  prevalence	  
–  Cost-‐model	  could	  be	  formulated	  as	  value-‐expectaBon	  

Only	  coarse-‐grain	  recovery	  acBons:	  
•  Recovery	  acBons	  assumed	  to	  be	  mutually	  independent	  
•  No	  support	  for	  automated	  probing	  
•  Does	  not	  scale	  with	  number	  of	  recovery	  alternaBves	  

•  Symptoms	  of	  failure	  do	  ma2er	  …	  
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SoluBon	  Approach:	  
Turn	  “Recovery-‐Ladder”	  into	  Controller	  

• Initial belief = fault prevalence 
• Belief state enables  
 automated probing to  
 confirm fault hypothesis 
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ParBal	  Observable	  Markov	  Decision	  Processes	  

•  Formal	  Parameters:	  

•  Set	  of	  unobservable	  states:	  

•  Set	  of	  acBons:	  

•  Set	  of	  observaBons:	  

•  TransiBon,	  observaBon	  and	  reward	  
funcBon	  

How we specify them: 
•  recoverable system states: 

•  Set of recovery-/ probe-actions: 

•  Set of unambiguous symptoms: 

•  Used alike 

Model for decision making under uncertain observations (Sondik, 1978). 

Usually sparse matrices, 
can be generated from  
rule base. 
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MoBvaBonal	  Example:	  
Cloud	  Instance	  Recovery	  Service	  

•  Instance	  operates	  under	  pre-‐set	  service	  level	  objecBves	  (SLO)	  
-‐>	  error	  detecBon	  

•  Supported	  acBons:	  
–  No	  operaBon	  
–  ApplicaBon-‐specific	  probe	  (confirm	  operaBonal)	  
–  Reboot	  for	  recovery	  

•  ResulBng	  two	  unobservable	  system	  states:	  
–  OperaBonal	  
–  Broken	  
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MoBvaBonal	  Example:	  
Parameters	  

•  Instance	  operates	  under	  pre-‐set	  service-‐level	  objecBves	  	  
error	  detecBon	  
–  validates	  failure	  with	  	  

•  Supported	  acBons:	  
–  No	  operaBon	  (takes	  2	  s)	  
–  ApplicaBon-‐specific	  probe	  (takes	  10	  s;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  )	  	  )	  
–  Reboot	  for	  recovery	  (takes	  120	  s;	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  )	  	  )	  

•  Possible	  observaBons	  (i.e.,	  system	  state	  hints):	  
–  SLO	  OK	  
–  SLO	  error	  
–  Probe	  ok	  
–  Probe	  failure	  
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ResulBng	  ObservaBon	  and	  Reward	  FuncBons	  

Negative 
recovery times 

SLO confidence 

SLO confidence 

Probe  
confidence 
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Believed	  System	  State	  
•  System	  state	  cannot	  be	  directly	  observed	  

•  Leverage	  observaBons	  to	  define	  distribuBon	  about	  “believed	  state”	  in	  any	  control	  
step,	  e.g.,	  iniBal	  belief	  state	  

•  System	  observaBons	  and	  specificaBon	  allow	  updates	  to	  belief	  afer	  commigng	  an	  
acBon	  (a)	  and	  observing	  (o)	  

Normalizing 
constant 

Observation 
function 

Transition 
function 

Previous 
belief 

Markov property: It can be shown that the belief state is a sufficient  
statistic of all previous states (Sondik 1978, Astrom et.al. 1965) 
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OpBmal	  Control	  
How	  to	  act	  op9mally	  given	  a	  belief?	  
•  Rewards	  and	  decision	  horizon	  induce	  value	  funcBon	  (V)	  over	  belief	  space.	  

Control	  algorithm:	  
•  For	  belief	  b,	  chose	  acBon	  (a)	  according	  to	  V(b)	  
•  Perform	  acBon	  (a)	  
•  Receive	  observaBon	  (o)	  
•  Terminate	  if	  necessary	  
•  Update	  belief,	  conBnue	  at	  1	  

Reward 
function 

Weight 
of future 
rewards 

Transition 
function 

Value of 
state 
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Value	  FuncBon	  of	  Example	  
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Conclusion	  

•  Flexible	  control	  paradigm	  for	  recovery	  under	  uncertainty	  
•  FormulaBng	  recovery	  as	  discrete	  control	  problem	  with	  state	  esBmaBon	  

enables…	  
–  incorporaBng	  symptoms	  for	  diagnosis	  
–  fault	  prevalence	  
–  acBve	  probing	  

LimitaBons:	  
•  Falsely/ill-‐chosen	  parameters	  seriously	  harm	  recovery	  opBmality	  
•  Some	  parameters	  (e.g.,	  hypothesized	  fault	  set)	  hard	  to	  obtain	  

–  …	  avenue	  for	  adapBve	  decision	  learning	  

•  Full	  controllability	  can	  only	  be	  achieved	  by	  incorporaBng	  human	  expert	  
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Current	  and	  Future	  Work	  

Decision	  learning	  problems:	  

•  Learn	  model	  parameters	  
•  Improve	  and	  adapt	  to	  incomplete,	  drifing-‐,	  or	  ill-‐chosen	  

specificaBons	  

EvaluaBon:	  

•  Analyze	  impact	  of	  incomplete,	  drifing-‐,	  or	  ill-‐chosen	  
specificaBons	  

•  Analysis	  of	  perceptual	  aliasing	  

ImplementaBon	  of	  Cloud-‐instance	  recovery	  service	  
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How	  to	  Detect	  Errors	  

•  Metrics	  
•  Logs	  
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Mutual	  InformaBon	  
•  	  	  
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Similarity	  between	  metrics	  
•  	  	  
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Approach	  

•  Compute	  similarity	  between	  metrics	  
•  Cluster	  similar	  metrics	  

•  Monitor	  entropy	  of	  individual	  clusters	  

•  Cluster	  entropy	  change	  when	  correlaBon	  
breaks	  
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InformaBon-‐theoreBc	  Modeling	  
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EvaluaBon	  

•  	  	  
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Cost	  

24	  

Previous	  OLS	   Linear	   Info-‐theore4c	  

TheoreBcal	  
Complexity	  

O(m)	   O(m)	   O(n)	  

Parameters	   m	  ~=	  10000	   M	  ~=	  4000	   N	  ~=	  300	  

Process	  Time	  per	  
100	  samples	  	  

2400	  ms	  +/-‐	  100	   500	  ms	  +/-‐	  50	   16	  ms	  +/-‐	  3	  

Per	  sample	   24	  ms	   5	  ms	   0.16	  ms	  



And	  with	  Logs	  
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Showing the appearance of a new event (Here, the Timeout Manager, 
indicating the inability to reach DB2. The network connection was down) 

Learned baseline distribution 
of log record types 
(Pareto) 

Observed log record types 
within a sliding-window 
(Pareto) 

Rank changes 
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Fault	  LocalizaBon	  

Human	  assisted	  approach:	  

•  DifferenBal	  Diagnosis	  to	  
provide	  operaBonal	  context	  

•  Compare	  abnormal	  
monitoring	  data	  against	  
historic	  or	  samples	  obtained	  
from	  similarly	  configured	  
and	  used	  components	  

•  AdapBvely	  exclude	  
commonaliBes	  and	  highlight	  
differences	  
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Remaining log record  
types in baseline ordered 
by frequency 

Remaining log record  
types in observation ordered 
by frequency 

Highlight suspicious records  
in observation 
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Learning	  ManifestaBons	  of	  Faults	  

•  Convert	  log	  files	  to	  feature	  vectors	  
•  Exclude	  ambiguous	  or	  undetectable	  labels	  from	  the	  training	  set	  
•  Train	  a	  Naïve	  Bayes	  Classifier	  with	  extracted	  features	  

f:	  parBcular	  fault	  of	  the	  set	  of	  known	  faults	  F	  
w:	  record	  type	  included	  in	  the	  log	  file	  D	  
Z:	  normalizing	  constant	  

Probability for fault f 
being present in D 

Prevalence of 
fault 

Probability of 
record type w 

being present given f 
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IdenBfying	  Symptoms	  of	  ParBcular	  Faults	  

•  Naïve	  Bayes	  can	  provide	  ranking	  
of	  likely	  fault,	  no	  noBon	  of	  fault	  
symptoms	  

•  IdenBficaBon	  rules	  needed	  to…	  

–  “explain”	  a	  likely	  fault	  match	  

–  provide	  backwards	  
compaBbility	  with	  rule-‐based	  
fault	  diagnosis	  tools	  

•  C4.5	  decision	  tree	  extracts	  most	  
disBncBve	  record	  types	  based	  on	  
informaBon	  gain	  measure	  

•  Traversing	  the	  edges	  of	  C4.5	  tree	  
yields	  idenBficaBon	  rule	  



Q-‐Learning	  
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Q-‐Learning	  

•  No	  history	  of	  observaBons	  
•  Interpolates	  over	  current	  observaBons	  and	  acBons	  

–  ObservaBons:	  Fingerprints	  mined	  from	  log	  files	  	  
(i.e.	  IM2011,	  NOMS2010)	  

–  AcBons:	  Generic	  repair	  acBons	  
–  Reward:	  PosiBve	  if	  system	  error	  free	  

•  General	  observaBons:	  
–  Works	  well	  for	  determinisBc	  faults	  
–  Aliased	  faults	  mostly	  fixed	  by	  random	  chance	  
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Data,	  Diagnosis,	  Recovery	  AcBons	  

Data:	  

•  316	  WAS	  trace	  log	  files	  

•  9	  fault	  types	  
•  100MB	  –	  1024MB	  

•  45	  mins	  each	  

Diagnosis:	  

•  Plain-‐text	  log	  file	  mining	  and	  
classificaBon	  (IM2011)	  

•  Many	  faults	  aliased	  (i.e.,	  not	  
disBnguishable	  from	  normal	  and	  each	  
other)	  

Recovery Actions: 
•  Do nothing (good) 
•  Reboot WAS 
  (busy, sleep) 
•  Reconfigure WAS 
  (auth, connp, tp) 
•  J2EE reinstall 
  (except, null, jsp) 
•  Reboot DB 
  (db lock faults) 
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Average	  TTR	  by	  Fault	  
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Average	  TTR	  by	  Fault	  (no	  DB2	  faults)	  
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Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Mihai Iacob, Walid Rjaibi, Igal Ziskind

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Afternoon)

Room: Violet

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: HandsOn

Description: Data security is a major concern for both the private and public sectors.
DB2 provides various authentication and access control methods to
manage access to sensitive data. The focus of this workshop is to explain
how features such as Database Roles, LBAC and Trusted Context are
employed.

Database roles

DB2 controls access to its objects ( tables, views, routines, etc ) through
privileges. Each privilege enables you to take specific actions on an object.
Privileges can be assigned to individual users, groups, or roles. A role is a
database object that combines one or more privileges and can be assigned
to users, groups, other roles, or trusted contexts. Roles simplify the
administration and management of privileges by allowing the security
administrator to group authorities and privileges and then grant them to
users, who utilize them to perform certain tasks.

Label Based Access Control

LBAC allows the security administrator to control who has read and who
has write access to individual rows and individual columns in a table. The
security administrator creates security labels of various access levels that
match the data security requirements and protect sensitive rows and
columns with them. The security administrator assigns security labels to
users, groups, roles or trusted context roles based on the security access
level needed to perform certain tasks.

When a user tries to access a LBAC protected table, its composite security
label is compared to the security label protecting the table, so that the user
is allowed access only to the data that their composite security label
entails.

The comparison rules depend on the type of security label components on
which the security label is based on. There are three types of security label
components: array, tree and set. These can be combined in various ways.

Trusted Contexts

A trusted context is a database object that defines a trust relationship for a
connection between the database and an external entity such as an
application server.

The trust relationship is based upon the following set of attributes:
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    System authorization ID: Represents the user that establishes a
database connection

    IP address (or domain name): Represents the host from which a
database connection is established

    Data stream encryption: Represents the encryption setting (if any) for the
communication between the database server and the database client

When a user establishes a database connection, the DB2 database system
verifies whether the connection matches the definition of a trusted context
object in the database. When a match occurs, the database connection is
said to “be trusted”.

One of the capabilities trusted contexts provide is the ability to control when
certain users can exercise certain privileges, thus reducing the risk that
such privileges could be abused, for example, when a user ID is
compromised. When combined with database roles and LBAC, Trusted
Contexts allow organizations to implement database security solutions that
meet the most stringent compliance requirements of both the private and
public sectors.

Workshop objectives:

    Introduce Database Roles.

    Introduce the LBAC feature.

    Introduce Trusted Contexts.

    LBAC in action with Database Roles.

    LBAC in action with Database Roles and Trusted Contexts.

Agenda: Half day workshop:

Workshop objectives:

Introduce Database Roles.
Introduce the LBAC feature.
Introduce Trusted Contexts.
LBAC in action with Database Roles.
LBAC in action with Database Roles and Trusted Contexts.

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Igal Ziskind

Institution IBM  

Bio Igal has been working as a Software Developer at the IBM Toronto Lab for
the past seven years. He is part of the DB2 LUW Security Development team.
Prior to his current position he was part of the DB2 Up and Running
Development team.  

Topic Database Roles and Trusted Contexts 

Name Mihai Iacob

Institution IBM  

Bio Mihai has been working as a Software Developer at the IBM Toronto Lab for
the past five years as part of the DB2 LUW Security Development Team. 

Topic Database Roles and Label Based Access Control 
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3rd International Workshop Software Testing in the Cloud
(STITC 2011)

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Scott Tilley

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Afternoon)

Room: Conf Center 2

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: There is no requirement for any participant to be involved in a cloud
computing project; we will not exclude anyone from the workshop. The main
requirement is an interest in how to improve software testing for all
stakeholders. We expect a willingness to contribute to the brainstorming
session.

Format: Speakers

Description: MOTIVATION

Software testing is an important aspect of the software engineering life
cycle. Testing requires resources, which are often not readily available and
therefore contributes to an inefficient testing process. Imagine a scenario
where an application needs to be tested for multiple operating systems,
multiple browsers and requires different database clients as well as
different server interactions. A tester running thousands of test cases each
day was required to configure the machines. There is a huge cost
associated with setting up and tearing down test configurations each time
testing needs to be done (e.g., server setup, database clients setup,
installation of the product). Using virtual machines to perform testing is not
a new idea. Testing teams are one of the early adopters of virtual
machines. The problem arises when these virtual machines are not
available as needed. There are other problems that can be encountered
with virtual machines such as servers and databases not working properly
within virtualized environments. The solution to this problem can be found
by taking the testing process to the cloud.

Cloud computing can be thought of as a cluster of virtual servers enabling
a new level of agility that was incomprehensible with the traditional silo
computing model. It represents a paradigm shift offering companies a pay-
per-use model: instead of building in-house data centers, companies can
expand their computing resources to meet the on-demand model offered by
the cloud. It generally includes virtualized hardware (such as the scalable
processor facility provided by Amazon’s EC2 application), effectively
unlimited storage (such as Amazon’s S3 system), and the software
(operating system, middleware, and services) necessary for thin-client
network access to the infrastructure. The resultant computing environment
is “in the cloud” in the sense that the user does not need to have any of
these resources installed locally because they are hosted remotely and/or
virtually.

The software industry is the only one where low quality has become
acceptable. A big part of low quality directly points to lack of proper testing.
With new technologies such as SOA, virtualization, on-demand and cloud
computing, it is possible to change this scenario. Instead of creating new
test cases with different input/output scenarios, it is beneficial to think about
how to become a test designer in order to test cases that will leverage the
resources offered by these cutting edge technologies. Instead of trying to
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find more resources for testing, it is worthwhile to explore existing resources
in a virtualized environment that will increase the power of execution to
build an efficient testing environment.

 

WHY HOLD THIS WORKSHOP AT CASCON 2011?

Although the theory behind cloud computing is based on decades of
existing technologies and research, the applicability of cloud computing to
software testing is a new concept. There are no conferences at this time
that are dedicated solely to the intersection of cloud computing and
software testing. Several conferences exist that are solely focused on
software testing (e.g., ISSTA, ICST, STAREAST). These conferences
highlight traditional testing strategies and how to improve them but the area
of cloud computing is enjoying increasing in popularity. Currently there are
several events that focus on this area (e.g., workshops at IBM CASCON,
the “IEEE Congress on Services”, and the “International Workshop on
Cloud Computing” – held with the “IEEE International Symposium on
Cluster Computing and the Grid”). However, the topic of leveraging cloud
computing for software testing is still a relatively new area of research that
needs promotion in order to gain sufficient attention from academia and the
industry. This is the role that STITC 2011 is meant to serve.

The first STITC workshop was held at CASCON 2009 and was a huge
success. Returning to this venue means continuity for the community. 

CASCON was chosen as the host conference because it is recognized as
an event that brings together the top academics in Canada (and abroad),
along with representatives of leading information technology companies
and government agencies. This would be the most ideal place to bring
cloud computing and software testing together in order to give conference
attendees a chance to envision the future of software testing. This
workshop directly supports two of this year’s CASCON themes; Cloud
computing and software development processes. It also indirectly supports
other themes of the conference such as SOA 2.0 and Software
development tools.

Having this 3rd STITC workshop at CASCON also made economical, both
for the participants (who lowered their travel costs) and for the organizers
(who leveraged the infrastructure provided by the IBM Centre for Advanced
Studies). The location of the conference was convenient for local
participants as it took place in Metropolitan Toronto. The established
reputation of CASCON guaranteed that the workshop would have the
support that it needed to be a success.

 

HOW WAS THE WORKSHOP STRUCTURED?

STITC 2011 was a half-day event. The workshop had a mix of organized
presentations and interactive discussion. Invited speakers shared an
overview of cloud computing and software testing as well as the challenges
of bringing these two areas together. Afterwards, all of the workshop
participants were invited to discuss the key themes that arose from the
presentations.

The purpose of this was to foster the exchange of ideas and information in
an informal setting, while still keeping some boundaries placed on topics in
order to ensure that the workshop stayed on schedule.

This workshop provided an opportunity to exchange information and ideas
related to these areas:

§  The migration of software testing activities and assets to the cloud

§  Virtual test labs and infrastructure options

§  Tools, techniques, and environments to support testing in the cloud

§  New directions for testing in the cloud

§  The adoption of testing in the cloud



§  ROI issues for testing in the cloud

§  Business efficiency in testing in the cloud – resources, costs, and energy
efficiency (e.g., green computing initiatives)

A summary document containing the workshop findings will be made
available to registered participants some time after CASCON. The
workshop chairs are exploring the possibility of creating a special edition of
a suitable journal that contains expanded versions of the invited
presentations from the workshop.

 

WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE WORKSHOP?

The people who participated in the workshop came from a mix of academic,
government, and industry backgrounds. The academic participants brought
a deep understanding of some of the underlying concepts of cloud
computing, software testing and other related areas. There were some
participants with experiences through case studies with SOA and
virtualization who also contributed in the discussion of how to use the cloud
in efficient software testing.

There was no requirement for any participant to be actively involved in a
cloud computing project and we did not exclude anyone from sitting in on
parts of the workshop. The primary requirement was an interest in cloud
computing, SOA, virtualization and software testing. As well as a
willingness to participate in the discussion.

Agenda: This will be a half-day event, held in a single room to accommodate the
expected 25 participants.

The first half of the workshop will include 3-5 invited presentations on new
results in software testing in the cloud and an open discussion of the
results. 

After the break, the second half of the workshop will be an interactive
session focusing on hard problems in software testing, with an emphasis on
when cloud computing is a suitable solution. 

The workshop will wrap up with key themes summarized by the workshop
organizers and plans for future STITC activities.
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Introduction to Bitcoins: A pseudo-anonymous electronic
currency system

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Yang Yang, Yang Yang, Sergio Martins

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Morning)

Room: Evergreen

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: Electronic financial transactions and payment systems have traditionally
relied on third party institutions, such as banks or credit card companies, to
ensure secure transfers between parties. Users of such systems must trust
that third party institutions will be honest and follow through with their
claims. Trust-based systems are difficult to establish in the digital realm
without a governing body regulating and securing transfers. Systems using
this model have many downfalls that make them risky and undesirable for
Internet use. With the requirement of all transactions being completely
digital, how can we transfer funds securely without a trusted third party?

            All types of currencies share many common problems such as
stability, control, and inflation. As time passes, the relative value of a
currency usually decreases (meaning that prices increase). If this happens
too quickly, it can cause major problems if prices increase beyond the
means of the populace who uses the currency. Another problem is stability
because the currency should not be subject to dramatic exchange rate
fluctuations under the influence of a single individual or party. Control over
a currency, or lack thereof, is also important. Typical fiat currencies depend
on a mint and the promise that the mint will continue its operations. If the
mint were to close indefinitely, the currency would likely die out in a
relatively short period of time. Therefore, the mint has some level of control
over the currency.

Bitcoin is a digital currency introduced in 2009, based on a self-published
paper by Satoshi Nakamoto[1]. Bitcoin enables payments that are based
on proof, rather than trust, in a manner that is similar to cash. A seller given
a cash payment can inspect the currency and, with a good degree of
confidence, assert whether the payment is valid or invalid. Bitcoins works
using a similar concept that make coins and coin ownership easy to verify.
An important difference between this virtual currency and typical fiat
currency is that Bitcoin’s validity can be verified.

 

During this workshop we showed attendees the verification process as well
as the algorithms and technologies that make verification possible. The
audience learned about online money transaction, then analyzed standard
techniques and form comparisons between them. The workshop then
proceeded to discuss the history and purpose of Bitcoins along with an
overview of its concepts and terminologies.

           
            The workshop continues to compare Bitcoins with other transaction
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techniques discussed and talk about the pros and the cons. We also go
though the problems that Bitcoin will be able to solve and what new
problems it will introduce.
           
            Attendees will learn the details of Bitcoins and its implementations.
From Asymmetric cryptography algorithms to hashing and digital signatures
to proof of work, the audience will be walked though all the technologies
that make Bitcoin possible.

            The workshop will take attendees through actual Bitcoin transactions
and the details of the transaction process as it will allow them to see how
the Bitcoin system overcome problems such as double spending. The
audience was also taught about Bitcoin generation and how Bitcoins are
generated out of thin air. For context, we covered how much coins are
worth and how people are already profiting from services other than mining.
The details of Bitcoin “blocks” and “chains” were demystified in a manner
that was detailed but simple to understand.

            The Bitcoin network was one of the main focuses - how a distributed
and completely public network can maintain the anonymity of its users. It
was discussed in detail about how transactions are validated through the
network and about the transaction databases that is on the distributed
network. The audience learned how the distributed database handles
failures, delay, and is able to work effectively with only a subset of the
entire database. The audience learned concepts such as merkle trees and
how they help the Bitcoin network to maintain the database. We answer
questions such as how Bitcoins control the expansion of its own currency
when the Bitcoin network may double in size in a short period of time. The
many interesting characteristics of the network were unveiled during this
engaging demonstration.
           
            Attacks and malicious hosts are constantly a threat to modern day
electronic transactional systems and this also applies to Bitcoin. We
mapped out the architectural features that make Bitcoin naturally resilient to
many common attacks, as well as the features that make it vulnerable. We
discussed possible attacks on the Bitcoin network as well as attack
mitigation and ways in which end users can protect themselves.

Another interesting issue is anonymity. Bitcoin is regarded as being
anonymous by many people, yet Bitcoins can be traced from the original
miner all the way to the current owner. A Bitcoin address itself is just a
number and cannot identify anyone. However if a person manages to
collect enough information about the owner of that address (perhaps
through forums) then the owner can be exposed.

 

To conclude, in this workshop we explored everything from cryptographic
algorithms to the massive peer-to-peer network. We took a security
perspective for an in-depth exploration of Bitcoin attacks and attack
mitigation. We ended our workshop with a look at how Bitcoin might
change the e-commerce landscape, followed by an open discussion.
 

 

Agenda: This will be a half day workshop.
1. What is Bitcoin (brief overview)
2. Why use Bitcoin (what problem does it solve)
3. Current money transfers online (E-commerce today)
4. Bitcoin pros and cons
5. Hashes
6. Asymmetric cryptography
7. Digital signatures
8. ECDSA
9. Bitcoin Addresses
10. Transactions
11. Bitcoin Network
12. generation transactions (mining)
13. Tracking Bitcoins
14. Attacks & prevention
15. Impact of Bitcoin
16. Open discussion
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Doctoral Forum

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Hausi Muller

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Morning)

Room: Markham A

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: Phd candidates

Format: Panel

Description: CASCON 2011 featured a Doctoral Forum in which PhD students can meet
and discuss their challenges and work with each other and with
experienced researchers and supervisors in an informal and interactive
setting. The CASCON 2011 Doctoral Forum welcomes current and
prospective PhD students within the full range of disciplines and
approaches of the CASCON community.

Agenda: CASCON 2011 Doctoral Forum features invited talks by experienced
researchers and supervisors from the CAS community. Topics include but
are not limited to:
• How to survive the road to your PhD
• How to manage your supervisor
• How to write your research proposal
• How to formulate your research questions
• How to select your research methods
• How to evaluate your research
• How to collaborate with industry
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The 5th International Workshop on Cloud Computing

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Marin LITOIU, Gabriel Iszlai, Brad Simmons

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Full day)

Room: Markham B

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: Cloud computing has emerged as a new computational model in which
software is hosted, run and administered through large web data centers
and is provided as a service over the Internet. In general, it is expected that
the cloud will provide three types of services that are organized in layers.
The first layer provides Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which means that
raw computing services such as CPU, storage and network bandwidth are
requested, reserved and used over the web using a pay per usage model. 
These services can be consumed by an end user in need of resources or
by an upper layer of the cloud. Platform as a Service (PaaS) is the second
layer and offers a higher level of service including web, application and
data servers, etc.. In general, PaaS offers a platform for deploying various
classes of applications such as web or transactional.   The third layer is
Software as a Service (SaaS), which provides end user applications and
services. E-commerce applications, CRM, ERP or generic and reusable
services are examples of SaaS.
 

One of the primary challenges of cloud computing is automation. By
definition a cloud environment is a self-serving service in which the end
users develop, deploy and run applications without cloud administrator
help. Therefore, many of the tasks that were typically performed by the
human administrator must now be initiated by the cloud management
infrastructure.   The cloud needs a management infrastructure capable of
implementing controlled changes to configurations in order to offset
perturbations in the workload or the system. The infrastructure also needs
to maintain Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for all applications running in
the cloud. Perturbations in the system include the effects of failures, load
imbalances and unpredicted behavioral changes on the performance of the
system.

This workshop brought together experts from academia and industry who
reported on the state of the art in trends and current projects that are
occurring within the cloud computing domain. The talks and roundtables
focused on several complementary areas of research that facilitate and
enable cloud computing:

(a) SaaS

(b) PaaS

(c) IaaS

SaaS and virtualization hide the highly inflexible and technology-specific
nature of the underlying computing infrastructure. This greatly simplifies the
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tasks of software development and evolution as well as its provisioning and
operations.  This workshop explored different types of virtualization for
hardware and software, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of
each. 

In order to be successful and enable economies of scale, cloud computing
needs to be supported by a sustainable and profitable business model.
Optimizing the computing resource usage  can contribute to a reduction in
cost per service. Several mechanisms for achieving this were explored
during the talks.

Agenda: Morning:
8:30-8:40 Introduction
8:40-9:20 Hanan Lutfiyya - The University of Western Ontario - Architecture
Supporting Computational Trust Formation 
9:20-10:00 Paul Ward - University of Waterloo - Cost-driven self-recovery 
10:05-10:30 Coffee Break 
10:30-11:10 Jerry Rolia - HP Labs - Resource and Virtualization Costs Up
in the Cloud 
11:10-11:45 Discussion / Roundtable

Afternoon
2:00-2:15 Introduction
2:15-3:30 Sam Averitt - NC State - The Apache Virtual Computing Lab
(VCL): An Open Source Private Cloud Solution Optimized for Education
and Research 
3:30-4:00 Coffee Break
4:00-4:40 Steve Langridge - IBM - Accelerating Cloud Computing
Workloads: Futures/Challenges 
4:40-5:00 Discussion / Closing of workshop
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Workshop on Information Management for Situational Analytics

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Gregory Richards, Bijan Raahemi

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Afternoon)

Room: Markham C

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: Long Abstract

Situational Analytics

It has long been argued that the fundamental purpose of BI is to enable
managerial decision making. Prior to making decisions, managers often
employ some form of analytics. Analytics could range from simple trend
analysis through cause-effect modelling and sophisticated data mining. In
every case, the decision to be made is about optimizing some
organizational objective.  This objective is influenced by activities in the
organization.  Therefore, once the objective has been accepted as
important, the actual decision is not so much about the objective as it is
about the activities that drive accomplishment of the objective.  Each
analytic situation therefore, can be characterized as an ensemble of
objectives and drivers: the more explicit the linkages between these
objectives and drivers the more understandable the decision. Thus the
situation—the specific pattern of objectives and drivers—should determine
the data to be used and the analytics relevant to the decision.

 

Steps towards Situational Analytics

The term situational BI generally refers to creating flexible, agile, adaptive,
self-service BI capabilities that reduce the amount of time needed to
update the data available in BI systems. This concept is fundamentally
about granting capability to the information consumer to capture new data
points as needs emerge, not necessarily to pattern the data into a decision
framework that enables more rapid decision making. This patterning of
data to fit the decision task is important in reducing the decision maker's
cognitive load thus improving both the speed and quality of decisions.  At
the moment, when a decision maker interacts with BI-delivered data, he or
she typically has to explore the data looking for trends and relationships
between data points then consider the type of analytic technique that best
fits with the data. Only then can the decision maker actually conduct the
analytic process to make the decision. Information architectures that deliver
the data in a way that fits the user's decision framework create a more
explicit linking of data to the analytic situation. Therefore, while situational
BI is about reducing the time to adaptation of the data, Situational Analytics
is about reducing decision latency.
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An Architecture for Situational Analytics

The architecture for Situational Analytics is based on the current 3-tiered BI
architecture which includes a source system, a means of extracting data
from the source and integrating it into a “BI repository” (which could include
operational data stores, data marts, data warehouses, or tool-specific BI
content storage areas) and a presentation layer where the data is delivered
in different formats (multi-dimensional cubes, dashboards, or reports) to
decision makers.  Since the notion of situational analytics in goal-directed
systems includes an ensemble of objectives and drivers, the architecture
for situational analytics adds a modelling layer that allows for
representation of the relationships between the objectives and drivers. In
effect, the modelling layer replicates the framework by which the user
makes decisions about how to improve performance relative to the pre-
defined objectives. This layer also allows for identification of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to be used in the analysis.

 

In addition, a link between the decision framework as represented in the
modelling layer and the BI repository is required. That is, while the data
mart or data warehouse is often designed using various data modelling
techniques, the decision framework can be used as a means of selecting
specific data points from those defined in the data model as key factors
required for the situation. In this way, decision makers can reduce the
amount of time they spend searching through data that might not be
relevant to the decision, and focus on the relationships between key drivers
and their attendant objectives.   

 

It is also a fact that most KPIs are influenced by business processes at
different layers in the organization. Often the real reasons behind
performance are hidden in business processes. Therefore, information
about these processes are needed calling for a KPI-based but process-
oriented view of the decision environment. That is, situational analytics
requires access to aggregated KPIs but also a link from these KPIs to the
process level data allowing decision makers to fully understand the impact
of drivers on business objectives.

 

Notwithstanding the importance of fully understanding the relationships
between drivers and objectives, the growth of social media analytics begs
for an integration of external data into the overall architecture of Situational
Analytics. Typically, external sources can include a significant amount of
unstructured data not easily captured in traditional BI tools. Business
decisions however, often require a balancing of internal data (i.e., from Key
Performance Indicators) and external data (i.e., customer comments or
ratings on social media sites). Therefore, while decision frameworks that
enable focus on internal KPIs are important elements of Situational
Analytics, the ability to integrate external data is also a key factor. The
critical issue here is to enable decision makers to understand the relative
influence of different external data from competitors or from customers on
their business objectives.

 

Finally, modern organizations tent operate in a network of partners that
might form and dissolve quickly once specific projects have been
completed.  A critical question for Situational Analytics is how do partners
within a network share performance information in order to enable
collaborative activity?  Clearly, each partner will want to keep some
information internal to that organization while sharing some data with
others in the network. In these situations, an SOA approach can enable the
sharing of decision frameworks and KPIs among partners thus facilitating
the formation and management of productive networks and/or virtual
organizations.

 

In summary then, the architecture for Situational Analytics calls for tools
that enable the modelling of decisions, integration of external data, and a



view of the processes that contribute to KPIs thus providing a full snapshot
of the decision environment whether within an organization or across
partners within a network.  

 

Human Factors

Notwithstanding the challenges of architecting a Situational Analytics
system, a critical issue in any technology adoption curve within
organizations is the capability of humans to fully make use of such systems
itself.  The logic of the Situational Analytics architecture is that the
presentation of data fits more closely to the decision task at hand
(mediated by the decision framework).  Therefore, ease of use should be
enhanced leading to more frequent exploitation of the capabilities of such a
system. Over time, frequency of use should lead to the development of
skills related to decision making with data.

 

Core questions

·         What is the underlying logic of situational analytics? Is it about faster
data updating or is it about reducing decision latency? Can we, in fact,
improve decision quality and how would this be measured?

·         How does situational analytics integrate internal and external data?
What are the underlying architectures needed for such integration?

·         What are the skills required of decision makers to make full use of
such a system?

Agenda: Wednesday, November 9, 2011 Time: 2-5

Agenda 
2:00 - 2:30 Concept of Situational Analytics 
Chair: Gregory Richards 
A framework for situational analytics Presenter: Daniel Amyot, Ali
Pourshahid. 
The term situational analytics is not well defined in the present literature. In
this session we examine an emerging framework based on the use of
decision modelling and User Requirements Notation. 

2:30 - 3:00 Building blocks of situational analytics 
Linking decision models to BI data stores. 
Presenters: Iman Johari, Ali Pourshahid. In this session, the process by
which decision models developed in jUCMNAv can be connected to the
IBM Cognos Business Intelligence data stores will be presented. 

3:00-3:30 Expanding the BI focus: Service Oriented Networked
Organizations
Presenters: Bijan Raheemi, Mohammad Danesh, Amin Kamali. Networked
organizations are assuming greater importance in our economy. In this
session, an approach for developing a integrated performance
management capability based on Service Oriented Architecture will be
discussed.

3:30 - 4:00 Understanding Social Analytics 
Presenters: Amir Afrasiabi Rad, Behnam Hajian. Understanding the value
of social media analytics revolves around being able to gauge the influence
of the social media information on business performace. In this session, the
presenters will discuss an emerging model designed to examine influence
of groups within the social media context.

4:00-4:45: Panel discussion. 
The panel discussion is meant to stimulate thought and further
conversations about the concept of situational analytics, architectures for
Situational Analytics, human factors and challenges related to development
and implementation of this approach in organizations. 
Moderator: Gregory Richards, 
Panelists: Bijan Raahemi, Liam Peyton, Daniel Amyot. 



Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Gregory Richards

Institution Telfer School of Management, University of Ottawa 

Bio Research Initiatives: Professor Richards conducts research into performance
management practices and outcomes in public and private sector
organizations. He currently oversees the development of research and
curriculum building initiatives for the newly created IBM Centre for
Performance Management. The focus of the Centre is on the application of
Business Analytics methods and technologies in enabling organizational high
performance. Teaching: Professor Richards has taught Organizational
Behaviour, Human Resource Management, Organization Design and Change
Management. He currently teaches courses on Corporate Performance
Management and Business Analytics in the MBA and EMBA programs. In
addition, he teaches the Management Consulting course and co-coordinates
the MBA Consulting project. Industry Experience: Prior to his academic
appointment, Professor Richards worked at Transport Canada and at
Consulting and Audit Canada as well as with Cognos Incorporated. He also
has over 20 years of consulting experience and is a Certified Management
Consultant.  

Topic Chair 

Name Bijan Raahemi

Institution Associate Professor, University of Ottawa 

Bio Bijan Raahemi is an associate professor at the Telfer School of Management,
University of Ottawa, Canada. He received his Ph.D. in Electrical and
Computer Engineering from the University of Waterloo, Canada, in 1997. Prior
to joining the University of Ottawa, Dr. Raahemi held several research
positions in Telecommunications industry, including Nortel Networks and
Alcatel-Lucent, focusing on Computer Networks Architectures and Services,
Systems Modeling, and Performance Analysis of Data Networks. His current
research interests include Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, Information
Systems, and e-Business Technologies. Dr. Raahemi’s work has appeared in
several peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings. He also holds
10 patents in Data Communications. He is a senior Member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE), and a member of the
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).  

Topic Topic: a framework for managing and performance measurement of SOA-
based virtual organizations 

Name Daniel Amyot

Institution Associate Professor, University of Ottawa 

Bio Bio: Daniel Amyot is Associate Professor in software engineering at the
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science of the University of Ottawa. His
research interests include goal-oriented and scenario-based software
engineering, requirements engineering, business process modeling, aspect-
oriented modeling, and healthcare informatics. He has published nearly a
hundred papers in leading journals and conferences. Dr. Amyot is a member
of ACM, IEEE Computer Society, and APIIQ, and he is a professional
engineer in the province of Québec (Canada). He is also Associate
Rapporteur for requirements languages at the International
Telecommunication Union, where he leads the evolution of the User
Requirements Notation. 

Topic Topic: A framework for situational analytics. The term "situational analytics" is
not well defined in the present literature. In this session, we examine an
emerging framework based on the use of goal, process, and decision
modelling based on ITU-T's User Requirements Notation.  

Name Alireza Pourshahid

Institution Ph.D. Student, University of Ottawa 

Bio Alireza Pourshahid received his MSc degree in E-Business Technologies from
the University of Ottawa in 2008 and is now working at IBM. He is also a PhD
student at the University of Ottawa. His main research interests are business
process and performance management, process modeling, trust modeling,
and software development methodologies. His work has been published in
journals (IJEB and Electronic Commerce Research) and he received the best
paper award at MCETECH 2008. Alireza has been co-chair and speaker in
several workshops, tutorials, and conferences including CASCON, RE, WER,
and MCETECH. 



Topic His research is focused on development of a goal-oriented, iterative
conceptual framework for decision making that allows enterprises to begin
development of their decision model with limited data, discover required data
to build their model, capture stakeholders goals, and model risks and their
impact. Such models enable the aggregation of Key Performance Indicators
and their integration to goal models that display good cognitive fit. Managers
can monitor the impact of decisions on organization goals and improve
decision models 

Name Behnam Hajian

Institution Master of Science, School of Computer Science, Car 

Bio Behnam Hajian is a senior MSc student at School of Computer Science,
Carleton University, and his research area is Social Network Mining and
Analysis (SNA). He did his first Master of Science in the field of Software
Engineering at the University of Isfahan (Iran-2009) as well as his Bachelor of
Engineering at the University of Isfahan (Iran-2006) in the field of Software
Engineering. His previous research area was Text Mining and Search Engine
optimization at e-djuster (Ottawa-2010). He has worked in at Pars System
Analyzer as system analyst and database architect for three years. He taught
several courses as contract instructor at different universities including
Carleton University, Payam-Noor, and Isfahan High Education and Research
Institute. His current research is focused on showing impact of influence rank
(IR) and Referral Networks on Information diffusion by establishing
connections between experts in specific fields.  

Topic Marketing buzz is a technique using social networks for increasing brand
awareness in societies. This technique is also mentioned as Social
Recommender Systems in literatures. This technique uses different interactive
methods such as online games, video clips and text messages to advertise
an specific product in the market. Information diffusion is one of the most
important aspects of viral marketing showing how information (e.g. an
advertisement) spreads across a network. One of the issues in social
recommender system to be resolved is identification of opinion leaders. The
focus of this research is behavioral analysis which is the analysis of network
based on interactions between users to find opinion leaders. The Influence
Rank is identified in this presentation and its effects on information diffusion is
demonstrated by simulation of an artificial Social network. Finally, referral
networks in which additional links are being established between experts is
identified and its impacts on information diffusion is shown. 

Name Mohammad Danesh

Institution MSc Student, University of Ottawa 

Bio Mohammad Danesh is a MSc student at University of Ottawa, and his
research area is Service Oriented Governance and Software Infrastructure.
He is currently working on business process management in service oriented
virtual organizations and is interested in SOA based solutions for governing
Collaborative Networked Organizations. Prior to his master, he was a member
of Tarbiat Modaress University E-Commerce Lab and responsible for Service
Oriented technologies and solutions. His bachelor degree is in Information
Technology Engineering from Amirkabir University (Tehran).He has worked as
information system integrator consultant and has 4 years of experience in IS
development and deployment projects. He has experienced multiple roles in
these projects such as project manager, system architect, database designer
and programmer.  

Topic Topic: A framework for managing and performance measurement of SOA-
based virtual organizations 

Name Amin Kamali

Institution MSc. Student, University of Ottawa 

Bio Amin Kamali is a MSc. Student in Systems Science program at Telfer School
of Management, University of Ottawa. He did his BSc. Degree in Industrial
Engineering at Sharif University of Technology (Iran: 2005-2010) with
concentration on Information Systems Analysis and Design. He has worked in
industry as system analyst on many projects of design and implementation of
business information systems (Iran: 2008-2010). Currently he is doing his
thesis in KDD lab under supervision of Dr. Bijan Raahemi. His research area
is focused on Performance Management (PM) and its application in Service
Oriented Virtual Organizations (SOVOs). 

Topic In this research, we propose a framework for performance management (PM)
in virtual organizations (VOs) equipped with service oriented architecture
(SOA). This framework enables networks of organizations to evaluate and
manage their collaboration performance and also to align and coordinate their



various goals and objectives. Distributed management of VO will be enhanced
to reduce the necessity of a central authority. In addition providing
transparency at an agreed level within VO will facilitate mutual trust among
partners. The proposed solution will benefit  from SOA infrastructure to form
VO collaborative workflows, and to enable more dynamic VO creation and
management. The designed PM framework must be compatible to be
implemented by IBM Websphere and IBM Cognos BI.  

Name Amir Afrasiabi Rad

Institution PhD Candidate, University of Ottawa 

Bio Amir Afrsaiabi Rad is a PhD candidate in Computer Science studying at the
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Ottawa,
Canada. He got his master's degree in Electronic Business Technologies (e-
business) from the University of Ottawa in 2009, and his bachelor's degree in
Computer Engineering (Software) from Islamic Azad University (South
Tehran), Iran in 2007. His current research focuses on Social Network
Analysis (SNA) with an emphasis on measuring influence and its patterns in
social networks. His previous research areas were focused on social
commerce and business process modelling. His other research interests
include Service Oriented Architecture, Software Engineering, and Trust. He
has also worked in several companies including Pars Horizon Data Insert,
Pasargadae System Analysts, and the University of Ottawa as a system
developer and designer. 

Topic Social networks are collections of users who influence each other through
their generated content. Viral marketing, which relies on user influence, is one
of the best marketing strategies applied on social networks. As influence
affects sales, businesses try to identify influential users and encourage them
to create positive influence. Different models have been proposed for
detecting those influential users but most yield inaccurate results due to the
existence of inactive users, fake friends and spammers. Moreover, there is
still not enough study focusing on the fundamentals of influence measures in
social networks. As the first step towards mitigating this limitation, we focus
on measuring the influence propagation as one of the metrics for influence
measurement. To do so, we analyzed an open social network (YouTube) by
crawling its friendship networks and its subscribers (followers) networks, one
network from each. We observed that the effect on propagation of people who
are neither in friendship nor in subscription network is higher than that of
friends or subscribers, also subscribers have less effect on influence than
friends. We also noticed a low correlation between the popularity of content
and its propagation, with a greater correlation in subscription than that in
friendship networks. 

Name Iman Johari

Institution MSc. Student, University of Ottawa 

Bio  

Topic  
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Collaborative Networked Organization (CNO) and 
Virtual Organization (VO)

Challenges in VO Management and a Service 
Oriented approach to address them

Service Oriented Virtual Organizations Management 
Framework



Introduction to Collaborative Networked 
Organizations

Network of organizations
Autonomous
Geographically distributed
Heterogeneous 
Common or compatible goals
Jointly generating value
Computer network

3 (Camarinha-Matos et. al., 2009)



Motivation
In ten years most enterprises will be part of some sustainable
Collaborative Networked Organizations (CNO).

4 (Camarinha-Matos et. al., 2009)(U.S. Census Bureau, 
2009)



Virtual Organizations

A Dynamic, Temporal consortium 

Autonomous legally independent organizations

Respond to a business opportunity 

Partners share risks, costs and benefits

Operation is achieved by coordinating and sharing of 
skills, resources and competencies

(Drissen-Silva, Marcus & Rabelo, 2008) (Karvonen, Salkari,and Ollus, 2008)5



VO Lifecycle 

Creation Execution Evolution Dissolution

(Negretto,  Hodik,. Mulder, Ollus, pondrelli & Westphal, 2008). 6



VO Management Approaches
Consider VO as a Project

Define Set of Decision Protocols

Collaborative forum

(Negretto,  Hodik,. Mulder, Ollus, pondrelli & Westphal, 2008)7



VO Interaction Topologies

Supply Chain

Star

Peer-To-Peer

(Karvonen, Salkari,and Ollus, 2008) (Camarinha-Matos, Luis, Afsarmanesh, & Oliveira, 2005 )8



Challenges towards Collaborative BPM in VOs
Virtual Organizations Collaboration challenging Paradox

strong dependency to each other for their service offering 
totally autonomous in their day to day activities and 
management policies

VO BPM should support :
Support of VO organizational structuring, including dynamic 
reorganization during VO lifetime
Generic description, addressing and accessing of VO 
resources 
Enable business process integration
Be extensible in order to react to changes and provide 
scalability
support Interoperability between organizations
provide up to date information on collaborative VO network 
Support compatibility with industry standards 

(Drissen-Silva, Marcus Vinicius, & Rabelo, Ricardo José, 2009)(Gehre, Katranuschkov, & Scherer, 2007)9



Challenges towards Collaborative 
Performance Management in VOs

Impermanence 
of VOs & time 

restrictions

• Measurement for short and long term purposes
• Unique performance measures for each VO
• Context sensitiveness of performance indicators
• Temporal requirements

Inter-
organizational 

issues & 
complexities

• Different objectives of organizations
• Data sharing & Trust
• Harmonization of Business Processes
• Determination of interdependencies
• Specific PM Measures for partners’ collaboration
• Data availability & interpretation
• Distributed VO performance measurement and 

management 
• Decision making and assignment of benefits and 

risks

(Graser et. al. 2005)10



VO Infrastructure Requirement
Easy deployment and usage (plug & play)
Full interoperability. 
Flexible security mechanisms and privacy 
guarantee. 
Easy users management and logging (you should be 
able to define user roles 
Central management and distributed execution 
throughout the VO 
Scalability 
Business processes modeling, synchronization and 
management. 
Platform and technology independence. 

(Rabelo, Ricardo , Gusmeroli, Arana, & Nagellen, 2006)11



Service Oriented Architecture
Business Perspective:

Well defined
Encapsulated
Reusable 
Business-aligned capability. 
A service operation is the elementary part of a service and 
specifies the associated inputs, purpose, and outputs

Technology Perspective
discoverable, invokable software resource
has a service description and interface 
configurable using policies
service description is available for searching, binding, and 
invocation by a consumer
service provider delivers quality of service (QoS) requirements

(Arsanjani et al. 2008)12



SOA Motivation
According to DATAMONITOR , planned usage rates in 2006

93% of wireless technology companies project some use of SOA
92% of retail firms likewise
89% of financial 
76% of manufacturing
government usage rates projected to be 89%

According to Gartner SOA is being widely used in 2007
Almost 70% of the Europeans 
North American is following up by 55%
Asia with 25%.

Gartner also emphasizes that SOA adoption has started falling in 
2008 due to 

lack of SOA expertise.
less viable business cases.

(BEA Systems, Inc. SWOT Analysis., 2006)(Pettey, 2008) (“Bringing SOA to small enterprises” 2007)13



The Proposed Service Oriented VO

Virtual ESB
Service Zone 

Service Zone Service Zone 

Service Zone 

14



The Proposed Framework

15



SOVO PM Structural Framework

16



Value Network
A value network is any set of roles and interactions in 
which people engage in both tangible and intangible 
exchanges to achieve economic or social good (V. Allee
2008).

(Gordijn and Kort 2008)1

Third party payment

Mash-up Crowd sourcingOutsource chain

Direct to customer

(Zhongjie Wang 2010)



SOVO PM Structural Framework 
Collaboration Performance Dimensions
1. Reliability:

addresses the ability to perform tasks as expected. Reliability focuses on 
the predictability of the outcome of a process. Such as on-time, the right 
quantity, the right quality.

2. Flexibility:
describes the ability to respond to external influences and the ability to 
change. External influences include: Non-forecasted increases or 
decreases in demand; suppliers or partners going out of business; natural 
disasters.

3. Responsiveness:
describes the speed at which collaborative tasks are performed. Examples 
include cycle-time metrics.

4. Communication:
Addresses effectiveness and efficiency of  partners’ interactions. For 
example: response time to inquiries and response time to demands.

5. Commitment
a. Reactive: how VO members react to the critical situations and problems. 

Such as: Problem and conflict solving, and willingness to compromise.
b. Active: if VO members actively participate in collaborative processes. Such 

as: Giving suggestions for improvement, and level of information sharing.

(SCOR Model V.10 2010) (Camarinha Matos et. al 2008) 2



SOVO PM Structural Framework
Service Layer performance

Value Network

(ITIL V3 2008)

Service Level 
Management

SLR

SLA

OLA

3



SOVO PM Procedural Framework

4



Virtual Organization Unified Management Portal

User Federation
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Business Rule
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Process
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Conclusion
• Facilitate agile Dynamic inter-organization process management
• Enabling Global virtual organizations with less effort
• Loosely coupled partnership
• Facilitates any common topology for CNO collaboration
• Risk of VO creation will be reduced
• Facilitate distributed performance management
• Supports commitment and mutual trust among VO partners by providingtransparency of performance information

6



Ongoing Research

7

Linking three levels of performance indicators
Implementation of Unified Monitoring Information 
Repository
Integration of UMIR and Business Intelligence Tool
Implementing the framework in a prototype



Going Forward

8

Field implementation of the framework
Enabling organizational learning in VO
Supporting different vendor’s products in the 
proposed infrastructure
Enabling VO Breeding Environment using service 
cloud



Thank you!

9
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Inter Organization Collaboration

(Camarinha-Matos , Afsarmanesh , Galeano, Molina, 2009)12
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Portlet Development with Spring Portlet 
MVC and WebSphere Portal V7

By
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Agenda

● Introduction to WebSphere Portal Server V7 (Themes, Skins, 
pages, etc)

● Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification (JSR 268) and Portlet 
life cycles

● Introduction to Spring 3.0

1.  Spring Dependency injection engine

2.  Aspect oriented programming

3.  Spring data access and transaction management

4.  Spring Portlet Model View Controller



Introduction to WebSphere Portal V7

What is a Portal?

● A Portal is mainly a Web site that:

1. Aggregates content from diverse sources in a unified way

2. Provides users with ability to personalize their views



Introduction to WebSphere Portal V7

Portal Terminology

● Theme : A set of JSP and CSS files that define the overall look 
and feel

● Skin: A set of JSP and CSS files that define the look and feel of 
Portlets

● Portlet: A window of content

● Customization: any action performed by a user to modify 
Portlet or content unique to the user

● Personalization: any action taken by administrator, developer 
to present content to users based on some criteria



Introduction to WebSphere Portal V7

What is WebSphere Portal?

● A an enterprise solution that includes a runtime server,  
services e.g. Content management, tools and many other 
features that you can use to integrate your enterprise into a 
single customizable interface called Portal

WebSphere Portal and SOA

● SOA is an architecture principle that

● 1. Looks at reusable business functions and processes and 
allows businesses to reuse or/and combine into usable 
applications

● 2. Enables business processes to be more flexible and 
responsive in how they deliver business solutions



Introduction to WebSphere Portal V7

● WebSphere Portal key to an SOA approach because it 
provides a common framework and interface to integrate 
information, people, and business processes

1. Essentially a Portal is a series of different applications            
and services—some of which come with the portal itself            
(for example, content management), whilst other                        
applications may already exist in your business                          
environment. These applications are then combined and            
assembled (together with any relevant business                         
processes) at the front-end via Portlets, thus making Portal        
into what is essentially a giant composite application

● Hands-on Exercise to explore WebSphere Portal V7



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification 
(JSR 286)

What is a Portlet?

● A pluggable Web application packaged as a WAR file that is 
placed on Portal page within a window, called Portlet.

How a Portlet application is different from a traditional Web 
application?

● A Web framework is based on Servlet technology with no 
concept of life-cycle phases. A Portlet application is an 
extension to a Web application with additional life-cycles.

● A Portlet generates mark-up fragment that can be plugged 
into a Portal page while a Servlet generates a complete Web 
page not a mark-up fragment



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification
(JSR 286)

● A Portlet class [Controller] must implement the 
javax.portlet.Portlet interface, directly or indirectly and the 
Portlet class would be the only controller while you can have 
multiple Servlets [Controllers] , each mapped to a relative URL 
in a Web applications.

● A Servlet can be accessed through a URL while the concept 
does not exist in Portlets. You can not access a Portlet through 
a URL

● Portlets can communicate with one an other through 
communication mechanism provided by Portlet container while 
there is no built-in support in Servlets for event-based inter-
servlet communication



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification 
(JSR 286)

Portlet life-cycle

● A request in a Servlet based Web application results in 
invocation of service method of Servlet, which perform certain 
action and generates the complete web page, while a request 
in a Portlet application goes through multiple processing 
phase. During each phase, each request is mapped to a 
method in the Portlet class.

● Render phase during which content such as HTML markup 
fragment is generated [doView method]

● Action phase during which a action is performed by User or 
Portal such as form submit [processAction method]

● Resource phase during which Portlet serves resources



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification 
(JSR 286)

● Event phase during which Portlet processes events received 
by the Portlet

● Action and event processing occurs before render phase

Portlet Artifacts

● init()  : called when Portlet is initially loaded

● serveResource(): called to serve dynamically generated 
resources directly through the Portlet [Resource URL]

● doView() : called to display view [Render URL]

● doEdit() : called by user action on the Portlet menu –
Personalization

● doHelp():   called by user action on the Portlet menu

● processAction(): called to perform an action [Action URL]



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification 
(JSR 286)



Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification 
(JSR 286)

● Hands-on Exercise on Portlet 2.0



Spring Dependency Injection

What is dependency injection ?

● It is a design pattern

What is the recurring problem?

● Coupling and change.

● The moment an instance is instantiated “coupling” is 
introduced. Even with interface oriented programming, an 
implementation [a concrete instance] needs to be associated 
to the interface

● There is nothing wrong with object creation as it is 
fundamental part of java. The real culprit is ‘CHANGE’ and 
how change impacts our object creation.



Spring Dependency Injection

● Factory pattern was/is still used to address the issue of 
creational coupling as  a factory [specialized object] is used solely 
to create other objects

1. A big improvement when it comes to change as creational 
changes are scoped only to a factory. But we do not want 
change at all!

● Dependency injection is the other alternative

1. Based on the principle “ Don’t call us, we call you” [reversal of 
responsibilities].

2. Control over the construction, assembly of an object graph no 
longer resides with client or services, as this responsibility is 
performed by an external framework



Spring Dependency Injection

● Spring provides two types of DI container implementations

1. Bean factory [basic one]

2. Application context interface[a more advanced one]

● You configure your beans in Spring through XML files 
[annotation- based configuration is also available more on that 
in Spring Portlet MVC]

● ClassPathXMLApplication is one implementation that loads 
XML bean configuration file from the classpath.

ApplicationContext ctx = new  ClassPathXMLApplication(“bean.xml”);



Aspect Oriented Programming

● A programming model where:

● Cross cutting concerns [Logging, security,transaction, etc] are 
cut off from core business logic to a different class called 
‘aspect’

● Cross cutting concerns that an aspect defines are referred to 
as ‘advice’

● An advice needs to be applied to a business method, a 
‘pointcut expression’ is used to identify business methods to 
which an advice is applied



Aspect Oriented Programming

What does it mean in OO terms

● Create a class, called aspect

● Define methods, called advice, which address cross-cutting 
concerns

● Associated each methods with an expression, called point-cut  
expression, which identifies business methods in our 
application from which we want to remove logic that is not part 
of core business logic.

● At run-time, business methods, which match the point-cut 
expression of an advice, are intercepted and the advice is 
executed.



Aspect Oriented Programming

● Aspect-oriented Java extension (Aspectj) :

● Aspect-oriented extension to the Java programming language

● Aspects can be written as POJO annotated with annotations. 
Aspects of this kind is supported by Spring AOP framework

● Five types of advice annotations [@Before, @After, 
@AfterReturning, @AfterThrowing, and @Around



Aspect Oriented Programming

Hands-on exercise on Spring DI and Spring AOP



Spring Data Access

● JDBC is a low-level API fraught with redundant API calls over 
and over. JDBC abstraction is best described as follows:

1. Get a database connection from Datasource

2. Create a statement

3. Bind parameters to the statement

4. Execute the statement

5. Iterator over the results (if any)

6. Handle exception

7. Handle transactions

8. Clean up/close JDBC resources



Spring Data Access



Spring Data Access
● Spring provides simplification in handling database access 

with JdbcTemplate class.  Some of its benefits is best shown 
as follows:

1. Handles the creation and release of resources                            
automatically. It basically automates the core JDBC flow

2. Offers a clearly defined contract by providing various                  
callback interfaces e.g. RowMapper.

3. Provides a set of rich overloaded functions with various              
callbacks, bind variable arrays and such like.

4. Converts standard JDBC SQLExceptions into runtime                
exceptions to allow more flexible exception handling

5. Provides capability to convert vendor specific error                     
messages into better understandable code e.g.                               
SQLExceptionTranslator



Spring Data Access



Spring Data Access



Spring Transaction Management

● Spring provides a general interface for transaction 
infrastructure and a few built-in concrete transaction 
managers.

● Spring supports both programmatic and declarative  
transaction management and several built-in

● A transaction manager is needed no matter which strategy you 
use



Spring Transaction Management



Spring Transaction Management

Programmatic transaction management

● It is achieved by embedding transaction management code in 
your business logic to control transaction commits or rollbacks 
much like bean EJB Bean Managed Transactions

● Spring provides two means of programmatic transaction 
management

1. Using TransactionTemplate

2. Using a PlatformTransaction manager implementation               
directly



Spring Transaction Management



Spring Transaction Management



Spring Transaction Management

Declarative transaction management with AOP



Spring Transaction Management

Declarative transaction management @Transaction annotation

● Transaction declaration in bean configuration files requires 
knowledge of AOP

● Simply declare transaction by

1. Annotating your transactional methods with 
@Transactional

2. Enabling the <tx:annotation-driven /> in your bean                     
configuration file



Spring Transaction Management



Spring Transaction Management
Propagation transaction attribute

● REQUIRE : If there is an existing transaction in progress, join 
the transaction. Otherwise start a new transaction

● REQUIRES_NEW: Start a new transaction. If there is an 
existing transaction in progress, suspend it.

● SUPPORTS: If there is an existing transaction in progress, join 
the transaction. Otherwise, do not to start a transaction.

● NOT_SUPPORTED: No transaction is required. if there is one, 
suspend it.

● MANDATORY: An existing transaction is required. If there is no 
transaction in progress, an exception is thrown

● NEVER: No transaction is required. If there is a transaction in 
progress, an exception is thrown



Spring Portlet MVC

● A framework exclusively designed for Portlet Development 
while leveraging Spring features such as Dependency 
injection, Spring transaction management and etc.

● Very unique compared to other Web frameworks that come 
with Portlet development support as they not have Portlet life-
cycle phases or at least they hide those life-cycle phases

● Its true value is best recognized when a multi-page Portlet with 
multiple use cases or functionalities is created



Spring Portlet MVC

Spring Portlet MVC components



Spring Portlet MVC

● Handler mapping beans are Spring provided beans that map a 
Portlet request to a handler/controller. The mapping may be 
based on:

1. Portlet mode  [PortletModeHandlerMapping]

2. Value of request parameter [ParameterHandlerMapping]

3. Both 1 & 2 [PortletModeParameterHandlerMapping]

● Controllers are special beans that contain the actual logic to 
handle Portlet requests. They must implement Controller 
interface directly or indirectly by extending AbstractController



Spring Portlet MVC

● A view resolvers is a configured bean ,that implements 
ViewResolver interface, in application context whose 
responsibility is to return specific view implementation (HTML, 
JSP, Tiles, PDF, JSF view, or other) for a logical name returned 
by the Controller.

● ViewRenderServlet is a bridge Servlet that converts Portlet 
requests and responses to Servlet requests and responses and 
then renders Servlet based views for Portlets. By default 
Dispatcher Portlet will request relative URL /WEB-
INF/servlet/view for view rendering

● Hands-on exercise on Spring Portlet



Spring Portlet MVC annotations

● Annotations are meta data defined in the source code 
interpreted by compiler and runtime to perform tasks during 
runtime or compilation

● Annotations are preceded by @ symbol followed by annotation 
name.

Example

@Deprecated : built in java annotation [compile time 
annotation ]



Spring Portlet MVC annotations

● @Controller : specifies a class is a Spring component type of 
controller

● @RequestMapping: indicates that a controller is responsible 
for Portlet requests receive



Spring Portlet MVC annotations

● @RenderMapping : designates a controller method as a render 
method



Spring Portlet MVC annotations

● @ActionMapping: designates a controller method as an action 
method



Spring Portlet MVC annotations

● Hands on lab on Spring Portlet annotations

THE END
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Outline

 Motivation
 Our perspectives
 Behavior sequence prediction framework
 Some results of loop trip count prediction
 Possible uses
 Summary
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Motivation

 Accurate and proactive prediction of program 
behaviors is essential for many optimizations
 Loop trip counts for loop unrolling
 Function hotness for function optimization level in JIT
profitability for speculative parallelization
Cache miss rates for prefetching aggressiveness
 Loop coldness for outlining
 ......

Thursday, November 10, 11



Motivation

 The usefulness is not limited to program 
optimizations
OS level

Provision in cloud computing
Scheduling to reduce resource contention

Architecture level
Voltage scaling

Thursday, November 10, 11



Motivation

 However, the prediction of program behaviors is 
challenging

Thursday, November 10, 11



Motivation

 Opportunities do exist

Thursday, November 10, 11



Our Perspectives

 Difference between instance prediction and 
sequence prediction
 Instance prediction:  the next one or several 

instances
 Sequence Prediction: the whole sequence of the 

considered behavior
 Statistical correlation among different behaviors

Trip counts of two different loops
 Loop trip counts and function hotness

 Context awareness
 Loop stack and call stack
Correlated behaviors happened before

Thursday, November 10, 11



Our Perspectives

 Three requirements for behavior prediction
Accuracy
 Proactivity
 Scope

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 The initial study is on loop trip counts prediction
 Loops are dominant parts
Resource requirements
 inlining
Computation granularity
 ...

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 Loop trip count sequences follow patterns

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 Three steps
 Simplification

Recognize the pattern of a sequence and use 
several features to represent it

 Prediction
Predict the sequence features through correlation

Generation
Reconstruct sequences from the predicted features

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 Pattern Recognition

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 Pattern Recognition

<c1.4,1,1,17> <c2.1.1,c1.4,10,31,-1,c1.1,18,23>

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

 Correlation Prediction 

Thursday, November 10, 11



Sequence Prediction Framework

Thursday, November 10, 11
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Possible Uses

 Aggressive Optimizations
 Loop unrolling for non-countable loops

    
    While(!p) {
        if(satisfySomeCondition(p)) {
             result = p;
             break;
         }
         else
              p = p->next;
     }

Need runtime check and recovery support

Thursday, November 10, 11



Possible Uses

 Loop parallelization

     loop1 {                            loop2 {

          loop2 {                              loop1 {
                ...;                                    ...;
           }                                       }
 
      }                                      }

loop interchange?

Thursday, November 10, 11



Possible Uses
 From loop trip counts to other behaviors

– Function hotness
– Prefetching aggressiveness
– Software pipelining
– Trace selection in trace JIT

Thursday, November 10, 11



Summary

 Program behavior prediction is useful for many 
compiler optimizations, and even for OS and 
architecture level

 Behavior Sequences show extreme complexity, 
but correlation provides an opportunity to predict 
them

 Three requirements for useful predictions

 High prediction accuracy is possible for many 
loops

Thursday, November 10, 11



Bo Wu @ William & Mary

Thanks!
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Motivation
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Motivation
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Motivation
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Problem Statement
● How to facilitate the performance analysis of flat-profile 

applications?
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Problem Statement
● How to facilitate the performance analysis of flat-profile 

applications?

● More specifically: how to automate the search for 
execution patterns in flat-profile applications, that may 
indicate the need for optimization?
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Problem Statement
● How to facilitate the performance analysis of flat-profile 

applications?

● More specifically: how to automate the search for 
execution patterns in flat-profile applications, that may 
indicate the need for optimization?

● Optimization may be at different levels, e.g. hardware 
architecture, code generation, application source-code
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Idea

Problem:

Mine for frequent patterns of execution in a program
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Idea

Problem:

Mine for frequent
patterns of execution
in a program

Mine for frequent
sub-graphs in a flow 
graph

Possible Solution:
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Fundamental Concepts
● Execution pattern: set of attributes that characterize 

distinct executed regions of the program

● Program regions that map to a pattern are called pattern 
instances

● Two program regions that contain the same attributes are 
two instances of the same pattern
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Fundamental Concepts
● What makes a pattern interesting?

● Support value: measure of how interesting the pattern is

● Frequent execution pattern: a pattern that has a support 
value higher than a threshold. The support value of a 
pattern is calculated from all its instances
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Execution Flow Graph
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Execution Flow Graph
● Generic representation that 

places together static and 
dynamic data

● Can be adapted to different 
mining granularities
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Solution: FlowGSpan
● Based on gSpan (Yan and Han, 2002) and FlowGSP 

(Jocksch et al., 2010)
● Mines for sequential execution patterns (sub-paths) and 

execution patterns with branches (sub-graphs)
● Maps frequent patterns to pattern instances 
● Uses support criteria based on attributed, weighted nodes 

and weighted edges
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Support Criteria
● Weight support (Sw)

● Frequency support (Sf)

● Support value (Sm = max{Sw, Sf})

● Anti-monotonicity property
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Support Criteria
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FlowGSpan Example
● Procedure: 

– generation of candidate sub-graph g of size k by 
combining possible attributes

– matching of g on dataset
– support value calculation of matches of g
–  comparison of support value of g against threshold
– if g is not frequent, discard it
– else extend g by adding an edge to it, that can either 

be connected to a new node or to a node already 
in g
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FlowGSpan Example
● Support threshold (minSup): 0.1

● Possible attributes: a, b, c, d

● Dataset size: 2 (in number of EFGs)
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FlowGSpan Example
0-edge sub-graphs
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FlowGSpan Example
0-edge sub-graphs
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FlowGSpan Example
0-edge sub-graphs
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FlowGSpan Example
0-edge sub-graphs
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FlowGSpan Example
1-edge sub-graphs
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FlowGSpan Example
● For 2-edge sub-graphs onwards...
● Approach based on gSpan: edge-by-edge pattern-growth 

(extends sub-graph by testing all combinations from 
frequent node pool)

● Optimized approach: edge combination
● Sub-graph matching issue: restarting search for every 

candidate sub-graph
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FlowGSpan Example
Core optimization: registration of pattern instances
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Application: targeting compiler 
developers

● Implemented FlowGSpan to 
mine for sets of hardware 
events

● Matching is exact
● Tested on DayTrader 

bechmark, which was JITted 
and profiled on IBM's z196 
mainframe architecture

● Compared against optimized 
FlowGSP (with added pattern 
instance registration)
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Application: targeting compiler 
developers
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Application: targeting compiler 
developers
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● Implementing FlowGSpan to mine for higher-level 
patterns (“source-code patterns”)

● Idea: flow graph mining at basic block level 
● Challenges:

– How to define basic block similarity?
– Approximate matching of patterns
– How to map from patterns to corresponding 

source lines?

Application: targeting application 
developers
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Conclusion
● FlowGSpan: an algorithm that performs attributed sub-

graph mining in Execution Flow Graphs 
● FlowGSpan can be adapted according to the semantics of 

the dataset of Execution Flow Graphs to be mined
● Efficient implementation is fundamental to achieve 

acceptable performance when mining real-world, multi-GB 
datasets

● Large business applications can greatly benefit from 
automated performance analysis using FlowGSpan
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Questions?
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Contents

˜ Background

˜ Analysis

˜ Future Work



˜ Use programming language types to rule out 
potential aliases:

Type-Based Alias Analysis

int *

double *

?



History

˜ Amer Diwan, Kathryn S. McKinley, and J. Eliot 
B. Moss. 1998. 'Type-based alias analysis' 

˜ August G. Reinig. 1998. 'Alias Analysis in the 
DEC C and Digital C++ Compilers'

˜ Rakesh Ghiya, Daniel Lavery, and David Sehr. 
2001. 'On the importance of points-to analysis 
and other memory disambiguation methods for 
C programs'



Status Quo

˜ General adoption:
˜ Compiler support:

˜ gcc
˜ XL C/C++
˜ Clang (as of April 2011)

˜ C standard

˜ So what's the problem?



The C Standard



The Problem

˜ Lots of code violates the standard

˜ TBAA on non-compliant programs is unsafe

˜ "Solution": turn off TBAA



The Problem

Can we do better?



The Problem

Problem: Identify points in a program where 
memory objects may be accessed in a way which 

violates the restrictions in the C standard.



6.5: [...]

7. An object shall have its stored value accessed only by an lvalue expression that has one of 
the following types:

— a type compatible with the effective type of the object,

— a qualified version of a type compatible with the effective type of the object,

— a type that is the signed or unsigned type corresponding to the effective type of the
object,

— a type that is the signed or unsigned type corresponding to a qualified version of the
effective type of the object,

— an aggregate or union type that includes one of the aforementioned types among its
members (including, recursively, a member of a subaggregate or contained union), or

— a character type.

The C Standard: Valid Accesses

Case 2: There is structural aliasing.

Case 3: The access is through a character type.

Case 1: The types are the same, ignoring qualifiers and signedness.

(The type of the lvalue, and the effective type of the accessed object)



6.5: [...]

6. The effective type of an object for an access to its stored value is the declared type of the 
object, if any. (Allocated objects have no declared type.)

If a value is stored into an object having no declared type through an lvalue having a type that 
is not a character type, then the type of the lvalue becomes the effective type of the object for 
that access and for subsequent accesses that do not modify the stored value.

If a value is copied into an object having no declared type using memcpy or memmove, or is 
copied as an array of character type, then the effective type of the modified object for that 
access and for subsequent accesses that do not modify the value is the effective type of the 
object from which the value is copied, if it has one.

For all other accesses to an object having no declared type, the effective type of the object is 
simply the type of the lvalue used for the access.

The C Standard: Effective Types

Case 1: The object has a declared type. The effective type is the same.

Case 2: The object has no declared type. Use the type of the last store.

Case 3: memcpy, memmove, and char arrays: type of the copied object

Case 4: Otherwise, type of the lvalue used for the access



High Level Reasoning

˜ Everything starts safe.

˜ If every statement preserves safety, then 
everything stays safe.

˜ Approach: find the statements that do not 
preserve safety.



Analysis

˜ implementation in XL C compiler
˜ pass over the intermediate representation
˜ on-demand flow sensitivity

˜ requires points-to analysis
˜ can't use TBAA



Example

int    *ip = […];

double *dp = […];

ip = (int *) dp;

for (…)

*dp += (double) *ip;



Example

int i, *ip; double d, *dp; void *vp;

ip = &i;

vp = ip;

dp = &d;

for (…)

ip = (int *) vp;

*ip += 1;

vp = dp;

dp = (double *) vp;

*dp += 1.0;

Prev

{}{double}{int}{int,double}



Future Work

˜ Interprocedural analysis

˜ Automatic adjustment



Conclusion

˜ TBAA is not safe on arbitrary C code

˜ We can detect points where it becomes unsafe

˜ Long run: a safer TBAA



Thanks.
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Parallel Programming is Hard

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 2

T1

Rd(a)

Rd(b)

Wr(a)

T2

Rd(a)

Wr(c)

Rd(a)

T3

Rd(x)

Rd(a)

Tools offload some burden of 
managing data accesses:

– Memory Race Replay

– Atomicity Violation Survival

– Transactional Memory

– Speculative Optimizations

Many tools are using Bloom filters



Bloom Filter

• Bit-vector-based data structure [1970]
– offers fast set operations

– in exchange for some imprecision

• Recently used to compare memory accesses

• With unconventional practices: Intersection

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 3

We show new practices are inefficient!
(in theory and empirically)



Bloom Filters in Concurrency Tools

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 4

System Year Application
Bulk 2006 Hardware TM

BulkSC 2007 Memory Consistency

HARD 2007 Race Detection

DeLorean 2008 Deterministic Race Replay

SoftSig 2008 Code Analysis/Optimization/Debug

RingSTM 2008 Software TM

SigRace 2009 Race Detection

ColorSafe 2010 Atomicity Violation

InvalSTM 2010 Software TM

AdapSig 2010 Software TM

SvS 2011 Auto-protection of shared state

Our propositions will improve parallelism!



Tracking Address-Set Conflicts

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 5



Address-Sets

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 6

T1

Rd(a)

Rd(b)

Wr(a)

T2

Rd(a)

Wr(c)

Rd(a)

T3

Rd(x)

Rd(a)

Read Set:

• memory locations read

• RT1 = {a,b}

Write Set:

• memory locations written

• WT1 = {a}



Burden: Address-Set Conflicts

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 7

T1

Rd(a)

Rd(b)

Wr(a)

T2

Rd(a)

Wr(c)

Rd(a)

T3

Rd(x)

Rd(a)

Conflicts
– address accesses are dependent

– independence -> parallelism!

– address conflicts -> no parallelism

Conflict Detection requires 
– read and write set comparison



Test address-sets for null-intersections

Detect conflicts at the end of a transaction

Lazy Conflict Detection

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 8

R1={a,c}
W1={b}

T1 T2

Wr(b)-
-Rd(a)Rd(a)-

Rd(c)- -Rd(b)

?021 =RW I



Bloom Filters (BF)

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 9



Bloom Filter Background

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 10

• Bloom filter is a compact set representation
– bit vector - much smaller than address space

x

h()

xS ←)BF(



Bloom Filter Background

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 11

y h()
?)BF(Sy ∈

{Yes, No}

Query for an address, y



Bloom Filter False Positives (FPs)

• Encode a large address space into a bit-vector 
– response to query is actually No or Maybe

• False Positives – when “maybe” is wrong

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 12

is y in ?

x y



Partitioned Bloom Filter

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 13

Insert an address, x:
– k hash functions encode k bit indices to set

x

h1() h2() hk()…

…

xS ←)BF(



Probability of False Positives is well understood

Query for an address, y:

Partitioned Bloom Filter

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 14

y

h1() h2() hk()…

…

{Maybe, No}

?)BF(Sy ∈



Unconventional
Bloom Filter Null-Intersection Tests

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 15



Two existing approaches:
1. build a Queue of Queries (QoQ)

2. combine queries into distinct Bloom filter
– replace many queries with 1 intersection!

Bloom Filter Null-Intersection Tests

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 16

a2a3a4a5 a1 ?

?I



Do two sets share any elements?

Partitioned BF Intersection

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 17

…

?021 =SS I

…
…

{Disjoint, Maybe Overlap}



Any asserted bits indicate set overlap

Unpartitioned BF Intersection

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 18

…

?021 =SS I

…
…

{Disjoint, Maybe Overlap}



Imprecision in BF Intersection

• Bloom filter was intended for fast Querying

• Recent systems use filter for Intersection
– Imprecision can produce False Set-Overlaps (FSO)

– We are the first to study Bloom filter FSOs

– Our goal is to

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 19

Understand and improve Bloom filter intersection



Important Questions

When using BFs for testing null-intersection

1. How do BF Intersection and QoQ compare?
– theoretical study [SPAA ‘11]

2. Can we compromise? 
– new Bloom filter design

3. Does theory work in practice? 
– empirical study

Mark Jeffrey, Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy TM 20



1. How do BF Intersection and 
QoQ compare?

Bloom Filters for Null-Intersection Tests
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Definitions
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Definitions
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h1() h2() hk()…

…

partitions   k

sets access addressdisjoint   , BA

bits m



• Unpartitioned BF Intersection

• Partitioned BF Intersection

• Queue of BF Queries

( ) BAk

mUnpartp
2

111 −−=

Probability of FSO [SPAA ‘11]
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h1 h2 hk…

h1 h2 hk…

( )( )kBA

m
k

Partp −−= 11

( )( )( )BkA

m
k

QoQp −−−−= 1111
b2b3b4b5 b1 ϵ?



For any length m, and k > 1 hash functions,

nedUnpartitiodPartitioneQoQ
ppp <<

Queue of Queries gives the fewest false conflicts
Partitioned intersection improves on Unpartitioned

Comparing FSOs  [SPAA ’11]
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2. Can we compromise? 
A new Bloom filter design

Bloom Filters for Null-Intersection Tests
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Batch-of-Bloom-filters (BoB)
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{Disjoint, Maybe Overlap}

BoB Intersection
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BoB: compromise between QoQ and Intersect



3. Does theory work in practice?
Bloom Filters for Null-Intersection Tests
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Methodology

• Augment RingSTM with alternate BF configs
[Spear et al. SPAA ’08]

– unpartitioned Bloom filter intersection

• Stress BF configurations using STAMP bench

• 8-core Intel Xeon with SSE2 ISA
– 32-bit Linux 2.6.32-5-686
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QoQ, BoB, part. intersect outperform baseline

Performance Results: Labyrinth
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Execution Time Aborts

21% Speedup

Better



Querying overhead counteracts reduced aborts

Performance Results: Kmeans-low
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Better

>25% slowdown

Execution Time Aborts



Conclusion
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Conclusion

Conflict detection often applies Bloom filters
– for fast set operations: y S and S1∩S2

– unconventionally using BFs for null-intersection

Our recommendations (from theory & practice)
1. strongly consider querying before intersection

2. in hardware, consider intersecting BoBs

3. build adaptive systems for application behaviors
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Improving Bloom Filter 
Configuration 

for Lazy Transactional Memory

Thank you!

markj@eecg.toronto.edu
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Trace selection: 
how to form good 
compilation scope

Trace-based Compilation in a Nut-shell
Stems from a simple idea of building compilation scopes  dynamically out of 
execution paths

method fmethod entry

trace exit
return

if (x != 0)

rarely
executed

while (!end)

do something

frequently
executed

Optimization: 
scope-mismatch 

problem

Common traps to misunderstand
trace selection:

• Do not think about path profiling
• Think about trace recording

• Do not think about program structures
• Think about graph, path, split or join

• Do not think about global decisions
•Think about local decisions

Code-gen:
handle to handle 

trace exits
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Trace Compilation in a Decade

Loops

All regions

Coarse
grained 
Loops

One-pass trace selection
(linear/cyclic traces)

Multi-pass trace selection
(trace trees)

dynamo
(binary)

PyPy
(Python)

LuaJIT
(Lua)

Testarossa 
Trace-JIT

(Java)

Hotspot 
Trace-JIT

(Java)

SPUR
(javascript)

HotpathVM
(Java)

TraceMonkey
(javascript)

Increasing selection footprint

DaCapo-9.12, WebSphere
1300~27000 traces

spec
<200 traces

DaCapo-9.12
12000 traces, 1600 trees

Java Grande
<10 trees

<600 traces

<100 traces
<70 trees

<200 traces
<100 trees

YETI
(Java)

SpecJVM

A

B

exit

exit

linear

stub

A

B

exit

cyclic

stub

A

D
exit

tree

stubC

D

B

Delvik
(Java)
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An Example of Trace Duplication Problem

Trace A Trace B

Trace DTrace C

In total, 4 traces (17BBs) are selected 
for a simple loop of 4BB+1BB

Average BB duplication factor on 
DaCapo is 13
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Understanding the Causes (I): Short-Lived Traces

0%
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fop
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xalan

geom
ean

% traces selected by baseline algorithm with <500 execution frequency

On average, 40% 
traces of DaCapo 9-12 

are short lived

trace A

trace B

1. Trace A is formed before trace B, but node B 
dominates node A

2. Node A is part of trace B

• Trace A is formed first
• Trace B is formed later
• Afterwards, A is no longer entered

SYMPTON

ROOT CAUSE
1

2
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Understanding the Causes (II): Excessive Duplication Problem

Block duplication is inherent to any trace selection algorithm
–e.g., most blocks following any join-node are duplicated on traces

All trace selection algorithms have mechanisms to detect repetition 
–so that cyclic paths are not unrolled (excessively)

But there are still many unnecessary duplications that do not help 
performance
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Examples of Excessive Duplication Problem
Example 1

Key: this is a very biased 
join-node

Example 2

n trace buffer

Q: breaking up a cyclic 
trace at inner-join point? Q: truncate trace at 

buffer length (n)?

Hint: efficient to peel 1st 
iteration of a loop?

Hint: what’s the convergence 
of tracing large loop body of 
size m (m>n)?
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1. Trace A and B are selected out of sync wrt topological order
2. Node A is part of trace B

ROOT CAUSE

A

B

Our Solution

Reduce short-lived traces
1. Constructing precise BB 

– address a common pathological duplication in trace termination conditions
2. Change how trace head selection is done (most effective)

– address out-of-order trace head selection
3. Clearing counters along recorded trace 

– favors the 1st born

4. Trace path profiling 
– limit the negative effect of trace duplication

Reduce excessive trace duplication
1. Structure-based truncation

– Truncate at biased join-node (e.g., target of back-edge), etc
2. Profile-based truncation

– Truncated tail of traces with low utilization based on trace profiling
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Technique Example (I): Trace Path Profiling

1. Select promising BBs to monitor exec. count

basic block

2. Selected a trace head, start recording a trace

3. Recorded a trace, then submit to compilation 

Original trace selection algorithm

With trace path profiling

3.a. Keep on interpreting the (nursery) trace
– monitor counts of trace entry and exits
– do not update yellow counters on trace

NOTE: Traces that never graduate from nursery are short-lived by definition

3.b. When trace entry count exceeds threshold, 
graduate trace from nursery and compile

Using nursery to select the topologically early one (i.e., favors “strongest”)
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Evaluation Setup

Benchmark
– DaCapo benchmark suite 9.12
– DayTrader 2.0 running on WebSphere 7 (3-tier setup, DB2 and client on a 

separate machine)

Our Trace-JIT
– Extended IBM J9 JIT/VM to support trace compilation

• based on JDK for Java 6 (32-bit)
• support a subset of warm level optimizations in original J9 JIT
• 512 MB Java heap with large page enabled, generational GC

– Steady-state performance of the baseline
• DaCapo: 4% slower than J9 JIT at full opt level
• DayTrader: 20% slower than J9 JIT at full opt level

Hardware: IBM BladeCenter JS22
– 4 cores (8 SMT threads) of POWER6 4.0GHz 
– 16 GB system memory
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Trace Selection Footprint after Applying Individual Techniques
(normalized to baseline trace-JIT w/o any optimizations)

Trace selection footprint: sum of bytecode sizes among all trace selected
Lower is better

Observation: each individual technique reduces selection footprint between 10%~40%.
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Cumulative Effect of Individual Techniques on Trace Selection 
Footprint (Normalized to Baseline)

Lower is better

Observations: 1) each technique further improves selection footprint over previous 
techniques; 2) Cumulatively they reduce selection footprint to 30% of the baseline.

steady-state time: unchanged, from 4% slowdown (luindex) to 10% speedup (WebSphere)
start-up time: 57% baseline
compilation time: 31% baseline
binary size: 31% baseline 
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Comparison with Other Size-control Heuristics

We are the first to explicitly study selection footprint as a problem

However, size control heuristics were used in other selection algorithms
– Stop-at-loop-header (3% slower, 150% larger than ours)
– Stop-at-return-from-method-of-trace-head (6% slower, 60% larger than ours)
– Stop-at-existing-head (30% slower, 20% smaller than ours)

Why is stop-at-existing-head so footprint efficient?

– It does not form short-lived traces because a trace 
head cannot appear in another trace
– It includes stop-at-loop-header because most loop 
headers become trace head

A

B
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Comparing Against Simpler Solutions
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2. Trace selection is more footprint efficient as only live codes are selected

3. Tail duplication is the major source of trace duplication

4. Shortening individual traces is the main weapon for footprint efficiency

Common beliefs Our Grain of Salt

– Duplication can lead to serious selection footprint explosion

– There are other sources of unnecessary duplication: short-lived 
traces and poor selection convergence

– Many trace shortening heuristics hurt performance
– Proposed other means to curb footprint at no cost of performance

1. Selection footprint is a non-issue as trace JITs target hot codes only

– Scope of trace JIT evolved rapidly, incl. running large-scale apps  

Summary
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WAS/DayTrader performance

Peak performance JITted code size Compilation time

Base line method-JIT version: pap3260_26sr1-20110509_01(SR1))
Blade Center JS22, POWER6 4.0 GHz, 4 cores (8 threads), AIX 6.1

Startup time
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s 
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Trace-JIT is about 10% slower than method-JIT in peak throughput
☺ Trace-JIT generates smaller code size with much shorter compilation time
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Concluding Remarks & Future Directions

Significant advances are made in building real trace systems, but much 
less was understood about them

This work offers insights on how to identify common pitfalls of a class of 
trace selection algorithms and solutions to remedy them

Trace compilation vs. method compilation remains an over-arching open 
question
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BACK UP
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Breakdown of Source of Selection Footprint Reduction
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our algo w/ all-opts shorted-lived traces eliminated structure-trunc BCs profile-trunc BCs others eliminated

Most footprint reduction comes from eliminating short-lived traces

Other reduction may come from better convergence of trace selection
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Contents

● Essential background
● Modeling MLS

– In-order, out-of-order, nested
– Signaling

● Abstraction
● Experiments
● Conclusion and future work
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Background

● Method-Level Speculation
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Background

● Method-Level Speculation
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Background

● Issues
– Safety: validate speculative thread
– Overhead

● Forking
● Joining & validating
● Speculative isolation

– Parallel work
● Length of method, continuation
● Misspeculation
● Fork points

Compiler-Driven Performance, November 10, 2011



  

Background

● Existing systems
– Focus on data dependencies
– Careful heuristics
– Context-specific
– Varying performance...

● Why?
– Feedback; resource-limited.
– Speculative “style” vs code

Compiler-Driven Performance, November 10, 2011



  

Modeling MLS

● MLS Constraint Graph

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}

B() {
   work3
   C()
   work4
}

C() {
   work5
}

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}
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Modeling MLS

● MLS Constraint Graph

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}

B() {
   work3
   C()
   work4
}

C() {
   work5
}

Execution:    A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4 → w2 → 0

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}
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Modeling MLS

● MLS Constraint Graph

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}

B() {
   work3
   C()
   work4
}

C() {
   work5
}

Execution:    A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4 → w2 → 0

A() {
   work1
   B()
   work2
}

Continuation edges
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Modeling MLS

● All possible MLS executions
A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4 → w2      0
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Modeling MLS

● All possible MLS executions
A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4 → w2      0

A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4      w2 → 0

A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5     w4 → w2 → 0

A → w1 → B → w3 → C → w5 → w4 → w2 → 0
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Modeling MLS

● Speculation Styles
– Usually more than 1 speculative thread

● Out-of-order
– Create multiple spec children from a thread

● In-order
– Spec children can create spec children

● Nested
– Both
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Modeling MLS

● Signaling Disciplines
– Support thread reuse

● Forward-signaling
– Parent signals child to stop
– Improves parallelism, mostly for out-of-order

● Backward-signaling
– Child signals parent
– Improves parallelism, mostly for in-order

● But must retain child states
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Modeling MLS

● Assume T = SABC
– S is the sequential preamble
– A method body
– B continuation (pre-join)
– C continuation (post-join)

● Full formula:
MLS(T=SABC) = S ; MLS(A) | MLS(B) + MLS(C)
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Abstraction
T = t

1
,t

2
, …, t

n

MLS(T,d,time) = 
  for all S = preamble(T,d) s.t. time(S) < time
     let (t

|S|+1
,t

b
) be a continuation edge

     T
A
 = t

|S|+1
, …, t

b-1

     for all d
1
,d

2
 = d-1,0 // out-of-order

                          0,d-1 // in-order
                          split(d-1) // nested
     for all A = MLS(T

A
,d

1
,time-time(S)-F)

        T
B
 = t

b
, …, t

n

        for all B = MLS(T
B
,d

2
,time(A))

           T
C
 = t

|S|+|A|+|B|+1
, …, t

n

           time(S;A|B) = time(S) + F + max(time(A),time(B)) + J
           for all C = MLS(T

C
,d,time-time(S;A|B))

              time(T) = time(S;A|B) + time(C)
              return S ; A | B + C
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Abstraction

● Exhaustive analysis
– Model in-order, out-of-order, nested

● Show maximum parallel potential
– Interaction of spec design and code
– Assume no misspeculation

● Adds overhead, reduces available threads
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Experiments

● Basic coding idioms
– Iteration 

● for(...) { work(); }   (10 iters)

– Head-recursion 
● head() { head(); work(); }  (10 levels)

– Tail-recursion
● tail() { work(); tail(); }  (10 levels)

– Tree-add: double head-recursion
● ta() { ta(); ta(); work; }  (3 levels)

Compiler-Driven Performance, November 10, 2011



  

Experiments

● Abstract time units
– Method-call: 5 units
– Fork: 5 units
– Join: 20 units
– Work: 1000 units

● Maximal parallelism; no misspeculation
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Experiments

● Measurements
– Speedup

● In-order, out-of-order, nested (forward-signaling)
● Max, average, “greedy” fork heuristic

– Weight sensitivity
● Scale fork/join overhead 0...10000 units
● (not shown)

– Code structure
● Simple code changes
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Experiments: Speedup
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Experiments: Speedup
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Experiments: Speedup
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Experiments: Speedup
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Experiments: Structure

● Greedy forking
● Prefix:

– prefix() { work; };  benchmark();
● Wrap:

– wrap { benchmark(); work; }
● Suffix:

– benchmark(); suffix() { work; }



  

Experiments: Structure
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Experiments: Structure
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Conclusions

● Improve understanding of TLS
– Interaction of speculation-style and code
– Feedback properties

● Abstraction
– Exhaustive analysis
– Greedy behaviour

● Step to further abstraction
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Future Work

● Examine other factors
– Misspeculation due to data-dependencies
– Non-spec instructions
– Backward-signaling; mixed signaling
– Different fork heuristics

● Real program workloads
● Basis for new fork heuristics

Compiler-Driven Performance, November 10, 2011



  

Done!

● Questions?
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Experiments: Weight
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Experiments: Structure
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Experiments: Structure
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Memory Performance
• On modern computer system, memory performance depends on 

the active data usage.
• primary factor affecting the latency of memory operations 

and the demand for memory bandwidth.
• data interference in shared cache environment

• Locality = Active data usage
• reuse distance model: upto thousands of times slowdown
• footprint model

2



Reuse Distance

• Definition
• the number of distinct elements accessed between two 

consecutive accesses to the same data
• Reuse signature of an execution

• the distribution of all finite reuse distances
• determines working set size and gives the miss rate of fully 

associative cache of all sizes
• associativity effect [Smith 1976]
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Reuse Distance

• Definition
• the number of distinct elements accessed between two 
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• Reuse signature of an execution
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Reuse Distance Measurement
Measurement algorithms since 1970 Time Space
Naive counting O(N2) O(N)
Trace as a stack [IBM’70] O(NM) O(M)

Trace as a vector [IBM’75, Illinois’02] O(NlogN) O(N)

Trace as a tree [LBNL’81], splay tree 
[Michigan’93], interval tree 
[Illinois’02]

O(NlogM) O(M)

Fixed cache sizes [Winsconsin’91] O(N) O(C)
Approximation tree [Rochester’03] O(NloglogM) O(logM)
Approx. using time [Rochester’07] O(N) O(1)

N is the length of the trace. M is the size of data.  C is the size of cache.
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Footprint

• Definition
• given an execution window in a trace, the footprint is the 

number of distinct elements accessed in the window
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Footprint

• Definition
• given an execution window in a trace, the footprint is the 

number of distinct elements accessed in the window

5

k m m n n n

window size= 4      footprint=2

• All-Footprint statistic
• a distribution of footprint size over window size
• precise distribution requires measuring all windows: N(N+1)/2 

windows in a N-long trace
• Another Model of Active Data Usage

• a harder problem (than reuse distance)



All-footprint CKlogM Alg. [Xiang+ PPoPP’11]

• The algorithm
• footprint counting
• relative precision approximation
• trace compression 

• Efficiency
• it is the first algorithm which can make complete 

measurement of all-footprint.
• the cost is still too high for real-size workloads.

• Solution
• confining to the average rather than the full range.

6



Average Footprint O(N) Algo. [Xiang+ PACT’11]

• Given a trace and a window size t, average footprint takes 
average over all windows of length t.

• Example

7

a b b b
when window size equals 2

footprint = 
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• Given a trace and a window size t, average footprint takes 
average over all windows of length t.

• Example
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Average Footprint O(N) Algo. [Xiang+ PACT’11]

• Given a trace and a window size t, average footprint takes 
average over all windows of length t.

• Example

7

a b b b
when window size equals 2

footprint = 2 1 1 0
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Footprint 
Model

Reuse Distance 
Model

• Compared to hardware 
counters
• all cache sizes, no 

perturbation 
(deterministic results)

• Compared to reuse distance
• direct time/space 

relation, more intuitive
• O(n) vs. O(nloglogm)
• relation to miss rate?



Footprint Analysis is Faster [PACT 11]
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Footprint to Reuse Distance Conversion

• Use the average footprint in all windows as the average for all 
reuse windows

• An example trace: 

10

rd 2 1 2 2

reuse ws:w 4 2 3 3

avg. fp(w) 2.5 1.83 2.2 2.2

approx. rd 2.5 1.83 2.2 2.2

a  b  b  a  c  a  c

• Footprints can be easily sampled
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Footprint to Reuse Distance Conversion

• Use the average footprint in all windows as the average for all 
reuse windows

• An example trace: 

10

rd 2 1 2 2

reuse ws:w 4 2 3 3

avg. fp(w) 2.5 1.83 2.2 2.2

approx. rd 2.5 1.83 2.2 2.2

a  b  b  a  c  a  c

• Footprints can be easily sampled



Footprint Sampling

• footprint by definition is amenable to sampling since footprint 
window has known boundaries.

• disjoint footprint windows can be measured completely in 
parallel.

• shadow profiling

11



Evaluation: Analysis Speed

• Experimental Setup
• full set of SPEC2006
• instrument by Pin
• profile on a Linux cluster

• Analysis Speed

12

orig 
(sec)

rd 
slowdown

fp
slowdown

fp-sampling
slowdown

max 1302.82 (436.cactus) 688x (456.hmmer) 40x (464.h264ref) 47% (416.gamess)

min 30.57 (403.gcc) 104x (429.mcf) 10x (429.mcf) 6% (456.hmmer)

mean 434.1 300x 21x 17%



Evaluation: Accuracy of Miss Rate Prediction
• use Smith equation [ICSE’76] to compute effect of associativity
• compare with 3-level cache simulations

• 32KB, 8-way L1 data cache
• 256KB, 8-way L2 cache
• 4MB, 16-way L3 cache
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Evaluation: Corun Slowdown Prediction
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Summary

• Two contributions

• establish the relation between the new footprint statistics 
and the traditional locality statistics.

• enable accurate on-line locality and cache sharing analysis 
through parallel sampling at a marginal cost, on average 17% 
for SPEC2006 benchmarks.
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• Thanks

• Q&A
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Implementation and Optimization of 
Thread-Local

Variables for a Race-Free Java Dialect

Yi Zhang, Clark Verbrugge
McGill University



Structure

Overview & Motivation

Design

Implementation 

Experiments

Conclusion & Future Work



Overview

implement and optimize thread local access

a new semantic for Java

race-free version of Java



Motivation

Complexity in racy program 

hard to validate the optimization

many optimizations are prohibited

data-race free property



Motivation

data are thread local by default and use    
shared directives for shared data

ThreadLocal class in Java API

thread-local access



Design
ThreadLocal

objects as wrapperOriginal Design
ThreadLocal objects as wrapper

access data: 
get(), set()



Design

Original Design

each thread holds a ThreadLocalMap

First,  get map from thread

Second,  <ThreadLocal as key, value>



Design

Our Design

thread-local the default option

use “volatile” to specify the shared data



Design
Our Design

thread-local the 
default option



Design
Our Design

use “volatile” to specify 
the shared data

accesses of data



Design
Original New

semantic thread-local is not inherent
need support from 
ThreadLocal class

thread-local is inherent with in 
semantics

data 
access

map searching static: table look-up based 
approach

non-static: normal access 
without overhead

initial 
value

fixed initial value
manually and statically

inherent initial value from 
parents

automatically and at run-time



Implementation
Thread Local Accesses

at the start of thread, make local copy all reachable 
reference objects if that field is not volatile

Class.staticField this.field

shared with all 
threads

shared with 
parent threads

we do this through deep-copying





static fields



objects reachable
from static fields



objects reachable 
from parent thread



Implementation



Implementation

static fields



Implementation

objects reachable
from static fields



Implementation

objects reachable 
from non-static fields



Implementation



Implementation



Implementation



Implementation



Implementation



Implementation



Implementation
table look-up based mechanism to speed up

Object Object copy for
thread 1

A.localItem A.localItem

Object copy for
thread 2

A.sharedItem

global table local table local table



Experiments

Implementation Environment:

JikesRVM 3.1.1

Micro Benchmarks:

Reads and writes operations on 
thread-local static field



Experiments
Micro Benchmarks



Experiments
Micro Benchmarks



Experiments

gc time of new design 
increases faster !!

We need special 
garbage collector 

adapted to our dialect

Micro Benchmarks



Experiments
Micro Benchmarks



Experiments
Non-trivial Benchmarks:

Sable Research Group: 
Sun Java Tutorial: 

Doug Lea: 
Java Grande Forum Benchmark Suite: 

SPECJVM98: 
series

Producer/Consumer (P/C)

traffic, roller coaster

bank

mtrt



Experiments
Non-trivial Benchmarks

most benchmarks shows 
comparable performance

traffic benchmarks runs 
considerably slower

289 threads->too 
many



Conclusion & Future Work

Conclusion

Data-Race-Free

thread-local data VS shared data

thread-local and Java Virtual Machine



Conclusion & Future Work

Future Work

Full data-race-free language design

Improve performance of current design

reduce the copying overhead

reduce gc time



Thank You!
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Productivity and Compilers
Programmer’s Productivity: important

computers: fast, cheap
programmers: slow (relatively), expensive

new way for compiler to help?
automatic fine-grain checkpointing (CKPT)
optimizations to reduce checkpoint overhead

applications of checkpointing
accelerate bug-finding process
automated support for backtracking algorithms

a compiler can improve programmer’s productivity via automatic CKPT



Annotated
source 

Enable 
Checkpointing

Optimize 
Checkpointing

LLVM frontend

Callsite Analysis

Inter-procedural Transformations

Intra-procedural Transformations

Special Cases Handling

Source 
code

C/C++ LLVM IR

Backend
Process

Compiler Checkpointing (CKPT) Framework

x86

x64

…
POWER

C/C++

2. Pre Optimize

3. Redundancy Eliminations

4. Hoisting

6. Non Rollback Exposed Store Elimination

1. CKPT Inlining

7. Heap Optimize

8. Array Optimize

9. Post Optimize

5. Aggregation

3
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compiler-based checkpointing basics

…
a = 5;
b = 7;

…

main program

a:             

b:             

checkpoint 
buffer

failure
recovery

(&a, 0)
(&b, 0)

m
ain m

em
ory

0

05

7
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start_ckpt(); …

backup(&a, sizeof(a));

a = …;

handleMemcpy(…);

memcpy(d, s, len);

foo_ckpt(); 

foo();

…

stop_ckpt(cond);

foo(…){ /* body of foo() */}

foo_ckpt(…){ 

/* body of foo_ckpt() */  }…

Transformations to Enable Checkpointing

3 Steps:

1. Callsite analysis

2. Intra-procedural 
transformation

3. Inter-procedural 
transformation



Optimize 
Checkpointing

Checkpointing Optimization Framework

2. Pre Optimization

3. Redundancy Eliminations (3 REs)

4. Hoisting

6. Non Rollback Exposed Store Elimination

1. CKPT Inlining

7. DynMem (Heap) Optimization

8. Array Optimization

9. Post Optimization

5. Aggregation

6



start_ckpt();
…

if (C){
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;

}
…
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;
…
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;
… 

…
stop_ckpt(cond);

Redundancy Elimination Optimization
Algorithm

establish dominating 
relationship

stop_ckpt() marker

promote leading backup 
call

re-establish dominating 
relationship

among backup calls

eliminate all non-leading 
backup call(s)

7RE1: remove all non-leading backup call(s)

dom

dom



int a, b;
…
start_ckpt();

…
b = … a op …;
…   
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;

…

…
stop_ckpt(cond);

8

Definition: Rollback Exposed Store

must backup 'a' because the prior load of 
'a' must access the
"old" value on rollback---i.e., 'a' is 
"rollback exposed"

Rollback Exposed Store:
a store to a location with a possible 
previous load of that location

Rollback Exposed Store needs backup



int a, b;
…
start_ckpt();

…

…   
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;

…

…
stop_ckpt(cond);

Algorithm Description

no use of the address (&a) on 
any path

the backup address (&a) isn’t
aliased to anything

empty points-to set

9
NRESE is a new, checkpoint-specific optimization

Non-Rollback Exposed Store Elimination (NRESE)

no prior use of 'a', hence it is non-
rollback-exposed

we can eliminate the backup of 'a'



Applications

10
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Q: place where the bug manifests

(a user or programmer notices the bug 
at this point)

T: safe point, literally earlier than P, the 
program can reach through checkpoint 
recovery

CKPT 
Region

P: root cause of a bug

App1: CKPT enabled debugging

11

Key benefits
execution rewinding
arbitrarily large region
unlimited # of retries
no restart from beginning
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Q: keep swap if improvement, discard 
otherwise

T: pick a pair of blocks to swap

CKPT 
Region

App2: CKPT enabled backtracking

12

Proceed with VPR’s 
random/simulated-
annealing based 
algorithm

Key benefits
automate support for backtracking

backup actions
abort
commit

cover arbitrarily complex algorithm
cleaner code, simplify programming 

programmer focus on algorithm



Evaluation

13



Platform and Benchmarks
Evaluation Platform

Core i7 920, 12GB DDR3, 200GB SATA
Debian6-i386, gcc/g+-4.4.5
LLVM-2.9

Benchmarks
BugBench: 1.2.0

5 programs with buffer-overflow bugs
3 CKPT regions per program: Small . Medium . Large

VPR: 5.0.2
FPGA CAD tool, 1 CKPT region

CKPT Comparison
libCKPT: U. Tennessee
ICCSTM: Intel ICC based STM

14
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Compare with Coarse-gain Scheme: libCKPT

HUGE gain over coarse-grain libCKPT
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Compare with Fine-gain Scheme: ICCSTM

better than best-known fine-grain ICCSTM
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RE1 Optimization: buffer size reduction

RE1 is the single most-effective optimization
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%
%

Post RE1 Optimization: buffer size reduction

Other optimizations also contribute



Conclusion
CKPT Optimization Framework

compiler-driven
automatic
software-only
compiler analysis and optimizations
100-1000X less overhead: over coarse-grain scheme
4-50X improvement: over fine-grain scheme 

CKPT-supported Apps
debugger: execution rewind in time

up to: 98% of CKPT buffer size reduction
up to: 95% of backup call reduction

VPR: automatic software backtracking
only 15% CKPT overhead

19
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Questions and Answers



Algorithm: Redundancy Elimination 1

1. Build dominating relationship (DOM) 
among backup calls

2. Identify leading backup call

3. Promote suitable leading backup call

4. Remove non-leading backup call(s)

21



Algorithm: NRESE

Backup address is NOT aliased to anything
points-to set is empty

AND

On any path from begin of CKPT to the 
respective write, there is no use of the 
backup address 

the value can be independently re-generated 
without the need of it self

22



1D array vs. Hash Tables Buffer Schemes

23
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10X

100X

1KX

10KX

100KX

Compare with Coarse-gain Scheme: libCKPT

HUGE gain over coarse-grain libCKPT



Annotated
source 

Enable 
Checkpointing

Optimize 
Checkpointing

Source 
code

C/C++ LLVM IR

Backend
Process

Compiler Checkpointing (CKPT) Framework

x86

x64

…
Power

C/C++

2. Pre Optimize

3. Redundancy Eliminations

4. Hoisting

6. Non Rollback Exposed Store Elimination

1. CKPT Inlining

7. Heap Optimize

8. Array Optimize

9. Post Optimize

5. Aggregation

25



CKPT Enabled Debugging

Key benefits
execution rewinding
arbitrarily large region
unlimited # of retries
no restart

26
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Compare with Fine-gain Scheme: ICCSTM

better than best-known fine-grain solution



start_ckpt();
…
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;
…
backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …;
… 
if (C){

backup(&a, sizeof(a));
a = …; …

}
…

…
stop_ckpt(c);

Redundancy Elimination Optimization 1
Algorithm

establish dominating 
relationship

among backup calls

promote leading 
backup call

eliminate all non-
leading backup call(s)

28

D

RE1: keep only dominating backup call
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initial guess

obtain a new result (manual CKPT)

check result

…

commit and continue

good

abort and try next

bad

CKPT Support for Automatic Backtracking (VPR)

CKPT automates the process, regardless of backtracking complexity
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Key benefits
automate support for backtracking

backup actions
abort
commit

cover arbitrarily complex algorithm
cleaner code, simplify programming 

programmer focus on algorithm



3232

App2: CKPT enabled backtracking

Evaluate 
(manual CKPT)

Initial Guess

bad
Reset Datagood

Commit Data

Finish

stop condition reached

Key benefits
automate support for backtracking

backup actions
abort
commit

cover arbitrarily complex algorithm
cleaner code, simplify programming 

programmer focus on algorithm
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Key benefits
automate CKPT process

backup actions
abort
commit

cover arbitrarily complex algorithm
simplify programming 

programmer focus on algorithm



2. Pre Optimize

3. Redundancy Eliminations

4. Hoisting

6. Non Rollback Exposed Store Elimination

1. CKPT Inlining

7. Heap Optimize

8. Array Optimize

9. Post Optimize

5. Aggregation

34



How Can A Compiler Help Checkpointing?

Enable CKPT
compiler transformations

Optimize CKPT
do standard optimizations apply?
support CKPT-specific optimizations?

CKPT Uses
debugging
backtracking

35
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Personal Development
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-          Work/Life Balance

-          Giving back

-          Branding yourself

-          Nurturing your innovation capacity
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-          Networking

-          Communication Effectiveness
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-          Negotiation and Conflict Resolution

Career Development

-          Skills development in keeping up with technology

-          Awareness and avoidance of career derailing factors

-          Setting career goals
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An Introduction to Data Mining and Predictive Analytics

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Tim Daciuk

Date: Wednesday, November 9th (Morning)

Room: Violet

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: TBD

Format: HandsOn

Description: Data mining has been defined as: The process of discovering 
meaningful new correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through 
large amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern recognition 
technologies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques. -- 
Gartner Group As companies, organizations, institutions and governments 
look for more advanced methods of interacting with their customers, data
mining becomes increasingly important as a tool for delivering advanced
value.

     Data mining itself has also developed in the last decade. 
Algorithms and approaches that once demanded advanced computational 
resources are now available on desktop computers. Advances in database 
and storage technology have made mass amounts of data available in an 
efficient format. Finally, advances in technology surrounding the 
analysis of data has made it possible to include both structured and 
unstructured data in the data mining exercise. This has resulted in the 
ability to add blog, email, chat and social media data to the data 
mining exercise. All of this has resulted in an increased interest in, 
and use of, data mining.

Data mining consists of the use of algorithms that are directed at one, or
more, of four basic areas of exploration. These are:

1. Classification: the ability to classify a record or case as either 
belonging to a certain group or of taking on a particular value.

2. Segmentation: the ability to create groups (segments or clusters) 
from a set of data. The groups may be created using either continuous or
discrete measures, or a mix of these measures.

3. Association: the ability to understand activities that may occur 
together (for example people who buy bread, also buy milk) or in 
sequence (for example, people download a song, then download the entire 
CD)

4. Anomaly detection: the ability to find those items, which do not fit 
the pattern. This is often  used in fraud detection or in the 
identification of aberrant activities.

The ability to understand the problem and to apply the right tools and
techniques defines a successful data mining exercise.

Action options
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Methodology

As a standard component of the data mining exercise it is very advisable
to have a methodology to guide the project, to improve understanding of
the project as a phased approach, and to ensure that sufficient checks 
and guideposts have been included. CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard 
Process for Data Mining) is an open and vendor neutral methodology for 
managing the data mining project.

CRISP-DM consists of six phases:

1. Business understanding: what are the goals of the data mining project?

2. Data understanding: is there data available to support the business
understanding goals?

3. Data preparation: the process of creating a data structure suitable for
data mining?

4. Modeling: the application of suitable models to address the business
goals and to create a set of predictive results.

5. Evaluation: the ability to review the models for efficacy vis-a-vis 
the problem or objective in both statistical and business terms.

6. Deployment: the application of the model(s) into a business process 
in order to effectively meet the requirements (as stated in business 
understanding) and to provide an ongoing framework to address these 
requirements. 

As a final note, these phases are not discrete, but have feedback loops 
to address the iterative nature of the data mining project. 
Additionally, these steps should be viewed in the context of an ongoing 
process, adapting to internal and external changes to the business, as a
result of business factors, and/or the effect of the data mining 
project itself.

Workshop

This workshop consisted of a series of hands-on exercises, designed to 
provide an understanding of the data mining project process. The 
workshop also included a review of the major data mining technical 
approaches, as well as a review of the CRISP-DM process. The workshop 
provided a hands-on session using unstructured data to understand the 
methodology by which it is possible to extract meaning at a conceptual 
level from unstructured text, and to use that text with structured data 
to improve the efficacy of data mining models.  Finally, a short 
discussion of the ability to integrate data mining with the Cognos BI 
product was included in the session.

Agenda:
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Portlet Development with Spring Portlet MVC and WebSphere
Portal V7

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Siamack Jabbarzadeh Farshi

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Full day)

Room: Holly and Butternut

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: Attendees need to have familiarity with
1- Web development concepts namely JSP and Servlet
2- Eclipse

Format: HandsOn

Description: Motivation and Justification

IBM WebSphere Portal is an industry leading Portal solution that is ranked
as worldwide market share leader in the Portal products and user
interaction tools enterprise software segment. Built upon enterprise-class
WebSphere software, with added administrative and scalability features, It
contains the widest range of portal technologies that help you develop and
maintain first-class B2C, B2B and B2E portals and offers a complete set of
portal services necessary to aggregate applications and content, such as:

Advanced usability features, as such drag & drop customizations
and semantic tags that enable smart mark-ups and dynamic menus
Advanced tooling needed to build flexible, SOA-based solutions
with unmatched scalability required by any size organization.
A "one click" site management application featuring rollback and
versioning capabilities to simplify moving portals from staging to
production
A Page Builder that simplifies page creation, making it easy for
business users to create pages and add content to pages
A site wizard that allows users to create and deploy independent
virtual portals
A Template Page capability that speeds page creation by allowing
portal pages to act as templates when creating other new portal
pages
A Web application integrator that enables you to easily embed
existing Web applications into your portals
Blog and Wiki capabilities supported via out-of-box content
templates, making it easy to add popular social capabilities
Enhanced tagging and rating within the Page Builder theme,
allowing users to easily organize and evaluate content without
leaving the page they are viewing
Flexible access to existing enterprise data and applications, as well
as to external news feeds or Web data
Unified user experience in which information and functions made
available to each user can be customized based on the user or a
role that the user has
Support for the Java Portlet 2.0 Standard and to the first Java
Portlet Specification, the Java Portlet 1.0 Standard. 
Support for Web Services for Remote Portlets (WSRP) 2.0
Site layout support that enables you to incorporate existing static
HTML, built with familiar HTML and PHP development tools,
opening up the platform to additional content sources
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On the other hand, There is no doubt that Spring is the most complete
lightweight Java/JEE container that is used widely in Java development
software workshops. With a powerful dependency injection engine at its
core and established software engineering practices such as interface-
oriented design and Aspect oriented programing, Spring combines the
enterprise application power with the simplicity of plain-old Java objects to
bring about increased productivity and ease of testing.

The Spring Portlet "Model View Controller" framework is a truly unique one
compared to 
other frameworks because it is exclusively designed for developing portlets,
leaving behind 
the limitation(s) that comes with providing portlet development support in an
existing 
web framework. A web framework is based on servlet technology, which
doesn’t have a concept of lifecycle phases; therefore it ends up hiding the
different lifecycle phases of a portlet. But, with Spring Portler "Model View
Controller" framework you get a full featured Portlet
Framework which preserves the lifecycle phases of Portlet

With Data access being the requirement for most enterprise applications,
Spring provides 
not only JDBC abstraction framework but also integration with "Object
Relational Mapping"
(ORM) Solutions such as Java Data Objects (JDO), Hibernate and Java
Persistence API (JPA) on a variety of Platforms including WebSphere
Application Server. With Transactions coupled tightly with Data access,
Spring provides an abstract layer on top of different transactions
management APIs both declaratively and programmatically. As an
applicaiton developer, you can use Spring's transactions management
facilities without having to know much out the underlying transaction
management APIs.

Combining two of the best solutions (WebSphere Portal and Spring) ,that
are not only based on but also promote software engineering best
practices, provides software practitioners with an exceptional opportunity to
focus on the problem at hand and to have their developement cycle
reduced considerably. 

Goals and outcome

With ever growing complexity of software solutions and the focus to keep
them simple, we are constantly faced with the challenge of reconciling
these two paradoxes. Software tools, frameworks and enterprise solutions
have been developed to help us to this end. Part of the 
challenge lies in the selection of combinations of such often disparate tools,
frameworks and solutions that can not only help us to focus on the problem
at hand but also be responsive to all changing nature of business today
with as little cost and change as possible. But probably the biggest part of
the challenge lies in integration of these disparate tools, frameworks and
solutions into a vehicle that can promote all best practices that we have
come to know and take us to our destination safely with as little cost and
effort as possible.

The goal of this workshop was to introduce the marriage between
WebSphere Portal V7 and 
Spring 3.0 namely Portlet Model View Controller framework to practitioners
and software developers. Though the foucs were on Spring Portlet Model
Viw Controller and WebSphere Portal V7, it would be naive to assume
Spring Dependency injection, data access layer, Spring transaction
management and Aspect orientd programming could be forgone in
delievring any solution. Consequently, all  these concepts would be
introduced in the context of Spring Portlet Model View Controller.

Workshop Structure

This full day workshop featured presentations on 
Introduction to WebSphere Portal Server V7, themes, Skins, pages, Portlet
security
Introduction to Portlet 2.0 specification (JSR 286) and Portlet life cycles
Introduction to Spring 3.0 namely
    Spring Dependency injection engine
    Aspect oriented progamming



    Spring data access layer and its integration with WebSphere Application
server JPA
    Spring Transaction management
    Spring Portlet Model View Controller
    
There would be a question answer period at the end of each section to
engage 
the audience. Each topic will also be explored in more detail through hands
on exercises.
WebSphere Portal V7 and Rational Application developer V8 are used as
our development 
and testing platforms.

Agenda: Workshop Agenda

- Introduction to WebSphere Portal V7 [themes,skins,pages, basic security]
- Hands-on exercise to explore WebSphere Portal V7
- Introduction to Portlet 2.0 Specification
- Hands-on exercise to demonstrate Portlet 2.0 life cycles on WebSphere
Portal V7
- Introduction to Spring dependency injection engine
- Hands-on exercise on dependency injection
- Introduction to Aspect Oriented Programming
- Hands-on exercise on Aspect oriented programming
- Introduction to Spring data access layer, Spring Transaction management
and JPA
- Hands-on exercise on Spring data access layer and Transaction
management
- Introduction to Spring Portlet MVC
- Final hands-on Spring MVC Portlet book catalog sample on WebSphere
Portal V7 that brings together:
- AOP functionality
- Spring integration with WebSphere JPA
- dependency injection
- Spring Portlet MVC features

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Siamack Jabbarzadeh Farshi

Institution IBM 

Bio  

Topic  
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10th Workshop on Compiler-Driven Performance

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Clark Verbrugge,Jose Nelson Amaral,Mark Stoodley, David Grove, Kit Barton

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Full day)

Room: Conf Center 2

Level: Advanced

Pre-requisites: Compiler technology and optimization.

Format: Speakers

Description: As computer hardware continues to dramatically improve in transistor
density and raw capability, the importance of compilers for bridging the gap
between high-level programming languages and abundant hardware
resources has never been greater.  In the footsteps of nine previous
iterations, this 10th workshop about Compiler-Driven Performance brought
together academic faculty, students, industry researchers and developers
from across Canada and the United States to meet and discuss state-of-
the-art compiler technology, new innovations and future directions.

The current state of computing technology motivates a number of key
challenges for compilers to address.  This workshop had a particular focus
on the following:

(1) Innovative Analysis, Transformation, and Optimization Techniques:
Today's software systems are often composed of several different
languages and programming models.  At the same time the underlying
processors and memory systems are typically complex and out-of-order
superscalar processors.  Managing this complexity and trying to produce
efficient systems in a way that does not increase the burden on
programmers requires constant innovation in compilation methods and
optimizations.

(2) Languages, Compilers, and Optimization Techniques for Multicore
Processors and Other Parallel Architectures: As we approach and surpass
one billion transistors on a single die, all processor vendors have switched
to multicore product lines. Dual and quad core designs are now commodity
products and the number of processors contained on future chips will likely
double with each generation, soon reaching a thousand processor cores on
one chip.  This highly-parallel hardware represents a daunting challenge for
average programmers; compilation technology is well-suited to ease this
parallel programming crisis.  Potential solutions range from new languages
of expressing concurrency to speculative threading and transactional
memory.
   
(3) Compiling for Streaming or Heterogeneous Hardware: In addition to
highly-parallel, multiple-core processors for general-purpose and scientific
computing, the computer hardware industry is also aggressively pursuing
custom computing cores in order to accelerate key applications.  Such
heterogeneous computing systems were once limited to the embedded
domain, but are becoming increasingly common for general-purpose
computing.  Examples include cores for encryption, compression, pattern
matching, systems that have FPGA co-processors, IBM/Sony/Toshiba's
CELL processor, which contains multiple vector processors for media and
other stream processing, and graphics processing units (GPUs), which will
likely soon be incorporated on the chip with regular processors.  The
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resulting heterogeneous hardware presents another key challenge that is
addressed by the community targeted by this audience.

(4) Dynamic Compilation for High-Performance and Real-Time
Environments: Compilers that dynamically translate or optimize programs
are of ever-increasing importance, not only to support interpreted
languages such as Java, but also to exploit the run-time behavior of
programs written in C and C++ to improve efficiency and performance. 
Run-time adaptation can usually take advantage of more precise state
information, which allows systems to present abstracted interfaces while
ensuring an efficient implementation. Such layers of abstraction are
important for allowing programmers to efficiently target the emerging
highly-parallel and heterogeneous hardware.

(5) Compilation and optimization for Scripting Languages: the performance
of scripting languages such as python, ruby, php, javascript, and others are
of increasing importance to the overall performance of most online
systems.  These interpreted and often dynamically-typed languages
present many challenges in terms of optimization design. They require
highly dynamic and adaptive techniques to overcome the lack of static
information, language idioms, and novel workloads found in different
execution contexts.

(6) Compilation Techniques for Reducing Power: Reducing power
consumption is a key challenge for all computer systems, from hand-held
mobile devices to high-end supercomputers. Compilers that can optimize
power or coordinate the power-reduction features of other parts of the
system are of great significance.  This extends to the compiler itself,
incorporating power-friendly methods in the context of dynamic compilation.

(7) Program Safety: The size and complexity of many modern software
projects makes programming errors both difficult to find and easy to
produce.  Compiler approaches have shown potential to improve code
safety by detecting common bugs ahead of time or by automatically
trapping subtle errors at runtime. Such techniques are likely to play an
increasing role in software development, ease many analysis and runtime
optimization challenges, and represent an interesting further application
domain for software analysis.

(8) Whole System Optimization and Analysis: Many applications run in a
non-trivial context along with other activities or programs.  Individual
program behaviors and resource competition will then affect overall system
performance.  Designs that assess complementary or competitive
behaviors, or that dynamically adjust individual execution to improve global
system usage extend program optimization and analysis techniques to
higher-level execution goals.

(9) Tools and Infrastructure for Compiler Research: The changing
technology landscape highlights the need for ever-improving compiler-
based tools as well as infrastructure for understanding programs and
performing research.  Development of new analysis techniques and
optimizations is facilitated by basic program exploration, profiling,
visualization and looking for further sources of semantic meaning that can
be applied to improve performance, language design, or other optimization
goals.

Continued language and hardware development requires continued effort
to identify new sources of potential optimization, and develop novel
techniques for new contexts.  This workshop on Compiler-Driven
Performance allowed researchers to share progress in developing new
approaches to existing problems and in identifying new optimization
opportunities and performance vectors for current and future languages. 
The workshop had the additional benefit of both providing and
demonstrating strong cooperation between academia and industry.
Compiler optimization research is a highly practical domain, but also one in
which cutting-edge research techniques can have direct application, and
work in both academic and industrial contexts is improved through this level
of cooperation.

Agenda: The proposed workshop is an all-day multiple-speakers workshop that will
tentatively run from 9am until  4pm. The workshop will consist of eight to
ten talks of between twenty and twenty-five minutes each, with additional
time



for questions after each talk. Talks will be grouped into sessions by topic in
groups of two or three talks, with either a half-hour break or lunch between
sessions to provide further time for discussion and interaction.

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Peng Wu

Institution IBM Research 

Bio  

Topic Title: Reducing Trace Selection Footprint for Large-scale Java Applications
without Performance Loss Authors: Peng Wu, Hiroshighe Hayashizaki, Hiroshi
Inoue, Toshio Nakatani  

Name Chuck Zhao

Institution University of Toronto 

Bio  

Topic Title: Improving Productivity with Fine-Grain Compiler-Based Checkpointing
Authors: Chuck Zhao, J. Gregory Steffan, Cristiana Amza, and Allan Kielstra
(IBM Toronto)  

Name J. Gregory Steffan

Institution University of Toronto  

Bio  

Topic Title: Improving Bloom Filter Configuration for Lazy Transactional Memory
Authors: Mark Jeffrey and J. Gregory Steffan 

Name Bo Wu

Institution The College of William & Mary  

Bio  

Topic Title: Program Behavior Sequence Prediction Authors: Bo Wu, Yunlian Jiang,
Xipeng Shen  

Name Bin Bao

Institution University of Rochester 

Bio  

Topic Title: Modeling Cache Sharing for MPI Programs on Multicore Machines
Authors: Bin Bao, Chen Ding  

Name Carolina Simoes Gomes

Institution University of Alberta 

Bio  

Topic Title: Applying Flow-Graph Mining to the Performance Analysis of Flat-Profile
Applications Authors: Carolina Simoes Gomes, Jose Nelson Amaral, Li Ding
(IBM Toronto), Arie Tal (IBM Toronto), Joran Siu (IBM Toronto)  

Name Clark Verbrugge

Institution McGill University 

Bio  

Topic Title: Abstract Analysis of Method-Level Speculation Authors: Clark
Verbrugge, Allan Kielstra (IBM Toronto), Christopher J.F. Pickett 

Name Yi Zhang

Institution McGill University 



Bio  

Topic Title: Optimizing thread-local variables in Java Authors: Yi Zhang, Clark
Verbrugge  

Name Xiaoya Xiang

Institution University of Rochester 

Bio  

Topic Title: Footprint-based Locality Analysis Authors: Xiaoya Xiang, Bin Bao and
Chen Ding  

Name Iain Ireland

Institution University of Alberta 

Bio  

Topic Title: Detecting Type-Based Aliasing Violations in C Authors: Iain Ireland, Jose
Nelson Amaral, Shimin Cui (IBM Toronto), Raul Silvera (IBM Toronto) 

Name Laurie Hendren

Institution McGill University 

Bio Keynote presentation 

Topic  
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2nd Workshop on Smart Surveillance System Applications

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Iosif Viorel (Vio) Onut, Don Aldridge, Marcellus Mindel, Stephen Perelgut

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Full day)

Room: Conf Center 1

Level: Intermediate

Pre-requisites: none

Format: Speakers

Description: Motivation and Justification:

 

Automatic recognition of people and their activities has very important
social implications, because it is related to the extremely sensitive topic of
civil liberties.  Society needs to address this issue of automatic recognition
and find a balanced solution that is able to meet its various needs and
concerns. In the post 9/11 period, population security and safety
considerations have given rise to research needs for identification of
threatening human activities and emotional behaviours.

 

Timely identification of human intent is one of the most challenging areas of
"all-hazards" risk assessment in the protection of critical infrastructure,
business continuity planning and community safety. The "all-hazards"
approach is used extensively by the public and private sector, including
Public Safety Canada (PS Canada – formerly PSEPC), Emergency
Management Ontario (EMO), US Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and US Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 

 

There is a clear need for industry and the research community to
addresses fundamental issues involved in the prevention of human-made
disasters, namely the variable context-dependent, real-time
detection/identification of potential threatening behaviour of humans, acting
individually or in crowded environments. 

 

Such an industry and academia forum will have to discuss development
and commercialization of new multimodal (video and infrared, voice and
sound, RFID and perimeter intrusion) intelligent sensor technologies for
location and socio-cultural context-aware security risk assessment and
decision support in human-crowd surveillance applications in environments
such as school campuses, hospitals, shopping centers, subways or railway
stations, airports, sports and artistic arenas etc. Due to the complexity of
the surveillance task there is a clear need for the development of a
distributed intelligent surveillance system architecture, which combines
visual and audio surveillance based on wireless sensor nodes equipped
with video or infrared (IR) cameras, audio detectors, or other object
detection and motion sensors with location aware wireless sensor network
solutions. The integration of visual, sound and radio tracking methods
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results in a highly intelligent, proactive, and adaptive surveillance and
security solution sensor networks. Task-directed sensor data collection and
observation planning algorithms need to be developed to allow for a more
elastic and efficient use of the inherently limited sensing and processing
capabilities. Each task a sensor has to carry out determines the nature and
the level of the information that is actually needed. There is a need for
"selective environment perception" methods that focus on object
parameters that are important for the specific decision to be made for the
task at hand and avoid wasting effort to process irrelevant data.

 

Multisensor data fusion techniques should be investigated for the dynamic
integration of the multi-thread flow of information provided by the
heterogeneous network of surveillance sensors into a coherent multimodal
model of the monitored human crowd.

In the context of crowds, robust tracking of people represents an important
challenge. The numerous sources of occlusions and the large diversity of
interactions that might occur make difficult the long-term tracking of a
particular individual over an extended period of time and using a network of
sensors. Real-time image processing and computer-vision algorithms need
to be studied for the identification, tracking and recognition of gait and
other relevant body-language patterns of the human agents who can be
deemed of interest for security reasons. Real-time signal processing
algorithms have to be designed for the identification and evaluation of
environmental and human-subject multimodal parameters (such as human
gait, gestures, facial emotions, human voice, background sound, ambient
light,  etc.) that provide the contextual information for the specific
surveillance activity.

 

A multidisciplinary, context-aware, situation-assessment system, including
human behaviour, cognitive psychology, multicultural sociology, learning
systems, artificial intelligence, distributed multimedia and software design
elements, has to be ultimately developed for the real-time evaluation of the
activity and emotional behaviour of the human subjects identified as being
potentially of security interest in the monitored dynamic environment. 

 

The development of such a complex system requires the seamless
integration of new and improved surveillance techniques and
methodologies supporting both functional and non functional requirements
for surveillance networks. Functional requirements are signal processing
functions and data fusion, archiving and tracking human behaviours,
assessment and interpretation functions of the data, and supporting human
decision makers, among others. Non-functional requirements include
interoperability, scalability, availability, and manageability.

 

The partial and heterogeneous sensor-views of the environment have to
fused into a coherent Virtualized Reality Environment (VRE) model of the
explored environment.  Being based on information about real/physical
world objects and phenomena, as captured by a variety of sensors, VREs
have more “real content” than the pure Virtual Reality environments entirely
based on computer simulations. The VREs model of the explored
environment allows human operators to combine their intrinsic reactive-
behavior with higher-order world model representations of the immersive
VRE systems.  

A synthetic environment will eventually be needed to provide efficient multi
granularity-level function-specific feedback and human-computer
interaction interfaces for the human users who are the final assessors and
decision makers in the specific security monitoring situation.

An ideal system should provide efficient multi granularity-level function-
specific feedback for the human users who are the final assessors and
decision makers in the specific security monitoring situation.

The rate at which surveillance systems can currently disseminate data to



evaluate new threats is mainly limited due to the developed and
implemented nature of existing systems and their limited ability to operate
with other systems. IBM’s Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides
the much needed deployment ready solution which supports the integration
of external systems developed by diverse industrial and institutional
partners.

Goals and Outcomes:

 

This workshop provided a scientific forum to present and discuss
development aspects of multimodal (video, voice and sound, RFID,
perimeter intrusion, infrared, chemical, etc) intelligent sensor technologies
for context-aware security risk assessment and decision support for real-
time intervention and post-incident investigation. Submissions covering
theoretical developments and practical applications of these subjects were
invited.

Contributions covered theoretical developments and practical applications
that included the following areas:

    IBM Smart Surveillance System (S3) security features: video/sensor
analytics, multi sensor data integration, software development framework
for integrating partner technologies, and customer-specific solutions.
    Algorithms for the integration of heterogeneous information from
surveillance sensors into a coherent multimodal model of human crowd
behavior.
    Multi granularity-level feedback and human-computer interaction
interfaces for the human users/agents who are the final threat assessors
and decision makers in specific security monitoring situations.
    Image processing and computer-vision algorithms for tracking and
recognizing relevant face and body-language patterns such as facial
emotions, body gaits and gestures of humans in a crowd.
    Measurement and evaluation of the environmental parameters
(background sound, ambient light, etc) that provide contextual information
for specific surveillance tasks.
    Multidisciplinary (human psychology, multicultural sociology, etc.)
context-aware systems for real-time evaluation of threatening, behavioural
patterns of humans identified as potential security risk.

 

Workshop Structure:

 

This one day workshop featured invited presenters from industry and
academia. The presenters were asked to prepare slides along with a live
presentation. Every presentation was followed by a question and answers
session. At the end of the workshop there was a general discussion panel
to conclude the day and set the grounds for new collaborations between
industry and academia.

 

Acknowledgments:

The workshop was organized with the technical support of TC-30 Security
and Contraband Detection of the IEEE I&M Society.

 

Agenda: Full-day workshop 

Agenda

Morning Session

Face Expression Recognition
Emil M. Petriu
University of Ottawa



Kernel based fusion for multimodal human emotion recognition from video
sequences
Yongjin Wang, Ling Guan
Ryerson University

Clustering traces for event retrieval
Robert Laganiere
University of Ottawa

Compressive Sensing Indoor Localization from Inconsistent Measurements
Arash Tabibiazar and Otman Basir
University of Waterloo

Afternoon Session

Emotion Recognition from speech based on Co-occurrence Matrix and
Frequency  Domain Energy Distribution Features
Aya Sayedelahl, Pouria Fewzee, Mohamed S. Kamel, and Fakhri Karray
University of Waterloo

SOA-based Multimedia Services for Intelligent Surveillance in a
Heterogeneous Sensor Environment
SK Alamgir Hossain, Abu Saleh Md Mahfujur Rahman, Abdulmotaleb El
Saddik 
University of Ottawa

Energy-aware sensor management in pervasive surveillance
Allaa Hilal and Otman Basir
University of Ottawa

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Emil M. Petriu

Institution University of Ottawa  

Bio  

Topic Face Expression Recognition 

Name Ling Guan

Institution Ryerson University  

Bio  

Topic Kernel based fusion for multimodal human emotion recognition from video
sequences 

Name Robert Laganiere

Institution University of Ottawa  

Bio  

Topic Clustering traces for event retrieval 

Name Arash Tabibiazar

Institution University of Waterloo  

Bio  

Topic Compressive Sensing Indoor Localization from Inconsistent Measurements 

Name Aya Sayedelahl

Institution University of Waterloo  

Bio  



Topic Emotion Recognition from speech based on Co-occurrence Matrix and
Frequency Domain Energy Distribution Features 

Name SK Alamgir Hossain

Institution University of Ottawa  

Bio  

Topic SOA-based Multimedia Services for Intelligent Surveillance in a
Heterogeneous Sensor Environment 

Name Allaa Hilal

Institution University of Waterloo  

Bio  

Topic Energy-aware sensor management in pervasive surveillance 
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Introduction

• What is this workshop about? 

– This half-day workshop provides hands-on introduction to the DB2 
LUW optimizer. 

• Why learn about the optimizer? 

Understanding how the optimizer works and knowing how to – Understanding how the optimizer works and knowing how to 
influence its behaviour can lead to improved query performance and 
better resource usage. 

• What are the workshop objectives? 

– To provide participants with basic knowledge of the optimizer and 
related concepts, and to serve as a starting point for further study of 
the optimizer techniques. 
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Introduction

• What are the prerequisites? 

– Basic knowledge of SQL and relational database concepts is assumed.

• What is the workshop format? 

– This workshop introduces the optimizer through a series of interactive – This workshop introduces the optimizer through a series of interactive 

hands-on exercises. Each unit is first discussed and then accompanied 

by an exercise to demonstrate the unit concepts. 
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Introduction

• Sample database

Database name: DVDSR

Schema name: EXAMPLE

Tables: CUSTOMER

BRANCH

MOVIE

TRANSACTION_MASTER

TRANSACTION_DETAIL
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High-Level Overview

Unit objectives: 

• Define what the optimizer is and how it works from a 
high-level perspective.

• Introduce the concept of timeron.• Introduce the concept of timeron.

• Discuss major factors influencing the optimizer.

• List various statistics used by the optimizer.
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High-Level Overview

Optimizer purpose:
• Chooses access plan for data manipulation language (DML) SQL statements.

Means of fulfilling the purpose:
• Calculates the execution cost of many alternative access plans, and then selects 

the one with the minimal estimated cost.the one with the minimal estimated cost.

• Bases calculations on catalog statistics.

• Measures cost in timerons:

– An abstract unit of measure.

– Not directly reciprocal to actual elapsed time.

– Rough relative estimate of the resources (cost) required by the database manager to 
execute an access plan.

– Access plan cost is cumulative: each operator cost is added to the next one.
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High-Level Overview

Factors influencing the optimizer: 

• Database design
– Indexes
– Tablespace configuration

• Table and index statistics
– Basis of plan costs

• Table and index statistics
– Basis of plan costs
– Generated and collected by the RUNSTATS command

• Operating environment
– Influences plan costs
– Various configuration parameters

• Optimization class (OPTLEVEL)
– Controls the level of modeling considered during compilation
– Influences SQL compilation time
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High-Level Overview

Statistics used by the optimizer:

• Basic statistics
– Number of rows in a table
– Number of pages for a table 

• Non-uniform distribution statistics
– NUM_FREQVALS (equality)– NUM_FREQVALS (equality)
– NUM_QUANTILES (range predicates)

• Index clustering (DETAILED index statistics)
– Improves the estimates of data page fetches

• Statistical views (STATVIEWS)
– Used table views with predicate condition as defined in the case query

• Column group statistics
– Statistics collected for more than one column

10



Phases of the Optimizer

Unit objectives: 

• Describe the stages of the compilation process. 

• Explain what happens from the time a query is 
submitted to point where its result set is returned. submitted to point where its result set is returned. 
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Phases of the Optimizer
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Phases of the Optimizer

• Parse Query: analyzes the query to validate the syntax.

• Check Semantics: ensures that there are no inconsistencies 
among parts of the statement.

• Rewrite Query: uses the global semantics that are stored in 
the Query Graph Model (QGM) to transform the query into a the Query Graph Model (QGM) to transform the query into a 
form that can be optimized more easily. The result is stored in 
the QGM, as well.

• Pushdown Analysis (Federated DB only): recommends to the 
optimizer whether an operation can be remotely evaluated or 
pushed down at a data source.
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Phases of the Optimizer

• Optimize Access Plan: using the QGM as input, it generates 
many alternative access plans, at the end it select the most 
cost effective plan for satisfying the query.

• Remote SQL Generation (Federated DB only): creates an 
efficient SQL statement for operations that are performed by efficient SQL statement for operations that are performed by 
each remote data source based on the SQL dialect at that data 
source.

• Generate Executable Code: uses the access plan and the 
QGM to create an executable access plan or section for the 
query.
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Phases of the Optimizer
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Unit objectives: 

• Define what access plan is.

• Introduce the tools used to generate the explain 
snapshot (access plan and related data).snapshot (access plan and related data).

• Discuss the components of the db2exfmt report and how 
to interpret its output.
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain purpose:

• Captures information about the access plan, optimizer inputs, 
and environment of an SQL query.

• Helps to understand how the SQL query is compiled and 
executed.executed.

• Shows how configuration parameter changes impact query 
performance.

• Indispensible tool for query problem determination.
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain information includes:

• Sequence of operations to process the query

• Cost information

• Predicates and selectivity estimates for each predicate• Predicates and selectivity estimates for each predicate

• Statistics for all objects referenced in the SQL query at 

the time the explain information is captured
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain tables:

• Must be created before the Explain can be invoked:

– SYSINTSALLOBJECTS() procedure

– EXPLAIN.DDL– EXPLAIN.DDL

• Must be created per schema/user or under SYSTOOLS schema

• Capture access plan data when the Explain facility is activated
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain tables:

ADVICE_INDEX

ADVICE_INSTANCE

ADVICE_MQT

ADVICE_PARTITION

EXPLAIN_ARGUMENT

EXPLAIN_INSTANCE

EXPLAIN_OBJECT

EXPLAIN_OPERATOR

ADVICE_MQT

ADVICE_PARTITION

ADVICE_TABLE

ADVICE_WORKLOAD

EXPLAIN_ACTUALS

EXPLAIN_OBJECT

EXPLAIN_OPERATOR

EXPLAIN_PREDICATE

EXPLAIN_STATEMENT

EXPLAIN_STREAM
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain tools:

db2expln 

• Provides access plan information for one or more SQL query packages

• Shows the actual implementation of the chosen access plan 

• Does not show detailed optimizer information 

db2exfmt

• Formats the contents of the explain tables

• Provides more detailed explain information than db2expln 

• Shows clues as to why the optimizer has made particular decisions
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

db2exfmt output sections:

1. Explain instance  

2. Database context

3. Package context

4. Original statement

5. Optimized statement

6. Access plan

7. Extended diagnostic information

8. Plan details

9. Objects used in the access plan
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

db2exfmt output sections:

• Explain instance: general information (e.g., version, time, 

schema, etc).

• Database context:  configuration parameters used during the • Database context:  configuration parameters used during the 

query compilation.

• Package context:  query type and optimization level. 

• Original statement:  actual query text.

• Optimized statement:  rewritten query text according to the 

applied optimization techniques.
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Explain output sections (continued):

• Access plan:  graphical representation of the query execution; displays the 

order of operations along with rows returned, cost and I/O for each 

operator.

• Extended diagnostic information:  warnings, informational or error • Extended diagnostic information:  warnings, informational or error 

messages returned by the optimizer.

• Plan details:  detailed information for each operator including arguments, 

predicates, estimates (filter factor), and input/output streams.

• Objects used in the access plan:  any objects (table/index) used by the 

query, and/or the access plan is displayed on this are which includes 

statistical information.
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

>>- db2exfmt --+-----+--+-------------+--+-------------+----------> 
             '- -1-'  '- -d-- dbname-'  '- -e-- schema-'    
 
>--+--------+--+---------------------------+--+-----+-----------> 
   '- -f--O-'  |             .-----------. |  '- -l -'    
               |             V           | |             
               '- -g--+---+----+-------+-+-'             
                      '-x-'    +-O-----+                 
                               +-I-----+                 
                               +-C-----+                 
                               ' - +- T- +- '                                                ' - +- T- +- '                 
                                 '-F-'                   
 
                                                     .- -t-.    
>--+-----------+--+--------------+--+-------------+--+-----+----> 
   '- -n-- name-'  '- -o-- outfile-'  '- -s-- schema-'             
 
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------+----------------> 
   '- -u-- userID-- password-'  '- -w-- timestamp-'    
 
>--+--------------+--+--------------+--+-----+----------------->< 
   '- -#-- sectnbr-'  '- -v-- srcvers-'  '- -h-'    
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

SET CURRENT EXPLAIN MODEstatement

• Changes the value of the CURRENT EXPLAIN MODE special register

• Compiler returns SQL0217W for a successful compilation of SQL run 

under the EXPLAIN mode

• Syntax:

>>-SET CURRENT EXPLAIN MODE -+---+------------------------------> 
 
>--+-NO----------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   +-YES---------------------+    
   +-EXPLAIN-----------------+    
   +-REOPT-------------------+    
   +-RECOMMEND INDEXES-------+    
   +-EVALUATE INDEXES--------+    
   +-RECOMMEND PARTITIONINGS-+    
   +-EVALUATE PARTITIONINGS--+    
   '- host-variable-----------'    
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Exercise:

• Objective: create explain tables, determine if explain tables 

exist, and generate db2exfmt output.

• Use exercise3-1.bat script• Use exercise3-1.bat script

• Create the explain tables:

• Verify the explain tables were created:

db2 –tvf …\sqllib\misc\EXPLAIN.DDL

list tables for all
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Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

Exercise (continued):

• Use exercise3-2.bat script

set current explain mode explain
select * from customers

• Review exercise3-2.exfmt.

select * from customers
db2 set current explain mode no
db2exfmt –d <dbname> -1 –o exercise3-2.exfmt

or 

db2exfmt –d <dbname> -g TIC –w -1 –n –s % -# 0 – o        
exercise3-2.exfmt
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Operators

Unit objectives: 

• Describe what an operator is, and how the choice of 
operators influences query execution.

• Discuss the most common operators that the optimizer • Discuss the most common operators that the optimizer 
uses to compose access plan.
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Operators 

What is an operator? 

• Action that is performed on data, or the output from a table 
or an index, when the access plan for an SQL statement is 
executed.executed.

• Unit of query execution.

• Specific operation that occurs in the query execution control 
flow.
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Operators 

29              � Rows returned
HSJOIN            � Operator   
(   5)            � Sequence 
30.3298           � Cost (timeron)

4              � Cost (I/O) 
/------+-------\

168                29
TBSCAN TBSCANTBSCAN TBSCAN
(   6)             (   7)
22.7451            7.57811

3                  1
|                  |
168                29

TABLE: EXAMPLE     TABLE: EXAMPLE
MOVIE       TRANSACTION_DETAIL
Q1                 Q4
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Operators

• TBSCAN: Retrieves rows directly from data pages.

• IXSCAN: Scans an index of a table with optional start/stop 
conditions, producing an ordered stream of rows.

• DELETE: Deletes rows from a table.

• FETCH: Fetches columns from a table using a specific record 
identifier.

• FILTER: Filters data by applying one or more predicates to it.

• GENROW: Generates a table of rows.
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Operators

• GRPBY: Groups rows by common values of designated 
columns or functions, and evaluates set functions.

• HSJOIN: Represents a hash join, where two or more tables are 
hashed on the join columns.

• INSERT: Inserts rows into a table.• INSERT: Inserts rows into a table.

• IXAND: ANDs together the row identifiers (RIDs) from two or 
more index scans.

• MSJOIN: Represents a merge join, where both outer and 
inner table must be in joint-predicate order.
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Operators

• NLJOIN: Represents a nested loop join that accesses an inner 
table once for each row of the outer table.

• RETURN: Represents the return of data from the query to the 
user.

• RIDSCN: Scans a list of row identifiers (RIDs) obtained from • RIDSCN: Scans a list of row identifiers (RIDs) obtained from 
one or more indexes.

• SORT: Sorts rows in the order of specified columns, and 
optionally eliminates duplicate entries.
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Operators

• TEMP: Stores data in a temporary table to be read back out.

• TQ: Transfers table data between  database agents.

• UNION: Concatenates streams of rows from multiple tables.

• UNIQUE: Eliminates rows with duplicate values, for specified 
columns.

• UNIQUE: Eliminates rows with duplicate values, for specified 
columns.

• UPDATE: Updates rows in a table.
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Operators

Exercise:

• Review the explain output (exercise3-2.exfmt) from the 

previous exercise and identify operators in the access plan 

section.

• “Explain” the following queries and identify the new 

operators introduced:

set current explain mode explain
<SQL query>
db2exfmt –db wsdb -1 –o sect6ex[1,2].out
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Operators

Exercise (continued):

User the following SQL queries for step #2: 

SELECT cust_branch_id, count(cust_id) 
FROM customer FROM customer 
GROUP BY cust_branch_id

SELECT mtran_id, cust_ln, cust_fn, branch_location
FROM transaction_master a, customer b, branch c 
WHERE a.mtran_cust_id = b.cust_id

AND a.mtran_branch_id = c.branch_id
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Catalog statistics

Unit objectives: 

• Explain how the optimizer uses statistical information to 
calculate execution cost of access plan alternatives. 

• Introduce various methods of gathering and maintaining • Introduce various methods of gathering and maintaining 
current statistics on tables and indexes. 
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Catalog statistics

• The optimizer is heavily influenced by statistical information 
about the size of tables, indexes and statistical views.

• The optimizer also uses statistics about the distribution of 
data in columns of tables, indexes and statistical views, if 
these columns are used to select rows or to join tables. these columns are used to select rows or to join tables. 

• The optimizer uses distribution statistics in its calculations to 
estimate the costs of alternative access plans for each query.

• Statistical information is stored in system catalog tables and is 
accessible via the SYSCAT schema views.
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Catalog statistics

• Statistical information used by the optimizer:

– Cluster ratio of indexes (higher is better)

– Number of leaf pages in indexes

– Number of table rows that overflow their original pages

– Number of filled and empty pages in a table (may indicate if table or – Number of filled and empty pages in a table (may indicate if table or 
index reorganization is needed)

• Catalog statistics are collected and updated by the 

RUNSTATS utility.
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Catalog statistics

RUNSTATS utility:

• Updates statistics about the characteristics of a table and/or 
associated indexes, or statistical views.

• For a table, should be run after frequent updates / inserts / 
deletes are made to the table or after reorganizing the table.

• For a table, should be run after frequent updates / inserts / 
deletes are made to the table or after reorganizing the table.

• For a statistical view, RUNSTATS should be run when changes 
to underlying tables have substantially affected the rows 
returned by the view.
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Catalog statistics

RUNSTATS best practices:

• Use RUNSTATS on all tables and indexes frequently accessed 
by queries.

• Use RUNSTATS with FREQUENT and QUANTILE value statistics 
for complex queries (only collected when using WITH 

• Use RUNSTATS with FREQUENT and QUANTILE value statistics 
for complex queries (only collected when using WITH 
DISTRIBUTION clause).

• Rerun RUNSTATS after a significant change in the table data.
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Catalog statistics

RUNSTATS best practices (continued):

Use RUNSTATS in the following situations:

• After loading data and indexes have been created.

• After creating new index on a table.• After creating new index on a table.

• After running a REORG utility.

• After significant insert, update or delete activity.

• Before binding application programs.

• After executing REDISTRIBUTE DB PARTITION GROUP 

command.
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Catalog statistics

RUNSTATS examples (basic statistics):

• Collect statistics for table only:

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename>

• Collect statistics for indexes only on a given table:• Collect statistics for indexes only on a given table:

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename> FOR INDEXES ALL

• Collect statistics for both table and its indexes: 

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename> AND INDEXES ALL
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Catalog statistics

RUNSTATS examples (enhanced statistics):

• Collect statistics for table including distribution statistics:

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename> WITH DISTRIBUTION

• Collect statistics for indexes only on a given table including • Collect statistics for indexes only on a given table including 

extended index statistics: 

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename> FOR DETAILED INDEXES ALL

• Collect statistics for table and its indexes including extended 

index and distribution statistics: 

RUNSTATS ON TABLE <schema>.<tablename> WITH DISTRIBUTION AND 

DETAILED INDEXES ALL
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Catalog statistics

DB2LOOK utility:

• Mimic option (-m) extracts catalog statistics for all or given 
tables.

• Helps recreate optimizer behaviour in another database.

• DB2LOOK for a specific table:• DB2LOOK for a specific table:

db2look –d <dbname> -a –e –m –z <schema> -t <table1 
table2 …> -o <outfile>

• DB2LOOK for all tables in the database:

db2look –d <dbname> -f –m –l –a –e –o <outfile>

• Alternative method: query the catalog tables directly using 
SYSCAT schema views.
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Catalog statistics

Catalog views 

Catalog views Description

SYSCAT.TABLES

SYSSTAT.TABLES

Table statistics

SYSCAT.COLUMNS Column statistics

• Value of -1 in the columns indicates no statistics collected.

• SYSCAT views are read-only; SYSSTAT views are updateable.

SYSCAT.COLUMNS

SYSSTAT.COLUMNS

Column statistics

SYSCAT.COLGROUPS

SYSSTAT.COLGROUPS

Multicolumn statistics 

SYSCAT.COLGROUPDISTCOUNTS

SYSSTAT.COLGROUPDISTCOUNTS

Multicolumn distribution statistics
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Catalog statistics

Exercise:

• Run exercise5-1.bat to generate DB2LOOK and EXPLAIN output for the 
following query:

SELECT a.mtran_id, b.dtran_num, c.cust_ln, c.cust_fn, d.branch_location,
b.dtran_tran_type, substr(e.movie_title,1,25) 

FROM transaction_master a, transaction_detail b, customer c, 

• Review the EXPLAIN output in exercise5-1.exfmt, and check for indicator if 
statistics were collected. 

• Review the DB2LOOK output in exercise5-1.db2look, and examine the 
statistical data returned for the tables used in the query.

FROM transaction_master a, transaction_detail b, customer c, 
branch d, movie e 

WHERE a.mtran_id = b.dtran_id AND a.mtran_cust_id = c.cust_id AND
a.mtran_branch_id = d.branch_id AND b.dtran_movie_id = e.movie_id

ORDER BY 1, 2, 6, 7
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Catalog statistics

Exercise (continued):

• Run exercise5-2.bat to collect statistics for CUSTOMER table 
and generate the DB2LOOK and EXPLAIN output.

• Review the output files exercise5-2.db2look and exercise5-
2.exfmt2.exfmt

• Observe the type of data collected and how it is reflected in 
the EXPLAIN output.
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Catalog statistics

Exercise (continued):

• Run exercise5-3.bat to collect index statistics for BRANCH table only 
and generate the DB2LOOK and EXPLAIN output. 

• Review the output files exercise5-3.db2look and exercise5-
3.exfmt,and observe the type of data collected and how it is 
reflected in the EXPLAIN output.
3.exfmt,and observe the type of data collected and how it is 
reflected in the EXPLAIN output.

• Observe the type of data collected and how it is reflected in the 
EXPLAIN output.

• Optional: Run exercise5-4.bat to collect RUNSTATS using WITH 
DISTRIBUTION AND DETAILED INDEXES ALL for all tables. Review the 
data. 
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Predicates and Joins

Unit objectives: 

• Define the terms predicate, join and sargable. 

• Describe predicate and joins types, and their on query 
execution. execution. 

• Discuss the pros and cons of each join method. 
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Predicates and Joins

• A predicate is an element of a search condition that 
expresses or implies a comparison operation.

• Predicates are included in clauses beginning with WHERE 
or HAVING.

• Predicates limit or filters the query result set.

• When designing predicates, aim for the highest possible 
selectivity so that the fewest rows are returned.
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Predicates and Joins

Example:

SELECT * 
FROM movie
WHERE movie_genre = `A` 
AND movie_cost_price = 21.99
AND movie_rent_day > 1AND movie_rent_day > 1

• The following parts are the predicates:

– movie_genre = ‘A’ 

– movie_cost_price = 21.99

– movie_rent_day > 1
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Predicates and Joins

Predicate  types:

• Range-delimiting predicates: limit the scope of index scan 
using start and stop conditions.

• Index-sargable predicates: evaluated from the index because 
the columns in the predicate are part of the index key.the columns in the predicate are part of the index key.

• Data-sargable predicates: cannot be evaluated from the index 
but can be evaluated while rows remain in the buffer.

• Residual predicates: involve subqueries (e.g., ANY, ALL, SOME 
or IN clauses), or those that read LONG VARCHAR or LOB data 
stored in files separate from the table.
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Predicates and Joins

What does “sargable” mean? 

• Contraction of Search ARGument-able.

• A SARGable predicate is a term that can be used as a 
search argument.search argument.

• Unsargable predicates, or join predicates, require one or 
more joins to be performed before the predicate can be 
evaluated.1
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Predicates and Joins

Range-Delimiting Predicates:

• Limit the scope of an index scan.

• Use start and stop key values for the index search.

• The optimizer uses index data instead of reading the base • The optimizer uses index data instead of reading the base 
table when it evaluates these predicates, e.g.:

SELECT movie_title FROM movie WHERE movie_id='D0010'

– Since movie_id column is defined in the primary key index, the 
optimizer scans the index within the range of the predicate value.

• See sect6-range delimiting example.exfmt.
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Predicates and Joins
3) IXSCAN: (Index Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Start Key Predicate,

Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.00595238

Predicate Text:
----------------------------
(Q1.MOVIE_ID = 'D0010')

2) Stop Key Predicate, 
Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.00595238

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_ID = 'D0010')
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Predicates and Joins

Index-Sargable Predicates:

• Cannot limit the scope of a search.

• Can be evaluated from the index, because the columns that 
are referenced in the predicate are part of the index key, e.g.:

SELECT movie_title FROM movie 
WHERE  movie_id='D0010' AND movie_type > null

– Index is defined on columns (movie_id, movie_genre, movie_type).

– Movie_id would be applied as a start-stop key since it is the leading 
column in the index, while movie_type would be applied as index-
sargable to fulfill the “>” operator.

• See sect6-index sargable.exfmt.
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Predicates and Joins
3) IXSCAN: (Index Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Sargable Predicate, 

Comparison Operator: Less Than (<)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.333333

Predicate Text:
----------------------------
(NULL < Q1.MOVIE_TYPE)

3) Start Key Predicate, 
Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.00595238

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_ID = 'D0010')
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Predicates and Joins

Data-Sargable Predicates:

• Cannot be evaluated from an index.

• Can be evaluated by accessing individual rows in a table, e.g.: 

SELECT movie_title FROM movie WHERE movie_type = 'A'SELECT movie_title FROM movie WHERE movie_type = 'A'

– Since movie_type column is not part of any index, it will be 
treated as data-sargable predicate.

• See sect6-data-sargable example.exfmt.
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Predicates and Joins
2) TBSCAN: (Table Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Sargable Predicate, 

Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.04

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_TYPE = 'A')
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Predicates and Joins
Characteristic Predicate Type

Range-

delimiting

Index-

sargable

Data-

sargable

Residual

Reduce index I/O Yes No No No

Reduce data page I/O Yes Yes No NoReduce data page I/O Yes Yes No No

Reduce the number of 

rows that are passed 

internally

Yes Yes Yes No

Reduce the number of 

qualifying rows

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Predicates and Joins

• A join is the process of combining two streams of rows 

(result sets).

• Left side of the join is referred to as the OUTER.

• Right side of the join is referred to as the INNER.• Right side of the join is referred to as the INNER.

• Three explicit join operators exist: 

– Nested loop join (NLJOIN)

– Merge join (MSJOIN)

– Hash join (HSJOIN)
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Predicates and Joins

Nested loop join (NLJOIN):

• Takes the top row from the outer stream and compares it to all 
rows from the inner stream.

• Performance heavily influenced by the row count in the inner 
stream (i.e., the larger the inner, the slower the performance).stream (i.e., the larger the inner, the slower the performance).

• Inner table is usually an IXSCAN or FETCH-IXSCAN combination.

• To obtain better filtering, the NLJOIN usually pushes the join 
predicates down into the inner operator (e.g., IXSCAN).

• The only join type available at optimization level 0.
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Predicates and Joins

NLJOIN considerations:

• Poor performance when a large number of rows exists on the inner 
stream.

• Slow TEMP operation on inner because it is a blocking operation 
and requires subsequent TBSCAN.and requires subsequent TBSCAN.

• Check if cardinality estimates match the actual row counts. Even 
though the optimizer estimated one row, it may not be the case at 
execution time.

• Check if an index-sargable predicate is used. This can be expensive 
when the optimizer scans to match a single row across the entire 
index.
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Predicates and Joins

NLJOIN example:
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Predicates and Joins

Merge join (MSJOIN):

• Requires inputs sorted on the join column which must be neither 
LONG nor LOB.

• Only primary join predicate is applied at MSJOIN, and it must be 
equality join predicate.equality join predicate.

• Remaining join predicates applied as RESIDUAL predicates not in 
MSJOIN but at FILTER.

• MSJOIN scans both tables concurrently (unlike NLJOIN), and it only 
scans each table once, unless the outer has duplicates.

• Outer table is preferably the one with less duplicates.
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Predicates and Joins

MSJOIN considerations:

• SORT is a blocking operator and may be expensive.

• SORT can spill to buffer pools or disk (TEMPSPACE).

• Applies residual predicates after joining.• Applies residual predicates after joining.

• If outer is indexed on join column, even without a SORT, the index 
scan is typically a full index scan (sargable predicate).

• Duplicates hurt all joins but with other joins one can take advantage 
of prefetching or having the inner buffered in memory. With 
MSJOIN, the inner is rescanned for every duplicate value in the 
outer row join column.
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Predicates and Joins

MSJOIN example:
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Predicates and Joins

Hash join (HSJOIN):

• First, the inner table (build table) is scanned and placed into 
memory buffers partitioned by hash code. 

• Next, the outer table (probe table) is scanned row by row through 
the same hash code on the same join column(s).the same hash code on the same join column(s).

– If the hash codes match, then the join columns are compared for their 
rows to be matched.

– If the row is on the memory buffer, then compare it right away. 

– If not in the memory buffer, then probe row is also written into a 
temporary table on disk.

• Finally, temporary tables containing rows from the same partitions 
are processed. 
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Predicates and Joins

HSJOIN considerations:

• Requires significant sort heap space which may cause contention 
with other queries.

• May spill to disk if insufficient sort heap or memory buffers for hash 
table.table.

• Requires join columns to be of the same type.

• Does not guarantee ordering, and if outer table’s ordering is 
needed, not an ideal choice.

• If intra-partition parallelism is on (INTRA_PARALLEL enabled, 
DFT_DEGREE > 1), the HSJOIN runs in parallel (i.e., build table 
partitioned in parallel and loaded into memory).
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Predicates and Joins

HSJOIN example:
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Cardinality Estimates

Unit objectives: 

• Define the concepts of cardinality, filter factor and cardinality 
estimates. 

• Describe how the optimizer calculates cardinality estimates. • Describe how the optimizer calculates cardinality estimates. 

• Show how different statistics affect cardinality estimate 
calculations. 
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Cardinality Estimates

• Cardinality (CARD)
– Table statistics: total number of rows in a table.

– Column statistics: the number of unique values in a column.

• Filter factor (FF)
– The percentage of rows estimated by the optimizer to be allowed to – The percentage of rows estimated by the optimizer to be allowed to 

filter through a given predicate.

– Expressed as probability: 0 – 1.0 (0 to 100%).

• Cardinality estimate
– The number of rows estimated by the optimizer to be returned for a 

given predicate based on its filter factor.

– Calculated as Filter Factor x Cardinality.
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Cardinality Estimates

• Filtering can occur with a local or join predicate
– Movie_title = ‘RANGO’  (local predicate)

– a.c1 = b.c2  (join predicate)

• COLCARD
– Number of distinct values in the column– Number of distinct values in the column

– SYSCAT.COLUMNS

• VALCOUNT
– Frequency with which the data value occurs in column

– SYSCAT.COLDIST
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Cardinality Estimates

Calculating FF for equality predicates (c1=value)

• No statistics available/collected
– FF = default value which is typically ¼

– FF = 0.04 or 0.25

• Only basic statistics collected
– FF = 1/COLCARD 

– COLCARD is for the column of the predicate being calculated

• With basic and distribution statistics collected
– FF = VALCOUNT / CARD
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Cardinality Estimates

No statistics collected:

Query: 

SELECT movie_id
FROM movie
WHERE movie_genre=‘A’

Statistics:

– SYSSTAT.TABLE   � CARD = -1
– SYSSTAT.COLUMNS � COLCARD = -1
– SYSSTAT.COLDIST � no data

Filter Factor:  0.04

Explain snippet: sect7-nostat.exmt
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Cardinality Estimates

2) TBSCAN: (Table Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Sargable Predicate, 

Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.04Filter Factor: 0.04

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_GENRE = 'A')
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Cardinality Estimates

Only basic statistics collected:

Query: 

SELECT movie_id
FROM movie
WHERE movie_genre=‘A’

Statistics:

– RUNSTATS ON TABLE example.movie
– SYSSTAT.TABLE   � CARD = 146
– SYSSTAT.COLUMNS � COLCARD = 6 (for movie_genre col)
– SYSSTAT.COLDIST � no data

Filter Factor:  1/COLCARD = 1/6 = 0.166667

Explain snippet: sect7-basicstat.exfmt
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Cardinality Estimates

2) TBSCAN: (Table Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Sargable Predicate, 

Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.166667Filter Factor: 0.166667

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_GENRE = 'A')
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Cardinality Estimates

Basic and distribution statistics collected:

Query: 

SELECT movie_id
FROM movie
WHERE movie_genre=‘A’

Statistics:

– RUNSTATS ON TABLE example.movie WITH DISTRIBUTION
– SYSSTAT.TABLE   � CARD = 146
– SYSSTAT.COLUMNS � COLCARD = 6 (for movie_genre col)
– SYSSTAT.COLDIST � VALCOUNT = 72 (movie_genre=‘A’)

Filter Factor:  VALCOUNT / CARD = 72/146 = 0.493151

Explain snippet:  sect7-diststat.exfmt
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Cardinality Estimates

2) TBSCAN: (Table Scan)

Predicates:
----------
2) Sargable Predicate, 

Comparison Operator: Equal (=)
Subquery Input Required: No
Filter Factor: 0.493151Filter Factor: 0.493151

Predicate Text:
--------------
(Q1.MOVIE_GENRE = 'A')
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Basic Tuning Hints

Unit objectives: 

• Introduce basic access plan tuning techniques. 

• Describe the common tuning elements (configuration 
parameters, registry variables and CURRENT QUERY parameters, registry variables and CURRENT QUERY 
OPTIMIZATION special register).
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Basic Tuning Hints

• Tuning is usually done by making changes to one of the 

configuration categories that influence the optimizer 

behaviour:

– Database manager configuration– Database manager configuration

– Database configuration 

– Query compiler registry variables

– CURRENT QUERY OPTIMIZATION special register
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Basic Tuning Hints

Database manager configuration:

• Parallelism (INTRA_PARALLEL):  indicates whether intra-partition 
parallelism is enabled. When YES, some parts of query execution (e.g., 
index sort) can run in parallel within a single database partition. 

• CPU Speed (CPUSPEED):  the optimizer uses the CPU speed (milliseconds • CPU Speed (CPUSPEED):  the optimizer uses the CPU speed (milliseconds 
per instruction) to estimate the cost of performing certain operations.

• Communications speed (COMM_BANDWIDTH):  the optimizer uses the 
value (megabytes per second) in this parameter to estimate the cost of 
performing certain operations between the database partition servers in a 
partitioned database environment.
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Basic Tuning Hints

Database configuration:

• Buffer pools (BUFFPAGE): 

– Determined by the buffpage parameter, if using buffpage as default for 
one bufferpool, or a calculation based on the contents of syscat. 
bufferpools. 

– The number shown is the total number of bufferpool pages allocated – The number shown is the total number of bufferpool pages allocated 
for the database. The table below shows an example of how we arrive 
at the total of 5000 pages:

Bufferpool name Size

IBMDEAFULTBP 1000

BPLONG 4000

BPTEMP 1000

Total 5000
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Basic Tuning Hints

Database configuration (continued):

• Sort heap size (SORTHEAP): Defines the maximum number of private 
memory pages to be used for private sorts or the maximum number of 
shared memory pages to be used for shared sorts.

• Database heap size (DBHEAP): Contains metadata for tables, indexes, 
table spaces and bufferpools. There is one database heap per database. 

• Database heap size (DBHEAP): Contains metadata for tables, indexes, 
table spaces and bufferpools. There is one database heap per database. 

• Lock list size (LOCKLIST): Indicates the amount of storage allocated to the 
lock list. There is one lock list per database and it contains the locks held 
by all applications concurrently connected to the database.

• Maximum lock list (MAXLOCKS): Defines a percentage of the lock list held 
by any one application that must be filled before the database manager 
performs lock escalation.
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Basic Tuning Hints

Database configuration (continued):

• Average applications (AVG_APPLS): Used by the SQL optimizer to help 
estimate how much bufferpool will be available at run-time for the access 
plan chosen (since the bufferpool is shared by all active connections).

• Optimization class (DFT_QUERYOPT): Tells the optimizer which level of 
optimization to use when compiling SQL query (default=5). The higher the 

• Optimization class (DFT_QUERYOPT): Tells the optimizer which level of 
optimization to use when compiling SQL query (default=5). The higher the 
level, the more complex algorithms are considered. 

• Query degree (DFT_DEGREE): Represents the degree of intra-partition 
parallelism for an SQL statement. If set to ANY, the optimizer is sensitive to 
the actual number of CPUs that are online. If set to ANY and intra_parallel
is enabled, then the number of CPUs on test and production should be 
configured the same. 
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Basic Tuning Hints

Database configuration (continued):

• Number of frequent values retained (NUM_FREQVALUES): Allows you to 
specify the number of "most frequent values" that will be collected when 
the WITH DISTRIBUTION option is specified with the RUNSTATS command.

• Number of quantiles retained (NUM_QUANTILES): Controls the number • Number of quantiles retained (NUM_QUANTILES): Controls the number 
of quantiles that will be collected when the WITH DISTRIBUTION option is 
specified on the RUNSTATS command.
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Basic Tuning Hints

Query compiler variables (common):

• DB2_EXTENDED_OPTIMIZATION: Specifies whether or not the query 
optimizer uses optimization extensions to improve query performance. 

• DB2_SORT_AFTER_TQ: Determines how the optimizer works with directed 
table queues in a partitioned database environment when the receiving 
end requires the data to be sorted, and the number of receiving nodes is 
table queues in a partitioned database environment when the receiving 
end requires the data to be sorted, and the number of receiving nodes is 
equal to the number of sending nodes.

• DB2_INLIST_TO_NLJN: Causes the optimizer to favour nested loop joins to 
join the list of values, using the table that contributes the IN list as the 
inner table in the join.

* See the DB2 V9.7 Info Center for additional variables

(search for “Query compiler variables”)
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Basic Tuning Hints

CURRENT QUERY OPTIMIZATION  special register: 

• Controls the query optimization class for dynamic SQL statements.

• Overrides the dft_queryopt database configuration parameter.

• Affects the succeeding SQL statements only for the current session.

• Assigned by the SET CURRENT QUERY OPTIMIZATION statement.• Assigned by the SET CURRENT QUERY OPTIMIZATION statement.

>>-SET--CURRENT--QUERY--OPTIMIZATION--+---+----------------->

>--+-0-------------+---------------------------------------><
+-1-------------+   
+-2-------------+   
+-3-------------+   
+-5-------------+   
+-7-------------+   
+-9-------------+   
'-host-variable-' 
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Statistical Views

Unit objectives: 

• Define the purpose and benefits of statistical views. 

• Provide a basic example and steps for creating a 
statistical view. statistical view. 
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Statistical Views

• Views with statistics that can be used to improve 
cardinality estimates for queries in which the view 
definition overlaps with the query definition.

• A powerful feature as it provides the optimizer with • A powerful feature as it provides the optimizer with 
accurate statistics for determining cardinality estimates 
for queries with complex sets of (possibly correlated) 
predicates involving one or more tables.
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Statistical Views

• Mechanism to provide the optimizer with more sophisticated 
statistics that represent more complex relationships:

– Comparisons involving expressions: 

price > MSRP + Dealer_markup

– Relationships spanning multiple tables: – Relationships spanning multiple tables: 

product.name = 'Alloy wheels' and product.key = sales.product_key

– Anything other than predicates involving independent 
attributes and simple comparison operations.
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Statistical Views

• Statistical views are able to represent these types of complex 
relationships, because statistics are collected on the result set 
returned by the view, rather than the base tables reference by 
the view.

• When a SQL query is compiled, the optimizer matches the SQL • When a SQL query is compiled, the optimizer matches the SQL 
query to the available statistical views. When the optimizer 
computes cardinality estimates for intermediate result sets, it 
uses the statistics from the view to compute a better 
estimate.
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Statistical Views

Usage:

• Create a view:

CREATE VIEW <view name> AS (<select clause>)

• Enable the view for optimization using ALTER VIEW statement:• Enable the view for optimization using ALTER VIEW statement:

ALTER VIEW <view name> ENABLE QUERY OPTIMIZATION

• Issue the RUNSTATS command to populate system catalog
tables with statistics for the view:

RUNSTATS ON <schema>.<view name> <runstats clause>
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Optimizer Profiles 

Unit objectives: 

• Examine the technique for overriding the default access 
plan. 

• Discuss the structure of optimizer profile.• Discuss the structure of optimizer profile.

• Introduce the common optimizer guidelines.

• Provide instructions for directing the optimizer on how to 
perform table access or joins in specific ways.
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Optimizer Profiles 

• Mechanism to alter default access plan
– Overrides the default access plan selected by the optimizer.

– Instructs the optimizer how to perform table access or join.

– Allows users to control specific parts of access plan.

• Can be employed without changing the application code• Can be employed without changing the application code
– Compose optimization profile, add to db, rebind targeted packages.

• Should only be used after all other tuning options exhausted
– Query improvement, RUNSTATS, indexes, optimization class, db and 

dbm configs, etc.

– Should not be employed to permanently mitigate the effect of 
inefficient queries.
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Optimizer Profiles

Anatomy of an optimizer profile:

• XML document 

– Elements and attributes used to define optimization guidelines.

– Must conform to a specific optimization profile schema.

• Profile Header (exactly one)

Meta data and processing directives.

Profile Header (exactly one)

– Meta data and processing directives.

– Example: schema version.

• Global optimization guidelines  (at most one)

– Applies to all statements for which profile is in effect.

– Example: eligible MQTs guideline defining MQTs to be considered for routing.

• Statement optimization guidelines  (zero or more)

– Applies to a specific statement for which profile is in effect.

– Specifies directives for desired execution plan.
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Optimizer Profiles

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<OPTPROFILE VERSION="9.7.0.0">

<OPTGUIDELINES>
<MQT NAME="Test.AvgSales"/>
<MQT NAME="Test.SumSales"/>

� Profile Header 

� Global optimization 
guidelines section. Optional 

Anatomy of an optimizer profile (continued):

<MQT NAME="Test.SumSales"/>
</OPTGUIDELINES>

<STMTPROFILE ID="Guidelines for TPCD">
<STMTKEY SCHEMA="TPCD">

<![CDATA[SELECT * FROM TAB1]]>
</STMTKEY>
<OPTGUIDELINES>

<IXSCAN TABLE=“TAB1" INDEX="I_SUPPKEY"/>
</OPTGUIDELINES>

</STMTPROFILE>

</OPTPROFILE>

guidelines section. Optional 
but at most one.

� Statement guidelines 
section. Zero or more.
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Optimizer Profiles 

• Each statement profile contains a statement key (STMTKEY) and one or 
more statement-level optimization guidelines (OPTGUIDELINES).

• The statement key identifies the statement or query to which the 
statement-level optimization guidelines apply. 

<STMTKEY SCHEMA="TPCD">
<![CDATA[ SELECT * FROM TAB1 ]]>

• The statement-level optimization guidelines identify one of more 
directives, e.g. access or join requests, which specify methods for 
accessing or joining tables in the statement.

<![CDATA[ SELECT * FROM TAB1 ]]>
</STMTKEY>

<OPTGUIDELINES>
<IXSCAN TABID=“TAB1" INDEX="I_SUPPKEY"/>

</OPTGUIDELINES>
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Optimizer Profiles 

Optimizer guidelines:

• Access plan guidelines:

– Base access request (method to access a table, e.g. TBSCAN, IXSCAN)

– Join request (method and sequence for performing a join, e.g. HSJOIN, NLJOIN)

• Query rewrite guidelines:

– INLIST2JOIN (convert IN-list to join)– INLIST2JOIN (convert IN-list to join)

– SUBQ2JOIN (convert subquery to join)

– NOTEX2AJ (convert NOT EXISTS subquery to anti-join)

– NOTIN2AJ (convert NOT IN subquery to anti-join)

• General optimization guidelines:

– REOPT (ONCE/ALWAYS/NONE)

– MQT choices 

– QRYOPT (set the query optimization class)

– RTS (limit the amount of time taken by real-time statistics collection)
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Optimizer Profiles 

How to create and use an optimizer profile:

1.  Create the SYSTOOLS.OPT_PROFILE table in the SYSTOOLS schema:

– Using the CREATE TABLE statement: 

CREATE TABLE SYSTOOLS.OPT_PROFILE (
SCHEMA VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,     � Schema name
NAME VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,       � Profile nameNAME VARCHAR(128) NOT NULL,       � Profile name
PROFILE BLOB (2M) NOT NULL,       � Profile XML 

PRIMARY KEY ( SCHEMA, NAME ));

– Using the SYSINSTALLOBJECTS procedure: 

db2 "call sysinstallobjects('opt_profiles', 'c', '', '')"

2.  Compose optimization profile in XML file prof1.xml.
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Optimizer Profiles 

How to create and use an optimizer profile (continued): 

3.  Create file prof1.del as follows: 

"EXAMPLE","PROF1","prof1.xml"

4.  Import prof1.del into SYSTOOLS.OPT_PROFILE table as follows:4.  Import prof1.del into SYSTOOLS.OPT_PROFILE table as follows:

IMPORT FROM prof1.del OF DEL 
MODIFIED BY LOBSINFILE
INSERT INTO SYSTOOLS.OPT_PROFILE;

5.  Enable the PROF1 profile for the current session: 

db2 "set current optimization profile = 'EXAMPLE.PROF1'"
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Optimizer Profiles 
Checking if the guidelines are applied: 

• SQL0437W reason code 13 is issued if there were problems with applying 
the guidelines (usually due to syntax error)

• Db2exfmt output contains a section with details on the problems 
encountered while attempting to apply the guidelines:

Extended Diagnostic Information:
--------------------------------

• Db2exfmt Profile Information section informs on which guidelines were 
used: 

--------------------------------
No extended Diagnostic Information for this statement.

Profile Information:
--------------------
OPT_PROF: (Optimization Profile Name)

EXAMPLE.PROF1
STMTPROF: (Statement Profile Name)

Guidelines for the items out query 
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Optimizer Profiles 

Exercise:

• Examine the optimize profile in exercise9_1.xml:

– Global guideline forces OPTLEVEL 7 for all queries  in the current 
session.

– Statement guideline forces nested loop join method (NLJOIN) for 
tables MOVIE and TRANSACTION_DETAIL for a given query. tables MOVIE and TRANSACTION_DETAIL for a given query. 

• Run exercise9_1.bat – this will create and apply an optimizer 
profile named PROF1. It will also collect db2exfmt output 
before and after using the profile. 

• Compare the before and after .exfmt files – how can you tell if 
the guidelines were applied? 
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Smart	  Applications	  on	  Virtual	  Infrastructure	  Workshop	  
CASCON	  2011,	  Thursday,	  November	  10	  
Hilton	  Suites	  Toronto	  Conference	  Center,	  Markham	  B	  
	  
8:30-‐8:45am	  
	  
	  
8:45-‐9:05am	  
	  
	  
9:05-‐9:25am	  
	  
	  
9:25-‐9:45am	  
	  
	  
9:45-‐10:05am	  
	  
	  
10:05-‐10:30am	  
	  
10:30-‐11:00am	  
	  
	  
11:00-‐11:30am	  
	  
	  
11:30am-‐12:00pm	  
	  
	  
12:00pm-‐1:00pm	  
	  
	  
1:00pm-‐2:00pm	  

Welcome	  &	  Introduction	  
Workshop	  Chairs	  
	  
SAVI	  Overview,	  Smart	  Converged	  Edge	  	  
Alberto	  Leon-Garcia,	  University	  of	  Toronto	  
	  
Smart	  Applications	  
Baochun	  Li,	  University	  of	  Toronto	  
	  
Extended	  Cloud	  Computing	  
Marin	  Litoiu,	  York	  University	  	  
	  
Integrated	  Wireless/Optical	  Access	  
Leslie	  Rusch,	  Université	  Laval	  
	  
Coffee	  Break	  
	  
IBM	  SmartCloud	  Provisioning	  
Andrew	  Trossman,	  IBM	  
	  
A	  SAVI	  Testbed	  Architecture:	  Initial	  Views	  
Hadi	  Bannazadeh,	  University	  of	  Toronto	  
	  
Panel	  Discussion:	  Virtualization	  &	  Autonomics	  	  	  
Trossman,	  Litoiu,	  Leon-Garcia,	  Bannazadeh	  
	  
Lunch	  
Second	  floor,	  Conference	  	  
	  
CASCON	  Keynote	  
Mariano	  P.	  Consens,	  Exploring	  and	  Exploiting	  the	  Web	  of	  Linked	  Data	  
	  

2:00pm-‐4:00pm	   Research	  Committee	  Meeting	  
Closed	  Session	  
Markham	  B	  

SAVI	  Researcher	  Meet	  &	  Greet	  
Open	  to	  SAVI	  Strategic	  Network	  Participants	  
Markham	  C	  
	  

4:00pm	   Informal	  Collaboration	  &	  Break-out	  Meetings	  
	  

	  



NSERC	  Strategic	  Network	  on	  
Smart	  Applications	  on	  Virtual	  

Infrastructure	  

Alberto	  Leon-‐Garcia	  
University	  of	  Toronto	  
SAVI	  Scientific	  Director	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



 Vision	  of	  Application	  Platforms	  
  Support	  open	  applications	  &	  content	  marketplace	  
  Vast	  number	  of	  vendors	  buy/sell	  services	  to	  each	  other	  and	  to	  

consumers	  
  Extremely	  large	  scale,	  very	  high	  churn	  

 Fundamental	  requirements 	  	  
 Agile	  resource	  management	  in	  infrastructure	  
  Scalability,	  reliability,	  accountability,	  and	  security	  
 Multiple	  ownership:	  interconnection	  &	  federation	  
 Rapid	  introduction	  of	  applications	  

Challenge:	  	  Design	  of	  infrastructure	  for	  application	  platforms	  that	  
can	  achieve	  these	  requirements	  

SAVI	  Challenge	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



SAVI	  Scope	  

Backbone/Core	  

Massive-‐Scale	  Datacenters	  

Virtualized	  
Router	  &	  
Datacenter	  

Smart	  Edge	  Wireless/Optical	  
Access	  

Scope:	  	  Aspects	  that	  are	  central	  to	  future	  application	  platforms	  and	  that	  address	  key	  
challenges	  to	  network	  and	  service	  providers	  

•  Extension	  of	  cloud	  computing	  to	  infrastructure	  in	  a	  service	  provider	  smart	  edge;	  
•  Application	  enablement	  leveraging	  very-‐high	  bandwidth	  access	  and	  services	  in	  

the	  smart	  edge	  and	  the	  extended	  cloud;	  
•  Control	  &	  management	  systems	  to	  enable	  experimentation	  with	  application	  

platforms	  and	  Future	  Internet	  alternatives	  
•  Integrated	  wireless/optical	  access	  controlled	  by	  the	  smart	  edge.	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



Example	  App:	  Kaleidoscope	  
 Social	  Video	  Sharing	  	  

  10000	  people	  in	  a	  stadium/main	  square/emergency	  
  1000	  people	  streaming	  video	  from	  mobiles	  (the	  video	  streaming	  app	  is	  loca3on/

3me	  aware)	  
  Context:	  tweet	  feeds	  (iden3ty,	  3mestamp),	  most	  from	  the	  loca3on	  but	  from	  around	  

the	  world	  

 Autonomic	  network	  provisioning	  through	  recogniFon	  of	  event	  

 IntegraFon	  of	  the	  data	  streams	  from	  the	  different	  applicaFons	  
  TranscripFon	  (adap3vely	  on	  the	  core	  and/or	  smart	  edge)	  
  Tagging	  video	  with	  (on	  the	  smart	  edge)	  

  tweets	  
  links	  to	  other	  videos	  

 Searching	  the	  record	  	  
  For	  a	  video	  from	  a	  special	  perspecFve	  (loca3on	  content	  and	  context)	  
  For	  video	  segments	  around	  specific	  tweeted	  events	  (through	  3me	  context)	  
  For	  videos	  from	  my	  friends	  (on	  the	  smart	  edge)	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



SAVI	  Innovation	  &	  Outcomes	  

Key	  Innovations	  
 Virtualization	  everywhere	  
 Two-‐tier	  Cloud	  
 Fine-‐grained	  adaptation	  	  
 Heterogeneous	  virtual	  

operators	  
 Application-‐driven	  

provisioning	  of	  
infrastructure	  	  

 Open	  market	  services	  

Research	  Testbed	  Outcomes	  
 SAVI	  cluster	  prototype	  for	  

programmable	  network	  
node	  

 Adaptive	  edge-‐aware	  
services	  platform	  

 SAVI	  application	  platform	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



 Computing	  &	  communications	  industries	  are	  converging	  
  IBM,	  HP,	  Cisco,	  Juniper,	  …	  

 Applications,	  content	  &	  service	  delivery	  are	  converging	  
 Telecom,	  Cable,	  Google/Android/YouTube,	  Apple,	  Amazon,…	  

 A	  Converged	  Infrastructure	  is	  Inevitable	  
 But	  computing	  &	  communications	  research	  still	  separate!	  

 SAVI	  offers	  a	  common	  infrastructure	  virtualization	  &	  management	  approach	  
and	  promises	  major	  OPEX	  &	  CAPEX	  benefits	  

 Multidisciplinary	  team	  spans	  research	  areas	  
 Multisector	  partners	  provide	  business	  &	  technology	  views	  
 Partnerships	  will	  yield	  new	  insights,	  especially	  across	  inter-‐discipline	  &	  inter-‐

sector	  seams	  
 New	  HQP	  will	  emerge	  that	  does	  not	  recognize	  the	  old	  seams	  
  Isolated	  individual	  efforts	  cannot	  provide	  these	  benefits	  

SAVI	  Research	  Needs	  a	  Network	  Approach	  

6	  



SAVI	  Partners	  

September	  15,	  2011	  

 TELUS	  
 MTS	  Allstream	  

  IBM	  

 Cisco	  
 Juniper	  
 Ericsson	  
 Ciena	  

 Seawell	  Networks	  
 Nitido	  
 Dragonwave	  
 Belair	  Networks	  

 CANARIE	  
 ORION	  
 WestGrid	  

 SciNet	  
 Cybera	  

 Wesley	  Clover	  



Backbone/Core	  

Massive-‐Scale	  Datacenters	  

Virtualized	  
Router	  &	  
Datacenter	  

Smart	  Edge	  Wireless/Optical	  
Access	  

 Theme	  1:	  	  Smart	  Applications	  
 Theme	  2:	  Extended	  Cloud	  Computing	  
 Theme	  3:	  	  Smart	  Converged	  Edge	  
 Theme	  4:	  	  Integrated	  Wireless/Optical	  Access	  
 Theme	  5:	  	  SAVI	  Application	  Platform	  Testbed	  

SAVI	  Research	  Program	  

Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	   SaaS	  Mgmt	  

PaaS	  Mgmt	  
IaaS	  Mgmt	  September	  15,	  2011	  



SAVI	  Builds	  on	  Existing	  Base	  

 VANI,	  OpenFlow,	  NetFPGA	  
 Research	  Networks	  (CANARIE,	  

ORION)	  
 Wireless	  Access	  Testbed	  
 Radio-‐over-‐Fiber	  Lab	  

 SAVI	  cluster	  prototype	  for	  
programmable	  service	  
provider	  infrastructure	  

 EC2,	  Eucalyptus,	  OpenStack,	  
Cassandra,	  CDN	  

 Adaptive	  edge-‐aware	  cloud	  
services	  

 Hadoop,	  HBAse	    SAVI	  application	  framework	  

SO
A
	  &
	  W

eb	  Services	  

Infrastructure	  

PlaMorm	  

SoNware	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



 Team:	  Li	  (lead),	  Müller,	  Stroulia;	  1	  postdoc,	  5	  grads,	  6	  interns,	  2	  
undergrads	  

Theme	  1.	  Smart	  Applications	  

Future-‐Oriented	  
Application	  Classes	  

Reusable	  Application	  
Frameworks	  for	  

Rapid	  Development	  

Adaptive	  Deployment	  
of	  Future-‐Oriented	  

Applications	  

Large-‐Scale	  
Data-‐

Intensive	  
Apps	  

User-‐Centric	  
Apps	  for	  

Smart	  Mobile	  
Devices	  

Real-‐Time	  
Collaborative	  
Virtual	  Reality	  

Apps	  

Massively-‐Parallel	  
Computation	  &	  
Distributed	  

Petascale	  Storage	  

Mobile	  Online	  
Presence	  &	  

Collaboration	  

System-‐wide	  
Event	  

Generation	  &	  
Notification	  

Run-‐Time	  Binding	  
Between	  Applications	  and	  

Reusable	  Services	  

Run-‐Time	  Adaptation	  of	  
Application	  Deployment	  
to	  Varying	  Resource	  

Availability	  

Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
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Team:	  Litoiu	  (lead),	  Chinneck,	  Salem,	  Woodside;	  1	  post-‐doc,	  5	  grads,	  4	  interns,	  
2	  undergrads	  

 Supply	  chain	  life	  cycle:	  	  DesignDeployManageUndeploy	  

Theme	  2.	  Extended	  Cloud	  Computing	  
Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

Adaptive	  Mgmt	  
Framework	  for	  
Extended	  Cloud	  

Optimization	  for	  
Resource	  
Adaptation	  

Framework	  for	  
Design	  &	  Analysis	  
of	  Adaptive	  Cloud	  

Mgmt	  

Goal	  Mgmt	  in	  
Hierarchical	  
Adaptive	  
Systems	  

Runtime	  
Supply	  Chain	  

Mgmt	  

Partitioning	  
Computing	  &	  

Storage	  Between	  
Edge	  &	  Core	  

Strategies	  &	  
Layer	  

Coordination	  in	  
Cloud	  Computing	  

Storage	  &	  Data	  
Services	  in	  	  	  

Core/Edge	  of	  
Extended	  Cloud	  

Two-‐Tier	  Storage	  
Services	  

Support	  for	  
Bi-‐Directional	  
Data	  Streams	  

Mgmt	  of	  
Limited	  Edge	  
Resources	  September	  15,	  2011	  



Team:	  Leon-‐Garcia	  (lead),	  Boutaba,	  Chow,	  Ganjali,	  1	  post-‐doc,	  5	  grads,	  5	  
interns,	  2	  undergrads	  

Theme	  3.	  Smart	  Converged	  Edge	  

Virtualized	  
Smart	  Edge	  
Architecture	  

Virtual	  Resource	  
Mgmt	  in	  the	  Smart	  

Edge	  

Integrated	  
Network/
Computing	  
Resource	  
Mgmt	  

Support	  for	  
Future	  
Internet	  
Protocols	  

Supporting	  
Services	  &	  

Apps	  in	  Smart	  
Edge	  

Adaptive	  
Scaling	  &	  
Migration	  
of	  VNs	  

VN	  
Reliability	  
&	  Fault	  

Tolerance	  

Inter-‐
domain	  
VN	  Mgmt	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



Team:	  Rusch	  (lead),	  Ghaderi,	  LeNgoc,	  Williamson;	  	  1	  post-‐doc,	  5	  grad,	  4	  
interns,	  2	  undergrads,	  ¼	  technician	  

Theme	  4.	  Integrated	  Wireless/Optical	  Access	  

Virtualized	  Router	  &	  Datacenter	  

Smart	  Edge	  
Wireless/Optical	  Access	  

SDR	   DSP	  

SDR	   DSP	  

•  Capacity	  increases	  via	  cognition	  
and	  coordination	  (interference	  
mgt	  and	  spectral	  efficiency)	  	  	  

•  Energy	  efficiency	  increases	  via	  all-‐
optical	  backhaul	  and	  centralized	  
virtualization	  &	  resource	  mgt	  

•  SDR	  and	  optical	  architectures	  that	  
enable	  virtualization	  

…	  enabling	  Theme	  3	  
resource	  management	  

Design	  of	  
Virtualized	  

Wireless/Optical	  
Access	  Testbed	  

Very-‐High	  BW	  Dense	  
Small-‐Cell	  Access	  

Testbed	  

Energy	  Proportional	  
Adaptive	  Capacity	  
Resource	  Mgmt	  September	  15,	  2011	  



Team:	  Leon-‐Garcia	  (lead),	  Boutaba,	  Chow,	  Ganjali,	  Li,	  Litoiu,	  Rusch,	  
Steffan,,	  	  	  1	  engineer,	  1	  +	  4	  x	  ¼	  	  post-‐docs,	  5	  grads,	  2	  interns,	  2	  
undergrads	  

Theme	  5.	  SAVI	  Application	  Platform	  Testbed	  

SAVI	  Converged	  
Virtual	  Cluster	  &	  

VNs	  

SAVI	  Control	  &	  
Mgmt	  Planes	  

Testbed	  Activities	  
&	  Integration	  of	  
Research	  Themes	  

Secure	  SAVI	  
Cluster	  

SAVI	  Virtual	  
Networks	  

Service	  Provisioning	  
&	  Resource	  

Management	  Layer	  

OpenFlow-‐Based	  
Control	  Plane	  

Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

Computing	  

10GE 
fabric 

Net	  Processing	  

FPGAs	  

Activity	  Timeline	  (next	  slide)	  	  
September	  15,	  2011	  



SAVI	  Testbed	  &	  Theme	  Integration	  
Activities	  

Experiments	  on	  Small	  Network	  
Year	  2	   Multi-‐node	  Network	  Experiments	  

Year	  3	  
Full	  Testbed	  Capability	  

Year	  4	  &	  5	  

Prioritize	  application	  
classes	  to	  be	  demo’ed;	  	  
Prioritize	  Future	  Internet	  
protocols	  to	  be	  demo’ed;	  
Develop	  use	  cases	  
triggered	  on	  SAVI	  testbed	  

Define	  all	  interfaces	  in	  SAVI	  
platform	  and	  select	  software	  
frameworks;	  Identify	  common	  
approach	  to	  virtualization	  &	  
adaptive	  resource	  mngt.	  

Select	  clearinghouse	  system	  
and	  demonstrate	  on	  SAVI	  
control	  bench	  model	  

Integrate	  NetFPGA	  &	  
OpenFlow	  in	  SAVI	  
cluster	  

Examine	  alternatives	  for	  
integrated	  wireless/
optical	  access	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  
app	  over	  virtual	  

cloud	  	  infrastructure	  

Develop	  wireless/
optical	  access	  testbed	  

platform	  

Interconnect	  two	  SAVI	  
clusters	  and	  

demonstrate	  Future	  
Internet	  protocol	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  
app	  over	  virtual	  smart	  
edge	  infrastructure	  

(SAVI	  cluster)	  

Extend	  to	  proof-‐of-‐
concept	  at-‐scale	  testbed;	  
Provide	  network	  slices;	  
Demonstrate	  smart	  apps	  
over	  virtual	  extended	  
cloud	  	  infrastructure	  

(integrated	  cloud	  &	  smart	  
edge)	  

Demonstrate	  
prototype	  PON	  

carrying	  RoF	  to	  smart	  
edge	  

Build	  out	  applications	  
and	  virtual	  

infrastructure	  to	  
multiple	  locations	  

and	  demo	  autonomic	  
behaviour	  

Demonstrate	  
virtualized	  

wireless/optical	  
access	  

Planning	  &	  in-‐Lab	  Experiments	  
Year	  1	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



Smart	  
Application	  

Extended	  
Cloud	  

Smart	  
Edge	  

Wireless	  
Over	  Optical	  

SAVI	  Test	  
Bed	  

Overall	  Architectural	  Vision	  

Smart	  Applications	  Definitions	  

Virtualization	  Strategies	  throughout	  Extended	  Cloud	  

Programmability	  of	  Individual	  Clusters	  	  

Wireless	  over	  Optical	  	  

Security	  and	  Protection	  of	  Network	  Resources	   •  Enables	  secure	  	  
&	  	  consistent	  
service	  

•  Reaches	  mobile	  
user	  and	  
promotes	  rapid	  
adoption	  of	  apps	  

•  Proves	  
Economies	  of	  
Distribution	  

•  Enables	  Rapid	  
SAVI	  
Expansion	  	  

•  Drives	  the	  
network	  
innovations	  

•  Ensures	  Overall	  
experimental	  
cohesion	  

SAVI	  Cross-‐Theme	  Value	  Creation	  

September	  15,	  2011	  



 Essential	  to	  keep	  up	  and	  stay	  at	  the	  forefront	  of	  international	  
efforts	  

 EU	  Framework	  7	  &	  8	  Programs	  
 Canada-‐EU	  Future	  Internet	  Workshop	  March	  23-‐24,	  2011	  
 Potential	  collaboration	  with	  Future	  Internet	  Projects	  and	  Testbed	  

Projects	  
 Korea	  Future	  Internet	  	  

 Collaboration	  on	  Management	  Architecture	  for	  Future	  Internet	  
 GENI	  TBD	  
 GreenTouch	  

 Green	  networking	  &	  cloud	  computing	  

International	  Partnerships	  

17	  
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SAVI Theme 1!
Smart Applications!

Baochun Li, Theme Lead
University of Toronto

SAVI Workshop
November 10, 2011



Core Team!
 Baochun Li, University of Toronto (Lead)
 core expertise on the design and development of media streaming 

and social media applications, cloud platform support for mobile 
applications, and open software frameworks and platforms

 experienced in media-intensive mobile applications
 Eleni Stroulia, University of Alberta
 core expertise on socioeconomic concerns around building 

software systems for the purpose of service delivery
 experienced in domain-specific languages, web services, and 

location-aware augmented reality
 Hausi Müller, University of Victoria
 core expertise on feedback-based autonomic self-adaptive 

systems
 experienced in context-aware social networking



SAVI’s Definition of “Smart”!

 Instrumented!

 Interconnected !

 Intelligent!

Sensor networks and mobile phones sense user 
activities, in time, space and identity

Social or location-aware services define the storage 
blocks in terms of which data should be stored and 
replicated

Decision making (re: infrastructure provisioning, 
management and adaptation) has to be done “real 
time”



Revisiting the Kaleidoscope!
 Social video sharing !
 10,000 people in a stadium/main square/emergency
 1,000 people streaming video from mobiles
 Context: Twitter feeds with identities and timestamps

 Integration of data streams from different applications
 Transcription
 Tagging video with
  tweets
  links to other videos

 Searching for a video from a special perspective (location 
or content)
 For video segments around specific tweeted events 

(through time stamps)



 Team: Li (lead), Müller, Stroulia; ¾ postdoc, 5 grads, 6 interns, 2 
undergrads

Theme 1 — Smart Applications!

Future-Oriented 
Application Classes!

Reusable Application 
Frameworks for Rapid 

Development!

Adaptive Deployment 
of Future-Oriented 

Applications!

Large-Scale 
Data-Intensive 

Apps

User-Centric 
Apps for Smart 
Mobile Devices

Real-Time 
Collaborative 
Virtual Reality 

Apps

Massively-Parallel 
Computation & 

Distributed 
Petascale Storage

Mobile Online 
Presence & 

Collaboration

System-wide 
Event 

Generation & 
Notification

Run-Time Binding Between 
Applications and Reusable 

Services

Run-Time Adaptation of 
Application Deployment to 

Varying Resource Availability

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Platform-as-a-Service

Software-as-a-Service!



Large-scale Data-intensive Apps!

 In-depth data analysis and processing, such 
as transcribing to text

 Based on very large volumes of data, such as 
videos

 Objective: provide reusable frameworks 
based on Hadoop, an open source “map-
reduce” implementation



User-centric Apps for !
Smart Mobile Devices!

 Present a potentially complex collection of information 
from a variety of information sources to end users in a 
very user friendly, well organized, privacy-preserving, and 
social fashion
 time-sensitive
 location-dependent

 Objective: provide reusable application frameworks to 
provide core services, such as identity and group 
management, online presence, location services, user 
authentication, privacy preservation, and push-based 
streaming of time-sensitive data



Real-time Collaborative !
Virtual Reality!

 Involve multiple users as participants
 Require low latencies as applications let users 

interact in real-time
 Examples: collaborative gaming, multi-party video 

conferencing, mobile messaging
 Objective: design and implement a reusable 

framework that supports push-based streaming of 
time-sensitive data, with multiple participants 
involved and low latencies



 Team: Li (lead), Müller, Stroulia; ¾ postdoc, 5 grad, 6 interns, 2 
undergrads

•  To design, implement, and deploy future-oriented large-scale application 
classes over the SAVI testbed, as well as a taxonomy of their corresponding 
architecture models.

•  To develop reusable application frameworks and services to support rapid 
development of large-scale distributed applications in the SAVI testbed, based 
on sound software development methodologies and design patterns, and to 
support scalability in resources for applications in SAVI, with corresponding 
QoE levels.

•  To design, implement, and nurture an ecosystem of open source projects that 
are built by the composition and “mash-up” of reusable application frameworks 
and services that we provided.

•  To monitor application behaviour and measure application-specific 
performance, with active interactions with performance prediction and resource 
allocation capabilities in the SAVI platform to autonomically re-provision 
resources. To optimize cost efficiency, application performance, and resource 
utilization.

Smart Applications: Objectives!



SAVI Testbed & Theme Integration 
Activities!

Experiments	  on	  Small	  Network	  
Year	  2	   Multi-‐node	  Network	  Experiments	  

Year	  3	  
Full	  Testbed	  Capability	  

Year	  4	  &	  5	  

Prioritize	  application	  classes	  
to	  be	  demo’ed;	  	  Prioritize	  
Future	  Internet	  protocols	  to	  
be	  demo’ed;	  Develop	  use	  
cases	  triggered	  on	  SAVI	  

Define	  all	  interfaces	  in	  SAVI	  
platform	  and	  select	  software	  
frameworks;	  Identify	  common	  
approach	  to	  virtualization	  &	  
adaptive	  resource	  mngt.	  

Select	  clearinghouse	  system	  
and	  demonstrate	  on	  SAVI	  
control	  bench	  model	  

Integrate	  NetFPGA	  &	  
OpenFlow	  in	  SAVI	  cluster	  

Examine	  alternatives	  for	  
integrated	  wireless/optical	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  
app	  over	  virtual	  cloud	  	  

infrastructure	  

Develop	  wireless/optical	  
access	  testbed	  platform	  

Interconnect	  two	  SAVI	  
clusters	  and	  demonstrate	  
Future	  Internet	  protocol	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  app	  
over	  virtual	  smart	  edge	  
infrastructure	  (SAVI	  

cluster)	  

Extend	  to	  proof-‐of-‐concept	  
at-‐scale	  testbed;	  

Provide	  network	  slices;	  
Demonstrate	  smart	  apps	  

over	  virtual	  extended	  cloud	  	  
infrastructure	  (integrated	  

cloud	  &	  smart	  edge)	  

Demonstrate	  prototype	  
PON	  carrying	  RoF	  to	  

smart	  edge	  

Build	  out	  applications	  
and	  virtual	  infrastructure	  
to	  multiple	  locations	  and	  

demo	  autonomic	  
behaviour	  

Demonstrate	  
virtualized	  wireless/

optical	  access	  

Planning	  &	  in-‐Lab	  Experiments	  
Year	  1	  



 Year 1. Identify key features of the mobile 
messaging application to be used for large social 
media sharing and live gathering, which includes 
media sharing, live media streaming, dynamic group 
management, location-awareness, and online 
identities.  
  Identify important common frameworks that are 
used in the application;

  Build individual components related to: (1) real-time 
collaborative audio and video; (2) location-aware 
augmented-reality; (3) location-aware, context-
driven social networking.

Smart Applications: Milestones!



Smart Applications: Milestones!

 Year 2. Design and implement reusable components, 
frameworks and services to support the mobile messaging 
application. Design and evaluate mechanisms for run-time 
deployment in the infrastructure.  Design mechanisms for 
specifying advertised interfaces and for service discovery.

 Year 3. Extend range of applications and involvement in 
more labs across small networks. Ultimately move to build 
initial multi-node experiments. Properties at this stage: 
Reusability; Development framework; Complex Applications; 
Mobility; Data Intensive; Media Intensive; using Virtual 
Services over new architectures.



Smart Applications Milestones!

 Year 4. Continue expanding application 
experiments. Start testing complex applications 
with virtual cloud and edge. Initiate first phase of 
at-scale testing across multiple campus networks.

 Year 5. Take experiments to full SAVI testbed 
capabilities. Examine capabilities created by larger 
scale tests. Set up and execute applications with 
dynamic resource management and reallocation of 
virtual resources.
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Integrated 
Wireless/Optical Access

Leslie A. Rusch
Université Laval

 Leslie A. Rusch

Université Laval, Optical Communications, extensive laboratory 
facilities for radio over fiber testbeds

 Tho LeNgoc

McGill University, Wireless Communications, extensive 
laboratory facilities for software radio

Majid Ghaderi

University of Calgary, Resource Allocation for Wireless Networks 
and Network Modeling

 Carey Williamson

University of Calgary, Broadband Wireless Networks, Protocols, 
Applications, and Performance

 Assembling new SAVI recruits

 1 post‐doc, 5 graduate students, 2 undergraduates

Core Team
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SAVI Scope

Backbone/Core

Massive‐Scale Datacenters

Virtualized
Router & 
Datacenter

Smart EdgeWireless/Optical 
Access

Scope:  Aspects that are central to future application platforms and that address key 
challenges to network and service providers

• Wireless access in the 2015‐2020 timeframe;

• Novel optical backhaul including radio‐based methods in the optical domain;

• Extension of cloud computing to infrastructure in a service provider smart edge;

• Control & management systems to enable experimentation with application 
platforms and Future Internet alternatives

• Clean and low‐energy infrastructure;

• Application enablement leveraging very‐high bandwidth access and services in 
the smart edge. 3

Future Application Platforms

 High‐bandwidth mobile apps

 Sensors and data collection

 Dense small cells inside and out

 Agile long reach optical backhaul

 Energy‐proportional access

Backbone/Core

Massive‐Scale Datacenters

Virtualized
Router & 
Datacenter

Smart EdgeWireless/Optical 
Access

 Media rich and intelligent enabling 
services

 Balance between smart edge and 
remote cloud

 Virtualized routing/datacenters

 Adaptive management for on‐
demand capacity, energy efficiency 
and sustainability

4
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Team: Rusch (lead), Ghaderi, LeNgoc, Williamson, Boutaba, Ganjali, 
Leon‐Garcia, 1 post‐doc, 5 grad, 4 interns, 2 undergrads

Theme 4. Integrated Wireless/Optical Access

5

Design of 
Virtualized 

Wireless/Optical 
Access Testbed

Very‐High BW 
Dense Small‐Cell 
Access Testbed

Energy 
Proportional 

Adaptive Capacity 
Resource Mgmt

Virtualizing
Digital 

Optical/Wireless 
i/f

Radio over 
Fiber

Spectrally 
Efficient 

Virtualization

Virtualized 
Broadband Wireless 

Access

Dense Small‐Cell 
Access Networks

Inter‐VN Resource 
Manager

Intra‐VN Resource 
Manager

Team: Rusch (lead), Ghaderi, LeNgoc, Williamson, Boutaba, Ganjali, 
Leon‐Garcia, 1 post‐doc, 5 grad, 4 interns, 2 undergrads

Theme 4. Integrated Wireless/Optical Access

Virtualized Router & Datacenter

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

digital

optical

backhaul

SDR DSP

SDR DSP

• Capacity increases via cognition 
and coordination (interference 
mgt and spectral efficiency)  

• Energy efficiency increases via all‐
optical backhaul and centralized 
virtualization & resource mgt

• SDR and optical architectures that 
enable virtualization

… enabling Theme 3 
resource management

Design of 
Virtualized 

Wireless/Optical 
Access Testbed

Very‐High BW Dense 
Small‐Cell Access 

Testbed

Energy Proportional 
Adaptive Capacity 
Resource Mgmt
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Team: Rusch (lead), Ghaderi, LeNgoc, Williamson, Boutaba, Ganjali, 
Leon‐Garcia, 1 post‐doc, 5 grad, 4 interns, 2 undergrads

Theme 4. Integrated Wireless/Optical Access

Virtualized Router & Datacenter

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

analog optical

backhaul

SDR
DSP

SDR DSP

… Theme 4 new 
resource management

Design of 
Virtualized 

Wireless/Optical 
Access Testbed

Very‐High BW Dense 
Small‐Cell Access 

Testbed

Energy Proportional 
Adaptive Capacity 
Resource Mgmt

• Tighter coordination, more 
omniscient, greater capacity

Radio over Fiber

Design of 
Virtualized 

Wireless/Optical 
Access Testbed

Wireless/Optical Access

digital

optical
backhaul

SDR DSP

SDR DSP

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

backhaul

SDR
DSP

SDR DSP

analog optical

• existing standards have high overhead and are tied to specific wireless 
interfaces; lots of “housekeeping” at access point

• RoF offers higher capacity by pushing housekeeping to smart edge 
where impact is smaller

• Challenges remain in multiplexing – multiple antennas per access 
points, various architectures for backhaul (PON, homerun, etc.)
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Spectral Efficiency & Granularity

Design of 
Virtualized 

Wireless/Optical 
Access Testbed

Wireless/Optical Access

digital

optical
backhaul

SDR DSP

SDR DSP

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

backhaul

SDR
DSP

SDR DSP

analog optical

• Key challenge is granularity – very different sized pipes
• Trickle down of optical technologies from long haul (Cadillac) to 

backhaul (Volkswagen)
• Maintain spectral efficiency gains (vis‐à‐vis current standards) in analog 

transmissions as demand grows

Dense Cells

• Air‐interface and network architecture design
• Cognitive radio
• Capacity and coverage optimization

smaller cells lead to denser networks, greater 
interference and greater gains from
coordination
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Exploiting Proximity

Wireless/Optical Access

digital

optical
backhaul

SDR DSP

SDR DSP

Very‐High BW 
Dense Small‐
Cell Access 
Testbed

• Air‐interface and network architecture design
• Cognitive radio
• Capacity and coverage optimization

smaller cells lead to denser networks, greater 
interference and greater gains from
coordination

distributed structures and various 
optimization criteria 

• sum‐rate maximization 
• power minimization 
• rate balancing under end‐user QoS
• constraints in terms of minimum 

required rate and limited delay

Exploiting Coordination

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

backhaul

SDR
DSP

SDR DSP

Very‐High BW 
Dense Small‐
Cell Access 
Testbed

analog optical

centralized structures
• cognitive radio with dynamic 

spectrum access
• power control and admission control 

mechanisms
• multicarrier signalling as an enabler
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Limits of Control at a Distance

Energy 
Proportional 
Adaptive 
Capacity 
Resource 
Mgmt

Virtualized Router 
& Datacenter

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

backhaul

SDR

DSP

SDR DSP

analog optical

On‐demand creation of VNs
• Resource isolation across different VNs
• Customization within individual VNs
• Efficient resource utilization

Limits of Control at a Distance

Energy 
Proportional 
Adaptive 
Capacity 
Resource 
Mgmt

Virtualized Router 
& Datacenter

Smart Edge
Wireless/Optical Access

backhaul

SDR

DSP

SDR DSP

analog optical

Inter Virtual Network Resource Manager
Inter‐VRM is centralized and  communicates 
with Intra‐VRM modules 

• Admission control of virtual networks
• Scheduling and interference 

management
• Energy proportional capacity 

management

Intra‐VRM
Intra‐VRMs are responsible for local resource 
management within individual VNs 

• Flow admission control
• Flow scheduling
• QoS/QoE monitoring
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SAVI Testbed & Theme Integration 
Activities

Experiments in the Lab
Year 1

Experiments on Small Network
Year 2

Multinode Network Experiments
Year 3

Full Testbed Capability
Year 4 & 5

1. Create isolated apps that use 
video and mobility & require 
autonomic behaviour in the 
cloud & edge

2. Develop resource 
management for cloud based 
infrastructure

3. Examine edge opportunities for 
SAVI cluster, programmability, ASA

4. Theorize potential solutions from 
wireless/optical access between the 
apps and the smart edge

5. Build up the testbed theme
‐Isolate control plane
‐Identify authorization capabilities
‐Define SAVI‐ized cluster reqrmnts

Demonstrate smart 
apps over virtual 

cloud  
infrastructure

Interconnect two SAVI 
clusters

Demonstrate 
integrated WiFi/ LTE 

over Fiber

Demonstrate smart 
apps over virtual smart 
edge infrastructure 

(SAVI cluster)

Extend to proof‐of‐
concept at scale testbed;
Provide network slices; 
Demonstrate smart apps 
over virtual extended 
cloud  infrastructure 

(integrated cloud & smart 
edge

Demonstrate slices of 
wireless/optical 
access network

Buildout
applications and 

virtual 
infrastructure to 
multiple locations

Demonstrate virtualized 
wireless/optical access 
with fine granularity



Extended	  Cloud	  Computing
(EC2)	  

Marin	  Litoiu	  (York)	  
John	  Chinneck,	  Murray	  Woodside	  (Carleton)	  
Ken	  Salem	  (Waterloo)	  



 Marin	  Litoiu,	  York	  University	  
 Adaptive	  and	  autonomic	  systems;	  software	  design	  and	  architecture;	  

cloud	  computing;	  performance	  engineering	  
 John	  Chinneck,	  Carleton	  University	  

 Optimization	  algorithms	  in	  software;	  feasibility	  and	  infeasibility	  in	  
optimization;	  applied	  optimization	  

 Murray	  Woodside,	  Carleton	  University	  
 Performance	  engineering	  of	  software	  architecture	  and	  design;	  

design	  for	  high	  performance;	  scalability;	  design	  optimization	  	  
 Ken	  Salem,	  University	  of	  Waterloo	  

 Query	  optimization;	  transaction	  management;	  data	  replication	  and	  
synchronization;	  virtualization;	  storage	  systems;	  database	  access	  
control;	  array	  databases	  	  

 Mike	  Smit	  (Post	  Doctoral	  Fellow),	  York	  University	  
 Students	  (TBD)	  	  

Core	  Team	  



Backbone/Core	  

Massive-‐Scale	  Datacenters	  

Virtualized	  
Router	  &	  
Datacenter	  

Smart	  Edge	  Wireless/Optical	  
Access	  

 Many	  clients,	  many	  edges,	  one	  core	  	  
  The	  client	  interacts	  with	  the	  closest	  edge;	  heavy	  processing	  and	  storage	  delegated	  to	  

the	  core;	  	  

Extended	  Cloud:	  Two	  Tiers	  Architecture	  

3	  

Client	   Tier	  1:	  Edge	  
Router	  
Data	  centre	  
	  	  -‐low	  latency	  
	  	  -‐limited	  computing	  	  
	  	  -‐limited	  storage	  capacity	  

Tier	  2:	  Core	  
Data	  centre	  
	  	  -‐high	  latency	  
	  	  -‐infinite	  computing	  	  
	  	  -‐infinite	  storage	  capacity	  



Backbone/
Core	  

Massive-‐Scale	  Datacenters	  

Virtualized	  
Router	  &	  
Datacenter	  

Smart	  Edge	  Wireless/
Optical	  
Access	  

 Platform	  as	  a	  Service	  (Core	  and	  Edge	  Services)	  
  Development	  services	  
  Deployment	  services	  
  Runtime	  	  services	  
  Runtime	  management	  services	  

Extended	  Cloud	  Platform	  

4	  

Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	   PaaS	  Mgmt	  

IaaS	  Mgmt	  

Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

develop	   deploy	   manage	  

SaaS	  Mgmt	  



Extended	  Cloud	  Computing	  
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Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  

Adaptive	  Mgmt	  
Framework	  for	  
Extended	  Cloud	  

Optimization	  for	  
Resource	  
Adaptation	  

Framework	  for	  
Design	  &	  Analysis	  
of	  Adaptive	  Cloud	  

Mgmt	  

Goal	  Mgmt	  in	  
Hierarchical	  
Adaptive	  
Systems	  

Runtime	  
Supply	  Chain	  

Mgmt	  

Partitioning	  
Computing	  &	  

Storage	  Between	  
Edge	  &	  Core	  

Strategies	  &	  
Layer	  

Coordination	  in	  
Cloud	  Computing	  

Forecasting	  

Storage	  &	  Data	  
Services	  in	  	  	  

Core/Edge	  of	  
Extended	  Cloud	  

Two-‐Tier	  Storage	  
Services	  

Support	  for	  
Bi-‐Directional	  
Data	  Streams	  

Mgmt	  of	  
Limited	  Edge	  
Resources	  



  Adaptive	  management	  is	  the	  main	  focus	  of	  this	  theme	  
  Based	  on	  feedback	  loops:	  monitoring,	  analysis,	  planning	  and	  execution	  	  

  Objective	  1:	  Framework	  for	  design	  and	  analysis	  of	  adaptive	  cloud	  management	  
  How	  do	  we	  design	  a	  cloud	  feedback	  loop	  as	  a	  repetitive	  engineering	  process	  	  	  
  How	  do	  we	  synthesize	  and	  analyze	  feedback	  loops	  
  How	  do	  we	  decompose/compose	  edge	  and	  core	  feedback	  loops.	  Centralized	  vs	  decentralized	  

control	  

  Objective	  2:	  Goal	  management	  in	  hierarchical	  adaptive	  systems	  
 Many	  goals:	  profit,	  user	  satisfaction,	  cost,	  QoS,	  QoE	  
  Goals	  have	  sub-‐goals,	  and	  goals	  change	  
  How	  how	  design,	  decompose	  and	  manage	  goals?	  	  

  Objective	  3:	  Runtime	  supply	  chain	  management	  	  
  A	  smart	  application	  needs	  resources	  at	  runtime	  
 What	  are	  the	  policies	  that	  govern	  the	  acquisition	  of	  resources?	  How	  do	  we	  express	  them;	  What	  

services	  are	  needed	  to	  broker	  resources?	  

Adaptive	  Management	  Framework	  for	  
Extended	  Cloud	  Environment	  

6	  



Supervisor	  

A	  possible	  EC2	  feedback	  loop	  

Smart	  
Application	  

Model	  1	  
…	  

Model	  n	  
Function	  Switch	  

Logic	  

SLO	   Optimizer	  1	  
…	  
…	  



  Objective	  1:	  Partitioning	  computing	  and	  storage	  between	  edge	  and	  core	  	  
 What	  can	  be	  partitioned	  and	  migrated	  at	  runtime?	  
  Static	  and	  dynamic	  optimization	  algorithms	  for	  resource	  allocation	  and	  migration	  	  	  
  Suboptimal	  algorithms	  

  Objective	  2:	  Strategies	  and	  layer	  coordination	  in	  cloud	  computing	  
  IaaS,	  PaaS,	  SaaS	  +	  Edge	  and	  Core	  
  Decomposition	  of	  global	  optimization	  in	  layers	  and	  tiers	  
 What	  data	  is	  available	  at	  each	  layer/partition?	  

  Objective	  3:	  Forecasting	  
  Predictive	  optimization:	  based	  on	  the	  forecasted	  values	  
 Models	  for	  clouds	  and	  applications	  
  Forecasting	  techniques	  

Optimization	  for	  Resource	  Adaptation	  

8	  



  Objective	  1:	  Two-‐Tier	  Storage	  Services	  
 storage	  services	  on	  edge	  and	  core	  to	  support	  

  	  large	  unstructured	  objects	  (files),	  similar	  to	  Amazon	  S3	  
  	  structured	  data	  (records),	  similar	  to	  Cassandra	  	  

  Objective	  2:	  Support	  for	  Bi-‐Directional	  Data	  Streams	  
  At	  runtime	  data	  flows	  in	  both	  directions:	  edge	  to	  core	  and	  core	  to	  edge	  

  For	  sensor,	  video	  and	  audio	  data	  
  Need	  	  to	  define	  abstractions	  for	  data	  stream	  storage	  

  Objective	  3:	  Management	  of	  Limited	  Edge	  Resources	  	  	  
  Runtime	  tradeoff	  analysis	  of	  different	  QoS	  levels	  
  Dynamic	  negotiation	  between	  core	  and	  edge	  
  Adaptive	  loops	  are	  essential	  

Storage	  and	  data	  services	  in	  the	  
Extended	  Cloud	  	  

9	  



  Extended	  Cloud	  Computing(EC2):	  Two	  Tiers	  Architecture	  
  The	  EC2	  PaaS	  provides	  

  Development,	  deployment	  and	  management	  services	  for	  EC2	  smart	  applications	  

  Project	  2.1:	  Adaptive	  Management	  Framework	  for	  Extended	  Cloud	  Environment	  
  Framework	  for	  design	  and	  analysis	  of	  adaptive	  cloud	  management	  	  
  Goal	  management	  in	  hierarchical	  adaptive	  systems	  	  
  Runtime	  supply	  chain	  management	  	  

  Project	  2.2	  Optimization	  for	  Resource	  Adaptation	  
  Partitioning	  computing	  and	  storage	  between	  edge	  and	  core	  	  
  Strategies	  and	  layer	  coordination	  in	  cloud	  computing	  	  
  	  Forecasting	  	  

  Project	  2.3	  Storage	  and	  data	  services	  in	  the	  Extended	  Cloud	  	  
  Two-‐Tier	  Storage	  Services	  	  
  Support	  for	  Bi-‐Directional	  Data	  Streams	  
  Management	  of	  Limited	  Edge	  Resources	  	  

  Interacts	  with	  Smart	  Applications	  &	  Smart	  Edge	  

Summary	  

10	  

Infrastructure-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Platform-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  
Software-‐as-‐a-‐Service	  



SAVI	  Testbed	  &	  Theme	  Integration	  
Activities	  

11	  

Experiments	  in	  the	  Lab	  
Year	  1	  

Experiments	  on	  Small	  Network	  
Year	  2	  

Multinode	  Network	  Experiments	  
Year	  3	  

Full	  Testbed	  Capability	  
Year	  4	  &	  5	  

1.	  Create	  isolated	  apps	  that	  use	  
video	  and	  mobility	  &	  require	  
autonomic	  behaviour	  in	  the	  
cloud	  &	  edge	  

2.	  Develop	  resource	  
management	  for	  cloud	  
based	  infrastructure	  

3.	  Examine	  edge	  
opportunities	  for	  SAVI	  
cluster,	  programmability,	  
ASA	  

4.	  Theorize	  potential	  
solutions	  from	  wireless/
optical	  access	  between	  the	  
apps	  and	  the	  smart	  edge	  

5.	  Build	  up	  the	  testbed	  theme	  
-‐Isolate	  control	  plane	  
-‐Identify	  authorization	  capabilities	  
-‐Define	  SAVI-‐ized	  cluster	  
requirements	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  
apps	  over	  virtual	  

cloud	  	  infrastructure	  

Interconnect	  two	  SAVI	  
clusters	  

Demonstrate	  
integrated	  WiFi/	  LTE	  

over	  Fiber	  

Demonstrate	  smart	  
apps	  over	  virtual	  smart	  
edge	  infrastructure	  

(SAVI	  cluster)	  

Extend	  to	  proof-‐of-‐
concept	  at	  scale	  testbed;	  
Provide	  network	  slices;	  
Demonstrate	  smart	  apps	  
over	  virtual	  extended	  
cloud	  	  infrastructure	  

(integrated	  cloud	  &	  smart	  
edge	  

Demonstrate	  slices	  of	  
wireless/optical	  access	  

network	  

Buildout	  
applications	  and	  

virtual	  
infrastructure	  to	  
multiple	  locations	  

Campus-‐wide	  test	  
with	  wireless	  cells	  
&	  optical	  backhaul	  



SAVI Testbed
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� Conclusion
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� Playground for SAVI research themes

� Used and built by

� SAVI  Themes:
�Applications Theme

� Extended Cloud

� Smart Edge

�Wireless/Optical

� Future Internet projects

�Possibly by Researchers outside VANI

� Testbed Theme members:

� Leon-Garcia (lead), Boutaba, Chow, Ganjali, Li, Litoiu, Rusch, Steffan,
and all other SAVI PIs,   1 engineer, 1 + 4 x ¼  post-docs, 5 grads, 2 
interns, 2 undergrads

SAVI Testbed (TB)

311/10/2011



� Virtualized Application Networking Infrastructure

� A networking research testbed

�Designed and prototyped at UofT

�Based on UofT’s Application-Oriented Network architecture

� SAVI Testbed has roots in VANI

� Lessons learnt from VANI

�Architecture

�Middleware

�Development

�…

VANI to SAVI

411/10/2011



VANI Architecture

511/10/2011
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� Provides access to virtualized resources

� Handles Auth/Auth/Accounting (AAA)

� Holds SAVI configuration

� Facilitates measurement and monitoring

� Includes advanced services

� PaaS

� Autonomic Resource Management

� …

Control and Management

811/10/2011



� Basic Control and Management Features

� Slice Management and Resource Allocation

� Configuration Management

� Security Management (AAA)

� Processing Virtualization

� Linux vServer

� Storage Virtualization

� Reprogrammable HW Resource

� BEE2

� Network Services (IPv4)

� Virtualization using Ethernet VLAN

� GW Services (NAT, DNS, public-private mapping)

SAVI TB Initial Features (VANI)

911/10/2011



� Advanced Security Management

� Authentication/Authorization/Accounting, SingleSignOn, Trust 
Management, etc.

� Network Virtualization and Management

� OpenFlow, IPv6, Raw Ethernet, Wider Area Ethernet

� Open-source cloud computing

� e.g., openstack (computing, storage, image, network)

� Reprogrammable HW Virtualization (e.g., BEE3, NetFPGA)

� Platform as a Service

� Adaptive Application and Resource Management

� Edge/Cloud Application Deployment

� Converged computing and networking resource management

� Measurement and Monitoring Services

SAVI TB Main Features 
(Beyond VANI)

1011/10/2011



� Connectivity

� Security

� Leveraging work in

� Open-source cloud computing

� Clean-slate and future Internet projects

� Providing advanced management services

� Converged networking and computing resource management

� Federation

SAVI TB Main Design Decisions

1111/10/2011
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SAVI Testbed 
Control & Management Plane

1311/10/2011
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� Main Functions:

� Provide abstraction of resource to SAVI Control and 
Management SW

� Follows the API template provided by SAVI-CM 

� Follows a registration process with CM

� Other features:

� Needs to establish trust with CM

� Could be distributed/redundant

� Sends notification on resources status/measurements to SAVI-
CM, 

�According to a unified template 

�May be passed on to researchers

Abstraction Layers

1411/10/2011



� Abstraction layer’s arms in virtualizing a resource 

� Usually attached to a physical resource

� Customized for each resource

� Provides isolation between different slices of resource

� Provides SLA to VANI-CM

� Uses SAVI middleware to communicate with its corresponding 
abstraction Layer

� May be able to directly send notification to:

� Researcher/SAVI-CM/Accounting/Abstraction Layer

Virtualization Agents

15



� Different Classes of APIs

� Programmable resources

�Computing/HW/Sensor resources

� Storage resources

� Communication/Networking Resources

�Wireless/Wired communications

� Initially follows VANI interface

SAVI C&M APIs

1611/10/2011



A Sample Message Sequence

1711/10/2011

Researcher Control Virtualized 
Resource

Direct Connection to Resource

R
esource

Start
getResource

getResource

Auth/Authz

Accounting/

Record Keeping

Auth/Authz

programResource

programResource

releaseResource

releaseResource

Auth/Authz

Accounting/

Record Keeping



� Essential resources:

� Storage

� Processing

� Network (Fabric)

� Gateway

� Reprogrammable HW

� Secondary Resources

� Advanced SAVI developed resources

�Resource Management

� 3rd party resources

List of Resources (evolving)

1811/10/2011



� Being able to incorporate independently developed resources

� Advanced management services

� Reusable service components

�e.g.: Database, Sensors, Complex Event Processors, …

� Challenges

� APIs

�Middleware and connectivity

�Registration

� Security and trust

� SLAs

� …

3rd Party Resources

1911/10/2011



� Adaptive Cloud Resource Management

� Adapting resource consumption to the usage

� Dynamic scaling of applications

� Network-constrained resource management

� Optimum allocation of resources on the cloud and edge nodes
�based on networking constraints

� Adaptive selection of cloud and edge resources

� Converged computing and networking resource management

� Considering constraints and condition of computing, storage, 
networking, etc.

Autonomic Resource Management

2011/10/2011



� Follows iterative approach

� Delivers in releases

� Each release adds a subset of features in various areas

� Iterative approach will be followed in delivering features as well

�Multiple releases before fulfilling a feature

� Minor releases: ?.x.y

� Major releases: ?.0.0

� Goal:

� to deliver desirable features by the end of each SAVI Milestone

SAVI TB Releases

2111/10/2011



� SAVI 0.1 := VANI

� SAVI 0.2 += Min(Openstack-Storage)+Min(OpenFlow) +Min(Identity 
Manager)

� SAVI 0.3 += Nmin(Openstack-Storage) + Min(Openstack-
compute,network) + Nmin(OpenFlow)+Min(Monitoring)

� SAVI 0.4 += Min(PaaS)+Nmin(IdMgr)+Nmin(Monitoring)

� SAVI 0.5 += Nmin(PaaS)+Min(ReprogrammableHW)

� …

� SAVI 3.0 := DETS, OpenFlow, Openstack, Identity Manager and SSO, 
BEE3/NetFPGA,IPv6,PaaS

SAVI Releases

2211/10/2011



� Next/Minimum features are defined at each releases for maximum 
three releases ahead

� In collaboration with:

�Members of testbed theme

�Other themes leaders and post-docs and other partners

� Coordinated by testbed architect

Definition of Min/Nmin Features

2311/10/2011



� Initial views on SAVI  TB architecture

� Starting point, Goals, Challenges

� SAVI built and used by SAVI researchers (directly/indirectly)

� Main users/validator of SAVI  TB:

� Applications theme

� Future Internet projects

� Researchers outside SAVI
�Attracting researchers outside SAVI; extremely important

� Users are strongly asked to use SAVI testbed releases

� To help choose the right path in testbed design and 
development

Conclusion

2411/10/2011
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Home Business solutions IT services Products Support & downloads My IBM

Understanding DB2 LUW Optimizer

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Anthony Reina, Zoran Kulina

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Afternoon)

Room: Orchid

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge of SQL and relational database concepts is beneficial.

Format: HandsOn

Description: As the demand for information increases, allocating additional resources or
procuring more powerful hardware to satisfy the growing needs is not
always the most efficient answer. Understanding how the optimizer works,
and how its configuration options affect the compilation and execution of
queries, is crucial for improving query performance and system resource
usage. The objective of this workshop is to provide participants with basic
knowledge of the optimizer and related concepts, and to serve as a starting
point for further study of the optimizer techniques. 

This workshop introduces the optimizer through a series of interactive
hands-on exercises. Each unit is first discussed and then accompanied by
an exercise to demonstrate the unit concepts. The workshop consists of the
following units: 

1.  Introduction and High-Level Overview

This unit defines what optimizer is and how it works from a high-level
perspective. It also introduces the sample database which will be used for
exercises. 

2.  Phases of the Optimizer

This unit describes the stages of the compilation process. It explains what
happens from the time a query is submitted to point where its result set is
returned.  

3.  Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool

This unit introduces the tools used to generate the explain snapshot
(access plan and related data).  The unit discusses the components of the
db2exfmt report and how to interpret its output. 

 
4.  Operators

This unit discusses the most common operators that the optimizer uses to
compose access plan. The unit describes what an operator is, and how the
choice of operators influences query execution.

5.  Predicates and Joins

This unit describes the impact of different predicates and joins on query
execution. It discusses the pros and cons of each join method, and the
impact of various predicate types. 

Action options

Back to schedule

CASCON2011 Workshops
Detailed view

CAS main page

CASCON 2011

Registration & Sign-in

Related links
CAS Canada Research
IBM University Relations
Programming Contest Central
IBM alphaWorks
IBM developerWorks
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6.  Basic Tuning Hints

This unit introduces basic access plan tuning techniques. Some of the
topics discussed are: restricting SELECT statements, using indexes to
eliminate table scans, and employing optimization classes to influence the
optimizer behaviour. Units 9 and 10 will delve into more advanced tuning
techniques. 

7.  Catalog Statistics

This unit explains how the optimizer uses statistical information to calculate
execution cost of access plan alternatives. The unit also talks about the
methods of gathering and maintaining current statistics on tables and
indexes. 

8.  Cardinality Estimates 

This unit further examines how the optimizer uses distribution statistics to
estimate cardinality. It discusses the negative impact of inaccurate filter
factor estimates on query performance. The unit also explains the
selectivity override technique as means of overruling the optimizer
computations. 

9.  Statistical Views

This unit describes an alternative method of gathering statistical information
to allow the optimizer to calculate more accurate cardinality estimates for
cases outside the predictive range. It discusses the advantage of using
statistical views versus traditional statistics to generate better access plans
for complex queries. 

10.  Optimizer Guidelines

This unit examines the technique for overriding the default optimizer
behaviour and controlling access plan creation at a low level. The unit
provides instructions for directing the optimizer on how to perform table
access or joins in specific ways.  

Agenda: 1. Introduction and High-Level Overview
2. Phases of the Optimizer
3. Explain Facility and DB2EXFMT Tool
4. Operators
5. Predicates and Joins
6. Basic Tuning Hints
7. Catalog Statistics
8. Cardinality Estimates 
9. Statistical Views
10. Optimizer Guidelines

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Anthony Reina

Institution aereina@ca.ibm.com  

Bio Anthony Reina is a Accelerated Value Specialist (formerly known as Premium
Support Analyst at the IBM Canada Lab - Toronto Site. He works in the DB2
for Accelerated Value Program (AVP) Team. Anthony has been with the DSD
Support Team for more than 10 years, a year ago he moved to the AVP team
where he works directly with with IBM premium customers world wide in
resolving defect related issues, developing solutions, and conducting
education courses. His current focus is on the DB2 engine particularly
Recovery and Optimizer areas. 

Topic  

Name Zoran Kulina

Institution zoran@ca.ibm.com  

Bio Zoran Kulina is a senior technical analyst with the DB2 Server Advanced
Support team at IBM Toronto Lab. Zoran has been with IBM for over 10 years.
He has extensive experience in the area of application development and



database technology. Formerly a software developer at the DB2 CE Kernel
group, two years ago Zoran moved to DB2 Support where he specializes in
disaster recovery, causal analysis and performance tuning. Zoran works with
IBM clients from around the world on resolving technical issues and advising
on best practices in DB2 administration. 

Topic  
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Using IBM Rational Application Developer to develop enterprise
applications with Java EE, Dojo Server Faces and interconnet
them using SOA.

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Adrian Padilla, Victor Sosa, Roberto Sanchez , Gloria Torrealba

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Full day)

Room: Violet

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: Java, Java EE and basic SOA Concepts.

Format: HandsOn

Description: Motivation and Justification:

Year to year, companies invest a lot of their budget in maintenance and
improvement of their applications to keep on the leading edge of
technologies and take advantage over their competitors. Some of the
common troubles that companies are facing with, are the lack of skills in
their personnel to update and incorporate new technologies to existing
applications and/or legacy applications that are difficult to support, as well
as to process huge amounts of information; this implies a high cost to
achieve such goals.

In highly competitive environments, the developers do not have much time
to create enterprise applications that meet with some infrastructure
requirements such as: security, transaction, audit, and others, as well as
the creation of fast, dynamic and easy to use Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI)s that can be a very tedious and complicated process.

Moreover, as applications evolve, they could require communication with
other applications based in different technologies that address particular
needs, and enabling the communication between different technologies is
an expensive and difficult process. This is usually achieved by using glue
code that is tied to the involved applications, hard to maintain, tightly
coupled and not extensible at all.

As response to these problems, new technologies have been created to
help implement solutions for them; such as the Java™ EE technology
which provides a set of common services to develop enterprise
applications and is also an standardized platform that allows the IT
infrastructure to be untied to a particular vendor, or Dojo Server Faces
(DSF) library that provides a set of UI components so the developer can
create responsive, dynamic and easy to use GUIs with much less effort
than creating them from scratch, and the Service Component Architecture
(SCA) technology that helps companies to interconnect applications
implemented with different technologies allowing the enterprise
infrastructure to change with a minimum of impact and/or effort, in a
Service Oriented Architecture fashion. However, the use of these
technologies can be complex and prone to human errors, since them
involve handwriting metadatas and other artifacts that can be hard to
configure.

Proposed solution.

“Rational Application Developer provides developers with smart tools that

Action options
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promote best practices, team productivity, innovation, and agility. This
award-winning integrated development environment enables developers to
quickly build, test, analyze, and publish Java EE 6, Web 2.0, and Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) applications”1

Within this workshop we will create an scenario where the problems
previously mentioned in this document will be exposed. We will discuss the
technologies that can be involved in the solution of such scenario with a
minimum of effort and also preparing the field to allow the application to
grow as needed without affecting the applications already running. Then,
the attendee will be guided to develop a solution for such scenario using
IBM® Rational® Application Developer (RAD) and IBM® WebSphere®
Application Server.

The Scenario: The marketing department of a big bank has decided to
open a new program to reward their customers with gifts and promotions
depending on their account balance in the past months. This bank has an
application already running that contains account information required to
grant such rewards, but they want to create a new section in an existing
web application where customers can access and check the status of their
accounts to see whether they have a granted reward and in such case get
specific information for claiming the reward. As part of the requirement, the
application will have to run a complex algorithm to select the accounts that
will be rewarded, this will have to run automatically every day.

The solution: We will define the architecture within tree layers: the business
logic layer, the UI layer and the data access layer using Open Services
Gateway initiative (OSGi) to achieve good modularization. The business
logic will be encapsulated in Plain Old Java Objects (POJO) and the task of
running the complex algorithm will be handled by a Modern Batch Project
using WebSphere Compute Grid (WCG). The UI will be developed using
Java Server Faces (JSF) v2.0 technology with DSF library. The data
access layer will be handled by Java Persistence API (JPA) in order to
access an existing data base. Finally we will use SCA to interconnect the
Modern Batch Project with OSGi.

Within this workshop the attendee will learn how to use RAD Tools to
incorporate mature technologies like Java EE6, open and emerging
technologies like SCA, programming models for componentization and
modularization like OSGi, and JSF to build responsive, dynamic and easy
to use web UI.

1http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/wikis/display/rad/Home

Agenda: 1. Introduction.
1. Justification.
2. IBM Rational Application Developer overview.
3. Workshop overview.
2. Labs.
1. Creation of data access layer using Java Persistence API (JPA).
2. Creation of business logic using Open Services Gateway initiative
(OSGi).
3. Creating the modern batch project .
4. User Interface creation with Java Server Faces (JSF).
5. Interconnection with Service Component Architecture (SCA).
3. Conclusions.
4. Q&A
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Introduction to the IBM Netezza Warehouse Appliance

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Malcolm Singh, Ben Leonhardi

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Morning)

Room: Orchid

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: This workshop is aimed at anyone who is familiar with basic data
warehouse concepts. However, they should have a good understanding of
database concepts and objects. Since these basic concepts are not
explained in this workshop. This also includes SQL (DDL and DML.)

Format: HandsOn

Description: IBM Netezza is a powerful and highly parallelized Data Warehousing
system that is simple to administer and to maintain.  This system is an
appliance that is purpose-built for data warehousing. The system is
commonly referred to as data warehouse appliance that is designed
specifically for running complex data warehousing workloads.  The concept
of an appliance is realized by integrating the database, server and the
storage into an easy to deploy and manage system.

In any database system the main bottle neck is IO.  IBM Netezza reduces
this bottleneck by using a commodity FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate
Array) by pushing the SQL closer to silicon to help improve IO
performance.  This core component of the appliance is referred to as the
Database Accelerator.

The Database Accelerator along with the other components of the IBM
Netezza appliance was discussed during a short high-level overview of the
architecture.  This overview was presented at the beginning of the
workshop during a brief presentation.  The presentation also included the
basic usage on how to administer and maintain a Netezza database.  The
concepts covered in the presentation were reinforced by getting hands on
experience using a Netezza appliance.  Instead of using an actual IBM
Netezza appliance a virtualized environment was provided with a lab
manual outlining the steps and commands to run.  The lab manual also
included explanations for each of the step-by-step instructions used in the
exercises.

The agenda for the topics covered in the Hands-on-Lab exercises was:

    Create Netezza Database Users and Groups (and set privileges)
    Create the Workshop database
    Create tables in the Workshop database
    Load data into the Netezza Appliance with the nzload utility using the
External Table framework
    Examine the concept of Data Distribution to choose an appropriate Hash
Key   
    Maintain a Netezza database using the groom command

   
The workshop showed how simple it was to setup a IBM Netezza appliance
after it has been delivered and configured.  A factory-configured and
installed IBM Netezza appliance includes some of the following
components:

Action options
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    An IBM Netezza data warehouse appliance with pre-installed IBM
Netezza software
    A preconfigured Linux operating system (with Netezza modifications)
    Several preconfigured Linux users and groups:
        The nz user is the default Netezza system Administration account
        The group is the default group
    An IBM Netezza database user named ADMIN. The ADMIN user is the
database super-user, and has full access to all system functions and
objects
    A preconfigured database group named PUBLIC. All database users are
automatically placed in the group PUBLIC and therefore inherit all  of its
privileges

The IBM Netezza appliance also includes a SQL dialect called Netezza
Structured Query Language (NZSQL). You can use SQL commands to
create and manage your Netezza databases, user access, and permissions
for the databases, as well as to query and modify the contents of the
databases.

On a new IBM Netezza appliance, there is one main database, SYSTEM,
and a database template, MASTER_DB. IBM Netezza uses the
MASTER_DB as a template for all other user databases that are created
on the system.

Before creating the databases and tables, a brief explanation was provided
about the virtualized environment used in the workshop.  This also included
how to connect to the Netezza appliance, which is completed through the
Netezza SMP Host.  Once connected to the Netezza appliance a set of
new users were created, which were used for the remainder of the
workshop.  The concept of users and  privileges where explored later when
the database and tables were created.  This would involve setting up a
basic Security Access Model, which restricted or permitted certain actions
to objects within the Netezza Appliance. 

After the Netezza Database Users were created the database and the
tables for the workshop were created.  Once the database and the tables
are created, the next step as with any data warehouse environment is to
load data into the tables in the database.  This was easy by using the
Netezza utility nzload which uses the External Table framework to
efficiently load data in to a Netezza database.  This framework contains
more than one component, some of these components are:

    External Tables – These are tables stored as flat files on the host or
client systems and registered like tables in the Netezza catalog. They can
be used to load data into the Netezza appliance or unload data to the file
system.
    nzload – This is a wrapper command line tool around external tables that
provides an easy method loading data into the Netezza appliance.
    Format Options – These are options for formatting the data load to and
from external tables. 

With a good understanding on how to create and populate tables in a
Netezza database discussion followed on the importance of Data
Distribution.  Since IBM Netezza is built on a massively parallel architecture
that distributes data and workloads over a large number of processing and
data nodes, the single most important tuning factor is choosing the right
distribution key.  The distribution key governs which data rows of a table
are distributed to a data slice and it is very important to choose an optimal
distribution key to avoid data skew, processing skew and to make joins co-
located whenever possible.  This concept was so important that a separate
section was devoted to this topic.  The exercises examined how to pick the
best Hash Key for distribution for each of the tables created in this
workshop.  During these set of exercises CTAS tables were utilized that
showed how easy it is to change the Hash Key for a table without having to
manually recreate and reload the data in the table.
   
Before finishing the exercises for the day, one more important utility is
explored to show how simple it is to maintain tables in a Netezza
database.  This utility was the GROOM command, which is used to reclaim
free-space in a table.  The concept of free-space in a Netezza database
was illustrated by discussing how transactions are handled in a Netezza
database.  This included how SQL INSERTs, DELETEs, and UPDATEs are



handled in a Netezza database. 

After learning these concepts, which were reinforced by the hands-on
exercises provide in the workshop, you can now get an IBM Netezza
Warehouse Appliance up-and-running after the appliance has been
delivered and configured before being handed over to you.

Agenda: The workshop will be broken into to two parts. The first portion of the
workshop will start with a presentation providing a high level overview of the
IBM Netezza Appliance architecture. The presentation will also include the
basic usage concepts to get a Netezza appliance up and running. This will
also include explaining the database objects used in a Netezza appliance.
These concepts will be enforced in the second portion of the workshop
where the attendees will be able use a Netezza appliance that has been
virtualized.

Presentation (30-45 minutes)

Hands-on exercises (~150 minutes)

1. Create Netezza Database Users (and set privileges)

2. Create the Lab database

3. Create tables in the Lab database

4. Load data into the Netezza Appliance with the nzload utility using the
External Table framework

5. Examine the concept of Data Distribution to choose an appropriate Hash
Key

6. Maintain a Netezza database using the groom command

Workshop Speaker(s)

Name Malcolm Singh

Institution IBM Canada Lab  

Bio Malcolm Singh is a Software Development Analyst at the IBM Canada Lab.
He works in the Information Management division within the IBM Software
Group. Malcolm started his career at IBM as an intern working on DB2 for
Linux, UNIX, and Windows (DB2 LUW). After graduating he returned to IBM
to continue working on DB2 LUW, where he gained extensive knowledge of
both DB2 LUW and Database Theory. He now focuses on IBM's Data
Warehousing Solutions, which includes InfoSphere Warehouse (ISW), IBM
Smart Analytic Systems, and IBM Netezza Data Warehouse Appliances. 

Topic  

Name Ben Leonhardi

Institution IBM Canada Lab  

Bio Benjamin Leonhardi is a Software Developer in the InfoSphere Warehouse
and Netezza Technology Ecosystem team at the IBM Canada Lab. Before
that he was a Software Developer for InfoSphere Warehouse at the IBM
Research & Development Lab Boeblingen, Germany. He was a developer in
the data mining, text mining, and mining reporting solutions.  

Topic  
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Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure

Workshop details

Workshop
Chair(s): Mike Smit, Joanna Ng, Marin Litoiu, Gabriel Iszlai, Alberto Leon-Garcia

Date: Thursday, November 10th (Morning)

Room: Markham B

Level: Beginner

Pre-requisites: None

Format: Speakers

Description: Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure (SAVI) research is focused on
the design of future application platforms built on flexible, versatile and
evolvable infrastructure that can readily deploy, maintain, and retire the
large-scale, possibly short-lived, distributed applications that are the future
of software systems.

 

Future application platforms will support an open applications and content
marketplace where a vast number of vendors offer applications, content,
and services to other vendors as well as to consumers. This marketplace
will be characterized by extremely large scale and very high churn, with
new applications being introduced and others retired at very fast rates.
Content will also be produced at very high rates and large volumes, and
demand for content will change quickly over time. These attributes of the
marketplace will place extreme demands on the supporting infrastructure
for agility in resource allocation, as well as scalability, reliability,
accountability and security. Cost-effectiveness will require that
infrastructure be flexible so that it can be readily re-purposed, essentially
reprogrammed, to provide new capabilities. The management and control
systems must be designed to provide efficient resource usage and high
availability at low operations expense. Multiple owners will provide
infrastructure and so the architecture for the infrastructure must be open
and allow for interconnection and federation. Crucially, the architecture of
the infrastructure should support the rapid introduction of applications, the
delivery of applications with targeted levels of Quality of Experience, and
the rapid retirement of applications and redeployment of their supporting
resources.

 

SAVI takes a “converged” view of infrastructure in that all resources
whether computing, processing, or networking are viewed as being part of
shareable resource pools that can be controlled and managed using the
same systems. Future users will typically access the application platform
through a mobile device that connects to a ubiquitous very-high-bandwidth,
integrated wireless/optical access network. The application platform
provides connectivity to services that support the application of interest.
Many services will be supported by massive-scale distant datacenters
located at sites of renewable energy. Other services will require low latency
( alarms in smart grids, safety applications in transportation, monitoring in
remote health) or processing of large volumes of local data (e.g., video
capture in lecture rooms) provided by converged network and computing
resources at the “smart edge” of the network, such as the premises of
service providers.  The role of the resource control and management
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systems is to ensure that applications can be supported by all the elements
of the infrastructure in the anticipated future marketplace.

Agenda: Welcome & Introduction

Alberto Leon-Garcia, University of Toronto

SAVI Overview, Smart Converged Edge 

Alberto Leon-Garcia, University of Toronto

Smart Applications

Baochun Li, University of Toronto

Extended Cloud Computing

Marin Litoiu, York University 

Integrated Wireless/Optical Access

Leslie Rusch, Université Laval

Coffee Break

ISAAC: IBM Service Agility Accelerator for Cloud

Andrew Trossman, IBM

A SAVI Testbed Architecture: Initial Views

Hadi Bannazadeh, University of Toronto

Panel Discussion: Virtualization & Autonomics 

Trossman, Litoiu, Leon-Garcia, Bannazadeh
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*Login ID:
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Sign-in

Please enter your CASCON 2011 ID and password in the sign in area below. If you have not
already registered, please click here.

Please note:

A session will time-out after 30 minutes.
This site uses cookies to maintain session data. Therefore, your browser must be set to accept
cookies.

If you encounter problems during the registration process, please email casinfo@ca.ibm.com with a
description that includes any error message you received.
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Forgot your IBM ID?

Forgot your password?

Sign in to CASCON 2011CAS main page
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CASCON 2011 Schedule

Monday, November 7, 2011

Time Scheduled Events/Activities

8:00  

Workshops
8:30 - 12:00

Coffee @ 10:00
9:00

10:00

11:00

12:00 Lunch
12:00 - 13:00

13:00 Opening Keynote Session
Salvatore Vella

VP, IBM Software Group
13:00 - 14:15 Best Paper, Best Student Paper and Most Influential Paper Award

14:00

Most Influential Paper Presentation
14:15 - 14:45

 

15:00 Paper Sessions
15:00 - 15:30
15:30 - 16:00
16:00 - 16:30

16:00

 

17:00 Technology Showcase Reception & Centennial Videos/Posters
Judging of Best Demo & Poster by Theme

17:00 - 19:0018:00

Tuesday, November 8, 2011

Login

CASCON 2011 will take place
from November 7-10.

login here

Location of CASCON 2011

CASCON 2011 will be hosted
at the Hilton Suites Toronto/
Markham Conference Center &
Spa located at 8500 Warden.
Click here for more information.

CASCON facebook page

Follow us on facebook

Friends of CASCON

Contact Us

Have any questions about
CASCON? 
Email us at
casinfo@ca.ibm.com .
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Navigation & Resources
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8:00  

Paper Session
8:30 - 12:00

Coffee @ 10:00 - 10:30

 Technology Showcase
8:30 - 13:00

9:00 CAS Research Innovation Impact Session
9:00 - 11:30

Coffee @ 10:00 - 10:3010 00
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Technology Showcase
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9:00
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Workshops
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10:00
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CASCON 2011 Workshops

CASCON 2011 Workshops provide a forum to present, discuss, and debate issues, problems, ideas, emerging technologies,
work-in-progress, or directions on technology themes listed on the CAS Canada Research page. Interdisciplinary workshops are
particularly encouraged. The workshop format may include position papers, expert panels, hands-on exercises, and discussions.

Monday, November 7, 2011 Workshops

NSERC Business Intelligence Network: Selected Topics
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Evergreen
Leslie Dolman, Univerisity of Toronto; Frank Tompa, University of Waterloo; Sheila McIlraith,
University of Toronto; Eric Yu, U of Toronto

There is a critical need for a business knowledge management architecture where corporate objectives, processes, and data are
linked through organizational and operational objectives. This workshop will focus on selected research challenges associated with
the development of such an architecture: 1) the creation of a unified model for data and constraint repair, 2) the transition from
policies to data base constraints, 3) the development of strategic models for business intelligence, 4) BI-enabled adaptive
enterprise architecture, and 5) flexible business processes: context-driven customization of data and processes. Invited speakers,
including leading researchers and industry practitioners, will present advances on these topics.

Next-generation, scalable network visualization and analysis
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Smarter Healthcare
Primrose
Amira Djebbari, OCI; Amira Djebbari, OCI

Many real-world systems in diverse fields ranging from physics, biology, and economics to telecommunication, transportation,
intelligence and healthcare can effectively be represented as networks. Network science is a highly inter-disciplinary field of
research concerned with understanding complex systems. In recent years, the availability of massive datasets has led to a rising
need for integrated network analysis and visualization to reveal patterns in the data. The workshop aims to bring together
researchers and practitioners with interests and experience in complex data analysis and visualization to specifically discuss
different approaches and trends in the research of scalable network visualization.

Using Kerberos to provide secure authentication for DB2
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies

Login

CASCON 2011 will take place
from November 7-10.

login here

Location of CASCON 2011

CASCON 2011 will be hosted
at the Hilton Suites Toronto/
Markham Conference Center &
Spa located at 8500 Warden.
Click here for more information.

CASCON facebook page

Follow us on facebook

Friends of CASCON

Contact Us

Have any questions about
CASCON? 
Email us at
casinfo@ca.ibm.com .
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Smarter Commerce
Violet
Greg Stager, IBM Canada

This half-day hands on workshop will provide an introduction to the Kerberos network authentication protocol. Kerberos provides
highly-secure, mutually-authenticated, single sign-on authentication service. Participants will learn to configure Linux and Microsoft
Windows implementations of Kerberos, as well as cross-realm and cross-platform configurations. As a "kerberized" application,
the workshop will also cover use of DB2 with Kerberos to provide secure authentication and single sign-on.

The 3rd Workshop on Automatic Service Composition
Morning Session - 8:30am
Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA
Smarter Commerce
Markham B
Bipin Upadhyaya, Queens University; Ying Zou, Queen's University; Alex Lau, IBM Canada;
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada

Web services are considered as self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked
across the Web. Web services range from comprehensive services such as storage management and customer relationship
management to more specific services such as travel reservation, book purchasing, weather forecasts, and financial data
summaries. With the increasing integration of SOA solutions to applications, the ability to compose services efficiently and
effectively becomes more and more important. In this workshop we identify key challenges in service composition techniques and
help researchers to identify the open problems as well as develop new approaches to address the problems.

ONTORULE: From Business Knowledge to Ontology- and Rules-based Applications
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Emilio Rubiera, Fundación CTIC; Christian de Sainte Marie, IBM France

The workshop will present results from the ONTORULE project that show the benefits of integrating semantic technologies along
the whole production chain, from knowledge acquisition to knowledge management to business application. The goal of this
workshop is not only to present the project vision and to show case its results: the intent is to give the community of business
users and IT practitioners a first hand understanding and experience of the technology used by the ONTORULE Project, by means
of applied and hands-on exercises.

2nd Workshop on Leveraging REST in Enterprise Service Systems
Morning Session - 8:30am
Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA
Smarter Commerce
Markham C
Michael Athanasopoulos, National Technical University of Athens; Kostas Kontogiannis, Univ.
of Waterloo; Chris Brealey, IBM Canada Ltd.

REST is attracting significant attention as an alternative paradigm for building and integrating enterprise service systems. In this
workshop, we will examine a set of issues related to utilizing REST as an architectural style for building such systems and we will
discuss opportunities and challenges that arise in this domain. More specifically, we will consider state-of-the-art approaches with
regards to modeling, implementing, and composing resource-oriented service systems, RESTful Web service design principles
and maturity models, frameworks and techniques for migrating or adapting existing systems to provide resource-oriented and
RESTful interfaces and compliance evaluation methods for REST-based interfaces.

Business Analytics Trends and Opportunities
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Smarter Commerce
Markham A
Craig Statchuk, IBM Business Analytics

Business Analytics (BA) remains an important research topic for the coming year. This half day workshop will highlight areas of
innovation in Business Intelligence, Predictive Analytics, Cloud, Visualization and Mobile. 1. Introduction to Business Analytics 2.
SPSS Fundamentals 3. Big Data and the Cloud 4. Location Intelligence 5. Visualization 6. Mobile smartphones and tablets
Emphasis will be placed on related technologies like Hadoop, Cassandra and iOS. Subtopics include geospatial integration, big
data, text analytics and statistics.

DB2 performance measurement and tuning hands on exercises
Morning Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Software Delivery Platform
Holly and Butternut
Angela Yang, IBM; Calisto Zuzarte, IBM Canada Lab

This half-day hands on workshop will present common categories of performance problems and techniques for identifying and
fixing those problems. Workshop participants will be given a hands on opportunity to practice those techniques. Through case
analysis, they will learn where to start to look at those problems, how to use some new monitor features in DB2 V97 to identify the
bottleneck of the performance problem, and apply solutions accordingly.
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Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered by the Combined Impact of
Innovative Technologies - Part 1
Morning Session - 8:30am
Smart Interactions
Smarter Commerce
Conf Center 2
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria; Leho Nigul, IBM

IBM’s “Smarter Commerce” initiative is a unique approach aimed to increase the value that companies generate for their
customers, partners and shareholders. Innovative technologies empowered shoppers to become Smarter Consumers and set the
pace for companies to become Smarter Businesses in commerce operations of buy; market; sell and service. With key academic
researchers, IBM customers and industrial partners, as well as IBM leaders from Websphere Commerce, and recent IBM
acquisitions such as Sterling Commerce, Unica, Coremetrics, Filenets, ILog; through presentations, demonstrations, discussions
and brain storming sessions, this workshop aimed to identify innovative commerce customer scenarios and advancements in
innovative technologies.

Back to top

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 Workshops

3rd Annual Workshop on Interoperability and Smart Interactions in Healthcare (ISIH)
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Smart Interactions
Smarter Healthcare
Conf Center 2
Craig Kuziemsky, University of Ottawa; Liam Peyton, uOttawa; Jens Weber, University of
Victoria; Karim Keshavjee, InfoClin Inc

The workshop features presentations, a panel discussion, and interactive brainstorming, bringing together a well rounded group of
health informatics researchers from academia and industry, and health care practitioners. The goals of ISIH 2011 is to discuss: •
the evaluation and adoption of standards, technology and processes related to electronic health records and consumer health
informatics services, • the role of legal and policy frameworks for interoperability and smart interactions, • the application of Web
2.0 technologies to facilitate dynamic collaborative process delivery of health care services, • and the provisioning of timely and
insightful performance management based healthcare delivery.

Security Tools - TSIEM and AppScan Source for Security
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Yu-Ping Ding, IBM Toronto Lab; Greg Stager, IBM Canada

This workshop will introduce two security tools: Tivoli Security Information and Event Manager (TSIEM) and AppScan Source
Edition for Security. TSIEM centralizes log collection and event correlation, and leverages a near real-time analytics engine,
compliance management dashboard and reporting engine to link security events and user behavior to corporate policies. AppScan
Source Edition for Security scans the source code of an application for security vulnerabilities early in the software development
life cycle. The audiences of this workshop will gain hands-on experiences on how to use TSIEM with DB2 Audit and how to scan
C/C++ and Java code to find vulnerabilities.

Software Modeling for Embedded and Mobile Sensor System
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Primrose
Ramiro Liscano, Un. of Ontario Institute of Technology; Juergen Dingel, Queen's University;
Dorina Petriu, Carleton University; Faisal Qureshi, UOIT

Software development for embedded and mobile sensor devices has typically been performed with minimal software design.
Sensor devices exhibit many of the same properties as embedded real-time systems, that is timely response to communication
and sensory events. Thus UML standards like MARTE and SysML that are designed for the modeling of real-time systems are a
good starting point for software modeling for embedded sensor systems, but are missing some modeling capabilities related to
sensory information system. This workshop aims at discussing and outlining the challenges for software modeling for embedded
and mobile sensor systems

Smarter Commerce - Innovative Customer Scenarios Powered by the Combined Impact of
Innovative Technologies Part 2
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Smart Interactions
Smarter Commerce
Markham A
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria; Leho Nigul, IBM

IBM’s “Smarter Commerce” initiative is a unique approach aimed to increase the value that companies generate for their
customers, partners and shareholders. Innovative technologies empowered shoppers to become Smarter Consumers and set the
pace for companies to become Smarter Businesses in commerce operations of buy; market; sell and service. With key academic
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researchers, IBM customers and industrial partners, as well as IBM leaders from Websphere Commerce, and recent IBM
acquisitions such as Sterling Commerce, Unica, Coremetrics, Filenets, ILog; through presentations, demonstrations, discussions
and brain storming sessions, this workshop aimed to identify innovative commerce customer scenarios and advancements in
innovative technologies.

Back to top

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 Workshops

Challenges for Parallel Computing
Morning Session - 8:30am
Next Generation Systems
Not Applicable
Conf Center 2
Kit Barton, IBM Toronto Lab

Parallel computing has expanded significantly over the past several years and is becoming an increasingly important aspect of
application development. This workshop will explore some of the current challenges facing parallel computing. Members of the
parallel computing community will discuss challenges that have been encountered and present the work they are pursuing to
address these challenges.

Hands-On OSGi tools in a Day
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Orchid
Peter Moogk, Toronto Lab; Andrew Mak, IBM; Zina Mostafia, IBM Toronto Lab

Many developers are looking for a technology that provides a service-oriented, component-based environment that offers
standardized ways to manage the software lifecycle. The OSGi programming model gives them this capability. In order to aid
these developers to fully utilize this OSGi programming model the Rational Application Developer product is available with a rich
set of OSGi development tools. This workshop demonstrated the OSGi tools that are available in RAD that help developers create
and deploy their applications.

2nd Software Certification Consortium Workshop: Theoretical Basis for System and Software
Engineering Practices and Certification
All Day Session - 8:30am
Other - Safety of software intensive systems
Not Applicable
Primrose
Tom Maibaum, McMaster University; Paul Joannou, McMaster University

This will be the second Software Certification Consortium (SCC) workshop at CASCON, after the very successful workshop last
year attended by over 50 people. SCC is an international group with membership from academia, industry, government and
regulators promoting research and awareness about the certification of critical software intensive systems. The objective will be to
address a specific work item in SCC's agenda: the Theoretical Basis for System and Software Engineering Practices and
Certification. The workshop will have presentations of submitted papers, with extensive discussion, and the use of breakout
sessions to address issues identified as requiring focusing and refinement.

Crunching Big Data in the Cloud with Hadoop and BigInsights
All Day Session - 8:30am
Information Management Technologies
Smarter Commerce
Holly and Butternut
Leons Petrazickis, IBM IM Cloud Computing Center; Bradley Steinfeld, IBM Canada; Marius
Butuc, IBM

There is a proliferation of data in every industry from Finance to IT to Energy, and strategic insights could be gained by properly
analyzing this data. Hadoop is an implementation of Google’s Map-Reduce search algorithm that allows it to be applied to any
data set. This hands-on workshop will guide attendees through analyzing big numeric and text data sets using Hadoop.

An Introduction to Java Development Kit 7
Morning Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Software Delivery Platform
Markham C
Daryl Maier, IBM Canada; Nikola Grcevski, IBM Toronto Lab; Vijay Sundaresan, IBM
Canada Ltd

This workshop will introduce the powerful new features available in Java Development Kit 7 and demonstrate their value to
application developers. A brief overview of all the new features will be followed by an in-depth exploration of concurrency in Java
and the new Fork/Join framework for recursive decomposition of tasks from one of the package's principle architects. There will be
deep dives into the new file I/O API, JVM support for dynamically typed languages, and tooling to identify performance problems.
The workshop will conclude with a look ahead at some of the exciting features proposed for JDK 8.

DB2 Security Features: Label Based Access Control and Trusted Contexts
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Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Violet
Mihai Iacob, IBM Canada; Wali Rjaibi, IBM; Igal Ziskind, IBM

Data security is a major concern for both the private and public sectors. DB2 provides various authentication and access control
methods to manage access to sensitive data. The focus of this workshop is to explain how features such as Database Roles,
LBAC and Trusted Context can be employed together to address the above concerns.

3rd International Workshop Software Testing in the Cloud (STITC 2011)
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Software Delivery Platform
Conf Center 2
Scott Tilley, Florida Institute of Technology

Software testing in the cloud (STITC) relies on underlying technologies such as distributed execution environments, cloud
computing infrastructure, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and hardware virtualization to facilitate the concurrent execution of
test cases. This workshop will highlight recent developments in the field from various perspectives. Work on system migration
strategies when moving testing to the cloud will be highlighted. Case studies will be used to illustrate possible speedup
improvements for large regression test suites. The workshop will also discuss hard problems in software testing and examine
when cloud computing is a suitable solution.

Introduction to Bitcoins: A pseudo-anonymous electronic currency system
Morning Session - 8:30am
Next Generation Systems
Smarter Commerce
Evergreen
Yang Yang, IBM Canada; Sergio Martins, 8200

Bitcoin is a digital currency introduced in 2009, based on a self published paper by Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin enables payments
that are based on proof, rather than trust, in a manner that is similar to cash. Bitcoin is decentralized meaning that there is no
centralized institution which a user must place their trust. An important difference between this virtual currency and typical fiat
currency is that Bitcoins’ validity can be asserted with complete confidence since the verification process is mathematical.

Doctoral Forum
Morning Session - 8:30am
Other - Education
Not Applicable
Markham A
Hausi A Muller, University of Victoria

CASCON 2011 features a Doctoral Forum in which PhD students can meet and discuss their challenges and work with each other
and with experienced researchers and supervisors in an informal and interactive setting. The CASCON 2011 Doctoral Forum
welcomes current and prospective PhD students within the full range of disciplines and approaches of the CASCON community.
No formal paper submission is required to attend this forum.

The 5th International Workshop on Cloud Computing
All Day Session - 8:30am
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Not Applicable
Markham B
Marin LITOIU, York University; Bradley Simmons, York University

Cloud computing is emerging as a new computational model in which software is hosted, run and administered in large web data
centers, and provided as a service over the web. This workshop brings together experts from industry and academia to report
about the state of the art, trends and current projects in cloud computing. The talks and roundtables will focus on several
complementary areas of research that enable cloud computing: (a) Quality of Services (Performance, Security, Privacy); (b)
Platform as a Service; (c) Business models for the cloud.

Workshop on Information Management for Situational Analytics
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Markham C
Angela Tyler, CBAP/Telfer School of Management; Bijan Raahemi, University of Ottawa

The workshop addresses the important concept of Situational Analytics through 3 separate but related presentations. First, a
framework for Situational Analytics is discussed along with a case study example of work in progress. Second, expanding
Situational Analytics to the extended enterprise is discussed through “Service Oriented Virtual Organization” architecture. Third,
the important role played by social media analytics is discussed. The presentations will be followed by a panel discussion on the
concept, architecture and challenges related to Situational Analytics. The workshop brings together a diverse group of researchers
who recognize that Situational Analytics is an important issue for decision makers.

WIT Luncheon: Setting Yourself Up for Success
Afternoon Session - 2pm
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Other - Women in Technology
Not Applicable
TBD
Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Brenda Dietrich, IBM Research

Are you interested in gaining wisdom on how to set yourself up for success as a woman in technology? Come and register for the
Women in Technology luncheon at CASCON 2011 to hear successful women share their words of wisdom on how they became
leaders in the field of technology.

An Introduction to Data Mining and Predictive Analytics
Morning Session - 8:30am
Business Intelligence and Business Analytics
Not Applicable
Violet
Tim Daciuk, IBM Canada

Data mining and predictive analytics are two "hot topics" in the world of IT. This hands on workshop will provide experience in
using data mining software to create predictive models. The workshop will show participants how to work with both structured and
unstructured data. This is a repeated workshop from CASCON 2010.
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Thursday, November 10, 2011 Workshops

Portlet Development with Spring Portlet MVC and WebSphere Portal V7
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Software Delivery Platform
Holly and Butternut
Siamack Jabbarzadeh Farshi, IBM

IBM WebSphere Portal has been the industry leading Portal solution over the past few years and there is no doubt that Spring has
become the de-facto light weight java/JEE framework that is based on enterprise application development best practices. This
workshop was intended to introduce the marriage between mainly Spring MVC Portlet along with AOP, Spring Dependency
injection and Spring data access layer with IBM WebSphere Portal V7.

10th Workshop on Compiler-Driven Performance
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Conf Center 2
Clark Verbrugge, McGill University; J. Nelson Amaral, University of Alberta; Mark Stoodley,
IBM Canada; Kit Barton, IBM Toronto Lab

The compiler-driven performance workshop will consist of the presentation of reports on research progress at various academic
and industrial sites across Canada and in the United States. Topics to be discussed in the workshop will include, but are not
limited to: * innovative analysis, transformation, and optimization techniques * languages, compilers, and optimization techniques
for multicore processors and other parallel architectures * compiling for streaming or heterogeneous hardware * dynamic
compilation for high-performance and real-time environments * compilation and optimization for scripting languages * compilation
techniques for reducing power * tools and infrastructure for compiler research

2nd Workshop on Smart Surveillance System Applications
All Day Session - 8:30am
Other - Security and Data Mining
Not Applicable
Conf Center 1
Iosif Onut, CAS

This workshop is going to provide a scientific forum to present and discuss development aspects of multimodal (video, voice and
sound, RFID, perimeter intrusion, infrared, chemical, etc) intelligent sensor technologies for context-aware security risk
assessment and decision support for real-time intervention and post-incident investigation. Submissions covering theoretical
developments and practical applications of these subjects are invited. The presenters will be asked to prepare a poster along with
a live presentation. The workshop was organized with the technical support of TC-30 Security and Contraband Detection of the
IEEE I&M Society.

Understanding DB2 LUW Optimizer
Afternoon Session - 2pm
Information Management Technologies
Not Applicable
Orchid
Anthony Reina, IBM Toronto Lab; Zoran Kulina, IBM Canada Ltd.

This half-day workshop provides hands-on introduction to the DB2 LUW optimizer. The optimizer is the component of the SQL
compiler responsible for selecting an optimal access plan for an SQL statement. The optimizer works by calculating the execution
cost of many alternative access plans, and then choosing the one with the minimal estimated cost. Understanding how the
optimizer works and knowing how to influence its behaviour can lead to improved query performance and better resource usage.
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Using IBM Rational Application Developer to develop enterprise applications with Java EE,
Dojo Server Faces and interconnet them using SOA.
All Day Session - 8:30am
Software Development Platform and Tools
Not Applicable
Violet
Adrian Padilla, IBM; Victor Sosa, IBM; Roberto Sanchez Herrera, IBM; Gloria Yadira
Torrealba Melendez, IBM

Using Rational Application Developer to develop enterprise applications with Java EE, Dojo Server Faces and interconnect them
using SOA. IBM Rational Application Developer (RAD) is an IDE that provides great tools for developing Java enterprise
applications in an agile manner. This workshop is focused on developing a solution for a real world scenario that make use of
technologies such as: OSGi, Java EE, WebSphere Compute Grid, JPA, JSF with Dojo Server Faces library and SCA;
implemented with RAD Tools to promote best practices, innovation and agility.

Introduction to the IBM Netezza Warehouse Appliance
Morning Session - 8:30am
Other - Data Warehouse Appliance
Not Applicable
Orchid
Malcolm Singh, IBM Canada Ltd.; Benjamin Leonhardi, Information Management

IBM Netezza is a powerful and highly parallelized Data Warehousing system that is simple to use. Attendees of this workshop will
get a short overview of the system architecture. They will work with a virtualized Netezza system to get a feel for using this
system. The session will cover the basics from connecting to the Netezza host to the execution of basic SQL commands to create
a database and tables. When creating the tables the most important concept of data distribution will be explored. In addition to
this attendees will get an overview of the most important database utilities.

Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure
Morning Session - 8:30am
Cloud Computing and Infrastructure
Not Applicable
Markham B
Mike Smit, York University; Joanna Ng, IBM Canada; Marin LITOIU, York University; Gabriel
Iszlai, IBM Canada; Al Leon-Garcia, University of Toronto

The Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure (SAVI) workshop will feature speakers and discussions on the design of future
application platforms built on flexible, versatile and evolvable infrastructure. This infrastructure must support – in a cost-effective,
highly available, and flexible manner – the rapid introduction of distributed applications, the delivery of applications with targeted
levels of Quality of Experience, and the rapid retirement of applications and redeployment of their supporting resources. It will
require agility in resource allocation, as well as scalability, reliability, accountability and security. The state-of-the-art for building
this infrastructure includes cloud-based architectures, virtualization, and adaptive systems.
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Business Intelligence and Business Analytics

Integration of Heterogeneous Databases
Smarter Healthcare
Aniket Bochare,

The project aims to achieve integration of heterogeneous repositories comprised of imaging and the genomic data by performing
the enhancement of the tool called as CaIntegrator. The tool after enhancement would also allow dynamic querying on imaging
databases based on various parameters concerning to the interest of researchers and institutions.

Reasoning with Key Peformance Indicators
Not Applicable
Daniele Barone,

The Business Intelligence Model is an end-user-oriented business-level modeling framework that supports non-technical business
users in defining schemas suitable for decision making. We present results on how reasoning activities on such schemas support
managers in better decision making and understanding of their business by adopting a goal-strategy point of view.
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Cloud Computing and Infrastructure

Smart Cloud Services : Automated Lifecycle of Services on the Cloud
Smarter Commerce
Karuna Joshi, Dr. Yelena Yesha, yeyesha@umbc.edu

We will demonstrate the Smart Cloud Services prototype system that we have developed as part of our research on Services on
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the cloud. This system allows automation of configuration, negotiation and procurement of Storage services in a cloud computing
environment using semantic web technologies.

CLOUDQUAL: A Quality Model for Cloud Services
Smarter Commerce
Xianrong Zheng,

As Cloud services are delivered over the Internet, their non-functional properties like availability, reliability and security matter.
However, Cloud services lack a quality model, which may inhibit their wide adoption. Therefore, we initiate one for Cloud services.
It enables service consumers and service providers to negotiate a service level agreement.

A Proxy-based Mobile Grid
Not Applicable
Azade Khalaj, Hanan Lutfiyya, hanan@csd.uwo.ca, Mark Perry, markp@csd.uwo.ca

Our proxy-based infrastructure is designed for supporting client applications on the mobile devices to access remote services,
such as cloud services. The infrastructure allows for a dynamic association of a proxy with a mobile device that takes into account
the proximity and the mobility of the client mobile device.

Executing data-intensive workload in a cloud with minimal dollar-cost
Smarter Commerce
Rizwan Mian,

Data-intensive workloads are often composed of mixed request types that vary in data access patterns and complexity, cf. OLAP
and OLTP workloads. In this poster, we outline an approach that executes a workload in a cloud with minimal dollar-cost by
carefully selecting VMs and placing data while minimizing SLA violations.

A Policy Based Privacy Preserving Cloud Framework
Not Applicable
Karthick Ramachandran, hanan@csd.uwo.ca, markp@csd.uwo.ca

We present a policy based privacy preserving cloud platform as a service, that separates the privacy decisions from the software
developers. A novel approach is introduced to automate the deployment of various privacy preserving schemes along with the
bare software based on the privacy policies specified. We also focus on different architectures including single and multiple
clouds.

An Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm for Dynamic Heterogeneous Hadoop Systems
Software Delivery Platform
Aysan Rasooli, Douglas G. Down, downd@mcmaster.ca

We propose a Hadoop cluster scheduling algorithm, which uses system information such as estimated job arrival rates and mean
job execution times. Using simulation, we demonstrate that our algorithm improves mean completion time of submitted jobs, and
provides competitive performance under fairness and locality metrics with well-known Hadoop scheduling algorithms.

Data centre management: VM relocation problem
Not Applicable
Gaston Keller,

A (virtualized) datacenter can be thought of as a collection of physical servers hosting VMs. To satisfy the VMs’ resource needs,
the datacenter has to continuously relocate (i.e. migrate or replicate) VMs between hosts. We are developing an algorithm to find
suitable sequences of relocations that optimize resource utilization.

IDSaaS -- Providing intrusion detection systems in public clouds
Not Applicable
TURKI ALHARKAN,

In a Cloud Computing environment, cloud consumers need to monitor and protect their virtual existence by implementing their own
intrusion detection capabilities along with other security technologies within the cloud fabric. Intrusion Detection as a Service
(IDSaaS) is an approach to provide intrusion detection technology within public clouds (in Amazon Web Services Cloud).

Distributed Crawling of Rich Internet Applications
Not Applicable
Iosif-Viorel Onut, Seyed M. Mir Taheri,  smirt016@uottawa.ca, Gregor v. Bochmann,
bochmann@site.uottawa.ca, Guy-Vincent Jourdan, gvj@site.uottawa.ca

We explore the possibility and challenges of distributed crawling of AJAX enabled rich internet applications in a cloud
environment. We propose a possible architecture which takes advantage of cloud elasticity in order to boost the efficiency of the
crawling and the load balancing among nodes.

Processing XML on the Cloud with ChuQL
Not Applicable
Shahan Khatchadourian,

We showcase ChuQL, a Hadoop-based extension to XQuery for native processing of XML on the Cloud. It leverages imperative
language features and side-effects using XQuery Scripting and the XQuery Update Facility. We demonstrate several analytics
queries over XML datasets that use ChuQL’s advanced features, including iterators and output partitioning.
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Dynamic Business Process Management and Smart SOA

REST Resource Extraction
Smarter Commerce
Michael Athanasopoulos, Kostas Kontogiannis, kostas@swen.uwaterloo.ca

In this exhibit, we present a framework and a methodology for the extraction of REST-like resources from procedure-oriented
service-offering components. Specifically, we present a set of NLP and structure based analysis techniques that are used to
analyze WSDL descriptions and XML Schemas in order to extract significant meaningful domain entities. These entities can then
be considered as the core elements for generating through a collection of rules a REST-like resource model.

A Scenario-Based Evaluation for a Services Management Framework
Not Applicable
IMAD ABDALLAH ODAT, Patrick Martin, martin@cs.queensu.ca, Wendy Powley,
wendy@cs.queensu.ca, Serge Mankovskii, Gabby Silberman

A services management framework has been developed to automate the adaptation of a system to meet business needs using an
event driven, goal-oriented approach. In this poster, we present the services management framework and provide an evaluation of
the framework using several use-case scenarios.

A QoS-Aware Decision Model for Web Service Development
Not Applicable
mehran najafi, Dr.Kamran Sartipi sartipi@mcmaster.ca, Dr.Norman Archer
archer@mcmaster.ca

We have proposed to categorize web services into data and task services. While a data service processes client data at the
server-site, a task service employs a service representative to process client-data locally at the client-site.This work proposes a
decision model to help service developers decide on the best service type of business service for a specific functionality.

Virtual Remote Nursing System
Smarter Healthcare
mehran najafi, Dr.Kamran Sartipi, sartipi@mcmaster.ca, Dr.Norman Archer,
archer@mcmaster.ca

We propose a new framework, Virtual Remote Nursing (VRN) that provides a virtual nurse agent installed on the client's personal
computer or smart phone to help mange the client's health condition continuously. The VRN is provided by a web service for
medical practitioners who decide on the patient's treatment. Patient's health information are obtained from online personal health
record systems.

BPM and Analytics for Real-time Patient Flow Management
Smarter Healthcare
Alain Mouttham, Randy Giffen [Randy_Giffen@ca.ibm.com], Aladdin Baarah
[aladdin_baarah@yahoo.com], Liam Peyton [lpeyton@site.uottawa.ca]

One of the challenges facing Ontario hospitals is long wait times in the Emergency Department (ED). This is usually due to a
problem further downstream in the patient flow. The University of Ottawa and IBM have started a research project with a large
community hospital in the Toronto area on real-time patient flow management based on BPM and Analytics. The exhibit describes
the project and system architecture

Quick Consistency Management in BPM
Not Applicable
Moises Castelo Branco, Moises Castelo Branco, mcbranco@gsd.uwaterloo.ca, Yingfei Xiong,
y6xiong@gsd.uwaterloo.ca

A key need in Business Process Modeling is managing consistency among models that target different stakeholders' perspectives.
We present an ongoing research for finding inconsistencies among multiple BPMN workflows. Our approach reveals syntactic and
semantic mismatches that can be used by the stakeholders to fix potential inconsistencies in the models.

WSDL Workbench
Not Applicable
Doug Martin,

The sparse syntax of Web Service Description Language (WSDL) makes it difficult to understand repositories of service
descriptions. In this work, we exploit techniques derived from software design recovery to automatically analyze WSDL
descriptions and construct a database for querying and exploring relationships found from this analysis.

Dynamic Context Management for Smarter Commerce
Smarter Commerce
Norha M Villegas, Juan C. Muñoz jcmunoz@icesi.edu.co , Hausi A. Müller hausi@cs.uvic.ca

With the proliferation of mobile, geo-location and social computing technologies customers expect and demand Smarter
Commerce. Consequently, the dynamic between buyers and sellers has changed dramatically. Providing a pleasant experience to
both parties requires significant end-to-end instrumentation, monitoring, adaptation, and optimization. This exhibit showcases
dynamic context management for smarter commerce.

A Distributed Infrastructure for Business Processes Management in Virtual Organizations
Smarter Healthcare
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Mohammad Hossein Ahmadi Danesh Ashtiani, Bijan Raahemi, Raahemi@telfer.uottawa.ca,
Mohammad Amin Kamali, skama043@uottawa.ca

In this research we have provided a distributed infrastructure that facilitates the creation of collaborative business processes. The
infrastructure is based on multiple Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs) collaborating with each other, while creating zone gateways to
guarantee specific organizational rules and policies. The infrastructure is implemented using IBM Websphere ESB and the
federation management capabilities.

Requirements-driven software customization
Not Applicable
Sotirios Liaskos, Xin (Jack) Zhang - xzhang77@yorku.ca

We demonstrate a preference-based software customization approach and tool. Software is developed to support large number of
user behaviors, encoded in goal models. Preference statements describe preferred subsets of behaviors matching particular
situations. Preferred subsets are plugged into the application which configures itself accordingly. Approach demonstrated in simple
ATM simulator.
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Information Management Technologies

Verifying File System Integrity at Runtime
Not Applicable
Daniel Fryer, Asvhin Goel <ashvin@eecg.toronto.edu>, Angela Demke Brown
<demke@cs.toronto.edu>

We seek to ensure the integrity of on-disk data in the face of software or memory errors which could corrupt file systems, even
those that use reliable (i.e. redundant and checksummed) storage. We present an on-line system which can prevent metadata
corruption from propagating to permanent storage.

Discovering DBMS Overload Indicators
Smarter Commerce
Mingyi Zhang, Patrick Martin, martin@cs.queensu.ca, Wendy Powley,
wendy@cs.queensu.ca, Paul Bird, pbird@ca.ibm.com, Keith McDonald,
kmcdonal@ca.ibm.com

System overload is a problem that can seriously impact the performance of a database server and lead to system failure. This
exhibit demonstrates an approach to discovering the metrics that can serve as overload indicators in DBMSs and illustrates the
effectiveness of the approach with a set of experiments conducted on a DB2 DBMS.

Social Network Analysis with Meerkat
Not Applicable
Eric Verbeek, Osmar Zaïane zaiane@cs.ualberta.ca

Meerkat is a tool for social network analysis. It focuses on bringing technical interactivity to users. Important features include
community mining, dynamic network community event analysis, a host of layouts and network metrics.

A Training Oriented Adaptive Decision Support System for Mainframe Database
Administrators
Not Applicable
Farhana Zulkernine,

We present a decision support framework to dynamically extract expert knowledge from experienced mainframe DB2 database
administrators (DBAs) and distributed data sources containing various system related data that is used to train and assist the new
generation of DBAs. The research combines text and data-mining techniques with rule and case-based systems.

How are Concepts Maintained?
Not Applicable
Scott Grant,

We explore the relationship between topic models and co-maintenance history by introducing a visualization that compares the
semantic cohesion within changelists, and we identify a number of patterns that characterize particular kinds of maintenance
tasks.

Simulation and Visualization of Patient Flows in a Hospital Emergency Department
Smarter Healthcare
Xavier Mawet, David Jacquet david.jacquet@student.fundp.ac.be

Our technology scenario is to perform simulations of the arrival of patients as realistic as possible and compare results with data
we already have. All in order to calculate the impact on the waiting time by what-if analysis and mapping data to reporting view in
a web portal view.

Back to top
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Smart Interactions

Smartphone Globalization
Not Applicable
Eric Costanzo,

Using PhoneGap's hybrid framework, we are able to enhance the globalization capabilities of client-side programming to better
honor a user's cultural and language settings. PhoneGap is an open source solution for building cross-platform mobile applications
with modern, standards-based Web technologies.

Mobile patient health monitoring
Smarter Healthcare
Muhammad Aboelfotoh,

Mobile devices can help in remote health monitoring of chronically ill patients residing outside long-term care facilities, reducing
healthcare costs. Mobile devices operate in an unreliable, resource-limited environment. This poster illustrates a system which
employs a cost model with parameters such as compression and transmission rate, to achieve better reliability.

Ocean Networks Canada leveraging parallelism in Deep Sea Video Analysis
Not Applicable
Celina Gibbs, Celina Gibbs, celinag@gmail.com, Maia Hoeberechts, maiah@uvic.ca, Claire
de Grasse, degrasse@uvic.ca, Josh Erickson, erickson@uvic.ca, Daniel Conti, hoshi@uvic.ca

The Ocean Netwoks Canada (ONC) cabled observatory collects vast amounts of realtime, sea-floor data, making manual analysis
less than optimal. ONC has used IBM Streams to parallelize video processing algorithms to automate efficient analysis and has
begun to consider possible integration of the multiple data types to create 'smart oceans'.

Back to top

Software Development Platform and Tools

Visualizing software development tasks using multiple coordinated views
Software Delivery Platform
Christoph Treude, Patrick Gorman, pgorman@uvic.ca, Lars Grammel,
lars.grammel@gmail.com, Margaret-Anne Storey, mstorey@uvic.ca

We present an interactive environment to visually explore data from software development tasks. Using data from IBM's Rational
Team Concert, our tool enables developers and managers to investigate trends and correlations in their task management
system. It goes beyond dashboards by making data exploration interactive, flexible, and coordinated across views.

Building General-Purpose Language Analyzer Using a Generative Language Definition
Framework
Not Applicable
Nicolas Chausse,

Given a language's formal specification of its abstract syntax and semantic operations, we are interested in the efficient generation
of a general-purpose analyzer for any such language, that will check programs for different properties related to the reachability of
desirable and undesirable states (e.g., deadlock or livelock).

Indicating Code Sensitivity for Smarter Development
Software Delivery Platform
Igor Todorovski, Preston Koo (pkoo@ca.ibm.com)

We propose a real-time method for indicating code sensitivity. This will assist developers in identifying code that has a high risk of
affecting the consumers of their application. In turn, developers can better focus their efforts when testing their changes to source
code.

Estimating UML size/cost
Software Delivery Platform
Ali Bou Nassif, Ekananta Ekananta; exx@uwo.ca

This work proposes a model to estimate software size and effort from UML models, mainly, the use case diagrams. This model
also takes into consideration some factors that affect the estimation such as the quality of the Software Requirements
Specification (SRS), non-functional requirements and risk assessment.

Applying Flow-Graph Mining to the Performance Analysis of Flat-Profile Applications
Not Applicable
Carolina Simoes Gomes,

It is challenging to tune flat profile applications for higher performance because they have no discernible hot-spots. FlowGSpan is
a sub-graph mining algorithm that utilizes static and dynamic information (Execution Flow Graphs) to obtain frequent source-code
and execution patterns that, dispersed throughout code, collectively affect application performance.

IBM Parallel Debugger
Not Applicable
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John Tzanakakis, Steve Cooper, coopers@ca.ibm.com

As applications are being written to leverage the increased parallelism available, traditional tools, including serial debuggers, are
proving inadequate. By employing an innovative grouping algorithm, the IBM Parallel Debugger effectively addresses the
challenge of debugging massively parallel applications.

lingenoc: a language definition framework
Not Applicable
Ernesto Posse,

We present lingenoc, a language definition framework (for Python) which transforms specifications of abstract syntax and
language processing operations into implementations following the composite and visitor design patterns. A key feature of our
framework is the ability to merge and combine languages (both syntax and operations) to define new languages.

Making it Easy to Performance-Tune Your Application
Software Delivery Platform
Mark Yamsahita, Arie Tal , arietal@ca.ibm.com,, David Tam, dktam@ca.ibm.com,, John
Macmillan, johnmac@ca.ibm.com,, Justin Kong, justinko@ca.ibm.com,, Li Ding,
lding@ca.ibm.com,, Mark Yamashita, marky@ca.ibm.com,, Mike Kucera,
mkucera@ca.ibm.com

Performance tuning is traditionally done by performance experts. Our exhibit presents a new, easy to use, pre-GA tool that
enables general application programmers to analyze and performance tune their applications in a familiar Eclipse-based
framework that is fully integrated with IBM Rational Developer for POWER.

Improving communication in PGAS environments
Not Applicable
Michail Alvanos,

The Partitioned Global Address Space programming model boosts programmer productivity by providing a shared data space for
inter-process communication. We present an optimization that is able to coalesce, at runtime, small data transfers into larger and
more efficient "bulk" transfers. The compiler properly inserts communication calls and the runtime is responsible for the analysis
and the proper scheduling of the communications.

Incremental Test Case Generation for UML-RT Models
Not Applicable
Eric James Rapos, Dr Juergen Dingel - dingel@cs.queensu.ca

With MDD on the rise, the importance of testing is growing. Our goal is to develop a method of incrementally generating test cases
for UML-RT Models to increase efficiency and reduce redundancy. Using Symbolic Execution as a medium for exploration, we aim
to determine how model evolution affects test cases.

Meerkat: Rapid Game Development Using An Entity Based Programming Model
Not Applicable
Md Ameer Hamza, Zi Ye <zi@acm.org>

We present a toolkit to support rapid development of persistent multiplayer games, with a focus on emergent gameplay. It features
an entity-based programming model, in which there is no central logic. Complex behaviors simply emerge from the interaction
between entities.

R2Fix: Automatically Generating Bug Fixes from Bug Reports
Not Applicable
Chen Liu, Jinqiu Yang, crindy646@gmail.com, Yaoqiang Li, lyaoqian@uwaterloo.ca, Lin Tan,
lintan@uwaterloo.ca

R2Fix is a novel technique to automatically generate patches for software bug reports written in a natural language. It combines
machine learning techniques, program analysis techniques, and fix-pattern histories to achieve the challenging goal. R2Fix can
save developers’ time in fixing bugs, which improves software reliability and security.

The faults' cube
Software Delivery Platform
Shaimaa Ali, Jamie Andrews andrews@csd.uwo.ca

Different software fault classifications can be combined in one comprehensive multi-dimensional classification in which each fault
can be described from different angles. Defect tracking systems such as Bugzella provide information about identified faults,
organizing this information in an OLAP cube representing the multi-dimensional classification will provide researchers with a tool
for better understanding.

Feature-Oriented Modelling and Analysis
Software Delivery Platform
Joanne Atlee, Pourya Shaker, p2shaker@uwaterloo.ca

A software system is often thought of in terms of its constituent features. In this demo, we show recent developments in modelling
the requirements of a software system in terms of its features. We also show some preliminary results in detecting interactions
among features automatically.

Using Transformation Evolution to Compare Model Transformation Languages
Not Applicable
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Eyrak Paen,

Transformations play a central role in Model Driven Engineering, and their specifications can evolve. We consider the
development of an incrementally defined model transformation, implementing it in different transformation languages and
comparing the artifacts. By measuring usage metrics, we aim to learn about the comparison and design of transformation
languages.

Dynamic Change Selective Build System
Software Delivery Platform
Graham Yiu, Jean Saad - jsaad@ca.ibm.com, Yan Zhang - zhangyan@ca.ibm.com, David
Nichols - nicholsd@ca.ibm.com

An autonomous Build Engine that can filter out regressing code changes while allowing working code to flow through to a central
repository that is visible to development, build, and test teams.

Test Validation Framework
Software Delivery Platform
Florent Bouchy, Alex Petrenko

Test Validation is a crucial yet neglected aspect of software development. Tests indeed need to be themselves validated since
they are error-prone, due to manual design, mixed sources, complexity and evolving nature of systems. We introduce a formal
and implemented framework for checking well-formedness, consistency, and redundancy of test cases.

Common Variability Language
Not Applicable
Michal Antkiewicz, Kacper Bak <kbak@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>, Krzysztof Czarnecki
<kczarnec@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>, Michal Antkiewicz <mantkiew@gsd.uwaterloo.ca>

Software Product-Line Engineering decreases the cost of maintaining existing products and enables rapid and cost-efficient
creation of new ones. Common Variability Language is an upcoming OMG standard for introducing variability into existing models
(e.g., business process, embedded software) without modifying them and automatically deriving specific products.

Language Independent Refinement using Partial Modeling
Not Applicable
Rick Salay, Michalis Famelis, mfamelis@gmail.com

Models can express information about their intended domain and also about the way the model is incomplete, or ``partial''.
Partiality permits expressing what is known without premature decisions about what is still unknown, until  refinements fill in this
information. We present a general approach and tooling for handling model partiality.

Global Matching for Conceptual Model Refinement
Software Delivery Platform
Ahmed Mashiyat,

The problem: Given a partial interconnection diagram over several models, how can we identify the unstated model
correspondences and refine the diagrams account for them? Our Approach: A Global Matching (many-way) technique as opposed
to a classical Match operator that only works over model pairs.

Model Transformations
Not Applicable
Levi Lucio, Hans Vangheluwe, hv@cs.mcgill.ca, Eugene Syriani, esyria@cs.mcgill.ca

Model transformations are considered the "Heart and Soul of Model-Driven Software Development" (MDD). Transformation
languages promisse automation for many MDD-related tasks. But, how are we sure a model transformation is correct? In NECSIS
we are developing model transformation verification techniques and applying them to General Motors' software development
process.

Text Analytics with Eclipse for Software Engineers
Software Delivery Platform
René Witte, Bahar Sateli b_satel@encs.concordia.ca

Many software artifacts contain natural language, which holds important knowledge. We present a novel open source plug-in that
integrates Text Mining Web services with Eclipse, based on the Semantic Assistants architecture. Software engineers can now
use both generic and software development-specific text analysis services directly in their IDE.

Scenario and Design Pattern Contracts: A Precision Tool for Design Decision Making and
Evaluation of Candidate Implementations
Software Delivery Platform
Vojislav Radonjic, Vojislav D Radonjic radonjic@acm.org

Presenting a modeling and evaluation tool based on two rarely combined techniques: use cases and design patterns. Our tool
supports an executable form of scenarios and a contract-based model of design patterns that is used to build and evaluate
software systems. The tool will be demoed with running examples.

Supporting and Reusing of Variability Contracts in a Model-Driven Generative (MDG)
Approach
Software Delivery Platform
Soheila Bashardoust Tajali, Voja Radonjic, Jean-Pierre Corriveau
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Model-Driven (MD) technologies have become widely used, yet key challenges remain in dealing with variability. In particular,
variability in domain modeling which strongly affects other phases of development and testing still is the main concern in model-
based generative approaches. In this demo, we present our solution to support variability modeling based on a particular form of
contracts.

Analyzing the collaborative software process on Jazz
Not Applicable
Fabio Rocha, Nikolaos Tsantalis (tsantalis@ualberta.ca), Eleni Stroulia (stroulia@ualberta.ca)

In this exhibition, we have integrated into RTC a sophisticated analysis of the collaborative development process offered by Jazz
in order to provide a better and deeper understanding of the artifacts, people and their relations. More specifically, we offer three
main services: software evolution analysis at design level, individual contribution and social network analysis and analysis of
natural-language artifacts.

SPARQL Gateway for Rational Reporting
Not Applicable
Mordy Adler, Arthur Ryman

Rational plans to use Linked Data to represent software development lifecycle information. Linked Data is a new web technology
that uses Resource Description Framework (RDF) to represent information as simple triples. SPARQL is the standard query
language for RDF. Hundreds of web sites such as DBpedia, contain billions of RDF triples that you can query using SPARQL.
This demo shows a SPARQL Gateway that lets you report on SPARQL data sources using Rational Insight and Rational
Publishing Engine.

Back to top

Social Technologies

Measuring Propagation in Online Social Networks
Smarter Commerce
Amir Afrasiabi Rad, Dr. Morad Benyoucef (Benyoucef@telfer.uottawa.ca)

Influence analysis has attracted interest of business analytics communities. Among different factors, propagation is one of the
main artifacts in measuring influence as influence is effective only if it is propagated. This topic closely relates to the social
analytics theme, where the results are useful for developing accurate BI tools.

Modeling and Quantifying Influence in Social Networks
Smarter Commerce
Behnam Hajian,

Viral marketing is one of the interesting topic for BI tools. This exhibition proposes a method of finding the most influential users in
social networks. This method helps marketers to maximize the performance of their marketing strategies by utilizing influential
individuals for viral marketing. The focus of this exhibition is the analysis of a network based on the interactions between users
called behavioral analysis.

Yakit: A Temporal-Locality based Messaging System
Not Applicable
Ronald Desmarais, Dr. Hausi Muller hausi@cs.uvic.ca, Przemek Lach
przemyslawlach@gmail.com

Yakit takes advantage of spacial and temporal information offered by mobile devices and allows users to seamlessly share
contextual information and stay connected. The premise is that users that are near each other at a give time have a common
interest, a common context, and want to communicate with others nearby to accomplish their goals.

Human Sensor Networks: Extracting Geophysical Observations from Social Media for
Situational Awareness in Natural Disasters
Software Delivery Platform
Oleg Aulov, Dr. Yelena Yesha, yeyesha@umbc.edu

Geolocated social media data from flickr is used as a human sensor network that helps us model more accurately the spread of
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.  Our approach is also useful in gaining situational awareness from social media for Smarter
Commerce in extreme events.
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